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Mr. Macpherson
the Impeachment
for Impeachment
ratory act.

of Sir Elijah ImpeyMMotion
_zegatived--Mr. Pitt's decla-

_OOKvL UPON the departure of Mr. Hastings from Bengal,
c,Ap. 1. Mr. Maepherson succeeded, as senior in council, to
17s5.-the
power and dignity of Chief Governor of the
British establishments in India. Certain peculiarities marked the history of this gentleman in the
service of the Company. He sailed to Madras in
1766, purser of an India ship ; and having obtained
the means of an introduction to the Nabob of Areot,
insinuated himself quickly into his inmost confidence.
As the Nabob, since the first moment of his deliverance from the terror of the French, had been in a
state of perpetual struggle with the servants of the
Company for a larger share of power, Mr. Macpherson
appears to have flattered him with the hopes of advantage from an application to the British minister ;
and to have prevailed upon the Nabob to make use of
himself as the organ of the attempt.
The project
was, to persuade the minister, that the Nabob was
suffering under a load of oppression by the Company's
servants.
Mr. Maepherson arrived in England, in
execution of this commission, towards the end of the
year 1768. Upon his return to Madras he was,
during the administration of Governor Dupr_, admitted into the civil service of the Company, and
employed by that Governor in the most confidential
transactions; particularly, in writing his dispatches,
to which the superior skill of Mr. Macpherson in the
art of composition afforded a recommendation.
In.
the year 1776, Lord Pigot was Governor of Madras.
Mr. Macpherson had ascended to the rank of a factor
in the Company's service ; when a paper, purporting
to be a memorial to the Nabob of Arcot, was pre-
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sented to the Council by their President. It had no BOOKVL
signature ; but it recapitulated various services, which c_AP.1.
the writer had rendered to the Nabob in England ; 17s5.
and "the concurrence of circumstances rendered it but
little possible that he should be any other person than
Mr. Macpherson.
Mr. Macpherson was called before
the Board ; and asked whether, or not, he acknowledged the production. Mr, Macpherson replied,
" That he could not give a precise answer ; that it
was not written in his hand, nor signed by him ; and
that it referred to transactions before he was in
the Company's service." Lord Pigot regarded this
answer as not only evasive, but a satisfactory proof
that Mr. Macpherson was the author; and as the
transactions appeared to him to be those of a man
unfit for the service of the Company, he therefore
moved that he should be dismissed. The following
is a passage of the memorial ; " The object of this
commission was to procure relief from the oppressions
under which the Nabob was labouring : To procure
i this wished-for relief, the means to be employed were,
! if possible, to raise in the breast of the Prime Minister a favourable respect for tile Nabob; then to
lay before him the distress of the Prince; likewise
to show the advantage which would arise to the state,
from granting him the proper protection."
In describing his first interview with the Minister, the
Duke of Grafton, the memorialist said, " I expatiated up_ontile superior merits of the Nabob ; showed
that he was the person to whom Britain owed the
rise of her power in India; that his attachment and
unsullied honour to the English were unparalleled.
I then dwelt upon his personal merits, as a statesman and a gentleman ; and showed, that though he
had assurances of protection, under the sovereign
n2
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I3OOKvl, hand, he was treated with indignity, and even
c,_A_..
1.. tyranny."
" Having represented," continues the au1785. thor, " tile Nabob's distress, and the oppressions
under which he laboured, in the most cautious manner
to his Grace, I availed myself of the disputes which
subsisted, or were rather commencing, between his
Grace, as First Lord of the Treasury, and the India
Directors, to enforce the propriety of supporting the
Nabob." Another of the topics which he says he
always laboured was, " that the firm support of his
Highness was the best restraint which government
had upon the usurpations of the servants of a certain
Company."
The memoriallst also desires the Nabob
to recollect, whether he was not the inventor of the
plea, by which the Nabob claimed to be a party to
the treaty of Paris ; that is, to rank himself with the
princes of Europe, as a member of their general
system ; and to make the King of France an arbiter
between him and tile English. Beside the general
project of relieving the Nabob from oppression, that
is, from the necessity of paying his debts, and of
yielding any thing from the revenues of the country
toward its defence, the memorialist claims the merit
of having exerted himself in favour of two other
favourite designs of the Nabob ; that of usurping the
seat of the Subab of Deccan, and that of disinheriting his elder, in favour of his second, son. Beside the
arguments which the memorialist employed upon the
minister, and the publications by which he boasts of
having influenced the public mind, he recun'ed to
other instruments of pcrsuasion. He offered presents
to the minister, hut they were rejected ; and then to
the minister's secretary, but they were rejected again.
His next offer, but under the necessary portion of
disguise, was that of a ln'escnt to the nation ; a sum
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of seventy laes, or even more, to be given to the BOOKYI.
minister, on loan for the public service, at an interest CaAr.1.
of two per cent.
1785.
As the memorialist in these transactions appeared
distinctly to have lent or sold himself to the Nabob,
to act in hostility to the Company, it was decided in
the Council, by a majority of nine to two, that Mr.
Macpherson should be dismissed from the service.
Four of the members, not satisfied with a silent acquiescence in the reasons of the President, add, that
" a man of the intriguing disposition which that paper
shows Mr. Macpherson to be, is, we think, very unfit
, to be employed as a servant of the Company ; more
especially as we believe Mr. Macpherson has been
concerned in the intriguee, which the greater part of
the Board must be sensible have lately been carried
on at the Nabob's Durbar, to tile detriment of the
Company's service, and which may have impeded the
execution of their late orders."
As the Board regarded the evidence against Mr.
Macpherson as conclusive, they held it unnecessary to
call upon him for a defence.
To the Directors, the
offence when it came before them, must have appeared of a very trivial nature. About the restoration
of Mr. Macpherson they seem not to have hesitated.
Their only anxiety was to restore him, without
submission to the condition (the votes of threefimrths of the Directors and three-fourths
of the
Proprietors) prescribed by the act. The opinion ohtained fi'om the Company's council was, that thouglt
his dismission, pronounced without receiving his defence, was informal, lie could not, without submission
to the clause of the act, be restored.
The counsel
added, " And it is worth considering, if Mr. Macpherson should be restored, whether he is a proper
person to be continued in the Company's service:

Mr. Macpaerson
BOOKyr. He has, in my opinion, too much connexion with the
ChAr.1. Nabob of Arcot ; and when the Company's interest
1785. and Nabob's are opposite, (as they will often happen,)
they will greatly disturb a man of honour and integrity."
As this opinion appears not to have accorded with the wishes of the leading portion of the
Directors, they made an experiment whether a more
favourable opinion could not be obtained from another quarter.
They consulted the Solicitor-General,
Wedderburne, who had sufficient power over technical language to satisfy them completely.
He pronounced the dismission of Mr. Maepherson not a dismission ; and by consequence, the clause of the net,
which regarded dismission, had in this case no application. Mr. Macphe_on was immediately restored.
In announcing, however, this decree to the Governor
and Council of Madras, the letter of the Court of Directors has the following words ; "But, as his behaviour
was disrespectful to your Board, and, in other particulars, very reprehensible, we direct tbat you give
him a severe reprimand, and acquaint him that a like
conduct will meet with a severer punishment." From
the humiliation, however, of such a reprimand, and
such a menace, the Court of Directors, who prescribed them, afforded him effectual protection.
Though restored to his rank and emoluments in the
service, he was allowed to remain in England, till
January, 1781, when he was chosen to fill the high
office, vacant by the resignation of Mr. Barwell, in
the Supreme Council of Bengal. This appointment
excited the attention of the Select Committee of the
House of Commons, who took it under examination,
and deemed it of sufficient importance to make it the
subject of their third report. The conduct of Mr.
Macpherson, who undertook the office of a secret
enemy of the Company, and became the willing and

j
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mercenary instrument of designs levelled against his BOOK V[.
:. country; the conduct of the Court of Dire_ctors in cH,_. 1.
i shielding such a man from the punishment awarded
178_.
for his offence, nay distinguishing him, as if he had
been a model of excellence, by a most unusual
reward ; lifting him up from a low rank in the service, and placing him all at once in nearly the highest and most important office which they had to
bestow, the Select Committee condemned in hnguage
of the greatest severity. The design of the Nabob
to exempt himself from all dependance upon the
Company, the Committee represented as early formed,
systematically pursued, and pregnant with danger.
He endeavoured to negotiate a treaty of neutrality
with the French, which would have secured that
nation at Pondicherry. He carried on, to the perpetual disturbance of the Company's government, a
perpetual system of intrigue, in pursuance of his plan.
Of Mr. Macpherson's construction of the article in the
treaty of Paris respecting the guarantee of his independence by France, he was eager to take advantage,
and to interpose that nation between himself and the
English.
" By means of such flattering delusions,"
say the Committee, " the ambition of the Nabob
Mahomed All had been, before this invention, as well
as ever since, stimulated to desperate designs and enterprises; which have disturbed the peace of India,
shaken the lawful government of the Company at
]_ladras, wasted his own revenues, and at length
brought the power of Great Britain in that part of
the world to the verge of ruin."
A copy of this report was sent out by the Directors to Bengal, where Mr. Maepherson was then performing so important a part in the government of
India.
It was a call upon him for a defence of his
own conduct and of theirs. The apology was written,
under date the 30th of l_larch, 1783.
It consistod

8

Mr. Macpherson'sAecounl

_

VI. of the following particulars ; First, an assertion, that
Ca,P. 1, the transactions in which he had been engaged for
17a5. the Nabob of Arcot, were made fully known to the
Company's Governor of Madras, at the time when he
entered into the Company's service, and that he had
never presented any memorial of those transactions
to the Nabob, but what had that Governor's approbation ; Secondly, of a display of the meritorious proceedings of the Supreme Government in Bengal,
from the time when he became a member of it. 1
_'Upon the first part of this apology, it is obvious to
remark, that it consisted entirely of his own affirmation of what passed between himself and a man that
was dead. Besides, if it was true, it only proved
that a certain governor sanctioned a certain conduct;
not that such conduct was innocent. The secret con- -

i
_.

BOOK

currence of a governor, if in any thing wrong, was a
collusion between two individuals, not the sanction of
government.
Upon the second part, an observation
equally conclusive was, that the plea was foreign to
the charge ; for surely the acts of the Supreme Council, whether excellent or the reverse, during the
time in which Mr. Macpherson had possessed a seat
at the Board, were no proof that nearly twenty years
before he had not committed an act, which ought to
have excluded him from the service.

_

As Mr. Hastings remained in India, till the passing
of Mr. Pitt's bill left no longer any douht of his recall, Mr. Macpherson had time to rise to seniority in
the Council; and by virtue of his station, occupied,
when left vacant, the Governor-General's chair.
The state of the revenues; the affairs of Oude ;
and the proceedings of Scindia, the great Mahratta
For these facts, see d,e Third Report of the Select Committee
formed in 178l; and Mr. Maepherso,fs letter to the Court of Directors, dated Calcutta, 30th o_"March, 1783, printed by order of the
House of Commonss araong the papers laid beforethem in 1787.

i
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chief, occupied first the attention of the new adminis- BOOKVL
tration.
CHAr.1.

!
_

The state, in which Mr. Macpherson received the
government, he represents as far from happy and prosperous. In a statement, bearing date the 4th of March,
1785, "The public distress," he says, " was never so
pressing as in this moment. The season of the heavy

collections is over ; the demands of Madras and Bumhay are most pressing; and our arrears to the army are
_,, upwards of fifty laes."'
To the Court of Directors,
when rendering an account of his government, upon the
" intimation of his recall, he represents himself, as having
been called upon "to act as their Governor-General,
._ at a season of peculiar difficulty, when the close of a
ruinous war, and the relaxed habits of their service,
had left all their armies in arrear, and their presiden-

i?

Indian Governors indulge, makes it impossible to
cies
disorder."
The loose
the
knowin very
exactly2 what
Mr. language,
Maephersonin which
indicated,
by the term " relaxed habits" of the service; undoubtedly, however, he meant bad government ; since
he described them as among the causes of some of
the
worstall effects,_armies
dencies
in disorder.
The Governor-General

•
-S

_-5
°$_,
-!

all in arrear_and

presi-

and Council stood pledged

Letter to Major Palmer, priuted among extracts
No. 2, wd. vii. presented to the Ilouse of Commons
March, 1786.

fi'om papers in
on the 13th of

_ Copy of a letter to the Court of Directors, dated 10tl_ August_ 1786,
ptiuted by order of the House of Commons.--'lhe
Select Comnnttee of
theThe
House
in 1810,
p. S;0_
say,
,c
effectsof of'Commons
the war which
emledin their
m the q'hild
year l_eport,
1783 were
particularly prejudicial to the linauclal system of Indm.
The revenues had
been absorbed, the pay and allowances of hoth the civil and military
branches of the service were greatly in arrear; the credit of the Company was extremely depressed : and, added to all, the whole system
had fallen hJto such irregularity
anti confusion, that the real state of
affairs could not he ascertained till the conclusion of the year 1785-6."
Such is the state, in which India was lefb by the administration
of
Mr. Haatings,

1785.

I0

lieiation,
wi_hOude,

_oox vI. to Mr. Hastingsfor the maintenanceof his new sy_. C,,Ar.1. tem for the management of nude. To reduce, how17s5. ever, the drain upon the Nabob_streasury, producedby
allowances and gratuities to the Company's servants,
a rule was introduced, that every thing of this nature
should appear upon the face of his accounts, should be
recorded by the Council, and transmitted for the inspection of the Court of Directors. A body of troops
had been assigned by the Nabob to Mr. Hastings, as
a body guard, during his residence in nude ; and to
these troops had been appointed British officersat the
Nabob's expense. This too was a burthen upon the
Nabob which the+ Governor-General deemed it improper any longer to impose. The expense, however,
of Major Palmer, the private agent of Mr. Hasting,
left at the seat of the Nabob when the ostensible re.
sident was withdrawn, he was induced "from motives
(he says) of delicacy, to the late Governor.General,
and his arrangements in the upper provinces," not ira.
mediately to remove ; though the expence was enormous,1 and the agent employed for no other function
than to transmit to the Presidency the letters of the
Vizir and present those addressed to him by the Governor-General. The Futty-gur detachment, from
the changes which had taken place on the frontiers
of"nude, it was also, for the present, deemed unsafe
to withdraw. But the Governor-General declared
his ,'esolution of confining the military burthen imposed upon the Vizir to the smallest amount, consistent with the security of his dominions ; and for this
he conceived that one complete brigade, in constant
readiness, and punctually paid, would suffice."2
i In all 112,9501. of which 2_,8001. was in salary to Major Pahner
alone. The expense of the residency, under Mr. Bristow, which blr.
Hastings had represented as frightfully enormous, amounted to 64,_0gl.
See Barke's Charges, No. 16, sect. 89.
See the letter to Major Palmeb quot_ in the preceding page.
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The proceedings of Scindia were already an object BOOKVI.
i of great jealousy, ff not of dread.
In 1781, Mr. c_,P. I.
i Hastings, apparently engrossed by one object, the
17B5.
accomplishment of peace with Scindia, and through
him with the government at Poonah, overlooked or
misunderstood the dangers which were involved
in the aggrandisement
of the Mahratta chief, and
expressly instructed
the English
ambassador to
throw no obstacles in the way of the designs which
he entertained against the remaining territories of the
Mogul.
Toward the end of the year 178_, died
Nujeef Khan, whose talents had, even in its present
decline, given a portion of stability to the imperial
throne.
The remaining chiefs by whom it was suri rounded immediately broke into general discord.
In
the petty, but virulent Warfare, in which they engaged,
the unhappy Emperor was banded from one to another,
according as each, attaining a precarious ascendancy,
became
master
of his person
was equally
enslaved, and
oppressed
by them; and
all. he
About
six months
after the death of NujeefKhan,
Mr. Hastings, though
he the
had treaty
directedwith
Colonel
Muir," which
not to insert
thing
in
Scindia
might any
expressly
_ mark our knowledge of his views, or concurrence in
them," namely, his views on the territory of Shah
Aulum ; and though he had on that occasion declar_ ed, that "our connexion with the Mogul had long
been suspended, and lie wished never to see it re_ hewed, as it had proved a fatal drain to the wealth of
Bengal, and the treasury of the Company," sent certain agents, among whom were Major Browne, and
i" Major Davy, to the court of the Emperor at Delhi.
and, by means of them, entered into negotiations, if
not engagements, of which the nature has never been
satisfactorily
explained.
It appears, that an offer
! was made, on conditions which were accepted, to
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BOOKVI.provide for the expense of any troops which the King
C_Ar.1. might require; and Major Browne, in his dispatch to
1785. Mr. Hastings laid before the, Board, declared, that
"The business of assisting the Shah can and must go
on, if we wish to he secure in India, or regarded as
a nation of faith and honour." 1 The proposition,
however, which was made by the Governor-General,
to grant assistance to the Mogul, was disrelished by
the other members of the Board; and the Scheme
was defeated. At what mark it was aimed, we no
where distinctly perceive?
" I avow," says Mr.
Hastings, "that I would have afforded effectual assistance to the .Mogul, that is, to the King Shah
Aulum, if powers had been granted to me ; but my
Council differed in opinion with me, and nothing was
done." This is all the information which, in his
answer to the charge on this subject, Mr. Hastings
condescends to yield. When urging upon the Directors his wishes for sending troops to the assistance of
the Mogul, he had indeed held a language, contradictory both to his former and his subsequent declarations. If the King's authority, he said, "is suffered
to recei_e its final extinction, it is impossible to foresee what power may arise out of its ruins, or what
events may be linked in tile same chain of revolution
with it. But your interests _za_ suffer by it : your
reputation certainly wilt_as
his right to our assistante has been constantly acknowledged--and,
by a
train of consequences to which our government has
not intentionally given birth, hut most especially by
the movements, which its influence, by too near an
approach, has excited, it has unfortunately become
' Letter
December,

f,'om Major Brown
1783.

to Mr. llastings,

d.'ited at Delhi, 30th

The papers on thi_ subject were refused by ministry, or rather by
the [touse of Commons, under the guidance of the minister.
See the
Debates iu Padiamen b under date March 7th arid 18tl b 1786.

"_
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the efficient instrument of a great portion of the BOOKYr.
o_
,,
King's present distresses and dan_ers.
Mr. Burke, CHAr. 1.
however, affirms, with a strength which the eircum- 17s5.
stances will not warran't, that the pretended design of
Mr. Hastings to free the Emperor from thraldom
under the Delhi chiefs, was not his real design, benot of
consistent
someMr.
of Hastings
his declarations,
_ cause
and some
his acts.withWhile
was at
Lucknow, in 1785, ttle eldest son, and heir apparent
of
the Emperor,
repaired to Oude, and
to solicit
the protection
of the Governor-General
Nabob.
He
was received with marks of distinction, which had no
tendency to extinguish hope, and was described by
Mr. Hastings as a person of considerable qualifications, well versed in affairs. His solicitations for aid
" to deliver his father from oppression, and re-establish
_ in some degree the fortunes of his house, Mr. Hastings informed him, were opposed, by the present
as
I tcmper of the English nation,
well as by that of
his colleagues in the government ; and he advised an
intermediate
application to Scindia, as the most
;
powerful Mahratta Prince, the ally of the English
_ nation, and a man who, unless early prevented, was
_ likely to take an opposite part. To Scindia, Sir.
i

Hastings, as he informed the Court of Directors, had
himself written, on the very first advice he received
of the flight of the Mogul Prince, not only to ap-

i

prize him of that event, but to solicit his advice.
Scindia immediately sent to Lucknow his familiar
and confidential ministers, with whom Mr. Hastings
held several secret conferences, without the presence
even of a secretary.
He reported no more than
the result of these conferences; namely, "that the
inclinations (_f the Mahratta chief were not very
dissimilar from his own ;" and lie added, that neither in this, nor ia any other instance, would lie

i
},
I

¢

L
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ImOKV'Lsuffer himself to be drawn into measures which
c_,r. 1. should tend to weaken the connexion between the
1785. English government and Scindia; "nor, in this,
even to oppose his inclinations."
What his inclinations were, at the time of the negotiation with
Colonel Muir, the reader will remember : What were
the recent declarations of Mr. Hastings, respecting
the obligations both of justice and of policy, to support the Emperor, has been immediately stated:
What were the inclinations of Scindia at the present
moment, Mr. Hastings is far from disclosing: The
actions of Scindia made them soon distinctly appear, t
The Emperor, from the impulse of a feeble mind,
which deems any evil less than that under which it is
immediately suffering, listened to the insidious overtures of Scindia, who offered him deliverance from the
undutiful servants that enthralled him. Partly by
intrigue, and partly by force, Scindia got possession
The insinuations of Mr. Burke that the negotiation of the GoverworGeneral with the Mogul covered an insidious design to betray him into
the hands of Scindia, receives its greatest confirmation fi'om what Mr.
Pitt was brought to say in the House of Commons, on the 18th of
March, 1786, in the debate on the production of Delhi papers. "It"
he were inclined to lay open secrets which the interests of the country
requix_l should be concealed, he could easily prove," he said, "that
the junction of the Mogul with the Mahratta powers was of the highest
advantage to the Company." Two other objects, which were always
fbund an et_eient source of terror, as terror is always, in such hands,
a most convenient instrument of persuasion, were, on this occasion,
brought forward by the minister. These were, Tippoo Saib, and the
French. These two, he said, were, at that time, plotting against the
Company; and Tippoo was making efforts, by holding out dazzling
prqiects to the Mogul, to realize the great advantage of the imperial
authority and name. tt Iu order to counteract this," said Mr. Pitt,
" it became necessary for tl,e servants of the Company to exert themselves to the utmost to ingratiate themselves with the Court of Delhi,
and by that means secure to their employers that great body of strength
and influence which would naturally result frmn the countenance of the
Shah." Ibid. It was "a body of strength and inttuence" on which
Mr. Hastings set a high value, in his instructions for the negotiation
with Scindia !
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easily of the imperial person, and with the imperial BOOKVL
person, of all the pretensions, and all the territories, c_hP. J.
which belonged to the imperial throne.
Nor was it
1785.
long before he manifested the value of that fi'iendsbip
of his to the English, which Mr. Hastings claimed so
much of merit for maintaining.
Mr. Hastings had
not yet left Calcutta, when a body of the Seiks invaded Rohilcund ; and it was on strong grounds believed, that they received encouragement from Scindia to the attempt.
That ambitious chief proceeded
in his plans with so much expedition, that before the
end of March he was master of Agra ; and the fort
of Ally Ghur, which could not long be defended, remained, in that part of India, the only place of
strength, beyond the confines of the Vizir, which was
not in his power. He afforded protection to Cheytc
Sing, and gave him a command in his army. He had
already treated the Vizir with so little delicacy, that
nothing but the prospect of effectual resistance, as
Major Palmer and Mr. Anderson united in representing, could he expected to restrain him within the
bounds of justice. 1 What was more, he compelled
the Emperor to declare him Vicegerent to the Mogul
empire, an authority which superseded that of the
Vizir ; and consolidated in the hands of the Mahrattas all the legal sovereignty of India.
These advantages he failed not to direct immediately against the
Company themselves ; and incited the Mogul to make
a demand of the tribute due to him from the English.
On the charge, however, of having connived with the
designs of Scindia, Mr. Hastings has the following
words, "I declare, that I entered into no negotiations with Madajee Scindia for delivering the Mogul
into the hands of the Mahrattas;
but I must have
:Extracts fi'omPapers in No. 2_vol. vii. ut supra.
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BOOKVI.been a madman indeed, if I had involved the Camc.,r. 1. pany in a war with the Mahrattas, because the Mo•17s5. gul, as his last resource, had thrown himself under
the protection of Madajee Scindia. ''1 The question
is, whether he did not more surely prepare a war
with the Mahrattas, by allowing Scindia to feed his
presumption and his power, with all the resources and
pretensions of the imperial throne.
The power of Scindia over the Mogul family was
not complete, so long as the eldest son of the Emperor
remained out of his hands.
Towards the end of
March a negotiation was opened with him by Scindia,
of which the object was his return to Delhi. The
conditions offered were extremely favourable. " This
convinced me," said Major Palmer, "they were insidious ; and I earnestly recommended that the Prince
should not trust to promises ; as, without security for
their performance, he would expose his dignity, his
succession, and even his life, to the greatest hazard."
Major Palmer continues, "I consider the interests of
the Company, and the Vizir, as deeply involved in
the fate of the Prince.
Whilst he continues under
the protection of the Vizir and the Company, the
usurpation of the Mahrattas must be incomplete ; but,
if he should fall under their power, it will be perpetuated, find the consequences of their being permanently established in the authority of the empire,
would be truly alarming to the peace of the Vizir's,
and the Company's dominions."
The Major added,
" It will not only be impracticable to withdraw the
Futty Ghur detachment, in the event of Scindia's obtaining a firm footing in the Dooab, which is his aim,
and which he has nearly accomplished ;--but it will
also he necessary for the Vizir to maintain a respect' Mr Hasting_'s Answer
tecnth articles of Charge,

to the Nineteeuth,
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able body of eavalry to act with the Company's in-BOOK v[
fantry for theprotection
of his dominions.
And his c,,_. 1.
Excellency is so seriously alarmed at the growing
1785.
power of the Mahrattas in his neighbourhood, that I
am eonvinced he will readily adopt any practicable
plan for securing himself against the consequences of
it." _
The Board of Control, at the head of which was
placed Mr. Henry Dundas, had not been long in the
exercise of its fimetions, when it manifested pretty
clearly the ends which it was calculated to promote.
So strong a conviction was impressed upon Englishmen, in general, of the evil resulting from tile magnitude of the debts due to British subjects by the Nabob
of Carnatic; of the fraudulent methods by which they
had been contracted ; and of the mischievous pur|-oscs
which the Nabob pursued, by ackuowledging debts,
where nothing had been received, and nothing but a
dangerous co-operation was expected in return ; that,
in every one of the schemes which the late reformers
had proposed for the government of India, a provision
had been included,for an adjustment of those enormous
and suspicious contracts. In Mr. Dundas's bill it was
proposed, that the Governor-General
and Council
" should take into consideration the present state of
the affairs of the Nabob of Arcot, and inquire into
and ascertain, the origin, nature, and amount of his
just debts," and take the most speedy and effectual
measures for discharging them.
A provision to tl:e
same effect, and couched very nearly in the self-same
words, was contained in Mr. Fox's bill ; and to prevent
the recurrence of a like evil in future, it was declared
" unlawful for any servant, civil or military, of the
Company, to be engaged in the borrowing or lending
Letter fi'om the agent in Oude,
Extracts from Pal_er,s, ut supra.
VOI,,

V.

dated
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VLof any money, or in any money transactionwhatsoC"A'.I. ever, with any protected or other native prince,"
17s5. The clause in Mr. Pitt's aet was in the following
words: "Whereas very large sums of money a_e
claimed to be due to British subjects by the Nabob
of Arcot,......
he it enacted, That the Court of
Directors shall, as soon as may be, take into consideration, the origin and justice of the said demands,-and that they shall give such orders to their Pre.
sidencies and servants abroad for completing the
investigation thereof, as the nature of the case shall
require; and for establishing, in concert with the
Nabob, such fund, for the discharge of those debts
which shall appear to be justly due, as shall appear
consistent with the rights of the Company, the security of the creditors, and the honaur and dignity of
the said Nabob."
The Directors, from the words of this enactment,
concluded, as any body would conclude, that this
inquiry, respecting these alleged debts, was a trust,
expressly and exclusively devolved upon them; and
that an inquiry into "the origin and justice of the
said demands" implied (what was absolutelynecessary
to the end which seemedto he proposed,the separation of the false from the true) that scrutiny should
be made into each particular case. They proceeded
to the fulfilmentof the obligations, which this enactment seemed to lay upon them ; drew up a set of instructions for their Presidencies and servants abroad ;
and transmitted them for approbation to the tioard
of Control.
I,

They were not a little surprised to find the Board
of Control take the whole business out of their hands.
The Board of Control thought proper to divide the
debts of the Nabob into three classes; 1. A class
consolidated,as it was called, in the year 1767, con-

r_
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stituting what it called the loan of 1767 ; 2. A class BOOKVL
contracted for paying the arrears of certain cavalry Ca,r. 1.
discharged in 1777, which it called the cavalry loan ; 17s5.
3. Another class, which it called the consolidated
debt of 1777. And it ordered, that all these three
classes should be discharged, without any inquiry.
As it was only by degrees that funds for that disi charge could arise ; and twelve lacs annually were set
apart for that purpose; the following order was prei scribed : That the debt consolidated in 1767 be made
up I to the end of the year 178_ with the current
i interest at ten per cent. ; the cavalry loan made up
to the same period with the current interest at twelve
per cent. ; the debt consolidated in 1777 made up to
the same period with the current interest at twelve
_:i per cent. to November, 1781, and from thence with
the current interest at six per cent. : That the annual
twelve lacs should be applied; 1. To the growing
interest
on the cavalry
cent.at ; six
2.
To the growing
interestloan
on at
the twelve
debt ofper
1777
per cent. ; 3. Of the remainder, one half to the pay_: ment of the growing interest, and liquidation of the
_ principal of the loan of ] 767, the other half to the
liquidation of the debt which the Nabob, beside his
when the loan of 1767 should thus be discharged, the
debt to lacs
individuals,
to the1. Company:
That
twelve
should beowed
applied;
To the growing
interest of the loan of 1777; 2. Of the remainder,
_:_one
halfcavalry
to pay loan,
the interest
and half
liquidate
principal
of the
the other
to thetheliquidation
i_i of the debt to the Company : That when the cavalry
loan should thus be discharged, the twelve lacs should
be applied, in the proportion of five lacs to the interest
and principal of the loan of 1777, seven lacs to the
i_

&

_" 2glade up," means augmented

by the addition

of interest

due.

o
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I_oo_ yr. debt due to the Company : And lastly, when the debt
c_ar. 1. to the Company should thus be discharged, that the
1785. whole of the twelve lacs should go to the extinction
of the debt of 1777.
The Directors remonstrated, but very humbly.
" My Lords and Gentlemen, It is with extreme concern that we express a difference of opinion with your
Right Honourable Board, in this early exercise of
yOUR"
controling power ; but, in so novel an institution,
it can scarce be thought extraordinary, if the exact
boundaries of our respective functions and duties
should not at once, on either side, be precisely and
familiarly understood, and therefore confide in your
justice and candour for believing that we have no
wish to evade or frustrate the salutary purposes of
your institution, as we oil our part are thoroughly
satisfied that you have no wish to encroach on the
legal powers of the East India Company : we shall
proceed to state our objections to such of the amendments as appear to us to be either insufficient, inexpedient, or unwarranted."
And under the head of,
private debts of the Nabob of Arcot, "You are
pleased," they say, "to substantiate at once the justice
of all those demands which the act requires us to
investigate."
ARer "submitting,"
which is all that
they presume to do, "to the consideration" of the
Board, whether " the express direction of the act, to
examine the nature and origin of the debts," had thus
been "complied with ;" and likewise "submitting,"
whether inquiry could have done any harm; they
add, " But to your appropriation of the fund, our duty
requires that we should state our strongest dissent.
Out" right to be paid the arrears of those expences by
which, al,nost to our own ruin, we have preserved the
country, and all the property connected with it, from
falling a prey to a foreign conqueror, surely stands
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paramount to all claims, for former debts, upon the BOOKVI,
revenues of a country so preserved, even if the legis- c_P. 1.
lature had not expressly limited the assistance to be 1785.
given to private creditors to be such as should be
consistent with our rights.
The Nabob had, long
before passing the act, by treaty with our Bengal
government, agreed to pay us seven laes of pagodas,

;4

as part of the twelve lacs, in liquidation of those
_- arrears; of which seven lacs the arrangement you
have been pleased to lay down would take away tl'om
us more than the half and give it toprivate creditors,
of whose demands there are only about a sixth part
which do not stand in a predicament that you declare
would not entitle them to any aid or protection from
us in the recovery thereof, were it not upon grounds
of expediency.
Until our debt shall be discharged,
_: we can by no means consent to give up any part of
the seven lacks to the private creditors. ''_
_'
Tile correspondence upon this subject between the
Court of Directors and the Board of Control passed
during the months of October and November in the
had Board
originally
adopted.
And in
on tile
_ plan
ear which
1784. it The
of Control
persisted
the
28th of February, 1785, it was moved by Mr. Fox,
i in the House of Commons, that the directions which
had in consequence been transmitted to India, should
be laid betbre the House. A vehement debate ensued,
in which l_Ir. Burke delivered that celebrated speech,
which he afterwards l)ublished, under the title of
" 5'lr. Burke's Speech on the Motion made fi)r Papers
relative to the Directions for charging the Nabob of
Arcot's Private Debts to Europeans on the Revenues
! of the Carnatic."
5Ir. Dundas defended the Board
_;
g
_t

_ Beside the Parliamentary
Papers, these documents are found in the
Appendix to Burke'5 speech on the Nabob of 2_rcot's Debts.
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VI. Of Control : By showing that, whatever might be the
CH,r. 1. natural and obvious meaning of the wolMs of the 1e_78_. gislature commanding inquiry, and committing that
inquiry to the Court of Directors; it was yet very
possible for the strong party to torture them into a
meaning, which enabled the strong party to do what
it pleased: By asserting that the Directors had sufficient materials in _he India House, for deciding
upon all three classes of debts; though the opinion of
the Directors themselves was precisely the reverse :
By observing, that, if any improper claim under any
of the three classes was preferred, it was open to the
Nabob, to the Company and to the other creditors,
to object. The only object, which, as far as can be
gathered from the report of his speech, he held forth
as about to be gained, by superseding that inquiry,
which all men, but himself and his majority in parliament, would have concluded to be the command of
the legislature, was, that this measure would not leave
" the Nabob an opportunity to plead in excuse for
not keeping his payments to the Company, that he
was harassed by the applications of his private
creditors."

ltOOK

, How wretched his foresight, if he really was sincere in this opinion,
and how little he was capable of calculating the effects of his own measures, soon appeared by the event. "The actual loss," says Mr. tiume,
" by this proceeding of tile Board of Control is not limited to the large
sum which has been paid : for the knowledge of the fact, that Mr.
Dundas had in that manner admitted, without any kind of inquiry,
the whole claims of the consolidated debt of 1777, served as a strong
inducement to others, to get from the Nabob obligations or goads of
any description, in hopes dmt some future good-natured President of
the Board of Control would do the same for them. We accordingly
find that an enormous debt of near thirty millions sterling was very
soon formed after that act of Mr. Dundas, and urgent applications
were soon again made to have the claims paid in the same manner._
Speech of Joseph Huine, Esq. at a general Court of Proprietors at the
East India House, on tha 9th of Jun% 1814, p. _3.
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Mr. Burke took a very extensive view of the BOOKVL
Indian policy of the ministers.
The most curious _P" a.
and important
part of his speech; and that is ira17s5.
pertant indeed; is the part, where he undertakes to
show what was the real motive, for superseding that
inquiry Which was called for by the legislature, and
for deciding at once, and in the lump, upon a large
atnount of suspicious and more than suspicious de_ands. The motive, which he affix'ms,and in support
of which he adduces as great a body of proof as it is
almost ever possible to bring, to a fact of such a description, (facts Of that description, though of the
highest order of importance, are too apt to exhibit
few of those marks which are commonly relied upon
as matter of evidence), was no other than that
baneful source of all our misgovernment, and almost all our misery, _Parliamentary Influence.
It
was to hold the corrupt benefit of a large parliamentary
interest, created by the creditors and creatures, fraudulent and not feaudulent, of the Nabob of Areot, that,
according to Mr. Burke, the mtnistry of i786 decided,
they should all, whether fraudulent or not fraudulent,
receive their demands.
" Paul Benfield is the grand
parliamentary reformer.
What region in the empire,
-what city, what borough, what county, what tribunal
in this kingdom, is not full of his labours. In order
to station a steady phalanx for all future reforms, this
public-spirited usurer, amidst his charitable toils for
the relief of India, did not forget the poor rotten constitution of his native country,
l_or her, he did not
disdain to stoop to the trade of a wholesale upholsterer
for this house, to furnish it, not with the faded
tapestry figures of antiquated merit, such as decorate,
and may reproach, some other houses, but with real
solid, living patterns of true modern virtue.
Paul
Benfield made (regkoning himself) no fewer than

"2-4,
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_)OK vi. eight members in the last parliament. What copious
c_Ar. 1. streams of pure blood must he not have transfitsed
1735. into the veins of the present !"
But the occasions of Mr. Benfield had called him
to India. " It was therefore," continues Mr. Burke,
" not possible for tile minister to consult personally
with this great man. What then was he to do ?
Through a sagacity that never failed him in the_
pursuits, he found out in Mr. Benfield's representative his exact resemblance. A specific attraction, by
_hich he gravitates towards all such characters, soon
brought our minister into a close connexion with Mr.
Benfield's agent and attorney; that is, with the grand
contractor (whom I name to honour) Mr. Richard
Atkinson ; a name that will be well remembered as long
as the records of this house, as long as the records
of the British treasury, as long as the monumental
debt of England, shall endure! This gentleman, Sir,
acts as attorney for 5lr. Paul Benfield.
Every one
who hears me is well acquainted with the sacred
fi'iendship and the mutual attachment that subsist
between him and the present minister.
As many
members as chose to attend in ".he first session of this
parliament can best tell their own feelings at the
,_cenes which were then acted."
After representing
thisAtkinson,as the man whosewill directed in framing
the articles of Mr. Pitt's East India Bill, Mr. Burke
proceeds: " But it was necessary to authenticate the
coalition between the men of Intrigue in India, and
the minister of Intrigue in England, by a studied display of the power of this their connecting link. Eve,-)"
trust, every honour, every distinction was to be
heaped upon him. He was at once made a Director
of the India Company; made an Alderman of London; and to be made, if ministry could prevail (and I
am sorry to say how near, how very near they were to

i
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prevailing) representative of the capital of this kingdom, nOOKvr.
But to secure his services against all risk, he was c,,A_,,x.
brought in for a ministerial borough.
On his part
1785.
he was not wanting in zeal for the common cause.
His advertisements show his motives, and the merits
upon which he stood. For your minister, this wornout veteran submitted to enter into the dusty field of
the London contest; and you all remember that in
the same virtuous cause, he submitted to keep a sort
of public office, or counting-house, where the whole
business of the last general election was managed.
It was openly managed, by the direct agent and attorney of Benfield. It was managed upon Indian
principles, and for an Indian interest.
This was the
golden cup of abominations; this the chalice of the
fornications of rapine, usury, and oppression, which
was held out by the gorgeous Eastern harlot; which
so many of the people, so many of the nobles of this
land, had drained to the very dregs. Do you think
that no reckoning was to follow this lewd debauch ?
that no payment was to he demanded for this riot of
public drunkenness, and national prostitution ? Here!
you have it, here before you. The principal of the
grand election manager must be indemnified.
Accordingly the claims of Benfield aud his crew must be
put above all inquiry."
This is a pieture_ It concerns nay countrymen to
contemplate well the features of it. I care not io
what degree it may please an)" one to say that it is
not a !ikeness of the groupe that sat for it. To me
it is alone of importance to know, that. if it presents not an individual, it presents, and with consummate fidelity, a family likeness; that it represents the
tribe; that such scenes, and such exactly, were sure
to be acted, by the union between Indian influence
and parliamentary influence; that such was sure to
be the game, which would be played into one an-
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_OOKVI.other's hands, by Indian corruption,and parliamentary
cuP. 1. corruption, the moment a proper channel of eommu17s_. nication was opened between them.
The points, to which Mr. Burke adverts in the next
place, are of a mm'e tangible nature. " Benfield," he
says, "for several years appeared as the chief proprietor, as well as the chief agent, director, and controller of this system of debt. My best information
goes to fix his share at 400,000L
By the svheme of
the present ministry for adding interest to the principal, that smallest of the sums ever mentioned for Mr.
Benfield will form a capital of 592,000/., at stx per
cent. interest. Benfield has thus received, by the
ministerial grant before you, an annuity of 35,5_0l.,
a year, charged on the public revenues. ''_
After several other remarks on the proceedings of
Benfield, he thus sums up ; "I have laid before you,
Mr. Speaker, I think with sufficient clearness, the
connexion of ministers with Mr. Atkinson at the general election ; I have laid open to you the connexion
of Atkinson with Benfield; I have shown Benfield's
employment of his wealth in creating a parfiamentary
interest to procure a ministerial protection; I have
set before your eyes his large concern in the debt,
Mr. Hume applied to tile Directors in 1814, for information relatiTe
to the money which had been paid by the Company, under this decision
of the Board of' Control ; also for a copy of the instructions which the
D_rectors proposed to send out to the Presidency for separating the true
fi'om the fraudulent debts, aud which instructions the Board of Control
st_perseded.
In both instances the application was unsuccessful;
and
Mr. Hume, from the best information
he could obtain, places the
amount at nearly 5,000,000l.
" These claims," he says, " for what
was called the consolidated debt of 1777, ' of which the Directors had
never heard until 1776, and had never been able to obtain any satisfactory information/
amounted,
with high interest made up to the end
of 178_, to the sum of 54,98,500 pagodas, or 2,199,400/.:
And,
agreeably to the orders of the Board of Control sent out at that and
subsequent periods, the total had been paid in 1804_ with nearly twenty
years' interest, amounting in the whole to near five millions

Spocch_
u_supra_
p, 2_.

sterling."
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his practices to hide that concern from the public BOOKvt.
eye ; and the liberal protection which he has received C_. 1.
from the minister.
If this chain of circumstances do 1785.
:
z

not lead you necessarily to conclude that the minister has paid to the avarice of Benfield the services
done by Benfield's connexion to his ambition, I do not
know any thing short of the confession of the party
that can persuade
you only
of hisbeguilt.
and
collusive
practice can
traced Clandestine
by combination

•_
•,
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and comparison of circumstances.
To reject such
combination and comparison is to reject the only
means of detecting fraud; it is indeed to give it a
patent, and free licence, to cheat with impunity. I
confine myself to the connexion of ministers mediately
or immediately with only two persons concerned in
this debt. How many others, who support their
power and greatness within and without doors, are
concerned originally, or by transfers of these debts,
must be left to general opinion.
I refer to the Reports of the Select Committee for the proceedings of
some of the agents in these affairs, and their attempts,
at least, to furnish ministers with the means of buying general courts, and even whole parliaments, in
tile gross." 1
In what proportion these ancient debts were false,
and either collusive or forged, we have, as far as they
were exempted from inquiry, no direct means of
knowing.
If a rule may be taken from those of a
more modern date, when suspicion was more awake,
and after all the checks of Mr. Dundas and his successors had been _tpplied, it will be concluded that
few were otherwise.
The commissioners, who were
appointed in the year 1805, to decide upon the claims
of the private creditors of the Nabob of Arcot, had,
Second Report of S¢1¢ctCommitte% 1781.
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in the month of November, 1814, performed adjudicH_P.
a
.
cation on claims to the amount of 0,0,390,570/. of
J_
BOOK VI.

1785. which only 1,346,796l. were allowed as good,
19,0'_3,77Al. were rejected as bad; in other words.
one part in twenty was all that could be regarded
as true and ]awful debt, 1
Mr. Dundas assumed that he had done enough,
when he allowed the Nabob, the Company, and other
creditors to object. That this was a blind, is abundandy clear; though it is possible, that it stood as
much between his own eyes and the light, as he was
desirous of putting it between the light and eyes of
other people. Where was the use of a power given to
the Nabob to object ? Tile Nabob was one of the fraudulent parties. Ov to the creditors to object ? of whom
the greater number had an interest in conniving at
others, in order that others might connive at them.
Or to the company to object ? The Company was not
there to object: And the servants of the Company
were the creditors themselves.

_
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See Tenth Report of Commissioners, the last which has yet come
to my hand, p. 469. Mr. Hume say_, "The claims which formed
the consolidated debt of 1777, amouuting to '2,199)400/. were cousidered equally objectionable in 1774, a_ these new claims in a806; and
if Mr. Dundas had permitted a proper inqmry to be instituted in 1785,
:ts the act of 24 Geo. Ill. directed, there is every reason to conclude
that a much ha'get proporti_,, of the old thnn the new debt wouhl have
been rejected ........
We ure fully warranted in drawing the above
omclusiou, as tile court of D_rectors, aud all the Governors in India,
b:al itlvnHably declared these claJm._ ox"171"7 to be shamet'ul, alld such
:,_ co,ld m_t fear the light. And, in 1781, the claimants had so bad
an opinion of theh" right to the whole, that they made a voluntary ()tier
to the government in Bengal to take off one jburth fi'om the amount of
their claims, and tJ agree to m)y kind of settlement) _Jthout interest,
if the Compauy would but sanction their title to the remainder.
There
is also very little doubt, I think, but that the deht of 1767, aud al_o
the cavalry debt, if" prob,erly examined, would have turned out very
_hiectinnable.
And it was the dut 3 of Mr. Dundas to have ordered tl_o
necessary inquiry into thejusfiee of the whole, agreeably to Mr. Pitt's
bill, which made no distinction in the debts of 1767 and 1777." Speect b
)atsupr% p,o4__5.
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It was not thus decided, by the parties on whom the BOOKVI.
power of decision depended, when the commissioners c,,AP. _.
for adjudication on the debts of the Nabob were ap- 1785.
pointed in 1805. It was not accounted wisdom, then,
to approve ofaU in the lump, and only allow the power
of objection. It was thought necessary to inquire ; and
to lrerform adjudication,
after blquiry, upon each
particular ease. The consequence is, as above disclosed, that one part in twenty, in a mass of claims
exceeding twenty millions sterling, is all that is honest
and true.
In this imputed collusion between the ministry and
the creditors of the Nabob, it was not insinuated
that the rninistel_ had taken money for the favour
which they had shown. Upon this Mr. Burke makes a
remark, which is of the very highest importance. " I
know that the ministers," says he," will think it little
less than acquittal, that they are not charged with
having taken to themselves some part of the money
of which they have made so liberal a donation to their
partisans.
If I am to speak my private sentiments,
I think, that in a thousand eases for one, it would be
far less mischievous to the public (and full as little
dishonourable to themseb'es), to be polluted with direct bribery, than thus to become a standing auxiliary to the oppression, usury, and peculation of multitudes, in order to obtain a corrupt support to their
power. It is by hribing ; not so often hy being bribed ;
that wicked politicians bring ruin on mankind. Avarice is a rival to the pursuits of many ; it finds a multitude of checks and many opposers in every walk of
life. But the ohjeets of ambition are for the few:
And every person who aims at indirect profit; and
therefore wants other protection than innocence and
law; instead of its rival becomes its instrument:
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!mOXvI. There is a natural allegiance and fealty due to this
h domineering paramount evil from all the vassal vices"5
, ca,P.
.....
17s5. which acknowledge its superiority, and readily militate under its banners: and it is under that discipline alone, that avarice is able to spread to any
considerable extent, or to render itself a general publie mischief. It is therefore, no apology for ministcrs, that they have not been bought by the East
India delinquents; that they have only formed an
alliance with them, for screening each other from justice, according to the exigence of their several necessities. That they have done so is evident : And the
junction of the power of office in England, with the
abuse of authority in the East, has not only prevented even the at_pearance of redress to the grievances
of India, but I wish it may not be found to have dulled, if not extinguished, the honour, the candour, the
generosity, the good nature, which used formerly to
characterize the people of England."
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In October, 1784, the Directors appointed Mr.
Holland, an old servant, on the Madras establishment, to succeed eventually to the government of
Fort St. George, upon the resignation, death or removal of Lord Macartney.
The Board of Control disapprove the choice; not as wrong in itself, but
" open to plausible misrepresentation."
The I)ir_.
tors not only persist in their appointment, but proceed so far as to say, that the Board are interfering
in matters "to which their control professedly does
not extend."
The conduct of the Board of Control
is characteristic.
"If the reasons," say they, "which
we have adduced, do not satisfy the Court of Directors, we have certainly no right to control their opinion." Mr. Holland, however, is informed, that the
moment he arrives in India, he will be re-called.
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This terminates _he dispute ; and Sir Archibald Camp- Boo_ vI.
bell, a friend of Mr. Dundas, is nominated in his cH,_. 1.
stead.
17S5.
According to the very force of the term, the operatior_ of control is subsequent, not precedent.
Before
you can control, there must be something to be controled. Something to be controled must be something either done or proposed. The subsequent part
of transaction by no means satisfied the new organ of
government tbr the East Indies, the Board of Control.
Without an interval of reserve, the Board took upon
itself to originate almost every measure of importance.
Intimately connected with its proceedings relative
to the debts of the Nabob ef Carnatic, was the resolution, formed by the Board of Control with respect
to the revenues.
The assignment had been adopted by the government of Madras, and approved by
the Court of Directors, upon the maturest experience ;
as the only means of obtaining either the large balances which were due to the Company, or of preventing that dissipation of the revenue, and impoverishment of the country, by misrule, which rendered its
resources unavailable to its defence, involved the
Company in pecuniary distress, and exposed them
continually to dangers of the greatest magnitude.
The same parties, however, whose interests were
concerned in the affair of the debts, had an interest,
no less decisive, in the restoration to the Nabob of
the colleotion and disbursement of the revenues ; from
which so many showers of emolument
fell upon
those who had the vices requisite for standing under
them, The same influence which was effectual for the
payment of the debts was effectual also for the restoration of the revenues.
The Board of Control decreed that the revenues should be restored ; for the
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BOOKYr.purpose, the Board declared, of givirig to all the
C_AP.1. powers of' India, a strong proof of the national
_785. faith.
The order for the restitution of the assignment,
and the notification of the appointment of a successor,
were received by Lord Macartney at the same time.
The appointment of a successor he had solicited. Tile
overthrow of his favourite measure, from a fidl know1edge of the interests which were united, and at work,
he was led to expect.
" Well apprised," he said, "of
the Nabob's extensive influence ; and of the ability,
industry, and vigilance of his agents; and observing
a concurrence of many other circumstances, I was not
without apprehensions, that, before the government
of Madras could have timely notice of the train, the
assignment might be blown up at home; the sudden
shock of which, I knew, must almost instantly overthrow the Company in the Carnatic.
I, therefore,
employed myself most assiduously, in making preparations, to mitigate the mischief; and by degrees collected and stored up all the money that it was possible to reserve with safety fi'om other services and
demands ; so that when the explosion burst ut,on us,
I had provided an unexpected mass, of little less than
thirteen lacs of rupees, to resist its first violence."
In conformity with his declared determination, not
Letter from Lord Macartney to the Committee of Secrecy of the
Court of Directors,
dated Calcutta,
27th July, 1785. }low much
Lord Macartney aud his Council agreed with Mr. Burke, respecting
the springs whtch m all these transactions
moved the machinery, still
further appears fi'om the fi_llol_ing words: "The Ameer al O.nrah
and Mr. Beufield were well known to each other: Mutual esteem dtd
not appear to attract them to each other ; but as soon as the objects of
their antipathies were the same, they united at once.
In this partnership, Mr. Benfield has brough_ his knowledge of ministers, his interest
in parhameut, to the tbrmer experience of his successfid iutrigues upon
the spot."
Copy of Letter fi'om the (';overnment
of Fort St. George
to that of Bel_gal, dated 2Bib May, 1783.
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to be accessary to a measure which he reffarded as BOOKvI.
teeming with mischief, or a witness to the triumph of _c_'r' 1.
those who_ cupidity he had restrained) Lord Ma1785.
cartney chose not to hold any longer the reins of
government.
But one attempt he thought proper to
make; which was, to return to England by way of
Bengal; and endeavour to convey to the Supreme
Board so correct a notion of the evils to which tbe
recent instructions from home were likely to give
birth, as might induce them to delay the execution of
those orders, or at least exert themselves to prevent as
far as possible their pernicious effects.
In less than
a week, after receiving the dispatches fi'om England,
he embarked, and arrived about the middle of June
at Calcutta.
The Governor-General
and Council
were too conscious of their own precarious and dependent situation, to risk the appearance of disobedience to an order, regarding what they might SUl_pose a favourite scheme of the Board of Control.
Lord Macartney, therefore, was disappointed in his
expectation, of obtaining through them, a delay of
the embarrassments which the surrender of the revenues would produce.
He had indulged, however,
another hope.
If the resources of the Carnatic were
snatched from the necessities df the Madras government, he believed tbat the want might be supplied,
i - I considered
the assignment
as the
Carnatie, aud therefore had guarded it i_ith
of the Durbar and the menaces of Bengal.
your support through the _ar, and might
your comlneree and dominion Oll the coast.

rock ¢,f your strength in the
vigilance against the assault_
It had contributed
largely to
have secured the stability of
Dlts ALITEK VISUM RST !

l had l._ng since expressed my hope of Bot being made a _ituess or an
aecessary to a premature
surrender of it ; and indeed uo man could be
less properly qualified on such au occasion than myself, being personally disagreeable
to the Durbar,
and from my knowledge _lf thew
duplicity, disaffection,
and pohtics, totally unqualified
for any negotiation that reqmred the shghtest degree of confidence to be reposed in
them."
Letter to the Secret Committee,
?Tth July, 17B6.
VOL. V.
D

84_

Lord Macartne//

_Oog vI.by the,surplus revenues of Bengal. " I had long
C,,_P.1. before,' he says, in a letter to the Secret Coramitt@
_7_. of Directors, " been so much enlivened (and yc_r
honourable house was no doubt enlivened also)by
the happy prospects held out in the late GovernorGeneral's letter to you of the 16th of December, 1785,
published in several newspapers both foreign and
domestic, that I flattered myself with hopes of find.ing such resources in Bengal alone, as might relieve

:
:
:
:_
i
_

any exigency or distress in the rest of India, resulting from a loss of the aJsignment, or from other robfortunes; but in the range of my inquiries, no distinct
traces were to be discovered of these prognosticated
funds. I had it weems formed a visionary e_timato ;

_f'
;
i_

the reality disappeared like a phantom an the uppreach of experiment, and I looked here for it it_
vain. The government declared themselves strangers
to Mr. Hastings's letter, and indicated not a few
symptoms of their own necessities." _
They, accordingly, assured Lord Macartney, "that
the exhausted state of the finances of the Bengal
government would not admit of any extraordinary
and continued aid to Fort St. George;" g expressing
at the same time their desire to contribute what
assistance was in their power to relieve the distress,
which the loss of the revenues, .they acknowledged,
must produce. '_
A dangerous illness prolonged the stay of Lord
Maeartney at Calcutta, and previous to his departure,
he received a dispatch from the Court of Directors,
in which was announced to him his appointment to

i_

Letter to the Secret Committee, _/th July, 1785,
Barrn_v's Lifo of Lord Macartney,
i. 285.
a The conduct of Lord Macartnoy in this important

business

is dis-

played in a series of official documenta, entitled " Papnrs relating to the
affairsof the Caraatic," vol, ii. printed by order of the House of Commons m 1803.
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I_ Governor-Gener_
of Bengal.
After his removal BOOKW.
from the Government, after the subversion of his cxAP. 1.
favourite plans at Madras; an appointment, almost
1785.
immediate, and without solicitation, to the highest
station in the government of India, is not the cleal_st
proof of systematic plans, and correspondent execution. The motives, at the same time, appear to have
been more than usually honourable and pure. Though
Lord Maeartney, from the praises which Mr. Fox
and his party had bestowed upon him in Parliament,
might have been suspected of views in conformity
with theirs; though he had no connexion with the
existing administration which could render it personally desirable to promote him ; though the Board
of Control had even entered upon the examination of
the differences between him and Mr. Hastings, with
minds unfavourably disposed, the examination impressed the mind of Mr. Dundas with so strong an
idea of the merit of that Lord's administration,
that he induced Mr. Pitt to concur with him in
l_ommending
Lord Macartney to the Court of Directors, that is, in appointing him Governor-General
of Bengal.
The gratification offered to those powerful passions,
the objects of which are wealth and power, had not
so great an ascendancy over the mind of Lord Macartney, as to render him insensible to other considerations. His health required a season of repose,
and the salutary influence of his native climate. The
state of the government in India was such as to demand reforms; reforms, without which the administration could not indeed be successful ; but which he was
not sure of obtaining power to effect. The members of
the Bengal administration had been leagued with
Mr. Hastings in opposing and undervaluing his government at Madras; and peculiar objections applied
])2
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I_'d Macartney leavesIndia.

_OK VI.to any thought of co-operation with the person who
cnA_.1. was left by Mr. Hastings at its head. He resolved,
1785. therefore, to decline the appointment; at least for a
season, till a visit to England should enable him to
determine, by conference with ministers and directors,
the arrangements which he might have it in his power
to effect.
He arrived in England on the 9th of January,
1786, and on the 13th had a conference with the
chairman, and deputy chairman, of the Court of
Directors. The regulations on which he insisted, as
of peculiar necessity for the mole successful government of India, were two. The entire dependance of
the military upon the civil power he repre_nted, as
not only recommended by the most obvious dictates
of reason, but conformable to the practice of the
English government in all its other dependencies,
and even to that of the East India Company, previous
to the instructions of 177_; instructions which were
tramed on the spur of the occasion, and created two
independent
powers in the same administration,
Secondly, a too rigid adherence to the rule of seniority in filling the more important departments of
the State, or even to that of confiding the choice to
the Company's servants, was attended, he affirmed,
with the greatest inconveniences; deprived the government of the inestimable use of talents; lessened
the motives to meritorious exertion among lhe servants; and fostered a spirit, most injurious to the
government, of independence
and disobedience as
towards its head. With proper regulations in these
particulars; a power of deciding against the opinion
of the Council; and sl,ch changes among the higher
servants, as were required by the particular circumstances of the present case, he conceived that he
might, but without .them, he conld not, accept of
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the" government of India, with hopes of usefulness to BOOK VL
his country, or honour to himself,
c_AP. 1.
A minute of this conversation was transmitted by 17s5.
the Chairs to the Board of Control ; and on the _0th
of February, Lord Macartney met Mr. Dundas, and
Mr. Pitt. Even since his arrival, Mr. Pitt, in answer
to an attack by Mr. Fox, upon tile inconsistency of
appointing that nobleman to tire chief station in
the Indian government almost at the very moment
when his principal measure had been reversed, had
been called.forth
to pronounce a warm panegyric
upon Lord Macartney ; and to declare that, with the
exception of that one arrangement, his conduct in his
government had merited all the praise which language
could bestow ; and pointed him out as a most eligible
: choice for the still more important trust of Governol,General of Bengal.
To the new regulations or reforms, proposed by Lord Macartney, Mr. Pitt gave
a sort of general approbation ; but with considerable
latitude, in regard to the mode and time of alteration.
Lord Macartney remarked, that what he had observed in England had rather increased, than diminished, the estimate which he had formed of the
support which would be necessary to counteract the
opposition, which, both at home and abroad, he was
sure to experience ; and he pointed in direct terms to
what he saw of the enlnity of h{r. Hastings, the
influence which he retained among both those who
were, and those who had been the servants of the
Company, as well as the influence which arose fi'om
the opinion of the favour borne to him by some of
those persons who were high in the administration.
His opinion was, that some distinguished mark of
favour, which would impose in some degree upon
minds that were adversely disposed, and proclaim to
all, the power with which he might expect to be
_b
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Got_fr_,-GeneraL

]3OOK
Vl. supported, was necessary to encounter the ditli_lties
cu,p. i. with which he would have to contend. He alluded
1756. to a British peerage, to which, even on other grounds,
he conceived that he was not without a claim.
No further communication was vouohsafed to Lord
Macartney ; and in three days after this conversatinn
he learned, that Lord Con_wallis was appointed
Governor.General of Bengal. The appointment of
Lord Macartney was opposed by several members of
the administration, among others the Chancellor
Thurlow, whose impetuosity gave weight to his opinions ; it was also odious to all those atnongthe Eut
India Directors and Proprietors, Who were the partisans either of Hastings or Macpherson. " When,
therefore," says a letter of Lord Melville, "against
such an accumulation of discontent and oppoi_ti_,
Mr. Pitt was induced by me to concur in the return
of Lord Macartney to India, as Governor-Gonerld,
it was not unnatural that both of us should have felt
hurt, that he did not rather repose his future forturJe
in our hands, than make it the subject of a sine
non preliminary. And I think if I_rd Macartncy
had known us as well then as he did aftel-wards, he
would have felt as we did." These were the private
grounds : As public ones, the same letter states, that
the precedent was disappl_ved of indicating to the
world that a premium was necessary to induce persons
of consideration in England to accept the office of
Governor-General in India, at the very moment when
the re_olution was taken of not confining the high
situations in India to the servants of the Company. _
We have now arrived at the period of another
parliamentary proceeding, which excited attention by
its pomp, and by the influence upon the public mind
i LetterofLordMelville,inBarlv_'sblacarmey_
i. 330.
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of throe whose interests it affected, much more than Book vl.
by any material change which it either 'produced, or c_t. I.
was calculated to produce, upon the state of affairs 175_.
in India. In a history of those affairs, a very contracted summary of the voluminous records which are
left of it, is all for which a place can be usefully
found.
The parties into which parliament was now divided ; the ministerial, headed by Mr. Pitt; and that
of the opposition, by Mr, Fox ; had, both, at a preceding period, £oun@ it their interest to arraign the
government in Indim The interest of the patty in
opposition remained, in this _spect, the same as
before. That of the ministry was altogether changed.
It appeared to those whose interest it still was to
arraign the government in India, that the mOst convenient form the attack could assume was that of an
accusation of Mr. LIast_gs.
The ministry had many
reasons to dislike the scrutiny into which such a
manure would lead. But they were too far committed) by the violent censures which they had for.
marly pronounced, to render it expedient for them to
oppose it. Their policy was, to gain credit by an ap_
pearance of consent, and to secure their own objects,
as far as it might be done, under specious pretences,
during the course of the proceedings.
The vehement struggles of the parliamentary
parties had prevented them, during the year 1784,
from following up by any correspondent measure the
violent censures which had fallen upon the administration of India. The preceding threats of Mr. Burke
received a more determinate character, when he gave
notice, on the g0th of June, 1785, "That if no other
gentleman would undertake the business, he would,
at a future day, make a motion respecting the conduct
of a gentleman just returned from India," On the
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_OOKVLfirst day of the following session, he was galled upon
Cn,r. 1. by Major Scott, who had acted in the avowed capacity
1786. of the agent of Mr. Hastings, to produce his charges,
and commit the subject to investigation.
On the
18th of Fehruary, 1786, he gave commencement to
the undertaking, by a motion for a variety of papers ;
and a debate of great length ensued, more remarkable
for the eriminations, with which the leaders of the
two parties appeared desirous of aspersing one another,
than for any light which it threw upon the subjects
in dispute.
Mr. Burke began his speech, by requiring that the
Journals of the House should be opened, and that the
44th and 45th of that series of resolutions, which
Mr. Dundas had moved, and the House adopted on
the 29th of May, 1782, should be read : "1. That,-tbr the purpose of conveying entire conviction to the
minds of the native princes, that to commence hostil.
ties, without just provocation, against them, and to
pursue schemes of conquest and extent of dominion, are
measures repugnant to the wish, the honour, and the
policy of this nation--the parliament of Great Britain
should give some signal mark of its displeasure against
those, (in whatever degree entrusted with the charge
of the East India Company's affairs,) who shall appear
wilfully to have adopted, or countenanced, a system,
tending to inspire a reasonable distrust of the moderation, justice, and good faith of the British nation :_
2. That Wnrren Hastings, Esq. Governor-General of
Bengal, and William Hornby, Esq. President of the
Council at Bombay, having in sundry instances acted
ia a manner repugnant to the honour and policy of
this nation, and thereby brought great calamities on
India, and enormous expenses on the East India
Company, it is the duty of the Directors of the said
Company, to pursue all legal and effectual means for

,_
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commencethe .Accusationof Hastings.
rite removal of the said Governor-General
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sident from their respective offices, and to recall them ca,r. a.
toGreat Britain." After Mr. Burke had remarked that
1786.
the present task would better have become the author
of these resolutions than himself, he vented his sarcasms
on a zeal against Indian delinquency, which was put
on, or put off, according as convenience suggested;
exhibited a short history of the notice which parliament had taken of Indian affairs; and, in the next
place, adduced the considerations which, at the present
moment, appeared to call upon the House to institute
penal proceedings.
It then remained for him, to
present a view of the different courses, which, in such
a case, it was competent for that assembly to pursue.
In the first place, the House might effect a prosecution by the Attorney-General.
But to this mode he
had three very strong objections. First, the person
who held that office appeared to be unfriendly to the
prosecution; whatever depended upon his exertions
was, therefore, an object of despair.
Secondly, Mr.
Burke regarded a jury as little qualified to decide
upon matters of the description of those which would
form the subject of the present judicial inquiry.
Thirdly, he looked upon the Court of King's Bench
as a tribunal radically unfit to be trusted in questions
of that large and elevated nature.
The inveterate
habit of looking, as in that court, at minute affairs,
and that only in their most contracted relations, produced a narrowness of mind, _vhich was almost invariably at fault, when the extended relations of things
or subjects of a comprehensive nature, were the objects
to he investigated and judged)
A bill of pains and
penalties was a mode of penal inquiry which did not,
t ,, The magnitude of the trial would overwhelm," he said, " die
varying multitude of lesser causes, ofmeam and t_ma, assault and battexy, conversion and trover, trespass and burglary_" kc.
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_OOKVI.in Iris opinion, _dford sufficient _eurity for ju_fiee a_l
c_,_. a, fair dealing towards the party a_zusmt. The 1_
t7_. mode of proceeding, to which the House might ha_'w
recourse, was that of impeachment;
and that
the mode, the adoption of which he intended to recommend. He should, however, prol)o_ a Ilight
departure from the usual order of the steps. Instead
of urging the House to vote immediately a bill of
impeachment, to which succeeded a Committee by
whom the articles were framed, he should move far
papers, in the first instance ; and then /]raw up the
articles, with all the advantage in favour of julti_,
which deliberation and knowledge, in place _f larv_ipltation and ignorance, were calculated to yield. He
concluded by a motion for one of the sets of pDpevs
which it was his object to obtain,
Mr. Dundas thought that the alluJion_ to him_lf
demanded a reply. He observed, that, at one time
during the speech, he began to regard himseff, not Mr.
Hastings, as the criminal whom the Right Honourable
Gentleman meantto impeach: that he was obliged,
however, to those who had any charge to prefer
against him, when they appeared without diagui_:
that he wished to meet his accusers face to face : that
he had never professed any intention to pro_ctlte the
late Governor-General of India : that the extermination of the Rohillas, the aggression upon the Mahrattas, and the misapplication of the revenue, were the
points on which his condemnation rested: that he
did move the resolutions which had been read; and
entertained now the same sentiments which he then
expressed: that the resolutions he had moved, went
only to the point of recall: that though in _everal
particulars he deemed the conduct of Mr. Hastings
highly culpable; yet, as often as he examined it,
which he had done very minutely, the possibility of
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annexing to it a criminal intention eluded his grasp ; _
vl.
ca.P i
that the Directors were often the cause of those p to- -';7";;"
ceedings to which the appearance of criminality was 17J6.
attached; that after India was glutted with their
patronage, no fewer than thirty-six writers had been
sent out, to load with expense the civil establishment,
ia one year; that year of purity, when the situation
of the present accusers sufficiently indicated the 6kop,
from which the commodity was supplied : that subsequently to the period at" which he had moved the
resolutions in question, Mr. Hastings had rendered
important services; and merited the vote of thanks
with which his employers had thought fit to reward
him. Mr. Dundas concluded, by saying, that he
had no objection to the motion, and that, but for
the insinuations against himself, he should not have
thought it necessary to speak.
The defence, however, of Mr. Dundas, is not less
inconsistent than his conduct.
His profession of a
belief, that he himself was to be the object of the prosecution, was an affectation of wit, which proved not,
though Mr. Hastings were polluted, that Mr. Dundas
was pure; or that in the accusation of the former
it was not highly proper, even requisite, to hold
up to view what was suspicious in the conduct of the
latter.
Whether he ever had the intention to prosecute Mr. Hastings, was known only to himself. But
that he had pronounced accusations against Mr.
Hastings, which were either unjust, or demanded a
prosecution, all the world could judge. When hesaid
that the resolutions which he had moved, and which
had immediately been read, implied nothing more
than recall, it proved only one of two things; either
that he regarded public delinquency, in a very. favourable light; or that this was one of those bold asset.
tionsj in the face of evidence, which men of a certain
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nOOKVI.character are always ready to make.
If Warren
ca_r. 1. Hastings had really, as was affirmed by Mr. Dundas,
1786. and voted at his suggestion by the House of Commons,
" in sundry instances tarnished the honour, and violated the policy of his country, brought great calamities on India, and enormous expenses to the East
India Company," had he merited nothing but recall ?
Lord Macartney was recalled; Sir John Macpherson
was recalled; many others were recalled; against
whom no delinquency was alleged. Recall was not
considered as a punishment. And was nothing else
due to such offences as those which Mr. Dundas laid
to the charge of Mr. Hastings ? But either the words
of Mr. Dundas's 1_solutions were very ill adapted to
express his meaning, or they did imply much more
than recall. Of the two resolutions which Mr. Burke
had required to be read, the last recommended the
measure of recall to the Court of Directors, whose
prerogative it was ; tile .first recommended sometiling else, some signal mark of the displeasure of
the parliament of Great Britain.
What might this
be? Surely not recall; which was not within the
province of parliament.
Surely not a mere advice to
the Directors to recall, which seems to fall wonderfully short of a signal mark of its displeasure.
But
Mr. Dundas still retained the very sentiments respecting the conduct of Mr. Hastings which he had
entertained when he described it as requiring " some
signal mark of the displeasure of the British parliament ;" yet, as often as he examined that conduct,
the possibility of annexing to it a criminal intention
eluded his grasp ; nay, he regarded Mr. Hastings as
the proper object of the Company's thanks ; that is
to say, in the opinion of Mr. Dundas, Mr. Hastings
was, at one and the same moment, the proper object
of "some signal mark of the displeasure of the British

incon_stentwith itself.
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parliament," and of a vote of thanks at the East India BOOKVL
House. The Court of Directors were the cause of Cu^P.1.
the bad actions of Mr. Hastings.
Why then did
Mr. Dundas pronounce those violent censures of Mr.
Hastings ? And why did he profess that he now entertained the same sentiments which he then declared ?
He thought him culpable, forsooth, but not criminal ;
though he had described him as having " violated
the honour and policy of his country, brought great
calamities upon India, and enormous expense on his
employers;" so tenderly did Mr. Dundas think it
proper to deal with public offences, which he himself
described as of the deepest die ! But he could not affix
criminal intention to the misconduct of Mr. Hastings.
It required much less ingenuity than that of Mr.
Dundas, to make it appear that there is no such thing
as criminal intention in the world. The man who
works all day to earn a crown, and the man who
robs him of it, as he goes home at night, act, each of
them, with the very same intention ; that of obtaining
a certain portion of money. Mr. Dundas might have
known, that criminal intention is by no means necessary to constitute the highest possible degree of public
delinquency. Where is the criminal intention of the
sentinel who falls asleep at his post ? Where was
the criminal intention of Admiral Bing, who suffered
a capital punishment ? The assassin of Henry the
Fourth of France was doubtless actuated by the
purest and most heroic intentions. Yet who doubts
that he was the proper object of penal exaction?
Such are the inconsistencies of a speech, which yet
appears to have passed as sterling, in the assembly
to which it was addressed; and such is a sample of
the speeches which have had so much influence in the
government of this nation !
The year in wbicll Mr. Fox had been minister was

1786.
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._ccu4atio_ of D_g,

by Fox;

vl, _cu_d of overloading the patronage of india; and
c_,p. 1. Mr. Dundas .hazarded a curious proposition, to which
ITs_. his experience yielded weight, that the drcum6tance
of who was minister always indicated the sho_, as he
called it, from which Indian patronage was retailed,
This called up Mr. Fox, who began by declaring that
he spoke on account solely of the charge which had
been levelled against himself. Surmise might be
answered, he thought, by assertion; and, therefore,
he solemnly declared, that he had never been the
cause of sending out except one single writor to India,
and that during the administration of Lord Shelburne.
The consistency, however, of the Honourable Gentleman suggested strongly a few remarks, notwithstanding his boasted readiness to face his opponents, The
power of facing, God knew, was not to be numbered
among his wants ; even When driven, as on the pre.
sent occasion, to the miserable necessity of applauding,
in the latter part of his speech, what he condemned
in the former. His opinion of Mr. Hastings remainod
the same as when he arraigned him : Yet he thought
him a fit object of thanks. He condemned the Rohilla
war; the treaty of Poorunder; and the expense of
his administration. Gracious heaven ! Was that all ?
Was the shameful plunder of the Mogul Emperor,
the shameful plunder of the 1Lajah of Behaves, the
shameful plunder of the Princesses of Oude, worthy
of no moral abhorrence, of no legal visitation ? Was
the tender language now held by the Ho¢ourable
Gentleman, respecting the author of those disgraceful
transactions, in conformity either with the facts, or
his former declarations ?
Mr. Pitt rose in great warmth ; to express, he said,
some part of the indignation, with which his breast
was filled, and which he trusted, no man of generous
and honourable feelings could avoid sharing with him.

Of Fox, by Pitt.
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Who had arcused his Honourable Friend of guilt, in BOOKVI.
now applauding the man whom he had formerly con- C_,r.__
1.
demned ? Who, but he, who, in the face of Europe,
17_6.
had united councils with the man whom for a series
of years he had loaded with the most extravagant
epithets of reproach, and threatened with the severest
punishment ! The height of the colouring, which that
individual had bestowed upon the supposed inconsistency of his friend, might have led persons unacquainted with his character, to suppose that he possessed a
heart really capable of feeling abhorrence at the meanness and baseness of those who shifted their sentiments with their interests.
As to the charge of inconsistency against his Honourahle Friend, was it not
very possible for the conduct of any man to merit, at
one time, condemnation, at another, applause.: Yet
it was true, that the practice of the accuser had instructed the world in the merit of looking to persons,
not to principles ! He then proceeded to extenuate the
criminality of the Rohilla war. And concluded, by
ascribing the highest praise to that portion of the administration of Hastings which had succeeded the
date of the resolutions of Mr. Dundas.
On this speech, what first suggests itself is, that a
great proportion of it is employed, not in proving that
Mr. Dundas had not, hut in proving that Mr. Fox .had,
been corruptly inconsistent.
In what respect, however, did it clear the character of Mr. Dundas, to implicate that of the man who accused him ? How great
soever the baseness of Mr. Fox, that of Mr. Dundas
might equal, and even surpass it. True, indeed, the
conduct of a man, at one time bad, might, at another
time, be the reverse.
But would that be a good law
which should exempt crimes from punishment, provided the perpetrators
happened afterwards to perform acts of a useful description ? A man might thus
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BOOKyr. get securely rich by theft and robbery, on the condiCHAP,1. tion of making a beneficent use of the fruits of his
1786. crimes. " The former portion of the administration
of Mr. Hastin_ was criminal; the latter, meritorious." It suited the minister's present purpose to
say so. But they who study the history, will probably find, that or the praise which is due to the
administration of Mr. Hastings, a greater portion
belongs to the part which Mr. Pitt condemns, than
to that which he applauds: To such a degree was
either his judgment incon'ect, or his language deceitful!
The production of the papers was not opposed, till
a motion was made for those relating to the business
of Oude during the latter years of Mr. Hastings's
administration.
To this Mr. Pitt objected. He
said, it would introduce new matter; and make the
ground of the accusation wider than necessary : He
wished to confine the judicial inquiry to the period
embraced in the reports of the Committees of 1781.
Mr. Dundas stood up for the same doctrine. If the
object, however, was, to do justice between Mr.
Hastings and tile nation, it will be difficult to imagine
a reason, why one, rather than another part of his
administration should escape inquiry.
Even the
friends, however, of Mr. Hastings, urged the nee_essity of obtaining the Oude papers; and, therefore,
they were granted.
A motion was made for papers relative to the
Mahratta peace. It was opposed, as leading to the
discovery of secrets. On ground like this, it was
replied, the minister could never want a screen to
any possible delinquency. A motion for the papers
relative to the negotiations which Mr. Hastings had
can'ied on at Delhi in the last months of his administration,

was also made, and urged with

great
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importunity.
It was opposed on the same grounds, BOOKvI.
and both were rejected.
CHAr.1.
During the debates on these motions, objections had 17s_
begun to be started, on the mode of procedure which
Mr. Burke had embraced.
To call ibr papers relative to misconduct, and from the information which
these might afford, to shape the charges by the guilt,
was not, it was contended, a course which parliament
ought to allow. The charges ought to be exhibited first;
and no evidentiary matter ought to be granted, but
such alone as could be shown to bear upon the charge.
These objections, however, produced not any decisive result, till the 3d of April, when Mr. Burke
proposed to call to the bar some of the gentlemen
who had been ol_lered, as witnesses, to attend.
On
this occasion, the crown lawyers opposed in phalanx.
Their speeches were long, but their arguments only
two. Not to produce the charges in the first instance,
and proof, strictly confined to those charges, was
unfair, they alleged, to the party accused. To produce the charges first, and no proof but what strictly
applied to the charges, was the mode of proceeding
in the Courts of Law.
Mr. Burke, and they who
supported him, maintained, that this was an attempt
to infringe the order of procedure already adopted hy
the House ; which had granted evidence in pursuance
of its own plan ; had formed itself into a Committee
for the express purpose of receiving evidence ; and had
summoned witnesses to be at that moment in attendance. They affirmed, that the mode of proceeding,
by collecting evidence in the first instance, and thence
educing the charges, was favourable to precision and
accuracy.; that the opposition, which it experienced,
savoured of a design to restrict evidence; and that
the grand muster of the crown lawyers for such a
purpose was loaded with suspicion. The House, howVOL. V.
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BOOKVI.ever, agreed with the lawyers; which is as much as
ca_. 1._ to say, that such was the plan of the minister; and
17S6. the accuser was obliged to invert the order of his
steps. Some elucidation of the incident is strongly
required.
To collect some knowledge of the facts of the sup.
posed delinquency ; to explore the sources of evidence ;
to seek to throw light upon the subject of. accusation;
to trace the media of proof from one link to another,
often the only way in which it can be traced ; and,
when the subject is thus in some degree understood_
to put the matter of delinquency into those propositions
which are the best adapted to present it truly and
effectually to the test of proof, is not, say the lawyers,
the way to justice.
Before you are allowed to collect one particle of knowledge respecting the facts of
the delinquency ; before you are allowed to explore a
single source of evidence, or do any one thing which
can throw light upon the subject, you must put the
matter of delinquency, which you are allowed, as far
as the lawyers can prevent you, to know nothing
about, into propositions for the reception of proof.
And having thus made up the subject, which you
know nothing about, into a set of propositions, such
as ignorance has enabled you to make them, you are
to be restrained from addudng one particle of evidence to any thing but your first propositions, how
much soever you may find, as light breaks in upon
you, that there is of the matter of delinquency, which
your propositions, made by compulsiou under ignorance, do not embrace. And this is the method,
found out and prescribed by the lawyers, for elucidating the field of delinquency, and ensuring the
detection of crime !
To whom is the most complete and efficient productiou of evidence unfavourable ? To the guilty
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individual. To whom is it favourable ? To all who are BOOKVI.
innocent, and to the community at large. Evidence, C_A_.1.
said the lawyers, shall not be produced, till after 1786.
your charges, because it may be unfavourable to Mr.
Hastings.
If they meant that partial evidence might operate
unequitably on the public mind ; the answer is imme.
diate: Why allow it to be partial?
Mr. Hastings
knew the field of evidence far better than his accusers,
and might call for what he requh_l.
The lawyers were very merciful.
It was a cruel
thing to an innocent man, to have evidence of guilt
exhibited against him; and every man should be
presumed innocent, till proved guilty.
From these
premises there is only one legitimate inference ; and
that is, that evidence of guilt should never be exhibited against any man.
The rule of the lawyers for the making of propositions is truly their own. It is, to make them out
of nothing. All other men, on all occasions, tell us
to get knowledge first; and then to make propositions. Out of total ignorance how can any thing
the result of knowledge be made ?--No, say the
lawyers ; make your propositions, while in absolute
ignorance; a_nd, by help of that absolute ignorance,
show, that even the evidence which you call for is
evidence to the point. It is sufficiently clear, that
when the man who endeavours to throw light upon
delinquency is thus compelled to grope his way in the
dark, a thousand chances are provided for delinquency
to escape.
When a rule is established by lawyers, and furiously upheld; a rule pregnant with absurdity, and
contrary to the ends of justice, but eminently conducive to the profit and power of lawyers, to what
sort of motives does common sen_ guide us in
E_

5_
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!3OOK
Vl. ascribing the evil ? Delinquency produces law suits
c_P. 1. law suits produce lawyers' fees and lawyers' power ;
17_6. whatever can multiply the law suits which arise out
of delinquency, multiplies the occasions on which
lawyers' power and profit are gained. That a ride
to draw up the accusatory propositions before inquiry,
that is, without knowledge, and to adduce evidence
to nothing but those propositions which ignorance
drew, is a contrivance, skilfully adapted, to multiply
the law suits to which delinquency gives birth, is too
obvious to be capable of being denied.
And what is the species of production, which their
rule of acting in the dark enables the lawyers themselves, in the guise of the writing of accusation or
bill of indictment, to supply ? A thing so strange,
so extravagant, so barbarous, that it more resembles
the freak of a mischievous imagination, playing a
malignant frolic, than the sober contrivance of reason,
even in its least instructed condition.
Not proceeding by knowledge, but conjecture, as
often as the intention is really to include, not to avoid
including, the offence, they are obliged to ascribe to
the supposed delinquent, not one crime, but all miraher of crimes, which bear any sort of resemblance
that of which they suppose him to have been really
guilty ; in order, that, in a multitude of gue_es, riley
may have some chance to be right in one.
And this course they pretend to take, out of tenderness to the party accused. To save him from the
pain of having evidence adduced to the one crime of
which he is guilty, they solemnly charge him with
the guilt ol_a great variety of crimes. Where innocence really exists, the production of evidence is evidence to innocence, and is the greatest favour which
innocence, under suspicion, can receive.
The absm_lities, with which, under this irrational
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mode of procedure, a bill of indictment is frequently BOOKvI.
stuffed, far exceed the limits of ordinary belief. Not cH,e. 1.
only are the grossest known falsehoods regularly and 17s_
invariably asserted, and found by juries upon their
oaths ; but things contradictory of one another, and
absolutely impossible in nature. Thus, when it is
not known in which of two ways a man has been
murdered, he is positively affirmed to have been
murdered twice; first to have been murdered in one
way; and aider being murdered in that way, to be
murdered again in another.
The truth, in the mean time is, that a system of
preliminary operations, having it for their object to
trace out and secure evidence for the purpose of the
ultimate examination and decision, so far from being
adverse to the ends of justice, would form a constituent part of every rational course of judicial procedure. By means of these preparatory operations,
the judge would be enabled to come to the examination of the case, with all the circumstances before
him on which his decision ought to be grounded, or
which the nature of the case allowed to be produced.
Without these preparatory operations, the judge is
always liable to come to tile examination with only a
small part of the circumstances before him, and very
seldom indeed can have the advantage of the whole.
The very nature of crime, which as much as possible
seeks concealment, implies, that the evidence of it
must be traced. Some things are only indications of
other indications.
The last may alone be decisive
evidence of guilt; but evidence, which would have
remained undiscovered, had the inquirer not been
allowed to trace it, by previously exploring the first.
One man may be supposed to know something of the
crime. When examined, he is found to know nothing of it himself, but points out another man, from

The Charges adduced.
Boox VLwhom decisive evidence is obtained. If a preliminary
cH,r.a,
procedure for the purpose of tracing evidence is
17s6. allowed, the persons and things whose evidence is
immediate to the fact in question, are produced to
the judge ; and the truth is ascertained.
If the preliminary procedure is forbidden, the persons and
things, whose evidence would go immediately to the
facts in question, are often not produced to the judge;
and in this and a thousand other ways, the means of
ascertaining the truth, that is of satisfying justice,
are disappointed of their end.
It thus appears, that a confederacy of crown lawyers and ministers, with a House of Commons at their
beck, succeeded in depriving the prosecution of Mr.
Hastings of an important and essential instrument of
justice, of which not that cause only, but every cause
ought to have the advantage; and that they succeeded on two untenable grounds ; first, because the
search for evidence was unfavourable to Mr. Hastings,
which was as much as to say, that Mr. Hastings was
guilty, not innocent ; next, because it was contrary
to the practice of the courts of law ; as if the vices of
the courts of law ought not only to be inviolate on
their own ground, but never put to shame and disgrace by the contrast of virtues in any other place !
Mr. Burke being thus compelled to produce the
particulars of his accusation, before he was allowed
by aid of evidence to acquaint himself with the matter
of it, exhibited nine of his articles of charge on the
fourth of April, and twelve more in the course of the
following week. I conceive that in this place nothing
more is required than to give indication of the principal topics. These weI_e, the Rohilla war; the
For a profound elecidation of what he calls Inve_igatorlal Procedure, see Mr. Bentham's treatise, entitled Scotch Reform.
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tranmctions respecting Bena_
and its Rajah ; the BOoKvI.
measure by which Corah and Alhhabad, and the cuAP.1.
tribute due for the province of Bengal, were taken 17s6.
from the Mogul; the transactions in Oude respecting
the Begums, the English residents, and other affairs ;
those regarding the Mahratta war, and the peace by
which it was concluded; the measures of internal
administration, including the mTangements for the
collection of the revenues and the administration of
justice, the death of Nuncomar, and treatment of
Mahomed Reza Khan; disobedience of the commands,
and contempt for the authority, of the Directors;
extravagant expense, for the purpose of creating
dependants and enriching favourites; and the receipt
of presents or bribes. An additional article was afterwards presented, on the 6th of May, which related to
the treatment bestowed upon Fyzoolla Khan. I shall
not account it necessary to follow the debates, to
which the motions upon these several charges gave
birth, in the House of Commons ; both because they
diffused little information on the subject, and because
the facts have al_..ady been stated with such lights
as, it is hoped, may suffice to form a proper judgment
upon each.
Not only, on several preliminary questions, did the
ministers zealously concur with the advocates of Mr.
Hastings; but even when the great question of the
Rohilla war, and the ruin of a whole people, came
under discussion, Mr. Hastings had the decisive advantage of their support. Mr. Dundas himself, who
had so recently enumerated the RohUla war among
the criminal transactions which called forth his condemnation, rose up in its defence; _ and the House
The following
arethewordsoftheeighth
oftheresolutions,
which
he moved in 1781,"That too strong a confirmation cannot be given
to the sentiments and resolutions of the Court of Directors and the
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WOK VI.voted, by a majority of 119 to 67, that no impeach.
cHA_.1. able matter was contained in the charge.
1786.
it was not without reason, that the friends of Mr.
Hastings now triumphed in the prospect of victory.
Every point had been carried in his favour: The
minister had steadily and uniformly lent him the
weight of his irresistible power: And the most
formidable article in the bill of accusation, had been
rejected as void of criminating force.
The motion on the charge respecting the extermination of the Rohillas was made on the first of June.
That on the charge respecting the Rajah of Benares
was made on the 13th of the same month. On that
day, however, the sentiments of Mr. Pitt aFpeared to
have undergone a revolution. The exceptions, indeed,
which he took to the conduct of Mr. Hastings, were
not very weighty.
In his demands upon the Rajah,
and the exercise of the arbitrary discretion entrusted
to him, Mr. Hastings had exceeded the exigency.
Upon this ground, after having joined in a sentence
of impunity on the treatment of the Rohillas, the
minister declared, that "upon the whole, the conduct
of Mr. Hastings, in the transactions now before tile
House, had been so cruel, unjust,, and oppressive, that
it was impossible he, as a man of honour or honesty,
or having any regard to faith or conscience, could
Court of Proprietors,

in cond¢fnnatio_

of tile Rohilla war :_That

conduct of the Presideat and Select Committee

of Bengal appears,

the
in

almost every stage of it, to have been biassed by an interested partiaLity
t. the Vizir, to trausgress their own, as well as the Company's positive
and repeated regulations and orders :_rhat
the extermination o1"the
P._h_Lias was _ot ne_ssa_'y, for _he reco_eTy (ff forty Ines of rupees :_
And that, if it was expedient to make their country a barrier against the
Mahrattas, there is reason to believe, that this might have been effected
by as easy, and by a less iniquitous, interference o[" the government of
Bengal ; _hieh would, at the same time, have preserved the dominion
to the rightful owners, and exhibited an attentive example of justice,
as welL as policy, to all India."
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any longer resist ; and therefore he had fuUy Satisfied nOOKVI.
his conscience, that Warren Hastings, in the case in cuAr. 1.
question, had been guilty of such enormities and mis- 17s6.
demeanours, as constituted a crime sumcient to call
upon the justice of the House to impeach him."
Some article of secret history is necessary to account
for this sudden phenomenon? With the conduct of
the minister, that too of the House of Commons
underwent immediate revolution; the same majority,
almost exactly, which had voted that there was not
matter of impeachment in the ruin brought upon the
Rohillas, voted that there was matter of impeachment
in the ruin brought upon the Rajah Cheyte Sing.
The friends of Mr. Hastings vented expressions of
the highest indignation; and charged the minister
with treachery; as if he had been previously pledged
for their support. _
No further progress was made in the prosecution
of Mr. Hastings during that session of the parliament.
But the act of Mr. Pitt for the better government of
India was already found in need of tinkering. Mr.
Francis, early in the session, had moved for leave to
bring in a bill for amdnding the existing law agreeably to the ideas which he had often expressed.

i The cause is variously conjectured; some turn in the cahinet; or in
the sentiments of the King, whose zeal lhr Mr. Hastings v_as the object
of common fame; an increasing dread of unpopularity,
trom the progress of indignation in the pubhc mind.
The contemporary historian says, " The conduct of the minister
on this occasion drew upon him much indecent calumny from the
friends of Mr. Hastings.
They did not hesitate to accuse him, out of
d_rs, both publicly and privately, or treachery.
They declared it was
in the full confidence of his protection and support, that they had urged
on Mr, Burke to bring forward his charges : And, that the gentleman
accused gad been persuaded to come to their bar, with an hasty and
premature defence.
And they did not scruple to'attribute
this conduct
i,i the minister to motives of the basestjealousy."
Annual Register for
the year 1786, ch, vii.
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_00x Vl. Upon this, however, the previous question wu mov_
cs,r. t. and carded without a division.
_7_.
In the course of the year 1786, no fewer than
three hills for amending the late act, with ree,_ardto
the government of India, were introduced by the
ministers, and passed. The first_had for its principal
object to free the Governor-General from a dependance
upon the majority of his council, by enabling him to
act in opposition to their conclusions, after their
opinions together with the reasons upon which they
were founded had been heard and recorded. This
idea had been first brought forward by Lord North,
in the propositions which he offered as the foundation
of a bill, immediately before the dissolution of his ministry. It appears to have been first suggested by
Mr. Dundas; and the "regulation was insisted upon
by Lord Macartney, as indispensable to the existence
of a good government in India. It was violently,
indeed, opposed by Mr. Francis, Mr. Burke, and the
party who were led by them, in their ideas on Indian
subjects. The institution, however, bears upon it
considerable marks of wisdom. The Council were
converted ir_toa party of assessors to the GovernorGeneral, aiding him by their advice, and checking
him by their presence. Individual responsibility and
unity of purpose were thus united with multiplicity
of ideas, and with the influence, not only of eyes, to
which every secret was exposed, but of recorded
reasons, in defiance of which, as often as the assessors
were honest and wise, every pernicious measure would
have to be taken, and by which it would be seen that
it might afterwards be tried.
The same bill introduced another innovation, which
was, to enable the offices of Governor-General and
Commander-in-Chief, to be united in the same person.
,2oG¢o.Ill,
c.1_.

It w_ undoubtedly of great importance to render the l_oK VL
military strictly dependant upon the civil power, and caAP._,
to preclude the unavoidable evils of two conflicting- 178_.
authorities. But very great inconveniences attended
the measure of uniting in the same person the superintendance of the civil and military departments, In
the first place, it raised to the greatest possilde degree
of concentrated strength the temptations to what the
parliament and ministry pretended they had the
greatest aversion; the multiplication of wars, and
pursuit of conquest. In the next place, the sort of
talents, habits, and character, best adapted for the
office of civil governor, were not the sort of talents,
habits, and character, best adapted for the military functions: nor were those which were best
adapted for the military functions, best adapted for
the calm and laborious details of the civil administration. And, to omit all other evils, the whole time
and talents of the ablest man were not more than
sufficient for the duties of either office. For the
same man, therefore, it was impossible, not to neglect
the one set of duties, in the same degree in which he
paid attention to the other.
This bill was arraigned by those who generally
opposed the minister, and on the _2d of March, when,
in the language of parliament, it was committed, in
other words, considered by the House, when the
House calls itself a committee, Mr. Burke poured
fourth against it one of his most eloquent harangues.
It established a despotical power, he said, in India.
This, it was pretended, was for giving energy and
dispatch to the government. But the pretext was
false. He desired to know, where that arbitrary
government existed, of which dignity, energy, and
dispatch, were the characteristics. To what had democracy, in all ages and countries, owed most of its
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_K vI. triumphs, but to the openness, the publidty, and
c,_,r. 1. strength of its operation."
1786.
Mr. Dundas called upon his opponents to inform
him, whether it was not possible for despotism to
exist in the hands of many, as well as in the hands
of one; and he observed, that if the power of the
Governor-General wouldbeincreased, so would also his
responsibility. The answer was just and victorious.
It is a mere vulgar error, that despotism ceases to be
despotism, by merely being shared. It is an error,
too, of pernicious operation on the British constitution. Where men see that the powers of government
are shared, they conclude that they are also limited,
and already under sufficient restraint. ,Mr. Dundas
affirmed, and affirmed truly, that the government of
India was no more a despotism, when the despotism
was lodged in the single hand of the Governor.
General, than when shared between the Govenlor
and the Council. What he affirmed of increasing the
force, by increasing the concentration, of responsibility, is likewise so true, that a responsibility, shared,
is seldom any responsibility at all. So little was there,
in Burke's oratory, of wisdom, if he knew no better,
of simplicity and honesty, if he did.
The second of the East India acts of this year 2
was an artifice. It repealed that part Mr. Pitt's
original act which made necessary the approbation
of tile King for the choice of a Governor-General.
Cobhetts Parl. Hist. xxv. 1776. In tile same speech Mr. Burke
said, " What he, from the experience derived from many years' attention, would reeommmld as a mealls of recovering India, and reforming
all its abuses, was a comhinatio,_ of these three things--a government
bylaw--trial
by jury--and
publicity in every executivo and judivlal
concern."
Ibid. Of these three grand instruments of good governraent, what he meant is not very clear as to airy but the htst; of which
the importance is, undoubtedly, great beyond expression.
26 Geo. III. c. 25.

for the Government of India.
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It reserved to the King the power of recall, in which Book vI.
the former was completely included,
c,,P. 1.
The third of the acts of the same year I had but 17s6.
one object of any importance ; and that was, to repeal
the port of Mr. Pitt's original hill, which almost
alone appears to have had any tendency to improve
the government to which it referred : I mean the disclosure of the amount of the property which each
individual, engaged in the government of India,
realized in that country. This was too searching a
test: And answered the purposes neither of ministers
in England, nor of the Company's servants irt India. 2
Nor was this all. There was also, during the
course of this year, a fourth bill, granting relief to the
East India Company ; that sort of relief, for which
they had so often occasion to apply, relief in the way
of money. A petition from the Company was presented; and the subject was discussed in the House
of Commons, on the 9tb, and _26th of June.
The
.f

i £6 Gee. III. c. 57.
The following is a curious testimony to the importance ol the clause
which was now repealed.
Major Scott, the famous agent of Mr.
Hastings, in the debate of the 7th of February, 1788, on the impeachment of Sir E. Impey_ counteracting
the panegyrics which had been
pronounced on Mr. Francis, said, " Before I join in applauding the integrity of the Hon. Gent., I require it to be proved by tke only possible
_oay in which Ids integrit_ can possibly be proved.
Let him come lastly,
boldly, and honestly forward, as Lord Macartney has done; let him
state that he left England in debt, that he was six years in India, that
his expenses at home and abroad were so much, and his fortuue barely
the difference between the amount of his expences and the amount of
his salary.
When the Hon. Gent. shall have done this, I will join the
committee of impeachment
with cheerfulness,
in pronouncing" Mr.
Frauds to be one of the honestest
men that ever came from Bengal.
But until he shall submit to this only true test of his integrity, 1 shall
pay no attention to the animated panegyrics
Pad. Hist. xxvi. ltf5.
I wish I could

of his friends." Cobbett's
have availed myself of this

testimony, without repeating the surmise of a man
have confined himself to surmise against Mr. Francis,
thing str6nger to produce.

who would not
had he had any
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_OK W.act _ enabled them to raise money by the sale of a
c_P.1, part, to wit, 1,207,559/. 158. of the 4,_)0,0001.,
1787. which /hey had lent to the public; and also, by
adding 800,000/. in the way of subscription to their
capital stock.
On the first day of the following session, which
was the 25d of January, 1787, Mr. Burke announced,
that he should proceed with the prosecution of Mr.
Hastings, on the first day of the succeeding month.
The business, during this session, was carried through
its first and most interesting stage. The House of
Commons reviewed the several articles of charge;
impeached Mr. Hastings at the bar of the House of
Peers; and delivered him to that indicatory for trial.
Of the proceedings at this stage it is necessary for me
to advert to only the more remarkable points.
On the 7th of February, the charge relating to
the resumption of the jaghires or lands of the Prinsasses of Oude, the seizure of their treasure, and the
connected offences, was exhibited by Mr. Sheridan
in a speech which powerfully operated upon the sympathy of the hearers, and was celebrated as one of
the highest effort_ of English eloquence. On this
subject Mr. Pitt took a distinction between the landed
estates, and the treasures. For depriving the Begums
of their estates, he could conceive that reasons might
exist; although peculiar delicacy and forbearance
were due on the part of the English, who were
actually the guarantees to the Princesses for the
secure possession of those estates. But the confiscation of their treasures, he thought an enormity,
altogether indefensible and atrocious; and the guilt
of that act was increased by stifling the order of the
Court of Directors, which commanded the proceedJ26Geo.III.c, 62.
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ings against the Princesses to be revised. The plun- Boo_ VL
der of the chief of Furruekabad, a dependant, also, Caar. 1.
of the Nabob, whom the English were bound to 17s7.
protect, formed a part of the transactions to which
the Governor-General became a party by the treaty
of Chunar. It was made a separate article of charge.
And, in the matter of that as well as the preceding
article, it was voted by large majorities, that high
crimes and misdemeanours were involved. Mr. Pitt
observed, that the conduct of the Governor-General,
in receiving a present of enormous value from the
Nabob, at the time when he let him loose to prey
upon so many victims, was not justified by the pretence of receiving it for the public service, in which
no exigence existed to demand recurrence to such a
resource : " it could be accounted for by nothing but
corruption."
In the course of these proceedings, Mr. Burke
thought it necessary to call the attention of the House
to the difficulties under which the prosecution laboured in regard to evidence. The late GovernorGeneral, as often as he thought proper, had withheld, mutilated or garbled the correspondence which
he was bound to transmit to the East India House.
Nor was this all. Those whose duty it was to bring
evidence of the charges were often ignorant of the
titles of the papers for which it was necessary to call;
and papers, however closely connected with the subject, were withheld, if not technically included under
the title which was given. He himself, for example,
had moved for the Furruckabad papers, and what he
received under that title, he concluded, were the whole;
but a motion had been afterwards made, by another
member, for the Persian correspondence, which
brought forth documents of the greatest importance.
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lg_OKvI.To another circumstance it befitted the House to
Ce,r. 1. advert. The attorney of the East India Company,
1787. in vindication of whose wrongs the prosecution was
carried on, was (it was pretty remarkable) the attorneyslikewise, of Mr. Hastings ; and while the House
were groping in the dark, and liable to miss what
was of most importance, Mr. Hastings and his attorney, to whom the documents in the India House
were known, might, on each occasion, by a fortunate
document, defeat the imperfect evidence before the
House, and laugh at the prosecution.
On the charge, that expence had been incurred by
_h'. Hastings for making dependants and creating a
corrupt influence, brought forward on the 15th of
March, Mr. Pitt selected three particulars, as those
alone which appeared to him, in respect to magnb
tude, and evidence of criminality, to demand the
penal proceedings of parliament.
These were, the
contract for bullocks in 1779 ; the opium contract in
1780; 1 and the extraordinary emoluments bestowed
on Sir Eyre Coote. In the first there were not only,
he said, reprehensible drcumstances, but strong marks
of corruption : while the latter transaction involved in
it almost every species of criminality; a vio|ation of
the faith of the Company, a wanton abuse of power
t There wer8 several pecuniary transactions with individuals, such
as a contract for supplying the army with bullocks, a contract for feedhg
elephants, an agency for the supply of eorn_ a contract for the Company's opium, which were laid hold of by the accusers of Mr. Hastings,
as either not having been performed agreeably to the rules and orders
of the service, or in some way implying corruption on the part of the
Governor-General, and thence included among the subjects of criminal
charge.
As the indications of criminality in thesetransactious
appeared
to me to fall short of proof; and as they were matters ofthat degree of
detail, to which the limits of history do not allow it to descend, no
account of them is included in the narrative of Mr. Hastings's Indian
Administration.
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against a helpless ally, a misapplication of the public BOOKVL
property, and disobedience to his superiors, by a dis- _c-AP. a.
graceful and wicked evasion.
1787.
On the 2d of April, when the report of the Committee on the articles of charge was brought up, it
was proposed by Mr. Pitt, that, instead of voting
whether the House should proceed to impeachment,
a preliminary step should be interposed, and that a
committee should be formed to draw up articles of
impeachment.
His reason was, that on several of
the particulars, contained in the articles of charge, he
could not vote for the penal proceeding proposed,
while he thought that on account of others it was
clearly required. A committee might draw up articles of impeachment, which would remove his objections, without fi'ustrating the object which all parties
professed to have in view. After some little opposition, this suggestion was adopted. Among the
names presented for the Committee was that of Mr.
Francis. Objection to him was taken, on the score
of a supposed enmity to the party accused; and he
was rejected by a majority of 96 to 44.
On the 25th of the month, the articles of impeachment were brought up from the Committee by Mr.
Burke. They were taken into consideration on the
9th of May.
The formerly celebrated, then Alderman, Wilkes, was a warm friend of Mr. Hastings;
and strenuously maintained that the prosecution was
unjust.
He said, what was the most remarkable
thing in the debate, that it was the craving and avaricious policy of this country, which had, for the purpose
of getting money to satisfy this inordinate appetite,
betrayed Mr. Hastings into those of his measures
for which a defence was the most difficult to be found.
The remark had its foundation in truth ; and it goes
pretty far in extenuation of some of Mr. Hastings's
VOL.

V.
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800K vI.most exceptionable acts. The famous Alderman
c_.,r. 1. added, that a zeal for justice, which never recognizes
1787. any object that takes any thing from ourselves, is a
manifest preten_.
If Mr. Hastings had committed
so much injustice, how disgraceful was it to be told,
that not a single voice had yet been heard to cry for
restitution and compensation to those who had suffered by his acts ? The stain to which the reformed
patriot thus pointed the finger of_orn, is an instance
of that perversion of the moral sentiments to which
nations by their selfishness are so commonly driven,
and which it is therefore so useful to hold up to perpetual view. Among individuals, a man so corrupt
could scarcely be formed as to cry out with vehemence
against the cruelty of a plunder, perpetrated for his
benefit, without a thought of restoring what by injustice he had obtained. There was in this debate
another circumstance worthy of notice ; that Mr. Pitt
pronounced the strongest condemnation of those who
endeavoured to set in balance the services of Mr.
Hastings against the crimes, as if the merit of the
one extinguished the demerit of the other. This was
an attempt, he said, to compromise the justice of the
country. Yet at a date no further distant than the
preceding session, Mr. Pitt had joined with Mr.
Dundas, when that practical statesman urged the
merit of the latter part of Mr. Hastings's administrations, as reason to justify himself for not following up
by prosecution the condemnations which he had
formerly pronounced.
The articles of impeacl_ment, which were now
brought up from the Committee, received the approbation of the House; a vote for impeaching
Mr. Hastings was passed; the impeachment was
carried by Mr. Burke to the bar of the Lords ; Mr.
Hastings was brought to that bar ; admitted to bail ;
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and allowed one month, and till the second day ofl_oKvI.
the following session of parliament, to prepare for his cH,_. 1.
defence.
1787.
On the £4th of April, 1787, Sir Gilbert Elliot,
whose intention had been delayed by other business
which was before the House, gave notice Ofa day on
which he intended to bring forward the subject of
the impeachment of Sir Elijah Impey, hut on account
of the approaching termination of that session was
induced to postpone it till the next.
On the l_th of December, after an introductory
speech, Sir Gilbert exhibited his articles of charge.
They related to five supposed offences, regarding,
1. The catastrophe of the Rajah Nuncomar ; 2. The
Patna cause ; 3. The Cossijurah cause ; 4. The office
of Sudder Duannee Adaulut; 5. The affidavits at
Lucknow.
They were referred to a Committee of
the whole house, and on the 4th of February, 1788,
Sir Elijah Impey was heard in his defence. What he
advanced was confined to the subject of the first
charge_ his concern in the death of Nuncomar.
Further discussions took place, on the same subject,
on the 7th and 8th.
On the 11th and £6th of
February, and on the 16th of April, witnesses were
examined at the bar, and more or less of discussion
accompanied.
On the 28th of April, on the 7th and
9th of May, Sir Gilbert Elliot summed up and enforced the evidence on the first of the charges, and
on the last of these days moved, " That the Committee, having considered the first article, and examined evidence thereupon, is of opinion, that there
is ground of impeachment of high crimes and misdemeanours against Sir Elijah Impey, upon the matter
of the said article."
After a debate of considerable
length, the motion was negatived, by a majority of
seventy.three to fifty-five. An attempt was made to
F_
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BOOKVI.proceed _;ith the remaining articles on the 27th of
C,AF.a. May" but the business was closed, by a motion to
1787. postpone it for three months. In this affair, the
lawyers, as was to be expected, supported the judge,
The minister, Mr. Pitt, distinguished himself by the
warmth with which he took up the defence of Sir
Elijah from the beginning of the investigation, and
by the asperity with which he now began to treat
Mr. Francis?
The operation of Mr. Pitt's new law produced
occasion for another legislative interference.
In
passing that law, two objects were very naturally
pursued. To avoid the imputation of what was
represented as the heinous guilt of Mr. Fnx's bill, it
was necessary, that the principal part of the power
should appear to remain in the hands of the Directors.
For ministerial advantage, it was necessary, that it
should in reality be all taken away.
Minds drenched with terror ale easily deceivetL
Mr. Fox's hill threatened the Directors with evils
which to them, at any rate, were not imaginary.
And with much art, and singular success, other men
were generally made to believe, that it was fraught
with mischief to the nation.
Mr. Pitt's bill professed to differ from that of his
rival, chiefly in this very point, that while the one
destroyed the power of the Directors, the other left it
almost entire. The double purpose of the minister
was obtained, by leaving them the forms, while the
substance was taken away. In the temper into which
the mind of the nation had been artfully brought, the
deception was easily passed. And vague and ambiguous language was the instrument. The terms, in
which the functions of the Board of Control were
' SeeParliamentary
Hist.addies.
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described, implied, in their most obvious import, no BOOKvL
great deduction from the former power of the Di- CuAP.1.
rectors. They were susceptible of an interpretation
1787.
which took away the whole.
In all arrangements between parties of which the
one is to any considerable degree stronger than the
other, all ambiguities in the terms are sooner or later
forced into that interpretation which is most favourable to the strongest party, and least favourable to
the weakest. The short-sighted Directors understood
not this law of human nature; possibly saw not, in
the terms of the statute, any meaning beyond what
they desired to see; that which the authors of the
terms appeared, at the time, to have as ardently at
heart as themselves.
The Directors had not enjoyed their imaginary
dignities long, when the Board of Control began
operations which surprised them; and a struggle
which they were little able to maintain, immediately
ensued. The reader is already acquainted with the
disputes which arose on the payment of the debts of
the Nabob of Arcot; and on the appointment of a
successor to Lord Macartney, as Governor of Fort
St. George.
Lieutenant.Colonel Ross had been guilty of what
the Directors considered an outrageous contempt of
their authority.
In July, 1785, they dictated a
severe reprimand. The Board of Control altered the
dispatch, by striking out the censure. The dignity
of the Directors was now touched in a most sensible
part. " The present occasion," they said, " appeared
to them so momentous, and a submission on their
part so destructive of all order and subordination in
India, that they must take the liberty of informing
the Right Honourable Board that no dispatch can be
sent to India which does not contain the final decision
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:l_oX vL of the Directors on Lieutenant-Colonel Ross." The
CHAr.1. Board of Control, it is probable, deemed the occuion
17s7. rather too delicate for the scandal of a struggle. It
could well afford a compromise: and crowned it#
compliance, in this instance, with the following coinprehensive declaration : " We trust, however, that by
this acquiescence, it will not be understood that we
mean to recognize any power in you to transmit to
India either censure or approbation of the conduct of
any servant, civil, or military, exclusive of the control
Qf this Board :" that is to say, they were not to retain
the slightest authority, in any other capacity than
that of the blind and passive instruments of the su.
perior power.
These cases are a few, out of a numberj detached
for the purpose of giving greater precision to the idea
of the struggle which for a time the Court of Directors
were incited to maintain with the Board of Control:
At last an occasion arrived which can'ied affairs to a
crisis. In 1787, the democratical party in Holland
rose to the determination of throwing off the yoke of
the aristocratical party. As usual, the English go.
vernment interfered, and by the strong force of
natural tendency, in favour of the aristocratical side.
The French government, with equal zeal, espoused
the cause of the opposite party; and a war was
threatened between England and France. The Directors took the alarm; petitioned for an augmentation of military force; and four royal regiments,
destined for that service, were immediately raised.
Happily the peace with France was not interrupted..
The Directors were of opinion that, now, the regiments were not required. The Board of Control,
llowever, adhered to its original design. The expense
of conveying the troops, and the expense of maintaining them in India, would be very great: The finances
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of the Company were in their usual state of extreme aOOgVl.
pr_sure and embarrassment: This addition to their C_AD.l.
burthens the Directors regarded as altogether gra- l'/Ss.
tuitous; and tending to nothing but the gradual
transfer of all military authority in India from the
Company to the minister : Their ground appeared to
be strong: By an act which passed in 1781, they
were exempted from the payment of any troops which
were not sent to India upon their requisition : They
resolved to make a stand, refusing to charge the
Company with the expense of the ministerial regiments. The Board of Control maintained that, by
the act of 1784, it received the power, upon the
refusal of the Company to concur in any measure
which it deemed expedient for the government of
India, to order the expense of the measure to be defrayed out of the territorial revenues. The Directors,
looking to the more obvious, and, at the time of its
passing, the avowed meaning of the act, which professed to confirm, not to annihilate the "chartered
rights of the Company," denied the construction
which was now imposed upon the words. They took
the opinion of several eminent lawyers, who, looking
at the same points with themselves, rather than thc
unlimited extent to which the terms of the act were
capable of stretching, declared that the pretensions of
the ministers were not authorized by law.
The question of the full, or limited, transfer of the
government of India, was to be determined. The
minister, therefore, resolved to carry it before a
tribunal on whose decision he could depend. On the
25th of February, 1788, he moved the House of
Commons for leave to bring in a bill. When the
meaning of an act is doubtful, or imperfect, the usual
remedy is a bill to explain and amend. Beside the
confession of error which that remedy appears to
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nooK_, imply, a confession not grateful to ministerial senslca,P. 1. bility, something is understood to be altered by that
1788. proceeding in the matter of the law. Now, the extraordinary powers, to which the claim was at this
time advanced, might, it was probable, be more easily
allowed, if they were believed to be old power,
already granted, than new powers, on which deliberation, for the first time, was yet to be made. For
this, or for some other reason, the ministers did not
bring in a bill to explain and amend their former act,
but a hill to declare its meaning. The business of a
legislature is to make laws. To declare the meaning
of the laws, is the business of a judicatory.
What,
in this case, the ministers therefore called upon the
parliament to perform, was not an act of legislation,
but an act of judicature.
They called upon it successfully, of course, to supersede the courts of justice,
and to usurp the decision of a question of law ; to
confound, in short, the two powers, of judicature and
legislation.
In the speech, in which Mr. Pitt moved for leave
to bring in the bill by means of which this act of
judicature was to be performed, it was, he declared,
incomprehensible to him, that respectable men of the
law should have questioned that interpretation of the
statute of 1784 for which he contended.
" In his
mind nothing could be more clear, than that there
was no one step that could have heen taken previous
to passing the act of 1784 by the Court of Directors, touching the military and political concerns
of India, and also the collection, management, and
application of the revenues of the territorial possessions, that the Commissioners of the Board of Control
had not now a right to take by virtue of the powers
and authority vested in them by the act of 178}."
If every power which had belonged to the Directors,
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might be exerted by the Board of Control, against I;OOXV_.
the consent of the Directors ; but the Directors could chip. 2.
not exercise the smallest political power, against the 178s.
consent of the Board of Control, it is evident that all
political power was taken away fi'om the Directors.
The present declaration of Mr. Pitt, with regard to
the interpretation of his act, was, therefore, directly
contradictory to his declarations in 1784, when he
professed to leave the power of the Directors regulated, rather than impaired.
Mr. Dundas, the President of the Board of Control,
spoke a language still more precise. " It was the
meaning, he affirmed, of the act of 1784, that the
Board of Control, if it chose, might apply the whole
revenue of India to the purposes of its defence, without leaving to the Company a single rupee."
The use to which the minister was, in this manne_,
about to convert the parliament, the opponents of the
bill described as full of alarm. To convert the makers
of law into the interpreters of law, was, itself, a cir_mstance in the highest degree suspicious; involved
in it the destruction of all certainty of law, and by
necessary consequen_ of all legal government.
To
convert into a judicature the British parliament, in
which influence made the will of the minister the
governing spring, was merely to erect an all-powerful
tribunal, by which every iniquitous purpose of the
minister might l_ceive its fulfilment. The serpentine
path, which the minister had thus opened, was
admirably calculated for the introduction of evel3_
fraudulent measure, and the accomplishment of every
detestable design. He finds an object with a fair
complexion; lulls suspicion asleep by liberal professions; frames a law in terms so indefinite as to be
capable of stretching to the point in view; watches
his opportunity; and, when that arrives, calls upon
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_ooK w. an obedient parliament, to give his in_rpre_fion
Ca_P.
I,theirwords. By thismanagement,may begafi._
17s& withlittle
noiseorobservation,
suchacquisitions
of
power,as,ifopenlyand directly
pursued,wouldat
least
producea clamourand alarm.
When, however,
theopponents
ofthebiUcontended
thattheactdidnotwarranttheinterpretation
which
the legishture was now called upon to affix; they
assumed a weaker ground. They showed, indeed,
that the act of 1784 was so contrived as to afford
strong appearances of the restricted meaning,,from
which the minister wished to be relieved; such
appearances as produced general deception at the
time; ' but it was impossible to show, that the terms
of the act were not so indefinite, as to be capable of
an interpretation which involved every power of the
Indian government.
It was indeed true, that when a law admits of two
interpretations, it is the maxim of Courts of Law,
to adopt that interpretation which is most in favour
of the party against whom the law is supposed to
operate. In parliament, the certain maxim is, to
adopt that interpretation which is most favourable
to the minister.
The memory of the minister was well refreshed
with descriptions of the dreadful effects which he said
w_uld flow from the powers transferred to the minister
by the bill of Mr. Fox. As the same or still greater
powers were transferred to the minister by his own,
so they were held in a way more alarming and dan-

J Mr. Baring said, that " when the bill of 1784 was in agitation, it
bad not been intimated to the Directors, that the bill gave any such
power to the Commissioners of Control, as was now contended fort If
they had so understood it, they would not have given theix support to a
bill, that tended to annihilate the Company, and deprive them of all
their fights and powers."
Par]. Hist. xxvii, eZ.
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ger0us. Under the proposed act of Mr. Fox_ they _olt vL
wou!d_have been 8vowedly heM. Under the act of ca,P. 1,
Mr. Pitt, they were held in secret, and by fraud. 17ss.
Beside the difference, between powers exercised avow.
edly, and powers exercised under a cover and by
fraud, there was one other difference between the
bill of Mr, Fox and that of Mr. Pitt. The bill of
Mr. Fox transferred the power of the Company to
commissioners appoiuted by parliament.
The bill of
Mr. Pitt transferred them to commissioners appointed
by the King. For Mr. Pitt to say that commissioners
chosen by the parliament were not better than commissioners chosen by the King, was to say that parliament was so completely an instrument of bad government, that it was worse calculated to produce good
results than the mere arbitrary will of a King. All
those who asserted that the bill of Mr. Pitt was preferable to that of Mr. Fox, are convicted of holding,
however they may disavow, that remarkable opinion.
The declaratory bill itself professed to leave the
commercial powers of the Company entire. Here,
too, profession was at variance with fact. The commercial funds of the Company were blended with
the political. The power of appropriating the one,
was the power of appropriating the whole. The
military and political stores were purchased in England with the produce of the commercial sales. The
Presidencies abroad had the power of drawing upon
the domestic treasury to a vast anmunt. The bill,
therefore, went to the confiscation of the whole of
the Company's property. It was a bill for taking
the trading capita] of a Company of merchants, and
placing it at the disposal of the ministers of the
crOWll.

Beside these objections to the general powers
_mmed by the bill, the particular measure in con-
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BOOKVI.temphtion was severely arraigned. To send out to
o,,_. 1. India troops, called the King's, when troops raised
17ss. by the Company in India could be so much more
cheaply maintained, was an act on which the mischievousness of all unnecessary expense stamped the
marks of the greatest criminality. That criminality
obtained a character of still deeper atrocity, when
the end was considered, for which it was incurred.
It was the increase of crown patronage, by the
increase of that army which belonged to the crown.
And what was the use of that patronage? To
increase that dependance upon the crown which
unites the members of the House of Commons, in
a tacit confederacy for their own benefit, against
all political improvement.
Another objection to the troops was drawn from
what was called the doctrine of the constitution:
that no troops should belong to the King, for which
parliament did not annually vote the money.
Some of the Directors professed, that though the
powers, darkly conveyed by the act of 1784, were not
altogether concealed from them at the time ; they had
given their consent to the bill from the confidence
they had in the good intentions of the ministry;
whom they never believed to be capable of aiming
at such extravagant powers as those which they now
assumed.
This hody of arguments was encountered by the
minister, first, with the position that no interpretation of a law was to he admitted, which defeated its
end. But what was the end of this law of his, was
a question, from the solution of which he pretty
completely abstained.
If it was the good government of India ; he did not attempt the difficult task
of proving that to this end the powers for which he
contended were in any degree conducive. If it was

by the Minister.
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the increase of ministerial influence; of their con-BOOKvL
duciveness to this end, no proof was required,
c;_Ar.L
To the charge that he had introduced his act, under 17ss.
professions of not adding to the influence of the
Crown, nor materially diminishing the powers of the
Company; professions which his present proceedings
completely belied; he made answer by asserting,
broadly and confidently, that it was the grand intention of the act of 1786 to transfer the government
of India from the Court of Directors to the Board of
Control; and that he had never held a language
which admitted a different construction.
Mr. Dundas denied, what was asserted on the part
of the Company, that for some time after the passing
of the act, the Board of Control had admitted its
want of title to the powers which now it assumed.
The Company offered to produce proof of their assertion at the bar of the House.
The ministers introduced a motion, and obtained a vote that they should
not be allowed. No further proof of the Company's
assertion, according to the rules of practical logic,
could be rationally required.
To show that the Board of Control had exercised
the powers which it was thus proved that they had
disclaimed, Mr. Dundas was pt_ecipitated into the
production of facts, which were better evidence of
other points than that to which he applied them.
He made the following statement: That, in 1785,
the resources of the Company were so completely
exhausted, as to be hardly equal to payment of the
arrears which were due to the army: That the
troops were so exasperated by the length of those
arrears, as to be ripe for mutiny: And that the
Board of Control sent orders to apply the Company's
money to the satisfaction of the troops, postponing
payments of every other description. In this appro-
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BOOKYI. priation, however, was it not true, that the Directors,
¢_AP.l. though reluctantly, did at last acquiesce ?
17Ss.
Mr. Dundas further contended, that without the
powers in question, namely, the whole powers Of
government, the Board of Control would be a nugatory institution.
If the whole powers of government, however, were
necessary for the Board of Control, what use was
there for another governing body, without power ?
This was to have two governing bodies; the one real,
the other only in show. Of this species of duplication the effect is, to lessen the chances for good government, increase the chances for bad; to weaken all
the motives for application, honesty, and zeal in the
body vested with power; and to furnish it with ar_
ample screen, behind which its love of ease, power,
lucre, vengeance, may be gratified more safely at the
expense of its trust.
To crown the ministerial argument, Mr. Dundas
advanced, that the powers which were lodged with
the Board of Control, how great soever they might
be, were lodged without danger, because the Board
was responsible to parliament.
To all those who
regard the parliament as substantially governed by
ministerial influence, responsibility to parliament
means responsibility to the minister.
The responsibility of the Board of Control to parliament, meant,
according to this view of the matter, the responsibility
of the ministry to itself. And all those, among whom
the authors of the present bill and their followers
were to be ranked as the most forward and loud, who
denounced parliament as so corrupt, that it would
have been sure to employ, according to the most
wicked purposes of the minister, the powers transferred to it by the hill of Mr. Fox, must have
regarded as solemn mockery, the talk, whether from
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their own ilps, or those of other people, about the BOol( VL
responsibility of ministers to parliament,
tSAr. t.
Meeting the objections to the sending of King's
17s8.
troops, Mr. Pitt confessed his opinion, that the army
in India ought all to be on one establishment; and
should all belong to the King ; nor did he scruple to
declare, that it was in preparation for this reform
that the troops were now about to be conveyed.
With regard to the doctrine, called constitutional,
about the necessity of an annual vote of parliament
for the maintenance of all troops kept on foot by the
King, he remarked, that the bill of rights, and the
mutiny act, the only positive laws upon the subject,
were so vague and indefinite (which is very true)
as to be almost nugatory; that one of the advantages attending the introduction
of the present
question would be, to excite attention and apply
reform to that important but defective part of the
constitutional law ; and that he was ready to receive
from any quarter the suggestion of checks upon any
abuse to which the army, or the patronage of India,
might appear to be exposed.
If any persons imagined, that this language, about
the reform of the constitutional law, would lead to
any measures for that desirable end ; they were egregiously deceived. Besides, was it any reason, because the law which pretended to guard the people
from the abuse of a military power was inadequate to
its ends, that therefore a military force should now
be created, more independant of parliament than
any which, under that law, had as yet been allowed
to exist? That any danger, however, peculiar to
itself, arose from this army, it was, unless for the
purpose of the moment, weak to pretend.
Notwithstanding the immense influence of the minister, so much suspicion was excited by the contrast
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BOOKVI. between his former professions, and the unlimited
CHAP. 1.
power at which he now appeared to be grasping, that
1788. the bill was carried through the first stages of its
progress, by very small majorities.
With a view to
mitigate this alarm, Mr. Pitt proposed that certain
clauses should be added; the first, to ]ialit the
number of troops, beyond which the orders of the
Board of Control should not be obligatory on the
East India Company; the second, to prevent the
Board from increasing the salary attached to any
office under the Company, except with the concurrence of Directors and Parliament; the third, to
prevent the Board, except with the same concurrence,
from ordering any gratuity for services performed;
the fourth, to oblige the Directors annually to lay
before parliament the account of the Company's receipts and disbursements.
The annexation of these clauses opened a new
source of argument against the bill. A declaratory
bill, with enacting clauses, involved, it was said, an
absurdity which resembled a contradiction in terms.
It declared that an act had a certain meaning ; but a
meaning limited by enactments yet remaining to be
made. It declared that a law without limiting clauses,
and a law with them, was one and the same thing.
By the bill before them, if passed, the House would
declare that certain powers had been vested in the
Board of Control, and yet not vested, without certain
conditions, which had not had existence.
Besides, if
such conditions were now seen to be necessary to pre.
vent the powers claimed under the act from producing
the worst of consequences, what was to be thought
of the legislature for granting such dangerous powers ?
It was asked, whether this was not so disgraceful
to the wisdom of parliament, if it saw not the danger ;
so disgraceful to its virtue, if it saw it without pro-
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riding the remedy, as to afford a proof, that no such BOOKYr.
powers in 1784 were meant by the legislature to be caAr. I.
conveyed ?
1788.
A protest in the upper house, signed Portland,
Carlisle, Devonshire, Portchester, Derby, Sandwich,
Cholmondely, Powis, Cardiff, Craven, Bedford, Loughborough, FitzwiUiam, Scarborough, Buckinghamshire,
--fifteen lords--exhibits,
on the subject of the patronage, the following words: "The patronage of the
Company--and
this seems to be the most serious
terror to the people of Englandmthe.Commissioners
of Control enjoy in the worst mode, without that
responsibility which is the natural security against
malversation and abuse. They cannot immediately
appoint; but they have that weight of recommendation and influence, which must ever inseparably
attend on substantial power, and which, in the present case, has not any where been attempted to be
denied.--Nor is this disposal of patronage without
responsibility the only evil that characterizes the
system. All the high powers and prerogatives with
which the commissioners are vested, they may exercise invisiblymand thus, for a period at least, invade,
perhaps, in a great measure finally baffle, all political
responsibility; for they have a power of administering
to their clerks and other officers an oath of secresy
framed for the occasion by themselves; and they
possess in the India House the suspicious instrument
of a Secret Committee, hound to them by an oath."

vol,. v.
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CHAP.

II.

The Trial of Mr. Hastings.
BOOKVI. Tn_, trial of Mr. Hastings commenced in WestChAr. 3. minster Hall on the 13th day of February, 1788.
1788. So great was the interest which this extraordinary
erent had excited, that persons of"the highest elevation
crowded to the scene. 1 After two days were spent
in the preliminary and accustomed ceremonies, on the
' Take the following account, from the publication entitled, Trial of
W. Hastings, Esq. _ge.p. 1.--" Previous to thoir Lordships' approach
to the Hall, about eleven o'clock, her Majesty, with the Princesses
Elizabeth, Augusta, and Mary, made their appearance in the Duke of
Newcastle's gallery. Her Majesty was dressed ina fawn-coloured satin,
her head-dress plain, with a very slender sprinkling of diamonds. Tho
royal box was graced with the Duchess of Gloucester and the young
Prince. The ladies were all in morning dresses ; a few with feathers
and variegated flowers in their head dress, but nothing so remarkable as
to attract public attention.
" Mrs. Fitzherbert was in the royal box.
" The Dukes of Cumberland, Gloucester, and York, and the Prince
of Wales, with their trains, followed the Chancellor, and closed the
]_'ocl_sion.

" Upwards of O00 of the Commons, with the Speaker_ were in the
gallery.
" The Managers, Charles Fox and ,'dl_were ia full dress.
" But a very few of the Commons were full dressed--some of thean
were in boots. Their seats were covered with green clothmthe rest of
the building was " one red."
" Mr. Hastings stood for some time---On a motion from a Peer, the
Chancellor allowed, as a favour, that the prisoner should have a chair_
And he sat the whole time--but occasionally, when he spoke to his
Counsel.
" His Counsel were Mr. Law, Mr. Plomer, Mr. Dallas.--For the
CommonsmDr. Scott and Dr. Lawrence; Messrs. Mansfield, Pigget,
Burke, and Douglas.
" /_ party ofhorse-guards, under the command of a Field Officer,
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15th Mr. Burke began. His oration was continued BOOKvI.
on the 16th, 18th, and 19th, and lasted four days. CHAr.o.
It was the object of this address to convey to the 178s.
members of the court a general idea of the character
and circumstances of the people of Hindustan; of
their situation under the government of Englishmen ;
of the miseries which he represented them as enduring
through the agency of Mr. Hastings; and of the
motives, namely, pecuniary corruption, to which he
ascribed the offences with which that Governor was
.--..-...----..=s

charged. The most remarkable passage in the speech
was that which related to the enormities imputed to
Devi, or Deby Sing; a native placed by Mr. Hastings in a situation of confidence and power. It
cannot be omitted ; both because the delivery of it is
matter of history, whatever may be the proper judgment with respect to the accusations which it brought ;
and, also because it gave birth to several subsequent
proceedings on the trial. This man was admitted;
according to the accuser, improperly, and for corrupt
ends; to farm the revenues of a large district of
country. After a time, complaints arrived at Calcutta, of cruelties which he practised, in extorting
money from the people; upon whom, contrary to his
instructions, he had raised the rents. Mr. Patterson,
one of the gentlemen in the civil service of the Company, was deputed, in the capacity of a Commissioner,
to inquire into the foundation of the complaints.
It
was from his report, that the statements of Mr. Burke,
reported in the following words, were derived.
" The poor P_yots, or husbandmen, were treated
with a Captain's party from the horse-grenadiers_
the trial.

attended

daily during

" A body of 300 foot-guards also kept the avenues clear, and a considerable number of constables
attended for the purpose of taking
offenders into custody."

e. 2
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BOOKVI.in a manner that would never gain belief', if it was
c.AP. 2. not attested by the records of the Company ; and Mr.
-17_s. Burke thought it necessary to apologize to their
Lordships for the horrid relation, with which he
would be obliged to harrow up their feelings; the
worthy Commissioner Patterson, who had authenticated the particulars of this relation, had wished
that, for the credit of human nature, he might have
drawn a veil over them ; but as he had been sent to
inquire into them, he must, in discharge of his duty
state those particulars, however shocking they were
to his feelings. The cattle and corn of the husbandmen were sold for less than a quarter of their value,
and their huts reduced to ashes] the unfortunate
owners were obliged to borrow fromusurers,
that
they might discharge their bonds, which had unjustly
and illegally been extorted from them while they were
in confinement; and such was the determination of
the infernal fiend, Devi Sing, to have these bonds
discharged, that the wretched husbandmen were
obliged to borrow money, not at twenty, or thirty,
or ibrty, or fifty, but at six I=IUNDREDper cent. to
satisfy him ! Those who could not raise the money,
were most cruelly tortured; cords were drawn tight
round their fingers, till the flesh of the four on each
hand was actually incorporated, and became one
_olid mass : the fingers were then separated again by
wedges of iron and wood driven in between them.Others were tied two and two by the feet, and thrown
across a wooden bar, upon which they hung, with
their feet uppermost; they were then beat on the
soles of the feet, till their toe-nails dropped off.
" They were afterwards beat about the head till
the blood gushed out at the mouth, nose, and ears;
they were also flogged upon the naked body with
bamboo canes, and prickly hushes, and, above all,
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with some poisonous weeds, which were of a most BOOKvI.
caustic nature, and burnt at every touch. The cru. cr,Ar.2.
city of the monster who had ordered all this, had 178s.
contrived how to tear the mind as well as the body ;
he frequently had a father and son tied naked to one
another by the feet and arms, and then flogged till
the skin was torn fi'om the flesh; and he had the
devilish satisfaction to know that every blow must
hurt ; for if one escaped the son, his sensibility was
wounded by the knowledge he had that the blow had
fallen upon his father: the same torture was felt by
the father, when he knew that every blow that
missed him had fallen upon his son.
" The treatment of the females could not be desm

cribed :---dragged forth from the inmost recesses of
their houses, which the religion of the country had
made so many sanctuaries, they were exposed naked
to public view : the virgins were carried to the Court
of Justice, where they might naturally have looked
for protection : but now they looked for it in vain ;
for in the face of the Ministers of Justice, in the face
of the spectators, in the face of the sun, those tender
and modest virgins were brutally violated. The onl_r
difference between their treatment and that of their
mothers was, that the former were dishonoured in
the face of day, the latter in the gloomy recesses of
their dungeon.
Other females had the nipples cf
their breasts put in a cleft bamboo, and torn off.
What modesty in all nations most carefully conceals
this monster revealed to view, and consumed by sl_)w
fi,'es; nay, some of the tools of this monster Devi
Sing had, horrid to tell! carried their unnatural brutality so far as to drink in the source of generation
and life.
" Here Mr. Burke dropped his head upon his
hands a few minutes ; but having recovered himself,

Trial of HasLi_,.gs,
_N3oxvl.said, that the fathers and husbands of the hapless fecal. _. males were the most harmless and industrious set of
_7s8. men. Content with scarcely sutficient for the support of nature, they gave almost the whole produce
of their labour to the East India Company: those
hands which had been broken by persons under the
Company's authority, produced to all England the
comforts of their mollning and evening tea : for it was
with the rent produced by their industry, that the
investments were made for the trade to China, where
the tea which we use was bought. ''1

The wordsof the quotation m'e taken from the short account of the
speech which is given in the History of the Trial of Warren Hastings,
:Esq. published byDebrett. The account, though short, is the best which
1 have been able to procure. The report to which I have had access, in
the MS. of the short-hand wrlter_ is exceedingly confused, and indistinct. Upon this passage, the compiler of the History of the Trial adds
, in a note, " In this part of his speech Mr. Burke's descriptions were
more vivid--more harrowing--and more horfitlc--than human utterance on either fact or fancy, perhaps, ever formed before. The agitation of most people was very apparent--and Mrs. Sheridan was so overpowered that she fainted.
" Oa the subject of the Ministers of these infernal enormities, he
broke oat with the finest animation !
" ' My Lords,' exclaimed Mr Burke, ' let me for a moment quit my
delegated character, and speak entirelyfrom my personal feelings and
conviction. I am known to have had much experience of men and
manners--in active life, and amidst occupations the most various!
From that experience, I now protest--I never knew a man who was
bad, fit for service that was good Y There is always some disqualifying
ingredient, mixing and spoiling the compoundl The man seems paralytic on that side! His muscles there have lost their very tone and characterl---'fhey cannot morel In short, the accomplishment of any
thing good,is a physical impossibility for such a man. There is decrepitude as well as distortion--he COULD
SOT if he would, is not more
certain, than he WOVLV_OT,if he could 1'
"Shocking as are the facts which Mr. Burke related, and which he
says he finds recorded in the account taken by Mr. Patterson, who was
appointed Commissioner to inquire into the circumstances of this dreadful business, and of a rebellion which took place in consequence, Mr.
Burke says, of the above-mentioned cruelties; oar readers must see that
Mr. Hastings cannot be responsible for them, unless it shall be proved
that he was privy tos and countenanced the barbarities._
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The next proceeding in the course of the trial was BOOKVl.
a matter of great importance. As soon as Mr. Burke cuAP. 2.
had finished his opening speech, Mr. Fox stood up, 17ss.
and explained to the Court the order of proceeding
which it was the intention of the managers for the
prosecution to adopt.
They proposed that one of the articles of impeachment only should be taken under consideration at one
time ; that the speakers and the evidence, both for the
prosecution, and for the defence, should, in the usual
manner, be heard on that individual article ; that the
sentence of the court should then be pronounced;
and that the several charges should thus be treated,
and thus disposed of, one after anotker, to the end.
The counsel for Mr. Hastings, three barristers, Mr.
Law, Mr. Plomer, and Mr. Dallas, were asked by the
Lords, if they agreed to the proposed course of procedure. Upon their declaration, that they desired the
matter of accusation upon all the articles to be exhibited first, after which they would deliver all the
matter of defence upon them all, when, lastly, the
Court might decide upon them all, the parties were
ordered to produce what they could urge in support
of their respective demands.
Mro Fox maintained, that the weight of evidence
was best appreciated when fresh in the memory ; that
distinctness and clearness, notwithstanding the complexity of the subject, and facility of conception, notwithstanding its vastness, might, according to the
method recommended by the managers, be to a considerable degree attained ; whereas, according to the
mode of procedure for which the lawyers contended,
evidence would be decided on after it was forgotten,
and such an accumulation of matter would be offered
all at once to the mind, as no mind, without taking it
piecemeal, was competent to manage.
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BOOKVL The three learned gentlemen, as the lawyers are
c,,AP._. called, spoke, one after another, very eal_estly, and,
17ss. at considerable length. Mr. Law was first, and most
vehement.
He proceeded to animadvert upon the
strong language of condemnation which had been
employed by Mr. Burke ; and was reproached for the
very offence of which he complained.
IIe alluded to
the opprobrious language with which a great state
prisoner had been treated by a hot-headed lawyer of
former times, and said, " this defendant has been
loaded with terms of such calumny and reproach,
which since the days of Sir Walter Raleigh were
never used at the bar of this House. ''1 Mr. Fox
interrupted him, and said, that, vested with a great
trust by the House of Commons, he could not sit and
hear such language applied to an accusation which
that House, in the prosecution of high crimes, had
carried to the bar of the competent court.
In opposition to the order of proceeding, recommended by the managers, the allegations urged by the
lawyers were; that such an order was contrary to
ancient usage ; that the eases offered by the managers
as precedents did not apply, and in fact there was no
precedent ; that the mode proposed was contrary to
the modes of procedure at common law ; and that it
was disadvantageous to the defendant.
Mr. Law
and Mr. Dallas specified one disadvantage, That in
giving their answer upon one charge, they might be
compelled to disclose to their adversary the defence
which they meant to employ upon others.
" My
Lords," said Mr Law, " we are to come forward, on
the first article, to stat_ our ease, and to produce all
the evidence, and all the defence, we are to make on
nineteen others. Is it just ? Is it reasonable ? Is it
Short-hasld writer's report, MS in the. writer's hands.
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what would be admitted in any other court of justice ? Boo_
vI.
CHAP,'2.
On the first article we are immediately put under the
necessity to sustain our defence ; the cross examina.
1788.
tion of the prosecutor immediately attaches on those
witnesses; they extract from them perhaps some
evidence which may make it less necessary to call on
their part such evidence as they want. Is that right ?" 1
It was further urged by Mr. Dallas, that as the
charges had a close connexion, the evidence which
applied to one, would sometimes be necessary for
another, whence repetition and delay.
The Lords withdrew to their own chamber to deliberate, and adjourned the Court to the 22d. The
Lord Chancellor Thurlow opened the question, in the
chamber of the Lords, by strongly recommending, in
a speech of eonsiderable'iefigth, the order of proceeding contended for by the lawyers ; and his proposition
was adopted without a division. The business of the
Court on the 22d was opened by the Lord Chancellor,
proclaiming, "Gentlemen, I have in charge to inform
you, that you are to produce all your evidence, in
support of the prosecution, before Mr. Hastings is
called upon for his defence."
The historian, who is not bound by the opinion,
either of the Judges, or of the t)roseeutors, is called
upon to try if he can discover the decision whirl, is
pronounced by reason upon the facts of the case.
It will not, surely, admit of dispute, that a questinn
will be decided most correctly, when all the evidence
which bears upon it is most fully present to tile memory,
and every part of it receives its due portion of regm'd.
As little will it admit of dispute, that two firings
contribute to that just appreciation of evidence,
J MS. ut supra.
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I_OKVLnamely, recent delivery, and freedomfrom the mixca,P. 2. tare both of other evidence-not bearing upon the
178s. point and of other questions distracting the attentio_r.
The truth of every a_rmation is best seen, when the
mind,as exempt as possiblefi'om every other thoughh
applies the proofimmediately to the point which is in
dispute; confronts the affirmativewith the negative
evidence; adjusts the balance, and decides. There
cannot be a question, that for the purpose of ascertaining the truth, of estimating the evidencecorrectly,
and arriving at a decision conformable to the facts, as
they took place, the course recommendedby the managers was the proper course. As little can it be
doubted,that forthe purposesof lawyer-craft; forall
the advantages to be gained by the suppression of
evidence, by the loss of it from the memory, by
throwing the Judges into a state of confusion and
perplexity, when the mind becomes passive, and
allows itself to be led by the adviser who seems most
confident in his own opinion; the course, successfully
contended for by the lawyers, was infinitely the best.
The course, recommendedby the managers,was most
favourable to an innocent defendant, to the man for
whose advantage it is that the truth should be correctly ascertained. The coursesuccessfully contended
for by the lawyers was most favourable to a guilty
defendant, to the man for whose advantage it is that
the truth should not be correctlyascertained.
If truth is the end, we have, then, arrived at a
decision. To this reasoning and its conclusion,there
is not, in the harangues of the lawyers, a tittle opposed. On this, the only question at issue, they were
silent: and divertedthe attention to other objects.
They did not inquire, whether the path pointed out
was that which led to the discovery of truth ; but
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whether the Lords, or the lawyers, had been accus-BOOKVL
tomed to tread in that path before. We shah now, c_. 2.
however, decide, that whenever the path which leads aTss.
to truth is discovered, it is no longer the question
who has mot walked in it before, but who shall best
walk in it for the future. When the path which leads
to truth is discovered, it is a wretched solicitude,
which endeavours to find out that our predecessors
have not walked in it, in order that we may follow
their unhappy example, instead of proceeding in the
direction which reason points out as the only one that
is good. As for the practice of the lawyers' courts, if
that was ascertained to lead in a direction not the
most favourable to the discovery of truth, there was
no obligation on the Lords, to follow it.
After this, the lawyers had two allegations, and
no more. There was Mr. Law's complaint, that
they would be obliged, on one charge, to disclose the
grounds of their defence on all. This is a complaint,
at being obliged to contribute to the discovery of
truth. It is a demand, that a door should be left
ppen to lawyer-craft, for the purpose of defeating
the discovery of truth. No disadvantage, but that
which the disclosure of truth inferTed, could thus
arise to the defendant. The necessity of producing
evidence would be equal to both parties. If the
defendant wel_ obliged, in answering one charge, to
disclose the grounds of his defence on others, the
accusers would be equally obliged to disclose the
grounds of their accusation. The party who by this
course would gain, is the party to whom the truth
would be favourahle; the party who would lose, the
party to whom the truth would be noxious. Accordins to the course of the lawyers, the advantage and
disadvantage change their sides.

9f_
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_0OKVI. Last of all, We notice the allegation-of Mr. Dallas,
.c _t^P""_"that, as several of the articles of charge were closely
17s8. connected, it would be necessary to repeat a part of
the evidence. This is true ; and so far as it goes a
valid objection.
But surely the small portion of
additional labour, and the small portion of additional
time, requisite for hearing more than once the same
article of evidence, may be counterbalanced
by a
small advantage afforded to the discovery of truth.
Besides, when the Judges_ after the lapse of yem-s,
came to pronounce a separate judgment upon each of
the charges, it was absolutely necessary for them;
either to repeat to themselves the evidence as often
as repetition was necessary, or so far to decide without evidence.
A protest, on the subject, well worthy of a place
in the history of this trial, was entered on the Journals of the Lords :
" DISSE_'TIENT. 1st. Because we hold it to be
primarily essential to the due administration of justice, that the_j rl_t_oare to judge have a full, clear,
and distinct knowledge of every part of the question
on which they are ultimately to decide : and in a cause
of such magnitude, extent, and variety, as the present,
where issue is joined on acts done at times and
places so distant, and with relation to persons so
differel)t, as well as on crimes so discriminated from
each other by their nature and tendency, we conceive
that such knowleL_e cannot but with extremedifficulty
be obtained without a separate consideration of the
several articles exhibited.
" 2d. Because we cannot with equal facility, accuracy, and confidence, appl3t and compare the evidence
adduce& and more especially the arguments urged by
the prosecutors on one side and the defendant on
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the other, if .the .whole charge be made one cause, as BOOKVI.
if the several articles be heard in the nature of sepa- cH,P. ,_.
rate causes.
] 788.
" 3d. Because, admitting it to be a clear and acknowledged principle of justice, that the defendant
against a criminal accusation should be at liberty to
make his defence in such form and manner as he shall
deem most to his advantage; we are of opinion, that
such principle is only true so far forth as the use and
operation thereof shall not be extended to defeat the
ends of justice, or to create diffculties and delays
equivalent to a direct defeat thereof; and, because
we are of opinion, that the proposition made by the
managers of the House of Commons, if it had been
agreed to, would not have deprived the defendant in
this prosecution, of the fair and allowable benefit of
such principle taken in its true sense; inasmuch as it
tended only to oblige him to apply his defence speciaUy and distinctly to each of the distinct and separate articles of the Impeachment, in the only mode in
which the respective merits o.[' the charge and of
the defence can be accurately compared and determined, or even retained in the memory, and not to
limit or restrain him in the tbrm and manner of
constructing, explaining, or establishing his delenee.
" 4th. Because, in the ease of the Earl of Middlesex, and that of the Earl of Stratford, and other eases
of much less magnitude, extent and variety, than
the present, this House has directed the proceedings
to be according to the mode nov,-proposed by the
managers on the part of the Commons.
" 5th. Because, even if no precedent had existed,
yet, from the new and distinguishing circumstances
of the present ease, it would have been the duty of
this House to adopt the only mode of proceeding.
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vT. which, founded on simplicity, can ensureper_rpicuity,
CHA,._. and obviate confusion.
17ss.
" 6th. Because we conceive, that the accepting the
proposal made by the Managers would have been no
less consonant to good policy than to substantial justice, since by possessing the acknowledged right 03"
preferring
their articles as so many successive
Impeachments,
the Commons have an undoubted
power of compelling this House in future virtually
to adopt that mode which they now recommend;
and if they should ever be driven to sta_d on this
extreme right, jealousies must unavoidably ensue
between the two Houses, whose harmony is the vital
principle of national prosperity ; public justice must
be delayed, if not defeated; the innocent might be
harassed, and the guilty might escape.
" 7th. Because many of the reasons upon which a
different mode of conducting their prosecution has
been imposed upon the Commons, as alleged in the
debate upon this subject, appear to us of a still more
dangerous and alarming tendency than the measure
itself, forasmuch as we cannot hear but _oith the
utmost astonishment and apprehension,
that this
Supreme Court of Judicature is to be concluded by
the instituted rules of the practice of inferior
Courts; and that the Law of Parliament,
which
we have ever considered as recognized and reve_need
by all who respected and understood the laws and the
constitution of this country, has neither form, authority, nor even existence ; a doctrine which we conceive to strike directl3t at the root of all parliarae_.
.tary proceeding b9 impeachment, and to be equally
destructive of the established rights of the Comnmns,
and of the criminal jurisdiction of the Peers, and
consequently to tend to the degradation of both
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Houses of Parliament, to diminish the vigour of Boo_vI.
public justice, and to subvert the fundamental prin- c_. e.
ciples of the constitution.
[Signed]
17SSPORTLAND,

WENTWOltTH

DEVONSHIRE,

STAMFORD,

FITZWILLIAM_

]3E DFOE D,
CARDIFF,

LOU@H:BOROU GH,
CRAV_-N.

DERBY,

For the 1st, 2d, and 7th reasons,
For the 1st and 2d reasons only,

_¢IAlh'CHESTER.
( TOWNSREND,
-_ HARCOURT,
( LEICESTER."

.After withdrawing for a few minutes to deliberate,
the managers for the Commons submitted to the
decision of the Lords, and proceeded to the investigation upon the first of the charges ; that relating to
the conduct of the defendant toward the Rajah of
Benares, Cheyte Sing. Mr. Fox addressed the Court
as accuser, and Mr. Grey followed him the succeeding
day. This was the eighth day of the trial ; and time
was consumed in hearing evidence, with disputes
raised about its admission or exclusion, from that
till the 13th, when Mr. Anstruther summed up, and
commentedupon
the matter adduced.
Of the evidence, or the observations by which it was attended,
both for the accusation and the defence, as it is hoped
that the preceding narrative has already communicated a just conception of the facts, a repetition
would be attended with little advantage; and the
incidents by which the coursc of the proceedings was
affected will appear, in most parts of the trial, to
include l:_ady the whole of what the further elucidation of this memorable transaction requires.
On the 29th of February, which was the eleventh
day of the trial, Mr. Benn, a witness, professing
forgetfulness, or speaking indeterminately, on a point
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on which he appeared to the managers to have spoken
CHAP.2. more determinately, when previously examined be1788. fore the House of Commons, was interrogated as to
the tenor of his evidence on that preceding occasion.
The barristers, of counsel for the defendant, had
cavilled several times before at the questions of the
accusers. They now made a regular stand.
Mr. Law, and Mr. Plomer, argued, that a party
should not be allowed to put any questions tending
to lessen the credit of his own witness. Their reasons

BOOK VI.

were, that such a proceeding W_LS
not allowed in the
courts of law; that if the party believed his witness
unworthy of credit, he acted fraudulently, in proposing to take the benefit of his evidence, if favourable; to destroy his credit, if the reverse; and that
such an inquisition is a hardship to the man upon
whom it is imposed.
The managers for the Commons contended; That
such a question as they had put was conformable to
the practice both of the courts of law, and of the high
court of parliament; as appeared by the trial of Lord
Lovat, by the permission given to put leading questions to a reluctant witness, and the practice in the
courts of law of questioning a witness as to any deposition he may have made on the same subject in a
court of equity: That most of the witnesses, whQ
could be summoned upon this trial, were persons
whose prejudices, whose interests, whose feelings, were
all enlisted on the side of the defendant; and who
would not, if they could help it, tell any thing to his
prejudice: And that hence, in all cases similar to
this, the privilege for which they contended was
essential to justice?
' Minutes of the Trial of Warren Hastings, MS. The reader may
however consult the printed History, ut supra, which differsin nothing
material from tile original document in my hands.
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It is evident from former reasonings, that the first BOOKVL
and principal plea of the lawyers is altogether foreign CH,P._.
to the question, and deserves not a moment's regard. 178s.
A contrary practice was universal in the courts of
l_w. What then ? The question of the wise man
is, not what/_ done in the courts of law, but what
ought to be done.
Witnesses would suffer by sustaining the proposed
inquisition. But surely inquisition is not a worse
thing, performed by one, than performed by another,
party. Inquisition is performed upon every witness
by the cross examination. But if inquisition is to
be performed, what objection is there to giving truth
the benefit of it? Why confine it to one of the
parties ?
We now come to that plea of theirs which alone
has any obscurity in it. A party ought not to bring
a witness, whose testimony is unworthy of trust. To
this two things are to be given in answer. First,
he may bring a witness, not knowing that he is
unworthy of trust. Secondly, he may bring a witness, knowing that he is very imperfectly worthy of
trust, because he has none that is better.
If a party brings a witness, expecting _he will
speak the truth, but finds that he utters falsehood,
he is without resource, unless he is permitted to show
that what is uttered is falsehood, or at any rate
destitute of some of the requisite securities for truth.
Upon these terms, a man need only be admitted a
witness, to defeat, when he pleases, the cause of
justice. Th_s is to shut up one of the doors to the
discovery of truth; and whatever in judicature shuts
up any of the doors to the discovery of truth, by the
same operation opens a door to the entrance of iniquity. Let us inquire what danger can arise from
the privilege to which the lawyers object. If the
VOL. _'.
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_OOKVLtestimony is really true, to scrutinize is the way to
CHAP.
_. confirm, not weaken it. If the credlbility of the
178s. witness is good, the more completely it is explored,
the more certainly will its goodness appear. Make
the most unfavourable supposition; that a party brings
a witness, expecting mendacity; and, finding truth,
endeavours to impair his credit. This is a possible
case : Let us see what happens.
All that a party
can do to weaken the credit of a witness, is to point
out facts which show hint to be capable of mendacity.
The credibility of a witness is either strong, or weak.
It" strong, the attempts of a party who stands in the
relation of a summoning party, to detract from it,
can hardly ever, have any other effect than to confirm
it, and cast suspicion on his own designs. If weak,
he can only show the truth, which ought always to
be shown ; and iF it appears, that he brought a witness, known to be mendacious, whose character he
discloses only when he speaks the truth, in this ease
too he affords presumption against himself. Even
when a witnesS, who has a character for mendacity,
speaks the truth, it is fit that his character should he
made known to the judge. It is not enough that one
of the parties happens to know the conformity between
the testimony and the facts. The satisfaction of the
public is of more importance than that of an individual; and for the satisfaction of the public, it is
necessary that all the requisite securities for the discovery of truth should have been employed.
It very often happens, that the only witness to be
had is a mendacious and reluctant witness; a partner,
for instance, in the crime. Justice may yet have
some chance, if the party whose interest it is that the
truth should be discovered is allowed the use of all
the most efficient instruments of extraction.
But if
his witness declares, for example,

that he does not
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recollect, and the party is not allowed to adduce BOOKVL
evidence to show that it is impossible he should not caAv. _.
recollect, a witness of such a description has a license 178s.
put into his hand to defeat the ends of justice.
It is
thus abundantly evident that the honest suitor has
often the greatest possible occasion for the power of
discrediting his own witness, and must be defeated
of his rights if deprived of it. Let us see what possible evil the dishonest suitor can effect by being
possessed of it. He wishes, for example, to prove
the existence of a fact which never had existence;
and he brings a man whom he expects to swear to
it, but who disappoints him. Here it is plain that to
discredit his witness does no harm; the false fact
l_emains unproved. Let us suppose that he brings,
to disprove an actual fact, a witness who disappoints
him. In this case he gains as little by discrediting
his witness; the true fact is not in the least by that
means disproved. But these two are the only possible sets of cases, to which for a fl'audulent purpose
evidence can he adduced. It appears then, we may
almost say, demonstratively, that the power of discrediting his own witness may very often indeed he
of the utmost importance to the honest suitor, can
never, or almost never, he of any use to the dishonest
one. It is a power, therefore, essential to the ends of
justice.'
The Lords, however, in conformity with the wishes
of the lawyers, and with a grand lawyer at their
head, having adjourned to their own chamber for the
i For a specimen of just.ideas on this, and other parts of the subject
of evidence, see an unfinished work, entitled, " Rationale of Evidence
by J. Bentham, Esq." For a complete elucidation, the public must
wait for that more voluminous production, which he announced as
nearly prepared, so long ago as in the first edition of the Letters to
Lord Gteaville on Scotch Reform.
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Book VLpurpose of deliberation, opened the business, the day
CHAP._. on which the court was next convened, by informing
1788. the managers for the Commons, that it was not
allowed them to put the question which they had last
proposed. " The managers for the Commons," say
the printed Minutes of Evidence, " requested leave
to withdraw for a while.--The
managers for the
Commons, being returned, said it was with the
greatest concern they informed the House, that it
was impossible for them tb acquiesce in the decision
of the House: That they felt it so important, not
only to the present question, but to the whole of the
trial, that they should hold themselves bound to go
back to the House of Commons, who sent them
thither, to take instructions from them how to proceedmif they did not feel it necessary to proceed
with vigour and dispatch, which might make them,
for the present, wave their opinion upon the sul_ect,
but under a protest the most strong, that they had a
right to put the question proposed, and that if they
should think a similar question necessary to be put in
the course of (he future proceedings, they would propose it for the more deliberate judgment of the
House." a
On the lOth day of April, and thirteenth of the
trial, the evidence for the prosecution, on the first
article of impeachment, was closed. On the following
day it was summed up by Mr. Anstruther ; and this
part of the trial was concluded by some observations
which Mr. Burke requested permission to adduce, on
a peculiar feature of the evidence, to which the nature
of the circumstances compelled the complainants in
this ease to resort. It had been already remarked
J Minutes of tile Evidence taken at the Trial of Warren Hastings,
Esq._ p.321.
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that of the witnesses who could be called upon this BOOKel.
prosecutionj the greater part from powerful causes CHAr._.
would be favourable to the defendant. It was now 17ss.
remarked that they would be lenient to the crimes.
" It was to be recollected, that some of those men
who had been called to the bar of the court, had
been the instruments of that tyranny which was now
arraigned. Those who were deputed to oppress were
to be heard with caution when they spoke of the
measure of the oppression. It was easy to be seen
that those who had inflicted the injustice would not
use the harshest terms when speaking of its measure
and rate." '
On the 15th day of April, and the fourteenth of
the trial, the proceedings were opened on the second
article of the accusation; or that, relating to the
Begums of Oude. Mr. Adam, in a speech of great
length, exhibited a view of the allegations. On the
following day, Mr. Pelham commented on the answer
of Mr. Hastings, and evidence began to be heard.
The extreme want of recollection, professed by Mr.
l_Iiddleton, and the embarrassment and confusion of
his statements, having drawn down certain strictures
fi'om Mr. Sheridan, " I must take the liberty," said
Mr. Law, the counsel, " of requesting, that the
Honourable Manager will not make comments on the
evidence of the witness, in the presence of the witness.
It will tend to increase the confusion of a witness
who is at all confused; and affect the confidence ot"
the most confident,--I shall, therefore, hope the
Honourable Manager will, from humanity and decorum, attend to it. I am sure I do not mention it
out of disrespect to him."_ This passagesis adduced
I Minutes
oftheTrial
ofWarrenHasting%
Esq. MS, oftheshort.
hand writer.
Ibid. twentieth day.
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]3ooK VLto show the opinion of a per_on, of great eminence in
CuP. _. the law, on a matter of some importance---the b_iyss. beating of a witness.
The courts in which, hy the usual steps, he rose
to preside, are justly designated, as, of all the #aces,
set apart for the administration of justice, those in
which the rule of humanity and decorum, here set up
by the advocate, is the most grossly and habitually
violated. The advantage taken of the embarrassment
of a witness, who really appears desirous to conceal
or contradict the truth, is not of course the practice
which it is meant to condemn. What excites the
disgust and indignation of every honest spectator,
from every quarter of the globe, is the attempt so
often made, and so often made successfully, to throw
an honest witness into confusion and embarrassment,
for the sake of destroying the weight of his testimony,
and defeating the cause of truth; the torture unnecessarily and wantonly inflicted upon the feelings of
an individual, to show off a hireling lawyer, and prove
to the attorneys his power of doing mischie£
Mr. Middleton availed himself to an extraordinary
extent of the rule, a rule upheld by the Lords ; that
a witness might refuse to answer a question, which
tended to criminate himself. This is a rule, which ff
thieves, robbers, and murderers, were the makers of
law, one would not be surprised at finding in force
and repute. That the personages, by whom it was
established, wished the discovery of guilt, it is not
easy to believe ; for so far as it operates, the impunity
of the criminal is secured.
On the SOth day of May, thirty-first of the trial,
the evidence for the prosecution on the subject of the
Begums was closed ; and on the following, Mr. Sheridan began to present the view of it which he wished
to imprint upon the minds of the .judges. Four days
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were occupied in the delivery of the speech ; and this ltOOKvI.
pect of the business was concluded on the lSth of Ca,e.t.
June, when the Lords adjourned to the first Tuesday 17s_
in the next session of parliament.
Before the time which was destined for re-e_sembling the parliament, the event occurred of the mental
derangement of the King. This delayed the resumptiee of proceedings till the 21st of April, ]789.
On
that day, the thirty-sixth day of the trial, the article
of impeachment, relating to the receipt of presents,
was opened by Mr. Burke. The intermediate artieles
were omitted, partly as involved in the question
respecting the Begums of Oude, and partly for the
avoidance of delay, of which complaints were now
indmtriously raised and dispersed.
Having stated in his speech those facts, the first
information of which was derived from the Rajah
Nuncomar, the manager declared that," if the counsel
for the defendant should be so injudicious as to bring
forward the conviction of the Rajah, for the purpose
of destroying the effect of these charges, he would
open that scene of blood to their Lordships' view, and
show that Mr. Hastings had murdered Nuncomar by
the hands of Sir Elijah Impey." Six days afterwards,
that is on the _Tth of April, when the manager had
spoken fortwo days, Major Soott presented to the
House of Commons a petition from Mr. Hastings,
complaining that Mr. Burke had adduced against
him a variety of accusations extraneous to the charges
found by that House; and especially had accused
him of having murdered Nuncomar by the hands of
Sir F_jah Impey. Upon the subject of this petition
several debates ensued. It was first disputed, whether the petition should be received; The managers
contending, that the motion was irregular and unprecedented; that if every expression not agreeable to
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BOOKVI.the feelings of the party accused, were improper in
ChAp.
2.
a criminal prosecution, it would be necessary for
1789. criminal prosecutions to cease; that a practice of
petitioning against the accuser would regularly convert him into a species of defendant, and, by creating
a diversion, defeat the prosecutionof crimes ; that if
the prosecutor misconducthimself in his function, it
is for the tribunal before which he offends to ani.
madvert upon his conduct; that the Commons might
undoubtedly change their managers, if experience
had proved them to be unfit for their office; that if
the Commons, however, did not mean to withdraw
their trust, it would be inconsistent, by any discrediting procedure, to weaken the hands of those
who; contending with an adversary so numerously
surrounded, so potently supported, and whose delinquencies, by distance of place, distance of time, complexity of matter, and difficultiesof innumerablesorts"
by which the production of evidencewas loaded, were
to so extraordinarya degree covered from detection;
had need of support, not of debilitation ; and who
requiredadditionalstrength to enable them to remove
the obstacleswhich separated the evidence from the
facts.
The minister, and with him the ministerial part of
the house, observing, that the Commons had given to
their conductors limited powers, and that, if those
conductors exceeded the bounds within which it was
intended to confinethem, it belonged to the Commons,
not the Lords, to impose the due restraint, carried
the vote that the petition ought to be received.
It was agreed, that the subject of the petition
should undergo deliberation on the 30th of the
month, and that in the mean time the Lords should
be requested, by a message, to suspend proceedings
on the trial.
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On the $0th, instead of proceeding to the appointed nOOKVL
deliberation, the House, on a suggestion of the Chan- CaAP.t.
cellar of the Exchequer, anxious, he said, to preserve 17s9.
the reg_alarity of the proceedings of the House, communicated to the member whose conduct was charged,
(though every body had seen him present at every
thing which had passed) a formal notice, that a pctitian had been received, and that the House would
take it into consideration on a day that was named.
Mr. Burke, without objecting to the formality, said,
that he had no wish for it on the present occasion ;
that he willingly cast himself on the honour and
justice of the House ; that he should gladly, if it were
their pleasure, retire from the heavy burthen under
which they had placed him ; that in order to facilitate
the inquiry he should not he present at their deliberation, and should in the mean time distinctly confess
that he did employ the words, on account of which
the complaint had been brought. In justification of
them he observed ; That circumstantial evidence constituted the proof by which the pecuniary corruption
of Mr. Hastings was to be ascertained; that, in
tracing the indications of concealed delinquency, a
solicitude to destroy the sources of evidence had
always been considered as one of the strongest ; that
it was for this purpose, the circumstances attending
the death of Nuncomar had been exhibited ; that this
individual having offered to produce evidence of the
pecuniary corruption of Mr. Hastings, and Mr. Hastings having lent himself both actively and passively
to the destruction of this source of evidence, such
behaviour on the part of Mr. Hastings, was circumstantial evidence of guilt ; and that if circumstantial
evidence must not be produced, because the mention
of the scenes from which it is to be extracted may

_oog vL give pain to the individual, wh_
imputed guilt is
_F. ,. the object of inquiry, the use of circumstantial
17_. deuce is precluded, and the punishment of some of
the most dangerous crimes is rendered impossible.
(ha the following day, to which the omsidetation
of the petition was postponed, a member of the House
produced, and read a letter, from Mr. Burke.
Its
object was to exhibit again, and in a permanent fm_
he reasons which induced him to abstain from any
share in the controversy respecting his own behaviour;
and to declare that no appearance of disfavour, no
discouragement, provided the House, whose servant
he was, still left in his hands the trust which they
had originally placedin them, should affect his attachment to the great service which he had undertaken
to render, or slacken his diligence therein to the end.
Describing the petition, as a stratagem, familiar to
the polities of Calcutta, for turning the aceusor into
a defendant, and diverting inquiry, he adduced two
reaseats, for declining all defence; first, because he
would not expose his sources of proof to the knowledge, nor his witnesses to the power of the defendant;
secondly, because a man whose conduct is good, can
hardly ever be injm-ed by unjust accusations. " It
would," he said, "be a feeble sensibility on my part,
which at this time of day would make me impatient
of those libels, which by despising through so many
years, I have at length obtained the honour of being
joined in commission with this committee, and becoming an humble instrument in the hands of puldic
justice." The last of the reasons, which were thus
solemnly adduced by Mr. Burke, reaches far beyond
the limits of any single inquiry, however important;
since it involves in it the freedom of the press; and
shows, that, even when it is converted to abuse, it is

Mol_

_a_t

Mr. Bur_.

_[#ft

not for the advantage of an in_t
man to seek to _
V_
restrain it; he will find his advantage hi oontinuing _*_'s'
thraugh life to de_e its exce_e_
_t_gIn favour of Mr. Hastings it was proposed that
evidence dmald be taken to prove the wards of which
the petitkm complained; and Maj_ Scott mad_ a
speech, in which, after giving his own explanation or
the death of Nuncomar, he adduced as a defence on
which he might rely, the circumstance, that after the
faO.arelating ta the death of Nuncomar were known
in England, Mr. Hastings had been repeatedly cbosea
by the Ministers and the Company to fill the high
of chief ruler in India, and upon his return to
England had never been called upon for one word of
explanatinn in regard to that extraordinary affair.
That could not be a very sure defence of one
party, which possibly was but a severe accusation of
another°
In opposition to this proposal, and in order to
explode the inquiry, it was moved, that the House
do adjourn. After some contention, 158 members
voted against ninety-seven, that evidence should be
heard; and it was moved, that the short.hand writer
he called in. This was not a proper mode, it was
said, of proving the words of a member of parliament :
Aud, tn cavilling about evidence, the managers showed
an inclination, not much better than that of their
opponents.
It was moved, and upon division carried, that a
Committee should be formed to search for precedents ;
and the House adjourned.
On the 4th of Hay the Committee reported that a
tu'ecedent exactly in point was not to be found. A
question then was raised, whether the examination of
the short-hand writer should extend to the whole of
the speech, or so much of it on]y as was the subject
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BOOK
Vl. of complaint. The managerscontendedforthe whole.
ca,r. 2. Mr. Pitt spared not upon them either sarcasmsor im1789. putations. The question, urged to a division, went
of course with the minister.
The words being proved, which Mr. Burke had
begun with confessing, it was moved, "That no direction, or authority, was given by this House, to bring
as a charge against Mr. Hastings, or to impute to
him, the condemnationand executionofNuncomar."
Mr. Pitt describedthe motion, as a necessary atonement which the House owed to Mr. Hastings for
charging him with murder; at the same time disclaiming all intention of throwing blame on the managers. Mr. Fox had not much objection to the
motion, as it implied no censureon Mr. Burke, nor restrained him in future from adducing the facts; but
he threw out insinuations against the minister, as
having belied his professions of fairness and impartiality; and contended that it was inconsistent with
the honour and justice of the House to leave men to
struggle with a duty, whom they found unequal to
its discharge; that in proving a crime, it was essential to the ends of justice to be allowed to adduce
every relevant fact : that it was no matter whether
the fact was innocent or criminal: and that in
courts of law themselves, it was a rule to admit
one crime as evidence to prove another; a greater
crime as evidence of a less ; murder, for example, as
proof of a fraud.
Mr. Sheridan represented that he had used the
same words a year before, when no notice was taken
of them: that Mr. Hastings was familiar with the
imputation of causing the death of Nuncomar, for in
his defence he had noticed it and repelled it by denial. With regard to the truth of the allegation, he
called upon Mr. Pitt to rise, and say, if he dared,that
T
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Nuncomar, if he had not accused Mr. Hastings, BOOKVI.
would have died the death to which he was exposed, ca,P. 2.
Nor was this all. Both he and Mr. Fox declared, 1789.
that if they had occasion in the course of the trial to
speak again of the death of Nuncomar, they would
speak of it in terms exactly the same with those which
Mr. Burke had employed.
•"Mr. Pitt said he disregarded the insinuations
against himself, but he and his friends should be
watchful over the conduct of the managers, and take
care they transgressed not the directions of the
House.
" Mr. Fox repfied, that no tyrant ever behaved in
a more barbarous manner over those whom he governed, nor with more treachery and fraud : that the privileges of the Commons were never more invaded, or
endangered, within this century, nay, he would say
within the last, than they had been within these few
days."
In consequence of this altercation, the ministerial
party proposed to increase the asperity of the motion,
by adding, that the words "he murdered him by the
hands of Sir Elijah Impey," ought not to have been
spoken. Mr. Fox, after inveighing against the absurdity of condemning and not changing the managei_, proposed the following amendment; " Notwithstanding in a former year no notice was taken of the
words spoken by another manager to the same effect ;
and that Mr. Hastings in his defence had considered
them as a charge, and given it a reply." Upon his
intimating very plainly his belief, that the ministerial
party, after finding it convenient to vote for the impeachment, were now at work to defeat it of its end,
and through the medium of a courtly censure meanly
to convey sentiments which they were afraid or
ashamed to avow, Colonel Phipps rose to order, de-
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vl. scribing the words which had been uttered as words
c_. _. not fit for that assembly, and which would not be
1Tsg. toleratedin any other place. This being treated by
Mr. Francis as an indecent menace, and receiving a
severe reply from Mr. Fox, strangers, that is the
public, as if something were about to ovcm, which it
was not good the public should know, were turned
out. Upon their admission, after an houFs exclusion,
Mr. Pitt was repeatingformerarguments ; to which,
after Mr. Fox had made a reply, the House called impatiently for the question, Mr. Fox's amendment was
negatived withouta division, and the original motion
with its amendment passed by a majority of 155 to
sizty.six. This was followed by a motion for a vote
of thanks to the managers; but that was treated as
premature, and resisted by a vote for the previous
question.
The trial was resumed by the Lords on the 5th of
May, when Mr. Burke continued his openiug Speech
on the charge relating to presents. He announced
with great dignity the proceedings which had taken
phce in the House of Commons, and the restrictions
which they had imposed upon him with regard to the
death of Nuncomar; at the same time declaring
that he had used the word raurder only becauJe he
could not find a stronger ; that the opinion of which
that word was the expression, was the result of a
nine years' laborious inquiry; and that it would be
torn from him only with his life. On the 7th, which
was" the next day of the trial, he concluded his
speech. It was left to the managers either to produce evidence on that part of the charge which Mr.
Burke had opened, or to go on to that, the opening
of which was reserved to another speaker; and the
first was the mode which they preferred.
On this article of the impeachment it will be he.
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ee_wy, rather more than on the former articles, to l_3t vI.
enter into the particulars of the evidence; first, be, _t_. 2.
cause in the history of the government and people t7s9.
it was fit to confine the narrative to events of which
im

the consequences were important to the government
and people, instead of complicating it with questions
which had little reference beyond the character of an
individual; and, secondly, because, at this stage, a
variety of questions, on the admission or exclusion of
evidence, arose; questions, the operation of which
extended far beyond the limits of any single inquiry,
nnd of which, without a knowledge of the circumstances, a due conception cannot be obtained.
The question, whether the defendant had or had
not received presents corruptly, was divided into two
parts. The first related to the presents, alleged to
have been received previously to the arrival of Clavering, Monson, and Francis, the receipt of which Mr.
Hastings had not voluntarily disclosed; the second
related to the presents which he had received when
Clavering and Monson were dead, one just before,
the rest after the departure of Mr. Francis for Europe,
presents which, after a time, he confessed that he had
received, and which he said he received not for his
own use, but that of the Company.
The principal object of the managers in the first
part of this inquiry was to prove, that the appointment of Munny Begum to the office of Naib Subah
was a corrupt appointment, made for the sake of the
bribes, with which it was attended.
The first part of the proof was to show that the
choice of Munny Begum was so improper and absurd,
that as no good motive could be assigned for it, so
the receipt of bribes was the only rational one it was
possible to find.
First, the duties of the office of Naib Subah, as
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BOOKVI.described by Mr. Hastings himself, were numerous
caAr. 2. and important; and such as could not be neglected,
1789. or misperformed, without the deepest injury, not only
to the population of the country, but to the East India
Company itself. In the long list of those duties_
were the administration of justice and police, of which
the Naib Subah was not, like our kings, the mere
nominal head. The actual performance of a considerable portion of the business of penal judicature
(for the civil was mostly attached to the office of
Duan),was reserved to him; and the portion so reserved
was the high and governing portion; without which the
rest could not at all, or very imperfectly go on. The
same was the case with the police, of which he was the
principal organ. The conduct ofaU negotiations, and
execution of treaties, that is, the charge of all the external relations of the state, though, really, as the agent
of the Company, was ministerially vested in him.
Nor was the administration of all that related to the
person and family of the Nabob, who, though inn
dependent condition, still maintained the appearance
of sovereignty, a matter of which the performance
was as easy as it might seem to be familiar.
That the Court of Directors had the same conception of the importance of the office of Naib Subah,
the managers proved by one of their dispatches, in
which they gave directions to choose for it "some
person well qualified for the affairs of government,"
that is, a person endowed with the rarest qualifications. Nay, so much stress did they lay upon this
selection, that they actually poirited it out as one of
the most signal proofs which their President and
Council could afford, that the confidence they reposed
in them was not misapplied2
i Letter, dated 28th of August, 1;'71 ; _Iinutes,

ut supra, 973.
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That blunny Begum, whom Mr. Hastings a_ BOOKVI.
" of every reqmslte
_ . .-- ___.__.
c,,_. e.
pointed to this" oflic-e, w as devoid
qualification for the proper performance of its duties, 1789.
was, they contended, indisputable, from a variety of
facts and considerations. In the first place, she was
a woman, that is, a person, according to Oriental
manners, shut out from the acquisition of knowledge
and experience; acquainted with nothing but the
inside of a haram; precluded from intercourse with
mankind; and, in the state of seclusion to which she
was chained, incapacitated, had she possessed the
knowledge and talents, for those transactions with
the world, in which the functions of government
consist. In the next place they contended that she
was a person, not only of the lowest rank, but of
infamous fife; having not been the wife of Meer
Jaffier; but, a dancing glrl; that is, a professional
prostitute, who caught his fancy at an exhibition, and
was placed as a concubine in his haram. _
They next proceeded to prove that, when Munny
Begum was chosen, other persons were set aside,
whose claims were greatly superior to hers.
In the first place, if a lady of the haram of Meet
Jaffier was a proper choice, the mother of the Nabob
was alive ; and she, it was inferred, would have been
a fitter guardian of her son during nonage, than a
spurious step-mother, a person whose interests were
so apt to be contrary to his.
In the next place, if there was any peculiar fitness
for the office in a member of the family of the late
Meer JafIier, Ahteram ul Dowla, the brother of that
Nabob, and the eldest surviving male of the family,
i See a letter, dated 30th September, 1765, from the President Lord
Chve and Council, in which her son by the Nabob is treated as a bastard.
l_inutess ut supra_ p. 976.
VOI,. V.
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hindactually advanced his claims. But as Mr. Hastc_AP.2, in_ had stated a reason for setting him aside, the
I7s9. managers offered to show by evidence that what he
alleg_ was a false pretence.
The reason produced by Mr. Hastings was, that
Ahteram nl Dowla had a family oF his own; that he
might, therefore, be tempted to shorten that life
which stood between them and promotion : that his
son and he, if Nabob and guardian, would possess
an inconvenient, if not a dangerous, portion of power ;
that the establishment of any male in the office of
Naib Subah would prevent the Company from availing themselves of the minority, to withdraw from the
Nabob a still greater share of his power; and that,
until a greater share of power were withdrawn from
the Nabob, the authority and even security of the
Company were by no means complete. The managers proceeded to show, that this pretext was false;
and for this purpose produced a document to prove,
that when a different view of the subject favoured
the purpose of Mr. Ha.stings, he made affirmations
of a very different sort. He then affirmed, that the
Company had already taken from the Nabob every
particle of independent power ; and that the antici.
pation of danger from such a quarter, by any possible
combination of circumstances, was altogether absurd.
" No situation of our affairs," he said, "could enable
the Nabob, or any person connected with him, to
avail himself, by any immediate or sudden act, of
the slender means which he has left to infringe our
power, or enlarge his own. He has neither a military forceMauthority in the country--foreign
connexion--nor a treasury. ''1
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, President's Minute in Consultation_ _28thJuly, 1772.
_videace_ ut supra, p. 9_3--976.
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Having given such evidence, that the pretexts on BOOK
which Mr. Hastings rejected other parties were false, c_AP. _.
the managers proceeded to give evidence that the 1789.
pretexts were equally false, on which he made choice
of Munny Begum. The first was, that it was inexpedient to leave in existence the office ofNaib Subah.
The second was, that the annual charge of three iacs
of rupees, the salary of that officer, was an expense
of which the East India Company would not approve.
The third was, that the existence of such an officer
lessened the consequence of the Company's own
administration. The fourth was, that it was expedient to divide the duties among three officers, one,
the guardian of the person and household of the
Nabob', a second, the steward of that household,
under the title of Duan ; a third, the superintendant
of judicature and police, under title of Roy Royan
of the Khalsa. And a fitch was, that Munny Begum,
as widow of Mecr Jaffier, had a peculiar fitness for
the office of guardian of the Nabob. To show that
the pretext of abolishing the office of Naib Subah
was false, the managers brought evidence to prove
that it still existed; as all the powers of it were
vested in Munny Begum, other persons being nothing
but agents and subordinates dependant upon her will:
" You, _ said the Board, " are undoubtedly the mistress, to confirm, dismiss, and appoint whomsoever
you shall think fit in the service and offices of the
Nizamut ; they are accountable to you alone for their
conduct, and no one shall interfere between you and
them." That the pretext relating to the excuse
was false, was proved by the fact, that no diminution was ever attempted, but the whole three lacs
were given to Munny Begum and her subordinates.
The pretext that the dignity of any person administering what mr. Hastings himself called the slender
I2
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,_OOKVI. means of the Nabob, could lessen the consequence
c_AP. _. of the Company's government, upon which lmth he
.1789. and the Nabob depended absolutely for all that they
'possessed, is so evidently false, as to be ridiculous.
That the pretext about dividing the duties was false
appeared from the fact, that they were not divided;
any further than by name ; Munny Begum being the
absolute mistress of all the instruments, just as if she
had been appointed the Naib Subah in title. And
that it was a false pretext to rest the fitness of Munny
Begum upon her being the widow of Meer Jaffier,
was proved by the fact that she was not his widow,
that she had never been his wife, but his concubine,
and that her offspring had been treated as spurious
by the English government. _
Having thus shown, or endeavoured to show that
the choice of Munny Begum to fill the office, or
supply the place of Naib Subah, could not be accounted for upon any other supposition than that of
pecuniary corruption, the managers next proceeded
to prove that Mr. Hastings, as well as his creatures,
did actually receive large sums of money for that
appointment.
And at this point began the great
efforts which were made on the part of the defendant
to exclude evidence ; and so successfully made, that
nothing more than a vigilant application of the rules
which his lawyers laid down, and the lords confirmed,
is necessary, in the case of a ruler who has a little
cunning, to render conviction of delinquency all but
impossible.
To one of the preliminary points, the managers
wished to adduce the evidence of a letter of Mr.
Hastings.
be found.

The original letter, however, was not to
But there was a copy of it in the book
' Minute% ut supra, p. 9?8--980.
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at the India House, into which all letters were tran-BOOKVI_,
scribed; and there was a printed copy of it in the c,,P._.
Teport of the Secret Committee of the House of 1789.
Commons. The counsel for the defendant objected ;
and the Lords determined, that before any of these
copies could be received as evidence, the managers
must prove three points ; first, that the original letter
had existed; secondly, that now it could not be
found; thirdly, that the alleged copy was exact.
All these points might have been determined immediately, had not one of the darling rules of the
lawyers, for the exclusion of evidence, shut up, on
this occasion, the source from which perfect evidence
might have been immediately derived. Had the real
discovery of truth been the direct and prevailing
object; there, stood the supposed author of the letter ; he might have been asked, upon his oath, whether
he did write such a letter or not; and the question
would have been decided at once. Oh but ! say the
lawyers, this would have been to make him criminate
himself. Quite the contrary, provided he was innocent; if guilty, the lawyers will not say, that his
guilt ought not to he proved. Upon the strength,
however, of the lawyers' rules, this instrument for
the discrimination of guilt from innocence was not
to be used.
Whereas _Mr. Hastings had the express commands
of the Court of Directors, dated in August, ]771,
to make it appear in the Naboh's accounts for what
_articular purpose every disbursement was made, and
yet nothing was exhibited in those accounts bt_t
general statements of so much expended, while it
was ascertained that I_r. Hastings had given no
orders agreeably to the commands of the Directors,
and that inaccuracies prevailed in the statements
that were given ; a strong presumption was thereby

_IS
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:SooKVtcreatedagainst the Governor.C_,necml,
becausehe
C_P. _ had thus provided a grand channel through which the
1789. current of presents might flow into his pockets without the necessity of an entry, snffacient to detect
them, in any books of account. After the statement
of this presumption, the managers proceeded to the
exhibition of direct testimony, that bribes were received by Mr. Hastings, for the appointment both of
Munny Begum and of her subordinates, They began
with the information received from the ]Lajah Nuneomar, that Mr. Hastings had accepted a present of
two lacs and a half from Munny Begum for appointing her Regent during the minority of the Nabob ;
and a present of one lac from himself for appointing
his son, the Rajah Gourdass, steward under Munny
Begum. The documents produced were the Minutes of
Consultation of the President and Council at Calcutta.
The reading was not interrupted till it came to the
examination of the Rajah, before the Council, on the
subject of the charges which he had preferred. The
|earned counsel represented that it ought not to be
readj First, because it was not upon oath ; Secondly,
because it was taken in the absence of Mr. Hastings ;
Thirdly, because it was not before a competent
jurisdiction ; Fourthly, because the Rajah was after.
wards convicted of a forgery, committed before the
date of the examination. On the objection as to
the want of an oath, it was shown to have been the
practice of Mr. Hastings to avail himself of the allegation that an oath was not a requisite to the testimony of a noble Hindu, of whose religion it was a
breach. Besides, it can, on reflection, he regarded
by no body, as adding any thing considerable ; and
may perhaps, be, with justice, regarded as adding
nothing at all, to the securities for truth, to compel
a man, who otherwise would certainly affirm a lie to
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the judge, to perform a short religious ceremony BOOKVL
beforehand. In the case of the man who otherwise cuP. _.
would not tell a lie to the judge, the oath evidently 1789.
is of no use whatever. Further ; testimony admits
of degrees; one testimony has so many of the securities
for truth, another has so many less, another fewer still ;
the value of each is estimated by the judge, and even
the lowest is reckoned for what it is worth. So,
when the oath is wanting to an article of testimony,
it is only one of the securities that is wanting; and
the testimony may be worthy of the highest possible
credit on other accounts. As to the objection drawn
from the absence of Mr. Hastings, it was treated as
not merely unreasonable, but impudent. Why was
Mr. Hastings absent ? Because he determined not
to be present: and if a man is thus allowed to fabricate by his own act an objection to evidence, and
then to employ it, he is above the law. The objection to the competence of the jurisdiction was founded
upon a disallowed assumption, that the Council, after
it met, was dissolved by the simple fiat of the President, though the majority, whose vote was binding,
determined it was not. As to the conviction of Nuncomar, the managers declared that they were only
restrained by the authority of those whom they represented from asserting that it was a conviction brought
about for the very purpose to which it was now
applied, the suppression of evidence against Mr.
tIastings. I shall add, that the rule upon which
the objection was founded, is pregnant with the
same sort of absurdity and injustice, with the other
rules of exclusion, examples of which we have already
beheld. If a man has committed a crime, ought he
therefore to be endowed with the privilege of conletting impunity on every crime committed in his
presence, provided no body sees the action but him,
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BOOKVI. self ? The evidence of the greatest criminal is of
c_,P. 2. much importance, that pardon is commonly granted
I789. to any one of a combination who gives _id_n_
against the rest.
Upon the whole, with regard to this document, it
is most obvious to remark, that it is contrary to the
nature of things to suppose that evil should have
arisen from hearing it read; because every ob_rva.tion which could tend to show how little on the one
side, or much on the otber, was its value as an article
of evidence, it was the business of the parties to
present ; and this the Lords were surely as competent
to determine as the still more important questions
which it behoved them to decide. When the judge
has heard the information which is tendered to him,
he can ascertain whether it does or does not contain
any of the matter of proof, and if atly, in what precise
quantity, little or great : When of the evidence tendered to him there is any portion which he has not
heard, he can determine nothing ubout it; and may
possibly have lost, rejected, and destroyed that very
information on which the power of righteous judgment depended.
Another observation which might have been urged
with irresistible force of reason was, that the propriety of receiving such evidence was already Weighed
and 4etermined by the Legislature, which, in constituting a new Court of Judicature for the trial of
offences committed in India, had enacted, that all
documents, of the nature of that which was now
tendered in evidence, should be received as evidence.
The assent of the Lords was included in every act of
the Legislature; and that very assembly, therefore,
which had already decreed, in its legislative capacity,
that such evidence was useful, now, in its judicial
capacity, decreed that it was the reverse.
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For the purpose for which the managers DowBOOKvI.
adduced the examination of Nuncomar, it was not c_,_. t.
necessary they said to insist upon the truth of the - 17s9.
testimony left behind him by that unfortunate man.
They meant to exhibit the behaviour which Mr.
Hastings had manifested, when accusations of such
a nature were preferred against him; and by the
relation of the behaviour to the charge manifest the
probability of guilt. The demeanour of a criminal
was circumstantial evidence of his crime.
If the examination was to be read for the sake alone
of the circumstantial evidence afforded by the demeanour of Mr. Hastings, not for the purpose of
adducing as evidence the testimony itself, the Counsel
expressed a sort of willingness to give way. But
the managers refused to bind themselves to any conditions, in limitation of what they claimed as a right.
On a suggestion from Lord Kenyon, the Lords adjourned to their own chamber to consult.
On the next day of the trial, the Lords announced,
" That it is not competent for the managers ibr the
Commons to produce the examination of Nuncomar
in evidence; the said managers not having proved,
or even stated any thing as a ground for admitting
such evidence, which, if proved, would render the
same admissible." If the reason which precedes be
well founded, admissibility in regard to relevant evidence ought never to be a question.
The managers desired leave to withdra_'. Upon
their return, Mr. Burke declared, it was with equal
surprise and concern they had heard the determination of their Lordships: It was a determination
which exceedingly increased the difficulty of bringing
criminality to conviction: To the Lords, however,
belonged the power of determining : It remained for
She managers to submit.
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Boo_ vI. At a consultation of the Board of Council at Cal__
cutta, on a subsequent day, when Mr. Hastings was
1789. present, it appeared that the minutes of consultation
of the day on which the examination of Nuncomar
was taken, including the examination itself, were
read ; and that the minutes of that day were signed
by Mr. Hastings, and by him transmitted to the
Court of Directors. The managers proposed that
these minutes should be read. The counsel for the
defendant objected; as this was to introduce obliquely
that very document of which the direct introduction
was forbidden by the Court. The Lords, upon a
second suggestion from Lord Kenyon, withdrew to
deliberate, and determined, " That the circumstance
of the consultation of the 13th of March, 1775, being
read at a consultation of the _0th of March, 1775, at
which Mr. Hastings was present, does not of itself
make the matter of such consultation of the 13th of
h_arch, 1775, admissible evidence." Mr. Burke professed that, worded as the resolution was, he could
not say that he perfectly understood it. It was
affirmed that one particular circumstance did not
render the evidence in question admissible evidence.
But perhaps there were other circumstances which
might have that happy effect. If so, the managers,
as not being technical men, claimed the same assistanee as was due to men without professional
assistance pleading their own cause.
The Lord Chancellor replied, that what was said
or done by Mr. Hastings was evidence against him;
not what was said or done by other persons; for theu
calumny might stand as evidence of guilt. Something
said or done by Mr. Hastings was therefore necessary
to render this examination admissible evidence.
Mr. Fox rejected this decision. Forbearing to
do, was often guilt, or evidence of guilt, as well as do.
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i_g. There are circumstances in which, if charges BOOKVL
are made against a man, and instead of promoting he CBAP.
¢.
does all in his power to prevent inquiry, he gives !789.
evidence, and satisfactory evidence of his guilt. This
was the evidence which the managers desired to
present to their Lordships, and which their Lordships
were so unwilling to receive, If this kind of evidence
were rejected, Mr. Burke would give joy to all East
Indian delinquents. " Plunder on. The laws intended to restrain you are mere scarecrows. Accumulate wealth by any means, however illegal, profligate,
infamous. You are sure of impunity; for the natives
of India are by their religion debarred from appearing
against you out of their own country, and circumstantial evidence will not be received." If the new
principle were established, that acts of omission were
not evidence, Mr. Fox, observed, that Indian delinquents were rendered secure. They would take no
notice of any charges preferred against them; and
thereby render inadmissible the only evidence by
which guilt could be proved.
The managers, therefore, proposed to read the
whole of the consultation of the 20th of March, including that of the 13th, in order to show the demeanour of Mr. Hastings. Then the House adjourned
to the chamber of parliament. Next day the resolution of the Lords was announced, " That the consultation of the 13th of March, 1775, cannot now be
read." Mr. Burke said that how great soever the
pain with which he heard the resolution, he was
consoled by the use of the word now; which left him
room to hope, that the evidence in question might be
admitted another time.
As Canton Baboo, the Banyan of Mr. Hastings,
when summoned by the Council to give evidence on
the subject of the charges of Nuncomar_ was ol_lered
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VI, by Mr. Hastings not to attend, the managers affirmed
CaAP.2. that this was something done by Mr. Hastings; and
1"/89. that the condition prescribed by the Chancellor was
therefore fulfilled. The Lord Chancellor asked what
the Council for Mr. Hastings had to offer against this
plea. Mr. Law said, they possessed their Lordships'
decision for excluding this evidence, and claimed the
benefit of it. The managers conjured the Lords to
_fleet, that in the sort of eases before them to adhere
to the rules of evidence upheld by English lawyers,
was to let loose rapine and spoil upon the subjects of
government. The managers were then asked, "if
they would state the whole of the circumstances upon .
which they meant to rely, as a ground to entitle
them to read the proceedings of the 13th of March,
1775." The managers desired leave to withdraw.
Upon their return they expressed their regret, at
not being able to comply with the request of the
Lords. In the course of the trial various circumstances might arise, which did not at present occur to
their minds. At present they held it enough to
adduce one ground which to themselves appeared
satisfactory, and upon this they craved the judgment
of the Court. The Lords adjourned.
At this point, the Lords demanded to be enlightened, or kept in countenance, by the sages of the law.
The following question was referred to the twelve
judges. " Whether it be competent for the managers
to produce an examination without oath by the rest
of the Council, in the absence of Mr. Hastings the
Governor, charging him with corruptly receiving
3,55,105 rupees, which examination came to his
knowledge, and was by him transmitted to the Court
of Directors as a proceeding"of the said Councillors,
in order to introduce the proof of his demeanour
thereupon ; it being alleged by the managers for the
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Commons, that he took no steps to clear himself, in BOOKvI.
the opinion of the said Directors, of the guilt thereby c_A_.3.
imputed, but that he took active means to prevent 1789.
the examination by the said Councillors of his servant
Cantoo Baboo." To this the judges returned for
answer, " That it is not competent for the managers
to produce an examination, without oath by the rest
of the Councillors, in the absence of Mr. Hastings
the Governor, charging him with corruptly receiving
3,54,105 rupees, which examination came to his
knowledge, and was by him transmitted to the Court
of Directors, as a proceeding of the said Councillors,
in order to introduce the proof of his misdemeanour
thereupon." It being carried in the affirmative that the
Lords do agree to this opinion, the Court was resumed
and the managers were informed, "That the examination of Nuncomar, and the rest of the proceedings
of the Councillors, on the 13th of March, 1775, after
Mr. Hastings left the Council, ought not to be read."
The managers began now to complain bitterly, that
the resolutions of the Lords were pronounced, without the accompaniment of the reasons on which these
resolutions were founded. The managers affirmed
that they were thus left completely in the dark, and
embarrassed in all their proceedings.
This was a
point of the highest importance, and it is to be regarded as one of the most characteristic parts of the
exhibition then made of itself, by the tribunal before
which Mr. Hastings was tried. To issue decisions,
without presenting the reasons, is to act the part not
of a judge, but of a despot. The mandate of a despot
rests on his will. The decision of a judge is founded
on reasons, or it deserves any thing rather than the
name. But if the decision of the judge is founded
on reasons, it is of infinite importance that they
should not be confined to his own breast. In the
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IJooKVLfirst phce, the necessity of stating reaBonsh one of
cH.P.4. the strongest securities against all the canes of bad
1789. decision, the ignorance of the judge, the negligence
of the judge, and the corruption of the judge: against
the ignorance of the judge, by making it visible and
ridiculous ; against the negligence and corruption of
the judge, by making him know that he himself
must be the indicator of his own offences, the herald
as well as author of his own shame. This is one, but
not the only benefit derived from imposing upon
judges the necessity of giving the reasons upon which
their decisions are grounded. The public do not
enjoy the advantages of security, unless they have
what is called the sense of security, or the belief that
they are secure. Unless the administration of justice
yield the sense of security, it fails of accomplishing
one of the most important of its ends. But of all
possible means to convey this sense of security one of
the most potent undoubtedly is, to make known to
the people invariably the reasons upon which the
decisions of the judges are founded. It is this alone
with which the people can, or ought to be satisfied.
How can they know, that a decision is just, when
they are ignorant of its grounds ? It is to be considered as circumstantial evidence (and evidence which
in general ought to be held conclusive), when reasons
are not given for a judicial decision, that it is for
one of two causes ; either, 1. because no good masons
can be given; or 2. in order to favour a practice
according to which decisions, for which no good
reason can be given, may be pronounced at any time.
It is therefore a fundamental axiom in tile science
of jurisprudence, that without masons strictly accompanying every judicial decision, the duty of the judge
is most imperfectly performed, and good judicature
altogether impossible.
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With regard to the resolution itself, Mr. Burke l_ooKvi.
proclaimed, in the face of the Court by which it was CH,e._.
formed, " That it held out to future governors of 1789.
Bengal the most certain and unbounded impunity.
Peculation in India would be no longer practised, as
it used to be, with caution, and with secrecy. It
would in future stalk abroad in noon-day, and act
without disguise; because after such a decision, as
had just been made by their Lordships, there was no
possibility of bringing into a cour_ the proofs of peculation."
The fact is of the highest importance. The rules
of evidence, deplorably adopted by the Lords, are so
many instruments of protection to the crimes of public
men in public places; that is, crimes, from the very
nature of the case, more extensively mischievous than
all others; and crimes of which the existence can
seldom be legally ascertained except by the very sort
of evidence, which the Court, set up in this country
to punish them, makes rules to exclude.
Beside the examination of the Rajah Nuncomar,
there was recorded in the consultation of the 13th of
March, a letter from Munny Begum, which stood,
according to the managers, upon grounds of its own.
Its authenticity was fully proved by Sir John D'Oyley,
Mr. Auriol, and a Persian Moonshee who had translated it, and after having examined the seal, pronounced it to be the seal of Munny Begum. This
person, whose character and rank Mr. Hastings placed
very high, had stated in this letter her having given
a large sum of money to Mr. Hastings for appointing
her regent during the minority of the Nabob. The
evidence of this letter the managers proposed to addace. The counsel for the prisoner objected. The
ground of the objection was, that the letter was recorded in those minutes of the consultation of the
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of March, which the Court had refused to ad,

caAP._. mit. The House sustained the objection, and forbade
JTsg. the letter to be read)
The next part of the proceedingsis truly remarkable. " The managers desired that Philip Francis,
Esq. might, be called in, to prove that a letter from
Munuy Begum to the Rajah Nuncomar, charging
3it. Hastings with a receipt oF three and a half lacs
of rupees, was delivered into the Council on the 13th
of March, 1775, and that Mr. Hastings knew the
Begum had written such letter." The witness was
not allowed to speak to the consultation of that day,
or to the letter. The reason was, because the proceedings existed in writing, the letter existed in
writing; and that which itself existed in writing
was better evidence than parole testimony to its
contents. Tile witness was not allowed to speak,
because there existed a writing that was better evidence; andthat writing which was better evidence the
Court had determined they would not receive ! The
witness was not allowed to speak, on the pretext that
something else was better evidence, while the Court
itself had determined that the saidsomething else was
not evidence at all !
When the accounts of Munny Begum, in her qua.
]ity of Regent, were called for by the Board of Council, after the arrival of Clavering, Monson, and Francis, a large sum appeared, of the mode of disposing
of which no exphnation was given. A. commission,
at the head of which was placed Mr. Goring, was
sent to Moorshedabad, to inquire. Upon this investigation .came out the declarations of Munny Begum,
that the sum not accounted for had, at the time of
The circumstances respecting the proposal to produce flJis letter,
and the decision upon it, appear more distinctly in the Hist. of the
Trial of Warren Hastings, Esq. part ii. p. 5Tj than in the Minutes of
Evidene% where there is obscurity, and probably an nmission.
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vesting her with the Regency, been given to Mr. BOOKvI.
Hastings, and his attendants. Certain papers, stating cH_p._..__._
the receipt, by Mr. Hastings, of one lac and a half of 1789.
rupees, papers transmitted by Mr. Goring to the Board
at Calcutta, received by them, recorded without any
objection on the part of Mr. Hastings, and transmitted by him, still without objection, to the Court of
Directors, it was proposed, by the managers, to read.
The council for Mr. Hastings insisted, that these
papers were not direct evidence, as wanting the requisite securities or oath and authentication; and not
circumstantial evidence, because no act of Mr. Hastings, as required by the Court, connected them with
himself. The Lords determined that the papers
ought not to be read. And yet that there was matter
of evidence in papers so delivered, and that there
might be in the demeanour of the person whom
they regarded, it is impossible to deny.
That
the papers did contain the declaration of Munny
Begum, was susceptible of the completest proof. That
her declaration not judicially given, and not subject
to cross examination, was of much less value than if
it had received these securities, is no less true; hut
still, as far as it was not invalidated by other circumstances, it was of some value, and ought to have
been counted for what it was worth. And if Mr.
Hastings, instead of taking the course which was
natural to an innocent man, took that which a consciousness of guilt would naturally prescribe, this
demeanour would be circumstantial evidence against
himself. Instead of permitting light to come in from
these two sources, light of which the value, whatever
it was, would appear, when it was seen and examined,
the Lords resolved to shut it out, without permitting
it to be seen at all.
The managers next offered to produce, in evidence
VOL. V.
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Yr.of the same facts, an originalPersian letter, under
c,,_, s. the hand and seal of the Munny Begum, signed by
17s9. the Nabob, and transmitted by Mr. Goring to the
Board. And as an act of demeanour, fulfilling the
condition required by the Lords to constitute any
documenta link in a chainof circumstantialevidence,
they statedthat Mr. Hastings, after Munny Begum
was freed from all influence but his own, never
attemptedto invalidatethe testimonyshe had given,t
The House determinedthat the letter should not be
read.
The Managers next proposed to examine Mr.
Goring, in order to prove that Mann)" Begum delivered to him a paper, in the Persianlanguage,under
her own hand, stating, that Mr. Hastings had received from her a lac and a half of rupees, under
colourof moneyfor his entertainment. The counsel
for the defendant objectedto evidence of any consultation with Munny Begum, Mr. Hastings himselfnot
being present. They objectedalso to the production
of any paper, which had not been deliveredin the
presence of Mr. Hastings, and the contents of it
read to him. The Managers offeredthe paperas an
original instrument, which possessedall the securities
for truth requiredby the Indian laws, being under
the seal of the Begum, and attested by the Nabob,
while it was contraryto the manners of the country
for a woman of rank to appear in public, or take an
oath. The House decidedthat the paper could not,
upon these grounds, be admittedas evidenceagainst
the detbndant.
' With respect to Mr. Hastings personally, I am anxious to observe,
that this affords a presumptionof innocence; at least of the truth of
his allegation, that the sum in question, which was given him for
entertainment money, as he had nevor deniedib so he never meant to
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As Major Scott, agent of Mr. Hastings, with full, BOOKVL
and almost unlimited powers, had delivered to the cuAp.e.
Select Committee of tile House of Commons, a trans- 1789.
latlon of a letter from Munny Begum to Mr. Hastings, in which she affirmed the delivery to him of
one lac and a half of rupees, the managers contended
that this was a perfect acknowledgment of the letter
on the part of Mr. Hastings;
and that, therefore,
the letter ought to be read. The matter was pressed
by the Managers in ever), possible direction; and
every expedient which they could imagine for opening a way to its reception was tried, but in vain.
The lawers for the defendant, burying in silence a
rule which on another occasion they would have
strained their lungs to proclaim, Quifacit per alium
facit per se, insisted that what is done for a man by
his agent, is not done by himself; and that the
recognition of a piece of evidence by l_lajor Scott,
was not recognition by Sir. Hastings.
After some
days of contention, the Lords retired to their chamber to deliberate ; and, on the next day of the Court,
came out, in the usual oracular style, the response,
"That the Persian paper, purporting to be a letter
from the Munny Begum, and the translation of the
same, offered in evidence by the managers for the
House of Commons, ought not to be read."
Beside the absurdity already disclosed, of refusing
to receive an article of evidence, because it is not so
strong as it would have been, had it possessed more
of the causes of strength;
while the interests of
truth require that the exact value of it should be
ascertained, and that it should not be thrown away,
but counted for what it is worth; it is obvious to
common sense that the question agitated on this
occasion so long and vehemently before the Court,
might have been settled in one instant, by barely
K2
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I_OOK
Yr.asking Mr. Hastings, if he acknowledged the writing
cl,_. _. as a letter to himself from Munny Begum.
1789.
The vulgar notion, that a man should not be
required to give evidence which may operate against
himself, is then only rational, when the law is so bad,
that it really ought not to be executed ; and when
humanity approves of every subterfuge by which men
may escape from its detestable fangs. That this was
once the ease with the law of England, as it is the case
with the laws of all countries, in times of ignorance,
and times of despotism, is undoubtedly true, and then
it was, that the vulgar notion, and the rule founded
upon it, received their birth. In times when the law was
so bad, andthe King and other great men so powerful,
that they were able on most occasions to use the law as
a commndious instrument, for executing upon individuals the dictates of their vengeance, their jealousy,
their avarice, or their caprice, that great instrument
for defeating the law, namely, the rule, that a man
shall not be compelled to give evidence against himself, had often a very obvious, though a temporary,
and limited utility. Like most other matters of law
it obtained its existence more immediately from the
interests of the great men. In times of rudeness,
which are times of turbulence, contests are frequent
for the crown; and the great men are ranged on
different sides. If it happens to them sometimes to
be on the winning side ; it is equally incident to them
to be on the losing. When that happens, the law
will be employed to destroy them. And as they live
in such a state of things that all foresee they may
very probably stand in this predicament themselves,
they all eagerly concur in establishing the credit of a
rule that shall render it very difficult for the law to
convict them ; in other words shall afford them many
chances to escape. The moment, however, at which
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the law becomes good, and no man has power to BOOKVt.
wrest it iniquitously to his own purposes, the case is _c,_Av.,.
altered. The moment the law becomes such, that it 1789.
really ought to be executed, that it is good for the
community it should be exactly executed, that it cannot without mischief to the community, in one instance, be defeated of its execution_ then every subterfuge by which he who has infringed the law may
escape, is an evil; then every thing which guards the
truth from discovery, is a cause of mischief; and,
surely, it is one of the most effectual expedients for
guarding the truth from discovery; surely it is one
of the most effectual of all the subterfuges by which
he who has infringed the law may escape its penalties, if he who knows the most of the circumstances
shall be protected in concealing what he knows.
Mr. Burke complained of the inextricable perplexity, in which the managers were involved by
these naked decisions. If reasons were given, they
would know, that wherever the same reasons applied,
the same decision would be pronounced. Issued
without any reason, every decision stood for itself
alone; was confined to an individual not extended
to a species; and furnished no rule for any thing
else. They doubted not but the resolution of the
House was founded upon technical grounds.
But
" in the case on which their Lordships had last
decided, the managers had offered in evidence a
paper, proved to have been written by Munny Begum,
aud transmitted to Mr. Hastings--they
offered also
a translation of that paper, delivered to the Committee of the House of Commons by the very agent
of Mr. Hastings--they proved that these papers had
been sent to the prisoner in the Eleventh printed
Report of that Committee, and that when he drew
up his defence he must have had them before him :--.
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_OK VI.That papers so substantiated, should have been reCHAP.
. 2. j:ected by their Lordships, must be a matter of as17s9. •tonishment to all the thinking part of mankind, who
should happen to be unacquainted with the technical
groun&s, on which their Lordships had resolved that
these papers were not to be received." 1
During these contentions two incidents occurred, the
importance of which requires, that they should here
be presented to view. It was given out, as a dictum,
by Mr. Law, the defendant's counsel, That every accusation brought against a man and not proved, was
a calumny, and slander. "Mr. Burke," says the
historian of the trial, " replied, with much indignation, that he was astonished the learned Gentleman
dared to apply such epithets to charges brought by
the Commons of Great Britain, whether they could
The expressions are here taken from the report of the speech, in
the History of the Trial, ut supra, part ii. p. 64. Mr. Burke, on this
occasion, took pointed notice of a circumstance of some importance in
the history of the public life of Mr. Hastings.
Having warned the
Lords of the wide door they laid open for the escape of guilt, by sustaining the disavowals which tim guilty found it convenient to make;
"In the ease of Mr. Hastings, he said, there appeared to be a system
of d/savowa/s. The prisoner once appointed an agent, who, in his
name, made a formal resignation of the Government of Bengal. But
the principal afterwards disavowed this act ofhis agent, and strenuously
resisted it, though the ruin of the British empire in the East might have
been the consequence of it.
" At another time
(as his own) a written
him in that House.
avowed this defeat%
drawn up by others,
not to be accountable

he delivered at the bar of the House of Commons,
defence against the charges then pending against
But afterwards at their Lordships' bar, he disand produced evidence to prove that it had been
and not by himself, and that, therefore, he ought
for the contents of it.

"In the case immediately before their Lordships, it had appeared irt
evidence, that MajorScott was the agent of the prisoner, and that his
powers were as unlimited as words could make them, except in one
point only. This agent delivered to the Committee of the House of
Commons, the papers of _hlch he was then speaking; certainly with
some view, and probably to serve his principal, for he delivered them
t_nasked.

But now he disavowed all authorit2/for such delivery."

.
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or could not be proved by legal evidence. It was _
vL
very well known that many facts could be proved to cs,r. _.
the satisfaction of every conscientious man, by evi- 17s9.
dence which, though in its own nature good and
convincing, would not be admitted in a court of law.
It would be strange, indeed, if an accusation sljould
be said to be slanderous and calumnious, merely
because certain rules of law declared that evidence,
not to be admissible in law, which would carry conviction to the breast of every man who read it." 1
But this observation, pointed as it was in the particuhr case, was too much limited to that particular
case; as was, indeed, the misfortune of most of the
instruments with which Mr. Burke endeavoured to
parry the weapons of the lawyers. The dictum of
the lawyer is universally mischievous, and also contemptible ; and ought to have been proved to be so :
the efficacy of it, as far as it is allowed to have any,
is to provide impunity for crimes. When is it known
that an accusation can be proved ? Never, till the
cause is tried before the judge. If an accusation
must, therefore, never be brought (assuredly acalumny
ought never to be broughD, unless it is known that
it can be proved, an accusation ought never to be
preferred at all. There ought to be no accusation of
guilt; and of course, no trial; and no punishment!
lf, in order to escape from these atrocious consequences, the lawyer will not say that it is necessary
a man should know his accusation can be proved, but
declare it is enough provided he believes that it can
be proved, the wretched dictum is wholly given up.
The fact is, that presumption, and often a very slight
presumption, may not only justify, but urgently de.

History of the Trial, ut supra_part ii. p, 6_.
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_OK vI. mand accusation. According to the vile doctrine of
ceaF.,, the lawyer, every indictment found by the grand
1789. jury, upon which a verdict of guilty is not given at
the trial, is a calumny ; and yet the grand jury proceed so purely upon presumption, and are so precluded
from the possibility of knowing whether the accusation can be proved, that they can hear evidence only
on one of the sides.
The other incident is closely connected with the
foregoing. Mr. Law, whose native audacity had,
by the support which he found he received, and the
indignities put upon the accusation, been gradually
rising to a tone of great disrespect to the managers,
had now broken out into such language, as the House
thought it necessary to rebuke for indecency. Mr.
Law defended himself by saying, he did not mean to
apply the terms ,lander or calumnj/to any proceeding
of the House of Commons; but he had the authority
of that House for declaring, that the Honourable
Manager had used slanderous and calumnious expressions, not authorized by them. " Mr. Fox," says
the historian of the trial, "took fire at this expression.
He said it was indecent and highly irregular, in an
advocate, to allude to what had taken place within
the walls of the House of Commons : that the learned
counsel had done worse, he had mi,represented that
to which he had presumed to allude : he had charged
the whole body of the Commons with having sent up
slanders in the shape of charges: and he had pronounced the deputies of the Commons calumniators,
merely because they offered in evidence those very
documents, on the authority of which the Commons
had pronounced the charges to be well.founded, and
sent them as articles of impeachment to the Lords."
Mr. Law defended himself acutely fi'om the impro-
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priety of alluding to any proceeding in the House of Booxvr.
Commons, by affirming that he alluded only to what C_Ar._.
the Honourable Manager himself had told them of 17s9.
the proceedings of that House. _ Mr. Fox said, that
this was a new misrepresentation; their Lordships
had not been told that any thing which had fallen
from the managers had been designated by the House
of Commons, slanderous or calumnious ; nor any thing
which could be tortured into such a meaning.
Mr. Fox would not proceed in the trial, until the
Lords should give an opinion on this language.
If
that was refused, he must return to the Commons for
fresh instructions.
The words were taken down, read to their author,
and recognized.
It was proposed that the Lords
should withdraw to consider them. But a mode was
found of giving satisfaction to the managers without
this interruption.
The Lord Chancellor, it was
agreed, should admonish the learned counsel, That
it was contrar 9 to order in the counsel to advert to
any thing that had passed in the House of Commons :
That it was indecent to apply the terms slander or
calumny to any thing that was said by their authority :
And that such expressions must not be used. _
The managers next proceeded to prove, that when
Mr. Hastings became master of the votes of the
Council, he re-appointed Munny Begum, and the
Rajah Goordass, to the oMces from which the majority
of the Council had removed them, after those persons
had presented public official accounts charging him
with the receipt of three and a half lacs of rupees.
This was an act of Mr. Hastings, in relation to these
accounts, which, the managers contended, fulfilled
the condition required by the Lords for receiving
I History
oftheTriM_utsupra,
imrtii.
p.6_,6.%
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BOOXV_.them. The counsel for the defendant produced his
c,,r._, objections. The managers answered. The counsel
'-.17s9. replied. The Lords withdrew to their chamber to
deliberate. They asked the opinion of the twelve
judges. The judges required a little time. After an
intermission of proceedings from the 17th of June to
the 24th the Lords met in Westminster Hall, and
informed the managers, " That the accounts last
offered by them in evidence ought not to be read."
Before any further proceedings commenced, it was
proposed by Lord Portchester, one of the Peers, that
certain questions should be referred to the judges. It
was according to form, that this business shouM be
transacted, by the Lords, in their chaCnberof parliament. To this they returned. And at six o'clock in
the evening, they sent a message to the Commons,
that they had adjourned the further proceedings on
the trial for six days. When they met on the 30th
in Westminster Hall, no communication of what had
passed in their chamber of parliament, was made to
the parties. And the managers for the Commons
were desired to proceed.
Upon their adjournment, however, on the 24th,
the Lords had spent the day in debate; and agreed
to proceed with the fi_rther consideration of the subject on the _9th. On that day, they went into a
committee, " To inquire into the usual method of
putting questions to the judges and receiving their
answers in judicial proceedings." A great number
of precedents were read. There was a long debate.
At last it was determined, " That the proceedings
on the trial of Warren Hastings, Esq. had been
regular, and conformable to precedent in all trials of
a similar nature."
It had been agreed at an early period of the trial,
that of the documents received in evidence only so
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much as referred strictly to the point in question BOOKVl.
should be read; and that they should be printed c.,,._.
entire by way of appendix to the minutes. In this 1789.
way, a letter, of Mr. Goring, reporting the statements made by Munny Begum relative to the money
received by Mr. Hastings, had been printed. This
report the managers now desired might be read. As
printed, by order of the peers, to give information
on the subject of the trial, it was already in evidence
before them. A long contention ensued. The Lords
adjourned twice to deliberate, on two separate points.
They at last determined, " That no paper ought to
be read merely because it is printed in the appendix;
and, therefore, that the letter of Mr. Goring, last
offered in evidence, ought not to be read."
The managers offered the letter again, and urged
its acceptance, on two other grounds; First, as part
of a consultation which had already been read, and
applied to the same subject; Secondly, as rendered
evidence by the demeanour of Mr. Hastings, who
had requested the Court of Directors to read and
consider it. The objections of the counsel were made.
The usual reply and rejoinder were heard. The
managers were asked, " If the above were the whole
of the grounds upon which they put the admissibility
of the papers offered : To which they made answer,
That they were. The House adjourned to the chamber of parliament." The next day of the trial the
managers were informed, that " the letter ought not
to be read."
The managers after this proceeded to prove, that
when Mr. Hastings, as soon as he recovered aa
ascendancy in the Council, re-established Munny
Begum in the regency, the pretext upon which he
grounded this proceeding, namely, the will of the
Nabob, who had a right to make the appointment,
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BOOKVI.was false, and impostrous ; in as much as the Nabob,
cuAP._. according to Mr. Hastings himself, according to the
1789. Judges of the Supreme Court, and according to the
known facts of his situation, had no will; and was
nothing but a creature in the hands of Mr. Hastings.
They also offered proof, that this proceeding was
condemned by the Court of Directors, and that it
was injurious to the government, and to the interests
of the people.
To the evidence tendered for this
purpose, but little opposition was raised. And here
the case for the managers upon the first part of this
article of the impeachment was closed.1
Before proceeding to open the question upon the
second part, the Lord Chancellor requested to know
to what length of time it appeared to the managers
that their proceedings on this branch of the subject
would extend. As he received an answer, importing
that several days would be requisite, even if no delay
was created by the lawyers in objecting to evidence ;
and as these communications seemed to point to a
design of adjourning further progress in the trial, till
the beginning of the next session of parliament, Mr.
Hastings rose, and made a very humble and pathetic
speech, complaining of the hardships of the trial, and
earnestly deprecating delay. His life, he said, would
not suffice, if this prosecution proceeded at the pace
at which it had begun, to see it to an end. He
affirmed, but qualifying the assertion carefully, that
it might not appear offensive to the Lords, that he
would have pleaded Guilt u, had he foreseen the
space of time which tile trial would consume. He
could not frame, he said, any specific prayer to their
Lordships, nor could he press them to a greater waste
of their time, at so advanced a period of the season ;
t See the ]_inutes of Evidence, ut supra, p. 953_1101_
History of the Thai, ut supr% part ii.
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but if the managers could specify any such limited BOOKVl.
period as their Lordships could devote, to close the c_,P._.
impeachment, which he had been informed was to 179o.
end with this article, he would rather consent to wave
all defence, than postpone the decision to another
year. The House adjourned to the chamber of
parliament, where it was agreed to proceed on the
trial on the first Tuesday in the next session of parliament.
On the 16th of February, 1790, the business of the
trial now prolonged to the fifty.sixth day, was resumed. What remained of the sixth article of impeachment, and a part of the seventh, were opened
by Mr. Anstruther.
And on the 18th of February,
which was the fifty-seventh day of the trial, evidence
began to he heard.
A letter was produced, dated 29th of November,
1780, from Mr. Hastings to the Court of Directors.
In this letter the Directors were told, that, so far
hack as on the 26th of June, Mr. Hastings had made
" a very unusual tender," as he calls it; that is, to
defray with his own money the extraordinary expense
of sending against the hIahrattas the detachment
under Major Carnac. He also, at the same time,
gives them to understand that the money, which he
had thus expended, was not his own. But, without
a word to show to whom, in that case, the money did
belong, he only adds, "With this brief apology I shall
dismiss the subject." His language is somewhat
strange. This account of this transaction he calls an
"anecdote."--,, Something of affinity," he says, " to
this anecdote may appear in the first aspect of another
transaction."
Of that transaction too the same letter
contains an account. When Bengal was threatened
with the detachment of the Berar army, which during
the war with the Mahrattas marched into Cuttack,
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soox vi. one of the means which Mr. Hastings employed for
crtAr._. eluding the danger was, to supply that detachment
179o. with money. He now informs the Court of Directors, that he took upon himself the responsibility of
sending three laes of rupees, unknown to his Council.
Two-thirds of this sum, he say_ he had raised by his
own credit; and should charge as a debt due to himself by the Company: the other third he had sup])lied from the cash in his hands belonging to the
Company.
About these several sums, this was all the information which the Governor-General thought fit
to give to the Directors on the il9th of November,
1780.
On the 5th of January, 1781, the following notice
was communicated by the Governor-General to the
Members of the Council, " Honourable Sir, and
Sirs, Having had occasion to disburse the sum of
three lacs of sicca rupees, on account of secret services, which having been advanced from my own
private cash, I request that the same may be repaid
to me," &c. ; and on the 9th he received three bonds
for the amount.
t,,

Of the whole sum it was proved that one third was
paid to Mr. Hastings in England.
The next document was a letter from Mr. Hastings
to the Secret Committee of the Court of Directors,
dated Patna, 20th January, 1782, stating, that he
had, when at Chunar, accepted from the Nabob
Vizir, a present of ten lacs of rupees, which he requested their permission to appropriate to himself.
Another of his letters to the same Committee, dated
22d May, 1782, gave an account of the sums which
he had privately received, and expended in the service of the Company. Excepting the sum from the
Nabob Vizir, no information was yet given of the
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sources whence any part of that money had been nOOKv/.
derived. Of the use which was made of the several ChAr. _.
sums, he says, that the reference which he gives to 179o.
the several accounts, in which they are credited in the
Company's books, is specification enough.
With
regard to the sources whence they were derived, the
motives for receiving them, and his own modes of
dealing with them, he satisfies himself, with the following mysterious and obscure expressions. " Why
these sums were taken by me; why they were,
except the second" (that applied to the service of
Carnac's detachment) " quietly transferred to the
Company's use; why bonds were taken for the first,"
(that sent to the Berar army in Cuttack), " and not
for the rest, might, were this matter to be exposed
to the view of the public, furnish a variety of conjectures, to which it would be of little use to reply.
Were your Honourable Court to question me upon
these points, I would answer, that the sums were
taken for the Company's benefit, at times in which
the Company very much needed them; that I either
chose to conceal the first receipts from public curiosity
by receiving bonds for the amount, or possibly acted
without any studied design which my memory could
at this distance of time verify; and that I did not
think it worth my care to observe the same means
with the rest."
The managers proved; that in the letter of the
_9th of November_ 1780, two thirds of the money
sent to the Berar army were stated as the money
of the Governor-General himself; that in this of the
22d of May, 1782, the whole is stated as the money
of the Company. It may, however, be also observed,
that the taking of the bonds, instead of being a
transaction to keep the matter secret, was the only
thing which could make it public, He received the
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BOOKvI. money fi'om a private source ; he gave it to the Berar
cH,P._. Rajah privately, and told him the gift was a secret ;
179o. all this might have been hid from the world for ever,
except for the bonds.
Another thing which is very remarkable is, the
idea, which the Governor-General seems to have
formed, of the strange negligence of the Court of
Directors toward the proceedings of their servants;
when he could present to them such an account, as
this, of such transactions, without expeeting their most
severe displeasure.
Great sums of money, received
from secret sources, and instead of any account of
such extraordinary and suspicious transactions given
to them to whom the fullest account of every transaction was due, a declaration that this was not a
matter for public view, and that it would furnish a
variety of conjectures if known, make up one of the
strangest scenes between a master and servant, that
the history of public negligence presents for the instruction of mankind.
The negligence, which the Governor-General here
imputes to himself, the crime of acting in such affairs
with so disgraceful a measure of inattention, that he
himself knew not the motive by which he was guided,
ought alone, if true, to have condemned him in the
minds of vigilant employers, and proved his total
inaptitude for the trust which was placed in his
hands; if not true, conclusions are suggested of a
different sort.
The above-mentioned account of the appropriation
to the service of the Company of certain sums privately received, though dated on the _d of May,
178'2, was not sent from Calcutta on the 16th of
December. By this time, Mr. Hastings had received
accounts of the inquiries instituted, and even the
resolutions passed, with respect to his conduct, hy
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the House of Commons in England. To escape the BOOKvI.
appearance of having been impelled to produce this _c_,r. _.
account by the terror of investigation, he got Mr. 179o.
Larkins, the Accountant-General, to a_x to it his
affidavit of the time in which it was written. In his
letter of this date he reproaches his employers for
rendering necessary, by their want of confidence, this
humiliating precaution. Addressing the Secret Corn=
mittee of the Court of Directors, he says, " If I
wanted integrity and honour, the Court of Directors
have afforded me but too powerful incentives to suppress the information which I now convey to them
through you, and to appropriate to my own use the
sums which I have already passed to their creditmby
the unworthy, and, pardon me if I add, dangerous
reflections which they have passed upon me for the
first communication of this kind. And your own
experience will suggest to you that there are persons
who would profit by such a warning."
He adds,
with regard to the sums in question, and the declaration is important, " I could have concealed them,
had I had a wrong motive, from yours and the public
eye, for ever." He makes in the same letter another
declaration which is worthy of a man conscious of
rectitude ; " if I appear in any unfavourable light by
these transactions, I resign the common, and legal,
security of those who commit crimes or errors. I am
ready to answer every particular question, that may
be put against myself, upon honour, or upon oath.'"
There he laid his finger on the material point.
There he appealed to an efficient test. Innocence is
proved by interrogation, and best proved when the
interrogation is most severe. Had Mr. Hastings
acted up to this declaration ; had he really submitted
himself to scrutiny; instead of using, to defend himself from it, every effort which the artifice of lawyers
YOL.
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BOOKvI. could invent, and every subterfuge which the imperc_,,r. _. fections of the law could afford,he might have left his
179o. rectitude, if real, without a suspicion ; whereas now, if
his accusers could not prove his guilt, it is still more
certain that he has not proved his innocence.
Mr. Hastings, to prove that he never meant to
appropriate the money for which he took the bonds,
stated in his defence, delivered at the bar of the
House of Commons, that a few months after the
receipt of the bonds, that is in July, 1781, he indorsed all three payable to the Company, and left
them in the hand of the Accountant-General, with
express dil_ctions to deliver them up. The managers
gave evidence to prove that they were not indorsed
till the _9th of May, 1782 ; and not communicated
to the Board and cancelled, till the 17th of January,
1785.
The managers next gave in evidence a letter of
Mr. Hastings to the Court of Directors, dated the
21st of February, 178_, in which he gave them an
account of several sums, which had been expended in
their service, but drawn from his own fortune, without having, as yet, been charged to their account.
Some of the objects of this expenditure were of the
most excellent kind, as the digest and translation
of the native laws. Having stated these debts,
amounting to a sum of not less than 3_,000/. sterling,
Mr. Hastings added, that he meant to pay hirer,elf
by a sum of money which had privately come into his
hands. _Of the source from whence this money was
derived, he afforded, as on foriner occasions of the
sort, no information to his employers whatsoever.
_Ie left them absolutely and unceremoniously in the
dark.
The managers next presented a passage from Mr.
Hastings's defence, delivered at the bar of the House
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of Commons, in which the mode of receiving this _ooKvl.
money is declared in the following words. " In the c_r. _.
years 1783, when I was actually in want of a sum of 179o.
money for my private expenses, owing to the Company
not having at that time sufficient cash in their treasury to pay my salary, I borrowed three lacs of
rupees of Rajah Nobkissen, an inhabitant of Calcutta,
whom I desired to call upon me, with a bond pro_
perly filled up---he did so; but, at the same time I
was going to execute it, he entreated, I would rather
accept the money than execute the bond : I neither
accepted the offer nor refused it; and my determination upon it remained suspended between the
alternative of keeping the money as a loan to be
repaid, and of taking it and applying it, as I had
done other sums, to the Company's use ; and there the
matter rested till I undertook my journey to Lucknow, when I determined to accept the money for the
Company's use. And these were my motives: Having made disbursements from my own cash, which I
had hitherto omitted to enter into my public accounts,
I resolved to reimburse myself, in a mode most suitable to the situation of the Company's affairs, by
charging these disbursements in my Durbar accounts
of the present year, and crediting them by a sum
privately received, which was this of Nobkissen's."
A letter was then read, from the Court of Directors to the Governor-General and Council at Fort
William, dated 16th March, 1784, in which they
require an account (none had as yet been given) of
the presents which the Governor-General had confessed. " Although it is not," they say, "our intention to express any doubt of the integrity of our
Governor-General, on the contrary, after having received the presents, we cannot avoid expressing our
approbation of his conduct, in bringing them to the
L2
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BOOKVl. credit of the Company : yet, we must confess, the
c_A_,.,.,. statement of these transactions appears to us in many
179o. parts so unintelligible, that we feel ourselves under
the necessity of calling on the Governor-General for
an explanation, agreeable to his promise, voluntarily
made to us. We therefore desire to be ini'ormed-of the different periods when each sum was received-and what were the Governor-General's motives for
withholding the several receipts from the knowledge
of the Council--or of the Court of Directors--and
what were his reasons for taking bonds for part of
these sums--and for paying other sums into the
treasury as deposits on his own account."
Mr. Hastings was at Lucknow when this letter
was received. He returned to Calcutta on the 5th
of November, 178_; and departed for England in
the month of February, 1785. During all this time
no answer was returned. When in England, he was
given to understand that an explanation was still
required; and he addressed a letter to the Chairman,
dated Cheltenham, llth July, 1785. He first apologizes, for delay, by his absence from Calcutta, and
the pressure of business at the close of his government.
He can give no further account, he says, of dates,
than he has given, though possibly Mr. Larkins could
give more. The necessities of the government, he
says, were at that time so great, that "he eagerly
seized every allowable means of relief ;" but partly
thought it unnecessary to record these secret aids,
partly thought it might be ostentatious, partly that
it would excite the jealousy of his colleagues. He
made the sums be carried directly to the treasury,
and allowed them not to pass through his own hands,
to avoid the suspicion of receiving presents for his
own use. Two of the sums were entered as loans.
One was entered as a deposit, namely, that expended
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on Carnac's detachment, because the transaction did BOOKvL
not require concealment, having been already avowed, c_A_.2.
He makes a curious declaration, that though des- 179o.
tined for the public service, and never meant for his
own use, " it certainly was his original design to
conceal the receipt of all the sums, except that one,
even from the knowledge of the Court of Directors."
This relates to all the sums, except that from the
Nabob Vizir. With respect to that he says, " When
fortune threw in my way a sum, of a magnitude
which could not be concealed, and the peculiar delicacy of my situation, at the time in which I received
it, made me more circumspect of appearances, I chose
to apprise my employers of it, and to add to the
account all the former appropriations of the same
kind."
In this, if something, be it what it may, be alleged,
as a motive for concealment from the Council, nothing
whatsoever is even hinted at as a motive for concealment from the Court of Directors. This, the principal question, was still completely evaded, and left
without a shadow of an answer. One of the allegations is altogether unintelligible, that it would have
excited suspicion had the sums been carried to his own
house, but no suspicion when, as his money, not the
Company's, it was lodged in their treasury either as
a deposit or a loan. If the money was represented
as his, the question, how hc came by it, was the
same in either case. With respect to these most
suspicious transactions, two important points of information were still obstinately withheld; namely,
fi'om what parties the sums were obtained, and why
the transactions were concealed fi'om those from whom
it was a crime in their servants, of the deepest die,
to conceal any thing which affected the trust committed to their charge.
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On the 18th of July, 1785, a week after the date
CRAP._. of his letter from Cheltenham, Mr. Hastings wrote
1790. to Mr. Larkins, still in India ; to send to the Court
of Directors, an account of the dates of the sums
which he had privately received. The letter of Mr.
Larkins, sent in compliance with this request of
Mr. Hastings, was now produced by the managers.
In this letter, beside the dates, four of the sources of
receipt were incidentally mentioned; namely, Cheyte
Sing, and the renters of Bahar, Nuddea, and Dinagepore.
From this, the managers proceeded to a different
head of evidence; namely, the changes which Mr.
Hastings had introduced in the mode of collecting
the revenues. The object was to show that these
changes increased the facilities of peculation, and laid
open a wide door for the corrupt receipt of money ;
that such facilities had not been neglected; and that
money had been corruptly received.
The great
points to which the managers attached their inferences
of guilt were three; the appointment of the Aumeens,
with inquisitorial powers for the purpose of the inquiry into the taxable means of the country, at the
termination of the five years' settlement in 1777 ; the
abolition of the Provincial Councils and appointment
of the Committee of Revenue; and the receipt of
presents from the farmers of the revenue in Nuddea
Dinagepore, and Bahar.
The managers began with the Provincial Councils.
It was proved by a variety of documents, that the
Provincial Councils had received the strongest approbation of the Court of Directors. It was proved that
they had repeatedly received the strongest testimonies
of approbation from Mr. Hastings himself. Yet, on
the 9th of February, 1781, Mr. Hastings abolished
them ; and formed his Committee of Revenue.
m
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It was next proved, that Gunga Govind Sing was BOOK
vr.
appointed Duan to this Committee; and that high _caAP'3"
and important powers were attached to his office.
179o.
To prove that the character of Gunga Govind Sing
was bad, a consultation of the Council in 1775 was
read. On that occasion he was, for a fraud, dismissed
from his office of Naib Duau to the Provincial Council of Calcutta; Mr. Francis and Mr. Monsou dedaring that from general information they held him
to be a man of infamous character; the GovernorGeneral asserting that he had many enemies, and
not one advocate, but that all this was general
calumny, no specific crime being laid to his charge.
Lastly, the managers offered evidence to prove that
Gunga Govind Sing, at the time of this appointment,
was a public defaulter, by a large balance, of which
he would render no account.
They now passed from the abolition of the Provincial Councils, to the present from the revenue farmer
of Patna. In the sixth article of charge, Mr. Hast.
ings was accused of having taken from a native of the
name of KeUeram, as a consideration for letting to
him certain lands in Bahar, a sum of money amounting to four lacs of rupees. It was inferred that this
was a corrupt appointment, as well from other circumstances, as from this, That Kelleram was notoriously a person of infamous character, and, in all
other respects, unqualified for the office.
The managers proposed to bean with the proof of
this unfitness. The Counsel for the defendant objected; because unfitness was not a charge in the
impeachment. After hearing both parties, the Lords
adjourned. Finally, they resolved, " That the managers for the Commons be not admitted to give
evidence of the unfitness of KeUeram for the appointmerit of being a renter of certain lands in the province
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•BOOKVI.of Bahar; the fact of such unfitness not being charged
c_P._, in the impeachment."
1790.
The point is of importance.
It is only when conformable to reason, that the authority of lords, or of
any one else, is the proper object of respect.
Whether the appointment of a particular man to a
particular office was corrupt, or not corrupt, was the
question to be tried. If circumstantial evidence is
good in any ease_ it is good in this. But surely, it
will not be denied, that the fitness or unfitness of the
person to the office, is one among the circumstances
from which the goodness or badness of the motives
which led to his appointment may be inferred. Accordingly, tile counsel for the defendant did not deny
that the unfitness of Kelleram was proper to be made
an article of circumstantial evidence. Not denying
that it would be just matter of evidence, if given,
they insisted that it should not be given.
Their objection amounted to this, that to prove one
fact of delinquency, no other fact importing delinquency shall be given in evidence, unless the evidentiary fact itself is charged as delinquency in the
instrument of accusation.
Now such is the nature of
many crimes, that other crimes are the most common
and probable source of circumstantial evidence: At
the same time, it may be very inconvenient, or even
impossible, to include all these minor crimes in the
instrument of accusation appropriated to the principal
crime. They may not all be known, till a great
part of the evidence has been heard and scrutinized.
The tendency of such a rule cannot be mistaken.
It
adds to the difficulties of proving crimes ; it furnishes
another instrument, and, as far as it operates, a powerful instrument, for giving protection and impunity
to guilt. The objection, that a man cannot be prepared to defend himself against an accusation which
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has not been preferred, is futile : because the fact is BOOKVL
not adduced as the fact for which the man is to be C,Ar. 2.
punished, but a fact to prove another fact. Besides, _ 179o.
if on this, or any other incident of the trial, he could
show cause for receiving time to adduce evidence, or
in any other way to prepare himself, for any fresh
matter which might arise on the trial, a good system
of judicature would provide the best mode of receiv.
ing it.
Mr. Burke took the liberty of making remarks.
He said the Commons of England had a right to
demand that they should not be held to technical
niceties. And he complained of the obstruction,
which this resolution of the Court would create, in
dragging to light the offences of the accused, or even
in a_ertaining the measure of the crime. " If the
managers were to be debarred," he said, " from giving
evidence of corrupt intentions, and of aggravations
arising fi'om circumstances, not s?ecifically stated in
the charges, it would be impossible for their Lordships to determine tile amount of the fine, which
ought to be imposed upon the prisoner, if he should
be convicted ; and their Lordships must, in the end,
be embarrassed by their own decision."
The managers then gave in evidence, that, in July
1780, Mr. Hastings wrote an order to the chief of
the Patna Council, to permit Kelleram to go to Calcutta: that it was debated in the Council, whether,
" in his present situation," he ought to be permitted
to go in consequence of the Governor.General's orders:
that two out of five members voted against the permission: that Kelleram, on receiving permission, requested a guard of Sepoys for his protection down to
Calcutta, which was granted: that proposals were received by Mr. Hastings from Cullian Sing for renting
the province of Bahar: that the proposals were ac-
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13oox vL cepted : and that Kelleram was appointed deputy, or
¢H,P.g. naib.
179o.

The managers for the Commons stated, that they
would next give evidence to show that this bargain
had been extremely injurious to the interests of the
Company, as Kelleram had not made good his engagements.
The Counsel for the defendant objected to this
evidence, and a long debate ensued. They took the
same ground as before, that this would be evidence to
a crime not specified in the charge. The Lords adjourned, and spent the rest of the day in deliberation.
On the next day of the trial, the managers were informed, "That it was not competent for them to give
evidence, upon the charge in the sixth article, to
prove that the rent at which the defendant, Warren
Hastings, let the lands, mentioned in the said sixth
article of charge, to Kelleram, fell into arrear and
was deficient." Yet why should a fact, which was
offered only as matter of evidence, be rejected as evidence because it was not offered also as matter of
charge? This was to confound the most important
distinctions, Assuredly, if the corruption of a bargain
can be proved by circumstances, its evil consequences,
if such as might easily have been, or could not but be,
foreseen, is one of those circumstances, and an important one. This, said the Lords and the lawyers,
must not be adduced.
The managers vehemently renewed their complaint,
that the resolutions of their Lordships were unaccompanied by the reasons on which they were founded.
The judges of other courts, it was said, pursued a
different course. The evil consequence on which
they principally rested their complaint was, the
ignorance in which a decision without a reason left
them of what would be decided in other cases.
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The managers next gave in evidence, that a rule, with BooL VL
regard _ peshcush, or the gratuity offeredby a renter cx,_. _.
upon the renewing of his lease, had been established 179o.
in 1775 ; and that a small sum, merely to preserve
an old formality, was accurately prescribed, and made
permanent. The great sum, taken by Mr. Hastings
from Kelleram, was not, therefore, peshcush. Mr.
Young, who had been six years a member of the
Provincial Council of Patna, said that the lease stood
in the name of CuUian Sing ; but Kelleram was considered as a partner. Being asked, Whether, if the
lands had been let at their full value, it would have
been for the interest of Kelleram to give four lacs of
rupees as a gratuity upon the bargain, he replied," I
think, in the circumstances in which Kelleram stood,
he could not afford it." He was asked, " In what
circumstances did he stand ?" The opposing lawyers
objected ; upon the old ground, that the unfitness of
Kelleram was not matter of charge. True, and not
proposed to be made. But it was matter of evidence,
and, as such, ought to have been received. The managers waved the question.
The same witness proved, that at the time when
this bargain was struck between Mr. Hastings and
Kelleram, a contract had actually been concluded for
the whole province by the Provincial Council, who
had let the lands, in the usual proportions, to the Zemindars of the country, and other renters. This
legal transaction was therefore violated by the bargain
subsequently struck between Mr. Hastings and Kdleram. Within the knowledge of the witness the
province had never before been all let to one man.
It was given in evidence that Cullian Sing was
Duan of the province ; that it was the duty of the
Duan to check the collectors, and prevent the oppr_eion of the ryots; that of course this check was
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BOOKVI.annihilated by making the Duan renter ; but it was
CaAP._. also stated, that Cullian Sing had never, in fad, ex179o. eteised any of the powers of Duan, being wevented
by the Provincial Council as unfit.
The witness was asked, " Whether the withdrawing the Provincial Council, and abolishing the office of
Dewan, did not put it in the power of the farmer to
commit oppression with greater ease than before ?"
His answer was, " Doubtless." He was asked
" What impressions the letting of the lands to Kelleram and Cullian Sing made upon the minds of the
inhabitants of the country ?" Mr. Young answered,
"They heard it with terror and dismay." After the
answer was given, Mr. Law objected to the question ;
it not being within the competence of the witness to
speak of any body's sentiments bt,t his own. To give
in evidence the sense of the country was on the other
hand affirmed to be an established practice. The
Lords returned to their own house. They put a
question to the judges. The judges requested time
to answer it. And further proceedings on the trial
were adjourned for two days. When the court resumed, the managers were informed, " That it was
not competent for them to put the following question
to the witness on the sixth article of the charge ;What impression the letting of the lands to Kelleram
and Cullian Sing made upon the minds of the inhabitants in the province of Bahar." Yet it wiU
not be denied, that when a man was set over a
country with powers to which those of a despot in
Europe are but trifling, the impression on the minds
of the people might rise to such a height as to be a
circumstance of great importance, and indispensably
necessary to be taken into the account, in forming a
correct and complete conception of the views of him
by whom the appointment was made. To refuse to
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receive such evidence is, therefore, to refuse the means Boox VL
of forming a complete and correct conception of that c_r. _.
on which the most important judicial decisions may 179o.
turn.
The witness was asked, what effects arose from the
appointment of Kellcram ? and how he conducted
himself as renter of the province ._ Neither of these
questions was allowed.
After this the managers went back to the abolition of
the Provincial Councils and the Committee of Revenue.
Mr. Young deposed, that Gunga Govind Sing, who
was appointed Duan ; that is, under the new system,
the great executive officer of revenue ; was a man of
infamous character, in the opinion both of Europeans
and natives ; that the Board of revenue was in his
opinion an institution which gave a new degree of
power to the Governor-General ; that under that
system, mischief could more easily exist and be concealed, than under that of the Provincial Councils ;
that the people were more open to the oppression of
the Duan. When the question was asked, whether
it came within his knowledge that more evil, or less
evil, existed under the Committee of revenue, than
under the Provincial Councils, the right of exclusion
was urged afresh. Acts of oppression could not he
given, because oppression was not charged in the
articles. Be it so; but corruption was charged, and
acts of oppression were offered as proof of it. Nor is
there any contempt of rationality so great as to deny,
that acts of oppression may afford evidence, in proof
of corruption. To exclude that evidence, by rule, is
to deprive justice of one of the means of disclosing
guilt. The managers maintained, that oppression
was in reality matter of charge, by the words, " to
the great oppression and injury of the said people."
The lawyers contended, that this, like the words,
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BOOKVI." eontral T to the peace of our Lord the King," was
c_**. _. hut an inference of law. The managers insisted that
1790. the cases were radically different, because an act of
murder, felony, treason, was, by its nature, and necessarily, contrary to the King's peace; the appointment of a Board of Revenue was not by necessity
oppression. The oppression was not matter of inference, but matter of proof. The Lords adjourned
to deliberate, and consumed in the chamber of parliament the rest of the day. The managers were at
last informed, "That it was not competent for them
to put the following question to the witness upon the
seventh article of charge, viz. Whether more oppressions did actually exist under the new institution
than under the old."
The managers then reverted to the bargain of Mr.
Ha_tings with Cullian Sing, and Kelleram.
The
purport of the questions was to prove that a rumour,
a prevalent belief, of the receipt, as a gratuity or
present, of a sum of four laes of rupees, by Mr.
Hastings, existed, previous to the time at which he
made confession of it to his employers. Many of the
questions of the managers were resisted by the
Counsel for the defendant, but such questions were
put by some of the Peers as elicited proof that the
rumour did precede the confession.
By cross-examination it was shown, that the abo.
lition of the Provincial Councils was injurious to the
interests of the witness; that Gunga Govind Sing,
to whose reputed character he spoke, lived at Calcutta, while he himself resided principally at Patna ;
that one of the individuals from whom he had heard
a had character of Gunga Govind Sing was his enemy;
butthat his bad character was a subject of common
conversation.
In the course of this examination it came out,
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though the Counsel for the defendant objected to it BOOKw..
as evidence, that Kelleram, at the time of his bar- c_,.t.
gain with Mr. Hastings, was a bankrupt, and a pri- 17_
soner.
,

Mr. David Anderson was examined, the president
of the Committee of Revenue, and a man selected
by Mr. Hastings for the most important employments.
It appeared that his office, as president of the Committee, was almost a sinecure, for excepting about
three months he was always absent on other employments. He, too, was acquainted with the rumour
about the money received from Kelleram, which
made him so uneasy about the reputation of Mr.
Hastings, that he conversed with him upon the
subject, and was told that the money had been
accounted for. He understood, that sums were privately received from persons employed in the revenue,
which never were entered in the public accounts. He
himself was sworn not to receive money privately.
The Duan of the Committee of revenue might extort
money unduly from the people, without detection,
provided the offence was not very general.
The
question was put, and a most important question it
was : " Whether, after all, the Committee, with the
best intention, and with the best ability, and steadiest
application, might not, to a certain degree, be tools
in the hands of the Duan." The question was objected to, and given up.
On his cross-examination, he affirmed that Gunga
Govind Sing had not a bad character, he thought he
had in general a good character.
To show that
three laes of the money privately received were sent
to the Berar army, two questions were put, to which
the managers objected, with as little to justify their
objections, as those of their opponents, and more to
condemn them, because contrary to the principles to
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_oo_ vI. which they were calling for obedience on the opposite
chAP.2. side.
179o.

The managers added the following pertinent questions : " Whether during the whole of the year 1780,
there was any such distress in the Company's affairs
as to put them to difficulty in raising three lacs of
rupees ._mI do not believe there was.mWhether after
the year 1781, the Company did not borrow several
millions ?--They borrowed very large sums; I cannot say what."
This was intended to meet the allegation of Mr.
Hastings, that the extreme exigence of the Company's affairs had led him to the suspicious resource
of taking clandestine sums of money from the subjects and dependants of the state.
After some further evidence, bearing upon the
same points, and exciting objections of the same
tendency, on which therefore it is unnecessary to
dwell, the managers proceeded to the questions connected with the province of Dinagepore, whence one
of the secret sums had been derived.
In order to show the opinion of Mr. Hastings
himself, that great enormities might be committed
under ttle Committee of Revenue, and yet be concealed, they read the passage from his minute of the
21st of January, 1785, in which he says, " I so well
know the character and abilities of Rajah Deby Sing,
that I can easily conceive it was in his power both to
commit the enormities which are laid to his charge,
and to conceal the grounds of them from Mr. Goodlad," the collector, and Company's chief officer in the
district. The managers said, they would next proceed to show the enormities themselves.
But the Counsel for the defendant objected, on the
ground they had so often successfully taken, that
these enormities were not matters of charge. To
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this, as before, the simple answer is, that corruption BOOKvI.
was the matter of charge; and that the enormities of CHA,'.'_.
a man placed in a situation to do mischief might be 179o.
a necessary and important article in the proof that
con'uption placed him there. To reject it was, theirfore, to reject that without which it might be that
justice could not be faithfully administered ; without
which it might be that misconception would be
created in the mind of the judge; and hence misdecision, wrong in place of right, become the ultimate and unavoidable result.
The managers again contended that oppression was
a matter of charge; that Mr. Hastings well knew
it must flow from the system which he pursued ; and
that the honour of the Court, and the character of
the British nation, were at stake, when the question
was, whether enormities, such as no tongue could
describe, should be thought worthy of investigation,
or be for ever screened from it by lawyers' ceremonies.
The Counsel for the defendant answered this appeal
to honour and feeling, by challenging the managers
to make these enormities an article of impeachment,
and boasting their readiness to meet such a charge.
But this was a mere evasion. Why meet those enormities only as matter of impeachment, refuse to
meet them as matter of evidence? They had the
same advantages in the one case as in the other.
They might equally display the weakness, if any
existed, in the evidence brought to support the allegations ; they might equally bring counter evidence,
if any existed, to disprove them. As far therefore
as the challenge had any effect, it was an effect contrary to the interests of justice?
The wlmle of this scene, as given bx' the historian of the trial, is
curious, and forms an important incident in the History _fMr. Hastings.
" Mr. Burke said, that he must submit to their Lordships' decision,
VOL. V.
51
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BOOKVL To meet the allegation of Mr. Hastings, that h¢
caAP.e. took one present, because money was not in the treao
179o.
but he must say, at the same time, that he had heard it with the deepest
concern : for if ever there was a case in which the honour, the justice,
and the character of a country were concerned, it was in that which
related to tile ]torrid cruelties and savage barbarities exercised by Dehy
Sing, under an authority derived from the British Government, upon
the poor forlorn inhabitants of Dinagepore; cruelties and barbarities
so frightfully and transcendently enormous and savage, that tile bare
meaUon of them had filled with horror every description of people in
the country.
" The impression that even tile feeble representation which his slender
abilities had been able to produce had made upon the hearts and f_|ia_
el" all who had lleard him, was not to be removed but by the evidence
that should prove the whole a fabrication.raThe horror which the detail
of those crueltzes had produced in the minds of all classes of people was
indescribable ; the most dignified ladies of England had shuddered_ and
some had fainted at the bare recital; and was no evidence now to he
received to prove the existence
shocked the whole nation

of those acts of barbarity which had

" Mr. Law said, it was not to be borne, that the Right Hen. Miniver
should thus proceed to argue in reprobation of their Lordships'judgment_ solemnly given.
" Mr. Burke said, nothing could be further from his intention than
to reprobate any decision coming from a Court for which ha entertained
the highest respect.
But he was ant a little surprised to find, that the
learned Counsel should stand forth the champion for their Lordships'
honour ;_tbay were themselvee the best guardians ef their own honour :
and it never could he the intention of the Commons to sully_ much l_sb
to call in question, the honour of the House of Peers.
As their ¢o.
ardiaat_ estate in the Legirdature, the Commons were perhaps ant less
interested than their Lordships themselves m the preservation of thB
honour of that noble House; and therefore he never could think of
a_uing in re2_robation of rely of its decisions.
" Bat the truth was, that the decision upon width he was then speaking was not upon a question put by the Commons: the Lords had no
doubt decided properly ; but it was certainly upon their own question,
and not upon that uf the Commons.
If the Commons had been suffered
to draw up their question themselves, they would have worded it in a
very different manner, and called for the judgment of the House upon a
question very differently stated from that on which the decision had jest
been given.
" It was true that the cruelties charged in the article were nQt stated,
eo heroine, to have heen exercised by Deby Sing; but the article
charged Mr. Hastings with having cstabhshed a system which he knew
m_u/d be, and in point of fact _d actually been, attended with cruelty
and oppression._rr-he
article did not state by whom the acts of
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_ry to payhis salary,accountswere producedwhich _OKV_.
_mved that it was six months in arrear in Augusts C_AP.
e.
1790.
cruelty bad been committed, hut it stated cruelty in general ; and vf
such erue|ty, m charged, the managers had a right to give evidence.
"He observed, that their Lordships must perceive a difference in the
case thus stated, from that which they had stated themselves, and on
which they had dec/dad.
He begged, therefore, that they would consider serious]y what effect this decision would have upuu this part of the
article, and upon the general character of the country.
"If they were entirely to shut out all evidence of those acts of cruelty,
wh_ would the world s_y ? whet would be the opioion of mankind .7
It would astonish the surrounding nations, that the door should be shut;
upon the proof of cruelties, the bare recital of which had harrowed up
the souls of saltwho had heard it. The character of the nation would
suffer, the honour of their Lordships would be affected, if, when the
Commons d England stood ready to prove the existence of barbarities
that had disgraced the British name, and called for vengeance on the
guilty heads of those who were in any degree instrumental in them,
they should be stopped, and told that no evidence could be received in
proof of those bazberities.
A Noble Lord, deservedly high in the opinion of his Peer/, had said, when he heard those savage cruelties detailed, that, compared with the emzem/ty of them, all the articles of the
impeanhmeat
weighed not a feather; that it"the detail was founded in
truth, no punishment could he too severe for whoever should he found
to have had any pert in exercising them.
"The same Noble Lord, Mr. Burke observed, had said, that if the
Hen. Muuger did not make good this most horrid of all charges, he
ought to pus for the mint daring calumniator.
"Upon that irene, said Mr. Burke, I am ready to put my character :
me to go into the proofs of shone unparal|eded barbarities ; and if
I do not establish them to the full conviction of this house and of el!
mankind, ifI do not prove their immediate and direct relation to, and
connection with the system established by Mr. Hastings, then let me be
bruded as the boldest calumniator that ever dared to fix upon unspotted
innocence the imputation of guilt."
" End Stanhope culled Mr. Burke to order. His Lordship said, that
the t/me of the House must not be wasted in argamont_ upeu questions
on which their Lordships had already decided."
" Mr, Burke said, that it was his object to save the aosoul_ and the
CHAe.ACTeRof their Lordships, and not their Tm_ : and it could not
have entered his head, that whilst he was pursuing so grant an object,
he could be supposed to be wasting their T:M_ which, though certaiuly prenio_, could not weigh a feather against their nosou_ and
cn&eACTBlt.
" Howler,

let that he as it might, he h_l dune : he had endeavoured

to rmme the chnracter and justice of his country from obloquy; if
those who had formerly provoked inquiry, if those who had said thnt
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_0OK VL 1789 ; that it was four months in arrear in Septem,.
cu,r. 2. ber of that year ; that it continued between four and
J79o.
the savage barbarities

which he had detailed

had no other

existence

than that which they derived from the malicious fertility of his imagination, if those who had said that he was bound to make good what he
had charged, and that he would deserve the most opprobrious names if
he did not afford Mr. Hastings an opportunity of doing away the impression which every pm't of the nation had received from the picture of
the savage cruelties exercised by Deby Sing ; if, he repeated, they now
shrunk from the inquiry for which they had before so loudly called, if
they now called upon their Lordships to reject, and not listen to the
proofs which they before had challenged him to bring, the fault was
not with him ; he had done his duty to his country, _hose honour and
justice had been outraged ; to the House of Commons, who had sent
him to their Lordships' bar to express their abhorrence of cruelties, and
to point the vengeance of the law against those who had been instrumental in practising them; and he had done what he owed to himself,
in offering to prove all that he had advanced on the subject, on pain of
being bramled, if he should fail in his proofs, as a hold and infamous
calumniator.--'
Upon the heads of others therefore (said he), and not
upon those of the Commons of Great Britain, let the charge fall, that
the justice of the country was not to have its victim.
The Commons
have shown their ieadiness to make good their charges.--But
the del_ndant shrinks from the proof, and insists that your Lordships ought
not to receive it."
" Mr. Law, with unexampled warmth, whether real, or assumed in
consequence of instructions in his brief, wa cannot pretend to say, replied to Mr. Burke.
He said that the Right /-Ion. Manager felt hold,
only because be knew the proof which he wanted to give _otdd not be
received; that, from the manner in which the charge was worded, their
Lordships could not, if they would, admit them, without violating the
clearest rules and principles of law. ' But (said he) let the Commons
put the detail of those shocking cruelties into the shape of a charge
which my client can meet, let them present them in that shape at your
Lordships' bar, and then we will be ready to hear every proof that can
be adduced.
And if, when they have done that, the Gentleman for
whom I am now speaking does not falsify every act of cruelty that the
Honourable Managers shall attempt to prove upon him, MAy xuz
HA'h-n
OF "/HIS
I'IousE
A_'D
THE
HAIqD
OF GOD
LIONT UPON
at_l'
,c After this ejaculation, delivered in a tone of voice not unlike that of
the theatric hero, when he exclaims, ' Richard is hoarse with calling
thee to battle l'_th_s part of the business ended." History of the Trial
of Warren Hastings, Esq. part iii. p. 54_5fi.
Beside what Mr. Burke had thus declared, Mr. Fox, in the speech in
_hich he summed up the evidence on this article, said, "The Counsel
for the defendant had, upon this subject, invoked the judgment of their
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five months in arrear till December; and that it was BOOKvL
eight months in arrest on the following April, when ca,P. _.
it was completely paid up.
179o.
m

Lordships,
and the vengeance of Almighty God, not on their own
heads, but on the head of their client, if the enormities of Devy Sing,
as stated by his Right Hun. Friend, should be proved and brought home
to him. He knew not how the defendant might relish his part in this
imprecation which the Counsel had made; hut in answer to it, if the
time should come when they were fairly permitted to come to the proof
of those enormities, he would, in his turn_ invoke the most rigorous
justice of the Noble Lords, and the full vengeance of Almighty God,
not on the head of his Right Hun. Friend, but on his own, if he did not
prove these enormities and bring them home to the defendant, in the
way which his Rt. Hun. Friend had charged them upon him i and this
he pledged himself to do, under an imprecation
on himself, as solemn
as the Counsel had iuvoked on their client."
As these passages, and
the passages from the introductory speech of Mr. Burke, have been
presented to the reader, it is fair that he should also receive what
Mr. tlasfings said in his defence.
" I will not detain your Lordships by adverting, for any length, to the
story told by the manager who opened the general charges relative to the
horrid cruelties practised on the natives of Dhee Jumla by Deby Sing.-It will be sufflcieat to say, that the manager never ventured to introduce
this story in the form of a charge, though pressed and urged to do so,
in the strongest possible terms, both in and out of Parliament.--Mr.
Paterson, on whose authority he relied for the truth of his assertions,
and with whom, he said, he wished to go down to posterity, has had
the generosity to write to my attorney in Calcutta, tbr my information,
'.That he felt the sincerest concern to find his reports turned to my disadvantage, as I acted as might be expected from a man of humanity
throughout all the transactions in which Deby Sing was concerned.'B
Had the cruelties which the manager stated been really inflicted, it was
not possible, as he very well knew at the time, to impute them, even hy
any kind of forced construction, to me.BMy Lords, it is a fact that Iwas the first person to give Mr. Paterson an ill opinion of Deby Sing,
x_hose conduct upon former occasions had left an unfavourable, and
perlhaps au mtjust, impression upon my mind. In employing Deby
Sing I certainly yielded up my opilJion to Mr. Anderson and Mr. Shore,
who had better opportunities
of knowing him th:m 1 could have.
]n
the course of tile inquiry .ato his conduct he received neither favour nor
countenance fi'nm me, nor from at_y Member of the Board.
That inquiry was carried on principally when 1 was at Lucknow, and was _o_
completed during my government, though it was commenced and cm_tinned with every possible solemnity, and with the sincerest desire, on
my part,

and on the part of my colleagues_

to do strict and impartial
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VL The manaL_..rsnext proposed, that a letter of the
cs,_. 9. Governor,General should be read, to prove that the
179o. plan which he himself had represented to the Court
of Directors, as best, namely, to let the lands, espedally the larger districts, to the ancient Zemindan,
had been violated by himself, and violated by a preference given to persons not only of another descrip.
tion, but persons in the highest degree worthless and
exceptionable. 1fir. Law was again ready with his
objections. The disconformity of the conduct of
Mr. Hastings with his opinions was not in charge.
On this occasion Mr. Burke made his celebrated de.
darations; First, That the efficiency of Impeachment
was indispensable to give practical utility to the prin.
ciples of the English constitution ; the machinery of
which without this particular spring would remain
totally insufficient for the purposes of good government : Secondly, That the technical rules of pleading
and evidence, set up by the lawyers, were, if sanctioned by the Lords, most completely sufficient to de.
stroy the useful efficacy of impeachment.
The Lords
did sanction and confirm (Mr. Burke confessed and
bewailed the fact) the technical rules of the lawyers.
He was therefore bound by consistency to this important conclusion; That the English constitution reml

justice.
The result I have read in England ; and it certainly appears
that though the man was not entirely innocent, the extent of his guilt
bore no sort of proportion to the magnitude of charges against him.
in particular, it is proved timt the most horrible of those horrible acts,
so artfully detailed, and with such effect, in this place, aever e_orecammitred at all.
" Here I leave the subject, convinced that every one of your Lordships must feel for the unparalleled injustice that was done to me by
the introduction and propagation of t/tat ateae.ivm calumny." How far
thases]legatioas
of £ man in his own favour, who would not allow
them to be submitted to proofj are entitled to weigh, is the question

whichremaim.

mains but a delusive name ; and affords no security BOOK
VI.
Cute. _.
for good government, t
The Lords retired to their chamber to deliberate; 179o,
and, on their return, which was not till the succeeding day of the trial, announced, that it was not competent for the managers to produce the evidence
proposed.
To show that the offices of Farmer el the revenue,
and Duan, the latter of which was intended to be a
eheck upon the former, were never united in one
pe_on, except in two of the instances in which Mr.
Hastings received money, the following extract of a
letter from Mr. Shore, President of the Committee
of Revenue, to the Governor-General and Council,
dated _[ of November, 1784, was read: "Rajah
Deby Sing was Farmer, Security, and Duan of
Rungpore. The union of the two former offices in
the same person requires no explanation, since the
practice is very general, and is founded upon solid
and obvious reasons. The investiture in the office
' The wordsof Mr. Burke, as reported hy the historian of the trial,
are as follow : " At the revolution, the peoplebadtaken no other security forthat preservation, and for the pure and impartial administration of justice, than the responsibilityof ministers and judges to the
High Court of Parliament. An impeachment hy the Commonswas the
mode of bringing them to justice, if the former should attempt any
thing against the constitution, or the latter should corruptly lend
themselves to measures calculated to set aside the governmenthy law,
or should attempt to pollute the source of publicjustice.
" If in the pursuit of such criminals the Commons, who could have
nothing in view but substantial justice, were to he stopped at eveEv
step l_y objections drawn from technical rules and forms of pleading,
then would the greatest and mostdangerous criminals escape the vengeance of offended justice; parliamentary impeachments, wifich were
the principal, if not the only security forthe preservationof the consdttttion, would become nugatory and vain ; and the most corrupt
ministers might, without check or controul, pursue the most anti-constitutional career, unawed by responsibility, or an impeachment from
which they could have nothing to fear," History_ ut eupra_part iii,
p.53.
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BOOKVI.of Daan, during the period in which he held the
c,AP. _. farm, is less common, hut not without precedent; for
179o. Rajah Cutlian Sing stood precisely in the same predicament with regard to the province of Behar."
The managers next adduced evidence, with respect
to an offer made by the Vizir in the month of Fehruary, 1782, o1"a second present often lacs of rupees
to Mr. Hastings.
Mr. Hastings declined acceptance
of the present, on his own account; and communicated the circumstance to the Council, who used
endeavours to obtain the money for the Company.
Evidence was next adduced to prove that Mr.
Hastings had remitted, through the East India Company, since his first elevation to the head of the
goven_ment in Bengal, property in his own name to
the amount of _38,757l.
Mr. Shore being examined whether Gunga Govind
Sing was a fit person to be Duan, or principal executive officer of revenue, declared that, in his opinion, no
native ought to have been employed in that situation.
To the character of the natives, in general, he ascribed
the highest degree of corruption and depravity.
Mr. Fox summed up the evidence, thus adduced
on the sixth and on part of the seventh and fourteenth
articles of impeachment, on the 7th and 9th of June,
1790, the sixty-eighth and sixty-ninth days of the
trial. The Lords then adjourned to their chamber
and agreed to postpone the trial to the first Tue_ay
in the next session of parliament. 1
Some incidents, which, during these proceedings,
took place in the House of Commons, it is requisite
briefly to mention. On the llth of May, in conformity with a previous notice, Mr. Burke, after a
t On this head of the proceedings, have been followed the printed
Minutes of Evidence, at supra, p. 1103_1301, and the Hi.st. of the
Trial, ut supra, part iii.
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speech in which he cfitieiT_l severely the petitions of BOOKVL
Mr. Hastings, who had bewailed the hardships of the c_AP._.
trial, and complained of delays, though he himself, he 179o.
affirmed, was the grand cause o£ delay, and appeared
to have contrived the plan of making his escape by
procrastination, moved two resolutions: First, that
the House would authorize the managers to insist
upon such alone of the articles as should appear to
them most conducive in the present ease to the satisfaction of justice: Secondly, that the House was
bound to persevere till a judgment was obtained upon
the articles of principal importance. The minister
supported the first of the motions, but the other, as
unnecessary, he thought the manager ought not to
press. Mr. Fox laid the cause of delay upon the
obstructions to the receipt of evidence, particularly
the want of publicity in the deliberations upon the
questions of evidence in the House of Lords ; because
every decision, unaccompanied with reasons, was confined to a solitary case; and all other cases were left
as uncertain and undecided as before. Some days
after these proceedings appeared, in one of the newspapers, a letter, signed by Major Scott, containing a
short review of the trial, and animadverting with
great severity upon the managers ; treating it as no
better than a crime, and indeed a crime of the deepest
dye, to have prosecuted so meritorious an individual
as Mr. Hastings at all; I)ut a still greater enormity
not long ago to have closed all proceedings against
him. Of this publication complaint was made in the
House of Commons. The author, as a member of
the House, was heard in his defence. The letter was
treated as a libel on the managers, and a violation of
the privileges of the House. The minister admitted
the truth of these allegations ; but urged, with great
propriety, That the House had exceedingly relaxed

1_
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acoK Yr.its practice, in restraining the publication either of
oatt., t, its proceedings, or censures bestowed upon them;
17tD0, that the common practice of the House formed a sort
of rule, a rule to which every man had a right to
look, and which he had a right to expect should not
be violated in his particular case; that under a law,
formed by custom, or fallen partially into desuetude,
no individual instance ought to be selected for punishment if it was not more heinous than those which
were commonly overlooked ; and, on these principles,
that the present offence, though it might require some
punishment, required, at any rate, a very gentle application of that disagreeable remedy. The managers
were more inclined for severity. Mr. Burke made
an important declaration ; " That he was not afraid
of the liberty of the press; neither was he afraid
of its licentiousness; but he avowed that he was
afraid of its venality." He then made an extraordinary averment, that 20,000l. had been expended in
the publication of what he called " Mr. Hastings's
libels."
It was finally agreed, that the offender
should be reprimanded by the speaker in his place.
Before the time appointed by the House of Lords
for resuming the business of the trial, the parliament
was dissolved. This gave birth to a question, whether a new parliament could proceed with the impeachment; and whether a proceeding of that de.
scription did not abate or expire with the parliament
which gave it birth. The new parliament assembled
on the 25th of November, 1790; and on the 30th,
the subject was started by Mr. Burke, Vchoexhibited
reasons for proceeding with the trial, but intimated
his suspicion that a design was entertained in the
House of Lords to make the incident of a new
parliament a pretext for abating the impeachment.
On the 9th of December, a motion was brought for.
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ward, that on that day se'nnight the House should aOox VL
c_,. _.
resolve itself into a committee to take into eousidera,
aera- ..----.tion the state in which the impeachment of Warren IYlgx
Hastings, Esq. was left at the dissolution of the last
parliament. In opposition to this motion it was
proposed, that the House should determine a more
limited question, whether or not it would go on with
the impeachment. Mr. Pitt was of opinion, that it
was not fit to wave a question respecting an important privilege of the House, when that privilege was
called in question. The original motion was therefore
carried. On the day appointed for the Committee,
the motion that the Speaker do leave the chair was
opposed by allegations of the excellenee of the oon.
duet of Mr. Hastings, and the hardships to which he
had been exposed, by the length of the trial, and the
asperity of the managers.
Mr. Pitt said, the
question to which these arguments applied was the
question whether it was proper in the House to go on
with the impeachment. He wished another question
to be previously, and solemnly decided, whether it
had a right to go on with it. Mr. Burke said, that
gentlemen seemed afraid of a difference with the
House of Lords. For his part, "he did not court-fools only would court, such a contest. But they who
feared to assert their rights, would lose their fights.
They who gave up their right for fear of having it
resisted, would by and bye have no right left." The
motion was carried after a long debate. On the _2d,
the business was resumed, on the question, whether
the trial of Warren Hastings was pending or not.
The debate lasted for two days. The minister, and
by his side Mr. Dundas, joined with the managers in
maintaining the uninterrupted existence of the trial.
Almost all the lawyers in the House, Mr. Erskine
among them, contended vehemently that the dissolu.

17_
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]_OOKVL fionof parliament
abatedthe impeachment.This
.c_._. bro_ht forthsome strictures
upon the profes_on,
I79o. whichformed the most remarkablefeatureof'the
debate. Mr. Burke said, that " he had attentively
listened to every thing that had been advanced for
and against the question; and he owned he was
astonished to find, that the lawyers had not brought
a single particle of instruction with them for the use
of those that were laymen. One learned gentleman
had given the solution, by confessing that he was
not at home in that House. The same might be
said of most of his brethren. They were birds of a
different class, and only perched on that House, in
their flight towards another. Here they rested their
tender pinions, still fluttering to be gone, with coronets before their eyes. They were like the Irishman,
who, because he was only a passenger in the ship,
eared not how soon she fotindered." Mr. Grant
said, the great zeal for Parliamenta_
Law, and
Constitutional Law, always forced into his mind
the ,adage, latet anguis in herba. They were wide
grasping phrases, admirably calculated to promote,
without confessing, a design of acting agreeably to
arbitrary will. Mr. Fox was very pointed in_ his
strictures on the professors of the law. " If to their
knowledge of the law," he said, " the lawyers were
to add some regard to the constitution, it would be
no great harm. tie saw tile high necessity of impeachments, not so much to check ministers, as to
check the courts of justice. Suppose our judges were
like some of those in the reign of Charles the Second.
Where was our remedy, if not in impeachment ? If
that great instrument of safety was made inefficient,
we should have no law, no justice, not even a scintilla of liberty. He reprobated the gentlemen of the
long robe for having, as it were, eonspiredto oppose
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the motion. When he saw a corps of professional BOOKyr,
people, a knot of lawyers, a band of men, all ani- c_,_.e.
mated with resprit du corps, setting themsdve_
1791.
against the liberty of the subject, and the best means
of supporting the constitution, he should say it was
worse than the Popish plot in Charles the Second's
time, if any Popish plot did then exist." l_Ir. Burke
said, "he wished the country to he governed hy law,
but not by lawyer_." The motion was finally ean_ed
by a great majority.
The business was not resumed till the 14th of
February 1791,. when it was moved by Mr. Burke,
that the House _hould proceed with the impeachment. In a long speech he endeavoured to obviate
the prejudices which were now generally disseminated, as if the measure was operating upon the
defendant with cruelty." and oppression. " It had
been argued," he said, " that the trial had lasted a
long time, and that the very length of it was a sufficient reason why it should cease ; but if protraction
Was admitted as a substantial reason for putting an
end to a penal investigation, he who committed the
greatest crimes would be surest of an acquittal; and
mankind would be delivered over to the oppression
of their governors; provinces to their plunder, and
treasuries to their dlsposal."--"False
compassion
aimed a stroke at every moral virtue." He affirmed
that the managers were chargeable with none of the
delay. Though the quantity of the matter was unexampled, a small number of days had been employed
in hearing the speeches they made, or the evidence
which they tendered.
For all the rest any body in
the world was responsible rather than they. He then
displayed the great and numerous difficulties which
had been thrown in the way of the prosecution : and
asked if the House "had forgotten, there was such
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JSOOg
vL a thing as the Indian interest ; which had penetrated
C_._. into every department of the constitution, and was
1791. felt from the Needles, at the Isle of Wight, to John
o'Grot's House !" He then complained of the extraordinary obstructions raised "by certain professors
of the law, whose confined and narrow mode of
thinking, added to their prejudices, made them enemies to all impeachments, as an encroachment on the
regular line of practice in the courts below." Yet,
notwithstanding the importance of these considerations, that he might comply with the spirit of the
times, he should propose, that the managers proceed
no further than to one other article ; that on contracts,
pensions, and allowances ; which, as Mr. Hastings
had defended the acceptance of presents, by alleging
the pecuniary wants of the Company, and as the
proof of this article would show that where povel_y
was pretended profusionhad prevailed, was an article,
necessary to complete the proof of the offences, which
were charged under the previous head of accusation.
After a long debate, in which nothing of particular
moment occurred, the several motions for proceeding
in the impeachment, so limited and reduced, were
put and carried.
When the intention of the Commons to proceed
with the impeachment was announced to the Lords,
a committee was formed _o search the journals for
precedents. The question was at last debated on the
_0th of May. The only circumstance of much ira.
lmrtance, in the debate, was one of the arguments
employed by the Lord Chancellor to prove that impeachments abated by the dissolution of parliament.
They abated, he said, because one of the parties to the
prosecution, namely, the Commons, became extinct.
If it were alleged that the whole people of England
were the real prosecutors, as the acts of the Lower
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House of Parliament were the acts of the people, he _
vl.
had two things to reply. The first was, that the acts ca,,. t.
of the House of Commons could not be regarded as 1791.
the acts of the people of England ; because the House
of Commons did not actuall_t represent the people of
England ; it represented them no more than virtually.
The next thing was, that their Lordships' House of
Parliament knew nothing about the people, as an
acting body in the state; they knew only the House
of Commons, the acts of which, he had shown, were
not the acts of the people. The people, therefore,
were not parties to an impeachment. Lord Loughborough attempted to answer this argument, hut, as
he produced nothing which refuted the assertion, that
the House of Commons did not represent the people
of England; did not, in any such sense represent
them, as could allow it with truth to be said that the
acts of that House were the acts of the people : so
he said nothing which bore with any force upon the
point, till he came to allege that the people had the
power of insurrection. " Let not their Lordships,"
he said, "act incautiously with regard to the popular
part of. the constitution ! Let them look about them,
and be warned ! Let them not deny that the people
,w_e any thing; lest they should compel them to
think that they were every thing."
On the unfitness of the constitution to produce
good government, unless impeachment existed in a
state of real efficiency, Lord Loughborough followed
Mr. Fox and Mr. Burke. Without this, "it would
be impossible to get at a bad minister, let his misdemeanours and crimes be ever so enormous: Our
much-boasted constitution would lose one of its best
securities; and ministerial responsibility would become merely nominal." In other words, it would
have no existence; we should have, instead of it, an
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vLimpo_rous pretence. Mr. Burke, however, and Mr.
ca,r. _. Fox asserted ; and no one who understands the facts
1791. can honestly dispute; that the mischievous rules of
evidence and procedure set up by the lawyers, and
sanctioned by the Lords, make impeachment efi_ectual,
not for the punishment of the guilty, but their escape.
That the constitution of England is inadequate to
the purposes of good government ; as no improvement
in that respect has since taken place; is, therefore,
the recorded opinion of three at least of the mo_t
eminent men of the last generation.
After a long
debate, it was finally agreed, that the impeachment
was depending; and that on the o.3d the House
would resume proceedings in Westminster Hall.
The Lords having taken their places, and the usual
preliminaries l_rformed, Mr. St. John was heard to
open the fourth article of the impeachment; that in
which was charged the crime of creating influence,
or of forming dependants, by the corrupt use of public
money.
Under this head of the trial, the material incidents
are few.
j

i

The topic of influence was of a more extensive application, than the question relating to Mr. Hastings,
or than all the questions i'elating to India taken together. On this subject, to which the most important
question respecting the actual state of the British
constitution immediately belongs, Mr. St. John laiddown the following doctrines : " That all the checks
of the constitution, against the abuse of power, would
be weak and inefficient, if rulers might erect prodigality and corruption into a system for the sake of
influence : That public security was founded on public
virtue, on morals, and on the love of liberty : That
a system which tended to set public virtue to sale, to
pluck up morals by the roots, and to extingafish the
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flame of liberty in the bosoms of men, could not be BOOKvI.
suffered to escape punishment, without imminent peril cxA_._.
to the public weal." Whether Mr. Hastings was 1791.
guilty or not guilty ,of creating that influence, remained to be proved : That it tends more than almost
any other crime to deprive the people of England of
the benefits of good government, it is impossible not
to perceive.
As soon as the opening speech was concluded, Mr.
Hastings rose. As the length of his address is moderate, and as it affords a specimen of the manner in
which Mr. Hastings demeaned himself to the Lords,
its insertion will be repaid by the instruction which
it yields.
" My Lords,
"I shall take up but a very few minutes of your
time : but what I have to say, I hope, will be deemed
of sufficient importance to justify me in requesting
that you will give me so much attention.' A charge
of having wasted 58&,000l. is easi|y made, where no
means are allowed for answering it. It is not pleasant
for me, from week to week, from month to month,
from year to year, to hear myself accused of crimes,
many of them of the most atrocious dye, and all repl_sented in the most shocking colours, and to feel
that I never shall be allowed to answer them. In my
time of life--in the life of a man already approaching
very near to its close, four years of which his reputation is to be traduced and branded to the world, is
too much. I never expect to be allowed to come to
my defence, nor to hear your Lordships" judgment on
my trial. I have long been convinced of it, nor has
the late resolution of the House of Commons, which
I expected to have heard announced to your Lordships here, afforded me the least glimpse of hope, that
the termination of my trial is at all the nearer. My
VOL,
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it is now four years eomplete since I first apC,_AP. VLLords,
9.
......
peared at your Lordships' bar ; nor is this all ; ! came
1791. to your bar with a mind sore from another inquisition
in another place, which commenced, if I may be sl.
lowed to date it from the impression of my mind, on
the day I arrived in this capital, on my return to
England after thirteen years' service. On that day
was announced the determination of the House of
Commons, for arraigning me for the whole of my
conduct; I have been now accused for six years; I
now approach very near (I do not know whether my
_colleetion fails me) to sixty years of age, and can [
waste my fife in sitting here from time to time arraigned, not only arraigned, but tortured with invectives of the most virulent kind ? I appeal to every
man's feelings, whether I have not borne many things,
that many even of your Lordships could not have
bo_e, and with a patience that nothing but my own
innocence could have enabled me to show. As the
House of Commons have declared their resolution,
that for the sake of speedy ,justice (I think that was
the term) they had ordered their managers to close
their proceedings on the article which has now been
opened to your Lordships, and to abandon the rest, I
now see a prospect which [ never saw before, but
which it is in your Lordships' power alone to realize,
of closing this disagreeable situation, in which I have
been so long placed ; and however I may be charged
with the error of imprudence, I am sure I shall not
be deemed guilty of disrespect to your Lordships in
the request which I make ; that request is, that your
Lordships will be pleased to grant me that justice
which every man, in every country in the world, free
or otherwise, has a right to ; that where he is accused
he may defend himself, and may have the judgment
of the court on the accusations that m_e brought
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against him. I therefore do pray your Lordships, BOOKvt,
notwithstanding the time of the year (I feel the clAP.2.
weight of that reflection on my mind), but I pray 1791.
your Lordships to consider not the unimpoltance of
the object before you, but the magnitude o_ the precedent which every man in this country may bring
home to his own feelings, of a criminal trial suspended
over his head for ever; for in the history of the jurisprudence of this country, I am told (and I have taken
some pains to search, and, as far as my search has
gone, it has been verified) there never yet was an
instance of a criminal trial that lasted four months,
except mine, nor even one month, excepting one
instance, an instance drawn from a time and situation
of this government, which I hope will be prevented
from ever happening again. My Lords, the request
I have to make to your Lordship is, that you will be
pleased to continue the session of this court till the
proceedings shall be closed, I shall be heard in my
defence, and your Lordships shall have proceeded to
judgment. My Lords, it is not an acquittal that I
desire : that will rest with your Lordships, and with
your own internal conviction. I desire a defence, and
I desire a judgment, be that judgment what it will.
My Lords, I have bowed, I have humbled myself
before this court, and I have been reproached for it.
I am not ashamed to bow before an authority to
which I owe submission, and for which I feel respect
that excites it as a willing oblation from me. I now
again, with all humility, present myself a subject of
your justice and humanity.
I am not a man of
apathy, nor are my powers of endurance equal to the
tardy and indefinite operation of parliamentary justice.
I feel it as a very cruel lot imposed on me, to be tried
by one generation, and, if I live so long, to expect
judgment from another; for, my Lords, are all the
Ng
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SOOKVI.Lords present before whom I originally was tried ?
caAP._. Are not many gone to that place to which we must
1791. all go ? I am told that there is a difference of more
than sixty in the identity of the judges before whom
1 now stand. My Lords, I pray you to free me from
this prosecution, by continuing this trial till its close,
and pronouncing a judgment during this session; if
your Lordships can do it, I have a petition to that
effect in my hand, which, if it is not irregular, I now
wish to deliver to your Lordships."
There was exquisite adaptation,eitherwith or without design, in the conduct of Mr. Hastings, to the circumstances in which he was placed. The tone of
submission, not to say prostration, which he adopted
towards the Court, was admirably suited to the feelings of those of whom it was composed. The pathetic
complaints of hardship, of oppression, of delay, .of
obloquy, began when the tide of popular favour began
to be turned successfully against the agents of the
prosecution; and they increased in energy and frequency, in proportion as odium towards the managers,
and favour towards himself, became the pl_edominant
feeling in the upper ranks of the community.
This odium, and this favour, are not the least
remarkable among the circumstances which this impeachment holds up to our view. During the trial,
what had the managers done to merit the one ; what
had Mr. Hastings done, to merit the other ? Convineed, for it would be absurd to suppose they were
not convinced, that they had brought a great criminal
to the judgment seat, they had persevered with great
labour to establish the proof of his guilt.
Mr. Hast.
ings had suffered a great expense ; and at that time,
it could not be known that he had suffered any thing
more than expense. The necessity of labour and
attendance was common to him with his accusers.
L
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As for suspense, where a man is guilty, the feeling BOOKvT.
connected with it may be a feeling not of pain but of ca,P. 2.
pleasure; a feeling of hope that he may escape. To 1791.
a man who is sure to be condemned, delay may be a
benefit. The innocent man alone is he to whom it is
necessarily injurious: and the innocence of Mr.
Hastings was not yet decreed.
Of the causes of the odium incurred by the managers, and the favour acquired by the defendant, I
am unable to render a perfect account. There is
much of secret history connected with it, which it is
not possible to establish, on evidence which history
can trust. This much may be said, for it rests on
public grounds: The managers brought a great deal
of rhetoric, with papers and witnesses, to the trial;
and seemed unhapp/ly to think that rhetoric, papers,
and witnesses were enough : They brought not much
knowledge of those grand pervading principles which
constitute the moral and rational standard of all that
ought to be law, and on which they might have
grounded themselves steadfastly and immoveably in
defiance of the lawyers: And they brought little
dexterity; so that the lawyers were able to baffle,
and insult, and triumph over them, at ahnost every
turn. After the prosecution was rendered unpopular,
the intemperance of the tbne and languag'e of Mr.
Burke operated strongly as a cause of odium ; yet it
is remarkable, that when that same intemperance
was speedily after carried to greater excess, and exerted in a favourite direction, that is, against the
reformers in France, it became, with the very same
class of persons, an object of the highest admiration
and love. The favour with which the cause of Mr.
Hastings was known to be viewed in the highest
family in the kingdom, could not be without a powerful effect on a powerful class. The frequency with
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]mo_ vI. which decisions and speeehes, favourable to him, were
caA_.2. made in the House of Lords ; the defence which he
1791. received from the great body of the lawyers; the
conversation of a multitude of gentlemen from India,
who mixed with every part of society, the uncommon
industry and skill with which a great number of persons, who openly professed themselves the agents or
friends of Mr. Hastings, worked, through the press,
and other channels, upon the public mind ; and, not
least, the disfavour which is borne to the exposure of
the offences of men in high situations, in tl/e bosom
of' that powerful class of society which furnishes the
men by whom these situations are commonly filled;
all these circumstances, united to others which are
less known, succeeded, at last, in making it a kind of
fashion, to take part with Mr. Hastings, and to rail
against the accusers.
In the present speech of Mr. Hastings, and the
petition which it echoed, it surely was, on his part,
an extraordinary subject of complaint, that, between
the delivery of the accusations, and the delivery of
his defence, a long period had intervened : When the
managers had from the beginning most earnestly
contended that, immediately, after each of the accusations, he should make his defence upon each ; and
he himself had insisted, and victoriously insisted, that
he should not.
Of the delay, one part was owing to the nature of
the charges and the nature of the evidence; the one
comprehensive, the other voluminous. This was inseparable from the nature of the cause. The rest,
a most disgraceful portion, was owing to the bad
constitution of the tribunal, and its bad rules of procedure; causes of which Mr. Hastings was very
careful not to insinuate a complaint.
The whole
odium of the accusation fell, as it was intended to
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fall, upon the managers, to whom, unless guilty ofnooKvl.
delay, which was never alleged, in bringing forward c_Ar _.
the evidence, not a particle of blame under this head 1791.
belonged.
When Mr. Hastings desired to represent the hard.
ship as unparalleled in his native country of remaining
under trial during four years ; he was very little informed of the dreadful imperfections of the law of
that country, and of the time which any poor man,
that is the far greater number of men, is liable to
_mmin, not in the enjoyment of freedom and every
Comfort which wealth can bestow; but in the
most loathsome dungeons, without bread sufficient to
eat, or raiment to put on, before trial begins, and
after acquittal is pronounced, In that last and most
cruel state of human suffering, there was at that
time no limit to the number of years, during which,
without guilt, or imputation of guilt, a man (as a
debtor) might remain.
To prove that Mr. Hastings had created influence,
to ensure to himself by the misapplication of the
public money a corrupt support, five instances were
adduced: a contract of opium, granted to Mr. Sulivan ; an illegal traffic in opium, for the alleged purpose of remitting money of creatures and dependants :
undue allowances granted to Sir Eyre Coote, a contract for bullocks ; and two contracts for grain. The
two cases to which the greatest suspicion attaches
are the opium contract ; and the money given to Sir
Eyre Coote.
With regard to the contract, the facts are shortly
these. Mr. Sulivan was the son of the Chairman of
the Court of Directors: He was a very young man,
with little experience in any of the affairs of India,
and no experience in the business of opium at all :
The,Court of Directors ordained, that all contracts
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VI. should be for one year only, and open to competition :
c,AP. 2. The opium contract was given to Mr. Sulivan, without
1791. - competition, by private bargain, and not for one year
only, but four: Mr. Sulivan possessed the office of
Judge Advocate ; he was further appointed Secretary
to Mr. Hastings, and attended him on his journey to
the Upper Provinces: He could not therefore attend
to the business of the contract, and he sold it: He
sold it to Mr. Benu for a sum of about 40,000/. :
Mr. Benn sold it to lVlr.Young for 60,000/.: And
Mr. Young confessed that he made from it an ample
profit. From these facts the managers inferred, that
the contract was given at an unfair price to Mr.
Sulivan, for enabling the son of the Chairman to
make a fortune, and Mr. Hastings to ensure the
father's support. " It was melancholy," they said,
"to see the first Officer of the Company at home,
and their first Officer abroad, thus combining in a
system of corruption, and sharing the plunder between
them."
The facts adduced on the other side were; that
the rule of forming the opium contract for one year,
and openly, had long been dispensed with, and for
good reasons, with the consent of Mr. Francis himself;
that a more favourable bargain was not granted to
Mr. Sulivan than to his predecessor; and that Mr.
Benn and Mr. Young owed their profits to their own
peculiar knowledge of the business.
The question however is not yet answered, why
it was given to a man, who it was known could not
keep it; and who could desire it only for the purpose of selling it again with a profit ; when it might
have been sold to tile best purchaser at once.
In the case of Sir Eyre Coote, the following were
the facts: "That 16,0001. per annum was the pay
allowed him by the Company, and ordered to stand
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in lieu of all other emoluments : That it was of great IK_OK
vL
importance to the Governor.General to ohtain his c_r. 3.
support in the Council, of the votes of which he would - 1791.
then possess a majority: That shortly after his alTival,
a proposition, introduced by himself, and supported
by the Governor-General, was voted in the Council,
for granting to him, over and above the pay to
which he was restricted by the Court of Directors,
a sum exceeding 18,000L per annum, under the name
of expenses in the field: That the General began
immediately to draw this allowance, though in a
time of peace, under the pretence of visiting the stations of tile army: That the burden was speedily
shifted fi'om the shoulders of the Company, to those
of the Nabob Vizir, by the General's arrival to visit
the stations of the army in Oude : That the face put
uPon the matter was, to charge the payment of the
allowances upon the Vizir, only while the General
was in the territory; but that in fact they never were
taken off so long as the Genera[ lived: That the
Court of Directors condemned these allowances : but
this condemnation was disregarded, and the allowances paid as before.
The facts operating in favour of Mr. Hastings
were; That General Stihbert, when acting as Commander-in-chief only for a time, had, partly by the
orders of the .Court of Directors, partly by the liberality of the Governor-General in Council, received
an allowance of about 12,000l. for his expenses in
the field: that Sir Eyre Coote represented an allowauce, equal to that received by General Stibbert, a._
absolutely necessary to save him from loss, when
subject to the expenses of the field: that, notwithstanding the treaty, expressly confining the demands
of the English government upon the Vizir to the expense of one battalion of troops, he did in fact pay
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1_)oKVZ.for more, because more were by his consent employed
ceJe. _, in his country, the whole expense of which (and the
zTgl. field allowance to the General when at those stationS
of the troops were stated as part of that expense) he
was called upon to defray.
Mr. Hastings further alleged, that this sum was
paid with great cheerfulness by the Vizir, even after
the General left the territory of Oude; that the
General was soon after called to Madras to oppose
Hyder All; that his death was evidently approaching; and that it would have been imprudent to make
him throw up the service in disgust, by telling him
that the Court of Directors condemned the allowance, when he alone could save the British interests
in India from that destruction with which they were
threatened by Hyder.
Upon the comparison of these facts, the following
questions remain unanswered: Why not postpone
the allowance, till the Directors were consulted ?
Why give the General 6,000l. per annum more than
he asked ? Why make the allowance to General
Stibbert, whose pay was only 7,500/. per annum, a
rule for a man whose pay was 16,000/., and who
was expressly declared to have received that large
amount in lieu of all other emoluments? It is
-

ill

farther, in plain language to be declared (for this
practice of governments cannot be too deeply stamped
with infamy,)that it was hypocrisy, and hypocrisy
in its most impudent garb, to hold up the consent of
the Nabob, as a _reen against condemnatidn and
punishment: when it is amply proved that the Nabob
had not a will of his own; but waited for the commands of the Governor-General, to know what, on
any occasion that interested the Governor-General,
he should aay that he wished. When the GovernorGeneral wished to lay upon the Vizir the expenee of
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a greater portion of the Company's army, than was Boo_ vI.
contracted for by treaty, what could he do? He c_i, _
knew it was better for him to submit than to contest ; 179t'
and if so, it was evidently his interest to afford to the
transaction any colour which the Governor-General
might suggest, or which it was easy to See would
best answer his purposes. Cheerfully paid by the
Nabob!
No doubt. We have seen the Nabob
eager to make presents; presents of one sum, after
another, of a hundred thousand pounds, to the great
man on whom depended the favour he hoped, or the
disfavour he dreaded ; at the time when he was complaining that his family were unprovided with bread.
At the very time when he is said to have cheerfully
paid nearly two lacs of rupees per annum to Sir Eyre,
he was writing to the Governor-General the most
pathetic descriptions of the misery to which he was
reduced by the exactions of the English government ;
and declaring that "the knife had now penetrated
to the bone." But by what power was this eagerness
to bribe the powerful servants of the Company produced? Could it be regarded, in any sense, as a
voluntary act, the fruit of benevolence and friendship ?
Was it not extorted bywhat maytruly be denominated
the torture of his dependance; the terror of those
evils which he contemplated in the displeasure of his
masters ? It is infamous to speak of presents from a
man, in snch a situation, as free gifts. No robbery
is more truly coercion.
Again : the allegation that Sir Eyre Coote would
have deserted his post, as a soldier, and abandoned
his country in a moment of extreme exigency, upon
a question of 18,000l. per annum ; stamps with infamy, either the character of that General, if it was
true, and it is not without appearances to support it ;
or that of Mr. Hastings, if it was false.
i
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BOOKVI. On the rest of the transactions, charged in this
ca,P. _. article as acts of delinquency, the explanations of
1791. Mr. Hastings left so few points for suspicion remaining, that, as the facts in themselves are not material
to the history, the description of them would be of
little advantage.
On the 30th of May, 1791, and the seventy-third
day of the trial, Sir James St. Clair Erskine was-heard
to sum up the evidence upon the fourth article of
impeachment. " Then the managers for the Commons informed the House, that, saving to themselves
all their undoubted rights and privileges, the Commons were content to rest their charge here." Mr.
Hastings made a humble address to the court, and
alluding to his last petition which yet lay upon the
table unconsidered, he implored that, if the prayer
of that petition was not complied with, he might be allowed to appear, at least, one day at their Lordships"
bar, before the end of the present session. The
Lords adjourned, and sent a message to the Commons, from their own house, that they would sit
again on the 2d of June. The next day, in the House
of Lords, a motion, grounded upon a letter of Mr.
Hastings, requiring only fourteen days for the time
of his defence, was made by one of the peers, for an
address to the King that he would not prorogue the
parliament, till the conclusion of the trial. The proposition of Mr. Hastings to confine his defence to any
number of days, was treated by Lord Grenville as
absurd, ttow could Mr. Hastings know whag questions would arise upon evidence, and how much time
their Lordships might require to resolve them ; business which had occupied the principal part of the
time that had already been spent ? How could he
know what time the Commons might require for
their evidence, and speeches in reply ? How could
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he know what time their Lordships the Judges would sock vI.
require for deliberation on the evidence which they caAP._.
had heard ? The motion was rejected. 1
179t.
On t[ae 2d of June, the seventy.fourth day of the
trial, Mr. Hastings read a written paper, containing
his defence. As far as the matter of it was any thing
in answer to the facts which have been charged as
criminal, or tends to the demonstration of innocence,
it has either been already adduced, when the fact or
the charge was exhibited ; or will hereafter be stated
when the evidence is brought forward on which the
allegation was grounded. One or two incidents it is
instructive to mention.
Mr. Hastings declared, in the beginning of his
paper ; that if his judges would only then come to a
derision, he would wave all defence. He risked nothing by this proposition ; to which he well knew that
the Lords would not consent. But he gained a great
deal by the skill with which his declaration insinuated the hardship of delay.
It is observable that most of the ill-favoured acts
of Mr. Hasting's administration, the extermination
of the Rohillas, the expulsion of Cheyte Sing, the
seizure of the lands and treasures of the Begums,
and the acceptance of presents, were all for the
acquisition of money. Though Mr. Hastings insisted, that all these acts were severally justifiable in
themselves, without the plea of state necessity, yet
state necessity, the urgent wants of file Company,
are given, as the grand impelling motive which led
to the adoption of every one of them. They are
exhibited by Mr. Hastings, as acts which saved the

p.
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lSo3--t458; History of Tfial_ at supra_ part iv. p. 64--80.
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_pooKvI. Company, acts without which, according to him,
Ca_P.s. the Company must have perished,a
'-_79L_Towards the end of his defence, he rises to a most
exulting strain :
" To the Commons of England, in whose name I
am arraigned for desolating the provinces of their
dominion in India, I dare to reply, that they are,
and their representatives annually persist in telling
them so, the most flourishing of all the States in
India--It was I who made them so.
" The valour of others acquired, I enlarged, and
gave shape and consistency to the dominion which
you hold there; I preserved it; I sent forth its
armies with an effectual, but economical hand,
through unknown and hostile regions, to the support
of your other possessions; to the retrieval of one
from degradation and dishonour: and of the other,
from utter loss and subjection. I maintaind the
wars which were of your formation, or that of others,
not of mine. I won one member _ of the great
Indian Confederacy from it by an act of seasonable
restitution ; with another 3 I maintained a secret intercourse, and converted him into a friend : a third •
I drew off by diversion and negotiation, and employed
him as the instrument of peaee.--When
you cried
out for peace, and your cries were heard by those
who were the object of it, I resisted this, and every
other species of counteraction, by rising in my de' He asserted, " The "resources of lndia cannot, in time of war, meet
the expenses or" India." He denied that loans could be obtained: "I
could not borrow to the utmost extent of my wants_ during the late
war, and tax posterity to pay the interest of my loans. The resources
to be obtained by loans (those excepted for which bills upon the Company were granted,) failed early in my administration_
and will fail
much earlier in Lord Cornwallis's."
Tile Nizam.
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mands ; and accomplished a peace, and I hope e_er- BOOE_.
lasting one, with one great State; 1 and I at least C_.2.j
afforded the efficient means by which a peace, if not 179_.
so durable, more seasonable at least, was accomplished with anotherfl
" I gave you all, and you have rewarded me with
conf_cation, disgrace, and a life of impeachment."
The Hour having heard his address, adjourned
to the chamber of parliament, where it was determined they should proceed with the impeachment on
the first Tuesday in the next session of parliament.
On the 14th day of February, 179_2, and the
seventy-fifth day of the trial, the court was next
assembled. Mr. Law, the leading council for Mr.
Hastings, began to open the defence. The length
of the trial, the toils oF the Lords in sustaining the
burthen of judges, the sufferings of the prisoner under
the evils of delay, of misrepresentation, of calumny,
and insult, were now become favourite and successful topics, well remembered both by Mr. Hastings
and his counsel. A mischievous prejudice was
hatched; that of all these evils, the prosecution
itself was the cause; as if crimes of the nature of
those imputed to Mr. Hastings were crimes of which
it is easy to establish the proof; as if the pro_eution
of such crimes, apt to be the most hurtfi, l of all
crimes, were an evil, not a good; as if those by
whom that service is powerfully and faithfully rendered were among the enemies, not the greatest
benefactors of mankind] Mr. Hastings, it may be
said, committed no crimes. Be it so. Yet it will
nut be disputed that he committed acts which looked
so much like crimes, that it was fit in the House of
Commons to send them, as it did, to their trial; it
] The Mahrattas.
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_3OKVI.was fit in the managers to adduce such evidence as
cH,r._, they believed would make known the fact; to ac17_. company that evidence with such observations as they
thought best adapted to discover its application and
force; and to resist such attempts as they conceived
were made to prevent the exhibition and accurate
appreciation of evidence, and hence the disclosure
and conviction of guilt. Whatever time was necessary for this, was legitimately and meritoriously bestowed. It has not been attempted to be proved,
that the managers consumed one instant of time that
was not employed in these necessary functions. The
number of hours so consumed was not great. Of all
the rest, the court and the defendant were the cause;
and upon the delay, which they themselves produced,
riley laboured to defame, or acted in such a manner
as had the effect of defaming, the prosecution of all
complicated offences ; in other words, of creating impunity for the whole class of great and powerful
offenders.
Though blame, and even ridicule, and insult, had
been bestowed upon the managers, for the length
of their speeches, _Ir. Law consumed three whole
days with the speech in which he made the general opening of the defence. After he had finished,
Mr. Plumer commenced on the first article of impeachment, the charge relating to Benares; and with
his speech he occupied five days. It was not till the
1st of May, and the eighty-third day of the trial, that
the defensive evidence began to be adduced.
The
mass of evidence given in defence was still greater
than that presented by the managers. Appendix included, it occupies nearly twice as many pages of the
printed minutes. Of this mass very little was new,
excepting some parole evidence, chiefly intended to
prove that there was disaffection, and preparations
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for rebellion, on the part of Cheyte Sing, before the ]_OK V[.
arrivnl of Mr. Hastings at Benares. That evidence c_,,. _.
completely fails. That Mr. Hastings believed in 179s.
nothing like rebellion, is evident from his conduct.
Besides; would the proper punishment for rebellion
have been a fine of fifty lacs ?
In making objections to evidence, the managers
were only less active than Mr. Law. One thing may
be said against them ; and one thing for them. It
was inconsistent in them to follow a course, which
they had made a ground of complaint against their
opponents. But as their opponents had seized the
benefit of a particular instrument, it would have been
to place themselves by their own act, in a state of
inequality and disadvantage, had they refused to
defend themselves by the same weapons with which
they were assailed. There was no instance of exclusion which falls not under some of the heads, on
which reflections have already been adduced.
Mr. Dallas, of Counsel for the defendant, was then
heard to sum up the evidence on this head of the
defence ; and occupied the greatest part of three days
with his speech. As soon as he had finished, the
House adjourned to the chamber of parliament ; and
agreed to proceed in the trial on the first Tuesday in
the next session of parliament?
Though parliament re.assembled on the 13th of
December, 1792, the House of Lords did not resume
proceedings in the trial till the 15th day of February,
1793. This w_ the ninety-sixth day of the trial.
Mr. Law opened the defence, on the charge relative
to the Begums of Oude, in a speech two days long.
He began "with," says the historian of the trial, "a
i See, for this head of the trial, Minutes of Evidence,
p. 1465---1822;
Hist. of the Trial, part v.
VOL. V.
0

ut supra,
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BOOKV'I.very affecting introduction ; in which he stated that
cH_P._'_ the situation of his oppressed client was such, aB, he
179s. believed, no human being, in a civilized nation, had
ever before experienced; and which, he hoped, for
the honour of human nature, no person would ever
again experience." The moral was; that the pr_
secution which produced so much oppression was a
wicked thing; that the managers, who were the
authors of it, were the oppressol's; and that the defendant, who bore the oppression, no matter for the
allegations of his oppressors, deserved benevolence
and support, not condemnation and punishment, tn
this lamentation, therefore, of the lawyer, the force
of a multitude of fallacies, which his auditors, he
knew, were well prepared to imbibe, were involved;
and a variety of unjust and mischievous ideas, though
not expressed, were effectually conveyed.
Of the evidence tendered, on this part of the
defence, the result has already been fully adduced.
During the delivery of it only one incident occurred,
of which the importance would compensate description.
On the third of the days allotted to the delivery and
receipt of the evidence, on which day the man_.ers
had been minute and tedious in their cross examm_
tion, Mr. Hastings made another addre_ to the
Court. The benefit derived from his former attempts,
and from the pathetic exordiums of the Counsel, encouraged repetition. " He said it was with pain,
with anxiety, but with the utmost deference, that he
claimed to be indulged in a most humble request that
he had to make ; which request was, that their Lordships would, in their great wisdom, put as speedy a
termination to this severe and tedious trial, as the
nature of the case would admit." His expense, and
the loss of witnesses by delay, were the hardships of
which, on-this occasion, he principally comptein_d.
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He took special care, however, to inform the Court, B001t vL
that though "it was known there had been great and c_Ar. _.
notorious delays; in no moment of vexation or im- 179s.
patience, had he imputed those delays to their Lordships.''_ True, indeed! That would have been a
course, most inconsistent with his kind of wisdom.
On the _5th of April, the evidence was closed; Mr.
Plomer began to sum it up ; and continued his speech
on the 30th of April, and the 2d and 6th of May,
the next three days of the trial. _
On the 9th of May, which was the lllth
day of
the trial, Mr. Dallas began to open the defence on as
much as had been insisted upon by the managers, of
the sixth, seventh, and fourteenth articles of impeachment.
His speech continued roar days. On the
second day of the speech, when the Lords returned
to the chamber of parliament, another petition was
presented to them fi'om Mr. Hastings, urging again the
hardship of his case, and presenting a most humble
prayer for the termination of his trial during the
present session of parliament.
Not satisfied with
this; as soon as Mr. Dallas had brought his opening
speech to a dose, Mr. Hastings made a short address
to the Court, which he read from a paper. Describing
his state of suspense as "become almost insupportable,"
he stated his resolution to abridge the matter of his
defence, both on the above articles, and also the fourth,
relating to influence, in such a manner, as to be able
to deliver it in three days, that the managers for the
Commons might have time to conclude their reply
during the present session. With respect to a declaration, in this address, that, for eminent services
to his country, he had been rewarded with injustice
i

' Hist. of the Trial, ut supra, part vl. p. 42.
2 Minutes_ut supra, p. 1823--209o; Hist. ut supra_part vi.p. 38.--55.
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1_OKVI. and ingratitude, Mr. Burke said, it was for the Lords
c_,,P. _. to consider the propriety of such a speech, as applied
1798. by a culprit at their bar to the Commons of Great
Britain ; and he entered a caveat against the proposal
of the defendant to deprive himself of any thing due
to his defence; since he might thus be cunningly
providing for himself a plea, that, had he not omitted
his evidence, the proof of his innocence would have
been rendered complete.
Of the evidence brought forward under those several heads, the only material point, which has not
been already presented to view, is that relating to the
remittances of the defendant.
It appeared that
238,757/. had been remitted through the Company
in the name of Mr. Hastings. Mr. Woodman, his attorney, swore, that the greater part of this was remitted
for other persons; and that the sum remaining in his
hands, as the property of Mr. Hastings, at the time
of his return, was 72,463/.
A large mass of attestations of good behaviour, and
of plauditory addresses from India, were presented.
But these proved only one of two things ; either that
the prisoner deserved them ; or that the authors of
them were under an influence sufficient to produce
them without his deservings. That the latter was
the case, there can be no doubt ; whatever the fact in
regard to the former. Sir Elijah Impey said, in a
letter from India produced to the House of Commons,
" that addresses are procured in England through influence, in India through force." Viewing the matter
more correctly, we may decide that there is a mixture
of the force and the influence in both places. And
Mr. Burke justly described the people of India, when
he said; " The people themselves, on whose behalf
the Commons of Great Britain take up this remedial
and protecting prosecution, are naturally timid. Their
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spirits are broken by the arbitrary power usurpedBOOK VI.
over them ; and claimed by the delinquent, as his law. CHAP.
_.
They are ready to flatter the power which they dread. 1795.
They are apt to look for favour, by covering those
vices in the predecessor, which they fear the successor
may be disposed to imitate.
They have reason to
consider complaints, as means, not of redress, but of
aggravation, to their sufferings. And when they
shall ultimately hear, that the nature of the British
laws and the rules of its tribunals are such, as by no
care or study, either they or even the Commons of
Great Britain, who take up their cause, can comprehend, but which, in effect and operation, leave them
unprotected, and render those who oppress them secure in their spoils, they must think still worse of
British justice, than of the arbitrary power of the
Company's servants. They will be for ever, what for
the greater part they have hitherto been, inclined to
compromise with the corruption of the magistrates, as
a screen against that violence from which the laws
afford them no redress."1
•When the evidence was closed, instead of summing
it up by means of his Counsel, Mr. Hastings himself
addressed the Court. The object was fourfold; First,
to make, under an appeal to Heaven, a solemn asseveration, of having in no instance intentionally sacririced his public trust to his private interest ; Secondly,
a similar asseveration, that Mr. Woodman received
all the remittances which during the period of his administration he had made to Europe, and that at no
time had his whole property ever amounted to more
than 100,000l. ; Thirdly, to make a strong representation of the great necessities of the state, for the relief of which he had availed himself of the irregular
i Report of the Committee of the House of Commons (which Committee were the managers) appointed 5th March, 1794, to relaort on cer_
toin m_tter_ in the impoachmcnt of Mr. Hasti.gs.
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t_oo!tVI.supplies for which he was acmsed; Fourtlfly, to
Car, _- charge the managers with a design to retard the de179S. cision on the trialtill another year, and to entreat the
Lords to resist them.
Mr. Burke and Mr. Fox thought it necessary to
take notice of the great freedom withwhieh the de,
fendant was at last emboldened to speak of the mann.
gers for the Commons; to repel the charge of procrastination so confidently thrown upon them; and
to challenge the proof that one single moment of un,
necessary delay had been created by them.
The defence was finished on Tuesday the 28th of
May, 1793. On the return of the Lords to the chamber of parliament, they agreed, after a long discus,
sion, to adjourn fi_rther proceedings on the trial till
Wednesday se'night.
When this resolution was
communicated to the Commons, Mr. Burke addret_ed
himself to the House. He first contented, that, considering the mass of evidence which it was necessary
to digest, the time was not sufficient to prepare the
reply. He next animadverted, in a style of severity,
upon the appeals, made by Mr. [lastings to the
House of Lords, and calculated to bring odium upon
the House of Commons. A line of conduct had been
pursued, which brought affronts upon the managers,
the servants of the House. He said, that the managers had been calumniated.
In this, he alluded to an incident of rather an extraordinary nature. On the 25th of May, when Mr.
Burke was cross-examining Mr. Auriol, and pushing
the witness with some severity, and at considerable
length, the Archbishop of York, who had already
signalized his impatience during the cross.examina.
tions performed by Mr. Burke, and whose son, Mr.
_Iarkham, had been in high employments under Mr.
Hastings in India, '" started up," says the historian of
the trial, "with much feeling; and said it was impo_.
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_ible for him silently to listen to the illiberal conduct _oox vL
oftbe manager: That he examined the witness, as ffhe c_. _.
were examiaing, not a gentleman, but a pick-pocket: 179s.
That the illiberality and the inhumanity of the managers, in the course of this long trial, could not be
exceeded by Marat and Robespierre, had the conduct
of the trial been committed to them." Mr. Burke,
with great dignity and great presence of mind, replied,
"I have not heard one word of what ha_ been
spoken, and I shall act as if I had not." Upon reading the printed minutes of the evidence with due care,
I perceive that Mr. Burke treated the witness as an
unwilling witness, which he evidently was; as a witaess, who, though incapable of perjury, was yet desirous of keeping back whatever was unfavourable to Mr.
Hastings, andfrom whom information unfavourable to
Mr. Hastings, if he possessed it, must be extorted by
that sort of coercion which it is of the nature and to
the very purpose of cross-examination to apply. Of
the tones employed by Mr. Burke, the mere reader
of the minutes cannot judge; but of the questions
there set down, there is not one which approaches to
indecorum, or makes one undue insinuation. It was
the right reverend prelate, therefore, who betrayed an
intemperance of mind, which as ill accorded with the
justice of the case, as with the decencies of either his
judicial or his sacerdotal character.
Alluding to that outrage, Mr. Burke said, that an
investigation into the conduct of the managers was
indispensable; that to render investigation answerable
to its end, the utmost possible publicity should be
given ; and that for this purpose he should move for a
committee of the whole House, beforewhich he undertook to prove, that the managers had neither protracted
the trial by unnecessary delay, nor shortened it to the
frustration of justice.

_00
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The Chancellor of the Exchequer preferreda select
CHAP.
_. committee to inquire and report; as a committee of the
179s. whole House would retard the business of the country. In this proposal all parties finally acquiesced,
and the committee was formed.
A discussion then took place, on a report of the
words of the Archbishop, which had been published in
one of the prints of the day. But, information being
communicated that the prelate had just sustained a
severe calamity in the loss of his daughter, the subject was dropped. Mr. Burke, with characteristic
propriety, recommended to the House to overlook the
offence of the dignified speaker, the real offender;
but to prosecute the poor publisher, for a libel : Nobody attended to his wretched suggestion.
The next day, May the 29th, when the Lords
were informed by a message from the Commons, that
more time was required to prepare for the reply, they
agreed to proceed with the trial on Monday se'nnight.
In the House of Commons, on the 30th, the report
from the Committee was brought up; and a motion
was made that a further day be desired to make the
reply. A debate ensued; the House divided; and
the motion was carried by a majority of more than
two to one.
Mr. Burke then moved, " That the managers be
required to prepare and lay before the House the
state of the proceedings in the trial of Warren Hast.
ings, Esq. ; to relate the circumstances attending it,
and to give their opinion, and make observations on
the same, in explanation of those circumstances."
This motion was opposed by Ithe friends of Mr.
Hastings.
" Mr. Burke," says the historian of the
impeachment, " called loudly upon the justice of the
House, either to dismiss him from their service as a
manager of this impeachment, or allow him to defend
himself from the aspersions which had been thrown
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upon his character. Mr. Dundas thought it would be BOOKvL
prudent in the Right Honourable Manager to with- ce,_. _,
draw his motion; though, if he persisted in it, he 179s.
would give him his vote.
He agreed perfectly
with him, that the managers had great cause of complaint. But he trusted it would not be so in future.
The motion might, in its consequences, lead to a misunderstanding, that would be fatal to the impeachment. Mr. Wyndham thought the managers had
been so ill-treated, that the House ought not to lose
a moment in asserting its dignity and privileges. It
had been said, no insults, perhaps, would be offered
in future. He hoped there would not. But the
managers might be treated in such a way, that they
might feel themselves hurt, while yet the House
could not interfere. Mr. Pitt, moved by the reasons
urged by Mr. Dundas, proposed that the previous
question be admitted by the Right Honourable Manager; but said, that he was, notwithstanding, so
well convinced ot the truth of what he had asserted,
that he would vote with him, if he refused to withdraw his motion." On a division of the House, the
motion was lost by a majority of four.
On Wednesday, the 5th of June, in his place in the
House of Commons, Mr. Grey, having affirmed the
impossibility of being ready on Monday to reply to a
mass of evidence which was not yet printed, and the
further impossibility, at so late a period of the session,
of going through with the remaining business of the
trial, without compromising the claims of justice, said,
" he should be ready in his place the next day, to
move for a message to the Lords, to adjourn further
proceedings in the trial till the next session of parliament, when the Commons would be ready to proceed day by day till finuljudgment should be given,
if their Lordships thought fit."

-_OoxVL Mr. Wigley, one of the gentlemen of the long
en_. g. who had signalized his zeal in favour of the defendant,
l?gs. - opposed the motion," says the historian of the trial,
L,as prejudicial to the justice and character of _e
House; and which, if passed, would carry with it
such a marked wish for delay, as would render impeachments detestable."
Mr. Dundas, as he spoke with more courage, so
spoke to the point more correctly than any other man
who spoke upon this occasion. " If he thought the
motion could operate unjustly upon the defendant,
he should be as ready," he said, "as any one to give
it his negative; but sending the managers unprepared
to reply, would be neither more nor less than a complete loss of the time so misapplied. Much had been
said of delay. But to whom was that delay imputable? Not, in any degree, to that House, or to
the managers ; against whom such insinuations were
•either just, nor generous, from those gentlemen who
had negatived a proposition, made by the managers
on a former day, for stating the whole facts on the
trial, to exculpate themselves from every shadow of
foundation for such a charge. He also observed, that
the cry against delay had been uniformly raised at
the close of a session. Wtly it was not made at an
early period, when propositions might have been
brought forward to expedite the proceeding, he left
the House to form their own opinion. If, however,
there was any delay in the trial, it lay, he cared not
who heard him, or where his declaration might be
repeated, at the door of the House of Lords."
On a division, however, the motion was lost by a
majority of 66 to 61. Mr. Burke immediately gave
notice, that, in consequence of these extraordinary
proceedings, he should next day submit a motion to
the House, which he deemed absolutely necessary for
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their honmlr, dignity, and character. On that day',1[_ VL
Friday, the 7th Df June, Mr. Grey expressed his wish _'
"
to the House, that they would accept of his redg179S.
nation, as a manager. It was his duty to reply to
the defence of Mr. Hastings, on the first article of
the impeachment. But it was impw_sible for him to
he ready vn Monday.
In this distress he applied to
the House for instruction. After some conversation,
a motion was made by Mr. Dundas, to apply once
more to the Lords for delay. While thi_ was debated, strangers were excluded. The motion was
carried by a majority of 82 to 4_6.
On Monday, the lOth of June, a petition to the
Lords was presented from Mr. Hastings, remon,
strating against the application for delay. His Inn.
guage now waxed exceedingly strong. "He could
not but regard the further adjournment required, as
derogatory to those rights which belong to him, and
as warranted by no grounds of reason or justice applicable to the case." He argued, that the time
which had been allowed for preparation was quite
sufficient ; as the greater part of the evidence adduced
in his defence had been long fazniliar to the managers.
This allegation was true; but it is one thing to have
been long familiar with a great mass of evidence;
and another thing to be able to speak upon it ; and to
show accurately the force with which it applies to all
the parts of a complicated question. It is remarkable that the zeal of Mr. Hastings, not perhaps unnatural, to accuse his prosecutors, should have made
him forget that the world would see and feel this
distinction. Not only was a very intense process of
thought necessary to determine with precision what
should be done with every portion of so vast an
aggregate of evidence ; but the labour was immense
to fix every portion, and that which was to he done
with it, in the memory; a ta_k which could not b¢
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BOOK
VLperformed till the very time arrived when the tongue
ca,P. 2. was immediately to deliver what the memory con1794. tained_
Lord Stanhope, in his zeal for the defendant, moved
the House to give notice to the Commons, that the
Lords would proceed on the trial on Wednesday next.
Lord Abingdon said, "to refuse the application of
the Commons would bring a national censure on the
House." He asked, "Do your Lordships mean, by
a side wind, or some other manoeuvre, to get rid of
this trial ?" Lord Grenville, then rising, proposed an
amendment, that instead of" Wednesday next," these
words should be inserted, "the second Tuesday in
the next session of parliament." After some explanation and debate, the amendment was carried by a
majority of 48 to 21._
The proceedings on the trial were resumed by the
House of Lords, on Thursday the ]3th of February,
1794, the one hundred and eighteenth day of the
trial. The counsel for the defendant having requested
to take the evidence of Lord Cornwallis, who had
just arrived from India; and the managers having
given their assent, not as to a right, but an indulgence,
the Lords adjourned the teal to Wednesday next.
" The delay," says the historian of the trial," was
occasioned by complaisance to Lord Cornwallis, who,
it was supposed, might want time to refi-esh his
memory, with the perusal of official papers, before
he appeared in the character of a witness in the
impeachment." This was an abundant allowance
for refreshing the memory of a witness, compared
with the time to which the Lords and the prisoner
at their bar contended, at the conclusion of the preceding session, for restricting the managers in making
Minutes zut _upra_p. 2090.--2323 i Hi_t. of Tried_ut sa})rappan vi,
p. 5b_TS.
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ready for the reply. In consequence of the indis-BOC_VL
position of the Noble Marquis, the trial was further c_,r. 3.
postponed to the _4th, and then to the 25th of the 1794.
same month ; when it was announced on the part of
the defendant, that, in consequence of the continued
indisposition of Lord Cornwallis, he waved the benefit
of his evidence. The managers expressed their readings to permit his Lordship to be examined at any
period during the remainder of the trial ; and at the
same time alluded to the arrival of another gentleman, Mr. Larkins, whose testimony, when it was
not obtainable, Mr. Hastings had described as calcu.
lated to be of the utmost service to him, but, to their
great surprise, showed no inclination to avail himseff
of it, now when it was at his command. Mr. Law
said he disdained to accept for his client, as a boon,
the power, which was his right, of adducing evidence
at any period of his trial ; that his client rested his
defence upon the grounds already adduced, and was
not accountable to any man for the motives which
induced him to call or not to call any man as a witness.
Mr. Law forgot, or wished his hearers to forget, that
the question was not about accountability, but about
evidence ; whether by not calling Mr. Larkins, whose
absence he had formerly deplored, he did not render
the sincerity of that lamentation doubtful, and add
to the circumstantial evidence against a cause, for the
defence of which, so much artifice was employed:
The proper business of Mr. Law would have been
to show, if he could, that for such inferences, however natural, the fact of not calling now for the evidence of Mr. Larkins did not afford any ground.
The managers produced evidence to rebut the defence on the Benares charge. It had been stated,
that if Mr. Hastings acted wrong in the demands
which he made upon Cheyte Sing, Mr. Francis con-
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VI.curred with him. The managers proposed to call
ca,,. _" Mr. Francis, to show that he did not. The counsel
179_. for the defendant objected. They affirmed, that on
the reply, the prosecutor was entitled to bring evidence for one purpose only; that of rebutting evidence
adduced on the defence : If not for this purpose, it
ought to have been given at first, to enable the
defendant to meet it in his defence._This was rather
h'_consistent with the doctrine of Mr. Law, when,
alluding to the offer of the managers to permit the
examination of Lord Cornwallis and Mr. Larkins,
he claimed for his client a right to bring any evidence
at any period of the trial. The objection about
meeting such evidence, on the defence, might be
answered, by granting, which would be due, a power
of meeting new matter of crimination, by new matter
of defence. The objection is, that this would tend
to delay ; but so it would, if tim same matter had,
in the first instance, been added respectively to the
matter of crimination and that of defence; and it
would always be a question, to be left to the court,
whether the importance of the evidence was enough
$o compensate for the inconvenience and delay ; and
whether any thing sinister was indicated by giving it
_l/ter, rather than before, the defence. Mr. Bu_.ke
made a speech, in disparagement of the lawyers'
rules of evidence; which he said were very general,
very abstract, might be learned by a parrot he had
known, in one half hour, and repeated by it in five
minutes; might be good for the courts below; but
must not shackle parliament, which claimed a right
to every thing, without exclusion, or exception, which
was of use to throw light on the litigated point.
After a dispute, which lasted for the greater part
of two days, the Commons were informed, that it
was not competent for them to adduce the evidence
nL
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proposed. Mr. Burke again complained bitte_y of 1_
VI.
the want of publicity in the deliberations which led _'_" *"
to the decisions, and the ignorance in which the 179_.
managers were held of the reasons on which they
were grounded. It was thus impossible they could
know before-hand whether a piece of evidence, which
presented itself to them as important, would, or
would not, be admitted by the Lords. This refusal
of reasons was one of the causes of that delay, of
which so many complaints had been raised. Lord
R_dnor having interrupted him, as arguing against
a decision of the House, Mr. Burke said, " What he
asked from the House was publicity in its decisions
on questions of law, and a communication of the
grounds on which it formed those decisions. He had
condescended to ask this as afavour, when he might
have claimed it as a right."
Mr. Law said, he
would not waste a moment of their Lordships' time,
in supporting a judgment of the House, which, being
founded on a rule of law, wanted no other support.
Mr. Burke replied, that " he had been accustomed
to insolent observations from the counsel ; who, to do
them justice, were as prodigal of bold assertions as
they were sparing of arguments."
Before the Court
adjourned for deliberation, Mr. Hastings again addressed them, enumerated the miseries of delay, prayed
for expedition, and, in particular, entreated their
Lordships not to adjourn, as usual, on account of
the absence of the judges during the circuit.
One of the reasons adduced by Mr. Hastings for
the dethronement or deprivation of Cheyte Sing was
the bad police of his country; to prove which, the
outrages complained of by Major Eaton were adduced.
The managers stated that "they would now produce
a letter of Major Eaton's, to show he did not consider
the supposed irregularities worth inquiring into. The
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iDool_vl. counsel for the defendant objected to the evidence.
c_,r. 9. The House informed the managers, that the whole
•k]794. of the Benares narrative, and the papers annexed,
having been given originally by the managers for the
Commons, the evidence tendered was not admissible."
Be it so. But that does not hinder this from proving
the existence of the letter, and the insignificance of
the occurrences on which the plea of Mr. Hastings
was erected.
As the defendant had produced in evidence the vote
of thanks offered to him by the Court of Directors
on the 28th of June, 1785 ; to rebut this evidence,
the managers offered to produce a paper printed for
the information of the proprietors, by order of the
Court of Directors in 1783. This was vehemently
resisted, not only by the counsel for Mr. Hastings,
but by himself in person, as an ill.considered and
intemperate act of a Court of Directors, who were
his political enemies. " It was, therefore, (he said,)
a species of unparalleled cruelty to bring it forward
to oppress a man who had already suffered so much,
for no other reason which he could divine, than having
at a time of great public danger, effectually served
his country, and saved India. He relied upon their
Lordships' humanity, honour, and justice, that they
would not suffer this minute of the censure to be
read ; it being passed at a moment of intemperate
heat and agitation, and utterly extinguished by a
subsequent resolution.
'" Mr. Burke rose as soon as Mr. Hastings had
concluded, and contended that the paper was proper
to be received, because it was an answer to a letter
which the prisoner had dared to write to the Directors his Masters, and to print and publish in Calcutta.
""Mr. Hastings instantly rose, and said, 'My
Lords, I affirm that the assertion which your Lord-
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ships have just heard from the Manager iifalse.
BOOKVL
I never did print or publish any letter in Calcutta that _'" _
I wrote to the Court of Directors.
I knew my duty 1794.
better. That assertion is a libel; it is of a piece with
every thing that I have heard uttered since the commencement of this trial, by that authorised, licensed'
re(and after a long pause, he added, turning to Mr.
Burke) "J_Ianager !"
'" Mr. Burke continued to affirm that Mr. Hastings
had printed and published the letter in Calcutta. Mr.
Hastings loudly called out to him, it was not true;
and the counsel said to Mr. Burke, No ! no/"
The Lords adjourned, put the question to the
judges, received their answer, and announced to the
managers on a following day, " That it was not
competent for the managers for the Commons to give
in evidence the paper, read in the Court of Directors
on the 4th of November, 1783, and then referred
by them to the consideration of the Committee of the
whole Court, and again read in the Court of Directors on the 19th November, 1783, and amended, and
ordered by them to be published for the information
of the proprietors--to rebut the evidence given by
the defendant of the thanks of the Court of Directors,
signified to him on the 28th June, 1785." No decision is more curious than this. The same sort of
evidence exactly, which the Lords allowed to be
given for Mr. Hastings, they would not allow to be
given against him ; one proceeding of the Court of
Directors, as well as another. It might have been
said, that a prior decision of the same court was
superceded by a posterior ; but this should have been
said after both were submitted to consideration, because it might be so, or it might not, according to
the circumstances of the case.
On the 1st of March, the Lords not choosing to
VOL. V.
p
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_oox VLproceed without the assistance of the Ju_lges, during
c_,v. s. their absence on the circuit, adjourned the court to
1._.
the 7th of April. On the 6th of March, upon motion
made in the House of Commons, by Mr. Burke, the
managers were appointed a committee to inspect the'
journals of the House of Lords, and to examine into
the mode of procedure that was adopted on the
trial of Warren Hastings, Esq.; and on the 17th of
the same month, it was ordered, on the motion of
Mr. Burke, that the managers should lay before the
House the circumstances which have retarded the
progress of the said trial, with their observations
thereon.
|11

On the 9th of April, which _'as the second day of
the proceedings after the adjournment for the circuit,
Lol_l Cornwallis was examined on the part of the
defendant. His evidence contributed little to establish
any thing. If it tended to confirm the views, held
up by any one of the parties, more than those by
another, it was rather those of the accusers than
throe of the defendant. On the alleged fight of the
government to call upon the Zemindars in time &
war, for aids, over and above their rents, he made
one impart,nt declaration, that no such aid had been
demanded in any part of India during his administration.
As Mr. Hastings had declined, the managers
thought proper, to call for the evidenoe of Mr.
Larkins. The first questions which they put were
intended to e!ucidate the letter which Mr. Larkins,
upon the application of Mr. Hastings, wrote to Mr.
Devaynes, in explanation of the dates of a part of
the presents which Mr. Hastings had received. The
counsel for the defendant objected; contending that,
in reply, evidence, though of a witness till that time
in India, could not be admitted to new matter, or

_att_ which had not been contested; but only to BO0RvI.
polr_tsWhich had been disputed, or evidence which c_Ar; ___
had been attacked. Mr. Burke again disclaimed the 179_.
authority of the lawyers; and said, " the defendant
was placed by these arguments in the most con.
temptible point of view.
He had been specificaUy
charged with bribery, sharping, swindling: From
these charges, he had replied, that the testimony of Mr.
Larkins, if he had it, would vindicate him : Mr. Larklns was now present: But the prisoner, instead of
wishing to clear his fame, called for protection against
the testimony to which be had appealed; and sought
a shelter, not in his own innocence, but in a technical
ride of evidence." The Lords adjourned to deliberate, and when tbe court met on a future day, their
Speaker announced, " Gentlemen, Managers for the
Commons, and Gentlemen of Counsel for the Defendant, i am commanded by the House to inform you,
that it is not competent for the managers for the
C_mons
to examine the witness, in relation to a
letter of the 5th of August, 1786, from the witness
to William Devaynes, Esq. one of the Directors of
the East India Company, produced as evidence in
chief by the managers for the Commons." Mr. Larltins was again called, and one of the first que_tlonS
Wliich were put was represented by the counsel fcir
the defendant as falling under Cbe same objecfibn.
But "so much, they said, had been uttered, abOUt
this testimony, and the motives of Mr. Hastings in
resisting it, that any longer to forbear bringing these
assertions to the test of proof, might perhaps seem
to justlfy the insinuations which had been cast out
against the defendant." Relying, therefore, on the
justice and humanity of the House to prevent the
protraction of the trial, on this or any other account,
r_o

ofHast/ngs.i
BOOKVt.to another year, they gave their consent to the
ca,P. _. examination of Mr. Larkins, on the same terms as
L1794_ if he had been examined at the first stage of the
trial. This day the Court received another of Mr.
Hastings' addresses. Alluding to a report of an early
prorogation of parliament, he conjured them to end
his trial before the end of the session ; affirming, "that
human patience (meaning no disrespect to the Lords)
could not sustain this eternal trial." Next day, also,
time passing away in disputes about the admissibility
of the questions which the managers tendered to the
witness, Mr. Hastings rose, and said that, if the
Lords would but sit to finish the trial during the
present session, his counsel should make no objection
to any questions that might be asked. He then
made a pathetic statement, recounting the offers
which he had made to wave his defence, the actual
relinquishment of part of it, and his other sacrifices
to expedite the trial, among which he stated his
consent to the examination of Mr. Larkins. He
ended by praying that the court would sit on the
following day, and permit that examination to be
dosed.
This was on the 16th of April. On the 17th Mr.
Burke, in the House of Commons, brought up the
report of the managers appointed to inquire into the
causes of the delay in the trial of Mr. Hastings.
An
ample view of this important document is required.
But it would inten'upt too long the proceedings on
the trial, and may be reserved till they are brought
to a close.1 The lawyers, whom it desperately offended,
because it spoke out, respecting their system, a greater
than usual portion of the truth, algued against the
' See Appendix at the end of this chapter.
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printing of it; as in this, however, Pitt and Dundas BOOK VL
took part with the managers, the opposition of the tsar. 2.
lawyers failed.
1794.
The examination of Mr. Larkins was concluded
on the S8th of April, having, together with the disputes to which it gave occasion, occupied the time of
the court for rather more than three days. It had a
tendency, but no more than a tendency, rather to
clear than convict Mr. Hastings of any intention at
any time to appropriate to himself any part of the
presents, the receipt of which he afterwards disclosed ;
because the money, though entered in the Company's
books as money of Mr. Hastings, was not entered as
such in the accounts kept of his private property
by Mr. Larkins. The only new fact of any importance was, that a balance of the presents, received by
Gunga Govind Sing for Mr. Hastings, was never
paid to Mr. Hastings; who stated, with some marks
of displeasure to Mr. Larkins, that Gunga Govind
Sing pretended he had expended one lac of rupees,
(10,000l.) during the absence of Mr. Hastings, in
jewels, for a present to Mrs. Wheler, the wife of the
member of council, upon whom, together with the
Governor-General, the weight of administration at
that time reposed.
Of the money which Mr. Hastings had desired to
borrow of the Rajah Nobkissen, and which he said
he had afterwards, upon the entreaty of the Rajah,
accepted as a present, it appeared that Nobkissen
had afterwards demanded payment, when Mr. Hastings had met the demand by what the lawyers call
a set-off, or counter claim upon the demandant.
Nobkissen had then filed a bill of discovery against
Mr. Hastings in Chancery.
The answer of Mr.
Hastings was, that, as an impeachment was depending, lie declined giving any answer at all. The
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vI. managers proposed to give these proceedings ha eviCts. s. denee. The lawyers of counsel for Mr. Hastings
:_ t71_- repelled them, as inadmissible. Mr. Burke was proyoked to language scarcely temperate: " He was
addressing," he said, " a body of nobles who would
act like nobles ; and not as thic_e_ in a _ight cdlar:
he could not suspect them oF _o foul a thing as to
reject matter so pregnant with evidence: the notions
of the Judges were not binding on the Lords: And
the trial of Lord Stratford afforded an example to
which, in this respect, he trusted they would always
conform." The Lords took the rest of the day to
deliberate; and on their next return to the hall of
judgment announced, " That it was not competent
to the managers for the Commons to give in evidence
the pleas put in by Warren Hastings, Esq., on the
14th of February and 25th of March, 1798, to the
discovery prayed by a hill in Chancery, filed against
him by Rajah Nohkissen on the _OTthof June, 179_,
touching a sum of three lacs of rupees, or $4b0001.
sterling money, mentioned in the sixth article of
charge."
" As the counsel for the defendant bad, on the
Benares charge, the Begum charge, the charge of
presents, and the charge of contracts, given evidence
of the distresses of the country, as a justification, or
excuse, of the irregular acts of extortion, oppression,
bribery, and peculation, charged against the defendant in the articles of charge," the managers proposed
to prove, that the cause of these distresses was the
misconduct of Mr. Hastings, plunging the Company
into a war with the Mahrattas, neither necessary
nor just. To this evidence the counsel objected, and
the Lords resolved that it was not admissible.
Abundance of angry altercation took place both
before and after the decision ; and Mr. Burke, in the
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punuit of his object, a pursuit always eager, now, in _
VL
_me degree, intemperate, exposed himself at last to c_.,_. 2.
the imputation of pushing his examinations too far, 178_.
of putting frivolous, when his stock of important,
questions was exhausted, and contending long for
points, either of no importance, or points in which
he might see that he would not succeed. Yet, in
these aberrations of a mind, which had now, to a
considerable degree, lost the command of itself, a
very small portion of time; not six, possibly not so
much as three days, in the whole of this protracted
business, were really misapplied by him, or fell to
his share in distributing the blame of the unnecessary
portion of delay.
Of the extraordinary proposition, to offer the injustice of the Mahratta war to rebut certain allegations of the defendant, Mr. Burke was probably the
injudicious author. This was to bring a fact, to prove
another fact, when the evidentiary fact was much
more difficult of proof than the principal one ; when
the evidentiary fact wa_ of such a nature, that it was
either not susceptible of precise and conclusive proof;
or opened so wide a field of inquiry, that the service
it would reader in the cause was evidently not a
compensation for the trouble, which, in the shape of
delay, expense, and vexation, it could not fail to
create. This constituted a sufficient ground for the
decision which, in this instance, was pronounced by
the Lords. Mr. Burke, however, was so pertinacious, as to desire to enter against it a deliberate
protest, which he tendered, in a writing of considerable length, and wished to have it entered upon the
minutes. But the Lords informed him it could not
be received.
After adducing evidence to several other points,
the Commons offered matter to rebut the certificates,
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BOOKVl. which had been presented in favour of the character
cN,P. 2. and administration of the defendant, from several
179_. parts of India. They proposed to show, that these
certificates could not be voluntary, because they were
contradicted by the circumstances to which the people
were reduced : And if so, these certificates were additional proofs of the atrocity, not of the beneficence,
of the English government in India. Among other
places, a certificate had arrived even from Dinagepore.
To throw light upon this certificate, the managers
offered to read the official report of an eminent servant
of the Company, upon the government of this province. This was the famous document relative to
the cruelties of Deby Sing. Its admission was again
resisted on the part of the Defendant.
Again the
Lords decreed that it was not to be heard.
The evidence was closed on the 6th of May, which
was the 129th day of the trial. The advocate for
the defendant having confidently told the Lords,
" that all the attempts which had been made in the
present session to support the case of the prosecution
had ended in producing an effect directly contrary ;
and that important conclusions, which could not have
escaped their Lordships' penetration, had resulted in
favour of his client from the invaluable oral testimony
lately given at their bar," (alluding to the testimony
of Lord Cornwallis and Mr. Larkins, which just as
little established any thing in favour, as it did in
cfimination of Mr. Hastings) : and having thus, with
a well-timed artifice, assumed, without proof, and as
standing in need of no proof, all that he wished to be
believed ; he added, that, in imitation of the former
sacrifices to which, for the sake of lessening the delay,
enormous, dreadfubdelay, the defendant had already
submitted, he would make another sacrifice (which,
if that was true which had just been asserted by the

counsel, was no sacrifice at all), and wave his right I_oK vx.
to make any observations on the evidence which had cuAr. 2.
been offered in reply.
179.t.
The managers then proceeded to sum up the evidence in reply; Mr. Grey, on the Benares charge,
Mr. Sheridan on that of the Begums, Mr. Fox on the
charge of presents, and Mr. Taylor on that of con.
tracts. In this business seven days were consumed.
Mr. Burke began the concluding speech on the 28th
of May, and continued his oration nine days. After
the third day, another petition was presented from
Mr. Hastings to the House of Lords, which, as it is
not very long, and not slightly impregnated with in.
stmction, is here inserted.
•' That it is with the greatest reluctance and concern that your Petitioner feels himself obliged once
more to address your Lordships on the subject of his
long=depending trial.
" Your Petitioner begs leave to lay before your
Lordships his well-founded apprehensions, excited by
the manner in which the general reply on the part of
the managers is now evidently conducted, that such
reply is meant to be extended beyond the probable
limits of the present session of parliament.
" Your Petitioner hopes he may be allowed to
bring to your Lordships' recollection, that the reply
was, at the instance of the managers, adjourned over
from the last year, under the assurance of an accelerated and early termination of it ; and that the whole
of the present session, except a small interruption
occasioned by the examination of the Marquis Cornwallis, has been employed by the honourable managers,
notwithstanding that your Petitioner has, for the
purpose of dispatch, in addition to the sacrifices made
for a similar purpose in the last year, waved his right

vI. to observe, by his counsel, on the new evidence ad,
"_P" $ duped in reply.
171_" Your Petitioner begs leave again to suggest to
your Lordships the unexampled duration of his trial;
the indefinite period to which it may be still further
protracted ; and the extreme vexation and injury to
which he would be subjected, if the intention on the
part of his prosecutors should be suffered to have
effect.
" He implores, therefore, of your Lordships' humanity andjustice, that such measures may be adopted
on the part of your Lordships, as may assure to your
Petitioner the speedy termination of this painful and
unparalleled proceeding; and further, if need should
be, that your Lordships will graciously condescend,
iu such a manner as to the wisdom and dignity of
your Lordships may seem meet, to become suitors to
his _[ajesty's goodness in his behalf, that the present
sessions of parliament may be permitted to continue
till the reply on the part of the honourable managers
for the House of Commons shall be fully and finally
closed."
On the opening of the Court, on the first day after
this petition to the House of Lords, Mr. Burke, says
.the historian of the trial," began, by complaining in
very strong terms, both of the Court, and of Mr,
Hastings; of the latter for writing a most audacious
libel, under the name of a petition ; and of the former
for having recorded it in their Journals.
What the
House of Commons would do, in consequence of this
insult, he could not tell, as he had not had an opportunity of consulting the House upon it: he should,
therefore, proceed as if no such libel had been
written."
Mr. Burke concluded his speech on the 16th of

Jane. On the _0th, in the House of Commons, Mr. _
vL
Pitt rose to move, " That the thanks of the House C_,r._.
should be given to the managers appointed by them 179_, _"
to conduct the prosecution against Warren Hastings,
_quire, for their faithful management in the discharge
of the trust reposed in them." The motion was seconded by Mr. Dundas. Mr. Pitt declared, that the
magnitude and difficulty of the task which had been
imposed upon the managers, and the ability and diligence with which it had been sustained, excited the
strongest sentiments in their favour. Delay was the
great source of complaint; but if the long intervals
of the Court were excluded, and the number of hours
were computed which had actually been bestowed
upon the business of the trial, it would be found,
compared with the quantity of matter essentially involved in the cause, by no means unreasonably great.
" The next point," he said, " to be considered was;
of this time, whether great or small, how much had
been occupied by the managers; and how much by
the defendant, as well in the several replies, as by the
unceasing and unwearied objections, taken on his
part, to almost every thing offered on the part of the
prosecution. To prove this disposition of objecting
to evidence, gentlemen had but to look to the report
made, by their committee, on the causes of delay.
They would there find it proved.mlt was, in the next
place, to be recollected; that their managers had to
discuss questions which they could not relinquish
without abandoning the privileges of the Commons.
--Upon all these grounds he would not allow that, if
any unnecessary delay existed, any portion of it was
chargeable to the managers for that House."
Mr. Sumner, regretting the unusual necessity which
made him vote against the minister, opposed the
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_oox vL motion. He said, "' he was happy to avow himself
ca,,. _. a very great admirer of Mr. Hastings; that he looked
1794. up to him with every sentiment of regard and affection ;" professing at the same time, " that his objections to the present motion arose from circumstances,
ntterly independent of Mr. Hastings." He excepted
to the time of the vote, which, though not contrary
to precedent, would have something of the effect of
a pre-judging of the cause. However, he at last confessed, that he should have little objection to the
vote, if it regarded only the rest of the managers
without including Mr. Burke. Against him, he run
forth into a long invective; his anger appearing to
be directed against the strong terms of disapprobation,
which Mr. Burke had scattered with a lavish hand,
not only on Mr. Hastings, but all other individuals
whom he regarded as partners either in his crimes or
their protection. Mr. Wigley, and others, concurred
with him in his observations. Mr. Wyndham, Mr.
Francis, and Mr. Fox said, that many of the expressions, adduced by the Gentlemen, as the grounds
of their opposition, were not correct : that they disclaimed the separation which had been made between
them and their distinguished leader ; and that it was
affectation, and the affectation of weakness, to pretend disgust at the natural language of a strong
indignation, when calling for punishment on crimes
which the managers believed to have been committed,
and to which, if they were comnfitted, no language
capable of describing them adequately could be found.
Mr. Law, a servant of the Company, and brother of
the Counsel for Mr. Hastings, made a speech against
the coarseness of Mr. Burke, in such language as
the following: " If any passage in his speech could
be called sublime and beautiful ; it was, at the bests
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but sublime and beautiful nonsense : At other times BOOEvI.
his expressions were so vulgar and illiberal, that the CaAF._.
lowest blackguard in a bear-garden would have been _79_.
ashamed to utter them." He was, indeed, surpl_sed
that a Right Honourable Gentleman (Mr. Fox)
" should condescend to mix his character with that
of the leading manager, whose follies and intemperance he had vainly endeavoured to correct. Whatever might be the abilities of the leading manager,
he was totally unfit to conduct a public trial. His
violence, his passion, and his obstinacy, were unconquerable. And as for his information," said Mr. Law,
" I was really astonished, that a man who had been
twenty-two years employed in Indian inquiries, should
still be so vet 7 ignorant of India. His prejudices had
totally warped his judgment."
Upon this latter point, the question was, whether
it was Mr. Burke, or Mr. Law, who continued ignorant ; and of which of the two it was that prejudices had perverted the judgment to the greatest
extent. Mr. Law was very quietly making himself
the standard of perfection ; when, like so many of his
brethren in India, he had hardly looked at a single
object, except through the medium of prejudic_e; and
had so little information about India, as, on the great
objects, to be wrong in almost every opinion which
he entertained.
The vote for the thanks of the House was carried
by a majority of fifty to twenty-one. The Speaker,
in addressing the managers, said; " That the subject
to which their attention had been directed was intri.
care and extensive beyond example : That they had
proved it was well suited to their industry and eloquence, the exertions of which had conferred honour,
not on themselves only, but on that House, whose
credit was intimately connected with their own."
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_o_ Vt;Mr. Pitt moved that the Speaker do print his _
c_. _. speech.'
x_'9_.
No further proceeding was had on the trial till the
next session of parliament. The 18th day of January, 1795, was the day on which the business was
appointed to begin. On that day a committee of the
Lords waz formed, to inspect the journals, and to
report on what they contained, respecting the mode
of giving judgment on trials of high crimes and misdemeanours. The report was referred to acommittee
of the whole House, which began to deliberate on the
2d of March. Though, at the beginning of the trial,
it had been determined by the Lords, that they should
not proceed article by article, hut that all the articles
should be lumped together, both in the prosecution
and the defence; it was now represented, by Lo_
Thudow, who had before this time resigned the
woolsack to Lord Loughborough, not only that they
must not take, for decision, the articles all in the
lump ; but that it would be too much for their Lordships to take them even one by one ; that it would be
necessary, as several of the articles contained several
allegations, to break these articles into separate Imrts,
and to deliberate and decide separafely upon each.
How severe a condemnation this pronounced upon
the former decision, by which the Whole evidence was
demanded in a lump, not one of their Lordships remarked ; hut they all agreed in the present propriety
of that expedient for distinctness which they had formerly renounced and prohibited.
The procedure adopted by their Lordships was, to
decide upon each point three times ; first in a committee of the whole House ; next in the House itself;

For the ovltlence_ and incidents on the reply, see the printed Minutes_ ut supra, p. _479--2854;
Hi_tory of the Trial_ ut supra, part vii.

ancl a third time as judges in Westminster-hatL_xrK_.
Twenty-three questions were formed, upon those at- c_A_._.
tides of impeachment to which the Commons had 1195.
tendered evidence, and one upon the rest. Upon most
of the questions, a debate of considerable length ensued. Lord Thurlow was the strenuous advocate of
Mr. Hastings, upon all the points; and argued to
show from the evidence that no criminal fact whatsoever was proved. Lord Loughborough, the Chancellor, took a different course, and argued to show
that of the allegations to which the Commons had ad.
duced their evidence, almost all were proved. It was
not till the last day of l_iarch that the deliberations of
the committee were closed, and their resolution upon
each of tile questions was pronounced. On all of them
the vote passed in favour of Mr. Hastings. On the next
day, when, agreeably to form, the resolutions were reported to the House, Lord Thurlow moved, that the
resolutions reported be read one by one, and a question
put upon each. The Lord Chancellor, and several
other Lords, contended that this was a proceeding
altogether nugatory, if not ludicrous ; it was to vote
the same questions, first on one day, and then oil
another, on no other account than a change of name;
they were called the Committee the one day, the
House the other; but no man was bound as a judge by
the decisions either of the Committee or the House;
though assuredly embarrassment would be thrown in
the way of their determinations as a tribunal, by a
reiteration of votes on the same subject, given when
they were not a tribunal. The motion of Lord Thur.
low was, nevertheless, carried, by a majority of fourteen to six; and the resolutions one after another
obtained a second assent.
The business was not resumed till the 17th of
April, when the form was determined of the questions
which were to be put to the Lords individually in
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Boog vI. Westminster-hall. Some discussionoccurred,and the
ceAe.2. questions, agreed upon, differed _nsiderably from
1795. those, on each of which the House hindpassed a couple
of preparatory votes. They proceededto judgment
on the 23d: when the questions were put and determined in the following mode.
" 1. Is Warren Hastings, Esq. guilty, ornot guilty,
of high crimes and misdemeanors, charged by the
Commons in the first article of charge?
" George Lord Douglas (Earl of Morton in Scotland), how says your Lordship, Is Warren Hastings,
Esq. guilty or not guilty, oFthe said 'charge?
" Whereupon Lord Douglas stood up, uncovered,
and laying his right hand on his breast, pronounced
--Not guilty, upon my honour.
" The Lord Chancellor then put the same question
to all the Peers in robes, as follows:
"James Lord Fife, how says your Lordship?--Not
guilty, upon my honour.
"Charles Lord Somers,how says your Lordship?Not guilty, upon my honour.
"Francis Lord Rawdon (Earl of Moira in Ireland),
how says your Lordship?--Not guilty, upon my
honour.
"' Thomas Lord Walsingham, how says your Lordship ?--Not guilty, upon my honour.
" Edward Lord Thurlow, how says your Lordship?
--Not guilty, upon my honour.
" Martin Lord Hawke, how says your Lordship?
--Not guilty, upon my honour.
" Frederick Lord Boston, how says }-ourLordship ?
--Not guilty, upon my honour.
" Edwin Lord Sandys, how says your Lordship?
--Not guilty, upon my honour.
" Henry Lord Middleton, how says your Lordship?
--Not guilty, upon my honour.
" Samuel Lord Bishop of Rochester -(Dr.Horsley),

Deeislonof the Lor3_.
bow
says your Lm;dship ?--Not
honour.

guilty, upon my BOOKVr.
CHAe. "2.

" John Lord Bishop of Bangor (Dr. Warren), ho_r
says your Lordship ?--Not guilty, upon my honour.
" Thomas Lord Viscount Sidney, how says your
Lordship ?--Not guilty, upon my honour.
" George Lord Viscount Falmouth, how says your
Lordship ?--Not guilty, upon my honour.
" Henry Earl of Caernarvon, how says your Lordship ?--Guilty, upon my honour.
" Joseph Earl of Dorchester, how says your Lordship ?--Not guilty, upon my honour.
" Algernon Earl of Beverley, how says your Lordship ?--Not guilty, upon my honour.
" Jacob Earl of Radnor, how savs your Lordship?
--Guilty, upon my honour.
" William Earl Fitzwilliam, how says your Lordship .?---Guilty, upon my honour.
" George, Earl of Warwick, how says your Lordship ?--Not guilty, upon my honour.
" George William Earl of Coventry, how says your
Lordship ?--Not guilty, upon my honour.
'" John Earl of Suffolk, how says your Lordship ?Guilty, upon my honour.
" George Marquis Townshend, how says your
Lordship ?_Not guilty, upon my honour.
" Francis Duke of Bridgewater, how says your
Grace ?_Not guilty, upon my honour.
" Francis Duke of Leeds, how says your Grace ?Not guilty, upon my honour.
" Charles Duke of Norfolk, how says your Grace ?
--Guilty, upon my honour.
" David Earl or" Mansfield, how says your Lordship ?_Not guilt)', upon my honour.
" William Lord Archbishop of York, how says your
Grace ?--Not guilty, upon my honour.
VOL.
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" Alexander Lord Loughborough, the Lord ChancaAr. s. cellor, pronounced--Guilty, upon my honour.
1795.
" Upon the remaining fifteen questions the Peers
voted in the following manner:
" _. Is Warren Hastings, Esq. guilty, or not guilty,
of high crimes and misdemeanors, charged by tile
Commons in the second article of charge ?--.Guilty,
six.--Not Guilty, twenty-three.
" 3. Is Warren Hastings, Esq. guilty or not
guilty of high crimes and misdemeanors, charged
upon him by the Commons in the sixth article of
charge, in so far as relates to the said Warren Hastings having in the years 1772, !773, and 1774, corruptly taken the several sums of money charged to
have been taken by him in the said years, from the
several persons in the said article particularly mentioned ?--_NTotGuilty, twenty-six.
" 4. Is Warren Hastings, Esq. guilty, or not guilty,
of high crimes and misdemeanors, charged upon him
by the Commons in the sixth article of charge, in so
far as relates to his having, on or before the 26th of
June, 1780, corruptly received and taken from Sad_nund, the Buxey of the Rajah Cheit Sing, the sum
of two lacs of rupees as a present or gift ?--Guilty,
four.--Not Guilty, twenty-three.
" 5. Is Warren Hastings, Esq. guilt£, or not guilty,
of high crimes and misdemeanors, charged upon him
by the Commons in the sixth article of charge, it! so
far as relates to his having, in October, 1780, taken
and received from Kelleram, on behalf of himself a_nd
a certain person called Cullian Sing, a sum of money
amounting to four lacs of rupees, in consideration of
letting to them certain laDds in the ia'ovince oF Bahar
in perpetuity, contrary to his duty, and to the injury
of tile East India Company ?--Guilty, three.--Not
Guilty, twenty-three.
i,
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by the Commons in the sixth article of charge, in so
far as relates to his having, in the year 1781, received and taken as a present from Nundoolol, the
sum of fifty-eight thousand rupees ?_Guilty, three.Not Guilty, twenty-three.
" 7. Is Warren Hastings, Esq. guilty, or not guilty,
of high crimes and misdemeanors, charged upon him
by the Commons in the sixth article of charge, in so
far as relates to his having, on or about the month
of September, 1781, at Chunar, in the Province of
Oude, contrary to his duty, taken and received as a
present from theVizir the sum often lacs of rupees ?_
Guilty, three.mNot Guilty, twenty-three.
" 8. Is Warren H_stings, Esq. guilty, or not guilty,
of high crimes and misdemeanors, charged upon him
by the Commons in the sixth article of charge, in so
far as relates to his having first fraudulently solicited
as a loan, and of his having afterwards corruptly
and illegaUy taken and retained as a present or gift,
from Rajah Nobkissen, a sum of morley amounting
to 36,000l. _terfing ; and of his having, without any
allowance from the Directors, or any person authorized to grant such allowance, applied the same to
his own use, under pretence of discharging certain
expenses said to be incurred by the said Warren
Hastings in his public capacity ?--Guilty, five.-Not Guilty, twenty.
" 9. Is Warren Hastings, Esq. guilty, or not guilty,
of high crimes and misdemeanors, charged upon him
by the Commons in the fourth article of charge, in so
far as relates to his having, in the year 1781, granted
a contract for the provision of opium for four years,
to Stephen Sulivan, Esq. without advertising for
the same, and upon terms glaringly extravagant
Q2"
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Boog vI. and wantonly profuse, for the purpose of creating an
CHAP.
_. instant fortune to the said Stephen Sullivan ?--Guilty,
1795. five.uNot Guilty, nineteen.
" 10. Is Warren Hastings, Esq. guilty, or not guilty,
of high crimes and misdemeanors, charged upon him
by the Commons in the fourth article of charge, in so
far as relates to his having borrowed money at a large
interest, for the purpose of advancing the same to
the contractor for opium, and engaging the East
India Company in a smuggling adventure to China ?
mNot Guilty, twenty-five.
" 1I. Is Warren Hastings, Esq. guilty, or not guilty,
of high crimes and misdemeanors, charged upon him
by the Commons in the fourth article of charge, in so
far as relates to the contract for bullocks granted to
Charles Croftes, Esq. ?--Guilty, three.--Not Guilty,
twenty.three.
" 12. Is Warren Hastings, Esq. guilty, or not guilty,
of high crimes and misdemeanors, charged upon him
by the Commons in the fi)urth article of charge, in so
far as relates to his having granted the provision of
bullocks to Sir Charles Blunt by the mode of agency?
mGuilty, three.--Not
Guilty, twenty-three.
" 13. Is Warren Hastiugs, Esq. guilty, or not guilty,
of high crimes and misdemeanors, charged upon him
by the Commons in the fourth article of charge, in so
far as relates to the several allowances charged to
have been made to Sir Eyre Coote, and directed to
be paid by the Vizir for the use of the said Sir Eyre
Coote ?--Guilty, four.--Not Guilty, twenty-two.
" 1_. Is Warren Hastings, Esq. guilty, or not guilty,
of high crimes and misdemeanors, charged upon him
by the Commons in the fourth article of charge, in so
far as relates to the appointment of James Peter
Auriol, Esq. to be agent ibr the purchase of supplies
for the relief of the Presidency of Madras, and all the
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other Presidencies in India, with a commission of BOOKV[.
fifteen per cent ?--Guilty, four.--NotGuilty,
twenty, c,,P. _.
two.
1795.
" 15. Is Warren Hastings, Esq. guilty, or not guilty,
of high clitnes and misdemeanors charged upon him
by the Commons in the fourth article of charge, in so
far as relates to the appointment of John Bell[, Esq.
to be agent for the supply of stores and provisions for
the Garrison of Fort William in Bengal, with a commission of thirty per cent. ?mGuilty, three.--Not
Guilty, twenty-three.
" 16. Is Warren Hastings, Esq. guilty, or not guilty,
of high crimes and misdemeanors, charged upon him
by the residue of the impeachment of the Commons ?
--Guilty, two.--Not Guilty, twenty-five. '']
On the 29th of May, at the desire of nine Proprietors, a General Court of the East India Company
was held; at which two resolutions were passed,
recommending that indemnification should be made
by the Company to Mr. Hastings for the legal
expences incurred by him in making his defence ; and
that, in consideration of his important services, an
ammitv of 5,000l. out of the territorial revenue
should be granted to him and his representatives,
during the term of the Company's exclusive trade.
Both questions were determined by ballot, one on
the 2d, the other on tile 3d of June. These proceed' In this concluding pal t of the business of"the impeachment, has beelt
follo_ed a _olume in quarto entitled " Debates ot the tlouse of Lord%
nn the Evidence delivered on tile '['rta[ of XVarren Hasting,% Esquire ;
t'roceediegu of the East Itldia Company, ill consequence el'iris Acquittal; nnd Te_tlinonialso[" the Flritlsh and Native Inhabttants
of I_dia,
relative to his Character and Condact whilst he was Governor-General
nf Fort William in Bengai."--This
was a volume compiled attd distrihated tinder Mr. Hastings' directions, and at his expense, but vever
published.
Tile contents of" it, however, are foLla0 almost verbatim in
the If[story of the Tria[_ (part viii.) to whicl_ reference has beeo so
frequentl,,' made.
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BOOKVI.ings were communicated to the ministers on the 24th
,.CH,P._. of June ; by whom the questions were referred to the
1796. law officers of the crown. Legal doubts existed
whether, under the legislative appropriation of the
Company's revenues and profits, any fund existed
from which the proposed allowances could be drawn.
For a time the ministry showed no disposition to let
the munificence of the Company obtain its effect.
The application was not answered till the 13th of
January, ]796; and then the answer was unfavourable, with respect to both parts of the donation. The
question, however, did not rest. A negotiation was
carried on between the Court of Directors, _/nd the
Board of Control. Finally on the 2d of March, it
was announced at a General Court, that the Board
of Control, and the Court of Directors, had agreed
in the propriety of granting to Mr. Hastings an
annuity of 4,000l. for twenty.eight years and a half,
to commence from June o.4th, 1785. Nothing as
yet was determined respecting a re-imbursement of
his law expenses, but, in order to relieve him from
his present embarrassments, 50,000/. was lent to
him, by the Company, without interest, for eighteen
years, t
BDebates of tile House ofLords_ &c. ut supra, p. 331--495.
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APPENDIX.
"' Report from the Committee of the House o)eBOOKVI.
Commons appointed (viz. on the 5tk of March cH,r. _.
1795) to inspect the Lords" Journals in relation 1794.
to their Proceedings
on the trial of lVarren
Hastings, Esq. and to report what they find
therein to the House; which Committee were
the Managers appointed to make good the Articles
of Impeachment against the said IiZarren Hast.
ing_, E._q. und who were afterwards
(viz. on the
17th of ._larch, 1794,) instructed to report the
several Matter, which have occurred since the
Commencement of the said Prosecution, and which
have, in their Opinion, contributed to the Duration thereof to the present Time, with their
Ob,'ervations thereupon."
A SHORT
account of the spirit of this document, and
of the principal matters which it contains, is of high
importance.
It is a criticism not only upon this trial,
but upon the law ; a thing in this country, of great
rarity, from a source of high authority.
It would
also be a thing of great utility, if it would show the
people of the country, what they have been carefully
disciplined not to believe, that no greater service can
be rendered to the community than to expose the
abuses of the law; without which the hope of its
amendment is for ever excluded.
The view is in-

complete, and but superficial, which Mr. Burke, who
was the author of the document, takes, even of that
small portion of the mass of abuses, of which he had
occasion to complain. He neither stretched his eye
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nOOKVI.to the whole of the subject, nor did he carry its vision
cH.P. _. to the bottom. He was afraid. He was not a mall
179_. to explore a new and dangerous path without associates. Edmund Burke lived upon applause_upon
the applause of the men who were able to set a
fashion ; and the applause of such men was not to be
hoped for by him who should expose to the foundation the iniquities of the jufdical system. In the
case of public institutions, Mr. Burke had also worked
himself into an artificial admiration of the hare fact
of existence; especially ancient existence.
Every
thing was to be protected ; not. because it was good,
but, because it existed. Evil, to render itself an object
of reverence in his eye, required only to be realized.
Acutely sensible however to the spur of the occasion,
he felt the abuses which crossed him in his path.
These he has displayed with his usual felicity of language ; and these, it is of importance with respect to
the imitative herd of' mankind to have stamped with
the seal of his reprobation.
I. Under the first head of the report, an analysis
was given of the duration of the trial, and of the
causes to which that duration was owing. At that
time the trial had occupied, though six years, only
:118 days. Of these it appeared that in speeches,
opening, and summing up, the managers consumcd
nineteen days; that in speeches_ opening, and sumn_ing up, and his own addresses, the defen:tant and
his counsel had consumed twenty-two days. In documentary and oral evidence fit_ty-one days were
employed, by the malingers'_
. , and twenty.three on the
part of the det_,ndant. But, as the managers brought
forward the ease, they were under the necessity of
adducing almost all the documents which bore upon
the facts, and to interrogate almost all the witnesses
from whom, on either side, any intbrmation could be
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tlerived. A gnat part of this evldenee the defendant, BOOKVL
at the time of his defence, had only to apply. Lastly, CHA_.2.
and chiefly, the greater part of the long and harassing 179_.
eontentions about the admissibility of evidence, took
place during the fifty.one days which are set down to
the account of the managers, but of which the greater
part was consumed on account of the defendant.
" This last cause of the number of sitting-days,"
said the report, "your Committee considers as far
more important than all the rest.
" The questions upon the admissibility of evldenee,
the manner in which these questions were stated, and
were deeided; the modes of proceeding; the great
uncertainty of the principle upon which evidence in
that Court is to be admitted or rejected ; all these
appear to your Committee materially to affect the
constitution of the House of Peers as a court ofjudicature, as well as its powers, and the purposes it was
intended to answer in the state.
" The conservation of all other parts of the law ;
the whole indeed of the rights and liberties of the
subject, ultimately depends upon the preservation of
the law of parliament in its original force aud authority.
" Your Committee had reason to entertain apprehensions, that eertaln proeeedlngs in this trial may
possibly limit and weaken the means of carrying on
any future impeachment of the Commons."
In the House of Commons, on the llth o_ May,
1790, Mr. Burke affirmed, that the Lords sat on the
trial in Westminster Hall not more than three hours
a day on an average. Suppose in this statement
some exaggeration; four hours is douhtless a large
aUowauce. The number of hours, then, eonsumed iu
the trial was _7_. If the court had acted constantly,
and ten hours a day, (a well constituted judicature,
during the continuance of a trial, would not aecoun_
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BOONVL ten hours an excess) the trial of Warren Hastings,
c_A,. _. which lasted eight years, and occupied 145 days,
1794. might with all the technical obstructions have been
begun, carried through all its stages, and finishedi in
little more than sixty days, or about two calendar
months. When the defendant, therefore, and his
counsel, took advantage of the disgraceful c_talogue
bf years, to cast odium upon the managers, they were
the cause of injustice. It is worthy at the same time
of being observed, that it was the length of the trial
of which he affected so bitterly to complain, and the
horrid expense with which law proceedings are in
this country attended, which by converting suspicion,
and, in many cases indlgnation, into pity, rendt_'ed
the termination of the trial so favourable to Mr.
Hastings; which, if his acquittal, from the lips of
his judges, would at any time have been equally sure,
rendered; most undoubtedly, his acquittal, at the great
tribunal of public opinion, much more complete ; and
which was the sole cause of the gratuities with which
he was afterwards treated.
II. The relation of the ordinary, the law judges, to
the court of parliament, the committee remarked
upon, as a thing of great importance to fix and to
understand.
They had found their interference peculiarly hostile to all those ends of justice which the
technical rules of procedure are calculated to obstruct.
It was, therefore, the committee declared, agreeable
to them, to find, upon inquiry, that the judges were
nothing but servants ; " that they neither had, nor of
right ought to have, a deliberative voice, either
actually, or virtually, in the judgments given in the
High Court of Parliament ;" and that their answers
to questions are no further a guide to that court than
it pleases to make them.
III. The committee set forward a principle which,
in the capacity of managers, they had frequently
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_rgedinWestminster
Hall;thattheLordswerenot13OOK
CHAr. VI.
_.
boundby theRoman law,or thatof anyof the in-_._....__
ferior
courtsinWestminsterHall; but onlyby the 1794,
lawof parliament.That theywere not bound by
tlleRoman, or Englishtechnical
law,itmight be
verywiseto maintain.But wherewas thatlaw of
parliament
ofwhichthecommitteespoke? Ithad no
existence,
anywhere;itwas a merefiction
; spoken
of,indeed,butneverseen.--This
isoneofthoseimportant
facts,
itsignorance
ofwhichexposedthemind
of Mr. Burketomuch of the perplexity,
confusion,
and embarrassment,
which itexperienced
upon this
subject
; and to much oftheweaknessandinconsistency,of whichthe lawyerswere disposed
totakea
prompt and unsparing advantage.
It was one of the
grand foundations, too, of that imperfection of the
House of Lords, as a criminal tribunal, whence those
evils resulted, with complaints of which the nation
was filled.
IV. The committee were not satisfied with showing,
that the formalities in pleading, rigidly demanded in
the ordinary courts of law, had been explicitly and
solemnly determined to be unnecessary before the
Lords ; they were bold enough to proceed further in
condemnation of the courts below, and to offer reasons
for showing that some at least of the formalities of
these courts were hostile, not conducive, to substantial
justice.
It is necessary, for example, in an indictment, that
a certain day be assigned for the commission of the
fact. Yet on the trial it is sufficient to prove that it
happened on any other day. In this, the committee
said, there was "something ensnaring ; the defendant
having notice to answer for only one day, when the
prosecutor has his choice of a number of days. They
made also the following important remark, that the
practice of the ordinary courts of law in England, is
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BOOKVI.distinguished by "extreme rigour and exactness in
Ca,P. _. the formal part of the proceeding, and extreme laxity
a794. in the _ubstantial part:"
That is to say, it is a
practice well calculated for sacrificing the substance of
justice, under the screen of attention to its forms.
But here also Mr. Burke found himself weak ; and
so did his opponents find him : because he knew not
the ground upon which he stood. He was aft'aid to
do more than carp, as detached instances, at one or
two formalities, which he had found, in the case
before him, might be employed for the obstruction of
justice. And the lawyers overwhelmed him with
assumptions to which it was the habit of his mind to
submit. Had he seen far enough into the subject, to
be able to denounce every thing merely technical in
judieial procedure, every thing which falls not under
the description of a simple and rational instrument of
simple and rational inquiry, as a contrivance set up
to impede the course of justice, and existing only for
pernicious ends ; the lawyers would have found that
they had nothing beside their common-place fallacies
by which they could oppose him.
V. On the question of publicity, the managers
spoke with the greatest emphasis. They divided the
suhjeet into two parts ; that relating to the publielty
of the judges' opinions ; and that relating to publicity
in general.
In taking tile opiuions of the judges in private, and
defi'audi/lg the parties and the public of the benefit o1"
their reasons, the e_mmittee complained, that the
House of Lords had violated, at once, the obvious
rules of natural justice, and the established lawand
usage of their own house. To show what was the
law and usage of the High Court of Parliament a
variety of precedents were adduced.
On the more general part of the question, it was
the object of the committee to show, that the publi,
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city of all the proceedings of the judges, and the state- BOOKW.
merit of the reasons upon which all their determina- CH,r. o.
tions were founded, were so much the confirmed and 1794.
undeviating practice in all other English courts of
law, that " it seemed to be moulded in the essential
frame and constitution of British judicature."
It was also their object to show, that this great
principle was indispensably necessary, both for preserving the public liberties of the country, and tbr
securing to the people the benefits of law.
"It was fortunate," they said, "for the constitution
of this kingdom, that in the judicial proceedings in
the case of ship.money, the judges did not then venture
to depart from the ancient course. They gave, and
they argued, their judgment, in open court. Their
reasons were publicly given ; and the reasons assigned
for their judgment took away all its authority."
In regard to the benefits of law, they said; " To
give judgment privately, is to put an end to Reports ;
and to put an end to Reports is to put an end to the
law of England."
This the committee made out, by
showing, that in respect to law the people of England
are in a most dreadful situation.
For the greater
part of that which they ought to possess in the state
of precise and accurate law, they have nothing but
notes, taken by any body, of what has been done,
withot, t any better kind of law, in this, and the other
instance, in the several courts.
It followed of course,
that, if you have no law beside these notes, and vet
destroy your notes, you destroy also the law. " Your
C6mmittee," said the report, " conceives, that the
English jurisprudence has not any other sure foundation ; nor consequently the lives and properties of the
subject any secure hold; but in the maxims, rules,
and principles, and juridical traditionary line of decision_, contained in the notes taken, and, from time to
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BOOKVI.time, published, called Reports." After the word
C_,.F. _. ,, published," the report says, "mostly under the sanc179_.- tion of the judges ;" an expression that misleads, if it
is understood to import any security taken by the
judges, that they are correct : or even any knowledge
the judges possess of what they are to contain.--Is
not-this a shocking account of a state of law yet existing in a civilized country ? It is here also fit, to
insert a protest which was entered in the Journals of
the Lords, against the innovation of secret deliberation and despotical mandates--mandates
purely despotical, because mere expressions of arbitrary will.
" DISS_r;TrE_T.
1st. Because, by consulting the
J_udges out of court in the absence of the parties, and
with shut doors, we have deviated from the most approved, and almost uninterrupted, practice of above a
, century and a half, and established a precedent not
only destructive of the justice due to the parties at
our bar, but materially injurious to the rights of the
community at large, who in cases of impeachments
are more peculiarly interested that all proceedings of
this High Court of Parliament should be open and
exposed, like all other courts of justice, to public observation and comment, in order that no covert and
private practices should defeat the great ends of public
justice.
" 2dly. Because, from private opinions of the
Judges, upon private statements, which the parties
have neither heard nor seen, grounds of a decision
will be obtained, which must inevitably affect the
cause at issue at our bar; this,mode of proceeding
seems to he a violation of tile first principle of justice,
inasmuch as we thereby force and confine the opinions of the Judges to our private statement; and
through the medium of our subsequent decision we
transfer the effect of those opinions to the parties, who
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hgy_e been deprived of the right and advantage of BOOKYr.
being heard, by such private, though unintended, c_Ar. _.
transmutation of the point at issue.
179_." 3dly. Because the prisoners who may hereafter
havl_ the misfortune to stand at our bar will be deprived of that consolation which the Lord High
Steward Nottingham conveyed to the prisoner, Lord
Cornwallis, viz. 'That the Lords have that tender
regard of a prisoner at the bar, that they will not suffer a case to be put in his absence, lest it should pl'ejudice him by being wrong stated.'
" 4thly. Because unusual mystery and secrecy in
our judicial proceedings must tend either to discredit
the acquittal of the prisoner, or render the justice of
his condemnation doubtful.
" (Signed)
PORCHESTER,
SUFFOLK AND BERK_HIRE_
LOUGHBOROUGH."

VI. The committee next showed, by irresistible
evidence, that the House of Lords, by tile questions
which they had transferred to the decision of the
judges, had subverted the usage of parliament, violated
soml: of the most important of the privileges of the
Commons, betrayed and relinquished their own judicial trust, and broken down one of the strongest bulwarks of the constitution.
On all former occasions, the .judges were consulted
by the Lords, not on the individual circumstances of
the indicidual cause; but on some general question,
within which the circumstances of the individual case
might fall, and the application of which to those circumstances the Lords reserved to themselves.
" In the present trial," says the report, "the judges
appear to your Committee, not to have given their
judgment on points of law, stated as such; but to
have, in effect, tried the cause, in the whole course of
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BOOKVt. it, with one instance to the eontrary.--The Lords
chAP._. have stated no question of general law; no question
17.94. on the construction of an act of parliament ; no question concerning the practice of the courts below. They
put the whole gross case, and matter in question,
with all its circumstances, to the judges. They have,
jbr theorrst time, demanded of them what particular
person, paper, or document, ought, or ought not, to
be produced before them, by the managers for the
Commons of Great Britain."
So much for the innovation : Now for the con.sequences of it.
" This mode strikes, as we apprehend, at the vital
privileges of the House. For, with a single exception, the case being stated_ the questions are raised
directly, specifically, and by name, on these privileges ;
that is, What evidence is it competent for the managers of the House of Commons to produce.--We
conceive, that it was not proper, nor justified by a
single precedent, to refer to the judges of the inferior
courts any question, and still less for them to decide
in their answer, of what is, or is not competent for the
House of Commons, o1"for any committee acting
under their authority, to do, or not to do, in any instance, or respect whatsoever. This new and unheard
of course can have no other effect than to subject to
the discretion of the judges the law of parliament and
the privileges of the House of Commons, and in a
great measure the judicial privileges of the Peers
themselves: any intermeddling iri which, on their
part, we conceive to be a dangerous and unwarrantable assumption of power."
Such wcre the effects upon the Privileges of the
Lords, and the Commons. Let us next observe what
they were upon objects of nmch greater importance.
" The operation of this method is, in substance,
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not only to make the judges masters of the whole aooK vr
process and conduct of the trial ; but, through that cusP. ,z.
medium, to transfer to them the ultimate judgment
1794.
of the cause itself and its merits.
" These essential innovations tend, as your Committee conceives, to make an entire alteration in the
constitution and in the purposes of the High Court
of Parliament, and even to reverse the ancient relations between the Lords and the Judges.
" It tends wholly to take away from the Commons
the benefit of making good their ease before the proper judges, and submits this high inquest to the
inferior courts.
" Your Committee sees no reason why, on the
same principles and precedents, the Lords may not terminate their proceedings in this and in all future trials,
by sending the whole body of evidence taken before
them, in the shape of a special verdict, to the Judges,
and may not demand of them whether they ought,
on the whole matter, to acquit or condemn the prisoner: Nor can we discover any cause that should
hinder them from deciding on the accumulative body
of the evidence, as hitherto they have done in its
parts, and from dictating the existence or non.existence of a misdemeanour or other crime in the prisoner,
as they think fit,--without any more reference to
principle or precedent of law, than hitherto they have
thought proper to apply in determining on the several
parcels of this cause. '
" Your Committee apprehends that very serious
inconveniences and mischiefs may hereafter arise
from a practice in the House of Lords, of considering
itself as unable to act without the judges of the
inferior courts, of implicitly following their dictates,
of adhering with a literal precision to the very words
of their responses, and putting them to decide on the
VOL,
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rook vI. competence of the managers for the Commons,--the
c-At. 2. competence of the evidence to be produeed,--who are
1794. to be permitted to appears--what questions are to be
asked of witnesses, and indeed, parcel by parcel, of
the whole of the gross ease before them ; as well as
to determine upon tile order, method, and process of
every part of their proceedings. The judges of the
inferior courts are by la_v rendered independent of
the Crown. But this, instead of a benefit to the
suhject, would be a grievance, if no way was left of
producing a responsibility.
If the Lords cannot, or
will not act without the Judges ; and if (which God
forbid !) the Commons should at any time find it
hereafter neeesaary to impeach them before the Lords ;
this House would find the Lords disabled in their
functions, fearful of giving any judgment on matter
of law, or admitting any proof of fact without them ;
and having once assumed the rule of proeeedinff and
practice below as their rule, they must at every instance resort, for their means of judging, to the
authority of those whom they are appointed to
judge."
On the side of judicature, then, the people were
left without a remedy. The Lords, by nullifying
themselves, took away every legal check upon the
iniquity of judges, because the judges could only be
tried before the Lords, and to be tried befol_e the
Lords was to be tried by themselves.
For the departure fi'om the ancient practice of
framing a general question, within which the particular point in doubt was comprehended, to the new
and extraordinary practice of sending the particular
point itself to the judges, before whom the cause and
its evidence was not brought, two possible causes are
assignable. First ; Talent, and the exercise of talent,
were necessary to the framing of general questions ;
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but talent was possibly scarce, and the labour of BOOKVI.
thought undoubtedly painful. Secondly; General rules, char. 2.
framed to embrace the particular instances, decided 1794.
as they were by the judges, would, in many cases, not
have borne to be expressed; their efficacy, in corrupting the administration of justice, would have been
sufficiently visible, to excite the indignation of the
world.
They would have been seen to be, what, by the
committee, they were declared to be, " of a tendeney to shut up for ever all the avenues to justice ;"
to operate as "a means of concealment ;.... to render
the process of judicature, not the terror, but the
protection, of all the fraud and violence arising from
the abuse of power;" and, united with " private,
unargued .judicial opinions, to introduce, by degrees,
the miserable servitude which exists where the law is
uncertain or unknown."
" A miserable servitude exists rvherez, er the law
is uncertain or unknown."
Such was the opinion,
solemnly pronounced, on a very important occasion,
by the assemblage of great men by whom this trial
of Warren Hastings was conducted.
Does any man
dispute its truth and importance?
After this acknowledgment,
did the managers reflect how dreadfully uncertain law must be, in that country where
it has nothing for its foundation, but the notes taken
by casual individuals, of the incidents which happen
in this and that individual case ? Did they reflect,
to how dreadful a degree law must be unknown, in
that country, in which it is so voluminous and obscure, that the longest life of the most ingenious
lawyer, according to the lawyers themselves, is not
sufficient to learn completely even one of its parts.
Is it necessary to add, how great a portion of this
miserable servitude is, therefore, the curse and the
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_300KvLdlsgrace of the country, among the legislators of
c_aP. _. which these managers themselves were found
1794.
VII. The committee made a dissertation of con--

°

siderable value upon the rules of evidence, or rather
the rules for exclusion of evidence. Even here,
however, the author of the report saw his way but
obscurely. He perceived distinctly, that every one
of the rules of exclusion, which had been brought to
bear against himself, was mischievous, and opposed
to the course of justice in that particuhr application
of it. But he did not ascend to the principle of exclusion itself; and perceive that generically it was
pregnant with nothing hut mischief. The mind of
Mr. Burke was not a generalizing mind. It rested
upon individual cases ; had little native propensity to
ascend any higher; and seldom did so, unless when
impelled by unusual circumstances.
The committee begin with stating to the House of
Commons, and to the world, a most important fact.
They had been informed, before the trial began, that
use would be made of the rules of evidence to obstruct them. That is to say, the knowledge existed,
and was capable of being turned to practical account,
that the laws of evidence were useful to protect a
criminal; because it was not yet known whether
Hastings was criminal or not criminal; but it was
perfectly known, it seems, that, in either case, the
laws of evidence would be effectual to obstruct his
prosecutors. And, happily, the power of obstructing
justice, which English law thus puts into the hands
of her professors, received a memorable and flagrant
illustration, on the trial of Warren Hastings.
The committee first observe, that if the rules for
excluding evidence were of advantage in questions
which related to men of our own country, and to
private transactions, they were altogether inappli-
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cable, in questions, which related " to a people se-BOOKVI.
parated from Great Britain by a very great part of c_AP.i.
the globe, separated by manners, by principles of 179¢.
religion, and by inveterate habits as strong as nature
itself, still more than by the circumstance of local
distance ;" and questions which related to men, "who
in the perpetration and concealment of offences, have
had the advantage of all the means and powers given
to government for the detection and punishment of
guilt, and for the protection of the people."
The author of the report lays down the principle
of evidence, with more than his usual comprehensivehess, in the following words: "Your committee conceives, that the trial of a cause is not in the arguments
or disputations of the prosecutors and the counsel,
but in the evidence; and that to refuse evidence, is
to refuse to hear the cause : Nothing, therefore, but
the most clear and weighty reasons ought to preclude
its production."
Yet, after laying down this important proposition, the author seems to have known
little of its value; for he makes hardly any use of it,
but goes immediately to challenge his adversary, on
the score of precedent and practice; though he had
made the committee expressly declare, that where
not " founded on the immutable principles of st_bstantial justice, no practice, in any court, high, or
low, is proper, or fit to be maintained."
The committee proceeded to lay before the House
and the world, the result of a carefitl research,
which they professed to have made into the subject
of legal technicalities, or " those supposed strict and
inflexible rules of proceeding and of evidence, which
appeared to them," as they affirmed, "destructive oF
all the means and ends of justice;" a declaration
more firmly grounded than even they were aware;
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130OKvLand of which their country has not yet been wise
c_AP._. enough to profit.
179_
They gave an account of the doctrine of evidence,
as it had been manifested in the proceedings of the
high court of parliament, as it existed in the civil or
Roman, and as it existed in English law. The inference presented was, that on the trial of Mr. Hastings, the Lords, in the leading.strings of the judges,
went beyond the law of parliament, beyond the civil,
and beyond even the English law, in their rejections
of evidence.
Reflecting upon the history of English law, which
for a series of years had been relaxing the ceremonial
of barbarous times, and always most rapidly in the
hands of its most enlightened professors, the eolnmittee presented a most important historical and philosophical fact; That an overlaboured devotion to
forms, at the expense of substance, is the bent of a
rude age; and of a rude mind, in all ages.
The committee, having produced a number of the
most remarkable instances they could find, in which
the judges had violated the formalities of law in order
to preserve the substance of justice, exhibited tho
following brilliant eulogium on the courts of law:
'" It is with great satisfaction your committee has
found, that the reproach of disg'raccful ,ubtleties, of
inferior rules of evidence which prevent the discovery
of truth, of forms and modes of proceeding which
stand in the way of that justice, the forwarding of
which is the sole rational object of their invention,
cannot fairly be imputed to the common law of England, or to the ordinary practice of the courts below."
This was to draw a general rule from the induction
of a small and insufficient number of particulars,
agreeably to the mental habit of Edmund Burke. Ha
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had exhibited a certain number of instances, in which 13OOK
vI.
the formalities of law had been made to yield to the czar. _.
claims of justice. He might have exhibited a much 179_.
greater number, in which the claims of justice had
been made to yield to the formalities of law. Mr.
Burke seems to have been perfectly ignorant of a
great and pervading principle of English law, which
may be called the principle of duplicit!t.
On occasions, so numerous as to extend over a great part of
the whole field of law, English judges are provided
with two grounds, on which they may erect their
decisions; two opposite grounds, by means of which
they may, upon the same question, make choice of
any one of two opposite decisions which they please ;
and still be in the right. They may follow the rule
of ratiortal justice, and the genuine merits of the case,
without regard to the formalities of law : In that instance, they are clothed with the praise of liberality. They may adhere to the formalities, and disregard the substance of the case: In that instance
they are decorated with the praise of a zeal for
the law, for that steadiness and fixity in the rules
of law oft which the usefulness of them mainly detrends. This power of deciding, either on one side or
another, just as they please, is arbitrary power; and,
as far as it extends, renders the Judges completely,
and uncontrolably, despotic. They may do whatever
they please. They may favour justice, if they have
an inclination for justice. They may violate justice,
if they have any end to serve by tile violation. In
the one case they are safe, on pretence of justice : in
the other they are safe, on pretence of law.
VIII. After some general observations on the nature and importance of circumstantial evidence, the
committee stated that the Lords had, on this occasion,
pursued a course, not only unsupported by any prac-
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tice of their predecessol_, and in hostility with the
cH_P.2. practice of the Courts below; but a course which
179_. appeared to the committee "totally abhorrent from
the genius of cireumstantial evidence, and mischievously subversive of its use."
" As proof by circumstantial evidence rarely, if
ever," says the report, "depends upon one fact only,
but is collected from the number and accumulation

BOOK VI.

of circumstances concurrent in one point ; we do not
find an instance until this trial of Warren Hastings,
Esq. (which has produced many novelties) that attempts have been made by any court to call on the
prosecutor for an account of the purpose for which he
means to produce each particle of this circumstantial
evidence, to take up the circumstances one by one, to
prejudge the efficacy of each matter separately in
proving the point; and thus to break to pieces and
garble those facts, upon the multitude of which, their
combination, and the relation of all their component
parts to each other and to the culprit, the whole force
and virtue of this evidence depends. To do any
thing which can destroy this collective effect, is to
deny circumstantial evidence."
The following was another pertinent remark.
" Your committee cannot but express their surprise
at the particular period of the present trial when the
attempts to which we have alluded first began to be
made. We did not find any serious resistance on this
head, till we came to make good our charges of secret
crimes ; crimes of a class and description, in the proof
of which all Judges of all countries have found it necessary to relax almost all their rules of competency ;
such crimes as peculation, pecuniary fi'auds, extortion,
and bribery."
IX. The committee complained that the Lords had
made it a ground of exclusion, if a question was put
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on the cross-examination, not on the examination in ]_OK vL
chief; or if an article of evidence was tendered onthe CaAF._.
reply, not in the first stage of the prosecution. They
1794.
entered into a long argument to show, that this conduct, as it was unfavourable to the discovery of truth
and correct decision ; so it was unsupported by any
thing in the law or practice of the courts.
X. The committee, last of all, commented upon
the defence set up fur this rejection of evidence; that
it corresponded with the practice of the Judges in
trying offences under commissions of oyer and terminer. They made a distinction between common
jurymen, bound to give their verdict at one sitting,
and the peers of parliament, possessing all the time
for deliberation which the case might require. They
allowed, with flagrant inconsistency, that exclusion
might be very wise and good, when it was common
jurymen who were to decide upon the case; contended that it was very noxious when the Lords of
Parliament were to decide ; as if common jurymen
were capable of deciding accurately and justly upon
the merits of a case, with evidence not complete ; the
Lords of Parliament were not capable ! As if the way
to prevent ignorance from deciding wrong was to
withhold information! As if a man with imperfect
eyes wel_ expected to find his way best _n the dark !
Assuredly, if an ignorant man is called upon to make
a decision, the way to obtain a correct one is not to
deplJve ]tim of information on the subject, btit to give
him all the information in your power, and instruct
him, as completely as you can, what degree of influence each article of information intrinsically possesses
towards proving the matter in dispute.
This unprecedented exposure of abuses in the law,
and of the advantage made of those abuses, by the
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BOOK
Vl. professors of the law, excited the highest indignation
CmLP. $.
among those professors. Lord Thurlow, at the head
1794_ of them in point of weight, and almost at the head of
them also in impetuosity of temper, broke out, on an
early occasion, with the flames which were kindled
within his breast.
In a debate which took place in the House of Peers,
on Thursday, May 2_, on the bill for allowing government to take up and confine for a limited time persons
suspected of treasonable or seditious practices, Lord
Thurlow in his speech mentioned "a pamphlet which
his Lordship said was published by one Debrett in
Piccadilly, and which had that day been put into his
hands, reflecting highly upon the Judges and many
Members of that House: it was disgraceful and in.
decent; such as he thought never ought to pass un,
punished.
He considered that vilifying and misrepresenting the conduct of Judges and Magistrates,
entrusted with the administration of justice and the
laws of the country, was a crime of a very heinous
nature, most destructive in its consequences, because
it tended to lower them in the opinion of those who
ought to feel a proper reverence and respect for their
high and important stations ; and when it was stated
to the ignorant and wicked, that their Judges and
Magistrates were ignorant and corrupt, it tended to
lessen their respect for, and obedience to, the laws of
their country, because they were taught to think ill
of those who administered them."
We may here observe one of the most remarkable
of the expedients of the lawyers. What they have
laboured from an early date to create and establish in
the minds of their countrymen is---a belief, that it is
criminal ever to express blame of them or their
system. This endeavour has hardly been less diligent
than it has been successful. The belief has grown
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ia_ one of the most rooted principles in the minds ofnooK vl.
the more opulent classes of Englishmen.
That it is CHAP.
_.
one of the most pernious prejudices is indisputable.
1794.
For it is obvious, that it confers upon the lawyers, as
far it goes, a complete and absolute license to make
the system of which they are the organs, aud upon
which all the happiness of society depends, as favourable to their own interests, at the expense of those of
the community, as ever they please. It is, therefore,
a belief artificially created by the lawyers, for the
protection of their own abuses; and will never be
allowed to retain a place in the mind of any enlightened and disinterested man. The grand remedy for
the defects of government is, to let in upon them
publicity and censure. The grand remedy for the
misconduct of the members of government is, totet in
upon it publicity and censure. There are no abuses in
the exposure of which society is more interested than
those of the law. There is no misconduct in the exposure of which it is more interested than that of the
lawyers.
The first thinff observable in the speech of this
great lawyer is the fiction, under which he speaks of
the report of a committee of the House of Commons.
It was a pampMet published by one Debrett. The
regulations of parliament required, that notice should
not be taken in one of the Houses, of any thing done
in the other. The speech of the great lawyer, then,
was a flagrant violation of that rule ; for the whole
purport of it was to arraign the _natter of the writing, which was the production of the House of Commons, not the mere act of publication, in which
alone Debrett was concerned.
A ru]e that can be
set aside by a fiction, that is, by a declaration more
or less false, adapted to the purpose, is not a rule that
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_OOKVI.is good for much, as it wm never be in substance recu,P. _. garded when any one has a motive for breaking it,
17_
The vindictive Judge here speaks of two things,
vilifying, and raisrepre_,enting. If he meant to say,
that the report of the committee of the House of
Commons had misrepresented any thing done by the
Judges, of either of the two descriptions, concerned
in the trial of Mr. Hastings; it is not true. He
could not have mentioned a single fact which was
not justly stated ; nor a single censure, with respect
to which, the fact against which it was pointed, and
the reasons for which it was applied, were not imth of
them distinctly assigned. Nothing could be farther
fi'om misrepresentation than this.
Further, the offended Judge speaks of two things,
vilif_ng, and misrepresenting, as if they were one
and the same thing ; and thereby creates a deceitful,
and mischievous confusion. Misre?resenting, which
is conveying a false conception of another man, is
always bad. It may or it may not imply guilt,
according to the state of the mind from which it
issned. But all means should be employed both to
prevent its existence, and to provide a remedy for its
effects. Vilifi'cation is a very different thing; and
is subject to very different laws. Vilification, as
distinct from misrepresentation, is the conveying a
true character of a had man. The case is not easy
to be conceived, in which that is not good for society.
There can be no case, in which to publish the true
character of a' bad ruler is not good for society.
There can be no case, in which to publish the true
character of a bad Judge is not pre-eminently beneficial to society.
Observe the slight of hand, with which the artificer
endeavours to pass his counterfeit coin. Vilification,
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and misrepresentation,
are both spokenof,as theBOOK Vl.
s_e thing. Misrepresentation
is unquestionably
C,AP.
2.
bad; and vilification
being shuffled
in,underthe 1794.
same cover,isspokenof as bad also.And then
comesthedoctrine,
defightful
to thelawyer,
thatto
speakwith censureof the dignitaries
of the law,
on any occasion,
or in any shape,isthe heightof
criminality;
and that"to reflect,"
as they callit,
upontheJudges,thatis,to make justremarksupon
ill behaviour, "ought never to pass unpunished."
It
is very natural for Judges to preach punishment for
all "reflection" upon Judges. But what is the consequence with respect to the unhappy community?
To ensure to the Judges a power of gratifying and
aggrandizing themselves at their expense : the power,
in short, of making and keeping the law, an _strument, to any extent which they please, not of justice,
but oppression.
Hear the plea of the lawyer, in behalf of his mischievous claim. To make known, says he, the offences
of great men of the law would "diminish respect for,
and obedience to the laws." That is to say : When
laws and the administration of them are made good,
they will not be respected: When they are bad, if
you only say nothing about their badness, and allow
the lawyers to praise the badness as if it were good.
hess, you will then have perfect respect and obedience.
Who but those who have rendered up their under.
standings to the will of the deceivers, can believe
this wretched misrepresentation of the human mind ?
It requires pains and trouble, cunningly and perseveringly applied, to make people in love with that which
hurts them; leave them only to the operation of
nature, and that which does them good will of itself
engage their affections. If half the pains were taken
to make the people see the excellence of good laws,

_K _. that have been always taken to prevent them from
cH_. _. seeing the wickedness of bad laws, an obedience s_h
!794. as the world has never yet beheld, and neeer can
behold, till that righteous course is adopted, would
be the consequence, ensured, with the certainty of
the laws of nature. 1
What Mr. B_,rkesaidopenthesubject
ofthisattackdeserves
attention; thoughhisstrictures
fall
greatlyshortof the mark, becausehis
mind was deludedby thefallacy---of
respectforbad Judges,and bad
laws. On theday after
the speechof Lord Thurlow was delivered
in
theHouse ofLords,he thusaddressedtheHouse ofCommol_s :
" The licence of the present times makes it very difficult 1:o talk upon
certain subjects in wbich Parliamentary
Order is involved.
It is all&cult to speak of theat with regularity, or to be silent with dignity or
wisdom.
All our proceedings have been constantly published, accordhag to the discretion and ability of individuals, with impumty, almost
ever since I came into Parl,ament.
By prescription people had obtained something like a right to this abuse. I do not justify it. The abuse
is now grown so inveterate, that to punish it without a previous notice
would hat'e an appearance vf hardship, if not iniustice.
These publications are frequently erroneous as well as irregular, hut not always so :
what they give as Reports and Resolutions of this House, have sometimes
been fairly given.
" It has not been uncommon to attack the proceedings of the House
itself, under colour of attacking these irregular publications _ and the
House, notwithstanding
this colourable plea, has, in some instances,
p..oceeded to punish the persons who have thus insulted it. When a
complaint is made of a piratical edition of a work, the author admits
that it is his work that is thus piratically published ; and whoever attacks the work itself in these unauthorized publications, does not attack
it less than if be had attacked
it in an edition authorised by the
writer.
" I understand, that in a place which I greatly respect, and by a person for whom ] have likewise great respect, a pamphlet published by a
Mr. Debrett has been very hearily censured. That pamphlet, I hear
(for 1 have not read it), purports to be a Report made by one of your
committees to this ttouse.
It has been censured (as I am told) by the
person and in the place I have mentioned, in very harsh and very unqualifted terms. It has been stud, and so far very truly, that at all times, and
particularty at this time, it is necessary for the preservation of order and
the execution of the law, that the characters and reputaticm of the Judges
of the Courts in Westminster Hall should be kept iu the highest degree of
respect and reverence ; and that ill this pamphlet, described by the name
of a Libel, the characters and conduct of those Judges upon a late occasion had been aspersed, as arising from ignorance or corruption.
" I thiJtk it impossible, combining all the circumstances,
not tosap-
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pose that this speech does reflect upon a Report which, hy an order of BOOK VI.
th_ committee on which I served, 1 had tile honour ofpresentingto this Ca_.
2.
House.
For any thing improper in that report I am responsible, as -well as the other members of the committee, to this House, and to this
.t794.
I-l_usu only. The matters contained in it, and the observations upon
them, are submitted to the wisdom of tile House, that it may act upon
both in the time and manner that to your judgment may seem most expedient, or that you may noL act upon them at all, if you should think
it most useful to the public good. Your committee has obeyed your
orders ; it has done its duty Jn making that Report.
I am of opinion
_ith the eminent person by whom that Report is censured, that it is
necessary, at this time very particuiarly_ to preserve the authority of the
Judges.
This, however, does not depeiM upon us, but upon lhemselves.
It is necessary to preserve the dignity and respect of all tile constitutional authorities.
This too, depends upon ourselves.
It is necessary
to preserve the respect due to the House of Lords : it is full as necessary
to preserve the respect due to the Itouse of Commons: upon which
(whatever may he thought of us by some persons) the rceight and.forcc
of all other authoritic_ r_ithin thi_ kingdom essentially depend. If the
power of the tlouse o_" Commmls is degraded or enervated, no other
can stand.
We must be true to ourselves; we _mght to animadvert
upon any of our members who abuse the trust _e place in tl_em : we
must support those who_ without regard to consequences_ perform their
duty.
" For your committee of managers and for myself, I must say, that
the Report was deliberately made, and does not, as I conceive, contain
an)" ver_' material error, or an)' undue or indecent reflection.upon
ally
person.
It does not accuse the Judges of ignorance or corruption.
_,Vhatever it says, at does not say calummously.
This kind of language
belongs to persons whose eloquence entitles them to a free use of epithets.
q?he report states, that the Judges had given their opinions secretl3.
cm_trary to the ahnost uninterrupted
tenor of Parliamentary usage on
such occasions.
It,_tates that the opinions were given, not upon the
Law, but upon the Case. It states that" the mode of giving the opinions
were unprecedented, and contrary, to the privileges of the House of Comnmns. ]t states, that the committee did not know upon what rules and
t_rinctples the Judges had decided upon those cases, as they neither heard
them, nor are they entered upon the Journals.
It is very true, that we
were and are extremely dissatisfied with those opinions, and the consequent determn_ations of the Lords ; and we do not think such a mode of
proceeding at all justified by the most numerous and the best precedents.
lqone of these sentiments are the committee, as I conceive (and I full as
little as any of ti_etn) disposed to retract or to soften in the smallest
degree.
"The report speaks for ltselt:
Whenever on occasion xhall be regularl3r give_z to maintain everq thing of substance in that Paper, 1 shall
be ready to meet the proudest name.tbr ability, learning, or rank, that
thislcingdom contai,_s, upon that subject.
Do I say tins from any contidence m myself? Far from it! It is t?om my conlidence in our cause,
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][_OK V[. and in the ability, the learning, and the constitutional privciplesj
Cua_. 2. which this House contains within itself, and which I hope it will ever
contain ; and in the assistance which it will not fail to afford to those
17_.
who, with good intention, do their best to maintain the essential
Privileges of the House, the ancient Law of Parliament., and the
public Justice of the Kingdom." Hist. orTrial, part vii. p. 117, 118No reply or observation wis made on the subject by any other
member.
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III.

Arrangement
about troops and money with the BooKvt.
Nabob of Oude--The Guntoor Circar obtained cn._P._.
from the Nizam, and a new arrangement
made 1786.
with that Prince--Aspect
which that arrangement bore to Tippoo Saib--Dispute
of Tippoo with
the _Rajah of Travancore--Tippoo
attacks the
lines of Travancore--The
English prepare for
war--Form
an alliance with the Nizam, and
with the Mahrattas--Plan
of the campaig'n-General 3"Ieadows takes possession of Coimbetore,
and establishes a chain of depots to the bottom of
the Gujelhutty
Pass--Tippoo
descends by the
Gujelhutt31 Pass--And
compels the English General to return for the Defence of Carnatic-End of the campaign, and arrival of Lord Cornwallis at Madras--Operations
in Malabarm,d
new arrangement with Mahomed ,41i, respecting
the revenues of Carnatic.
LORD CORNWALLIS took in his hand the reins of
the Indian government in the month of September,
1786; and was guided by a pretty extensive code
of instructions, carried out from the joint manufacture
of the Board of Control and the Court of Directors.
Of the two grand divisions into which the measures
of this Governor.General are distinguished; those
which regarded the interior management of the empire.
and those which regarded its external relations ; the
one constitutes a subject distinct from the other ; and
VOI,.

V.

S

c_,_s

which he made to improve the state of the_vg_
l_)l_gq_,._till,, aftex the _aarrati_e i_,pr_septad ,of_the
t_gns_fltiia_..,l¢thick_took place, h_tween_ hiI_. it_n4rt_
,_Tl_.i_d

the,¢_onnflction _it_h _itg_,_,_t_b_mf

9f_o_d _
w_l_._ _be _ret:eding_e_
__1
'_n_ _ffcou_il had pledged themselves tO,_Mro_.r_
for the support &that arrangement_i#_
_,{ls_14ff
bhe_Jast 'measures, of his_admiajs_a(_yb
_l_utl no
._n_-had
Lord Cornwallis ar_'_l 5a _nd_,_
the _Nabob proposed to eome,,_m
ja;-_rson._
Calcutta, and pressed in the most earnest _aam; :f_
leave to send Hyder Beg Khan hismirl_st_,_ ,_h_
object was, to represent as insupportable,t&e_W¢_ltt
of£be burthen which was still imposed upon-his eo_
try : and to entreat that the temporary brigad_ tm_
called the Futty Gut brigade, should, a_eeably .to
*he contract which Mr. Hastings had formed, but
.which had never been observed, now be withdr&wn.
To Lord Cornwallis, it appeared, however, by _o
means safe, to entrust the defence of the Nabob's do.minions to the stipulated amount of the Co_pan]i_s
troops, a single brigade at Cawnpore. In th_ minute
_hich he recorded upon this occasion, he represe_i_d
the:discipline of the Nabob's own troops.as _too imperfect to be depended upon, even for the obed_aee
tff..bis subjects; who were re_ined,iu
s ubm_sion
_t_ldy, by their dread of the CompaniyTs .arm_;,,I_Ie
,_deticribed the character of the Nabob, _ a,pur¢, em_mooud of negligence and profasion : And ,_bomgh,.ot
_Itha&:time, Oude was threatened with no l_t,k/_r
danger ; and the expense attending the continuance
_ of the brigade at Futty Ghur exceeded the sum which
he was entitled to exact of i_he Naho.b _he,:,a_.hered
7
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to the resolution that the troops should not be re- BOOKVl.
moved.
CuAP.3.
In the pecuniary burthen, however, he admitted
some alteration. It appeared that, during the nine
preceding years, the Nabob had paid to the Company,
under different titles, at th_ rate of eighty-four lacs
of-rupees per annum ; though by the treaty of 1775,
be h_l_nd
himself to the annual payment of only
3_,_1_00,
and by the _reaty of 1781, to that of
$4;_0,000 rupees.
It::was agreed that fifty ]acs should be the annual
payment of the Nabob ; and that this should embrace
every possible claim.
The Governor-General declared that this was sufficient to indemnify the Company for all tbe expense which it was necessary for
them.to incur in consequence of their connection with
the Vizir. In other words, he declared that, for the
nine preceding years, unjustifiable extortion, to the
amount of thirty-four lacs per annum, had been practied on that dependant prince. The relation now
established between the Nabob of Oude and the
Honourable Company was described by the GovernorGeneral in the following words : " We undertake the
defence of his country : In return, he agrees to defray
the real expenses incurred by an engagement of so
much value to himself: and the internal administration of his affairs is left to his exclusive manageAmong the instructions with which Lord Corn-.
wallis was furnished for his government in India, he
carried out with him explicit orders to demand from
the -Nizam the surrender of the circar of Guntoor.
,Bazalut

Jung

had died in 1782;

but Nizam

Ali

' " I See Papers relatin,tr to the East Indies, printed hy order of the Houie
•"_i/_ons
in 1806, No. _. p. 1--14.
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BOO_V_ret_aed-possessinn
of the _:ircar; and the i_nglish
c_A_.5, had withheld the payment of the peshcush. Upoti
17_s. the _rrival of Lord Cornwallis in India, he was
deterred from obeying immediately the peremptOry
orders of his European masters, with regard to t_e
surxe_cler of Gunto_r, on aceouat of the _dva_age
which it appeared that a dispute with the .Nizam
might lend to the ambition of Tippoo, and the apprehension which was entertained of a rupture wi_
France. In the year 1788, however, the tY-r0speet
of tminterrupted peace with France, the great addition to the English military strength expoet_ irr _he
course of the season, and the general position of the
other powers in India, presented the appearance o_"
as favourable an opportunity for making the demand,
as any which was regarded as sufficiently probable to
form a rational bails of action. Immediately after
the return of Tippoo from the siege of Mangalore,
and the conclusion of his treaty with the English in
1784, he set up against the Nizam a demand for
Beejapore. About the same time a dispute arose
betweeen Tippoo and the Poona ministers, respecting
a part of those acquisitions from the Mahratta territory, which had been made by Hyder, during the
Peshwaship of Ragoba. These circumstances, together with the jealousy, if not the fears, which the
power and character of Tippoo inspired into these
neighbouring chiefs, produced a connection between
them, in consequence of which a junction was formed
between a Poona and Hyderabad army, in the beginning of the year 1786. The terms of reprobatima
in which Englishmen in India were accustomed to
speak of the peace of 1783_, led the Poona ministers, according to the opinion of Colonel Wilks, to
expect that the EnglL_h would take part in this confederacy against Mysore; and he is not well pleased

demand_dfi'ornt/w Ni_av,.
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w_tb_Lord Cernwaltis, who lost no time in letting BOOKVL
the[n:know, that no project of an alliance, or any c-,_. s.
other measure of an aggressive nature, would be ell, l_aa.
t_tained by his nation. After a year of warring,
attended byno considerable result, Tippoo and his
enemies were both weary of the contest. A peave
was concluded, on terms not very favourable to the
Sultan, who was alto'reed at the progressive acGumul_tion of the instruments of war in the hands of
the ]_aglish, and desirous of an interval to settle
his dominions on the coast of Malabar.
In these circumstances, Lord Cornwallis was under no apprehension of a union between Tippoo and the Mabrattas :
He thought it by no means probable, that, without
the prospect of alliance with the French, he would
provoke the dangers of an English war: And he
concluded with _me assurance that, with the support
of Tippoo alone, the Nizam would not hazard the dang_ersof resistance. Still, though not probable, it was
by no means impossible, that a connection subsisted,
or might in consequence of this requisition be formed,
between the Nizam and Tippoo ; which, "no doubt,"
said the Governor-General, " would bring on a war,
calamitous to the Carnatic, and distressing to the
Company's affairs." Yet if ever the claim upon the
Guntoor circar was to be enforced, the time was now
arrived; and with regard to the result, should war
ensue, it was, in the opinion of this ruler, impossible
that for one moment a doubt could be entertained. 1
The resolution being taken, the execution
skilfully planned. Captain Kennaway, a gentleman
whose address was supposed we]l calculated to soften
what might appear offensive in his commission, was
Copy of a Letter from Earl Cornwallis to Sir Archibald Campb_
dated Calcutta, 30th of May, 1788. Ordered to be printed lt'99,.
Wilks's Hist. Sketches, ii. 555--.-6_,9; iii. 86.
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BOOK Vl.senttothecourtoftheNizam, instructed
toen_pl_
c_AP.
s.conciliatory
language,and to show the utmost-libe17ss.rality,
inregardtoevcryotherpointrespecting
whiCh
adjustment
was required.No intimation
was t_"be
giventotheNizam oftheproposed
demand,till'after
thearrival
ofCaptainKennaway athiscourt.Atthe
sametime,instructions
weresenttotheresidents
at
theseveral
durbars,
ofthePeshwa,Scindia,
andthe
RajahofBerar,togiveto thesepowersa fullexplanation
of theproceeding,
beforeintelligence
of it
couldreachthem from any other source.The
governmentof Madras, under speciouspretences,
conveyeda bodyof troopstotheneighbourhood
of
thecircar
; and heldthemselves
inreadiness
toseize
theterritory
before
anyotherpower couldinterpose,
either
witharmsorremonstrance.
Captain Kennaway was yet on his journey to
Hyderabad, when the following letter from the Governor-General, dated 3d of July, 1788, went after
him by dispatch : "Sir--I
have this instant received
advice from Sir Archibald Campbell, tliat the Rajah
of Chericka has actually committed hostilities on the
Company's possessions at Tellicherry by order from
Tippoo. Sir Archibald appears likewise to be decidedly of opinion, that Tippoo will immediately attack
the Rajah of Travancore.
This may, however, I
think be doubtful. Unless this alarm should be
blown over, previous to your arrival at Hyderabad,
of which you cannot fail of having certain information, you _ill of course recollect that part of your
instructions, and, instead of declaring the real object
of your mission, confine yourself to the general expressions of friendship, and assurances of our earnest
desire to cultivate a good understan_ng between the
two governments."
Tlw situation of the Nizam was such, that he

.ta_appr_hc_d,. _rom _aconnection, with_ the E_[,
_"_;'_:
_an,_i_i_it_er
of the,other powers which bord_+_
1_. _
upc_ his dominiam.
Greatly inferior to either_,the
hhhrattas,or Tippoo, he was ever m dread of being
s_atlowed ,up by the one or the other of these foymidable _ghbours, and was no doubt protected fl'om that
destiny by the assistance which, in case,of an attack
from ¢he one, he was more than likely to receive, from
the othzr.
An alliance with the one of those powers
threatened hostility with the other. An alliance With
the English, though disagreeable to both, would not,
he ¢_acluded, be sufficient, with pretensions irreconaileable as theirs, to unite them for his destruction ;
while Che effect of it would be to lessen his dependance upon both. Under the influence of those views;
possibly, too, attaching no great value to the possesssion of Guntoor, which, under the bad management
of his rentem, had yielded little revenue, the Nizam
manifested an unexpected readiness to comply with
the Company's demands ; and, without even waiting
for a decision upon the other points which were to be
adjusted between them, he surrendered the circar in
September, 1788. The settlement of the arrears of
the peshcush, which the Company had forborne to
l)a), ;. and the set-off which was constituted by the
,m_;enue of the Guntoor circar, fi'om the time of the
_4e,tth :of _Bazalut Jung, occasioned some difficu!ty
and delay. To remove these difficulties, but )nore
with ,a view to pte_'ai[ ulmn the Governor.General to
form _ith= kim._ at, least a defensive alliance, .w.hich
_oq,id_ ._e hlcn above,his fears from Tippoo and the
,Mahra_as,, he sent his confideatig[ nfiniste r to Calcutta. A few amicable conferences sufficed to produce
an adjustment of the pecuniary claims. But with
regard to the formation of new and more compre-

_1_1_

t_m_g_

_i@.N/_.

_OOK,_El_6itffvdtie_l_etw_n {hetwo govern_ents_tho Da_li_h
_r__: t.l_r _ _,estraiaed, by'twopowerfel _cousideration_.
1_.
Ir_h_,first place, they were, forbidden by,t_a_'Of
l_lhm_Znt.
A_I in t,t_ nex_ place, tl_could_t
fsfil ,to excite the jealousy and displeaduv_ _ _lie
Mi&i-atta_ the friendship of whom he was desifoas
to eugivate. 1
: ,The expedient, which suggested itself to the British
Indian government, as happily calculated to answer
all' purposes, was, To profess the contirmed existence
of_the old treaty of 1768, in which both the Mysorean
and Mahratta governments, as well as the English-at
trome, had so long acquiesced; and to give to the
_lauses such an extent of meaning as would satisfy
.,theinevitable demands of the Nizam.
To the cla_e
inthat treaty, by which it was stipulated that English
tro_ps, to the amount of two battalions of sepoys, m_d
six pieces of cannon, manned by Europeans, shoald
be lent to the Nabob, were annexed the
" whenever the necessity of the Company's affairs
would permit." It was now agreed that these words2
' " As his I-iighaess'$political situation with the l_Iahrattas has long
approached almost to a state of dependance upolxthe Poonah government, we could make no alteration in the terms of our agreement with
doe b_am, whhout its being construed by the Peshwa's ministers aa_a
attempt to detach him from them." Lett. Cornwallis to Secret Committee, 1st of November,1789. We are informed by Col. Wilks, that
ai'tho same time with this embassy to the English government, the
Nizam sent one Tippoo, to proposeaa alliance offensiveand defensive;
whether to supersede the agreement with the English, or as a further
security, does not appear. Tippoo proposed the adjunct of a matrimonial connexion between the families; Nat this, not suiti_ the family
pddo of the Nizam, broke off the uegotiatiaa. H_st. Skeu:hes, iii.
The Governor-General imputes bad faith to those who inserted
_hom,as well as the clause relating to the grant of the Carnati¢ Balaghent, and the consequent peshcush : "The sixth and twelfth articles
are couched in terms which do not manifest a very sincere intention in
the framers of the treaty to perfectothem." Minute of Governor-General, loth ofJuly, 1789.

lnjury s_tained tq Ti1_.

_5

shoutd • mean_ Whenever the Nizam should think BOOK V[.
ta_er to apply for them ; under one limitation, that ca_P. s.
th_.:should not he employed againat the Company's 17_
allie_ among whom were enumerated the Mahratta
chief,, the Nabobs of Oude and Arcot, and the Rajahs
of Trawancore and Tanjore. • Of the treaty of 1768,
one memorable article related to the transfer to the
Company of the Carnatic Balaghaut;
an article
which, if the ancient treaty were binding, still contiaaedin force. The propositions of the Nizam, that
measures shoutd now be taken for carrying this
engagement into effect, the Governor-General was
obliged to elude, by observing that the lapse of time
by the alteration of circumstances, had not left that
part of the agreement on the same foundation on
which it originally stood ; and that the English were
boand in a treaty of peace with the prince whose
territory it actually went to dismember : "but," said
his Lordship, " should it hereafter happen that the
Company should obtain possession of the country
mentioned in these articles with your Highness's assistance, they will strictly perform the stipulations in
favour of your Highness and the Mahrattas."
" The desire of not offending," says Sir John
Malcolm, "against the letter of the act of parliament,
would appear on this occasion to have led to a trespass
on its spirit. Two treaties had been concluded, subsequently to the treaty of 1768, between Hyder All
Khan and the British government: And the latter
state had concluded a treaty of peace with his son
Tippoo Sultaun in 1784; by which it had fully recognised his right of sovereignty to the territories
which he possessed. And assuredly under such cir' Letter,

Cornwallis

to the Nizamj

Tth of July, 1789.

Sooa,_g mmmt_
the:,re_i_tt wire-any mod_tion_
c_. s. _e_dve:alli_ce._(£or
such the i_eat_f
_/,68,_3_:
_8_. doubtedby was)mmld_ot but ahrm,that:Pt_nc_'b_,_
.,. -Sir John -Malcolm proceeds ; " Nor was ttlat_arm
likely-to.he dispelled, .by that qualification in,ithe_d_gagementwbi¢_ provided that'no immediateoperat_on
should. be nndertaken against his domi_iom,, as the
_Xpression by which that qualification _s ,follo.wed,
sho_ed, that .the eventual execution of those, m:_eles,
:which went to divest him of his territories, v_s not
deemed an improbable or at least an impossible occtrfence by the contracting powers.
Another lmrt,of
this engagement which appeared calculated to excite
apprehension in the mind of Tippoo was, the stiput_
tions which regarded the employment of the subsidimT
force granted to the Nizam; which was madediScretional, with the exception of not acting against
some specified Prince and chiefs, among whom he was
not included. ''_
Sir John Malcolm wrote under the strongest impression of the hostile designs of Tippoo, and of the
wisdom and virtue of Lord Cornwallis, yet he makes
the following severe reflection, " that the liberal construction of the restrictions of the act of parliament
had, upon this occasion, the effect of making the
Governor-General pursue a course, which was, perhalts,
_ot only questionable in point of faith; but.which
mast have been more offensive to Tippoo Sultana,
and more calculated to produce a war with that
t Sir John says further, " that such ideas were entertained by Tippoo_
froh_-tl/e iht_t/lent he heard of the cond_iorr ofthls engageme_rt_ there
"cannot be a dotib_. '_ It would indeed appear by a letter from the resident at Poonah, that the minister of that Court considered this engagemeat as one off'an offensive nature, against Tippoo 8ultaun. '_ Sketch,
ut supra, p. 68.

Sympto_ of/waile/_s-'in

Tippoo.

_'0¥

.Pri_e,.,th-_n_the avowOd:coi_tm_ _of a defemi_tr_OOR,v_.
g_ge_i_rit, _'fmmed for the:. express and legttim_i_e cH_,.,_.
purpose,of limitin_ his inordinate ambition. _'_
:
178s.
__.The. Rajah of _Cherika wa_ a petty prince otfthe
Malabar coast, in whose territory was situated the
Cotnpany's factory at Tellicherry. This prince; with
his neighbours, had been subdued by Hyder All, and
Femained a tributary under Tippoo hisson. A f'riemliy
connexion had long subsisted between the English and
the Rajahs of Cherika, whom the English were in
habit of accommodating _:ith loans of money and
military stores. In 1765, the debt had accumulated
to a considerable sum ; and the Rajah assigned to the
Company a territory called Rhandaterrah for security
and payment.
Among other transactions with the
Rajah, the English farmed of him, in 1761, the
customs of the port of Tellicherry, for which they
agreed to pay at the rate of 4,_00 rupees per annum.
Since 1765, accounts had not been adjusted, but the
Rajah had received additional supplies both of money
and stores. About the beginning of the year 1786,
the Rajah sent a body of men, drove away the English
guard, consisting of a ser]eant and eight or ten sepoys,
and took possession of Rhandaterrah.
The government of Bombay directed the chief and factors of
Tellieherry to make out the Rajah's account, whence
it appeared that he was still to a large amount in
debt to the Company; and to represent the outrage
ol' which he had been guilty to his master Tippoo ;
but not by force to attempt the recovery of RhandaMalcolm's Sketch, ut suprap p. 66--69.
See the papers relative to
this treaty, laid before parliament in 179L
To the same purpose, another enlightened Indian Soldier : " It is highly instructive to observe a
statesman, justly extolled for moderate and pacific dispositions, thus indirectly violati_g a law, enacted for the eaforceanent of these virtues, by
catering into a very intelligible ofi'el_lve alhance."
Wiik_'_ H.i_t.
Sketche_, ii_.._8.

Boox, vl_t_rrab4 lles_ i_: skoukt bring on a renewal of the _ar.
Ca_r. a..The!ltttjah, underfrivolous pretences, evaded _acknaw,
11_8. ledgement_ofthe account ; Tippoo returned i_r answer
that he had commanded the district to be restored !
the Rajah disavowed the receipt of any such injunction; and produced a letter from Tippoo which merely
commanded him to settle his accounts. The affair
remained in suspense till 1788. Early in that year
Tippeo descended the Ghauts, at the head of an.army,
for the ostensible purpose of taking cognizance of his
dominions on the coast.
Before his march from
Calicut towards Palaeatcherry on the 8th of May, he
addressed a letter to the English chief at Tetticherry,
stating it as the information of the Rajah of Cherika,
that he had paid his debt to the English, and was
entitled to the restitution of his country : upon whinh
the Sultan recommended a settlement of accounts.
A letter was soon after received from the Rajah, in
which he stated the amount for twenty-seven years cf
rent due on the customs of the pert, without making
any mention of the much larger sums which the
Company charged to his account ; and he demanded
the immediate payment of a lack of rupees, tt was
this which alarmed the Governor-General during the
journey of his negociator to Hyderabad; as the aW
prehension was, that the Rajah was instigated by
Tippoo; might proceed to hostilities; and involve the
government in war.
-,
The territory of the Rajah of Travancore ram.
mences near the island of Vipeen, at the mouth of
the Chinnamangalum river, about twenty miles to
noeth of Cochin. From this point it extends to
the southern extremity of India, bounded on the west
by,the sea, and on the east by the celebrated _aain _a£
mountains which terminate near the southern cape.
The _ituation of this Prince made a connexion bet_retm

him, and the,English of importance to both,: 'Hd,_wBooxv_
phc_! at so great a di_auoe, that he had tittle, t6 c,_.s.
apl_ehemt from the encroarhments of,the Comvany_
1_.
His,eountry, which was only seImrated from
proeince of Tinivelty by the ridge of mountains,
_nmd a barrier to the invasion of an eaemy into that
provinoe, and through that province into Carnatic
itself: The support of the Company was neeessmT to
preserve the Rajah against the desigas of such pow_.
erHl and rapacious neighbours as Hyder ),.li and his
son: The productiveness of his dominions enabled
him to contritmte considerably to the militaryresourees
of the English : And, in the last war with Hyder, his
co-operation had been suf[icienfly extensive, to entitle
him to be inserted in the Treaty with Tippoo, under
the character of an ally.
The descent of Tippoo, with an army, into the
western country, filled the Rajah with apprehensions.
He was the only prey on that side of the GhaGts,
opposite to the dominions of Tippoo, which remained
undevoured ; and the only obstruction to the extension
of _hisdominions from the Mahratta frontier to Cape
Comorin; an extension, attended with the highly
corseted advantage of placing him in contact with
Tiniveily, the most distant, and most defenceless part
of the English possessions in Coromandel.
The occurrences which took place between Tippoo and the
Rajah of Cochin, added greatly to the terror and
alarms of the King" of Travancore.
There had been a period at which the Rajah of
Calicut, known by the name of the Zamorin,.had ondea_'oured to subdue the Cochin Rajah. At that
time the Cochin Rajah had received assistance #tom
the Rajah of Travancore.
The Cochin Rajah had
continued to need support ; and the predecessor of the
reigning Prince had made over to his benefactor, the

_Ioo_ vt_ l_ak af, ,Ttavancere, under the title of ¢_rrnpensation
CHar.s, fot, cxpemm, two small districts.an the nort.hmiside
of Trm, aneor_ Another motiye maybe.,supptmst
to_h_ve, contrihated to, thisterritnrial
amm_e_nen_
lzl-ydee AlLhad ate,the *ime eo_
liis i_eead_
oo_the roast, e£ Malabar ;_and alammed_the._jah_ _m_
ttmir _afeW. As a means of:de_ce,_,the--ltajah?,_.
Tmvaneore :,pmjeeted,-a. great wal_ _ bar¢i_, e_-lm
rt_th_na.f_ontier,
.to-thefonma_Dn _)f wh_l_:_be
dtistricts: in question were of peculiar importaneti
Though part of the territory of the King ef Cavhin
h_y north of the projected line of defence, ,yet aeonsiderable part, including his capital, was blemled w_ith
Travancore on the opposite side, and would receive
protection by it against the designs of Hyder, no less
than the dominions of the Travancore Rajah them,
selves. The works were constructed about twentyfive years previous to the period at which this narrative has arrived. They consisted of a ditch about
sixteen feet broad and twenty deep, a strong bamboo
hedge, a slight parapet, and good rampart, with
bastions on rising grounds, which almost flanked one
another. They commenced at the sea, on the island
of Vipeen, and extended eastwards, about thirty miles,
to.the Anamalaiah, or Elephant mountains, a part'of
the great Indian chain. On the north they were
assailable only by regular approaches; but in the case
of such an enemy as Tippoo, rather provoked attack,
than afforded any permanent protection.
•.Some time after the erection of the lines, Hyder,
who was extending his conquests over the Malabar
Rajahs, carried his arms against the territory of the
_it_g of Cochin, at least the part which was without
tilaewall of Travaneore ; and the King, rather than
lose that part of his dominions, consented to become
the tributary of Hyder.

English T¢o_ _

for hi_ Protect_.

tffl

_,-_hwRajnh of _hin waitedupo_Tippob, ha|_f8_ _
_:
a_,Palacatvhe_y_ _whither :he had proceeded _,q_ft_ ¢na_.
loaging_a_icut,._Upon,his return, this Rajah reported 17s9.
the __
of _his ,oonferenee with 'Pippoo_to,the
l_ah_f.
_ravanem_:
Tippeo qnestiom_ _himwily
hi_ visit _ha&amt been earlier; when _Something esefat
migttt_have,been_ed
; butnow the ra4n_:season
v_s tat hand. Tippoo asked,_ it'._th_ delay _ad_.beem
¢_asieaed by -the P_ajahof Trave-nc_e:. _-_He
_eid _ehe
P_jah/that _eshoukl demand,back tba_.m,distriots_Of
(_offdn, which_$ad_been -given to the Rajah o1_.Tra_
vaneore; and that he might receive the aid of the Mysore
trnops to enforce the claim. It was doubtful to the
Rajah .of Travancore whether the report of the King
of _Cochin was deceitful or true ; but it indicated in
eit_a_rease the hostile designs of Tippoo.
. The Rajah made known his fears to the government_of Madras, and requested a company of sepoys,
with an English officer, as a demonstration to the
Sultan of the assistance which he might expect to
receive. Sir Archibald Campbell, who then presided
over the Councils of Madras, not only complied with
the Rajah's demand, but desired his permission to
canton some battalions of the Company's troops, along
the strong grounds behind the wall. For this service,
two_attalions of sepoys, with their proportion of atfiery, were soon after sent fi-om Bombay.
_The arrival of the rainy season prevented active
operations during the remainder of the year 1788,
but in the month of May of the following year,
_ippoo again descended to the coast, and began with
SUnLmor_ing
the fort of Cranganore. This, and another
place, ,_amed Jayeotah, _ belonged to the Dutch,, and
_were-maintained as a species of outwork to-_tbeir
Written Ayacottah,

by Cot.'Wilks.

. '

_"

.ed_

Hostile Demoustr_li_o_.sof Tippoo.

._NzK,Vl.grand
_c=Ar.3. elo_
_'/Sg.

settlement
at Cochin.
They were situated
upon the wall of Travancore,
at its maritime

extremity,
and regarded
by the Rajah as of the
utmost importance for the defence of the lines.
He
prepared himself to join with the Dutdi in defending
them; he represented
to the English not only that
Craagaaore
and Jeycotah were the very l_ey to his
country, but that he was bound in a defensive treaty
with the Dutch ; he therefore made earnest application _o the English government
to grant him that
assistance which the present exigency
appeared
to
require.
Mr. Holland, who was now placed at the head of
the Madras government,
happened to be very pacifically inclined.
He informed the Rajah,
that, except
for the immediate protection
of his own dominions,
he could not receive assistance from the English; and
enjoined him, in a particular manner, to abstain from
every act which could raise the jealousy of Tippoo, or
afford him a pretext for invading Travancore.
Though Tippoo made several demonstrations,
and
went so far as to bring heavy guns fi'om Palacateherry,
as if for the reduction of Cranganore,
he retired before
the middle of May, without commencing
the attack ;
and placed his troops at Palacatcherry
and Coimbetore.
It was confidently expected, that he would return, at
the end of the monsoon ; and that his first operations
would be against the possessions
these in his hands, Travancore

of the Dutch. Were
would be an e_sy

conquest;
and, in the opinion of the Company's resident it would even be difficult, if not impossible, for
the English detachment
to retreat.
In the mean time intelligence
was received from
the Commandant
at Tellieherry,
thaL during
the.
whole of the rains, that settlement had been environed
by the troops of Tippoo,

and _hut up as in a state o_

Disputes _withTippoo.

,,_$

rigorous blockade ; that a chain of posts haft ,,l_on:BO_ll_I.
e_tablishedsurrotmding the place, some of thern,_so cn**._.
near as-to be _¢ithin musket shot oft_e lines; that :)789.
his troops had strict orders, which they rigidly doeyed,
to.event
the admission of everyarti_le of supl_ly_;
that his boats were -as vigilant forche same pu_
by sea, as tile troops were by ltmd ; and that the necessaries of life had, in consequence, risen to aw-exofbit_nt price.
The assurance, conveyed from the Company's go_
vo-nor at Madras, that the English would interfere in
the defence of no territory but that which immediately
belonged to the Rajah himself, suggested to the Rajah
and the Dutch an expedient for realizing the condition on which was made to depend the assistance
which they required.
A negotiation, which was said
to have been pending for two years, was concluded in
the beginning of August, for rendering Cranganore
and Jeycotah, part of the dominions of the Rajah ; that
is, by purchase from the Dutch.
Of this transaction,
however, the government of Madras disapproved;
a_d they dispatched a peremptory command to the
Rajah, that he should annul the contract, and restore
the places to the Dutch.
• Tippoo affirmed, that the Dutch had built the fort
of Cranganore upon ground which belonged to his
tributary and subject, the Rajah of Cochin ; that the
Dutch had even paid rent for that ground, in the
same manner as the ryots ; and that the purchase and
sale of it was the purchase and sale of a part of the
kingdom of Mysore.
The Rajah asserted the falsehood of the allegations
of Tippoo ; and remonstrated against the orders which
he had received from Madras.
The resident and heconcurred in representing, and produced documerfts
from the Dutch which proved ; that Cochin was one'
VOl,.

v,
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h_structionsfrom the Governor-General.

BOOKVI.of the early conquests of the Portuguese, and their
c.^P. _. capital in that part of India; that Cranganore and
1789. Javcotah were their dependencies; that the Rajahs
of Cochin paid them tribute ; that in the year 1654,
the Dutch were at war with the Portuguese, and attacked their settlement of Cochin ; that they expelled
the Portuguese entirely from that part of India, and
seized their possessions; that they held no lands of
tile Rajah of Cochin, whom they rather considered as
dependent upon them ; that the Rajah of Cochin had
not been a tributary of the Mysore chiefs for more
than about twelve years; and considered himself as
such for that territory only, fox"which he paid choute;
the territory, namely, which was situated without the
wall of Travancore.
On the 23d of September the Governor-General
made answer to the representations which had been
transmitted
to him by the Governor in Council of
bladras : That, without a hope of assistance from the
French, which Tippoo at this time could not entertain, he would not, it was probable, desire to draw
upon himself the resentment of the Company ; that
Tippoo was aware, and had indeed been expressly
informed, of the certainty with which an attack upon
the Travancore Rajah, included in the late treaty as
an ally of the English, would be followed by war;
that the character at the same time of that violent
Prince rendered calculation upon his conduct from
the rules of prudence somewhat precarious; and that
provision should be made, not only for securing the
dominions of the Company and their allies, but for
obtaining ample satisfaction, in case of any iniury
which they might be made to sustain. He, therefore,
directed that the best mode of assembling the army,
and of opposing resistance to an enemy, should be
concerted with the commanding' officer; that from
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the moment Tippoo should invade any part of the _OOKVl.
territm'y of the Rajah of Travancore or Nabob of C_Av.3.
Arcot, he should be considered as in a state of war ; 1789.
that all payments to the private creditors of the Nabob
of Arcot should in that case be suspended; and that
even the advances for providing the Company's
investment should be withheld.
It was well for
Lord Cornwallis, that he possessed an influence,
which enabled him to take such a licence with impunity. The creditors of the Nabob were, as appeared
by important consequences, favourites with the Board
of Control.
And a rich investment, which filled the
coffers of the India House, was the principal source
of delight to the Court of Directors.
A man of less
authority would not have dared to offer disappointment to such commanding inclinations. And perhaps
it required tile brilliant success which crowned the
operations of Lord Cornwallis to exempt even his
audacity from disagreeable consequences. The efforts
made by Mr. Hastings, to prevent a failure in the
article of investments, produced the principal errors
of his administration, and the great misfortunes of
his life.
The Governor-General concluded his letter with
the following words; "We sincerely hope and believe that the case will not happen : But should the
Carnatic unfortunately be involved in war, you may,
in addition to all the means that are in your own
power to command, be assured that this government
will make the utmost exertions to give you effectual
assistance, and to terminate, as speedily as possible, a
contest that cannot, even if attended with the utmost
success, prove advantageous to our affairs in this
country."
In the representation first trausmltted to Bengal,
regarding the transfer of Jayee_tah and Cranganore,
T_
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Tippooattacks

BOOKVl. it appeared as if they did belong to the dependant of
char. z. Tippoo, and had been alienated without his consent.
1789. In this view of the circumstances Lord Cornwallis
condemned the transaction; and confirmed the injunction which had been given by the government of
Madras.
When it was affirmed, that neither Tippoo,
nor his tributary, had any title to the territory, that
it had for centuries been the independent possession
of Europeans, and more than a hundred years ago had
been taken in lawful war from the Portuguese by the
Dutch, he thought proper to suspend his decision.
tte directed that a proposition should be transmitted
to Tippoo for a mutual appointment of commissioners
to try the point in dispute; and proposed to agree
that if the ground was proved to belong to the Rajah
of Cochin, the transfer should be annulled ; if it was
proved to belong to the Dutch, the transaction should
be confirmed.
Towards the end of October the army of Tippoo
was known to be encamped in the neighbourhood of
Palgaut ; and the Rajah was confirmed in his expectation of an attack. On the l_th of December Tippoo arrived at a place about twenty-five miles distant
from the boundary of Travancore, and the ravages of
his cavalry were carried within a mile of the wall.
On the following day a vakeel, a sort of character in
wl_ich the capacities of the messenger and negotiator
were compounded, arrived from the camp of the Sultan, bearing a letter to the Rajah. It contained the
annunciation of Tippoo's demands ; That, as the Rajah
had given protection within his dominions to certain
Rajahs, and other refractory subjects of the Mysore
government, he should deliver them up, and in future
abstain from similar offences ; 2. That as the Dutch
had sold to him that which was not theirs to sell,
he should withdraw his troops from Cranganore;
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3. That he should demolish that part of his lines BOOKvl.
which crossed the territory of Cochin, because it be- c_,P. s.
longed to the kingdom of _lysore.
The Rajah re- 1789.
plied; 1. That the Rajahs of whose protection the
Sultan complained had obtained an asylum in his
country, because they were his relations, at the
distance of many years; that no objection to their
residence had ever been taken before; that to prove
his amicable disposition, they should nevertheless be
removed; and that no refractory subject of the Mysore government had ever, with his knowledge, been
harboured in Travancore; 2. That the fort and territory which he had purchased fi'om the Dutch belonged to the Dutch, and was in no respect the
property of the dependant of Tippoo; 3. That the
ground on which he had erected his lines was ceded
to him in full sovereignty by the Rojah of Cochin
before that Rajah became tributary to the sovereign
of _Iysore; and that the lines, existing at tile time
when he was included in the late treaty between the
English and the Sultan, were sanctioned by the silence of that important deed.
On the 24th of December Tippoo encamped at
not more than four miles distance from the lines ; began to erect batteries on the 25th ; early in the morning of the ogth turned by surprise the right flank of
the lines, where no passage was supposed to exist;
and introduced a portion of his army within the wall.
Before he could reach the gate which he intended to
open, and at which he expected to admit the rest of
his army, his troops were thrown into confusion by
some slight resistance, and fled in disorder, with a
heavy slaughter, across the ditch.
Tippoo himself
was present at the attack, and, not without personal
danger, made his escape.
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Arrangements of the Gore,'nor-General,

BOOKVL Intelligence of these events was received by the
CHAP.
3. Supreme Government from Madras on the 26th of
179o. January; and on the morrow instructions were dispatched to that Presidency.
The Governor-General
expressed his expectation that the Madras rulers had
considered Tippoo as at war, from the first moment
when they heard of the attack; that they had diligently executed the measures which he had formerly
prescribed ; and in particular, that all payments to the
Nabob's creditors, and all disbm'sements on the score
of investment, had immediately ceased. He added,
that his intention was to employ all the resources
which were within his reach "' to exact a full reparation from Tippoo for this wanton and unprovoked
violation of treaty ;" that for this purpose endeavours
should be employed to procure the assistance both of
the Mahrattas and of the Nizam; that instructions
should be dispatched to the government of Bombay
to attack his possessions on the coast of Malabar;
and that in every part of India the army should
be increased.
The instructions to the government of _Iadl'as
were dated on the 27th of January; those to the
resident at the Court of the Nizam were dated on the
28th. The actual commencement of hostilities relieved Cornwallis from all restraint with regard
to new connexions; and it was now his part to
solicit from the Nizam an alliance, which, a few
months before, that Prince would have received as
the greatest of favours. The resident was instructed
to expose in the strongest colours the faithless and
rapacious character of Tippoo ; to raise in the minds
of the Nizam and his ministers as high a conception as possible of the advantages of an intimate
connexion with the English; to promise him a full
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participation in the fruits of victory, and a mutual BOOkVl.
guarantee of their respective dominions, against the c_AP.s.
ambition and hatred of Tippoo.
179o.
The chief difficulty in this negotiation arose from
the violent apprehensions of the Nizam with respect
to the Mahrattas.
To such a degree was he impressed with an opinion of the villainy of that nation,
and of their determination to rob him of his dominions, whenever an opportunity should occur, that
he desired the English resident to inform him, if the
Peshwa should invade his kingdom, while his army
was absent, co-operating with the English, what
measures, in that case, the English government would
pursue: and he displayed intense reluctance to spare
any portion of his forces from his own defence,
without an article for the unlimited guarantee of his
country. But the Governor-General, who was anxious
for the alliance of the Mahrattas, and reckoned them
" the people whose friendship was of by far the greatest value," 1 in the contest with Tippoo, was careful
not to give umbrage to the Poonah rulers, by appearing to raise a barrier against their ambitious designs.
The instructions to the resident at Poonah were of
the same description ; and dated the preceding day.
The relation with the Mahrattas, from the conclusion
of the treaty of Salbhye, had been that of general
amity; which the Poonah government, with some
eagerness and some address, had endeavoured to
improve into an engagement for mutual protection
against Tippoo. The restrictions, however, imposed
by act of parliament, had prevented tile GovernorGeneral from acceding to their desire; and of that
policy he now expressed his opinion. " Some considerable advantages," he said, " have no doubt been
Lett. Gov. Geu. to the Secret Committee,

l_t Nov, 1789.
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BOOKVI.experienced by the system of neutrality ,which the
Ca_r.3. legislature required of the governments in this coun179o. try: But it has, at the same time, been attended
with the unavoidable inconvenience of our being constantly exposed to the necessity of commencing a
war, without having previously received the assistance of etlicient allies." 1
The offer of a defensive alliance against Tippoo
was now made to the Mahrattas ; and they had the
advantage of holding themselves up as the party who
bestowed the favour, which, a twelvemonth before,
they would have been well contented to appear as
the party who received. The Indian desire, to make
the most of every circumstance in a bargain, and to
sell every favour at the highest price, made them
higgle and wrangle for advantages, and protract the
negotiation to a considerable length.
A treaty, however, with the Nizam, and another
with the Mahrattas, of which the conditions were
nearly the same, were signed, the former on the 4,th
day of July, the latter on the lstof June. A triple
league was formed,, to punish Tippoo for the treachery, of which he was declared to have been guilty
to all the contracting parties: The Nizam and Peshwa
bound themselves to prosecute vigorously the war
with a potent and well appointed army : The Peshwa
received the option of beinffjoined, during the war,
by an English force equal to that which served with
the Nizam : And the parties jointly engaged, never
to make peace, except with mutual consent; to make
an equal partition of conquests; and to resist and
punish by their combined forces any injury to any
of them which Tippoo thereafter might accomplish 'or
attempt.
' Dispatch

to Mr, Malet, _8th Feb, 1790.

Objectsof the War.

_gl

It was declared by the Governor-General to both BOOKvt.
the parties with whom he was endeavouring to con- c._P. s.
tract, that the objects were four, at which he should 179o
aim by the war : To exact from the enemy indemnification for the expense or loss imposed upon the Company by the war: To make him restore to the Nizam
and Peshwa, if they should take part in the conflict,
whatever he or his father might have taken from
those powers: To wrest from him all that he possessed of the Carnatic Payen Ghaut: And, in consequence of the barbarity which he had exercised on
the Nairs of Malabar, to set them free from his
dominion. 1
The gratification of their resentment for the losses
inflicted on them by Tippoo and his father; the
removal of the terrors with which they were haunted
by his ambition and power; the prospect of recovering
what they had lost, and of elevating themselves upon
his ruin, were powerful aids toward obtaining the
alliance of the Nizam and Mahrattas.
While the mind of the Governor-General was thus
intensely engaged in preparing the means of war
upon the largest scale, a very different spirit prevailed
at Madras; and, on the 8th of February, he dispatched to that Presidency a letter of complaint and
crimination.
He charged the President and Council
with neglect of duty, and disobedience of orders, in
not having made the prescribed provision of draught
cattle for the army; in not having suspended the
business of the Company's investment ;'_ and, after
they had received an explicit declaration from the
, See the dispatch to the Resident at Poonah, dated the 2_d of bIarch.
• On the point of investment the Governor-General
afterwards retracted his censure, as it was explained, that nothing more had been
done than what was necessary to fulfil the contract _ith the Philippine
Company.
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BOOK Vl. Governor-General
c,AP. 3. protect
1790.

the Rajah

in Council

of his determination

of Travancore

in his purchase

to
of

Cranganore
and Jaycotah ff those places belonged not
to the Rajah of Cochin but the Dutch, in their having,
in their correspondence
with Tippoo and even with
the Rajah of Travancore
and the English resident in
his camp, withheld
that declaration,
and thereby
" discouraged
a faithful ally in the defence of his
country
against an enemy, who was within a few
miles of his frontiers, and with the insolence and
violence of whose character they had long been fully
acquainted."
To his early decision against the purchase
of the
two forts, Governor Holland adhered:
On the allegation of the Rajah that Sir Archibald
Campbell
encouraged the purchase, he had replied ;_ " As you
received caHy information
of Governor
Camphclrs
departure,
it was not acting a friendly part to prosecute negotiations
of so much importance without
communicating
their commencement
and progress to
me, upon my advising you of my succession to tile
government:"
Even after the right of the Dutch
appeared to be decidedly proved, still he maintained
that the bargain was an offence against Tippoo, not
to be justified by the law of nations: beeause with
equal propriety might the Dutch make sale to the
French of Sadras and Pulieate, within a few miles of
Fort St. (-george: And lastly, he denied that the
importance of the places in question was an adequate
compensation for the evils of war.
To these reasonings
the Governor.General
made
the following reply: " In your letter, dated 3d of
January, you thought proper to lay down principles,
as being, in your opinion, founded on the law of
t In Ifi_ leLter of the lOth of November,
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nations, respecting the Rajah and the Dutch, which BOOKVI.
militate against the spirit of our orders, and which cH,P. s.
we conceive it was not regularly within your province 179o.
to discuss, as you are not responsible for the measure
directed."
In as far as the govermnent of Madras acted upon
their own notions of justice or policy in disobedience
to the express orders of those whose commands they
had undertaken to obey, they were guilty of a most
serious offence ; but in laying their opinions and reasons before the governing authority, they practised a
virtue, from which the governing authority might
derive essential advantage, and merited no insolence
of reply.
To their reasonings, at the same time, very strong
objections applied. In the two cases, that of Cranganore and Jaycotah, and that of Pulicate and Sadras,
the circumstance which constituted the material part
of the question, that, on which its decision, if founded
on rational principles, would depend, was perfectly
reversed. Pulicate and-Sadras could not be held by
the French, without essentially impairing the security
of Madras: Cranganore and Jayeotah were of no
importance to the security of Tippoo ; and were evidently desired by him, as a means of aggression
against the Rajah of Travancore.
With regard to
the value of the places in question, the value, as it
had at an early period been, hy the Governor-General
in Council, declared to'the government of Madras,
" could not, however great, be opposed to the serious
consequences of war ; but a tame submission to insult
or injury, he was equally convinced, would, in its
effects, prove the most fatal policy." This was the
question, and the only question ; not whether Cranganorc and Jaycotah were a compensation tbr the
consequences of war. Scarcely any single iniury can
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BOOKVl. ev_ approach to an equivalent for the expense, which
cHaP.a. is but a small part of the evils, of war ; and it is then
179o. only when there is a decided probability that the permission of one injury will draw on a second, and
after the second, a third, and so on, that the advantages of war can be an equivalent for its evils,
and recourse to it the dictate of wisdom. At the
moment of action, this is often a question not easy
to decide; because there is seldom a rule to guide,
and the party who has power in his hand, is prone
to over-rate the probabilities of that repetition of
injury which forbearance may produce.
Whether
the forbearance of the English would, on the present
occasion, have produced the repetition of injury, it
is even now impossible with any assurance to pro.
nounce. But the probabilities were so great, that
either the decision of the Governor-General
was
right, or his error excusable.
After the repulse of Tippoo, on the 29th of December, from the rampart of Travancore, he disavowed
the outrage ; described it as the unauthorized act of
his troops, who had been accidentally provoked to
hostility by the people of the Rajah ; gave assurance
that his affections were pacific, and that he had no
intention to invade the ancient territories of Travaneore ; but he repeated his claims, on the score of
protection afforded to his refractory subjects, the
purchase of Cranganore and Jaycotah, and the erection of works upon the territory of his dependant,
the Rajah of Cochin.
The persuasion that peace might be preserved with
Tippoo, continued in the Madras government as long
as Mr, Hollond remained at its head. On the 12th
of February, having learned that General Medows.
who commanded the Bombay army, was appointed
to succeed him, he transmitted by letter to the Gover-
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nor.General his intention of departing immediately _OOKvI.
for Europe ; and omitted not the opportunity of re- CaAP.g.
peating his conviction, that Tippoo " had no inten179o.
tion to break with the Company, and would be disposed to enter into negotiation for the adjustment of
the points in dispute."
In a letter, dated on the 7th of February, in answer
to the proposition respecting the examination by
commissioners, Tippoo wrote, thrit since he had examined in person the foundation of the claims, there
was nothing which remained for commissioners to
perform ; but if it were the wish of the English, they
might send " one or two trusty persons to the presence, where, having arrived, they might settle the
business;" that he wrote from regard to the ties of
friendship which subsisted between him and the Engglish, " otherwise the taking of the lines would not
be a work of much difficulty or time."
To descend to the measure of sending commissioners to the presence of Tippoo, appeared to the Madras
government to import a loss of dignity in the eyes
of the Princes of Hindustan ; and before intelligence
of this proposition, the Governor-General had communicated his sentiments to General Medows, in the
following words : " Good policy, as well as a regard
to our reputation in this country, requires, that we
should not only exact severe reparation from Tippoo ;
but also, that we should take this opportunity to
reduce the power of a Prince, who avows upon every
occasion so rancorous an enmity to our nation_--At
present we have every prospect of aid from the country
powers, whilst he can expect no assistance from
France.
And if he is suffered to retain his present
importance, and to insult and bully all his tNfighboura,
until the French are again in a condition to _uppovt
him, it would almost certainly leave the seeds ofa
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dangerous war. ''1 In the letter which made
caAP.3. answer to that in which the proposal of Tippoo was
179o. transmitted to the Governor-General, a hope was
expressed that the government of Madras had been
exerting themselves to the utmost in the business of
the war. They were told, that the attack on the
lines of Travancore left no further room for deliberation ; and that the Company's government could not
with honour commence a negotiation with Tippoo,
till he offered reparation for such an outrage, much
less send commissioners to his presence. Instructed
to make no relaxation, while answering his letters,
in the vigour of their military operations ; they were
ordered to inform him, that Cranganore and Jayeotah belonged incontestably to the Dutch ; that, as
the lines of the Rajah were in his possession at the
period of the late treaty, his right was thereby recognized; and that the violation of them could not
be regarded as accidental, since it was ascertained
that the Sultan was upon the spot, and conducted
the attack in person. 2
On the 2d of March, a skirmish happened, between
the troops of the Sultan, and a party of the Rajah's
people sent to clear away a jungle which stood in
front of the lines. On tile 6th, Tippoo hegan to fire
on the wail, and completed the erection of five batteries on the 10th. A considerable time was spent in
making such an opening in the lines as appeared to
him to make it expedient to venture the assault.
At last, on the 7th of May, he advanced to the breach
with his whole army; when tt,e troops of the Rajah

BOOK VI. Future

Letter dated 8th 3Iarch_ 1790.
"- Letter to Geu. Medows, Governor in ComJcd, dated 17th March,
1790. Tile papers laid befbre Parhament, relative to the commencementofthi_wa
b ha_e furni_hed the materials of the preceding nan atire.
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were struck with apprehension, and fled in all BOOKVI.
directions.
Having rendered himself master of the C_LAP.
S.
lines, he appeared immediately before Cranganore ; of 179o.
which he soon obtained possession. All the northern
quarter of Travancore was now seized by the conqueror, who rased the lines, and spread desolation
over the country. The necessity, however, of defending his own dominions soon recalled him from his
prey. On the 24th of May, he hurried back to his
capital, attended by a small body of troops, l
Though he had received a letter from General
3Iedows, dated the 7th of April, declaring, that all
his complaints against the Rajah of Travancore were
unfounded, that his first attack on the lines was a
breach of the treaty, and together with his renewal
of hostilities, left no room for deliberation, calling for
action rather than words ; he wrote again, under date
the o2d of May, professing his desire of amity, lamenting the misunderstandings which had occasioned
the assemblage of the respective armies, and offering
to send a person of dignity to Madras, who might
give and receive explanations on the subjects of dispute, and "remove the dust by which the upright
mind of tile General had been obscured."
To this,
the following was the answer returned.
"I received
yours, and I understand its contents.
You are a
great Prince, and, but for your cruelty to your prisoners, ] should add an enlightened one. The English, equally incapable of ofl_ring an insult, as of subColonel Wiiks says, '+In plato fact he was unprepared for war."
And yet the Colonel supposes, that " he had ea]culated
on possessing
every part of Travancore in December, 1789, when the option would
have been in h_s hands of a sudden invasion of tile southern provinces
at once from Travaneore,
Dmdigul, and Carour; and of being ready,
by the time an Engh_h army could be assembled, to commence the war
with tile Caveri as his northern frontier towards Coromandel."
H,st.
SketchPs, il_. 65.
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Plan of the Campaign.

BOOKVLmitring to one, have always looked upon war as
caAP.e. declared, from the moment you attacked their ally,
179o. the king of Travancore.
God does_not always give
the battle to the strong, nor the race to the swift,
but generally success to those whose cause is just.-Upon that we depend."
For conducting the operations of the campaign, it
was planned; that General Medows, with the principal part of the Carnatic army, should take possession of the Coimbetore country, and endeavour,
through the Gujelhutty pass, to penetrate into the
heart of Mysore; that General Abercromby, with
the army of Bombay, should reduce the territory
of Tippoo on the coast of Malabar, and effect a
junction with Medows if events should render it
desirable ; and that Colonel Kelly should remain, for
the security of Carnatic, with a small army before
the passes which led most directly from Mysore.
From the plain of Trichinopoly, where the army
had assembled, the General marched on the 15th of
June. It was of great importance that Coimbetore,
formerly a Rajahship of considerable extent and opulence, should be occupied; both as depriving Tippoo
of one principal source of his supplies; and as affording resources to the English army for the remainder
of the campaign.
It was also necessary, for the subsequent operations against Mysore, that a chain of
posts should be established from the Coromandel
coast to the foot of the pass; and Tanjore, Trichinopoly, Caroor, Erroad, and Sattimungul, were the
places of which, for that purpose, selection was made.
Having entered the enemy's country, and taken possession of Caroor, the General halted for eighteen
days, while he collected provisions and formed a
magazine.
From Caroor he marched to Daraporam,
which he took without opposition, and made a depot.
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Leaving there a considerable garrison, and all _isBoOKVt.
superfluous baggage, he pushed on to the city of CHAP.aCoimbetore, which he found evacuated.
179o.
No enemy had as yet appeared, except some bodies
of irregular cavalry, who had made attempts to
harass the march. On the day after the army arrived at Coimbetore, the presence was announced of
one of Tippoo's ablest captains, with 3,000 horse, at
tim distance of about forty miles. A detachment
was sent with directions to surprise them, but returned with only a few prisoners. At the same
time, another detachment was employed in the capture of Erroad, which yielded after a trifling resistanEe.

Dindigul, and Palaeatcherry, though not in the
adopted line of communication, were fortresses of
too much importance to be left with safety in the
enemy's hands. A strong detachment, under Colonel
Stuart, proceeded to the attack of Dindigul.
The
garrison were summoned, with a declaration, that,
if they surrendered, private property should be respected, if they persisted in a fruitless defence, they
should be all put to the sword. The Governor returned the summons by the messenger who brought
it:" Inform your commander," said he, verbally,
" that I cannot account to my master for the surrender of such a fort as Dindigul: If, therefore, a
second messenger comes with a similar errand, I will
blow him back again to his comrades, from one of my
guns." Batteries were erected; and after a heavy
cannonade of two days, an assault was projected on
the following night.
The breach was imperfect, but
ammunition expended.
The troops advanced to the
ati_aek with their usual gallantry, and made great
and persevering efforts to penetrate.
The strength,
however, _f the fortification was still so great, and the
_OL.

V.
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First Operat_or_of Tippoo successful.

1300KvI.defenee so vigorously maintained, that they were
o, xP.a. compelled to retire. It was matter of surprise to the
179o. assailants, to behold at day-break the flag of surrender displayed on the breach. The garrison, afraid
to abide the effects of another assault, had deserted
their commander during the night. The same detachment proceeded to the fort oF Palaeatcherry,
which yielded after a short and feeble resistance.
And Colonel Floyd was sent against Sattimungul,
which he surprised and took without bloodshed.
The first important section of the operations of the
campaign was thus completed with happy expedition
and ease. Tile line of communication was established;
an enemy's country was obtained for the supply of
the troops ; and nothing remained but to ascend the
Gu_elhutty pass, and make Tippoo contend for his
throne in the centre of his dominions.
The army was at this time separated into three
divisions of nearly equal strength ; one with General
Medows, whose head quarters were at Coimbetore;
one with General Floyd, distant about sixty miles, at
the advanced post of Sattimungul, near the bottom
of the Gujelhutty pass; and the other with Colonel
Stuart at Palacatcherry, about thirty miles in the
rear; constituting between the advanced and ultimate positions of the army a distance of ninety
miles.
On the 13th of September, in the morning, a reconnoitring party, sent fi'om the camp of Colonel
Floyd, toward the mouth of the pass, was encountered
by a body of the enemy ; and after a little time the
whole army of the Sultan commenced an attack upon
the English detachment.
The commander was able
to choose a position which induced Tippoo to confine
his operations to a distant cannonade ; which he continued, however, during the whole of the day, and
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with considerable execution. The descent of T|ppoo, nooz _,
by the very pass through which the English meant ca,_,.s.
to ascend, has been represented as a perfect surprise,
1790.
aecording to the usual want of intellig'enee in the
English camp. Colonel Wilks, however, affirms; that
Floyd had early intelligence of the movements of the
Sultan ; that he forwarded the intelligence to General
Medows, with a suggestion,' considering the dispersed
situation of the army, of the propriety of failing back;
that his intelligence was not credited; and that he
had orders to remain.
A council of war having determined on retreat, the
troops had crossed the river in basket boats, and were
on the march next morning by eight o'clock, leaving
the provisions collected in Sattimungul, and three
pieces of cannon, behind. Tippoo found considerable
difficulty in getting his army ready for pursuit, and
marched at last with only a part of it. Two o'clock
arrived before he could bring his infantry into action.
He then meditated a decisive blow; but met with
great obstructions from the strong hedges with which
the ground was enclosed ; and, being at last alarmed,
by the report that General Medows was at hand, a
report of which the English commander dexterously
availed himself, be drew off, on the approach of
night.
During the action, Colonel Floyd received a dispatch, in which he was told that General Medows
on the 14th would march for Velladi.
This was
not on the direct road from Coimbetore to Sattimungul, nor that in which Floyd was retreating,
and from the place at which he had arrived, to Velladi, as twenty miles. The only chance however for
saving the army, was, to force the junction.
He
began his march at two o'clock in the morning, and
without seeing the enemy, reached Velladi at eight
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_aoor:v-i.at night, when the troops had been without provichAP._. sions, and literally fasting, for three days.
The
179o. General had already passed ten miles in advance of
Velladi.
He was immediately apprised of the state
of the detachment, and next morning retraced his
steps. The army then marched back to Coimbetore,
where they were joined by the division of Colonel
Stuart from Palacatcherry.
The Sultan, disappointed in his expectation of
cutting off the dispersed divisions of the English
army in detail, now turned his operations against
the chain of their depots. This is described by
Colonel Wilks as very imperfect.
" Caroor," he
says," " could scarcely be deemed a good depot;
Erroad was better qualified to contain than protect
stores; and Sattimungul was ill adapted to either
purpose." Erroad, from which, in contemplation of
what happened, the greater part of the garrison had
been withdrawn, capitulated as soon as the enemy
appeared : After emptying tile storehouses of Erroad,
the Sultan marched in a line directly south, and was
followed by the English army, which left Coimbetore
on the 29th of September, and in six marches arrived at Erroad.
Oil tile day on which the English
lett Erroad, the Sultan proposed to encamp in a
situation about sixteen miles distant, whence he could
march, either upon a convoy that was advancing from
Caroor, or upon Daraporam, or upon Coimbetare,
according to the direction which the English might
take. The English army came up ; and he increased
his distance by a nocturnal march. General Medows
waited to protect his convoy from Caroor; and the
Sultan marched towards Coimbetore. He knew that
the field hospital, valuable stores, and the battering train, were left with a very feeble garrison;
but after performing a march in that direction, his
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intelligence, which never failed him, announced the BOOKVL
CHAP. 3.
important fact, that Colonel Hartley had just ascended from the Malabar coast, and reinforced Colin- 179o.
betore. One point of his plan yet remained; he
marched rapidly toward the south ; found Daraporam
miserably provided for defence; carried his approaches
to the ditch ; and on the 8th of October entered the
place by capitulation.
The English General, alarmed by the danger which
had threatened the loss of Coimhetore, returned in
haste to that grand depot; which he resolved to
render as strong as circumstances would admit.
While he was employed in strengthening Coimbetore, an object of great importance engaged the
attention of Tippoo. Colonel Kelly, the officer who
commanded the corps of defence before the passes
which led more immediately to Carnatie from Mysore,
died, and was succeeded by Colonel Maxwell, toward
the end of September.
On the 2_th of October, in
obedience to orders received from General Medows,
this corps invaded Baramahl.
Of this the Sultan
was not long without intelligence.
Leaving about
one fourth of his army to watch the motions of
General Medows, he marched with the remainder in
great haste toward Baramahl.
On the 9th of November, several bodies of his light cavalry reached
Colonel Maxwell's ground.
On the llth, the Colonel's cavah'y, one regiment, allowed themselves,
inveigled in pursuit in a defile, to be attacked by a
great superiority of three, and _vere driven back
with considerable loss. The Sultan appeared with
his whole army on the 12th; and if he had not been
baffled by the superior skill of Maxwell, who chose
his ground, and made his dispositions, in such a manner, as allowed not the Sultan an opportunity of attacking him, except with the greatest disadvantage,
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BOOKVl. this movement of Tiplmo would have been celebrated
CHAP.3. as a specimen of generalship, not easy to be matched.
179o.
After his operations for strengthening Coimbetore,
General Medows put the army in motion, to look for
the enemy in the direction of Erroad ; which he approached on the 2d of November.
A strong corps,
sent out under Colonel Floyd, to force an extensive
reconnoissance, at last ascertained that the Sultan's
whole army had crossed the river several days before,
and gone to the northward. The English army crossed, not without difficulty; and began to follow on
the lOth. On the 14th they encamped at the southern extremity of the pass of Tapoor. Next day they
cleared the pass ; and on reaching the ground intended for their encampment on the northern face of the
hills, discovered the flags and tents of an army, on the
plain, at about six miles distance, below. Nearly
three weeks had elapsed since they had direct intelligence from Colonel Maxwell; they had performed
an anxious and laborious march; they hailed with
delight the sight of their comrades, and tlle prospect
of a speedy conjunction; and three signal guns were
fired to announce their approach. It was the Sultan,
who had so completely eluded their observation, and
whom they now had in their view.
During three days he had endeavoured, with all Iris
art, to obtain an opportunity of attacking ColoneI
Maxwell; and had withdrawn, the preceding evening, with a supposition that General Medows would
require another day to clear the pass. He immediately removed to a greater distance up the Palicode
valley; and General Medows proceeded fifteen miles
next morning in the direction of Caveripatam ; where
the important junction with Maxwell was effected on
the following day.
After the disruption of their chain of posts, and the
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defeat of theh" original plan for invading Mysore, it BOOKVL
was not easy for the Sultan to divine what scheme of C.A,. a
hostilities the Engfish would afterwards pursue. Con- 179o.
eluding, however, that whither he should go, they
would follow, he resolved upon carrying the war into
their own country, and in such a manner, if possible,
as would afford him the means of recovering the
places he had lost. Both armies intended to double
back by the pass of Tapoor. Both armies arrived at
the head of the pass at the same time. Yet the
Sultan, only sending back his baggage, and rear
guard, contrived to pass through before the English
without loss; and never halted till he was opposite
the weak but important depot of Trichinopoly. The
English General reached the banks of the Cavery,
opposite Caroor, on the 27th of November, and was
talking of a plan for calling Tippoo from Carnatic,
by ascending the Caveripatam pass, taking post at the
head of the Gujelhutty, opening that of Tambercherry, and preserving his communication with Coimbetore, Palacatcherry, and the other coast, on the
execution of which plan he expected to enter by the
8th of December ; when he was summoned to the defence of Trichinopoly, by intelligence of what the
Sultan had performed.
The English General arrived at Trichinopoly on
the 14th of December, where the swelling of the river
had contributed to prevent the Sultan from effecting
any thing by surprise, and confined his mischief to
the plunder of the island of Seringham.
On the
approach of the English army he proceeded with his
usualdevastations, latterly exchanged for contributions,
northward, through the heart of Coromandel, and approached Tiagar. It was commanded by an omcer,
Captain Flint, who had already distinguished himself
in the wars of Carnatic and hlysore ; and the efforts
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WOK VI.of Tippoo, who had no time for tedious operations,
c_AP. s. were defeated. He was more successful, however, at
179o. Trinomalee and Permacoil; from which he proceeded
to the neighbourhood of Pondicherry, where he had
some communication with the French governor, and
engaged a French gentleman to go upon a mission for
6,000 French troops to the King of France.
The
King of France, it is said, out of compunction, which
he strongly expressed, for having aided the Americans
in resisting the crown of England, declined compliance; and amused himself "with the shabby finery
of Tippoo's presents to himself and the Queen."
The English army followed that of the Sultan as
far as Trinomalee.
Lord Cornwallis had arrived at
Madras on the 12th of December, and directed
General Medows to return to the Presidency.
From
Trinomalee, therefore, the army turned off to Arnee,
where the guns and heavy stores were deposited under
Colonel Musgrave, the second in command; and the
remainder of the army reached the encampment at
Vellout, eighteen miles from Madras, on the £7th of
Jan uary.
On the Malabar side, Colonel Hartley was left,
after the Madras troops were withdrawn, with one
European regiment and two battalions of sepoys.
Happily the General left by Tippoo gave him the
opportunity of" a pitched battle on the 10th of December, and being routed escaped with tile public
treasure up the Tamhercherry pass.
General Abereromby, the Governor of Bombay, had
not been able to take the field till late in the season.
He arrived at Tellicherry with a respectable force a
few days preceding the battle of Hartley ; and on the
14th, appeared before Cannanore, which after a very
short resistance made" an unconditional surrender.
As the population was thoroughly disaffected to the
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government of Mysore, and none of the forts was BOOKVI.
strong, the task of the English army was little more C_AP.3..
than that of over-running the country; and in the 179o.
space of a few weeks every place which belonged to
Tippoo in Malabar was subdued, and the whole
province placed in possession of the English. 1
During this campaign the Governor-General had
been engaged in a transaction of considerable importance with the Nabob of Areot. When Sir Archibald Campbell arrived at Madras, after the Carnatie
revenues, which had been placed under British management by Lord Maeartney, had been restol_l to
the Nabob, one of the principal services which he was
called upon to perform, was, that of effecting a new
arrangement with the said master of those revenues.
By the memorable arrangement of the Board of
Control, the creditors of the Nabob were to receive
annually twelve lacs of pagodas. The expense at
which the President in Council estimated the peace
establishment was twenty-one laes. It was, therefore,
his proposal, that the Nabob, the English Presidency,
and the Rajah of Tanjore, should each contribute to
this expense, in exact proportion to the gross amount
of their several and respective revenues. According"
to this principle, the contingent of the Nabob towards
the peace establishment would have amounted to ten
and a half laes of pagodas. But upon a very pathetic
remonstrance, setting forth his inability to sustain sa
vast a burthen, the President was induced to admit
an abatement of a lac and a half; and upon this
agreement, of nine lacs to the state, and twelve to
the creditors, an instrument, which they called a
treaty, was signed on the 2_th of February, 1787,
J For the facts of this campaign, Col. Wilks is undoubted
but for opi£ioas_ his partialities deserve to be watched.
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_aooxyr. Such was the distribution of the revenues appointed
CHAP.
a. for the period of peace. In the period of war, it was
179o_ agreed that the parties should contribute four fifths
of their respective revenues to the exigencies of the
State; the Nabob, however, being allowed to deduct,
in the first instance, jaghires to a eonsiderablg amount
for the maintenance of his family.
For punctuality of payment, it was arranged, that
the following securities should be taken. In case of
failure or delay in the contribution for the season of
peace, certain districts were named, the aumildars
and collectors of which were to make their payments,
not to the Nabob, but to receivers appointed by the
Company.
For securing payment of the four fiRhs
of the revenues which were to be received by the
Company in the season of war, the government of
_iadras might appoint one or more inspectors of
accounts to examine the receipts of the districts; and
on failure of payment, they might appoint receivers
to obtain the money from the aumildars, in the same
manner for the whole country, as had been stipulated
in the case of certain districts, on failure of the payment of the subsidy during peace.
Sir Archibald took to himself a high degree of
credit for this arrangement.
In his letter to the
Court of Directors in which he announced the completion of it, a letter bearing date the very day on
which the treaty was signed, he first announces the
pecuniary terms, and thus proceeds: " The care I
have taken in securing to the Company the punctual
payment of the several sums agreed upon, will be
suificiently illustrated by the treaty itself, which I
have the honour to inclose. It is therefore only necessary to observe, that_ this, as well as all the other
objects, recommended to me by the Court of Directors,
have been minutely attended to in this treaty. The

_;_h l_ N_ob.
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power of the purse and sword is now completely se. BOOK VL
cured to the Company ; without lessening the conse- cH,r. s.
queuce o_ the Nabob : and I pledge myself that these 1790.
powers, so long as I have the honour to preside in
this government, will he exerted with discretion, and
to the utmost of my abilities, to secure the interests,
and promote the honour and prosperity, of the India
Company. If the articles of this treaty appear satisfactory to you ; if they produce, as I trust they will,
solid and lasting advantages to the Ind_a Company,
by the very respectable addition of five lacs of pagodas to their annual receipts, while the Nabob of
the Carnatic is happy and pleased with the arrangement, I shall think my labours well bestowed, and
feel that I am fully rewarded for all the fatigue and
anxiety of mind I have undergone, preparatory to,
and during the whole of this negotiation, which I
can with truth say has greatly exceeded any description that I can possibly convey."
Hardly was Sir Archibald more pleased with himself, than he was with the Nabob. "I should not,"
he says, "discharge my duty to the Honourable
Company, were I not to recommend the present
state of the Nabob's finances to your most serious
consideration.
The voluntary grant of so large a
proportion of his revenues to the public and private
creditors of his Highness, does, in my opinion, infinite honour, and marks his real character. But it
ought to be considered, that this grant was made at
a time when he thought hi3 proportion for the defence
of the Carnatic would not exceed the sum of four
laes of pagodas annually. His contribution for this
defence is now extended to nine lacs; and I can
easily perceive, that although he has cheerfully
agreed to pay for that purpose five lacs of pagodas
more than he expected, yet it is from a conviction
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that such a contribution is indispensable for the
cnAP.s, general security; and that this venerable Prince
179o. would rather subject himself and family to the feelings of difficulty and distress, than be thought backward for a single moment, in contributing most
liberally to any arrangement which might tend effectually to the defence and prosperity of the Carnatie.
I have narrowly watched the Nabob's conduct and
sentiments since my arrival in this country, and I
am ready to declare, that I do not think it possible
that any Prince or person on earth can be more sincerely attached to the prosperity of the Honourable
Company than his Highness, or that any one has a
higher claim to their favour and liberality." 1
Of this arrangement in general, the Directors expressed great approbation. Injustice, however, they
remarked had been done to the Rajah of Tanjore,
and undue favour shown to the Nabob, in one particular : For as the Rajah paid an annual tribute to
the Nabob, and this had not been deducted from the
estimate of the Rajah's revenues, and added to that
of the revenues of the Nabob, a burthen of 50,000
pagodas annually, more than his due, had thus been laid
_il_)n the one ; a burthen of 50,000 pagodas, which he
ought to bear, had been thus removed fi'om tile other.
With regard to the abatement which, on the score of
inability, had been allowed to the Nabob, in the proportional payments, the Directors expressed a wish,
that the indulgence had rather been shown by diminishing the payments exacted for the creditors than
by reducing the annual subsidy. They directed, accordingly, that the payment of ten lacs and a half
on that account should still be required, together
J See a volume of papers_ on this subject, ordered bythe House of
Commonsto be printed on the 16th of Mareh_ 179e.
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with the above-mentioned fi0,000 pagodas which had BOOK
VL
C_ar. 3.
been wrongfully charged to the Rajah of Tanjore.
The regular contingent of the Nabob was therefore 179o.
established at the sum of eleven lacs; but, in consideration of his poverty, something less would be
accepted for a few years.
Before the proposal for a new arrangement in conformity to these conditions of the Directors was
communicated to the Nabob, his payments had, as
usual, fallen in arrear; and in an answer to the
importunities of Governor Hollond, he thns expressed
himself: " The treaty that was entered into, in the
government of Sir Archibald Campbell, I was induced
to accede to, in the fullest hopes that I should obtain
possession of Tanjore.
I have exerted myself beyond
my ability ; and exercised every kind of hardship and
oppression over the ryots, in collecting money to pay
the Company ; though in doing this I suffer all those
pangs which a father feels when he is obliged to
oppress and injure his own son. Such is the impoverished state of the country, that it is by no means
equal to the burden ; and I most sincerely, and with
great truth do declare, that I am necessitated to draw
the very blood of my ryots to pay my present heavy
instalment to the Company."
He not only remon.
strated with tile utmost vehemence against the additional payments which the Directors commanded to
be imposed upon him; but he earnestly prayed tbr
relief, even from those which by tile treaty with Sir
Archibald Campbell he had engaged himself to sustain.
Nor was it till a period subsequent to the
arrival of General Medows, that his consent to the
new burthens was obtained. 1
While the Nabob was pressed on this important
' See a volume of papers_ ut supra, p. 17, 19, and 50.
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Complaintsagainst the Nabob

rOOK _. subject, he had recourse to an expedient which suec_P. a. ceeded so well when employed with Mr. Hastings.
179o. He lodged an accusation against the Governor of
Madras : and sent a letter privately to the GovernorGeneral through a subaltern in the Company's army.
The grounds of the accusation the Governor-General
directed to be examined by a committee.
In regard
to the private letter and its bearer, he adopted a line
of conduct differing widely from that which on a
similar occasion had been pursued by Mr. Hastings.
" If I had not," said he, in his answer to the Nabob,
" believed that the conduct of Lieutenant Cochrane
proceeded only from inadvertency,
I should have
been highly displeased with him for presuming to
undertake the delivery of a letter to me of such
serious import from your Highness,
without the
knowledge or sanction of the Madras government;
which I am sure, upon a little reflection, your Highness must agree with me, in thinking the only regular and proper channel of communication between
US." 1

When the war broke out, the demands of the
English for money became more urgent ; the backwardness of the Nabob in his payments continued
the same. " After a most attentive consideration of
the subject," say the President and Council of Madras,
in their political letter dated the 16th of September,
1790, " we resolved to submit to the supreme government the correspondence which had taken place
hetween our President and the Nabob ; and to point
out to his Lordship in Council the impolicy of depending for our principal resourcesj at a time when the
greatest exertions were necessary, and pecuniary supplies were of the utmost importance, upon the opera,

See a vo_me of papers_ ut supra, p. _.
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tions and management of the Nabob's government, BOOKVL
of which the system was perhaps as defective and CHAr.a.
insufficient as any. upon earth. And we did not 179o.
hesitate to declare it as our unqualified opinion, that
this government ought, during the war, to take the
Nabob's country under their own management, as
affording the only means by which the resources to
be derived from it could be realized, and the fidelity
and attachment of the polygars and tributaries secured,
which is of the utmost importance to the successful
operations of the war. In the event of his Lordship's
agreeing with us in opinion, and instructing us to
act in conformity, we submitted to him the necessity
of our adopting the measure in so comprehensive a
manner, as to preclude any kind of interference on
the part of the Nabob, while the country might be
under our management;
and stating that, if this
were not done, the expected advantages could not be
derived."
Instead of nine lacs, which it had been found impossible to make the Nabob pay during peace, fourfifths of his whole revenues were payable to the
Company dm'ing war. But, whereas Sir Archibald
Campbell had boasted to the Directors, that the arrangements, which he had made, " secured the punctual payment of the sums agreed upon ;" the President and Council of Madras affirmed that they were
totally inadequate to the s_curing of payment ; and
pointing out, what was a strange defect in practical
policy, " It might," they say, " have been expected,
that the securities for the performance of the wa_'
stipulations, which arc of such importance, would
have been made stronger than those which are provided in the event of failures on the part of his
Highness ill time of peace: But they are, in fact,
less efficient ; and the process prescribed for failures
ml
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Resolution to assumethe Governraent

BOOK
VI. in time of war is so tedious and complicated, that
c_,r. 3. it can scarce be said to deserve the name of any
179o. security or provision whatever." " As to the appointment," they said, " of inspectors of accounts, provided for in the treaty of Sir Archibald Campbell,
we think they are so little calculated to have any
good effect, that we are not disposed to put the
Company to expense on this account ; being convinced
that, in this country, no power, excepting the one
which governs, can obtain a true state of Cutchcrry
accounts." t
The Governor-General lost no time in expressing
his full conviction of the necessity of assuming the
government of the country ; but recommended that
the acquiescence of the Nabob should, if possible, be
obtained. The most vehement opposition which it
was within the power of the Nabob to make, the
Nabob on this occasion displayed. "We cannot say,"
replied the Madras Council, " that the event has sur.
prised us;--for, when it is considered, how many
people, attached to the Durbar, are interested in the
Nabob's retaining the management of his country in
his hands, it will not be a matter of wonder that
every effort should be made to prevent his again
ceding what in a former instance he had much dittlculty in recovering.roWe are convinced he will never
make a voluntary assignment of his country." _
On the _lst of June, the Supreme Government,
declaring their "perfect persuasion of the impossibility
of obtaining in future the stipulated proportion of the
_abob's revenues, through the medium of his own
managers, which also precluded all hopes of being

t

Lett. to Gov. Gen. lstMay, aud7thJune,
1790.
See avolumeof
papers, ut supra, p. 91 and 102.
Letter from the Presidency cf Madras to the Gov. Gea. ill Council,
dated ?th Jun_ 1790. Ibid. p. 103.
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able, by those means, to recover the immense amount BOOKVL
of his balance" , authorized and directed the Governor . c_,r.
z.J
,
and Council of Madras, to take effectual measures to 179o.
put the Company into immediate possession of the
management of his Highness's revenues and country ;
in order that the total amount of the collections might
be applied with fidelity and economy, in the proportions that had been already settled, to defray the
exigencies of the war, and to support his Highness'_
own familyand dignity."
Tanjore was included in
the same arrangement?
The Letter of the Governor-General and Council
was continued in the following words : "We sincerely
lament, that your endeavours to prevail upon the
Nabob, by argument and persuasion, to sacrifice his
ideas and private feelings, respecting his own personal
dignity and importance, to the real and substantial
good of his subjects--and for that purpose to make a
voluntary surrender _ to the Company of the management of his country, during the continuance of the
'Letter

l

_

from the Guy. Gen. in Council, to the Guy. in Councd ot

Fort St. George.
Ibid. p. 114.
_" ]:'or the real and substantial good of his subjects make a voluntal'y
_urrender" of his sover_gnty!
The Governor-General
and his Council
could not be _imple enough to expect it. Where would he have found
a prince, in much more civilized countries, capable of that sacrifice ?_
,c We trust that before long his Highness will be fully sensible of the
interested and criminal motives of his adviser_." What prince is without
such interested and criminal advisers ? And _s'hat can be expected from the
advisers of any prince--advisers
who, as long as they have the svieldmg
of his power, how destructive soever to the conamumty, gain by its
magnitude ; would lose by its diminutmn ._--" WtLIe his people wdl be
treated with justice aud humanity, a liberal fund wdl be secured for his
own family and dignity."
If every prince, upon the securing ot"a liberal fund for his family and dignity, would consent to lose all that
portion of his power which obstructs tlle excrctse t,f humautty and justice to his people, what a different world _houid we spee&ly behold!
That the doctrine, however, of Lord Cornvvallis, so earnestly preached

:
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to this Indian prince, and recommended to his acceptance hy more
effectual means_ when preaching would not suffice, was a doctrine
VOL. V,
X
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_OOK Vl.present
war,have provedsofruitless
and ineffectual.
c_AP.
s.We trust,
however,thatbeforelong,hisHighness
179o.willbe fully
sensible
of theinterested
and criminal
motivesof the advisers,
by whom he hasbeeninfluenced
toresist
yoursolicitations
; and thathewill
soonsee,that,whilst
hispeoplewillbe treated
with
justice
andhumanity,a liberal
fundwillbe secured
forthemaintenance
ofhisown familyand dignity,
andthattheremainder
oftherevenues
willbesecured
fromthehandsofextortioners
and usurers,
and honourably
applied
tothedefence
andprotection
of his
subjects
and dominions.
"I
In reporting
uponthesetransactions
totheCourt
ofDirectors,
theGovernor-General
drewa picture
of
the governmentand circumstances
ofthe Nabob,
whichistoomaterial
tothispartof tlle
history,
not
tobe inserted
initsoriginal
shape."I wasimpelled,"
sayshe," tothedetermination
ofassumingtherevenuesofCarnatic,
by thestrongest
considerations
of
humanity,
justice,
andpublic
necessity.
The flagrant
lhilurc,
on thepartoftheNabob,intheperformance
of thestipulations
ofthetreaty
withtheCompany,
ought Iong ago to have awakened the government of
Fort St. George to a sense of their public duty ; and
would, in strictness, at any time, have merited the
serious interference of this government. But, at a
dangerous juncture, when the resources of Bengal are
totally inadequate alone to support the expense of the
war into which we have been forced, by one of the
most inveterate enemies of his Highness's family, and
which ought to be recommended to pril_ces, few will dispute.
But
history provides for a just judgment upon Mahomed Ali, and his
advisers ; who certainly deserve no pecuhar measure of disapprobation
for preferring the existence to the annihilation of his power, notwithstanding the claims of humanity and justice, which I fully admlt_ with
respect to his people.
Lette b ut supra, ibid. p. 117.
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of the British name, I could not for a moment hesitate _OOKVl.
in discharging what dearly appeared to me to be the c.^P..
duty of my station--by taking the only measures that 179o.
could be effectual for securing the proportional assistance, to which we are entitled, fi'om the fimds of the
Carnatic.--I must likewise observe, that, by executing
this resolution, I have every reason to believe, that
whilst we provide for the general safety, we, at the
same time, greatly promote the interests of humanity.
For, by the concurrent accounts that I have received
from many quarters, I am perfectly convinced, that,
from the Nabob's being unacquainted with the details
of business, and, either from an indifference to the
distresses of his subjects, or from a total incapacity to
superintend and control the conduct of his renters
and managers, the most insatiable extortions, and
cruel oppressions, are no where in India more openly
and generally committed, with impunity, upon the
mass of the miserable inhabitants, than by his Highness's officers in the internal management of his
country. And it will, therefore, not only be felt as a
relief, by the body of the people, to be put under the
authority of the Company's servants; but we shall
probably be able, by mild and just treatment, to conciliate, on this critical occasion, the attachment of the
southern Polygars, who, from being harassed by the
unreasonable exactions of the Nabob's renters, have
almost always been ripe for disturbance and revolt.
I trust, likewise, that, in addition to the other advantages that may be expected from the measure of
taking the management of the Carnatic into your
own hands, it may tend to break off a connexion
between the Durbar and many of your servants-from which nothing but tlle most baneful effects can
result, both to your own and his Highness's interests.
_The relation between his Highness and the Comx_
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BOOKvl. pany's government

; the delusive

schemes, into which

chAP. _. he has at different times been drawn by the acts of
1790. intriguing and interested men, to seek for support in
England, against regulations and orders, no less calculated ibr his real good, than for the advantage of
the Company ; and the ease which Europeans of all
descriptions have found, by the vicinity of his residence to Madras, in carrying on an intercourse with
him, in defiance of all your prohibitions, have thrown
out temptations that have proved irresistible to several
of your servants and other persons, not only recently,
but during a long period of years, to engage in unjustifiable and usurious transactions with the Durbar.
And I believe I may venture to assure you, that it is
to these causes, so highly injurious to the Company's
interests, and so disgraceful to the national character,'
that the present state of disorder and ruin, in his
Highness's affairs, is principally to be attributed.mIt
i English virtuemhis Lordship is not restrained by the common cry,
that an Etlglishman should never speak of E_glish virlue except with
praise, from pointing out where English want off"virlue has been proo
ductlveof undesirable effects. "I am sensible," says he, " that many
individuals, conceiving that they are actuated by the best of motives,
will differ _-ith me in the sentiments which I have taken the liberty to
_ffer upon this subject, and I cannot be confident that they will meet
with a favourable receptmn from the nation at large.--The Nabob's age,
his long connexion with us, his rights to the possession of the country ;
and exaggerated accounts of his former ser*ices_ may furnish topics ibr
popular declamation, and may possibly engage the nation, upon mistaken ideas of humanity, to support a system of cruelty and oppre_-,inn. ]3ut whilst Ileel cotJsclous that I am endeavouring to promote the happiness of mankind, and the good of my country, ] sh_ll
gtve very little weight to such considerations: And should conceive,
that l had not performed the duty of the high and responsible office in
_ hi:h you did me the honnur to place me, if I did not declare-=That
the present mixed government cannot prosper ; even in the best hands
iu whtch your part of it can be placed : And that, unless some such
plan as that which 1 have proposed, should be adopted, the inhabitaots
of the Carnauc must continue to be wretched ; the Nabob must remain
an indigent bankrupt ; and his country an useless and expensive burden
to the Company and to the nation."
Ibid. p. 58.
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will require much mature consideration to devise _OOKVI.
means that will be effectual to prevent a repetition of c,,_. 8.
these evils; and, indeed, I must freely own, that I 179o.
could not venture to propose any plan, on the success
of which I could have a firm reliance, unless the
Nabob could be induced, by a large annual revenue,
to surrender the management of his country for a long
term of years to the Company."
For the details of management, the same regulations were adopted which had been devised by Lord
Macartney ; and the highest testimony was now borne
to the wisdom of the plan which he established, and
which the Board of Control had overturned. General
Medows, as early as the 31st of March, was not restrained from declaring, in his letter of that date to
the Court of Directors, " His Highness, the Nabob,
is so backward in his payments, and oppressive to
his Polygars, whom at this time it is so necessary to
have on our side, that I conceive it will be absolutely
necessary, upon his first material delay of payment,
to take the management of his country into your own
hands ; a measure, in spite of the opposition made to
it, so advantageous to you, the country, and even
his Highness himself, when so wisely projected, and
ably executed, by I,ord Macartney."'-'
This important arrangement was followed by the
complete approbation of the Directors, _ who expressed
themselves, even upon the first assignment, procured
by Lord Macartney, in the following terms : "If the
absolute necessity of recurring to the measure ia
question were not, in ore" opinion, to be completely
Latter from Lord Cornwallis to the Court of Directors, dated 10th
August, H'90. Ibid. p. 51, bS.
Ibid. p. 55.
a See the vol. of papers oa the subject, ordered to be printed by the
House of Common%on the 2d of April_ 1"/'92_
p. 5.
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BOOK_7.justified upon its own merits, we might recall to our
cH_,. s. recollection the circumstances of a former period. At
179o. the commencement of the preceding war, the Nabob
agreed to vppropriate the whole of his revenues for its
support, and the Company appointed superintendants,
or receivers, to collect and receive all the rents, &c.
from the Nabob's aumildars. But, whether it arose
from the bad system of management in general, or
from this double system in particular; or whether
there was a predominant influence in the Nabob's
Durbar, inimical to the interests of the Company_all
of which were repeatedly suggestedmthe measure did
not afford any relief to the Company's finances in the
prosecution of the war. Nor, till the country was
absolutely made over by a deed of assignment, in
December, 1781, did the Company receive a thousand
pagodas into their treasure. "_
Not in exact conformity with the character which
}lad been given of him by Sir Archibald Campbell,
the Nabob now practised all the arts which, in the
case of Lord Macartney, had been employed to defeat
the purposes of the assignment. This time, however,
they were practised with inferior success, because they
were not, as when employed against Lord Macartney,
supported by the superior powers. Even in this case,
the Nabob had the boldness to circulate instructions
to his aumils, or revenue agents in the country, calculated to prevent co-operation with the English
government.
The remarks of the Directors upon
these proceedings of his are necessary to be known.
" Having signified our approbation of the determination of the Bengal government, authorizing you to
assume the management of the Nabob's revenues
during the continuance of the war, and which seems
' Court's Political Letter to Fort St. George_dated 6th May_ 1791,
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to have been carried into effect with as much dellcaey BOOKvt.
towards the Nabob, as a circumstance so totally _c_'_'s"
against his inclination would admit of; we are sorry t79o.
to remark on the nature and tendency of the Nabob's
orders to his aumildars. Surely his Highness must
have forgot, for a moment, the nature of his connexion
with the Company ; and that he is entirely indebted
to their support for the preservation of his country.
If the Nabob's professions and actions had not been
very much at variance, with what reason could
Lieutenant Boisdaun, commanding at NeUore, complain, that the Nabob's managers seemed rather the
enemies of the detachment than their friends. We
likewise have the mortification to find that his Highness's phousdar and aumildar, at Nellore, absolutely
refused to submit to the Company's authority ; a resistance, which, say the Board of Revenue, might be
expected from the nature of the Nabob's circular
orders. We find also that the collector at Trichinopoly
was encountering many difficulties, in establishing the
Company's authority in the different districts, from
the opposition of an armed force ; and that so very
industrious have the Nahob's sons been in throwing
obstacles in the way, that not an account was to be
found in any of the village .Cutcheries, nor any public
servant who could give the smallest information ; and
that they have been particularly active in disposing
of all the grain in the country. We likewise observe,
in the intelligence from Tanjore, that the Rajah had
been recently alienating several villages_ and that the
repairs of tanks and water-courses had been neglected,
that the Company's collectors might not lie able to
produce much income. Such friends and allies can
be looked upon as little better than open and declared
enemies. And such a conduct on their part is an ill
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BOOKVI.return for the protection that has been const_mtly
CHAP.
2. afforded them by the British nation. ''1
179o.
The opposition which the English encountered on
the part of the people themseh'es was naturally created
by the course which the English pursued. They
profbssed, that they were to retain the government of
the country, only during the war. After one or two
years, the business and the power would again be
consigned to the Nabob ; when those who during that
interval had acted agreeably to his inclinations would
be favoured; those who had conformed to the inclinations of tile English would be oppressed. The
English collections, therefore, continued far below the
amount to which a permanent arrangement might
have been expected to bring them.
Hypocrisy was the cause which produced the difficulties resulting to the English from their connexion
with tile Nabob. They desired to hold him up to
the world, as an independent Prince, their ally, when
it was necessary they should act as his lord and
master. If they succeeded in persuading no other
person that he was an independent Prince, they succeeded in persuading himself. And very naturally,
on every occasion, he opposed the most strenuous resistance, to every scheme of theirs which had the
appearance of invading his authority.
If the defence
of the country rested with the English ; and if they
found tl.at to govern it through the agency of the
Nabob deprived them of Ls resources, and above all
inflicted the most grievous oppression upon the in.
habitants; results, the whole of which might have
been easily foreseen, without waiting for the bitter
fruits of a long experience; they ought from the beCoun'_ Political Letter t_ Fort St. George, dated 6th l_|ay_ 1791.

in regardlo the Nabob.
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ginning, it"the real substance, not the false colours of BOOK
yr.
the case, are taken for the ground ,f our decision, to CH,_.s.
have made the Nabob in appearance, what he had ]79o.
always been in reality, a pensioner of the Company.
What may be said in defence of the Company is, that
parliament scanned their actions with so much ignorance, as to make them often afraid to pursue their
own views of utility, and rather take another course,
which would save them from the hostile operation of
vulgar prejudices.
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CHAP. IV.
Cornwallis takes the Command--Second
Campaign
begins--Siege
of Bangalore--March
to 8eringapatammOperations
of the Bomba_l Army_
Battle at Arikera between Cornwallis and Tippoo
NArm 9 in Distress for Bullocks and Provisions
mObliged to returnmOperatiom
of the Mah.
ratta ContingentmNegotiations
with Tippoo-Debate in the House of Commons on the lVar
with Tippoo--Preparations
for a third Cam.
paignmReduction
of the Fortresses which commanded the Passes into Carnatie, and threatened
the Communicationn--Operations
of the Nizam's
Army, and of the Mahratta Contingent, in the
Interval between the first and second March
upon Seringapatam_Operations
of the Bombay
A rmy_Operations
of Tippoo_March
to Seringapatam_Entrenched
Camp of the Enemy
stormed before Seringapatam_Preparations
for
the Siege _ Negotiations _ Peace--Subsequent
Arrangements.
BOOKVI. W_EN the breach with Tippoo first appeared inc_Ar. 4. evitable, the Governor-General formed the design of
1791. proceeding to the coast, and of taking upon himself
the conduct of the war. He resigned that intention,
upon learning that General Medows was appointed
Governor of Fort St. George.
But he resumed it,
when the success of the first campaign fell short of
his hopes; and on the 17th of November, wrote to
the Court of Directors, that, notwithstanding
the

L_

of O_at_.
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good conduct, both of the General and of the troops, BOOKVI.
yet, by the irruption of Tippoo into Coimbetore, by cH,r. 4.
the loss of stores and magazines, and by the check 1791.
given to Colonel Floyd, enough had been effected to
impress unfavourably the country powers, and create
a danger lest the Mahrattas and the Nizam should
incline to a separate peace : That his purpose, therefore, was, to place himself at the head of the army,
not with the overweening conceit that he would act
more skilfully than General Medows, but i_om the
supposition, that, holding the higher situation in the
government, he could act with the greater weight, and
at any rate convince the native powers, by his appearance in the field, of the serious determination with
which the East India Company had engaged in the
war.
The routes to the centre of Tippoo's dominions,
that by one of the southern passes, and that by the line
of Velore, Amboor, and Bangalore, presented a choice
of difficulties: as the route by the southern passes,
gave a line of operation, from Madras, the grand
source of supply, both very long, and, owing to the
weakness of several of the posts, very difficult to
defend; and that, in the direction of Velore, afforded
little in the way of supply for the wants of the army,
and demanded the preliminary operation of the siege
of Bangalore, one of the strongest places in Mysore,
distant ninety miles from Amboor, the nearest depot
of the besieging army. The issue of the preceding
campaign contributed probably to determine Lord
Cornwallis in tile choice of the latter.
Tippoo, summoned from his negotiations in the
neighbourhood of Pondicherry, by intelligence of tim
march of Lord Cornwallis toward Velore, on the
5th of February, ascended rapidly by the passes of
Changama and Policode; and was ready to meet
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The English besiegeBangalore.

]3OOK
VLthe English army in its attempt to penetrate by any
caAr. 4. of the usual and easiest of the passes. Contriving
1791. the appearances of a march toward Amboor, which
completely imposed upon the Sultan, Lord Cornwallis
turned suddenly to the north, and was at the head
of the pass of Mooglee, before it was in the power of
the enemy to offer any obstruction to his march.
The English army began to move from the head of
the pass on the 21st of February ; and it was the 4th
of March before the cavalry of the enemy appeared
in considerable force. A mind like that of the Sultan
was not very capable of entertaining more than one
object at a time. All his military operations were
suspended while he was preparing at Pondicherry the
means of assistance from the French. When he was
frustrated in his hopes of resisting the English in the
pass, by their ascent at Mooglee, he was wholly engrossed by the thought of his Harem, left at Bangalore. Dispositions might have been made, to impede
his enemy in front, and harass them in the rear, in
every possible route. The Sultan, on the other hand,
chose to go, in person, at the head of his army, to
remove his women and valuables from Bangalore, a
service which might have been performed by any of
his officerswiLh500 men ; and he allowed the English
General to arrive within ten miles of his object,
before he had occasion to fire a gun. An intended
assault on the baggage on the morning of the 5th
was fi'nstrated by a skilful movement of the General ;
and in the evening the _English took up their position
belbre Bangalore, without any loss of stores and only
five casualties, after a day's exertion of the whole
army of Tippoo.
Next day, as the cavalry, commanded by Colonel
Floyd, and a brigade of infantry, were performing in
the afternoon an observation to the r,outh-west of
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the fort, they unexpectedly approached the line of BOOKv I.
encampment, which the Sultan had marked out, and c_,r. ,.
which his army, by a circuitous and undiscovered 1791.
march, were just beginning to enter. A body of
about 1,000 horse, all who were not foraging, ordered
to check the approach of the English, were the only
part of the enemy yet seen by Colonel Floyd; and
he moved against them with his cavalry, leaving the
infantry in a swampy hollow, with orders there to
wait his return. The retreat of Tippoo's horse discovered the rear of his infantry with baggage and
guns; the temptation was great; the orders against
an enterprise were forgotten ; the flying enemy left
their guns; the ground became irregular and strong ;
several charges had been made successfully on the
right and the left, when Colonel Floyd advancing to
dislodge the largest body of the enemy, received a
musket ball, and fell. Though he was not mortally
wounded, a retreat commenced ; orders could not be
distinctly communicated; great confusion ensued;
but the infantry, which had been left under Major
Gowdie, advanced with their guns to an eminence
which commanded the line of retreat, and after allowing the cavalry to pass, opened a fire upon the enemy
which soon cleared the field. The danger was over,
when Lord Cornwallis arrived with a division of the
army to the support of the fugitives.
The Pettah, a considerable town surrounded by a
wall and a ditch, was assaulted on the 7th. "Two
ladders," says Colonel Wilks, " would probably have
saved many lives, but there was not one in camp;
and after a long dela$ in making a practicable opening
in the gate, which the troops bore with the greatest
steadiness and patience, the place was at length carried." The Sultan, the very same day, made a
powerful effort for its recovery. A part of his army
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BOOKVI. endeavoured to gain the attention of the English by
c,,_P,a. a feint to turn their fight, while the main body, by
1791. a concealed movement, entered the Pettah. Cornwallis had understood the stratagem, and reinforced
the Pettah. So long as the struggle was confined to
firing, the superiority was on the side of the Sultan;
hut when the British troops had recourse to the
bayonet, they pressed the enemy from one place to
another, and after a contest of some duration, drove
them out of the town, with a loss of upwards of two
thousand menJ The siege had continued till the
_0th of March, the besiegers incessaixtly threatened
by the whole of the enemy's force, the place not only
not invested, but relieved at pleasure with fresh troops;
when the Sultan, perceiving that operations were
approaching to maturity for the assault, placed his
guns, during a foff, on the 21st, in a situation of
some strength, whence he could enfilade and destroy
the whole of the trenches, and open sap. The
English General struck his camp as soon as he perceived this alarming design, and endeavoured to deter
the enemy by threatening a general attack. The
guns were removed, but carried back in the evening.
And this with other causes determined the English
General to overlook all the impediments which yet
remained to be removed, and to give the assault on
that very night. The intention was coneeMed from
, c, The casualties of the English on this day," (says Colonel Wilks_
iii. !_5) amounted to 131, but no loss made so deep an impression as that
of Lieutenant-Colonel Moorhouse" (be commanded the artillery)" who
was killed at the gate.
He had risen from the ranks. But nature herself had made him a gentleman.
Uneducated, he had made himself a
man of science. A career of uninterrupted distinction had commanded
general respect; and his amiable character universal attachment.
The
regret of his general, and the respect of his government, were testified
by a monument erected at thepublic expense in the Church at Madras."
This is a generous tribute to singular worth ; and deserves remembrance
on account of both parties.

Bango,loretaken by Assault.
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his own army till the last moment, and only eommu- Boo_: vI.
nieated to the senior officer of artillery, who employed c,_. _.
the intermediate space in perfecting, as far as i_os- 1791.
sible, the breach, and taking off the defences of all
the works which commanded it. The ladders were
nearly planted before the garrison took the alarm.
However carefully the intention of assaulting had
been concealed, it was not unknown to the Sultan,
who, at night-fall, moved his whole army within a
mile and a half of the Mysore gate, warned the garfisoa of the impending trial, and appointed two
heavy corps to fall upon both flanks of the assailants ;
though such effectual precautions wero employed to
protect them as frustrated all his designs. The
serious struggle had just begun in the breach, when
a narrow circuitous way was discovered, which led a
few men to the rampart.
They waited coolly till
joined by a sufficient number of their comrades to
enable them to charge with the bayonet. Till the
Kelledar fell, the garrison maintained a vigorous
resistance.
The English, as they penetrated, proeeeded by alternate companies to the right and left,
every where overcoming a respectable opposition, till
they met at the opposite gate. The fury which
almost always animates soldiers in a storm, when
their own safety depends upon the terror they inspire,
led to a deplorable carnage. The enemy crowding
to escape had choked up tile gate: and the bodies of
upwards of one thousand men were buried after the
assault. The Sultan, when advertised of the attack,
sent a large column to reinforce the garrison, which
was approaching the Mysore gate, at the moment
when the invaders had met above it from the right
and the left. A few shots from the ramparts apprized
them of the catastrophe; and the Sultan, who had
shown great limidity during the siege, and availed
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BOOKVI. hin_self very feebly of his means to annoy the becK,r. 4. siegers, and waste their time, remained in a sort of
1791. torpid astonishment till the dawn, when he returned
to his camp.
Nothing but the blunders of Tippoo appears to
have prevented this enterprise from failing. And to
the evil consequences of that failure, the limit is not
easy to assign. " The forage and grain found in the
Petta," says Colonel Wilks, "had long been consumed ; the neighbouring vilhges had all been effec=
tually destroyed : and the resource of digging for the
roots of grass within the limits of the piquets had
been so exhausted, that scarcely a fibre remained.
The draught and carriage cattle were daily dying by
hundreds at their piquets; and those intended for
food scarcely furnished the unwholesome means of
satisfying hunger. Grain, and every other necessary,
including ammunition, were at the lowest ebb."
Such were the circumstances of the British army.
" Of raising the siege," says Colonel Wilks, " the
most favourable result would have been, the loss of
the whole battering train; and a retreat upon the
depots of Coromandel, pressed by all the energy with
which such an event could have inspired the Sultan's
army."
On the °_8th, Lord Cornwallis was able to move
from Bangalore, and proceeded in a northern direc.
tion, " the carte reduced to skeletons, and scarcely
able to move their own weight."
The intention of
this movement was to effect a junction with the corps
of cavalry destined for him by the Nizam, his ally. The
English and the Sultan crossed each other on themarch,
when the Sultan declined a rencounter. The forts of
Deonhully and Little Balipoor surrendered to Cornwallis without opposition as he passed ; and he was
joined by the polygars, who paid dearly afterwards to

Preparationsfor lhe Siege oJ'Seringapatam.
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the Sultan for their fault. Intelligence again deserted BOOKvt_
the English army. After a march of about seventy c_.4.
miles, notwithstanding, in their situation, the un- 1791.
speakable importance of time, they came to a stand,
not knowing what to do; and halted for five days.
False information at last induced the General, in
despair of meeting the Nizam's cavalry, to terminate
his movement in that direction, and proceed southwards, to meet a convoy advancing by the pass of
Amboor. After marching a day in this retrograde
direction, he received fresh information, which in.
dueed him to trace back his steps ; and in two days
more he was met by his ally. The force of this ally
was nominally 15,000, in reality 10,000 well-mounted
horsemen, who were expected to render good service,
in performing the duties of light troops, and extending the command of the army over the resources of
the country. The hope of any assistance from them,
whatsoever, was almost immediately found to be perfectly groundless. "They soon," says Colonel Wilks,
" showed themselves unequal to the protection of
their own foragers on ordinary occasions; and, after
the lapse of a few days, from leaving Bangalore, they
never stirred beyond the English piquets, consuming
fbrage and grain, and augmenting distress of every
kind, without the slightest return of even apparent
utility."
All the means procurable, for the siege of Seringapatam, were now prepared at Bangalore. By the
beginning of May, the equipments of the army,
except in the article of cattle, were reckoned complete ; and beside the motives of economy, and other
local advantages attending the termination of the war,
Lord Cornwallis, we are informed, was stimulated by
a consideration of the French revolution, to a degree
of precipitation, of which, in other circumstances, he
VOL,
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March to Seri_zgapatam.

13oo1(vl. might not have approved. The apprehensions and
c_Ap.4, jealousy of the Sultan, and some discoveries at this
1791. time of treachery, fired him to various acts of cruelty.
Before the departure of Lord Cornwallis from Ban.
galore, he had taken a strong position on the main
road to his capital. To avoid this position, and also
a road on which the forage had been carefully
destroyed, the English General took the route of
Caunkanhully;
but the Sultan soon found the
means of rendering this, also, a march through a
desert.
On the 13th of May, the English army reached
Arikera, about nine miles from Seringapatam;
the
failure of the cattle increasing every day, and the
followers of the camp already in the greatest distress
for grain, of which a quantity had been destroyed
from want of ability to carry it on.
It had been planned that General Abereromby, with
the Bombay army, should ascend the Ghauts from
]_lalabar, and penetrate to the centre of the Sultan's
dominions, in co-operation with the main army from
the east. lVith infinite labour, that army had constructed roads, and carried a battering train, with a
large supply of provisions and stores, over fifty miles
of stupendous mountains ; "every separate gun being
hoisted over a succession of ascents by ropes and
tackle." They had reached Poodicherrum by the
first of March. But as Lord Cornwallis was not yet
ready to advance, he transmitted instructions to that
General to halt ; and only after he returned to Bangalore, with the cavalry of the Nizam, sent him
orders to advance to Periapatam, a place distant
about three marches from Seringapatam.
When the army, led by the Governor-General,
arrived at Arikera, the river was already so full, as
to render impracticable, or at any rate dangerous,
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his original plan of crossing at that place. Commu- nOOKVL
nication, however, was necessary with the army of CHAP.
4.
Abereromby ; and he resolved to march to the ford 1791.
of Caniamhaddy, eight miles above Seringapatam.
The Sultan, in the mean time, not daring to leave
his capital to strike a blow at the army descending
from the west, and ashamed to let it be invested
witt.out a struggle, had mustered resolution for a
battle. On the same day on which the English army
arrived at Arikera,the enemy took up a strong position
about six miles in their front. As the ground for the
direct approach of the English army was unfavourable,
being a narrow broken space between tile river and a
ridge of hills, the commander resolved, by a march,
which he learned was practicable, to cross, during
the night, the ridge of hills on the enemy's right,
to turn his left flank before day-light, and gaining
his rear, cut off the retreat of the main body of his
army to Seringapatam.
A dreadful storm disconcerted this well-concerted enterprise; by rendering
it impossible for the corps to find their way, and proceed in the dark. Lord Cornwallis, however, halting
till dawn, resolved to persevere, as he could not
repeat his stratagem, after the enemy was apprised ;
and expected some advantage, by forcing him to an
action on other ground than that which he had
deliberately chosen.
" Tippoo Sultaun did not decline tim meeting;
and the praise," (says Colonel Wilks, who appears to
have little pleasure in praising the Sultan, but great
in imputing to him all the bad qualities which belong
to the most despicable, as well as the most odious,
of tile human race) " cannot, in justice, be denied
to him on this occasion, of seeing his ground, and
executing his movements, with a degree of promptitude and judgment, which would have been credit-
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_300x vI. able to any officer." The loss of the English was
c_P.4, chiefly sustained during the time necessary to form
1791. under the guns of the enemy. For after they were
in a condition to advance, tile troops of Tippoo did
not long maintain their ground; and were pursued
till they found refuge under the works of Seringapatam.
So ill were the arrangements of the English taken
for procuring intelligence, and so well those of Tippoo
for intercepting it, that no information was possessed
of General Abercromby, to open communication with
whom, it was now resolved to march to Caniambaddy.
In this march, lengthened by a circuit to twenty
miles, three days were consumed ; exhibiting to the
enemy, in the battering train, and almost every public
cart in the army, dcagged by the troops, "conclusive
evidence," says Colonel Wilks, " of the utter failure
of all the equipments of the English army." Not
only were food and carriage wanting; but fatigue,
with the rains, which were now almost incessant,
and defective, unwholesome food, had filled the camp
with disease, in wbich, in addition to other horrors,
the small-pox raged with uncommon violence.
Such, in tbe mind of Lord Col_wallis, was the
state of the faculties on which foresight depends,
that, after he had brought the army to the extreme
point of its line of o_rations, on the day after his
arrival at Caniambaddy, when the official reports of
the morning were presented to him, and not before,
did he discover, that all this fatigue, all this misery,
all this loss of lives, and all this enormous expense,
were to no purpose; that he could not attempt a
single operation, that he must destroy the whole of
the battering train and heavy equipments, and lose
no time in endeavouring, by retreat, to save, if it
yet were possible, the army from destruction.

compelsthe Army to retreat.
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To General Abereromby, of whom as yet no intel- BOOKVL
ligenee was obtained, orders were written to return e_AP.4.
to Malabar. On the same day the appearance of 1791.
considerable bodies of troops marching, as toward
General Abereromby, from Seringapatam, so greatly
alarmed the Governor-General, that he sent three
brigades across the river, merely to attract the
enemy's attention; though it was not improbable
that the river would fill, and, precluding return,
place them in a situation from which they could
hardly expect to escape.
General Abereromby received, not without surprise, the orders to return. They were followed by a
similar destruction of the heavy guns and equipments,
as that which took place in the army of Cornwallis;
except that a part of the guns were buried at the
head of the pass. Almost all the cattle lost their
lives, and the men their health, in performing back
a long and unprovided march at a dreadful season.
And the cost of this expedition, in men, in money,
and in labour, was added to the loss occasioned by
the fruitless march of the army from the east.
On the 26th of May, the army commenced its
melancholy return.
Before the first six miles were
accomplished, a party of horse unexpectedly rode in
upon the baggage flank. They were taken for
enemies; but proved to be Mahrattas, from whom
was received the joyful intelligence of the near ap_
proaeh of two armies, led by two of the Poonah
Chiefs, Hurry Punt, and Purseram Bhow.
The tardy arrival of the Mahrattas has been
accused, as the cause of the disaster sustained by the
British army, and of their disappointment in respect to
the capture of Seringapatam.
How far it was in the
power of the General to have provided himself better
with bullocks and provisions, we are without the

Opv,'atio,
BOOKvI.means of accurate knowledge.
That no dependance
CKAe.4. ought to have been placed upon the punctuality of
1791. the Mahrattas, it would be extraordinary indeed if
there was not, at that time, sufficient experience in
his camp to give him full information.
Of the campaign of this portion of the confederate force a very
brief account must suffice.
The detachment of the British troops, for whose
service with the Mahrattas an agreement had been
made in the recent treaty, left Bombay on the 20th
of May, 1790; disembarked in the Jaigur river;
ascended the Ghauts by the Ambah pass ; and joined
thearmyof Purseram Bhow, consisting of about 20,000
horse, and 10,000 foot, near the town of Coompta,
about fifty miles from the pass, on the 26th of June.
They proceeded without resistance till they arrived
at Darwar, one of the great barriers of Tippoo's
northern frontier, situated some miles south of the
river Malpurba, and fi'om Goa eastward about seventy
miles. The Mahrattas took ground before the place
on the 18th of September ; and it was not till the 3d
of April, after a wretched siege of twenty-nine weeks,
that it surrendered upon capitulation. The Mahrattas,
when battering in breach, aim at no particular spot,
but fire at random all over the wall. " From their
method of proceeding," says Lieutenant Moore, who
was an indignant witness of so much loss of time,
" we are convinced they would not, with twenty guns
against the present garrison, approach and breach
Darwar in seven years. A gun is loaded, and the
whole of the people in the battery sit down, talk, and
smoke for half an hour, when it is fired, and if it
knocks up a great dust, it is thought sufficient; it is
reloaded, and the parties resume their smoking and
conversation.
During two hours in the middle of the
day, generally from one to three, a gun is seldom
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fired on either side, that time being, as it would BOOK VI.
appear, by mutual consent set apart for meals. In ca,v.4.
the night the fire from guns is slackened, hut mus. 1791.
quetry is increased on both sides, and shells are sparingly thrown into the fort with tolerable, precision."
The same intelligent officer makes the following
remarks. "March the lst.--Our line is more sickly
than it has hitherto been ; many officers are ill : and
among them our Colonel; whose situation is peculiarly cruel, being the only Company's officer, commanding in the field, set down before a fort of this
importance, without a single requisite for reducing it,
and subject to the delays, and irksome frivolity, of our
tardy allies.--Too much confidence seems to have
been placed in their promises of supplies: And it
should be a caution, how, again, the success and credit of the British arms is suffered to depend upon the
punctuality of a country power.--If any can be at
all trusted, it certainly is the Mahrattas: But, even
with them, it seems a matter of little moment to what
extent their promises are made. And although, at
the time, they may have no intention of breaking
them, it is to be understood that failure is no discredit : Nor must punctuality be expected any further
than their own views are forwarded by observing
it."
" March the 13th.mWe were this morning," continues 3Ir. Moore, much surprised to hear of ttle
death of our much respected Colonel ; for none but the
medical gentlemen had any idea of its being so near.
Actuated by the ardour of a soldier, his enterprising"
spirit could not brook the procrastination to which he
was obliged to submit ; and, losing, with the unsuccessful attempt of the 7th of FebrumT, all expectation of an honourable conquest of the fort, he had
from that time been on the decline. No event could
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have been more acute to his detachment, for With
csAP.4._them he was universally beloved ; nor could the Bom1791. bay army, of which he was at the head, have sustained a severer loss." _ Colonel Frederick, such was
the name of this meritorious officer, was succeeded by
Major Sartorius, in the command of the detachment; and by Captain Little, when that officer returned to Bombay, after the surrender of Darwar.
The original garrison was estimated at 10,000
men; but from the numbers which were sent away
after the Pettah was taken, and the desertions and
casualties during the siege, it was at last reduced to
3,000. To have placed Darwar in blockade, nothing
less than an army would have sufficed; and the capture was necessary to secure the Mahratta communications. Had it fallen earlier, the Mahratta army
would have been employed in ravaging Tippoo's dominions, and cutting off supplies from the country to
the north.

BOOK VL

The Bhow's army, after leaving Darwar, proceeded
by easy marches to the Toombudra, and had subdued
the little resistance opposed to them at all the forts
which protected the possessions of Tippoo north of
that river, early in May. Lord Cornwallis had written to Poona that he expected to be joined by this
chief at Seringapatanl.
And as soon as the Bhow
obtained intelligence of the arrival of the English at
Seringapatam, he proceeded towards them with all
the expedition in his power. As he approached, he
was joined by Hurry Punt, who had advanced by a
more easterly route through Gooty, Raidroog, and
Sera, recovering, in that direction, the conquests made
upon the Mahrattas by Hyder and his son ; and on
' hlt:ore's Narrative
melt, p, 30, 32.
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the 28th of May, the interview between them and sooK vI.
the British commander took place. At this period c_^r. 4.
the army of the Bhow was estimated at 20,000, that 1791.
of Hurry Punt at lO.,000, horse and foot)
But the Mahrattas, now when they had arrived,
were unable to keep the field, or at least persuaded
Lord Cornwallis that they were unable, unless they
received from the English pecuniary support. He
agreed to advance to them a loan of twelve lacks of
rupees; and in order to obtain the money had
recourse to one of those bold expedients which would
have proved the ruin of any of his less protected predecessors. From his camp, near Ootradroog, on the
_lst of June, he wrote to the Governor and Council
of Madras, to take the treasure out ofthe China ships,
and, coining it into rupees, to send it to him with the
utmost possible dispatchP
Tippoo announced to his own people the battle on
the 15th as a victory, the effect of which had been to
make the English destroy their battering train, and
force them to retreat, and on the 26th, he ordered a
salute to be fired from the fort. In the mean time,
certain communications had taken place between him
and Lord Cornwallis on tile subject of peace. So
early as the 18th of February a letter from tile Sultan,
dated tlle 1Sth, was received at Muglee, proposing to
send or receive an ambassador.
Lord Cornwallis
replied on the oSd, that as the infi'action of tile treaty
was on the part of the Sultan, it was necessary to
know whether he was prepared to make rel)aratie.lJ.
On the 3d of March an answer arrived, in which the

!

i This is the statement of Mqior Dtrom, who was Deputy Adjutant°
General ofhls blajesty's forces itl India, and with the army at the time.
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Lieutenant Moore thinks that tire army of the Bia_t_ ]s thus c.nsidetably under-rated.
" Papers (No. 4) ordered by the Itouse of Co,nmon_ to bc printed_
16th February, 1792.
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Ret_t continued.

BOOXvI. Sultan endeavoured to show, that the conduct of the
cH,r. 4, Rajah of Travancore justified the attack upon his
1791. lines ; at the same time disclaiming all idea of insult
to the British government ; and expressing a wish for
negotiation.
To this he received no reply. On the
27th of March the Sultan dispatched another letter,
offering directly to send an ambassador. Lord Cornwallis declined receiving an ambassador, on the ground
of his not as yet having with him any persons qualified
to treat on the part of his allies; but if the Sultan
would send his propositions in writing, he would
transmit them to those allies, and return an answer.
On the 17th of May, when Lord Cornwallis released
the wounded prisoners after the action of Arikera, Tip=
poo renewed the proposal of"negotiation. Lord Corn=
wallis, having persons now with him, on the part of
the Mahrattas and the Nizam, answered, on the 19th,
that if the Sultan would state his propositions in
writing, commissioners might be chosen to meet;
and that he would consent to a cessation of hostilities,
it" it were the Sultan's desire. On the _4th, when
Lord Cornwallis was at Caniambaddy, had destroyed
his battering train, and sent three brigrades across the
river, Tippoo answered. He took no notice of the
proposition for a cessation of hostilities, and only
urged anew the propriety of mutually appointing confidential persons to discuss. Lord Cornwallis now
departed from the point of written propositions, on
which he had hitherto insisted, as an indispensable
preliminary, and proposed that the allies should send
deputies to Bangalore. On the _7th, when this letter
was not yet answered, and the army, now joined by
the Mahrattas, was advancing in view of Seringapatam, a present of fruit was sent to Lord Cornwallis,
accompanied by a letter fi'om the Sultan's secretary
to the Persian interpreter.
This was regarded as a

:
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Hoolydroogtake.

contrivance to sow jealousy between the English and BOOK VI.
their allies: and the present was returned? On the ca_P.4.
29th, Tippoo replied; and after some prolix and 1791.
vague explanations, recommended that Lord Cornwallis should return to the frontier_ and then act as
his last letter proposed.
With the Mahratta army, provisions and draught
cattle arrived ; though these allies, knowing well the
situation of the English army, would part with
nothing at a moderate price. The loss, however, of
the battering train, the return of General Abercromby,
and the state of the season, forbidding the siege of
Seringapatam; the combined army, having resolved
upon falling back to Bangalore, proceeded on tile 6th
of June, in a northern direction, to Naugmungul, and
thence eastward to the river Madoor, which they
crossed on the 19th of the same month. While cacamped on the eastern bank of this river, a detachment of the English army went forward to summon
and threaten Hoolydroog; a hill fort, six miles east
from the pass of the river, too strong- to have been
taken, had the courage of the garrison allowed them
to defend it ; hut they dreaded resistance to European
soldiers, and agreed to surrender, upon condition of
security to themselves and their private property. A
provision was found in it of sheep, cattle, and grain ;
' The passion with which soldiers are averted fl'om peace is n phenomenon a_fully interesting.
The arrival ,_f these presents indicated a
good understanding; winch, it" it existed, might he supposed tr_ exist,
on grounds deemed more f.wourable to the nataon than *_ar. " It _,¢ill
he dtdicuit," says Colonel Witks, "lbr the reader to conceive the intense

_.

delight with which Oil the ensuing lnornmg the _ hole arm), beheld tile
loads of frnlt untouched, and the camel unaceepted, returning to Serln-gapatam."
The fact is, that the English
,
in India. , at that time, lind
been worked up into a mixture of filry and rage against 'l'lppou, moJe
re_elnbhng the passion of savages agaanst their enem), in (act m_)re re-

-_

sembling his passion towards, them, than the t'eehngs with which a
c_vilized nation regard_ the worst of its foes.
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a seasonable relief to the army : and the fort was dec_,P. 4. stroyed, as neither the English nor the Mahratt_s
1791. thought it worth retaining.
The fortresses of
Ootradroog, and Savendroog, were likewise summoned
during the march ; but without effect ; and in present
circumstances, it was not expedient to attempt their
reduction.

BOOK VL

Tile combined army arrived in the neighbourhood
of Bangalore early in July ; and were exhilarated by
several articles of agreeable intelligence.
To supply the demand of the army for draugJit
bullocks and rice, the following were the plans which,
upon the discovery of that deficiency which occasioned
the retreat, were adopted. The trade of corn in India
is carried on in a mode peculiar to that country. The
merchants in corn are a particular caste denoted by ttle
term Brinjarries. They traverse the country, conveying the grain, often from the greatest distances, in large
bodies which resemble the march of an army. They
encamp with regularity, never lodging in houses ; are
strongly armed ; and ready to fight no contemptible
battle in their own defence. The practice comes
down from a remote antiquity ; and marks that unsettled and barbarous state of society, when merchants
,are obliged to depend upon themselves for the means
of their defence. The experienced utility of their
_rvices has procured them considerable privileges.
They are regarded as neutral in all wars; they enjoy
a right of transit through all countries; and the
armies, which spare nothing else, act under a species
of"obligation, seldom violated, of respecting the property of the Brinjarries.
One of the officers of the
Company, Captain Alexander Read, well acquainted
with the language and customs of the natives, sug.
gested to the Commander in Chief the expedient of
availing himself of the extensive resources of the

the Army arrivedat Bangalore.
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Brinjarries. It was resolved, in consequence, that BOOKVI.
encouragement should be held out to them, to resort c_^P.4.
with their cargoes to the English camp. Captain 179t.
Read was employed to circulate intelligence; and
before the arrival of the army he had collected more
than ten thousand bullock loads of grain.
For the supply of bullocks, nearly forty thousand
of which had been lost in the last campaign, Lord
Cornwallis, beside the contractors, employed agents to
purchase them on the part of the government, and
directed the same to be done at Madras. As a relief
to the exigencies of this department, he also made an
agreement with the offÉcers,to carry and provide their
own tents for a monthly allowance, during the remainder of the war, and a similar ari'angement with
the officers commanding battalions of sepoys, for the
tents of their corps, and the carriage of their ammuni.
tion and stores. Upon the arrival of the army at
Bangalore, it was found that success had attended
those exertions ; and that 100 elephants from Bengal
had arrived at ¥elore.
The army had tile further satisfaction of learning
that Gunjcotah, which had been for some time besieged by the Nizam's troops, including the British
detachment, had surrendered on the 12th of June ;
and had given a valuable country to that ally.
Tile intelligence also from Europe was exhilarating,
to an army keen for the continuance of the war. On
the 22d of December, 1790, Mr. Hippesly, in the
House of Commons, had called in question the justice
and policy of the war : had affirmed that the Rajah
of Travancore was the aggressor, by his lines on the
Cochin territory, and his purchase from the Dutch;
that the Mahrattas were the people from whom in
India the greatest danger impended over the interests
of England, and that the Mysore sovereign was
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Approbationin England

_OOKVI.valuable as a balancing power ; that the resources
caa_. 4. and genius of Tippoo rendered a war against him an
1791. undertaking of no common difficulty and hazard;
and that the finances of the Company, feeble and exhausted as they were acknowledged to be, could ill
endure the burthen of an expensive war. Mr. Francis
and Mr. Fox repeated and enforced the same considerations.
L

,

,

On the 28th of February, Mr. tiippesly renewed
the discussion, when the alliance concluded with the
Nizam and l_Iahrattas afforded a new topic. He
complained that, in those treaties, though made
ostensibly on account of the attack on Travancore,
the Rajah was not mentioned.
The cause however
of the Rajah was included in that of the English ;
and the interposition of such a people as the Mahrattas and the Nizam, in any shape, between the English
and their allies, was incapable on almost any occasion
of conducing to good, far from incapable on many
occasions of conducing to evil.
Mr. Fox assailed the alliance in a tone of vehement
reprobation.
He denounced it a plundering confederacy for the purpose of extirpating a lawful Prince.
He said, that when the progress of civilization had
rendered men ashamed of offensive alliances in Europe,
we had signalized our virtue by renewing them in
India. He described the family compact of the
House of Bourbon, as the last of those odious leagues
which had disgraced the policy of civilized Europe.
As soon as a better order of things in ]:'rance arose,
it dissolved, he said, that wretched engagement, and
put an end, he hoped for ever, to those expedients of
wicked governments in a barbarous age.
In reply to these accusations, circumstances were
presented to show; that the war in the first place
was defensive ; in the next place necessary to deter

of the War against Tippoo.
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tm insatiable enemy from perpetual encroachments ; BOOKvI.
and lastly politic, as atibrding every prospect of a fa- c-AP.,.
vourable termination. And on the O_°dof March, Mr. 1791.
Dundas moved three resolutions, which passed wit]lout a division, declaring that Tippoo had broken the
treaty by his attack on the lines of Travancore, and
that Lord Cornwallis deserved approbation, as well
for his determination to prosecute the war, as for the
treaties he had formed with the Nizam and Mahrattas. The favour manifested to the war in England,
was by no means confined to empty praise. The
Company resolved to send out 500,000/. in specie :
An augmentation was voted to the establishment of
the King's regiments in India : Another detachment
of the royal artillery was destined for the same service ; The Company exterted themselves to send out
recruits : And all these reinforcements and supplies,
the General was given to understand he might receive by the ships of tile season.
It was necessary for the facility of subsistence, and
certain preparatory operations, that the allicd armies
should separate during the inactive season. ']'he
Bhow, with the detachment of Captain Little, shaped
his course toward Sara. The greater part of the Nizam's horse went to join the rest of the Nizam's army.
Hurry Punt, with the English remained at Bangalore. Tippoo, it was supposed, would not dare to
make an advance against any of these detached armies, for fear of being intercepted in his retreat.
The Policade pass afforded the easiest communication with Carnatic ; and one of the most commodious
issues for the suddcn incursions of the cnemv. ]t was
commanded by several forts, of which Oossoor and
Rayacottah were the chie£ With four heavy iron
guns, which had not bccn carried to Seringapatam,
and four iron twelve-pounders, which had been kept
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Oossoora_d Rayacottah taken.

BOOKVI.for field service, when the heavier guns were destroy.
chAP.4. ed, the army on the 15th of July began to move to,
1791. wards Oossoor. Tippoo had lately made exertions to
improve the defences of this important place; fortunately they were not so far advanced as to render it
tenable in the opinion of its defenders ; and upon the
approach of the English they made a precipitate retreat.
From Oossoor, left with a strong garrison, a
brigade of tile army under Major Gowdie, proceeded
against Rayacottah;
which consisted of two forts,
one at the bottom, the other at the top of a stupen.
dons rock. They carried the first by assault; and,
pursuing the fugitives, got possession of two walls,
which formed a rampart between the higher and
lower fort. The place, if well defended, was too
strong by nature to be reduced; and Major Gowdie
had instructions to return, ff it was not surrendered
upon the first attack.
As the lodgement, however
which he had effected on the hill, covered the troops
from the fire of the upper fort ; and he believed the
enemy intimidated, he begged permission to perse.
vere. The daring conduct of the assailants, with aid
fi'om the main army soon produced the desired effect
upon the mind of the Kelledar ; and on condition of
security to private property, and leave to reside with
his family in Carnatic, he surrendered this "lofty and
spacious fort, so strong and complete, in all respects,
that it ought to have yielded only to famine and a
tedious blockade." _ The rest of the forts by which
the pass was defended, either obeyed the summons, or
made but a feeble resistance.
The convoy which had
reached Amboor, on its way from Madras, received
directions to proceed by the newly opened route, and
the army remained in the neighbourhood of Oossoor
' The words of Major Dirom.
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to cover its march, One hundred elephants, all _oox vI
loaded with treasure, marching two a breast, with the cH_p.4.
British standard displayed; 6000 bullocks with rice, 1791.
100 carts, with arrack, and several hundreds of
coolies, with other supplies, entered the camp on the
10th of August : a convoy to which nothing similar
had ever joined a British army on Indian ground.
While the army remained at Oossoor, a vakeel,
commissioned to treat with all the allies conjointly,
was sent by Tippoo. Lord Cornwallis consented, it
seems, to receive him, "at the warm instances of
Hurry Punt ;" little expecting that Tippoo would yet
submit to the terms he was disposed to require, but
desirous of avoiding every appearance, which might
be thought to indicate a disinclination to peace. Upon
a point of form, the ambassador being commissioned
to treat only with principals, and Lord Cornwallis
declining to treat with an agent, and upon the sur.
raise that the object of Tippoo was intrigue, and the
consumption of time, the messenger was sent back to
his master without being permitted to enter the camp. t
Between Bangalore and Goorumconda lay some
hill forts, which interrupted the communication with
the Nizam's army, and rendered it difficult to receive
supplies from the country to the north. The brigade
of Major Gowdie was again in requisition. The only
fortress which made any considerable resistance was
' On this occasimb as well as on that of the overture on the 27th of
May, Major Dirom is careful to mention the joy which pervaded the
army when the overture was rejeeted.--It
is another, among the many
proofs of a most remarkable fact, that whole masses of men are capable of desiring the death of thousands of their fellow creatures, at once_
simply for their own profit. Itad the negotiation proceeded and been
productive of peace, it might hare been supposed, bv an army which
had confidence in Lord Cornwallis, that the peaee_ which he dehberatel v approved, was better for their country than war. Better Jbr thew
country.--Yes.
But not better for them, because it precluded the acquisition of plunderj promotion) and glor v,
VOI,. V.
Z
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Nunclydroogtaken by Storm.

_OOKVI.Nundydroog, before which the Major arrived on the
c_Ae. 4. 2_d of September with a force, consisting of one
1791. regiment of Europeans, six battalions of sepoys, six
battering guns, and four mortars. The fort was situated on the summit of a mountain, about one thousand seven hundred feet in height, of which threefourths of the circumference was absolutely inaccessible, and the only part which could be ascended was guarded by two excellent walls, and by
an outwork which covered the gate-way and yielded
a flank fire. A road was cut, and the guns dragged
with infinite difficulty to the top of an adjacent hill;
but there, after a battery was erected, the guns were
found to be too distant even to take off the defences
of the fort. No alternative remained, but either to
work up the face of the principal hill, or lose the advantage of the impression struck on the minds of the
enemy's garrisons, who believed that no strength,
either of nature or of art, was sufficient to protect them
against an English attack. The exertions demanded
were excessive. Without the strength and sagacity
of the elephants, the steepness of the ascent would
have rendered it impossible to carry up the guns. Fortunately the shot of the fort, from a height so nearly
perpendicular, seldom took effect ; but the men were
severely galled by the ginjall, a species of wall pieces,
which threw with precision, to a great distance, a ball
of considerable size.
Batteries were erected after a labour of fourteen
days; and in a short time two breaches were effected, one on the re-entering angle of the outwork, the
other in the curtain of the outer wall ; while the inner
wall, at the distance of eighty yards, could not be
reached by the shot. The Governor still refused
to surrender, and the British commander made
an offer, which it is pleasing to record, to send

_Tm_lljdroogtaken by Storm.
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out the women, and other persons not bear|ng arms, BOOKVL
that they might not suffer in the storm. The breaches cH,_e.4.
being reported practicable to the Commander-in1791.
Chief, he detached the flank companies of the 56th
and 71st regiments to lead the assault ; and General
Medows, who, though superseded in the chief command, had seconded every operation of the war with
an ardour and fidelity which did him the highest
honour, offered to conduct tile perilous enterprize. It
was determined to storm the breaches, to attempt the
inner wall by escalade, and, if this should fall, to
make a lodgement behind a cavalier between the
walls, and thence proceed by regular attack. A trench
which had been dug within a hundred yards of the
wall was formed into an advanced parallel, and the
flank companies were lodged in it before day break. At
midnight, the orders were given, when the men
moved out fl'om the right and left of the parallel, and
rushed to the assault.'
The fort was instantly illuminated with blue lights,
a heavy fire was opened ; and large stones were rolled
down the hill. The fire was ill-directed; but the
stones rushing down the precipice were exceedingly
formidable, and had considerable effect. Both the
breaches were quickly mounted; and the storming
party penetrated with such rapidity, that time was
not allowed for barricading completely the gate of the
inner wall, and, after some difficulty, it was fortunately opened. The meritorious exertions of Captain Robertson, who led the grenadier companies to
the breach in the curtain, prevented the carnage
which so often attends the capture of places by as, When the hour was appLoacbing, sGme person said, in the hearing
of the troops, that a mine was reported to be near the breach.
General
Medows_ anticipating the effect upon thcir minds_ cried aloud_ " If there
be a mine, it is a mine of gold."
7,2
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BOOKVI.sault ; and of the whole garrison, about forty only
c.AP. 4. were _lled and wounded. The storming party had
1791, two men killed and twenty-eight wounded, the latter
chiefly by the stones descending the hill.
By this time the ships o[" the season had brought
out the expected reinforcements, money and military
stores, with 300 troops from St. Helena, who coming
a shorter voyage, and seasoned to a warm climate,
arrived in perfect health : The powers of the several
Presidencies had been strained to the utmost to make
provision for the war : The preparations were upon
a great, scale ; and now in a high state of perfection.
From Nunda'ydoog the army moved toward the passes, for the protection of the convoys proceeding from
Madras; while a detachment, commanded by Col.
Maxwell, was sent to clear the Baramhal valley, in
which, and the adjoining districts, a party of the enemy
were effecting depredations.
The principal protection of this predatory party
was Penagra, a strong mud fort at the south end of
the valley. By forced marches the detachment arrived before it on the 31st of October. A flag of
truce, sent to summon, was invited to advance, by
signs from the wall, and then repeatedly fired upon.
The wall was scaled ; and the enemy hung out the
flag for quarter in the middle of the assault. It was
teo late : the troops had closed with them ; and out of
300 men who composed the garrison, 150 were slain.
Of the captors, seven alone were slightly wounded.
The detachment returned, and encamped within a
few miles of Kistnaghery.
This was another of those
stupendous rocks, or rather insulated mountains, which
form tile strong holds of India, and one which yielded to few of them in natural strength.
Although it
was not supposed that the reduction of the upper fort
was an undertaking to which the detachment was

upon Kistnaghery.
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equal, it was of importance, in order, as much as BOOK
VI.
possible, to cut off whatever afforded cover to the o, Ao.a.
predatory incursions of the enemy, to destroy the 179t.
Pettah, and the works, at the bottom of the hill.
They were attacked under cover of the night ; and
the troops esealading the walls, got possession of them
without much resistance.
The ardour of the assailants made them conceive the hope of entering the
upper fort with the fugitives.
They rushed up with
such rapidity, that, notwithstanding the length and
steepness of the ascent, the enemy had barely time
to shut the gate; a standard of the regulars was
taken on the very steps of the gateway ; and had the
ladders been up at this critical moment, it is probable that the walls would have been escaladed. The
enemy had time to begin their operation of rolling
down enormous stones, which, descending in vast
quantities, crushed, at once, the ladders and the men.
During two hours the strongest exertions were made,
to get the ladders up the small part of the road
which was most exposed to the stones. But a clear
moon-light discovered every motion; and, when
most of the ladders were broken, and the troops had
severely suffered, Colonel Maxwell was compelled
to put an end to the attempt.
After thi_,
having reduced several petty forts, he rejoined the
army.
Between Bangalore and Seriugapatam, lies a track
of hills, thickly covered with wood, extending" ti'om
the vicinity of Bangalore to the river Madoor. Thi._
difficult country, which of itself formed a strongbarrier to the capital of _lysore, was studded with
forts, of which some, particularly Savendroog, was
of extraordinary strength.
It offered such advantages to the enemy, for interrupting the communication with Bangalore, when the army should advance
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The Fort of Savendroog

BOOKVI.to Seringapatam, that the Brinjarries, who engaged
CRAP.
4. for large quantities of grain at Bangalore, would not
1791. undertake to supply it beyond Savendroog, if that
fortress remained in the enemy's hands.
Lord Cornwallis was now provided with his battering train;
and resolved, while delayed by the Mahrattas, and
waiting for the last of the convoys, to make an effort
to gain possession of this important, but formidaNe
post.
It is a vast mountain of rock, computed to rise
above half a mile in perpendicular height, from a
base of eight or ten miles in circumference, surrounded by a close forest, or jungle, several miles
in depth, having its natural impenetrability heightened by thickets of planted bamboos. A narrow
path, cut through the jungle, in a winding direction,
and defended by barriers, served as the only approach
to the fort: The natural strength of the mountain
had been increased by enormous walls, and barriers,
which defended every accessible point : And to these
advantages was added the division of the mountain,
hy a great chasm, into two parts at the top, on each
of which was erected a citadel; the one affording a
secure retreat, though the other were taken ; and by
that means doubling the labour of reduction.
Lieutenant Colonel Stuart, employed during tile
first campaign in reducing Dindegul and Palacatcherry, was destined to command at the siege of Savendroog.
On the 10th of December, he encamped
within three miles of that side of the rock from
which it was proposed to carry on the attack ; while
tile Commander-in-Chief made that disposition of the
rest of the army, which seemed best adapted to cover
the besiegers, and secure tile convoy.
The first labour was immense, that of cutting a
way through the powerful jungle, and transporting

_aien by Store.
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heavy guns over the rocks and hills which inter, BOOK VI.
vened,
csA_,.4.
The closeness of the surrounding hills and woods 1791.
had rendered this fortress as remarkable for its noxious atmosphere as its strength.
Its name signified
literally the rock of death. And the Sultan congratulated his army upon the siege; at which one half,
he said, of the English army would be destroyed by
sickness, the other by the sword. The confidenee of
the garrison in the strength of the place had this
good effect, that it made them regard the approach
of"the besiegers as of little importance; and they
were allowed to erect their batteries without any
further opposition than the fire of the fort.
Within three days after the opening of the batteries the breach was practicable.
The jungle was
now of advantage ; for growing close up to the very
wall the troops were able to scramble up unseen by
the crevices and rugged parts of the rock, and made
a lodgment within twenty yards of the breach. The
2Ist of December was the day chosen for the assault ;
and Lord Cornwallis and General Medows arrived
to witness the terrible scene. The grenadiers of the
52d, and flank companies of the 76th regiment, led
by Captain Gage, were to gain the eastern summit ;
Captain Monson, with the light company of the 52d,
was to scour the works on the western; the flank
companies of the 71st, under Captains Lindsay and
Robertson, were to engage whatever works or parties
might be found in the chasm between ; the 52d and
72d regiments to follow the flank companies; and
parties, under Colonel Baird and Major Petrie, were
to proceed round the mountain, for the purpose of
attracting the attention of the enemy, and preventing
escape.
At an hour before noon, on a signal of two guns
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_OOK_. from the batteries, the flank compauies advanced to
c_AP.4, the breach, and mounted, while the band of the 5_d
1791. regiment played Britons strike home. The enemy
who had descended for the defence of the breach,
when they beheld the Europeans advancing, were
seized with a panic; and Captain Gage had little
difficulty in carrying the eastern top: The danger
was, lest the flying enemy should gain the western
summit, which, from the steepness of the approach,
and the strength of the works, might require a repetition of the siege. To provide for this contingency,
Captain Monson had directions, if he thought advancing imprudent, to effect a lodgment in some part of
the hill from which the operations might be carried
on. Fortunately the enemy impeded one another in
the steep and narrow path up which they crowded
to the citadel, while some shot, which opportunely
fell among them from the batteries, increased their
confusion. Captain Monson, with the light company
of the 52d regiment, and a serjeant and twelve grenadiers of the 71st, pressed after the fugitives, and,
so critical was the moment, that the serjeant of the
71st regiment shot, at a distance, the man who was
closing lhe first of the gates. All the other barriers
the English entered along with the enemy, about 100
of whom were killed on the western hill, and several
tb]l down the precipices endeavouring to escape. The
prisoners taken were few. Tile garrison, they said,
had consisted of 1,500 men, but a great part of them
had deserted during the siege. Of the English, only
one private soldier was slightly wounded.
On the 23d of December, Colonel Stuart was again
detached against Ootradroog.
This was another
fortress of thesamedeseription, ahout twelve miles from
Savendroog.
It had been summoned, when the army
retreated the preceding year from Sefingapatam.

andtt_ Line of C,o_nmun_caticn
perfect.
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But the KeUedar replied, "I have eaten Tippoo's BOOKvI.
salt for twenty years, and will not give up my post, c_,P. 4.
till you first take Seringapatam."
He was still so 1791.
determined in his resistance, that he would admit of
no communication, and fired on the flag. Next
morning the lower fort was carried by esealade ; when
the Governor requested a parley. While this was
taking place, the assailants imagined they saw the
garrison moving, and treacherously pointing their
guns; upon which they rushed to the assault. Some
of the gateways they broke, others they esealaded.
Though many parts of the road were so narrow and
steep, that a few resolute men might have defended
themselves against any attack, so great was the alarm
of the enemy, that they fled wherever they saw a
single European above the walls. At the last gate
only, they fired a few shot, by which two soldiers
were wounded. Masters of the summit, the assailants fell upon the garrison, of whom many, to avoid
the bayonets, precipitated themselves from the rock.
The Kelledar, with some others, was taken prisoner.
He reported, that his garrison, on the arrival of the
detachment, had mutinied ; and that 400 had deserted
during the night.
After the success of these hazardous enterprises,
none of the inferior places had courage to resist;
and the line of communieatiou for the ultimate
operations of the war was now rendered secure. Tile
last great convoy from Madras, of which the fall of
the rains, and tile state of the roads, had rendere_i
the progress very slow, an'ived, on the 2d of January,
at Bangalore. The Brinjarries had 50,000 bullocks,
conducting grain to the army, even frmn the enemy's
country itself, in quantities which no exertions of the
public service could have matched. ]?rom the state
of public credit, and the money sent out from Eng-
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_OOKVI.land, Lord Cornwallis had, what in no former war
¢_,P.4. the Indian rulers had ever enjoyed, an overflowing
1791. treasury. At the same time it was ascertained that
fl_e treasury of the enemy was in a far different situation; for several of his principal Brinjarries brought
their grain to the British camp, complaining that
Tippoo was unable to pay them, and could give them
nothing but ineffectual orders upon the collectors of
his revenues.
Such were the proceedings of the army under Lord
Cornwallis, during the season in which the main
operations of the war were suspended. A short
account is required of what, during the same time,
was performed, by the other divisions of the confederate force.
By the army of the Nizam, only two objects had
been effected during the war ; the reduction of Gunjicottah, and that of Kopaul. Not one even of these
places could have been taken without the British
detachment; and the reduction of the latter might
be regarded as more a consequence of the fall of Bangalore than of the operations of the siege. This
army had been employed, since the month of August,
in the attack of Goorumconda; but, depending on the
Nizam's artillery, were not able to breach the lower
fort, till the guns which had been employed at Nundydroog, and a supply of ammunition, were sent
fi'om Bangalorc. With British guns, the British
artillery-men completed a breach in two days; and
prepared for the assault. As the small party of artillery-men were the only Europeans present, they
gallantly offered, after breaching the place, to quit
their guns, and lead the assault. The reduction of
the lower fort had not long been effected, when a
large reinforcement arrived fi'om Hyderabad, under
the Nizam's second son. The upper fort being
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regarded as too strong for assault, a body of troops BOOKVL
was left to establish a blockade; while the main cH,r. 4.
army, by concert with Lord Cornwallis, moved into 1791.
the neighbourhood of Colar, to cover the convoy,
which was proceeding fl'om Madras with the last of
the ammunition and stores for the siege of Seringapatam.
This movement escaped not the attention
of Tippoo; Hyder Saib, his eldest son, appeared
suddenly before Goorumconda, with a flying party;
and took the lower fort, with the whole of the detachment left for the blockade.
This immediately
recalled the main army, and exposed the convoy,
which had ascended the Ghauts, and arrived at Vincatighery, to a danger which would have been great,
had the detachment with Hyder Saib been sufficiently
strong. But he satisfied himself with throwing suc.
cour into Goorumconda;
and carrying with him
the families of some principal people, he returned to
Seringapatam.
Purseram Bhow passed Serah, which had surrendered to Hurry Punt, on his march to the southward; and arrived, without any memorable event,
in the neighbourhood of Chittledroog, early in September. This was the capital of a considerable
Rajah, whose dominions Hyder added to his own
ahout tile year 1776. It was one of the strongest
hill-forts in India, and said to be garrisoned by
upwards of 10,000 men. The Bhow, who had no
idea of gaining it by force, thought he might succeed by treachery, and endeavoured to seduce the
commander, but in vain.
The Bhow seemed to have hardly any other object
than to procure repose and refreshment to his army
in the neighbourhood of Chittledroog, till after the
beginning of December, when forage began to fail.
A. fertile country was intersected by the Toom, and
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BOOK
VI.the Budra, which, by their junction, form the river,
c_,,_. 4. the name of which is also composed by the union of
1791. theirs. It was defended, however, by several forts.
Hooly Honore, one of the most important of them,
situated at the conflux of the rivers, Captain Little,
with his detachment, undertook to reduce. He took
up his ground on the 19th of December; effected a
breach the following day; and carried the place by
storm in the night. After this, the smaller forts
surrendered without opposition; and only Simoga
remained.
Tippoo, at a preceding period of the season, had
sent one of his generals, with a considerable army,
to keep open his communication with the rich provinces of Beduore and _VIangalore, almost the on]y
part of his dominions which was not either in the
possession of his enemies, or had sustained the ravages of the war. This officer had taken post near
Simoga. But on the approach of the Mahrattas, he
left his entrenchments, for a position in the woods,
some miles to the westward, from which he purposed
to act upon them during the siege.
It was of great importance to begin by dislodging
this enemy. But all the difficulties and hazard of
the attempt were by no means understood. His
position was one of the strongest which the choice
of circumstances could have given. His right was
completely defended by the river Toom : his left by
hills covered with jungle, which approached within
a mile of the river; his rear was secured by an impenetrable jungle; and a deep ravine, having a,jmlgle
beyond it, protected his front. " The open space,"
says Lieutenant Moore, " on which the enemy had
pitched their camp, was not more than six hundred
yards wide; and was, upon the whole, naturally, the
strongest place we ever saw; nor can we form an
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idea of one more disadvantageous to an assault. Had BOOKVI.
their situation been accurately known: no one, but CHAP.
4.
an officer who had the most unlimited confidence in 1791.
his troops, could, in prudence, have hazarded an
attack."
Of course the enterprise fell to the English. In
such a position the Mahratta cavalry were unable to
act; and a corps of infantry, who had advanced
into the jungle, when directed to a position where
possibly they might have been of some use, declared
they had no ammunition.
Not only were tile _[ahrattas useless; " so far as we observed," says Lieutenant Moore, " they were no trifling impediment."
Leaving, by the Bhow's desire, four guns with
nine companies, to guard the camp, Captain Little,
with the remainder of his detachment, less than 750
bayonets, and two guns, proceeded to the attack.
About one o'clock they entered the jungle, tolerably
open at first, but extremely thick as they approached
the enemy ; who opened upon them a heavy discharge
of guns, musquetry, and rockets. Both officers of
the 8th grenadiers fell; and Captain Little had some
difficulty in supporting the Sepoys under their loss.
The action continued doubtful a considerable time;
for as only small and broken parties could pass the
ravine, which was very deep, the English could not
come to the decision of the bayonet. After the repulse of several parties_ some of whom had penetrated
into the camp, Captain Little rallied the grenadiers,
and, putting himself at their head, carried the posts
on the enemy's right, when the rest of the line pressed
onwards, and, in a short time, cleared the field. The
English pursued, and captured the whole of the guns,
ten in number ; and during that time the Mahrattas
plundered the camp with their usual skill. The
amount of the enemy was not exactly ascertained.
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]_OOKVI.By the account of the prisoners it exceeded 10,000
CHAP. 4.
men. This is allowed to have been one of the most
1791. spirited and brilliant actions of the war. The men
were under arms, and actively employed, without
refreshment, for six and thirty hours. Though it
was dark, when they returned to the camp, the
Bhow scnt to inform Captain Little, that he was
coming to embrace him, The Captain excused himself on account of his fatigue and the lateness of the
hour ; but was not prevented, says Lieutenant )_ioore,
fi'om visiting his wounded officers. The Bhow was
at head quarters by sun-rise the next morning, complimenting the detachment in the most flattering
terms.
The siege of Simoga was now undertaken without
fear of interruption.
A battery of five guns was
ready to open on the 2d of January, and by noon
the next day had effected a breach nearly practicable ;
when the garrison, on condition of security to private
property, offered to surrender.
It may be remarked
that they required the guarantee of the English detachment.
Such is the depravity of Hindu morals,
that it is no affront, either to a nation or an individual, to be charged with the want of faith; and
the Bhow totally overlooked the opprobrium which
the enemy scrupled not to cast upon him and his
nation. The place was capable of a good defence;
but the garrison were dispirited by the defeat of the
protecting army, and the greater part of them had
deserted.
The valuable country which the Bhow had thus
conquered, and which he regarded as an accession to
his own personal dominions, so raised his ambition,
that he asl)ired to the conquest, or at any rate the
plunder of Bednore. After remaining inactive in the
neighbourhood of Simoga till the middle of January,
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he arrived by a few marches, through a country in BOOKVI.
great part covered with jungle, at Futteh Pet, one caAP.¢.
of the great barriers of the province of Beduore;
1791.
and passing this fortress, without any serious attempt
upon it, he sent forward a detachment, which began
on the 28th to cannonade Bednore.
It was recalled,
however, the following day; when the army, to its
great surprise, received orders to retreat.
To stop
the progress of the Mahrattas, Tippoo had detached
an army, under one of his best generals, who had
already advanced as far as Simoga and taken it.
The Bhow was by no means desirous of meeting an
equal enemy in a close country, in which cavalry
could not advantageously act. He crossed the Toom
near Simoga on the 10th of February, and the Budra
the next day near Binkapoor : He obtained the fort
of Adjampoor by capitulation on the lOth: And, he
joined the allies on the 10th of March, before Seringapatam.
Recovered in health, reinforced, and equipped, the
Bombay army, under General Abercromby, left their
cantonments in the neighbourhood of TeUicherry;
assembled at Cannanore on the _3d of November;
and on the 5th of December began their march for
the Poodicherrum Ghaut.
Vast labour was necessary to repair the road, which the torrents of the
monsoon had destroyed.
Three weeks, of constant
exertion, barely sufficed to bring up the heavy guns;
but on the 18th of January, the whole of the artil.
lery, amounting to eighty-six carriages, of which
eighteen were heavy, with the usual proportion oI
ammunition, and forty days' rice for the men, was
at the top of the pass. Lord Cornwallis had depended upon the army of Purseram Bhow, with the
three battalions of British Sepoys, under Captain
Little, to cross the Cavery, and join Abercromby;
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_o_ vI. for the purpose of enabling him, to bring on his heavy
¢s_P.4. artillery, to march without dread of Tippoo, andto
179t. complete the investment on the smtthern side of Seringapatam. Disappointed in this expectation, by the
avaricious expedition of the Mahrattas to Bednore,
he sent his orders to General Abercromby to place his
artillery in a secure post at the top of the Ghauts,
and hold his corps in readiness to move at the shortest
notice, lightly equipped. Abercromby had already
performed his first march from the top of the Ghauts,
on the 2C2dof January, when these orders arrived ;
he had, therefore, to send back the heavy part of his
guns, and encamped at the bottom of the Seedaseer
Gbaut, to wait for future instructions.
During these proceedings of the confederate armies,
the operations of Tippoo were but feeble; and betrayed the inferiority of his means. Toward the end
of June, he sent a detachment, as well to attack
Coimbetore, as to raise contributions and collect
supples in the province. Lieutenant Chalmers had
been left in the command of the place; with a company of topasses, and a battalion of Travancore
Sepoys, commanded by a French officer,named Migot
de la Combe, in the service of the Rajah. The heavy '
guns, ammunition, and stores, had been removed
from Coimbetore, as a place not sufficientto stand a
siege, and placed in the fort of Palgaut, or Palacat.
cherry, where Major Cuppage, who was now the
commanding officerin the province, established his
head quarters. As it was convenient to retain Coimbetore for the fiscal business of the province, a few
bad guns, not worth removing, and a small quantity
of ammunition, were left in it ; with directions to the
commandant to fall back to Palacateherry, if a powerful enemy should appear. The party who were now
sent against Coimbetore appeared not to Lieutenant
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Chalmers sufficiently formidable to remove him from BOOKYr.
his post. After a siege, however, of some duration, caAP.4.
a breach was m_de, and on the llth of July the 1791.
enemy attempted to storm. It was with great difficulty that order was preserved among the Travancore
troops ; but the zeal of their French commander ably
seconde& the exertions of the Lieutenant, and the
enemy were repulsed with great slaughter. Major
Cuppage, who advanced with expedition from Palaeatcherry, completed their'_bcomfiture, taking the two
guns with which they had breached the fort, and pursuing them till they crossed the Bowani.
At the time of this transaction the Sultan with his
army had made a movement towards the north ; with
the intention as was at first supposed, of proceeding
against Purseram Bhow in the province of Chittledroog. This alarmed Cornwallis so much, that he
thought it necessary to make a few marches in the
same direction, for the purpose of recalling the hostile
army. But Tippoo, having covered a large convoy
which he expected from Bednore ; having routed, by
a detachment, a corps of the army of Purseram Bhow,
lett by that chief, on his route to Sera, for the purpose
of masking Mudgerry ; and having terrified into flight
the garrison thrown by the Mahrattas at the same
time into Great Btflipoor, returned to the neighbourhood of his capital. As soon as there, he dispatched
Kummer u Deen Khan, his second in command, into
Coimbetore. Beside the army which this General
led into Coimbetore'; a light party, chiefly horse, proceeded with him till after he descended the Gujelimtty
pass, and then crossing the Cavery, proceeded through
the Tapoor pass ; and with great secrecy and dispatch
conducted a new Kelledar with a reinforcement, to
Kistnagherry;
the only place of importance which
Tippoo now possessed, between Bangalore and Car_D
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_OOKVI.natic. This service performed, they remained to
ca,P. 4.. ravage the country ; and threatened interruption to
1791. the British convoys.
The Khan arrived before Coimbetore, towards the
end of October, with a force, of which the estimate,
at 500 regular cavalry, 8,000 regular infantry, and
fourteen pieces of cannon with a body of irregulars,
both horse and foot, is probably overcharged. Lieutenant Chalmers, reinforced by the two heavy guns
which were taken from the enemy's routed detachment, and Lieutenant Nash, with a company of regular Sepoys from Palacatcherry, expected to hold
the place till relieved by Major Cuppage. The want
of ammunition was the chief defect, supplies of which
the Major repeatedly sent by Sepoys, who contrived
to enter during the night. On the 22d of October
Cuppage marched from Palaehatcherry with three battalions of Sepoys, six field-pieces, and two Travancore
battalions without guns. The enemy determined,
with their superiority of number, to anticipate his
approach ; and met him at the distance of about six
miles from Coimbetore.
The Khan appeared to
decline engaging; but made a dexterous movement
to the right of the English detachment, and placed
them in such a position that it was necessary for the
commander either to force his way to Coimbetore,
leaving the Khan behind him, and the road open to
Palacatcherry, or to fall back for the security of that
more important post, and leave Coimbetore to its fate.
Thus outgeneraled, the British officer, considering, that
if the enemy got possession of the strong and narrow
defile which led to Palacatcherry, it might be no easy
task to return ; considering also that a large convoy
from Madras, of bullocks for the use of the Bombay
army, was now on its way, and might be taken by the
enemy if they got between him and the pass ; and not
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thinking himself sufficiently strong to spare a detach, nOOKYr.
merit to take possession of the defile, when, allowing caAP.4.
the enemy to pass, and following them close into 179_.
the defile, he might have taken them between two
fires, made up his mind to retreat. On seeing the
English begin to recede, the enemy rapidly advanced to
the attack ; showers of rockets attempted to break the
detachment; and the cavalry approached with boldness to the charge. They wea'e received by the flank
companies of the rear guard, and several times repulsed ; when the Khan, unable to prevent the march
of the column, proclaimed a victory and returned
to Coimbetore.
The ammunition of the place was
nearly expended; a breach was made; and all hope
of relief had expired. Lieutenant Chalmers capitulated on the 2d of November, on condition that
private property should be secured, and the garrison
sent to Palaeatcherry, on their parole. The capitulation was violated. The garrison were detained as
prisoners, till Tiplmo was consulted ; and he ordered
them to Seringapatam.
It is worthy of mention that, about the middle
of January, notwithstanding the powerful armies
with which Carnatic was defended, and the enemy
pressed in the very centre of his dominions, a party
of horse suddenly appeared in the neighbourhood of
Madras; and made some trifling depredations, but
ventured not to remain beyond the space of a day.
Madras was thrown into tlle most violent alarm ; and
the gentlemen of the settlement furnished horses to
mount a party of troopers, who with another of infantry were sent to the Mount.
Tippoo, at this time, renewed his offer to send
vakeels for the settlement of disputes ; but his messengers were immediately sent back, with an answer
that no embassy would be admitted, so long as the
_A.o
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BOOKVI.prisoners taken at Coimbetore were retained in breach
C,aP. 4. of the capitulation.
1792.
In the beginning of January the army was encamped in the neighbourhood of Ootradroog, and
only waited for the arrival of the heavy cannon, and
the junction of the Hyderabad army, to set forward
on the grand design. 1 The Hyderabad army had
not yet taken Goorumconda, and was obliged to leave
the place with a party behind to retain the pettah and
continue the blockade. On the 25th of January,
when the Hyderabad army was approaching the
British camp, the Governor-General went out to
receive, in pomp, the Prince who was placed at its
head.
As the great men of the East would hurt their
dignity, if they did not exceed the time of their appointment by several hours, the British commander
spent a tedious day in attendance, and only met with
his Prince, as the evening approached.
Hoolydroog, ten miles in advance, had been re-occupied by the enemy; and as it was inaccessible to
assault, and had been repaired with great diligence, it
might have been expected, though small, to make a
serious defence. But when the Kelledar was summoned by Colonel Maxwell, and was told, that the
Colonel Wilks accuses the Mahrattas_

rather than the Nizam,

of

causing delay.
"The demonstrations
of Tippoo Sultaun," he says,
" to the northward had induced his Lordship to request, that Purseram
Bhow should advance simultaneously on the direct road from Sera, as
well to prevent a detachment to Goorumconda, which actually occurred,
as to form a column on his right to unite at the proper time with General
Abercromby:
but the general purposes of the war were of secondary
consideration in all the movements of this chief: he had a political
illness which produced an embarrassing correspondence, and it was the
necessity of delay arising from this circumstance which induced Lord
Cornwallis to occupy the time intended for advance in the siege of Savendroog, which he had determined to leave in his rear from the great
improbability of being able to reduce it; and thus in the actual result
the delay was useful." Historical Sketches, iiL p. _12.

;
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attack would instantly commence, he was so dismayed BOOXvl.
as to surrender without resistance,
c_A_.4.
Before the march, the eastern chiefs were invited 1792.
to an imposing spectacle, that of the British army in
battle array ; at which they gazed with childish, more
than rational curiosity.
On tile first of February the combined forces began
to advance from Hoolydroog. The English army, as
usual, moved off at break of day. A change, of sufficient importance to require a description,had been
introduced into the order of the march. In former
wars and at the beginning of the present, the army
advanced in one column, with the battering train in
the rear; which was apt to fall behind so far, that
sometimes it reached not the ground of encampment
before the following day. It was next tried in the
centre of the column ; but in that case it separated
the wings and produced still greater delay. The
succeeding experiment was, to march with it in front :
an improvement ; as it had the first of the road, and
being parked on the leading flank, got earlier off the
ground, and without interruption from the line. As
the train however became enlarged, it occupied so
great an extent of road as to draw out the line of
march to a very inconvenient length; and the plan
was then adopted of marching with it, on one road,
and the troops and light guns on another road, on its
flank. The successof this experiment suggested an
additional improvement. After wheel-carriages became very numerous, and prolonged to an inconvenient
length the line of the march, a third road was taken
by vehicles of that description on the other flank of
the train. The :English army, according to this arrangement was seen in three columns ; 1. The battering guns, tumbrels, and heavy carrriages, on the
great road, in the centre ; 2. The line of infantry and
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BOOKVL field pieces, parallel to the first, at the distance of
C.AP._. about one hundred yards, on the right flank, which
1792. was nearest to the enemy; and 3. On the left of the
battering train, all the lighter part of the store-carts,
with the baggage conveyances, and the followers of
the eamp. The line of march was, in this manner,
shortened to one third of the space to which a single
column would have drawn it out; and every part of
the moving body was much nearer protection. 1
The armies of the allies followed, at their usual
hour, and in their usual eonfilsion.
The last day's march, on the $th of February, over
the barren heights which lie to the north.east of Seringapatam, afforded the allies a view of the Mysorean
capital, and the enemy encamped under its walls.
They took up their ground, across the valley of l_iilgotah, at the distance of about six miles from the
Sultan ; a body of whose horse had hovered about the
army from nearly the beginning of the march ; but
with little power of giving annoyance.
Separated from the chain of hills which the army
had immediately crossed, there stood, at a little
distance on the plain, a cluster of high rocks called
the French rocks, with a large adjoining tank, or reservoir of water. The space between these rocks,
and the hills, was occupied by the line of the British,
fronting the Sultan ; the hills affording protection on
the left, and the French rocks affording not only protection on the right, but covering from the view of
the enemy a part of the line which extended behind
i It had also been found an improvement of the greatest importance_
to harness the bullocks to the heavy guns four a-breast, instead of two ;
carrying back the chain by which they drew, to the axle of the gun
instead of that of the hmber.
In the first campaign, a few eighteen
pounders created the greatest difficulty and delay. .At this time, the
battering train moved with a facility not much less than that of the rest
nf the army.
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them. The reserve encamped about a mile in the BOOKVL
rear, facing outwards, with the stores and baggage in c_P. 4.
the interval between. The armies of the Hyderabad
179_.
Prince and the hIahrattas, were somewhat further in
the rear, the one on the right, the other on the left of
the British reserve.

:

"

i

After his arrival before Seringapatam, Lord Cornwallis wrote immediately to General Abercromby, to
march, and occupy as strong a position as he could
find on the south side of a particular ford, which had
been described as one of the best on the river, at a
distance of nearly forty miles fl'om the Sultan's capital.
It was the intention of the English commander to employ the troops of the Nizam, along with the English
battalions attached to it, in the service originally destined for Purseram Bhow, namely, that of forming a
junction with General Abercromby, and completing
the investment of Seringapatam : and the minister of
the Nizam, who, under the nominal authority of the
Prince, possessed in reality the whole command of the
army, showed a real desire to second the wishes of
Lord Cornwallis: on taking cognizance however of
the state of this part of the confederate force, the
Commander-in-Chief discovered, that the Hyderabad
minister was so little qualified for the business he
was sent to perform, that he could not, if removed
from the English markets, and the northern communications, provide, even for a few days, supplies to his
troops. Greatly displeased with Purseram Bhow,
whose army was well qualified to have yielded assistance, either in completing the investment of the capital, or making head against the corps with which
Tippoo might endeavour to interrupt the supplies of
the besiegers, Lord Cornwallis wrote letters as well to
Poonah to complain of his conduct, as to himself to
accelerate his approach. As the armies of the Nizam
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1_O1 vI. and Hurry Punt could not act on detached service,
ca,r. 4. they remained completely useless and unemployed.
_792.
Seringapatam is situated on an island, formed by
two branches of the Cavery, which, after separating
to a distance of a mile and a half, again unite, about
four miles below the place of their separation. Around
Seringapatam ran the usual hedge, called the bound
hedge, composed of the bamboos, and other strong and
prickly shrubs of the country, forming a rampart of
considerable strength.
On the northern side, that on
which the confederate army had taken up their
ground, an oblong space of about three miles in length,
and from half a mile to a mile in breadth, was enclosed between the hedge and the river. In this enclosure Tippoo was encamped.
It contained the most
commanding ground on that side of the fort; and
was further guarded in front by a large tank or canal ;
by rice fields which it watered; and by the windings
of a river called the Lockany, which crossed the line
of the British camp, and intersected the intermediate
valley by three streams, of which one fell into the Cavery near the eastern point of the island. To the
natural strength of this position was added the assistance of six large redoubts erected on commanding
ground; of which one, called the Mosque redoubt,
situated at the western extremity, on an eminence
somewhat advanced beyond the line of the rest, and
in the comer of the bound hedge which was here
carried out to surround it, was a post of great
strength, and covered the left of the encampment.
The mountainous range which protected the left of
the British line, extended close to the river at the
eastern end of the island; and by a hill called the
Carrighaut, the fortifications of which had been
lately improved, together with the branch of the
hockany which entered the Cavery at its base, afford.
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ed strong protection to the right of the Sultau's en- rOOKVL
campment,
c.,r. ,.
In the western angle of the island was situated the 1792.
strong fortress of Seringapatam.
The eastern part
was fortified towards the river by redoubts and bat.
teries, connected by a strong entrenchment with a
deep ditch. The fort and island therefore constituted
a second line, which supported the defences of the
first; and afforded a secure retreat, as from the outworks to the body of a place. Heavy cannon in the
redoubts, and the field train disposed to the best advantage, to the amount of 100 pieces of artillery, defended the first line; and at least three times that
number were employed in the fort and island. The
Sultan's army was supposed, at a low estimation, to
amount to 5,000 cavalry, and from forty to fifty
thousand infantry.
He commanded the centre and
right of his line in person, and had his tent pitched
near the most easterly of the six redoubts, which
from that circumstance was called the Stdtan's redoubt.
Tippoo, having abandoned the design of keeping
the field against so powerful a combination of foes,
had directed his attention to the fortification of this
position, and the improvement of his defences in the
island and fort. His plan of defence was founded on
the hope of being able to protract the siege, till the
want of supplies in a country already exhausted, or at
any rate the recurrence of the monsoon, should com.
pel his enemies to retreat.
He was probably the
more confirmed in the anticipation-of this result, because it was the same expedient by which his father
had baffled the potent combination by which he was
attacked in 1767.
The British troops had just been dismissed from
the parade, at six o'clock on the evening of the 6ttb
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VI.when they were directed to fall in again with their
CaAP. 4.
arms and ammunition.
]798.

Every thing was in its proper place at half an hour
after eight o'clock, when the order was given to
march. The evening was calm and serene ; the moon
shone bright; and the troops advanced in silence.
The security of the northern supplies, and the difficulty of crossing the river with all the stores and
heavy artillery, pointed out the necessity of dislodging the enemy. But his position, every where protected by the guns of the fort, or the batteries of the
island, was so strong, that in an open attack in day
light, the event was doubtful, the loss of a great number of the best soldiers of the army unavoidable. The
night was therefore chosen, and an early night for
the greater certainty of surprise. As guns could
be of little service in the dark, and the state of the
ground made it difficult to convey them, it was resolved that none should be employed.
The army was formed into three columns: The
right column composed of two European, and five
native battalions, under the command of General
Medows : The centre column, of three European, and
five native battalions, led by the Commander-in-Chief:
And the left, of one battalion of European, with three
of native troops, under the command of Colonel Maxwell.
According to the plan of attack, the centre column,
under the Commander in Chief, was to penetrate the
centre of the enemy's camp, while the columns on the
right and the left were to take possession of the posts
which defended the enemy's flanks: And the front
divisions of all the three columns, after carrying what
was immediately opposed to them, were to cross with
the fugitives, and endeavour to get possession of the
batteries on the island. So early an attack, before
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the junction of the Bombay army, and during the BOOKv[.
darkness of the night, was probably unexpected by cH,P.,.
Tippoo. The allies, to whom the plan of the attack
1792.
was not communicated, till after the columns had
marched, were in the greatest consternation.
To attack with a handful of infantry, and without cannon,
the whole of Tippoo's army in a fortified camp under
the walls of his capital, appeared to them an extraordinary attempt.
And their surprise was increased,
when told that Lord Cornwallis in person commanded the division which was to penetrate the centre of
the enemy's camp, and had gone to fight, as they expressed it, like a private soldier.
When the columns were on the march, the camp
was struck, and the baggage packed; the corps of
artilloT, and the quarter and rear guards of the line,
stood to their guns and arms ; while the reserve, consisting of the cavalry and the 7th brigade, were drawn
up in front of the camp, to act as occasion might
require, or to pass a night of the keenest anxiety.
Between ten and eleven o'clock the centre column
touched upon the enemy's grand guard, who were
escorting a party of rocket men for the annoyance,
during the night, of the English camp. The horsemen
galloped back to the line ; but the men with the rockets remained, and endeavoured by discharging them
to harass the march.
At the time when the
rocketing began, the
the Carighaut hill,
with the discharge
column (the men, as
ing the step, though

left division were ascending
which soon became illumined
of musquetry.
The centre
soon as discovered, lengthensilence was not broken by

a single voice, and in one minute moving at double
the former pace) gained the hedge, and entered
the enemy's lines, about fifteen minutes after the
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BOOKVI.return of the horsemen had communicated to the enemy
cu,P. 4. the alarm. The right division, which had a more diffi1792. cult march, and was misguided to a point more distant than was intended, entered the bound hedge
about half past eleven, when the discharge of cannon
and musquetry showed that the rest of the troops had
every where dosed with the enemy.
Of the centre column, 3,700 firelocks, the front
corps had for its primary-object to pass into the island
with the fugitives: the corps in the centre was first
to clear the right of the camp, and next, if possible, to
gain the island; while that in the rear was to form
a reserve under Lord Cornwallis, in a position where
he might support the other two, and wait the co-operation of the columns on his right and left. The head
of the column penetrated the hedge, under a heavy
but ill directed fire, both of cannon and musquetry ;
and as it advanced, the enemy gave way. The leading companies, the Captains of which had been instructed to charge themselves, each particularly with
the men of his own command, and, in getting to the
fort, to regard the celerity more than the solidity of
their movement, pushed their way directly to the
river. Amid the entanglements of the rice fields, and
the darkness and hurry of the night, the front companies separated into two bodies. The party which
first reached the ford, crossed without opposition
under the very walls of the fort. Captain Lindsay
pushed into the sortie in hopes of entering the gate
with the fugitives; but it had been shut immediately
before, and the bridge drawn up. The second party
reached the same ford about five minutes after the
first had gained the opposite side. The passage was
now more difficult, for the ford was choked up by the
crowds of the enemy pressing into the island. No
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resistance was, however, attempted, and though some BOOKvl.
guns were discharged from the fort, they were not caAP.4.
directed to the ford. The first party marched across 17_.
the island, and took post near the southern side. Colonel Knox who commanded the second, proceeded
towards the eastern angle of the island, near which
there was a pettah, or town, called Shaher Ganjam,
with lines and batteries towards the fiver commanding the eastern ford. The pettah was hardly carried,
when a firing began from the batteries on the river.
It indicated that the troops on the left had penetrated
the enemy's camp, and, it might be, were forcing their
way into the island. The Colonel dispatched the
greater part of his corps to take these batteries in
reverse. As soon as the men came down upon them
in the rear, where they were open, the enemy, who
could not judge of their numbers, and trembled at the
bayonet in European hands, abandoned the works and
dispersed.
Beside these two parties, a third, consisting chiefly
of the seven battalion companies of the fifty second
regiment under Captain Hunter, came to the river
soon after the party of Colonel Knox, but at a place
about half way between the two fords, where they
crossed, and took post in what was called the Rajah's
garden. Ignorant that any other troops had passed
into the island, Captain Hunter resolved to remain in
the garden till a greater tbrce should arrive, or circumstances recommend an enterprise. He soon, however, perceived that his post, being exposed to the
guns of the fort, would not be tenable at break of
day; and _ndeavoured, but in vain, to send intelligence of his situation to Lord Cornwallis.
After he
had been two hours in the garden, a part of the enemy
brought two field-pieces to the opposite bank; when
he plunged into the river to cross and attack them be-
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BOOKVI. fore the guns were unlimbered for action ; succeeded,
cnA.-.4, though not without loss from a heavy fire both of
179_. musquetry and cannon ; passed through the enemy's
camp without opposition; and joined Lord Cornwallis
at a critical moment.
Such were the operations of the front division of the
centre column; and such was the first part of the
operations on the island.
One of the native regiments of the first division
lost its commander in passing the hedge, and fell into
some disorder in taking ground to the right. The
centre division hastened to its support, and thence
proceeded to the left to attack the right wing of the
enemy. On approaching the Sultan's redoubt, a large
body of horse opposed themselves. Major Dalrymple
formed the seventy-first regiment, and gave orders to
fire one round, to load and shoulder. On the clearink up of the smoke, the horse were seen at a distance scattered over the field. The corps proceeded
to attack the Sultan's redoubt; but on mounting the
walls, and entering the embrasures, found it abandoned. Leaving two companies of the seventy.first
regiment, a detachment of artillery, and fifty sepoys
for its defence, they advanced and completed the
defeat of the enemy's right, which had been turned
by the column of Maxwell.
The rear division Lord Cornwallis formed near the
Sultan's redoubt, and waited, in anxious expectation,
for the column of General Medows from the right.
About two hours before day-light, he was joined by
Captain Hunter, after his return from the island.
The men had scarcely time to replace their cartridges, which had been damaged in the river, when a
large body of troops, part of Tippoo's centre and left,
who had recovered from the early panic of the night,
made a disposition, and advanced with a considerable
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degT_ of order and resolution.
The party, animated noo_ vr
by the presence of the commander in chief, returned Ca,r. 4.
with coolness the fire of the enemy, and charged them
]792-.
with the bayonet on their approach.
They returned
several times, however, with great bravery, to the attack, and were not finally repulsed till the day was
about to break.
Cornwallis then ordered his men to
retire towards the Carighaut hill, that they might
not be exposed to the fire of the fort, or surrounded
by the enemy at day light ; and was met by General
Medows, hastening to support him. 1
It was the intention
of the Comm_nder-in-Chief,
that the column of the right, 3,$00 firelocks, under
General Medows, should penetrate the line about half
a mile east from the mosque redoubt, which was not
intended to be attacked,
as it w_s understood to be
•
:
:

very strong, stood at a considerable distance from the
enemy's front, and would no d_ubt be evacuated,
if
the rout of the army was completed.
By a mistake
of the gafides, _ the column was led to a point further
west than that which was intended,
and at no consi-

i

derable

"

approaching
the hedge, one battalion
of the front
division was desired to make a circuit to tim right, to
call the attention
of the enemy, while the column

distance

from

the

formidable

redoubt.

On

penetrated, and having done so, left two battalions as
a reserve, just within tim hedge.
Colonel Nesbit,
who led the column, the station of the General being
=
i

_ The Commander-in-Chief

paid a heart-felt

comphment

to the spirit

trim, fidelity
and
" If General
of General
Medows,"
Medows.
said When
he, t, be
the above
enemy ground,
began tothisattack
will
bring him."
The harmony of these leaders is one of the finest features of
the campaign:
the zeal with which Medows strove to perform the
duties of the second, after being deprived of the honours of the first
command;
and the pleasure which Cornwallis displayed in proclaiming the merxt of General Medows,
which he recetved from Into.
By an ambigmty

and the importance

of the services

¢_fthe orders, says Col. Wilks. lii. 2_0.
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BOOKVLin the centre, agreeably to the orders of the Commanca_p._. der-in-Chief, finding no opposition, nor any camp, the
179_. extremity of which was at a considerable distance to
the east, and perceiving one of the posts protecting the
enemy's left which it was the business of the column
to subdue, wheeled his division to the right, and ascended the hill of the redoubt. No opposition was
made till the leading division crossed the canal, and
was approaching the redoubt, when they were received by a heavy discharge of musquetry and grape.
Part of the column rushed forward, gave the enemy
their fire, and drove them from the covert way. But
the inner works were strongly manned ; many of the
ladders were missing; and several ineffectual attempts were made to pass the ditch, before a path
was fortunately discovered which led from the end of
the mosque into the redoubt. The redoubt was carried after a severe conflict, in which its commandant,
and nearly foul" hundred of the enemy, lost their
lives; with eleven officers, and about eighty men,
killed and wounded on the part of the assailants.
Tippoo's European corps, commanded by Mort. Vigie,
had been stationed in the angle of the hedge in front
of the redoubt ; but their attention was attracted by
the party making the circuit without the hedge, till
finding themselves surrounded, they broke, and made
their escape.
Leaving a force sufficient for the defence of the post,
General 1V[edowscommanded the troops to be again
formed in their original order ; and was impatient to
proceed to the real point of attack.
Several other
redoubts remained on the left of the enemy's position;
but he held it more ad_-iseablc to leave them behind,
than waste additional time. Before he was in a condition to march, the firing had ceased in every part of
the line; and finding it very difficult, from swamps
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and ravines, to march within the hedge, he pro-BOOK vt.
eeeded to the outside, and marched along its front LCn^F"
4.
to the Carighaut Hill: where he had not long re- 1792.
mained, when his attention was fixed by the firing of
the attack upon the Commander-in-Chief.
The object of the left column of the British army,
1,700 firelocks, was, to clear the Carighaut Hill, to
join in the attack upon the right of the enemy's
encampment, and make their way into the island.
The attack on the hill was so well conducted, and
the surprise of the enemy so complete, that this post,
strong as it was both by nature and art, made but a
feeble resistance; the wails were instantly sealed;
and the loss was inconsiderable.
In descending,
however, towards the camp, the column had to sustain the fire of the right of Tippoo's line ; and were
galled by a party who enjoyed the shelter of a watercourse at the bottom of the hill. They bore down
every obstacle, and proceeded through the camp, till
met by the centre division of the Commander-inChief. To pass into the island was the next exploit.
A party plunged into the river opposite to the batteries, which, opening upon them, had called the
attention of Colonel Knox, and they crossed with considerable difficulty, as the water was deep. Their
cartridges were rendered useless; and they must
]lave trusted to their bayonets to clear the batteries
and lines, had not the enemy, at that critical period,
been dislodged by Colonel Knox. Tile rest of the
column moved higher up the river, in search of a
better ford, and joined a part of the centre column,
which was crossing, ,under the command of Colonel
Stuart.
These corps united at the eastern end of
the island; and, towards lnorning, were joined by
the party which first had entered the island, and
taken post on the southern side. The separate poVOl_. _'.
_ g
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_OOKVl. sition of thls corps, as well as that of the cons
CHAP.
4. under Captain Hunter, in the Rajah's garden, had
17_. not been without their advantage; as they had distracted the enemy's attention, and checked him from
reinforcing his positions on the river, or making a
speedy effort to dislodge the assailants before they
could establish themselves in force upon the island.
Such were the operations of the night. The Sultan had just finished his evening's repast, when the
alarm was given, tie mounted ; and before he had
time to receive intelligence of the nature and quality
of the attack, not only perceived, by the mass of the
fugitives, that the centre of his camp was entered,
but discovered, by the light of the moon, an extended
column passing through his camp, and pointing directly to the main ford.
As this threatened his
retreat, he went off with great celerity, and, having
barely time to cross before the English, took his station on a part of the fort best calculated for the view,
and there continued, issuing his commands till the
morning.
In the retreat a great number of his troops
deserted.
One corps, 10,000 strong, consisting of
the persons whom he had forcibly removed from
Coorg, wholly disappeared, having escaped to their
native woods: And a number of Europeans, in his
service, from which he gave no allowance to depart,
seized this opportunity of making their escape.
The day broke only to vary the features of the
conflict. The most easterly of the six redoubts, the
Sultan's ; and the most westerly, the mosque redoubt,
were taken; but the intervening four were in possession of the enemy. The scattered parties collected
themselves.
And the guns of the fort, which, during
the night had been kept silent by order of the Sultan,
lest they should persuade the troops in camp that
the fort was attacked, and make them imitate the
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example of the deserters, were opened as soon as day- NOOKvL
light fully appeared, and fired upon the assailants CH,P.4.
wherever they could be reached.
17_.
The eastern fork of the two branches of the river

,
:

:
.

:
:
•
i

,

which surround the island, Tippoo had occupied with
a palace and gardens. The English took up a strong
position in front of the gardens, completely across
the island, where they commanded the ford to the
Carighaut hill, and occupied the lines and batteries
by which it was guarded. A little after day-light a
body of the enemy's infantry approached under cover
of old houses and walls. Their fire was but feebly
returned; because the ammunition of the English
troops had been nearly expended during the night,
or damaged in the river. The Commander-in.Chief,
who had taken his station upon the Carighaut Hill,
whence every operation could be seen, immediately
detached several corps to support them; and, upon
the arrival of this reinforcement, the enemy withdrew,
Colonel Maxwell, thinking that his services, no
longer necessary in the island, might elsewere be
useful, left the troops to the command of Colonel
Stuart, and joined Cornwallis on the hill.
In the mean time the enemy were assembling from
every quarter for an attack on the Sultan's redoubt,
which it was deemed expedient to recover, before
the serious attempt was made to dislodge the English
from the island. This redoubt was nearly of the
same size and construction with that which had been
stormed by General Medows at the left of the enemy's
position ; it stood, however, within reach of the guns
of the fort; and the gorge was left open to the fort
and island, to keep it untenable hy an enemy. The
corps which had been left in it amounted to about
100 Europeans, and fitty Sepoys, with their officers.
And as the army was kept at a distance by the cannon
2I;2
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BOOKVI.of the island, the fate of the post was left to the concH_. 4. stancy of its defenders.
179_.
An attempt was made to shut up the gorge, by
some broken litters, and the carriage of a gun. This
was no sooner perceived by the fort, than it opened
three guns on the gorge, and two field-pieces were
advanced to certain rocks, which stood at a little
distance fi'om the redoubt, and sheltered the enemy.
The slender barrier was soon destroyed, and the
works considerably impaired, when the enemy advanced to the assault. They were repulsed with
slaughter, and retired to their station behind the
rocks. Considerable loss, however, was sustained in
the redoubt.
The commanding officer fell; and as
the day was extremely sultry, the wounded men
were dying for want of water, of which not a drop
remained in the place. Great apprehensions, for a
time, prevailed, of the failure of ammunition, with
which the party had been scantily supplied. But
happily, two of the bullocks that carried spare ammunition for the regiments, were found astray in the
ditch. Scarcely had the men filled their cartridge
boxes, when a body of cavalry, at least two thousand
strong, were seen advancing to the redoubt ; of whom
three or four hundred dismounted just without musket shot of the redoubt, and, drawing their sabres,
rushed toward the gorge. The fire of the defenders
was ready, given coolly, and brought down so many,
that the rest fell into confusion, and retired.
The
lapse of au horn' brought forward another attack.
The troops which now advanced, supposed to be the
remains of Lally's brigade, were headed by Europeans; and the English prepared themselves for a
more dreadful contest than any which they had yet
sustained. They were disappointed; for this party
had advanced but a little way from the rocks, when,
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a few of them falling, they hesitated, got into disorder, nOOKvI.
and went off.
char. _.
°
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:
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!
,

This was the last of the enemy's attempts.
The
redoubt was a scene of carnage. Two officers, and
nineteen privates, lay dead upon the ground: three
officers, and twenty-two privates, grievously wounded,
were perishing for assistance; and the rest were
nearly exhausted with want and fatigue. About
four in the afternoon, tile fire from the rocks began
to slacken, and the enemy withdrew.
The battle every where seemed now to be given
up. The enemy, however, was only preparing for
his attack on the troops in the island. A considerable force advanced, about five o'clock, which was
without much difficulty repulsed. But the English
received information, that a desperate attempt would
be made to drive them from the island during the
night.
They made their dispositions for defence;
and the troops lay upon their arms in anxious expectation of the assault; but the morning dawned
without an alarm.
In the preceding evening, Lord Cornwallis issued,
in the shape of general orders, a flattering compliment
to the army; and seldom has a tribute of applause
been more richly deserved. The plan of the attack
has the character of good sense upon the face of it,
and is stamped with the approbation of military men,
while it is evident to all, that the conduct of tile
army in its execution, whether intellect or brarery be
considered, was such as it would not be easy to surpass.
The only point of failure regarded, as usual, the article
of intelligence.
The localities of the quarter against
which General Medows was directed, were ill understood ; and hence arose his defect of success.
The total of killed, wounded, and missing, according to the returns of the British army, was 535. The
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BOOK
VI.loss of the enemy was estimated at 4000 slain; but
c_,r. 4. the desertions were the principal cause of his dimi-_
179_. nution of force. His troops were withdrawn from
the redoubts on the north side of the river, during
the night of the 7th ; and on the morningof the 8th,
the remains of his army were collected, the infantry
within the works of the fort, the cavalry and baggage
on the south side of the river towards Mysore.
Arrangements were now made and executed for
besieging the fort. Three European regiments,seven
battalions of sepoys, and a captain's command of
artillery, were established in the island; and occupied the position taken originally by Colonel Stuart,
in front of the Sultan's gardens. While the fort
occupied the western extremity of the island, and
with its works comprehended the space of a mile, the
Sultan's new palace and gardens covered a similar
extent at the eastern extremity. Previous to the
war, the space between these gardens and the fort,
was occupied by the houses and streets of the most
flourishing capital at that time in the dominions of
any native prince in India. With the exception of
the pettah, or suburb, already mentioned, which constituted the eastern extremity of the town, the rest
had all been destroyed, to make room for the batteries of the island, and to form an esplanade to the
fort. The gardens in which the Sultan delighted,
laid out in shady walks of large cypress trees, and
enriched with all tim vegetable treasures of the East,
were cut to pieces, and destroyed, to furnish materials for the siege ; while the gorgeous palace adjoining, was converted into an hospital for the sick.
On the evening of the 8th, Tippoo sent for Lieutenants Chalmers and Nash, whom he had retained
in contempt of the capitulation of Coimbetore. They
found him sitting under the fly of a small tent on the
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south glacis of the fort, very plainly dressed, and nook vL
with a small number of attendants. He gave them c_iP. 4.
presents, and charged them with letters to Lord 179_.
Cornwallis, on the subject of peace, which he gave
them assurance he had never ceased to desire. Contrary to the usual custom of Tippoo, their confinement
had not been cruel.

:

:

At day.break on the 10th, the cavalry of Tippoo,
who had crossed the river about six miles below the
island, got round undiscovered to the rear of the left
wing of the English camp, and advancing between
the position of the English, and that ot_the Hyderabad army, were taken by the English picquets and
rear guards for a part of the confederate troops.
On passing the park of artillery, they asked some of
the camp followers for the Burra Saib, or commander; who, supposing they meant the officer of
artillery, pointed to his tent. They galloped towards
it immediately, drawing their sabres; but receiving
the fire of a party of sepoy draughts and recruits,
who turned out with great alacrity, they dispersed,
and, recrossing the hills, disappeared. The incident
produced alarm in the British camp, as a blow struck
at the life of the Commander-in-Chief, whose popularity was deservedly great.
Unable to accomplish his design of strengthening
General Abercromby by the junction of the Mahratta
or Hyderabad armies, Lord Cornwallis directed him
to cross the river, and join the main army, on the
northern side. He began his march on the 8th,
sending back his sick to the hospitals at Poodieherrum,
and leaving a detachment, strongly posted at the
Seidaseer Ghaut. On the llth, he crossed the Cavery at Eratore. A party of the enemy's horse,
breaking in upon the baggage, as it was crossing a
small river on the 13th, captured a part of it, and
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BOOKW. continued to infest the march for the remainder of
4. the day. A still larger body appeared in front on
179"2. the 14th, when the army was halted and formed for
action: The supposed enemy was a strong detachment which Lord Cornwallis had sent to protect this
army in its approach. On the 16th, without further
interruption, it gave to the force before Seringapatam,
an accession, fit for duty, of 2000 Europeans, and
double that number of native _roops.
To this junction Tippoo intended a more serious
opposition. He detached the whole of his cavalry on
the evening of the 13th; but they sustained a tencounter with the protecting detachment, and were
afraid to preceed.
The fort of Seringapatam is of a triangular shape,
to correspond with the ground on which it stands ;
two sides, and those the longest, being in this manner,
defended by a deep and broad river, and only one,
that towards the island, without a natural obstacle to
oppose an attack. This, of course, was the side which
had received the strongest fortifications. This was
covered with strong outworks, and two broad and
massy ramparts, one a considerable distance within
the other, having flank defences, a deep ditch, drawbridges, and every advantage of modern fortification.
Upon a computation of all obstructions, it was resolved, notwithstandill_ the river, to carry on the
English attack on the northern side.
About eight o'clock, on the evening of the 18th, a
detachment, consisting of one European regiment and
one battalion of sepoys, crossed the south branch of
the river from the island, and making a circuit of
several miles, over rice fields, and broken ground, approached the enemy's camp before midnight.
The
commanding officer halted, about a mile from the
camp, sending forward the party destined for the
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attack. They entered the camp undiscovered; killed BOOKW.
about a hundred troopers, and as many horses, with caA_.4.
the bayonet, before the alarm became general; then 1792.
fired several volleys to keep up the consternation,
without losing a single man, without a man's having
broken his rank to plunder, and without bringing in
so much as a horse. The fort was immediately, on
all sides, a blaze of light, as if expecting a general
assault ; but was afraid of firing, which might hurt its
enemies less than its friends.
On the same evening, as soon as dark, the party
which was destined to open the trenches marched to
the chosen spot; and, before day-light, formed a
nullah, which was situated within eight hundred
yards of the fort, into a large parallel, having its left
flank covered by a redoubt which they constructed, its
right de_nded by a ravine. When Tippoo found that
one of the most interesting operations of the siege had
been performed without opposition, while his attention was successfully drawn off to another quarter, he
opened every gun which could bear upon the works;
sent parties of infantry across the river, to harass the
troops in flank, and interrupt their proceedings; and
attempted, but in vain, to cut off the stream of water
which supplied tile camp. On the 19th, the Bombay
army, under General Abercromby, crossed the river ;
and though Tippoo went out to oppose them, at tim
head of his infantry, successfully invested the south
side of the fort, and prepared to carry on the enfilade.
During the 19th, 20th, and 01st, traverses were
finished, to connect the first parallel with a large
redoubt in the rear; and on the night of the _21st,
the line was marked out for the second parallel, two
hundred yards in advance; from which, as the ground
was favourable, no doubt was entertained that the
fort could be breached.
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BookVl. Though no relaxation was admitted in the operaca,P. 4. tions of the siege, Lord Cornwallis, after the release
179_. of the prisoners taken at Coimbetore,had fistened to
the Sultan's application forpeace. Tents were pitched
for the conferences; which began on the 15th, and
were continued on the 16th, 19th, and 21st. With
much difficulty could the aspiring mind of the Sultan
reconcile itself to the severity of the terms, which
were demanded. On the 22d, a severe conflict was
sustained by a party of the Bombay army, endeavouring to gain possessionof a grove within reach of the
guns of the fort. The secondparallel was completed
on the 23d; and a very advantageous position obtained for the breaching batteries. A fire of fifty
pieces of heavy ordnance might have been directed
against the place by the 1st of March : furnaces were
preparedforheating shot : the combustible materials
of the houses, with which the fort was crowded,could
hardly fail, in a few hours, of setting it in flames: at
any rate the fire of the breaching batteries was sure
of success: the spirit of the army was elevated to the
highest pitch : and General Medows, whose gallantry
was always on the alert, had determined to lead in
the storm.
The counsels of the British army went forward, as
wisdomdirects, to every contingency; and, even anticipating the case, that a brave and able prince, who
had declared his resolution to perish in the breach,
and was surroundedby a band of followers,who, like
himself, had every thing at stake, might, with the assistance of the rugged channel of a deep and rapid
river,be able to defend his principal fortress against
an assault, had made arrangements for completing
the enterprise by the irsesistible operations of a
blockade. The army of Purseram Bhow, with Captain
Little's detachment, a force sufficientto complete the
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investment, was now daily expected : Major Cuppage, BOOKVL
from the Coimbetore country, with a brigade of 400 crisP.4.|m
Europeans, and three battalions of sepoys,had ascended 1792.
the Goojelhutty pass ; and, without difficulty, would
take the forts of Ardinelly and Mysore as he advanced:
Large supplies collected in the southern countries were
ready to ascend the Goojelhutty pass : General Abercromby had perfected a line of communication with
the Malabar coasts whence supplies were constantly
arriving: Arrangements were made for providing the
Mahratta and Hyderabad armies from their own
countries : And the Brinjarries maintained such abundance in the camp of Cornwallis, as had not been
known since the commencement of the war.
•

i
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On the morning of the 24th, orders were received
by the troops in the trenches, to forbear working, and
desist from hostilities.
" The soldiers," says Major
Dirom, "dejected to a degree not to be described,
could with difficulty be restrained from continuing
their work." The troops of Tippoo fired, both with
cannon and musquetry, upon the British troops, for
some time ariel' they had ceased;
a barbarous
bravado, intended to show, that he was the last to
resign the contest, and effected peace by the vigour
of his defence. The general orders which were issued
on the English side concluded with the following
passage, not less honourable to the presiding counsels,
than the most brilliant operations of the war. "Lord
Cornwallis thinks it almost unnecessary to desire the
army to advert, that moderation, in success, is no less
expected from brave men, than gallantry in action;
and he trusts, that the officers and soldiers in his army
will not only be incapable of committing violence, in
any intercourse that may happen between them and
Tippoo's troops, but that they will even abstain from
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making use oF any kind of insulting expression, t0CRAP.4. wards an enemy now subdued and humbled."
17_2.
Of the preliminary treaty which Tippoo was constrained to accept, the substantial conditions were,
That he should cede one half of his territories to the
allies; pay three crores and thirty lacks of rupees;
and give up two of his three eldest sons, as hostages
for the due execution of the treaty. Lord Cornwallis,
though it required no little patience and discretion to
manage his allies, had gained over them so great an
ascendancy, by a condescending attention to their
forms and prejudices, by the dazzling superiority of
his power, and by firmness of decision in matters of
importance, that they disturbed not the negotiation
by urging any points of their own ; and professing the
fullest confidence in his discretion, declared their willingness, either to go on with the war, or conclude a
peace, and to agree to any terms which should meet
with his approbation.
The eldest of Tippoo's sons was about twenty years
of age ; and had at last taken a considerable share in
the war. Of the next two, who were destined to
become the hostages, one was about ten, the other
eight. The uneasiness which parting with them produced in the Seraglio, occasioned a delay which Cornwallis was too generous to resent: To satisfy the
mind of tile Sultan, he sent him information by his
vakeels, that he would in person wait upon the
Princes, as soon as they arrived at their tents, and
beside their own attendants, would appoint a careful
officer, with a battalion of Sepoys tbr their guard.
Tippoo answered with like courtsey ; " That he could
by no means consent that his Lordship should have
the trouble of waiting first upon his sons; that, having
the most perfect reliance on the honour of Lord
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Cornwallis, it was his own particular desire and BOOKV1.
request, that he would allow them to be brought at CHA_.¢..
once to his own tent, and delivered into his hands."
1792.
On the 26th, about noon, the Princes left the fort.
It appeared to be manned for the occasion, and was
crowded with people to see them depart.
The
Sultan himself was on the rampart above the gateway,
the fort saluting as the princes went out.
On approaching" the English camp, they were received by a salute of twenty-one guns from the
park. At their own tents, they were met by Captain
Kennaway, the English negotiator, with the vakeels
of the Nizam and Mahrattas, and by them conducted
to the Commander-in-Chief. They were each mounted
on an elephant, richly caparisoned, and seated in a
silver houdah. They were attended by their father's
vakeels on elephants. The procession was led by
several camel hircarrahs, and seven standard bearers,
carrying small green flags, followed by 100 pikemen
with spears inlaid with silver. Their guard of 200
of their father's Sepoys, and a party of horse, brought
up their rear. As they drew near to head-quarters,
the battalion of Sepoys intended for their English
guard, formed an avenue to conduct them.
Lord Cornwallis, attended by his staff, and some
of the principal officers of his army, received them as
they dismounted fi'om their elephants, at ttle door of
his great tent ; embraced them ; led them in by the
hand; and seated them, one on each side of himself;
when he was thus addressed by tile head vakeel:
" These children were this nmrning the sons of the
Sultan, my master ; They now must look up to your
Lordship as a father!"
His Lordship assured, with
earnestness, both the vakeels and the princes, that
they should not feel the loss of a father's care. The
faces of the children brightened up, and every specta-
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]BOOK
VI.tor was moved. At this interview Lord Cornwallis
c,,Ar.4. presentedeach of them with a gold watch, which ap1¢_. peared to give them great satisfaction. Bred up, as
usual with the children of the East, to imitate the
reserveand politeness of age, and educated with infinite care, all were astonishedto beholdthe propriety
of their deportment. The next day Lord Cornwallis
paid them a visit at their tents. They came out to
receive him ; when he embraced them, and led them
as before, one in each hand into the tent. They
were now more at their ease, and spoke with animation and grace. Each of the princes presented his
Lordship with a fine Persian sword; and he made
them a present of some elegant fire.arms in return.
" There was," says Major Dirom, '" a degreeof state,
order,and magnificence,in everything, much superior
to what we had seen amongst our allies. The guard
of Sepoys,drawnup without, were clothedin uniform ;
and not only regularlyand wellarmed, but, compared
to the rabble of infantry in the service of the other
native powers, appeared well disciplined,and in high
order." On the morning of the 28th a royal salute
was fired from the fort ; which was said to announce
the satisfaction of the Sultan at the reception given
to his sons.
Considerabledifticulties occurredin adjustir,g the
terms of the definitive treaty. During the delay, it
was observed, that repairs were actively carried on
within the fort ; And Lord Cornwallisremonstrated.
The Sultan with a disdainful submission replied;
" His Lordship was misinformed; but for his satisfaction if he desired it, he would throw down one
of the bastions, to let him see into the fort.
The condition which regarded the Rajah of Coorg
was the principle cause of delay. Of the great chain
of the western mountains, this country occupiedthe

delayeg b_lDiscuasior_rdat_e to Coorg.
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eastern part of the range which extended from the BOOKVL
Tambereherry pass on the south to the confines of C,AP.4.
the Bednore country on the north. Periapatam was
1792.
in former times the capital. But after the growth of
the Mysore power, the Rajahs had lived at Mereara,
a place more protected by the mountains, about twenty
miles north from the Poodieherrum pass.
The Coorgs are considered as related to the Nairs,
that singular caste, of high pretensions to rank, on
the coast of Malabar. Their country, placed at a
medium elevation, between the sultry plains, and the
tempestuous tops of the mountains, enjoyed a temperate and delightful climates with a fe_ile soil.
Hyder laboured for its subjugation in vain, till a
dispute about the sueeession arose between two brothers. Upon usurping the government of the country, Hyder confined the royal family in the fort of
Cuddoor, on the eastern fi'ontier of Bednore.
Tippoo
removed them to Periapatam, on the eastern side of
the woods of Coorg. A son of the Rajah, then dead,
made his escape from Periapatam in 1788.1
The discontented and inflexible spirit of the Coorgs,
and the cruelty with which they had been treated.
had rendered the country a scene of devastation and
bloodshed. Upon the appearance among them of

,

' The story is told somewhat differently by Colonel Wilks andby Major
Dirom.
Major Dirom says_ that the interference
of Hyder, between
the brothers, being admitted, he destroyed the family of the elder brother, carried that of the younger to Seringapatam,
and took possession
of the country.
In the year 1785, the son of that brother made his
escape.
He had been a prisoner m Seringapatam
from his infancy.
It
was part of the policy or piety of Tippoo, to make converts to his religion ; and that by force as well as persuasion.
The occasion was not
omitted iu the ease of the young Rajah. He was subjected to the painful
rite of the Mussulman religlon_ and enrolled among the C/m/a_, or
corps of slaves; of whom he had, though strictly guarded, the nominal
command of a battalion_ at the time of his escape.
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Tippoo averseto relinquish Coorg.

_OOKVI. their native Prince, they renounced with enthusiasm
ca,P. 4. their obedience to the Sultan; and defeated a detach1792. ment of his army descending with a convoy to the
western coast. Before the commencement of the
war between the English and Tippoo, the Rajah had
repaired to Tellieherry, to form if possible a connexion with the English, of whose sentiments with
regard to the Sultan he was sufficiently apprised. A
regard to the existing treaty made him unable to
obtain their consent, at that time, to the engagements which he was desirous of contracting.
But no
sooner had the war broken out, than he offered his
services; and, though his country was miserably
drained botl of men and resources, he was able by his
intelligence and activity to aid materially the operations of the Bombay army. The circumstances in
which he had been placed by misfortunes had broken
many of the fetters which bind the understandings
of his countrymen; and he manifested an enlargement of mind seldom witnessed among those matchless slaves of prejudice. Not only had trials invigorated his faculties, but he displayed a generosity,
and a heroism, worthy of a more civilized state of
society.
Lord Cornwallis included his country by name,
in the territory which Tippoo was called upon to
resign.
The proposal, it seems, excited his astonishment and rage. He had destin'ed the Rajah, no
doubt, for a conspicuous example of the direful consequences of renouncing his allegiance: The territory of the Rajah commanded the best approach to
his capital fi'om the sea: And he complained, not
without reason, that to demand a territory which
approached to his very capital, and was not contiguous to the country of any of tile allies, was a real
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infringement of the preliminary articles? Lord Corn- BOOKvl.
c_AP, 4.
wallis, having enjoyed the advantages of the Ra'ah's
Lj ..--.-.--rebellion, was determined not to leave him at the 179_.
mercy of his foe. The vakeels of the Sultan returned
to the English camp with a declaration that their
master refused to see them, or to deliberate on the
point. Lord Cornwallis ordered preparations for resuming the siege. The guns were sent back to the
island and the redoubts ; .and the working parties resumed their labours. The army of Purseram Bhow,
having at last joined Cornwallis, was sent across
the Cavery, to assist General Abereromhy in completing the investment of the fort ; and exceeded the intentions of the British commander, by plundering the
country. The princeswere informed clothe necessity
which had arrived of removing them to Carnatic.
Their guard was disarmed, and treated as prisoners
of war. The Princes were actually, next morning,
on the march to Bangalore, not a little affected with
the change of their situation; when Lord Cornwallis,
at the urgent request of the vakeels, agreed to suspend,
for one day, the execution of his orders. The submission of the Sultan was intimated. And on the
19th of March, the hostage Princes performed the
ceremony of delivering the definitive treaty to Lord
Cornwallis and the allies)
J The words of the article were, " One half of the dominions of _'h/ch
Tippoo Sultan was possessed before the war, to be ceded to the allies,
from the countries adjaeent, according to their situation."
When Tippoo sent out the vakeels with the documents finally prepared, he charged them with a remonstrance on the subject of the outrage which had been comm,tted by Purseram Bhow; and with a
request that he might be recalled, w,t}, his _0,000 horse, across the
river, and made to answer for his conduct ; or, " which would be a still
greater favour," added the Sultan, " that Lord Cornwallis would be
pleased to permit me to go out and chastise him myself." When the
eldest of the Princes delivered the treaty, we are told, that a manly
acquiescence appeared in the manner of performing the delivery to Lord
VOL. V.
0 C
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BOOKVI. The revenues of Tippoo's dominions, according to
CHAP.
4. the admitted schedule, were two crores and thirty1792. seven lacs of rupees. One half of this, divided equally
among the three allies, afforded to each an accession
of territory, worth thirty-nine and a half lees of
rupees, approaching to half a million sterling, per
annum. The boundary of the Mahrattas was again
extended to the river Toombuddra.
The share allotted to the Nizam reached from the Kistna beyond
the river Penna, and included the forts of Gunjecotah
and Cudapa. The British share was obtained in three
portions, the first, on the western frontier of Cometic,
including the Baramahl and the Lower Ghauts; the
second a district surrounding Dindegul; the last, the
dominions tributary to the Sultan, on the coast of
Malabar. 1
Cornwallis; that an air of compulsion and dislike was observed to accompany the ceremony when repeated towards the vakeels of the allies ;
and that some expressions, not distinctly heard, which the boy took for
words of disrespect or dissatisfaction, failing from one of the vakeels, he
asked " at what he muttered ;" adding, tc You may well be silent;
your masters have reason to b6 pleased."
Dirom's Narrative, p. 246.
t For the history of this war, the principal materials, as yet accessible,
are the papers lard before parliament ; the official statements in the
Gazette;
Dirom's Narrative, which, beside a very minute account of
the last campaign, contains a retrospect of the previous operations of the
war ; Mackenzie's Sketch of the War with Tippoo Sultaun;
the instructive volumes of Wilks ; Moore's Narrative of the Operations of
Captain Little's Detachment; and the contemporary historians.
Particular references for notorious facts were deemed unnecessary, and
would have been troublesome by their number. Of the view of Indian
pohtics which was taken in ]'_ngland at the time of the conclusion of
the treaty of Cornwallis, an instructive judgment may be drawn from
the following passage in the Annual Register (1792, chap. x. last paragraph).
" The advantages which have accrued to the Company from
this treaty, amply appear to counterbalance the enormous expense of the
war.
By the acquisitions in the neighbourhood of the Caxnatic, and
the consequent possession of the several passes from Mysore, a considerable augmentation of revenue, and a greater protection from hostile
incursions, have been obtained in a very important quarter ; whilst on
the Malabar coast, where we owned but little before, a portion of rich
territory has been allotted to us, which, exclusive of its own commercial
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As some recompense for the virtues and exertions BOOKVI.
of the troops, the Commander in Chief took upon him c_^_.
to order them a donative equal to six months batta, 1792.
out of the money exacted from Tippoo ; and he and
General Medows resigned their shares both in this
and the prize money. For the satisfaction of the
army, and to obviate the jealousies and inconveniencies
which had been formerly experienced, Lord Cornwallis, at the commencement of the war, agreed, that the
plunder taken from the enemy should form one
general fund ; and that prize agents to take care of
it should be appointed by the army themselves. The
officers of the King's army nominated two delegates ;
those of the Company's Madras army, two; and
those of the Bengal battalions, one. A committee
was also ctlosen of seven officers, whose business it
was to inspect the accounts of the agents, and make
reports upon them to the army. The effects of this
arrangement, as might be expected, were admirable.
But the democratical complexion of an elective and
deliberative body formed in the army, would, at a
short distance afterwards, have made the very proposal be regarded with alarm and abhorrence.
It is so common for nations to ascribe the most
odious qualities to every party whom they dread, that
the excess to which this low passion is carried in
England would be less wonderful did not the superior
attainments of the nation render it far less excusable
consequence, by being attached to the Presidency of Bombay, vdll at
once tend to increase the security of that Presidency, and enhance its
value. The wise moderation of these counsels, which directed only a
partial &vision of the conquered countries, cannot be too much praised.
For had not a sufficient extent of territory been left to Tippoo Sultan, to
make him respectable, and su[l in some degree formidable to his neighbouts, the balance of power in India might ha_e heen again materially
affected, the future adjustment of which would have led to new wars.
The treaty was a return as far as circumstances would admit, to our old
and true policy."
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Power of Fear

BOOKVI. in them, than it is in a people less favourably situated.
ca^F. 4. Several remarkable instances stand in our history of a
179e. sort of epidemical frenzy in abusing our enemies.
The
frenzy, too, appears to have corresponded pretty exactly
in violence with the degree of terror, which each of
those foes, in their several times and places, happened
to inspire.
Louis the Fourteenth, Tippoo Sultan, and
Napoleon Bonaparte may be adduced as conspicuous
examples.
As in regard to Louis in his day, and
Napoleon in his; so among our countrymen,
either
in India, or in England, scarcely was Tippoo ever
spoken of but under the description
of a hideous
monster; disfigured by almost every vice which renders human nature, in the exercise of power, an object
of dread and abhorrence.
Even Major Rennell, who
is not an example of a man easily hurried away by
the prejudices of his countrymen,
had already described him as "cruel to an extreme degree;"
and
though possessed of talents, held in such utter detestation by his own subjects, that it was improbable his
reign would be long." 1 And Lieutenant
Moore informs us, that " many highly respectable
persons,
impressed with the same sentiments,
doubted not, at
the commencement
of the late war, but the defection
of his whole army would be the immediate
consequence of the approach of the confederate forces." _'
The fact, however, was, that when the English advanced into the dominions of Tippoo, they discovered
Reonell's Memoir, Introd. p. cxxxix.
* Moore's Narrative of the Operations of Captain Little's Detachment,
p. 197. That officer, having a mind above the ordinary standard, thus
describes the defamatory mania of his countrymen. " Of late years,
our language has been ransacked for terms in which well-disposed
persons were desirous to express their detestation of his name and character; vocabularies of vile epithets havebeen exhausted; and doubtless
many have lamented that the English language is not copious enough
to furnish terms of obloquy sufficiently expressive of the ignominy
wherewith they in justice deem his memory deserves to be branded.
Ibid. p. 19o%
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such indications of good government as altogether BOOKVI.
surprised them; a country highly cultivated, and CitAv. 4.
abounding in population; in short, a prosperity far 1792.
surpassing that which any other part of India exhibited, not excepting the British dominions themselves. And for the sentiments with which he was
regarded, some information may be derived from the
conduct they inspired. The fidelity with which his
people adhered to him under the most trying reverses
of fortune, would have done honour to the most wise
and beneficent Prince. Not an instance of treachery
occurred among his commanders during the whole
course of the war. His troops, with the exception of
the men who had been cruelly dragged from the conquered countries, though disheartened by a constant
succession of disasters, fought with constancy to the
last. The people of the ceded countries yielded as to
inevitable fate; but no sooner did an opportunity
occur, than they replaced themselves with eagerness
under the government of Tippoo. 1
The following passages from the two intelligent officers to whom
we are chiefly indebted for our knowledge of this war, are so honourable to the writers, and instructive to their countrymen, that the insertion of them cannot be declined,
" When a person," says Lieutenant
I_loore, " travelling through a strange country, finds it well cultivated,
populous with industrious inhabitants,
cities newly faunded_ commerce
extending, towns increasing, and every thing flourishing, so as to indicate happiness, he will naturally conclude it to be under a form of
government congenial to the minds of the people. This is a picture of
Tippoo's country; and this is our conclusion respecting its government.
It has fallen to our lot to tarry some time in Tippoo's dominions, and
to travel through them as much if not more than any other officer in
the field during the war ; and we have reason to suppose Ills subjects to
he as happy as those of any other sovereign : For we do not recollect to
have heard any complaints or murmurings among them; although, had
causes existed, no time would have been more favourable for their utterance_ because the enemies of Tippoo were in power, and would have
been gratified by any aspersion of his character.
The inhabitants of the
conquered countries submitted with apparent resignation to the direction
of their conquerors_ bat by no means as if relieved from an oppressive
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BOOKVI. As the English over-rated the vices of Tippoo; so
o, AP.4. they greatly over-rated his power, and consequence,
1792. as an enemy. It was found, after all, that his whole
revenues amounted but to two and a half millions
sterling; and instead of the mighty treasures which
he and his father were supposed to have accumulated,
and which, from the number of troops they had always kept up, and the expensive wars in which they
had been almost constantly engaged, it was impossible
they should have accumulated; the expense of only
two campaigns was found to have so completely exhausted his finances, that he was unable to pay the
grain merchants, for the most essential of all articles,
when they conveyed it to his camp.
But Tippoo was a braggart, and talked so loftily of
his own power, and with so much contempt of the
power of the English, that he both hurt their pride,
and awakened their apprehensions.
The little dell
eacy whieh he displayed in construing in his own
favour whatever points the treaty left without definition, was no more than what is practised regularly by
every Indian Prince, and every other Prince, where
he sees no danger of being made to suffer for his enyoke in their former government ; on the contrary, no sooner did an
opportunity offer, than they scouted their new masters, and gladly returned to their loyalty again."
Moore's Narrative, p. _01. " Whether
from the operation of the system established by tiyder, from the principles which Tippoo has adopted for his own conduct, or from his
dominions having suffered little by invasion for many years, or from the
effect of these several causes united, his country was found every where
full of inhabitants, and apparently cultivated to the ntmost extent of
which the soil was capable; while the discipline and fidelity of his
troops in the field, until their last overthrow, were testimonies equally
strong, of the excellent regulations which existed in his army.
His
government, though strict and arbitrary, was the despotism of a politic
and able sovereign, who nourishes, not oppresses, the subjects who are
to be the means of his future aggrandisement:
And his cruelties were,
in general, inflicted only on those whom he considered as his enemies."
Dirom's Nan'ative, p. _49.
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eroachments. But the little regard he paid to the I_OOKvl.
angel" of the English, and the indifference with which C,,,P.4.
he provoked them, arose from two causes : The hope of 1792.
assistance from the French, which, had the government
of the Bourbons remained undisturbed, lie was sure
of receiving; and his incapability of estimating the
change in regard to the English which had recently
taken place. Only a few years before, he had seen
his father reduce them to the very brink of destruction ; and no change, which to his eye was visible, had
added to their power. Their dominions had received
no extension; and the Carnatic, which was all that
he saw of their dominions, was in a state of rapid
deterioration, while his own were in a state of gradual
improvement. It was impossible for Tippoo to understand that his father had to contend with only the East
India Company, feeble from a defective treasury, and
timid, from the jealousy with which they were watched at home, and from the want of protection which
they were sure to experience : That the ministry had
now transferred the government of India to themselves : That it was their own ruler into whose hands
they had put the reins ; and who, if he acted agree.
ably to them, was sure of their protection : That it
was not, in reality, the East India Company with
which he had now to contend; but the English government and the East India Company combined,
the resources of both of which were clubbed to provide for the war. Not only were the whole reve.
nues of the East India Company devoted to that
purpose, and their credit in India stretched to an
extent, of which they would have trembled to think
without the firm assurance of ministerial support, and
which, without that support, would more than
probably have accomplished their ruin ; but the ministers gave them parliamentary authority and minis-
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BOOKVI.terial countenance, to raise, that is to say, the minisCaxP.5. ters raised for them, repeated sums in England to a
179"2. very large amount.
In drawing the balance of profit and loss, upon the
speculation which they had in this manner closed,
the only advantage which the English could imagine
they had gained, was the chance of having rendered
Tippoo more pacific, and less dangerous in case of a
future war. That there was no other advantage,
will appear from a very simple reflection. They had
indeed a new territory. But in overbalance of that,
it is to be considered that they had expended a sum
of money in the war, the interest of which would
have exceeded the net revenues of the country which
they gained.
Their income therefore, would have
been greater had they never entered into the war.
Then, as to the question in what degree it lessened
either the chance or mischievousness of future wars,
experience seemed to show that if Tippoo was not
exasperated into a more eager propensity for war, he
was not more humbled into a tame desire of peace;
and the conduct of the government speedily showed,
that if he had ceased to be equally dangerous, he was
far from ceasing to be equally dreaded. That the
Company had added by conquest to their territories
in violation of the declared sense and enactments of
parliament, and were nevertheless applauded by parliament and the nation, the world beheld, and have
not yet forgotten.'
' Sir John Malcolm, whose loyalty offends not commonly on the
score of weakness, seems to regard it as one of the principal advantages
of the war, that at displayed Lord Cornwallis's contempt for the act of
parhament.
" The policy" (says that writer, Sketch of the Political
History of India, p. 9J,) "of Lord Cornwallis was neither directed to
obtain a delay of hostilities, nor limited to the object of repelling the
immediate danger, with which the state over whose counsels he pre.
sided, was threatened."
That is to say_ it was not confined to the eX-
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The weakness of the Nizam, and his need of rest- BOOKvI.
ing upon the English for support against the Mah- cH,p.4.
rattas, when no longer checked by the dread of Tip- 1792.
poo, made that chief desirous of maintaining the fortunate and useful connexion he had formed.
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Between the English and Mahrattas jealousies
quickly arose. The Mahrattas saw with regret the
shield of the British power held up between them
and the Nizam, whom they had long destined for
their prey.
While the armies were before Seringapatam, and
the Sultan was yet unsubdued, Mahdajee Scindiah
marched towards Poonah with an army; and not
only alarmed Nanah Furnavese who governed in the
name of the Peshwa, and whose authority Scindiah
wished to usurp ; hut was regarded with suspicion by
the English themselves.
When the English before the war were bidding so
high for alliances against Tippoo, Scindiah, too, offer.
ed his services to sale ; but asked an exorhitant price.
He required that two battalions of the British troops
should join his army as an auxiliary force, in the
same manner as the armies of the Nizam and Peshwa;
that the English govel_ment should engage to protect his dominions in the upper provinces during his
absence; and should become bound to assist him in
press object to which he was limited by act of parliament,
c, When
fully satisfied of the designs of Tippoo, he hastened to attack him ; he
saw the great advantages which were hkely to result from early offensive operations ; and the moment he resolved on war, he contemplated
(as appears from the whole tenour of his correspondence previous to the
commencement of hostilities) the increase of the Company's territories
in the quarters of the Carnatie and Malabar, as a desirable object of
policy."
The grand object indeed of Sir John's intelligent work, is to
point out the impolicy of the restricting act of parliament ; to demonstrate that the most eminent of the Indian governors, Mr. Hastings,
Lord Cornwallis, and Lord Wellesley, have treated it with uninterrupted
contempt ; and received applause for every successful violation of it,
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The Mahrattas desirea subsidiaryForce.

_OOKVI.the reduction of the Rajpoot Princes, who resisted
tRAP.4. the extension of his conquests. To involve them1792. selves in war in the distant provinces of Hindustan,
for the aggrandizement of Scindiah, whose power
was already an object of alarm, by no means accorded
with the policy of the English; and the alliance of
Scindiah was not obtained.
Upon the conclusion of the peace with Tippoo, a
proposition was made to the British commander, by
Hurry Punt; that the service of the British troops
with the army of the Peshwa should be rendered
permanent, in the same manner as that of the corps
which was attached to the army of the Nizam.
It
was the opinion of Lord Cornwallis, that this subsidiary force, though asked under the pretext that it
would only be employed in enabling the Peshwa to
reduce to obedience any of his refractory dependants,
was really desired as a weapon against Mahdajee
Scindiah, whose power endangered the authority of
the minister at Poonah. But though Lord Cornwallis could not fail to he sensible of the extraordinary increase of the power of Scindiah, who had
established the dominion given him, by the policy of
Mr. Hastings, over the Mogul provinces, and employed
in his own favour the remaining authority of his imperial captive, while he had formed a large and formidable corps of regular infantry under European officers
mostly French, and erected foundaries and arsenals,
in short had made the most formidable accumulation
of all the instruments of war belonging to any Prince
in India ; he regarded all attempts to check the career
of Scindia, as either imprudent, or contrary to the act
of parliament, and unlikely to obtain the concurrence
of the ruling powers at home. He therefore refused
to accede to the wishes of the Poonah minister;
though he directed the British resident at the Court of
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Scindiah, to make a spirited remonstrance, when intel- BOOKYr.
ligenee arrived in July that the claims of the Emperor c,^P. 4.
to his tribute from Bengal began to be renewed.
179'2.
According to the terms on which the receipt and
disbursement of the Carnatie revenues had been assumed by the English, they were now to be restored,
when the war was at an end. As soon as Lord
Cornwallis led back the army from Seringapatam to
Madras, he entered upon the discussion of a new
arrangement, which, as usual, was somewhat affectedly, if not ludicrously, denominated a treaty. Of the
former agreement both parties complained ; the Nabob, that its pecuniary conditions were heavier than
the country was able to bear ; the English, that the
securities it provided for the payments of the Nabob,
were inadequate to their end. The treaty, therefore,
which was made with Sir ArchibaldCampbell, and the
obligation of the Nabob, respecting the annual payments to his private creditors, were annulled: and it
was declared, that the agreement which was now
concluded with Lord Cornwallis, provided for the
objects of both.
According to the terms of this new arrangement,
the contribution of the Nabob towards the peace establishment was fixed at nine lacs of pagodas, per
annum; the payment to his creditors was reduced
from twelve to six lacs, 21,105 pagodas; and for the
expences of war, he was to contribute, as by the last
agreement, four-fifths of his revenues.
As security for these payments, it was agreed,
That during war, the Company should assume entirely the receipt and disbursement of the Nabob's
revenues, which he should recover upon the restoration of peace: And that, if any failure of payment
occurred during peace, the Company should enter
upon the receipt of the revenues of certain specified
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districts, from which the Nabob's officers should, in
cu^P.4. that event, be withdrawn. The Polygars of Madura
1793. and Tinivelly, whose power enabled them to resist
the feeble government of the Nabob, and, in a great
measure, to prevent the collection of his revenue, were
transferred to the management of the English.
It appears from the dispatches of Lord Cornwallis,
that be set a great value upon this arrangement ; and
fondly believed it was calculated to answer all the
ends which it was the object of himself and his countrymen to secure. The complaints of which he had
heard, were chiefly complaints respecting the securities for the payments of the Nabob. The securities
which he had taken had the appearance of being
complete ; and he saw not far beyond first appearances. The observation is just, "that though this
engagement simplified in some points, and greatly
ameliorated in others, the engagement which Sir
Archibald Campbell had contracted; it corrected
none of its radical defects." _ Management during a
limited and precarious period excluded that minute
knowledge on which alone could be founded an assessment, just either to the Company or the inhabitants ;
ensured the bad offices of all descriptions of the people,
who had an interest in courting the government
which they were again to obey; and totally prevented
the introduction of a new management, in place of
that cruel and oppressive system which, under the
government of the Nabob, desolated the country.
Of the transactions of Lord Cornwallis with foreign
powers, one yet remains of sufficient importance
to require a separate statement. In 1793, the
change of government in France precipitated the
people of England into a war with that country. It
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followed, as a matter of course, that in India the posses- _OOKVL
sions of the French should be attacked. The interests CHAP.
4.
Of the French in India had now, for a great while,
languished under poverty and neglect. The progressive embarrassments of the government at home, and
the progressive intensity with which the eyes of the
nation were turned upon that government, left the
Indian establishments in a stateof weakness, ill fitted to
resist the weight of the English power, when the bonds
of peace were broken asunder. The forces of Madras
were sent against Pondicherry, with Major-General
Sir John Brathwaite at their head. And Lord Cornwallis hastened from Bengal, to obtain the honour of
extirpating the republicans.
The difficulty, however,
was so very small, that the enterprise was accomplished before he arrived; and the whole of the French
settlements in India were added to the English possessions.
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CHAP. V.
Lord Cornwallis's Financial and Judicial Reforms.
Book vI.
THE measures taken during the administration of
CHAP.
S. this Viceroy, for altering the internal government of
17s7. the British dominions in India, are not less memorable
than his transactions with foreign states.
In the eye of the new government of India, consisting more ostensibly of the Directors, more really
of the King's ministers, revenue naturally constituted
the first object. In the code of instructions, with
which, upon his departure for his government, Lord
Cornwallis was provided, occasion was taken to censure the financial administration of his predecessors,
and to prescribe a new arrangement.
The frequent
changes, the substitution of farmers and temporary
agents for the permanent Zemindars, the failure of
all attempts to enhance the revenue, and the exclusion of the collectors from a share in forming the
assessments of their respective districts, were mentioned with disapprobation.
Complaint was made
of the heavy arrears outstanding on the settlement
of the last four years; and the country was represented as exhausted and impoverished.
Such is the
opinion which it was, by the King's ministers and the
Court of Directors, held fit to express, of the merits
of the British government, in India, at the date of
this document, in April, 1786. For the purpose of
improvement, they directed, that the settlement should
be made with the Zemindars. Knowledge sufficient
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for an equitable assessment, they presumed was already BOOKvX.
acquired. They prescribed the period of ten years, tsar. s.
as the limit to which the settlement should be con- 1787.
fined, in the first instance.
But they declared their
intention to render it permanent, provided, on experience, it should merit their approbation. They further commanded, that the collectors of the revenue
should be vested with the powers of judicature and
police; by having conveyed to them the principal
authority in the Duannee Adauluts, with the power
of magistrates in apprehending offenders against the
public peace. And, in making this provision for the
administration of justice, they declared, that they
were not actuated by " abstract theories--drawn,"
they said, " from other countries, or applicable to a
different state of things, but a consideration of the
subsisting manners and usages of the people."
Upon his arrival in India, Lord Cornwallis found,
that his masters in England were egregiously mistaken, when they imagined that there was sufficient
knowledge, already treasured up, for the business of
settling the revenue. The very nature of the landtenure was not understood.
The rights of the different orders of people, who cultivated the soil, and
divided its produce, formed a complicated mystery.
All that was known, with any certainty, was, the
amount of revenue which had been annually collected.
But whether the country could pay more, or
the exactions were already heavier than it could bear,
no man had any satisfactory grounds to affirm. In
this situation Lord Cornwallis determined to suspend
his obedience to the orders of Whitehall and Leadenhall-street; to content himself, in the mean time,
with annual settlements, bv the local agency of the
district collectors, and the superintendanee of the
Committee, now decorated with the title of Board,
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nOOKvI. of Revenue ; to circulate interrogatories, and collect
caAP.5. information from every accessible source. 1
1787.
The directions of the government at home, with
regard to the administration of justice, were treated
with greater respect; the Governor-General saw nothing here to dissuade prompt obediences In 1787,
regulations were promulgated;
and the collectors
were vested with the triple power of revenue agents,
of judges, and of police magistrates. It is good to hear
the reasons which the compound of statesmen and
Directors, now formed into an instrument of government for India, produced for this device of theirs.
They prescribed it, they said, on account of its "tendency to simplicity, energy, justice, and economy."
By Mr. Shore, _ on whom the Governor-General
chiefly relied for information, it was remarked ; in that
document, in which he exhibited the result of his
observation and inquiries; That the constitution of
the English government in India was ill adapted
for promoting improvement, and the situation of
the Company's servants ill calculated for the acquisition of knowledge and legislative talent. The individuals of whom the government was composed, were
in such a state of fluctuation, that no separate portion of them had time to conceive and mature any
important ideas of reform. In the next place he remarked, that the servants of the Company were so
much engrossed with official forms and the details of
business, as to be in a great measure debarred from
the acquisition even of local knowledge.
Still further; he asserted, that the knowledge which they
' The fate of Mr. Francis, and of Mr. Francis's ideas, formed a contrast. He himself had been treated by the powers which were, with
any thing rather than respect. But his plan of finance was adopted with
blind enthusiasm, with a sort of mechanical and irresistible impulse.
2 Afterwards 8it John Shore, and finally Lord Teignraouth.
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acquired was not appropriate knowledge, such as lays BOOKVI.
the foundation for political wisdom I it was a mere Cn_r. b.
knowledge of practice _ that is to say, a knowledge
of a certain number of facts which are obvious, with
ignorance of the numerous facts which lie more remote,
and ignorance
of the numerous eonnexions which
subsist both among the facts which may happen to
be familiar, and those of the far wider circle which
is wholly unknown?
From knowledge of this sort,
no plan of improvement,
no combination
of expedients, to make the future better than the past, can
ever be rationally expected.
It is necessary to remark, _
Mr. Shore, aware
The words are worth transcribing.
They meet some obstinate prejudices, and some pernicious ideas, " If we consider tile form of the
British government in India, we shall fi_ld it 111calculated for the
,

speedy introduction of improvement.
The members, composing it, are
in a constant state of fluctuation; and the period of their residence often
expires, before experience can be acquired, or reduced to practice-Official forms necessarily occupy a large portion of time, and the constant pressure of business leaves little leisure for study and reflection,
without which no knowledge of the principles and detail of the revenues
of tbis country can be obtained._True
information is also procured
with difficulty; because it is too often derived from mere practice, instead of being deduced from fixed principles.--Every
man who has long
been employed in the management of the reventies of Bengal, will, if
candid, allow, that Ills opinion on many important
points has been
often varied, and that the information of one year has been rendered
dubious by the experience of another.
Still, in all cases, decision _s
necessary.
And hence, precedents, formed on partial circumstances
aud perhaps_ on erroneous prinmples, become established rules of conduct. For a prudent real b when doubtful, will he happy to avail himself of tile authority of e_ample.
Tile muhiphcation of records, _xtnch
ought to he a great advantage, is, in fact, an inconvenience of exteu.
si_'e magnitude;
fur m them oul) the experience of others can be
traced, and reference requires much time and labour."
5lr. Share's
Minute on the Bengal revenues, paragraph 2d, m tile Appendix, Fifth
Report of Committee on India Affairs, 1810, p. 169. If the muhiplication of documents is troublesome to the Company's servants, what must
it.be to the historian, whose field is _o much wider? St is worth remarking, that the Commmee m 1810 not only inserted the whole of the
Minute, in the Appeu&x to the Report above quoted, but ]aid so much
stress upon this particular passage, as to incorporate it with the Report
p. ll.
VOL. V.
2 D

2787.
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that succession of blunders, which constituted the
C._P. 5. succession of attempts to improve the mode of go1789. verning India claims indulgence, for so many errors,
on account of the time required to obtain a knowledge of Asiatic manners and finance. This apology
may delude, unless distinction is made between the
errors which arose from the want of local know-
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ledge, and those which arose from general ignorance.
Those which arose from the want of local knowledge,
as far as more time was absolutely necessary for its
acquisition, are not to be blamed.
Those which
arose from general ignorance are, in every instance,
the proper objects of reprobation: because provision
should always have been made for giving to the
government of India the benefit of men capable of
applying the best ideas of their age to the arrangement of its important affairs.
On the 2d of August, 1789, Lord Cornwallis informed the government at home, that he had at last
matured his plan of revenue, and was preparing to
carry it into immediate execution.
He took that
occasion to describe the state in which the country
would be found at the the time when his law would
begin to operate; and announced the improvements
which he expected it would introduce.
" I am sorry," these are his words, "to be obliged
to say that agriculture and internal commerce have,
for many years, been gradually declining; and that,
at present, excepting the class of shroffs and banyans,
who reside almost entirely in great towns, the inhabitants of these provinces were advancing hastily to
a general state of poverty and wretchedness.
" In this description I must even include almost
every Zemindar in the Company's territories; which,
though it may have been partly occasioned by their
own indolence and extravagance, I am afraid must
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also be, in a great measure,attributed to the de-BOOK
VL

"
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fects of our former system of management."
c,Ar. _.
The beneficial effects which he expected to flow 1789.
from the plan, were summed up in these comprehensive terms, " Wealth and happiness, to the intelligent and industrious part of the individuals of the
country."
And, independent, added his Lordship,
of all other considerations, " I can assure you that
it will be of the utmost importance, for promoting,
the solid interests of the Company, that the principal
landholders and traders, in the interior parts of the
country, should be restored to such circumstances, as
to enable them to support their families with decency,
and to give a liberal education to their children,
according to the customs of their respective casts and
religions; that a regular gradation of ranks may be
supported, which is no where more necessary than in
this country, for preserving order in civil society."
Every where, and apparently at all times, in India,
the revenue of government had been almost wholly
derived from the annual produce of the land. It bad
been originally extracted in that rude and simple
mode which accorded with the character of a rude
and ignorant people. The annual produce of the
land was divided into shares between the cultivator
and the government: originally shares in kind, and
so to the last in many parts of India; though latterly,

' Letter from Lord Cornwallis to the Court of Directors, _d August,
1789 ; printed by H. of C. 8th March, 1790. The following doeument contains a similar affirmation, respecting the failure of former
regulations.
" By the rules established in 1772, all nuzzers or salamies (free gifts) which had been usually presented (to the Company's
servants) on the first interview (with the nanves), as marks of subjeetion and respect, were required to be totally discontinued,
the revenue
officers were forbidden to hold farms, &c,_This
regulation, as far as
related to the unavowed emoluments of the Company's servants, doe_
not appear to have been effectual."
Fifth Report, ut supra, p. 11.
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BOOKVI.government took the money equivalent, in those proc_,P. s. vinees which had long enjoyed the benefit ofaMogul
1789. administration. The shares varied according as the
land was recently or anciently brought under culture,
and according to the pressure sustained by the state.
Two fifths to the cultivator, and three to the govern.
ment have been assumed as the average proportions
for land under full cultivation?
Every year to ascertain the produce of every field,
and collect from it the share which belonged to the
government, was a very laborious and complicated
process ; and some variety occurred in the modes in
which the operation was performed. In the petty
Hindu governments, it would appear, that the agents
of the prince transacted immediately with the husbandmen, called ryots, either man by man, or village
by village.
The establishment of villages (a vicinity, or parish, °would, perhaps, be the more appropriate title) is a
peculiarity in India, of which, having been already
explained, it is only necessary here to excite the
recollection. Each vicinity, call it village, or call it
parish, constituted a little community; which had a
species of government within itself. Of the villagers,
one was headman, distinguished in different places by
different appellations ; another was employed to keep
and register the accounts of the community.
Each
community had also its Brahmens, as well for the
service of the gods, as for the education of the children. It was provided, too, with the various species
of handicrafts, and labourers, required by the habits
of the people. The land of the village was sometimes divided into lots, and was regarded as indiBy the ('omnfittee
2 llapot_.La.

on Indian

affairs

in 1810,
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p. 16.
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vidual property ; but sometimes it belonged to the corn- BOOKVL
munity as a whole ; and a separate partition of it was CBAr.5.
made every year by the villagers among themselves, 1789.
each ryot receiving for the cultivation of the year,
such a portion as appeared to correspond with his
capital or means. In this, as in other transactions,
the headman was the great regulator ; but rather, it
should seem, from the habitual deference which was
paid to him, than any power which he had to enforce
his decrees. When the revenue agents of the government transacted village by village, without descending to the annual assessment of each individual
ryot, they levied a particular sum upon each particular village, and left the villagers to settle the individual quotas among themselves.
When the Mogul government extended itself so
enormously as to comprehend the greater part of the
vast Indian continent, the greatness of its transactions, and the rudeness of its mind, naturally rendered it impatient of details; and modes were invented of transacting the business of revenue more in
the gross. The revenue agents were rendered stationary, in the districts where they collected, and
became responsible to the government for the revenue,
receiving payment, by a per centage, or share of
what they collected. Under the Indian governments,
Moslem or Hindu, every thing which was enjoyed,
whether office or possession, had a tendency to become hereditary. There was a great convenience in
preserving, in each district, the same grand agent of
revenue, and after himself, his son or successor ; be.
cause each was better acquainted with the people and
resources of the district, than, generally speaking, any
other man could be expected to be. In this manner,
the situation of those agents became in fact hereditary ;
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13OOKVLandthe government of the Moguls, which was,
ca,P. 5. though occasionally violent, in many respects con1789. siderate and humane, seldom allowed itself to displace those officers, without some heavy ground of
displeasure; even when it sometimes superseded
them in the business of collection, it generally made
them an allowance, to preserve their families from
want or degradation.
Before the period of the English acquisitions, the Persian appellative of Zemindar
had been generally appropriated to them, in the
northern regions of India.
Being responsible to government for the revenue,
they were allowed the exercise of all the powers
which, in the rude government of the Moguls, were
accounted necessary for realizing it. The common
method in India of enforcing payment of any debt,
was the use of coercion in the hand of the creditor.
For revenue debts, government was not likely to
pursue more lenient methods. A military force was
the instrument allowed; and the Zemindars, in the
common style of Oriental pride, retained about them
as many troops as they could possibly find the means
of maintaining.
Under Eastern despotisms the different powers of government were se]dom communicated asunder. To the power of collecting the
revenue by a military force, was added the power of
administering justice. All civil disputes appear to
have been regarded in India as falling naturally under
the cognisance of the agents of revenue. And, in
fact, the whole business of judicature and police,
with the sole exception of inflicting the highest class
of punishments, devolved upon Zemindars, each
within the district over which he was placed.
" We generally," says an intelligent servant of the
Company, speaking of himself and his brethren, "see
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Indian affairs, with English eyes; and carry Euro-BOOK Vl.
pean notions into Indian practice." _ To this source CaAe.5.
may evidently be traced a considerable proportion of 1789.
the blunders of our countrymen in the government
of India. For how long a period, and as yet hardly
closed, did they resolve upon finding a feudal system,
in India? With this turn of mind, it was to be
expected, that they would, if possible, find a set of
land-bolders, gentry, and nobles, to correspond with
those in England.
The Zemindar had some of the
attributes which belong to a land-owner ; he collected
the rents of a particular district, he governed the
cultivators of that district, lived in comparative
splendour, and his son succeeded him when he died.
The Zemindars, therefore, it was inferred without
delay, were the proprietors of the soil, the landed
nobility and gentry of India. It was not considered
that the Zemindars, though they collected the rents,
did not keep them ; but paid them all away, with a
small deduction, to the govcrument. It was not considered that iC they governed the ryots, and in many
respects exercised over them despotic power, they
did not govern them as tenants of theirs, holding
their lands either at will or by contract under them.
The possession of the ryot was an hereditary possession ; from which it was unlawful for the Zemindar
to displace him : For every farthing which the Zemin.
dar drew from the ryot he was bound to account:
And it was only by fraud, if, out of all that he collected, he retained an aria more than the small proportion which, as pay for collection, he was permitted
to receive. Three parties shared in the produce of
the soil. That party to any useful purpose most
Mr, Thackery, in his Report on the comparative Advantages and
Disadvantages of the Ryotwar and Zemlndary settlements, dated 4th
August, 1807 ; Fifth Report, ut supra_ App. 31. p. 990.
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BOOKVI. properly deserves the name of proprietor, to whom
c,AP. 5. the principal share of the produce for ever belongs.
1789. To him who derives the smallest share of the produce
the title of owner least of all belongs2
In India to
the sovereign the profit of the land may be said to
have wholly belonged.
The ryot obtained a mere
subsistance, not more than the necessary wages of
his labour.
The Zemindar enjoyed allowances to
the amount of about ten per cent. upon the revenue
which he collected, not more than a compensation fox"
his services.
To the government
belonged more than
one half of the gross produce of the soil.
The English were actuated not only by an enlightened, but a very generous policy, when they
resolved to create, in favour of individuals, a permanent property in the soil, as conducive at once to the
increase of its produce, and the happiness of the
people.
They were under the influence of prejudices
in the mode of carrying their design into execution.
Full of the aristocratical ideas of modern Europe, the
aristocratical person now at the head of the government, avowed his intention of establishing an aristocracy, upon the European model ; and he was well
aware that the union, at home, of statesmen and
Directors, whom he obeyed, was under the influence
of similar propensities.
In agreement
with the orders from home, the
resolution
was, To form a settlement
with the
Zemindars
for the revenues of their several districts;

to limit

the

settlement

in the first instance,

to a term of ten years;
but to render it permanent, if sanctioned by the authorities
in England;
and to recognize
tile Zemindars
as hereditary
J This is even the lallguage of English law. '_ By a grant of the
profits of the land," say the English lawyers, " the whole land itself
doth pass. For what is the land bat the profits thereof?"
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proprietors of the soil, upon payment, as a land-BOOKVI.
tax, not to be enhanced, of the sum at present as- c,AP. 5.
sessed.
1789.
To such a degree were the English, up to that
hour, unacquainted with the country, that the most
instructed among them differed prodigiously in esti.
mating the revenue which Bengal was competent to
yield. Some were of opinion that the existing rate
of assessment was heavier than the people could bear.
Others conceived that it was far below the amount to
which it might, with propriety, be raised. The government, after ,all its inquiries, had no better foundation
on which to place the magnificent structure it intended
to raise, than the amount of the actual collections of
preceding years; upon the average or medium of
a few of which the assessment, destined for perpetuity, was now arranged. The authorities at home
dissuaded, or rather forbid, an actual measurement
and valuation of the country; and made a remark
which, in itself, does them credit, whatever may be
thought of its application to the occasion on which
it was produced : That an assessment below what the
country could bear, was no detriment, in the long
run, to the government itself, because the riches of
the people were the riches of the state.
It was easy for the government to assume that the
Zemindars were proprietors of the soil under the
Mogul sceptre ; and it was easy to declare that they
should be so in future.
But it was not easy to
reconcile these proceedings with the rights of other
classes of the people. Under the Mogul system, there
were various descriptions of persons, as Talookdars,
Chowdries, Munduls, _Iokuddims, who, as well as
the Zemindars, had hereditary claims upon the produce of the soil; and it was not the intention of
government to sacrifice to any class of its subjects
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BOOKVI. the interests of any other. But the interests of the
char. 5. ryots, which were of many times the importance of
1789. the interests of all the other classes taken together,
whether the mass of individual happiness, or the
power of the state, be regarded as the end, were
by far the most difficult to bring into a state of concordance with the rights which were thus to be conferred upon the Zemindars.
The possessions of the ryots, either individually,
or by villages, were hereditary possessions. So long
as they continued to pay to government the due pro.
portion of the preduee, they could not lawfully be
dispossessed. They not only transmitted their possessions by descent; but had the power of alienation,
and could either sell them, or give them away.
At
an early period of the Mogul history, a minute survey
had been made of the land; upon that survey an
assessment had been founded, which had long been
regarded as the standard of what every field was to
pay ; even when new imposts, during" the progressive
difficulties and corruption of the Mogul administration, were superadded, tile Zemindars were bound to
give written schedules, called pottahs, to the ryots,
specifying the particulars of the assessment upon each
individual; and these documents were registered in
the government accounts, and intended for the protection of the ryot against the extortion of the collector.
The means which, under the Mogul sceptre, were
provided for the security of the ryots, were very inadequate to their end. The Zemindars were enabled
to exercise universal oppression. Under the eye of a
humane and vigilant governor, the)" were occasionally
restrained, by the terror of summary punishment,
from the excesses of exaction. But, in general, they
took from the ryots every thing beyond what was
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necessary to preserve them in existence; and every BOOKvI.
now and then desolated whole districts by the weight c,AP.5.
of their oppressions. This was contrary to the laws 1789.
under which the Zemindar was appointed to act.
But to whom was the ignorant, the timid, the credulous, the indigent ryot, to apply for redress ? His
fears, and very often his experience, taught him, that
to suffer in patience was the prudent course. The
exactions of the Zemindars were covered with so
many ingenious contrivances, that they puzzled the
wits of the simple cultivator, and often eluded the
eye of the government itself.
If the aristocracy was provided for, it appears to
have been thought, as by English aristocrats it is
apt to be thought, that every thing else would provide for itself. The rules by which the payments of
the ryots were determined varied in various places ;
and so intricate did they appear to the Anglo-Indian
government, that no little trouble would be necessary
to make an assessment in detail. The ryots were,
therefore, handed over to the Zemindars in gross.
The Zemindars were empowered to make with their
ryots any settlements which they chose, under a mere
general recommendation to be guided by the custom
of the place. One security alone was thought of for
the ryot. Upon the terms on which the Zemindar
agreed to fix his payment, he was to give him a
pottah ; and according to the terms of that pottah,
his possession or estate was to be equally permanent
with that of the Zemindar.
When the principles of the decennial settlement
were finally resolved, and proclamation of the measure was about to be made, a question arose, whether
notice, at the same time, should be given of the
intention to make the assessment and its rules unalterable, in case the authorities in England should
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BOOKVl.approve.
Mr. Shore, though he was among the
c_,p. 5. leading patrons of the Zemlndary system, opposed
1789. such an intimation, as fraught with imprudence. The
Zemindars, he affirmed, were a set of people, whose
minds would be as powerfully governed by a decennial,
as a perpetual term. He insisted upon the deficiency
of the information under which the matter had
been arranged. He allowed that enormous abuses
existed in the mode of dealing of the Zemindars
toward the ryots; abuses which no su_ieient expedients had been employed to correct. And he desired
that a door might be left open for the introduction of
such improvements as the experience of ten years
might suggest.
The advantages which the imagination of the
Governor.General had painted, as likely to result
from the permanence of the settlement, had made so
deep an impression on his mind, that he opposed the
arguments of Mr. Shore ; persisted in his purpose of
proclaiming the design; and declared his resolution
to use all his influence with the Court of Directors,
that they should not wait for the lapse of ten years,
but make the settlement perpetual without any loss
of time.
The circumstance, from which he most
vehemently argued, was, the improvement which
certainty of enjoyment, he affirmed, would effect,
and which certainty of enjoyment alone could be
expected to effect, in the cultivation of the country.
" I may safely," said he, " assert that one-third of
the Company's territory in Hindostan, is now a jungle, inhabited only by wild beasts. Will a ten years'
lease induce any proprietor to clear away that jungle,
and encourage the ryots to come and cultivate his
lands ? when, at the end of that lease, he must either
submit to be taxed, ad libitum, for his newly acquired lands, or lose all hopes of deriving any benefit
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for his labour.--I must own, that it is clear to my BOOK
Yr.
mind, that a much more advantageous tenure will be CHA:.5.
necessary, to incite the inhabitants of this country to 1789.
make those exertions which can alone effect any substantial improvement."
The authorities which constituted the Indian government made it their profession, and their boast,
that they were not directed by " abstract theories,
drawn from other countries, and applicable to a different state of things ;" _ And the fact was, that almost every step which they took was the result of an
" abstract theory," commonly drawn from something
in their own country, and either misdrawn or misapplied. The abstract theory now acted upon by the
Governor-General ; namely, that the highest improvements in the cultivation of the land can be expected
from none but the proprietors of the land; was just
only in one, and that a restricted, point of view. But
though it were proprietors alone that had sufficient motives for the highest efforts in cultivation, the Governor-General, and his ministerial and directorial masters,
who concurred with him, ought to have reflected, that
there m'e sorts of proprietors; and that it is not from
every sort, that any improvement whatsoever, or any
attempt towards improvement, is to be expected.
They might have reflected, for how many centuries
the soil of Poland has been private property, or the
soil of Russia, and hoar little, in those countries, of ,
any thing like improvement, has yet taken place.
They might have recollected, that the nobles even of
France, where knowledge was so far advanced, had for
many centuries before the revolution enjoyed the propetty of the soil of France; and that the agriculture
I Governor_General's
Minute,
supra, p. 475.
Vide supra, p. 399.

18th

Sept,

17"89, Fifth Report:

ut
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BOO_VI.of France still continued in the most deplorable eonc_AP.5. dition? There are three sets of circumstances, whose
1789, operation, where it is felt, prevents the improvement
of the soil at the hands of its proprietors : first, ignorance; secondly, possessions too large; and thirdly,
too much power over the immediate cultivators. The
last is by far the most important circumstance ; because men, with very few exceptions, as educatioa
and government have hitherto moulded their minds,
are more forcibly drawn by the love of absolute
power, than by that of money, and have a greater
pleasure in the prostrate subjection of their tenants
than the increase of their rents. When our countrymen draw theories from England, it would be good
if they understood England. It is not because in
England we have a landed aristocracy, that our agriculture has improved, but because the laws of England
afford to the cultivator protection against his lord.
It is the immediate cultivators who have increased
so wonderfully the produce of the land in England,
not only without assistance from the proprietors, but
often in spite of them. The proprietors of the land
in England even to this hour, exhibit one of the
strongest proofs which can be adduced, of the ascendency which is exercised by the love of domination
over the love of improvement and of wealth. No
principle is more thoroughly established, and indeed
, more universally admitted, than that the grant of
leases, and leases of a long duration, to the immediate cultivators of the soil, are essential to all spirited
and large improvement.
But the proprietors of the
soil in England complain, that leases render their tenantry too independent of them; and the greater
proportion of the land of England is cultivated on
i See a good book, Travels in Fraace by Arthur Young, Esq. passim.
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tenure at will. If the gentlemen of England will BOOK
VI.
sacrifice improvement to the petty portion of arbitrary ¢_Ap.5.
powerwhich the laws &England allowthem to exercise 1789.
over tenants at will ; what must we not expect from
the Zemindars of Hindustan, with minds nurtured to
habits of oppression, when it is referred to themselves
whether they shall, or shall not, have power over the
miserable ryots, to whom the law is too imperfect to
yield any protection ? It is the interest of permanent
governments to promote the prosperity of their people, because the prosperity of the people is the prosperity of government. But the prosperity of the people
depends entirely upon their freedom. What governments, on this account, have ever promoted freedom ?
The propensity of the Zemindars was to regard themselves as petty sovereigns.
The effect of ignorance, with respect to improvement, is too obvious to require illustration.
But it
may be remarked, that it operates with peculiar efficacy in augmenting the force of the most powerful of
the causes by which the proprietors of land are made
to prevent improvement.
The love of domination
has always l)he greatest sway in the most ignorant
state of the human mind.
The effect of large possessions in preventing those
efforts and sacrifices, on which improvement depends,
deserved of the Indian legislators profound consideration. It cannot escape the feeblest powers of reflection, that the man, who already enjoys a vast accumulation of wealth must regard, with comparative indifference, small acquisitions ; and that the prospect of
increasing his great revenue, by slowly adding the painful results of improvement, cannot operate very powerfully upon his mind. It is the man of small possessions who feels most sensibly the benefit of petty accessions ; and is stimulated the most powerfully to use
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I_OOKVI.the means of procuring them. It is on the immediate
c_AP.5. cultivator, when the benefits of his improvements
1789. is allowed to devolve in full upon himself_ that the
motives to improvement operate with the greatest
effect. That benefit, however, cannot devolve upon
him in full, unless he is the proprietor as well as the
cultivator of his fields ; and henee, in part, the backwardness of agriculture in some of the most civilised
portions of the globe.
There was an opportunity in India, to which the
history of the world presents not a parallel. ]N'ext,
after the sovereign, the immediate cultivators had, by
far, the greatest portion of interest in the soil : For
the rights (such as they were) of the Zemindars, a
complete compensation might have easily been made :
The generous resolution was adopted of sacrificing to
the improvement of the country, the proprietory
rights of the sovereign : The motives to improvement
which property gives, and of which the power was
so justly appreciated, might have been bestowed upon
those upon whom they would have operated with a
force incomparably greater than that with which they
could operate upon any other class of men ; they might
have been bestowed upon those from whom alone, in
every country, the principle improvements in agriculture must be derived, the immediate cultivators of the
soil: And a measure, worthy to be ranked among
the noblest that ever were taken for the improvement of any country, might have helped to compensate the people of India, for the miseries of that
misgovernment which they had so long endured.-But the legislators were English aristocrats; and
aristoeratieal prejudices prevailed.
Instructions for the settlement were issu'ed in Bengal towards the end of'1789, and for the province of
Bahar in the following" year. A complete code of
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regulations was promulgated for the new system in BOOKvi.
November, 1791.
And the land revenue realized in CHar.5.
that year from Bengal, Bahar, and Orissa, together
1793.
with Benares, amounted to 3,02,54,563, sieea rupees,
or 3,fi09,530/.
It was not however, before the year
1793, that the decennial settlement was executed in
every district ; and that the completion of the measure
was announced.
So perfectly did the ideas of the
government at home correspond with the ideas of the
Governor-General, that in the early part of that very
year, and before the plan was fully carried into execution, authority arrived in India for bestowing upon
it the intended permanence by immediate proclamation.
Beside the land revenue, some other duties were
levied in India, which were all generally included
under the denomination of Sa3mr ; and consisted,
chiefly, of certain tolls upon the entry or transit of
goods, by land or water. These duties, also, the Zemindars, in thelr capacity of collectors of the revenue,
had formerly had in charge. To the Anglo-Indian
government, however, it appeared, that the manage.
ment of the Sayer duties but ill accorded with the
character of a great landed aristocracy, now imparted, or supposed to be imparted, to the Zemindars.
Invention was taxed for the discovery of another
plan, by which these duties might be collected. Upon
inquiry it appeared, that the difficulties of the business would be very great.
The value, too, of the
Sayer duties had never yet been very considerable.
It was certainly the easiest, and was finally determined to be the best expedient, to abolish them. The
tax on spirituous liquors, from moral rather than
fiscal motives, was alone reserved.
The taxes of Bengal were thus included, with
hardly any exception, in one grand impost, that upon
VOL.

v.

o E
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the land. The government, however, added to its
CHAP.5. income, by the resource of monopoly. There are
1793. but two articles of luxury, of which there is any considerable consumption in India;
salt, and opium.
Under the native governments, the monopoly of salt
had usually been sold. It has been already stated in
what manner the servants of the Company endeavoured, at an early period of its territorial history, to
appropriate the benefits of this monopoly; and at
what period the Company itself thought proper to
become the monopolist. From the period of the assumption of the monopoly till the year 1780, it had
been usual to dispose of the manufactories in farm, on
leases of five years. In that year Mr. Hastings abolished the system of farming, and placed the manufacture of salt in the hands of government.
Servants
of the Company were appointed to conduct the business, in the capacity of agents; and the price was
annually fixed by the Governor-General in Council.
With this arrangement Lord Cornwallis no further
interfered than by an alteration in the mode of sale.
and some rules to protect the workmen.
Instead of
fixing a price, the commodity was to be sold in small
lots by public auction.
And as cruelties were practised upon the salt-makers, in confining them to the
salt-works, while they were subject to fraud on the
part of the natives employed as subordinate agents,
certain measures were taken for the prevention of
those evils.
The salt monopoly produced, at the
commencement of the present administration, the sum
of 40,00,500 sicca rupees, or 464,060l.
It had been
gradually worked up to the rate of 1,360,1801. the
sum which it produced on the average of three years
preceding 1810. How much of this arose from increased consumption ; how much from the severity of
at_gmented price, will appear hereafter.

BOOK Vl.
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The monopoly of opium, like that of salt, the Mo- 13ooKvI.
gul government uniformly sold. In this branch of caA_.5.
business, the Company's government did not depart
179s.
from the practice of its predecessors. The contract
was disposed of by private bargain and special favour
till the year 1785; when it was exposed to public
competition, and consigned to the highest bidder.
Regulations were at the same time made for protecting the ryots from the compulsion, which it had
been usual to exercise upon them, to cultivate this
article at the contractor's price. It was the interest
of government, when government became the monopolist, to pay to the ryot, as grower, the lowest possible
price. To effect this object, a rate was declared, at
which the ryot was compelled to furnish the commodity. Lord Cornwallis complained, that the regulations which had been formed to mitigate the
effects of this oppressive system, were by no means
adequate to their end ; and he added, or substituted,
others, of which the beneficial effects were not much
superior. One peculiarity it is useful to remark.
When the East India Company became the so_-ereign,
it was not only the seller of the monopoly, but, it was
the principal buyer, too, from its own contractor.
As the government fixed the price, at which the
contractor was to pay for the opium to the grower ;
so it fixed the price, at which the contractor was
to sell it to the Company.
The price at which
the Company bound the contractor to filrnish it with
opium, was less than the price, at which it hound
him to pay for it to the grower. " Though the
result," say tile Select Committee of the House of
Commons, in 1810, " will sufficiently demonstrate
the erroneous tendency of these contracts, yet the
mistakes committed in them were not discovered
2_2
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BOOKVI.sOOn."1 They were not seen by Lord Cornwllis.
char. 5. He continued the system.
179s.
Beside the changes in the financial, Lord Cornwallis meditated important changes, in the judicial
department of government.
For that part of the
judicial business, which regards the civil, as distinct
from the penal branch of law, the rulers in England,
free, as they boasted, from the influence of "abstract
theories," 2 made, by their orders of 1786, a combination of the business of judicature with the business of
finance : a mixture of the character of the tax-gatherer with that of the judge.
In each district, the
same man was collector of the revenue, judge of the
Duannee Adaulut, and moreover head of the police.
Of two such offices as those of collector and judge,
lodged in the same hands, it was notorious that
the one had a very strong tendency to produce a
sacrifice of the duties of the other. As a security
against that great and glaring evil, the rulers of 1786
prescribed, that the proceedings of the collectors, in
their financial department, and in their judicial and
magisterial departments, should be kept separate and
distinct.
Upon experience, Lord Cornwallis did not
think, that this grand expedient was altogether adequate to tile end which it was contrived and provided
to secure. In a minute, dated the llth of February,
1793, _, he stated, that, under this system, the protection of the natives depended solely upon the character
of the individual who was sent to govern them.
Fifth Report, p. _5.
2 It may be remarked with pleasure, as a sign of"progressive improvement, that the Select Committee in 1810, have twice, in their Fifth Report, held forth this boast about abstract theories, as an object of contempt.
z Appendix No. 9 (A) to Second Report of Select Committee, 1810.
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Where the collector was a man of humanity and jus- I_OOK
VI.
tice, the people, as under the worst government on caAr.5.
earth, would no doubt be protected.
But as often as 1793.
it should happen that the collector was a man of another character, the people were exposed to the greatest injustice. If the collector was oppressive, he himself was his own judge.
If he decided iniquitously,
where lay the appeal? to another class of revenue
officers, whose feelings could not be regarded as impartial ; to the Board of Reveuue, as Sudder Duannee
Adaulut ; a tribunal at such a distance that few indeed
of the natives could endure the expense of an appeal.
It was therefore resolved that the financial and judicial functions should be disjoined ; and the following
reasons for that important measure were published to
the country : " That while the collectors of the revenue preside in the courts of Mhal Adaulut as judges,
and an appeal lies from their decisions to the Board
of Revenue, and from the decrees of that Board to
the Governor-General in Council in the revenue department ; the proprietors can never consider the privileges which have been conferred upon them as secure ; That exclusive of the objections arising to these
courts, from their irregular, summary, and often exparte proceedings, and from the collectors being
obliged to suspend the exercise of their judicial functions whenever they interfere with their financial
duties ; it is obvious that, if the regulations for assessing and collecting the public revenue are infringed,
the revenue officers themselves must be the aggressors ; and that individuals who have been aggrieved
by them in one capacity can never hope to obtain
redress from them in another : That their financial
occupations equally disqualify them from administering the laws between the proprietors of land and their
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BOOKYr. tenants : That other security must, therefore, be
CHAr.5. given to landed property and to the rights attached to
179s. it, before the desired improvements in agriculture can
be expected to be effeeted." 1
With a view to improve upon this plan of administering justice, Lord Cornwallis devised and established the following scheme. In each district, that is, in
the language of the country, each Zillah, and in each
of the considerable towns or cities, a Zillah, or city,
court, was established.
One of the Company's servants, higher in rank than the collector, was the
judge. To this judge was appointed a register, and
one or more assistants fl'om among the junior servants
of the Company. Each court was provided with a
native, duly qualified to expound the Hindu or Mahomedan law, in cases which turned upon any oF
these several codes. And all descriptions of persons
within the local administration of the tribunal, except British subjects amenable to the Supreme Court,
were rendered subject to its jurisdiction.
To obviate the danger of arrears in decision, from
the arrival of too many causes to decide, tile judge
was authorised to refer to his register, under an appeal to himself, all suits in which the litigated property
was not of considerable amount.
The jurisdiction of
the register was extended at first to 200 rupees, and
afterwards even to sums of a higher amount.
For
determining, in suits regarding personal property,
from the value of 50 rupees downwards, native commissioners were appointed; and of these tribunals
several, at convenient distances, were established in
every Zillah. They were allowed no salary or establishment, but received as remuneration a fee of one
ana per rupee, or a commission of somewhat more
Preamble to Regulation II, of 1793.
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than six per cent, upon all sums litigated before them. BOOKVL
They acted the part of arbitrators ; and their mode CaAF.5.
of procedure was summary, that of simple rational 1793.
inquiry, not distorted into a labyrinth, by technical
forms. From their decision an appeal might be carded to the Zillah Court. And upon these appeals,
as well as those from the jurisdiction of the register,
the decision of the Zillah Court was final, excepting
in one set of cases ; namely, those regarding the species of property called in English law real property,
and of those cases in only that part in which the decision of the inferior court was reversed.
Such was the establishment for primary jurisdiction, or decision in the first instance in the civil department of judicature.
A new provision was also
devised for the second and ultimate decision, in case
of appeal. The Board of Revenue, or the GovernorGeneral in Council, had previously exercised the
powers of appellate jurisdiction.
But to prevent the
inconvenience of their having too much to do, it had
been provided (as if unjust decision on small sums
could never happen), that no appeal should be made
to them, unless the property in dispute amounted to
the value of 1000 sicca rupees. By experience it was
found, that among the indigent natives very few suits
arose for sums so large as 1000 rupees. From that
security for justice, therefore, which is constituted by
the power of appeal, the natives were, in point of fact,
almost wholly excluded : and, indeed, had the limits
of appeal been enlarged, the expense of repairing to
Calcutta would in most cases have rendered the exclusion equally complete.
Regarding this as an evil, Lord Cornwallis established four tribunals of appeal : one in the vicinity
of Calcutta, one at the city of Patna, one at Dacca,

l
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BOOKVI. and a fourth at Moorshedabad. They were constiC_AP.5. tuted in the following manner. Three judges, chosen
1793. from the civil department of the Company's service,
and distinguished by the appellations of first, second,
and third; a register, with one or more assistants
from the junior branch of the European servants;
and three expounders of the native law, a Cauzee,
a Mooftee, and a Pandit, formed the establishment of
each court. The privilege of appeal was still confined to sums of a given though reduced amount;
and by subsequent regulations a more humane and
rational policy was adopted, an appeal being allowed
from every primary decision of the Zillah Courts.
Even the appellate jurisdiction of the Zillah Courts
might be reviewed by this superior Court of appeal,
commonly known by the name of the Provincial
Court, in those cases in which it saw occasion to interpose. It was also, in the exercise of its appellate
jurisdiction, empowered to take fresh evidence; or,
for the sake of receiving fresh evidence, to send back
the cause to the original court.
Another and higher, a third stage of jurisdiction,
was erected. A tribunal, entitled the Court of Sudder
Duannee Adaulut, was still set up at Calcutta.
It
was composed of the Governor-General,
and the
members of the council, assisted by the Cauzy ul
Cauzaut, or head cauzy, two moofties, two pundits,
a register and assistants.
They received appeals
from the Provincial Courts, or courts of primary
appeal; at first for sums of 1000 rupees. At this
amount, however, appeals were numerous: Decision on so many was laborious to the Governor-General
and Council. The number of appeals was, at any
rate, no proof of the want of need for the privilege of
appeal. What was the remedy ? To raise the sum on
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which appeal was admitted : that is, to deny the privi- BOOKVL
lege to the poorest class? By act 21 Gee. IlL c. 70, ¢HA,. 5.
sect. 21, an appeal lay to the King in Council for all
179s.
sums exceeding 50,000 rupees.
Among the other prejudices of those who at this
time legislated in India with so much of good intention for the people of Hindustan,
were the prejudices
which owe their birth to the interests,
and hence to
the instructions of lawyers.
Of these it is one of the
most remarkable,
and the most mischievous,
that to
render judicial proceedings
tion of technical forms, by
number of nice, obscure,
and ceremonies,
tends to

intricate by the multiplicathe rigid exaction of a great
pedantic, and puzzling rites
further the ends of justice.

This unhappy instrument
of justice was not forgotten in the present reforms.
For courts of law, provided for a people, among whom justice had always
been distributed in the method of simple and rational
inquiry,
was prescribed a course of procedure, loaded
with minute formalities;
rendered unintelligible,
tedious, and expensive, by technical
devices.
Of the
intricacy and obscurity thus intentionally created, one
effect was immediately
seen ; that the candidates for
justice could no longer plead their own causes ; that
# no one could undertake

to present a cause to the mind

It may appear to be ludicrous ; but as a far better expedient than
this, I should very seriously recommend the determination of the matter
by lot. Suppose the Court can find time to decide upon twenty appeals
in a month, and that s_xty arrive.
By cutting off the forty in which
the amount of property is least, you make it vls!ble to the inferior judge
in what cases he may commit mJqmty, free from that check which the
prospect of appeal imposes.
Reject the forty, by lot, and as the inferior
judge can never know, on which ofhts decisions the rewew of the Superior Court will attact b the cheek is, with some degree at least of efficiency, spread over the _,hole of his decisions.
At any rate the suitors
are treated impartially,
and the interest of those w_th the small lots of
property is not sacrificed, as, according to all systems of law, that ever
yet have had any existence, it has been very generally sacrificed_ to the
interest of those with the large.
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BOOKV_.of the judge according to the nicety of the prescribed
c_. 5. and intricate forms, unless he belonged to a class of
1793. men who made it their trade to remember and observe them. The necessity of an establishment of
hired advocates; in Indian phrase _akeels, a word of
very general application, meaning almost any man
who is employed on any occasion to speak and act
for another; was therefore acknowledged. A system
of rules was prescribed for the formation and government of a body of native pleaders; to whom pay was
provided by a small retaining fee, and a per eentage
on the amount of the litigated property. From this,
one inconvenience immediately flowed; an inconvenience from which the establishment of mercenary
pleaders has never yet been freed, but which by this
regulation was carried up to its greatest height, and
there made secure from descent; that the class of
causes which is infinitely the most important of all,
could not fail to be treated with comparative neglect,
and to sustain a proportionate failure of justice.
In one important particular, common sense, and
pure intention guided the present ruler into the
good path, wherein his successors, alas ! had not the
wisdom to follow him. When the Company abolished the choute, or exaction for the judge of twenty- '_
five per cent. upon the value of the litigated property,
they established in lieu of it wbat was called an institution fee, or a sum to be paid upon the commencement of a suit. Any obstruction to the demand for
justice, Lord Cornwallis treated as an evil; and appears to have had some perception more or less clear,
of the important truth, that where there is not cheap
justice, in ttle great majority of cases there is no justice. He abolished the impost upon the commencement of a suit ; prohibited all fees of court ; and restricted the expense of justice to the remuneration of
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thepleader,and the necessaryconveyanceand main-BOOK vl.
tenanceof witnesses._qth regardto thejudges,he CHAP._.
emphatically
insisted
upon theirbeing paid entirely 179s.
and exclusively
by salary,"without receiving_any
kind of perquisite
whatever:"' And he who understandstheinjuries
which justice
hassustained
and yet
continuesto sustain,
forthe benefitof judges' fees,
willappreciate
thegratitude
which forthisdetermination,iffornothingelse,he deservesfrom mankind.
Such was theprovision
made by Lord Cornwallis
forthecivil
department of judicature
: He was not
lessdeeplyimpressedwith the necessity
of substantialreformsin the penal.
In his address to the Court of Directors,
under
datethe 17th of November, 1790, he said; " Your
possessions
in thiscountrycannotbe saidto be well
governed,nor thelivesand propertyof your subjects
to be secure,untilthe shocking abuses,and the
wretchedadministration
of justicein the foujedarry
department can be corrected.Anxious as I have
been, tosupplya speedyremedy, toevils,
sodisgraceful to government, so ruinousto commerce, and indeeddestructive
toallcivil
society,
ithas still
appeared
,tome to be so importantas to make itnecessaryfor
me to actwith great circumspection.But I am so
stronglyincitedby motivesof humanity, as well as
of regardto thepublicinterest,
to establish,
as early
as possible,
an improved system for the administrationof criminal
justice,
thatI shalluse everyexertionin my power to effect
it,beforemy embarkation
forMadras."_
See his address to the Court of Directors, dated the 2d of August,
1789, printed by order of the House of Commons, 8th of March, 1790.
Letter from Lord Cornwall,s to the Court of Directors, ordered to
he printed by the tlouse of Commons, 16th May, 1791. He had, in
preceding ]ette h dated_he 2d of August, 1789, expressed himselfln similar language. "The system for the administration of criminal justice
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When

the opinions,

which

Lord

Cornwallis

tant. 5. pressed of the different departments
of the
1793. government,
at the time when he undertook
forms,

are brought

together,

ex-

Indian
his re-

it would not he easy to

draw a stronger picture of a people suffering by the
vices of government.
The administration
of justice
through all its departments,
in a state the most pernicious and depraved ; the public revenue levied upon
principles incompatible
with the existence of private
property ; the people sunk in poverty and wretchedness; more than one third of the country a desert,
and the rest hastening to desolation : Such is the pieture on the one hand.
Pictures of an unexampled
state of prosperity were, nevertheless,
held forth, at
this very moment, by speeches in parliament, 1 to the
parliament,
and the
pictures, as they were
governed
parliament

nation;
and the flattering
the pictures of the minister,

the belief of parliament,
and through
that of the nation, wherein, to most per-

sons indeed, the facts constituting
the ease were wholly unknown.

the

real

state

of

For criminal judicature
or jail delivery, four tribunals were erected.
For judges on these tribunals,
the judges
of appeal in the four provincial
courts
has long attracted my serious attention_ and is in my opinion in a most
exceptionable
state.--I
feel myself called upon, by the principles of
humanity, and a regard for the honour and interest of the Company,
not to leave this government, without endeavouring to take measures to
prevent, in future, on one hand, the cruel pumshments
of mutilation,
which are frequently inflicted by tile Mahommedan law, and on tile other,
to restrain the spirit of eorrupuon which so generally prevails m native
courts, and by which wealthy offenders are generally enabled to par.
chase impunity for the most atrocious crimes .... I conceive that all re.
gulatious for the reform of that department
would be nugatory, whilst
the execution of them depends upon any native whatever."
Ordered to
be printed by the House of Commons, 8th March, 1790.
' See The Parbamentary History, for the speeches on Indian affairs of
the ministers m general, more especially those qt Mr. Henry Dundas,
the Prosident of the Board of Controul.
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were appointed, with the same auxiliaries, in the BOOKYr.
shape of register, assistants, and native officers, as cuAP.5.
were appointed for them in the civil courts of ap- 179s.
peal. The business of penal judicature was to be
performed by circuit. The jail deliveries at the four
principal cities, the seats of the provincial courts,
were to be held every month ; those in the district of
Calcutta foul" times, and those in the remaining
Zillahs of the country twice in the year. According
to the plan of Lord Cornwallis, the judges of each of
the four courts of appeal formed two courts for the
circuit : one, consisting of the first judge, accompanied by the Register and 5Iooftee; and one consisting of the two remaining judges, attended by the
second assistant and the Cauzee.
While the judges of appeal were, in this manner
employed, the courts of appeal were unavoidably
shut. The inconvenience of this was soon very heavily felt. In 1794, it was ordained, that one of the
judges should remain to execute the business of the
civil court;while
the other two proceeded to hold
the penal courts by circuit. By an unhappy rule,
however, of the civil court, requiring that two judges
should be present for decision upon appeals, little relief was obtained by this measure.
It was, therefore,
in 1797 directed that two of the judges should remain
for the business of the civil appeal court, and that
only one should be spared for the business of the
penal circuit.
Beside the courts of circuit, the utility was still recognized of a superior criminal tribunal at the seat of
government.
As in the ease of the Sudder Duanee
Adaulut, it was composed of the Governor-General
and the Members of the Supreme Council, assisted
by the head Cauzee and two 5looftees. Nizamut
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BOOKVI.Adaulut,
as in the language of the country, was the
CHAP. 5.
name, by which this high criminal court was distin1793. guished.
In the performance of the great penal branch of the
judicial duties, the judges of circuit, periodically, repair to the places which are the seats of the Zillah
courts, and remain till they have gone through the
calendar; in other words have investigated every
charge which is contained in the list of charges presented to them, upon their arrival.
The accusation,
with its evidence ; the defence with its evidence, or
the confession of the prisoner when he happens to
confess, are heard before the judge, and recorded in
writing.
The Cauzee, or Mooftee, who has witnessed the proceedings, is then required to write at the
bottom of the record the sentence which is required
by the Moslem law, and to attest it with his signature and seal. With this decision it is optional in
the judge to concur or to disagree.
If he disagree,
the case is referred to the Nizamut Adaulut ; and in
all cases inferring the higher degrees of punishment,
the sentence of the itinerant court is not executed,
till confirmed by that presiding tribunal.
A copy of
the record, with every material paper delivered into
court, is transmitted witb all convenient dispatch to
the Nizamut Adaulut, accompanied by a letter stating the opinion of the judge on the evidence adduced.
The judges are required, on their return from the
circuit, to make a report, containing an account of
every thing which has appeared to them to be worthy of the notice of government, in the perfections or
imperfections of the law; in the condition of the
jails ; in the management of the prisoners ; and even
in tile moral and physical condition of the people. It
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is ahvays a favourable sign of a government to pro-_OOKVI.
vide for its own information respecting the error of chap. 5.
its own proceedings, and the means of carrying on to 1793.
perfection what is yet mingled with defect.
To require periodical reports from the judges, for the purpose of making known the evils which remained without a remedy, is a measure deserving no common
tribute of applause. Were a similar operation carried over the whole field of government, and made
sufficiently faithful and searching, the melioration
of governments, and with it the happiness of the
human race, would proceed with an accelerated
pace. One consideration, however, which it is of
great importance to hold constantly in view, has been
well suggested on this very occasion by the Committee of the House of Commons, appointed to report
on the affairs of India in 1810. " It is hardly," they
say, "to be supposed that public servants, in such a
ease, would lean to the unfavourable side; or without
sufficient foundation, transmit accounts which would
prove disagreeable to the government to receive. A
communication of this nature might be rather suspected of painting things in colours pleasing to the
government, with the view of bringing the writer
into favourable notice." 1 It is a matter of experience, that this propensity, in general, is uncommonly
strong. A wise government therefore would always
take, with very considerable allowance, the flattering
picture presented in the reports it might receive ; but
in the language of the same Committee, "Would regard them as worthy of particular consideration, as
often as defects are stated to exist, and evils are represented to prevail."" How opposite the ordinary
conduct of governments, how effectual the measures
' Fifth Report, p. 6:,.

' Ibid.
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BOOKVI. which they take to hear no aeeounts hut flattering
CHAP. 5.
ones, to discountenance and deter the suggestion of
1793. defects, the world is too old to need to be in[brined.
Such was the apparatus provided by Lord Cornwallis for the administration of law. A correspondent consideration ought to have been, what was
the law which through this machinery was to be administered.
When rights are considered as already established,
the object of a body of law is to define and secure
them. Among the people of India rights to a great
extent were already established ; and there were two
systems of law which respected them. It was an important question to what degree those systems were
calculated to answer the purposes of law ; that is, to
mark out, by clear, precise, and unambiguous definitions, what were rights, and what the violations of
them.
It was a very lame and defective provision
for the distribution of justice, to appoint a number of
persons for the administration of law, if there was no
law, or no tolerably good law, for them to administer.
The standards of Hindu and Moslem law, by which.
respectively, the rights of the Hindu and Mahomedan
population were to be governed, were their sacred
books; the Shasters and the Khoran. These were
just about as well calculated for defining the rights of
the people of India, as the Bible would be for defining
those of the people of England.
There was by
consequence, in India, nothing which in reality deserved the name of law. Its place was supplied by
the opinions of the Pundits and Cauzees, which were
liable to all the fluctuations, which diversity of
thoughts, and the operation of interest, were calculated
to produce. Every thing was vague, every thing uncertain, and by consequence every thing arbitrary.
The few points which could be regarded as in any
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degree determinate and fixed, covered a very small BOOKVI.
portion of the field of law. In all the rest, the judges CHAP.
5.
and interpreters were at liberty to do what they pleas- 179_.
ed ; that is, to gratify their own interests and passions,
at the expense of the candidates for justice, to as great
a degree, as the ignorance or negligence of the ruling
power would permit. With the law, in such a condition as this, it is evident, that any thing like a tolerable administration of justice was altogether impossible. The first thing, therefore, first in point both
of order and importance, was, to have prepared a set
of exact definitions comprehending rights, and those
violations of them which it is the business of law to
prohibit ; in other _vords, it was proper to have drawn
up a clear and unambiguous digest of law, in both its
departments ; the prohibitive o1' penal, as well as the
creative or civil. The thought of rendering this great
service to justice and to human nature, seems never
to have visited the mind of the Governor-General
and his advisers. To this day, it has hardly visited the
mind of any Indian ruler; though to provide an expensive machinery of judges and courts without a
body of law, is in point of reason as great an absurdity, as to provide an expensive apparatus of cooks
and kitchen utensils, without any victuals to cook. Is
it a wonder, that the administration of justice in India
should still be a disgrace to a government conducted
by a civilized people ?
The irrational notion appears to have established
itself in the minds of most Englishmem that courts,
or tribunals, are also law, and that when you have
established tribunals, you have not merely provided
an instrument for the administration of law, if any
law exists; but have provided law itself.
Nothing, it must he owned, was ever better calculated for geuerating so absurd an opinion, than the
voI,.

v.
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nOOKVLstate of the law in England, and the efforts of English
CHAP.
5. lawyers, whose interests it eminently promotes.
In
1793. England, extraordinary as it may sound, the courts
have been at once tribunals, and law. In England,
as in India, the courts were originally set up without
law. What they did was to make law for themselves.
In that deplorable condition the business
of law in England remains.
The greater part of
the rights of Englishmen
depend upon nothing
better than unwritten, undefined law, generally denominated common law; that is, any thing which
the judges choose to call law, under no other restriction than certain notions, to a great degree arbitrary,
of what has been done by other judges before them.
Englishmen in general have no conception of tile
extent to which they lie under a despotic power in
the hands of the judges ; and how deeply it concerns
them to see that despotic power taken away.
It is remarkable, notwithstanding this, that Lord
Cornwallis has expressed very strongly, both hy words
and example, thegreat utility, or rather absolute necessity, if the ends of justice are the ends in view, that
every law should be fixed, by written, permanent expressions ; and, what is more, that it should be accompanied hy the reasons upon which it is grounded.
In the preamble to one of his enactments, he said ;
" It is essential to the future prosperity of the British
in Bengal, That all regulations, which may be passed
by government, affecting, in any respect, the rights,
persons, or property of their subjects, should lie
formed into a regular code ; and printed, with translations in the country languages: That the grounds
on whieh each regulation may be enacted, should
be prefixed to it : And that the courts of justice should
be bound to regulate their decisions by the rules and
ordinances which those regulations may contain." If
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all this is of so much importance, in the case of regu- BOOKVl.
lations for only the modes of administering law; what c,AP. 5.
must it not be for the matter of law itself? And- 1793.
what is to be thought of the state of legislation, in
India, and in Great Britain, the people of both of
which are still deprived of such an advantage, " essential to their prosperity ?"--" A code of regulations," continues the preamble, " framed upon the
above principles, would enable individuals to render
themselves acquainted with the laws, and the mode
of obtaining speedy redress against every infringement of them : The courts of justice would be able
to apply the regulations, according to their true intent : Future administrations would have the means
of judging how far the regulations had been productive of the desired effect, and, when necessary, of altering them, as experience might direct: And the
causes of future prosperity or decline would always
be traceable in the code to their source." _ The gratitude of mankind is due to a government, which,
thus solemnly, promulgated to the world the beneficent creed; That it is only by a code, that is, laws
existing in a given form of words, that the people
can know the laws, or receive protection from them:
That it is only by means of a code, that courts of
justice will apply the laws according to their true
intent: That the defects of all ordinances of law
ought to be experimentally traced; and corrected
whensoever known : And, that the causes of the decline or prosperity of nations may always be found,
as at their source, in the state of the laws. Opinions more important to the interests of human beings
never issued from human lips.
By the reforms of Lord Cornwallis however, almost
Preamble to Regulations xli. of 1793.
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BOOKVI.wholly confined to the instruments of judicature, no
CHA_.5.alterations were made in the state of the law, except
1793. that the mutilations, and some other cruelties in the
native modes of punishing were abolished, and certain
modes, very liable to abuse, of enforcing payment of
debt, were forbidden ; no coercion for the recovery of
debt, even in the ease of the revenue, being allowed,
except through the medium of the courts of law.
Beside the dispensation of justice, in deciding upon
rights, and in punishing wrongs, the protection of
society requires that provision, as v,qectual as possible, should be made, for preventing evil ; f_ checking crimes, in the act of commission ; and for ensuring
the persons of offenders for justice. The system of
operations and powers, destined for the performance
of these services, goes, in the languages of modern
Europe, by the unappropriate name of police.
The native system of police, the powers of which,
in arbitrary exercise, were confided to the Zemindars
with their armed followers, in the country; and to a
set of officers, called Cutwals, with armed followers,
in cities; was abolished. From both these sets of
officers all powers were taken away. Instead of the
previous expedients, the judges of the Zillah courts
were vested, in quality of magistrates, with powers of
apprehending and examining all offenders. On sfight
offences, importing a trivial punishment, they might
pass and execute sentence: in other cases, it was
their business to secure the supposed delinquent for
trial in the court of circuit, and that, either by committing, or holding him to bail, as the gravity of the
ease might seem to require. Each Zillah was divided into districts of ten coss, or twenty miles square ;
and in each of these districts the judge was to establish a darogah, or constable, with a train of armed
men, selected by himself. The darogah was era-
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powered to apprehend
on a written charge,
take security, in the case of a bailable offence,
pearance before the magistrate.
The cities of
Patna, and Moorshedabad
were divided into
each of which was guarded
party, all under the ultimate

by a darogah
superintendance

and to BOOKvI.
CHAP.
5.
for ap.
Dacca,
1793.
wards,

and his
of the

magistrate,
but subject immediately
to the management of a head darogah of the city, who received the
old name of Cutwal, and to whom the regulation of
the market was consigned.
The magistrate was commanded to present to the
Nizamut
Adaulut,
a report, at the end of every
month, embracing the following particulars : 1. Persons apprehended,
with name, date of charge, order
for punishment,
commitment
for trial, release:
3.
Casualties in regard to prisoners, by death, and removals : 3. sentences in the court of circuit : 4_.Trials
under reference
to the Nizamut Adaulut:
5. Sentences received fi'om the Nizamut Adaulut
months he was to transmit
to the same

:Evcry six
authority a

report of all convicts under confinement : And by a
subsequent regulation
he was every year to present
two additional
reports;
one, of all criminal cases
depending before him ; and another,
of the material
circumstances
of all the robberies and higher crimes,
committed, during the course of the preceeding year,
within the Zillah to which he belonged. J
i As authorities for the account of these instltntions,
see the Code of
Regulations, pubhshed in 1793j and the Fifth ]report of the Coramit_ee
on Indian Aftairs in 1810.
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Result of Lord Cornwallids Financial and Judicial
Reforms.
130oKvI. O_"the regulations, constituting this great revolution
c_AP.6. in the government of the Indian people, the natural
1793. consequences were, within a few years, pretty fully
developed in practice ; and the present is perhaps the
occasion on which the instructive picture of them can
with most advantage be presented to view. The
trespass upon chronological order, in the ease of events
which scarcely.fall into the ordinary channel of narration, will be amply compensated by the advantage
of surveying, in immediate sequence, institutions and
their results.
According to the order in which the institutions
were considered, the consequences of the new system
of finance come first to be described.
Its more immediate object was, to establish a landed aristocracy in
the persons of the Zemindars.
That project, whatever character may be thought to belong to it, has
completely failed.
In default of payment of their taxes on the part of
the Zemindars, the security reserved for government
was, to put up to sale as much of the land as would
suffice to discharge the arrears.
The important
question, of judicature with a multitude of technical forms, or judicature without a multitude of
technical forms, was curiously illustrated on this
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occasion. The government had established courts of BOOKvi.
law, and appointed for them a numerous list of forms, ¢_,AP.6.
through which it required much time to pass. In 1793.
their own case, however, it would, they perceived, be
highly desirable to obtain speedy justice. To obtain
speedy justice, they saw, it would be absolutely necessary to be exempted from technical forms. To what
expedient then had they recourse? To the abolition
of technical forms ? No, indeed ! They made a partieular exception of their own case. They enacted
that, in all suits for rent or revenue, the courts should
proceed by summary process; nay, further, that in
such suits the proceedings should be exempted from
those fees and expenses to which other candidates for
justice were appointed to submit.
By a high and
conspicuous act, more expressive than words, they
declared that one thing was conducive, or rather
essential, to justice.
They established, by their legislative authority, the very reverse.
On what conceivable principle, was speedy and unexpensive justice
good for the government, and not good for the people ? From which of its imaginary evils was it exempt
in the ease of the government, and not equally so in
the ease of the people.
With how much inaccuracy and ignorance the
measure had been taken of the moral, intellectual, and
political state of the Zemindars, when it was supposed
that, by rendering them proprietors of the land, under
a fixed but heavy land tax, provision was made for
their prosperity, for the improvement of the country,
and the happiness of the great body of the people,
experience early evinced.
The selling of the lands immediately began; and
proceeded with a rapid pace. In the year 1796,
the land advertised for sale comprehended a rent-
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BOOKVI. roll of 28,'_0,061
sicca rupees ; 1 which, according
cuAP. 6. to the total assessment,
was nearly one tenth of
1793. the whole of Bengal, Bahar, and Orissa, in a single
year. 2 By the progress of this operation, the whole
class of the ancient Zemindars, instead of being erected into an aristocracy,
was speedily destroyed.
In
1802, Sir Henry Straehey, in his answer to a list of
interrogatories
which had been circulated
to the
judges, asserted that " an almost universal destruction" had overtaken the Zemindars ; and that if any
survived, they were, "according
to the notions of the
Company's servants, reduced to the same condition,
and placed at an equal distance from their masters,
as their lowest ryots. ''3
A cause which accelerated,
but by no means produced, the ruin of the Zemindars, (for the incompatibility of their characters, with the situation in which
they were placed,
was the delay
payment from
to themselves
regard to the

led infallibly

to the

same result)

which they experienced
in obtaining
the ryots.
The government
had given
the benefit of summary process with
Zemindars.
But they left the Zemin-

dars to the tedious progress through all the technical
forms of the courts in extracting
payment fi-om the
ryots.
Under the observance of many tedious forms
the decisions of the courts were so slow, that in the
space

of two years

the accumulation

of undecided

causes threatened
to arrest the course of justice.
In
one district alone, that of Burdwan, the suits pending
before the judge
exceeded thirty thousand;
and
it appeared by computation upon the established pace
of the court, that no candidate for justice could ex' Fifth Report, ut supra, p. 56.
_ Vide sum total, supra, p. 417.
a Answer to Interrogatories, parag. 7, in the Fifth Report, ut _upra,
p. 5S7.
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peet to obtain a decision during the ordinary period BOOK VI.
of his life.
Ca,r. _.
The collector of Burdwan stated the matter correctly, in reporting to government the following complaint of the Rajah ; who "submits it," he says, " to
your consideration, whether or no it can be possible
for him to discharge his engagements to government,
with that punctuality which the regulations require,
unless he be armed with powers, as prompt to enforce
payment from his renters, as government had been
pleased to authorize the use of, in regard to its claims
on him: and he seems to think it must have proceeded from an oversight, rather than from any just
and avowed principle, that there should have been
established two modes of judicial process, under the
same government; the one, summary, and efficient,
for the satisfaction of its own claims; the other,
tardy, and uncertain, in regard to the satisfaction of
the claims due to its subjects; more especially in a
case like the present, where ability to discharge the
one demand necessarily depends on the other demand
being previously realized. ''1
The effects of this system upon the minds, as well
as upon the condition of tim Zemindars cannot be
doubtful.
In answer to an inquiry of government in
1802, the collector of Midnapore said ; "All the Zemindars with whom I have ever had any communication in this, and in other districts, have but one sentiment, respecting the rules at present in force for thecollection of the public revenue. They all say, that such a
harsh and oppressive system was never before resorted
to in this country; that the custom of imprisoning
landholders for arrears of revenue, was, in comparison,
i Letter from the Collector of Burdwan to the Board of Revenue,
dated 9th January,
1794; Fifth Report, ttt supra, p. 59, and App.
No. S,

1793.
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BOOKVI.mild and indulgent to them : that, though it was no
c,_P. 6. doubt the intention of government to confer an im1793. portant benefit an them by abolishing this custom, it
has been found, by melancholy experience, that the
system of sales and attachments, which has been substituted for it, has, in the course of a very few years, reduced most of the great Zemindars in Bengal to distress and beggary ; and produced a greater change in
the landed property of Bengal, than has, perhaps, ever
happened, in the same space of time, in any age,
or country, by the mere effect of internal regulations." 1
" The great men formerly," says Sir Henry Strachey, "were the Mussulman rulers, whose places we
have taken, and the Hindu Zemindars.
These two
classes are now ruined and destroyed." _
We have thus seen the effects of the new system
upon the Zemindars.
Let us next endeavour to trace
its effects upon a much more important class of men,
the ryots. Unfortunately, for this more interesting
part of the inquiry, we have much more scanty materials.
In the documents which have been exhibited,
the situation of the ryots is in a great measure bverlooked. And it is from incidental circumstances, and
collateral confessions, that we are enabled to form a
judgment of their condition.
This result itseff is,
perhaps, a ground for a pretty decisive inference ; for
if the situation of the ryots had been prosperous,
we should have had it celebrated, in the loftiest
terms, as a decisive proof, which surely it would have
been, of the wisdom and virtues of our Indian government.
When it was urged upon Lord Cornwallis, by Mr.
Fifth Report, p. 60,
Answer to Interrogatories, 30th Jan. 1802, Ibid. p. 536.
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Shore, and others, that the ryots were left in a great BOO_VL
measure at the mercy of the Zemindars, who had c,,_. o.
always been oppressors, he replied, that the perma- a79s.
neney of the landed property would cure all those
defects ; because, "where the landlord has a permanent property in the soil, it will be worth his while
to encourage his tenants, who hold his farm in lease,
to improve that property." It has already been shown
how inapplicable this reasoning was to the case which
it regarded. It now appears that the permanency,
fi'om which Lord Cornwallis so fondly expected beneficial results, had no existence ; that the plan which
he had established for giving permanency to the property of the Zemindars, had rendered it less permanent, than under any former system ; had in fact destroyed it. The ryots, left without any efficient legal
protection, were entrusted to the operation of certain
motives, which were expected to arise out of the idea
of permanent property; and, practically, that permanence had no existence.
The ryots were, by consequence, left altogether without protection.
" Fifty means," says a very intelligent and experienced servant of the Company, "might be mentioned, in which the ryots are liable to oppression by the
Zemindars, even when pottahs have been given. The
Zemindars will make collusive engagements, and get
ryots to do so. Bajeh Kherek, and village expenditure, will go on, at a terrible rate, as it does in the
Cirears ; and where I have no doubt but there are farmers, and under farmers, and securities, and all the
confusion that arises from them ; that pottahs are not
given, and that village charges are assessed on the ryot
as formerly." 1
It is wonderful that neither Lord Cornwallis, nor
' Mr. Thackeray's

Memoir, April, 1805, Fifth Report, p, 9t4.
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BOOKVI.his advisers, nor his masters, either in the East India
CHAP.
_. House or the Treasury, saw, that between one part
179s. -of his regulations, and the effects which he expected
from another, there was an irreconcileable contradiction. He required, that fixed, unalterable pottahs
should be given to the ryots ; that is, that they should
pay a rent which could never be increased, and occupy
a possession from which, paying that rent, they could
never be displaced. Is it not evident, that in these
circumstances, the Zemindars had no interest whatsoever in the improvement of the soil ? It is evident,
as Mr. Thackeray has well remarked, that in a situation of this description, it may be " the Zemindar's
interest not to assist, but ruin the ryot ; that he may
eject him from his right of occupancy, and put in
some one else, on a raised rent ; which will often be
his interest, as the country thrives, and labour gets
cheap." 1
It is by the judges remarked, that numerous suits
are instituted by the ryots for alledged extortions,
The Zemindar lets his district in farm to one great
middleman, and he to under farmers, to whose exactions upon the ryots it appears that there is really no
restriction.
In one of the reports, in answer to the
queries of 1802, we are informed, that "the interchange of engagements between the parties, with fear
exceptions, extends no further than the Zemindar's
farmer, who is here called the sudder (or head) farmer, and to those among whom he subdivides his farm
in portions.
An engagement between the latter and
the cultivator, or heads of a village, is scarcely known
except the general one, to receive and pay, agreeable
to past, and preceding years; and for ascertaining
this, the accounts of the farm are no guide. The
i Mr. Thackeray's Memoir, Apil, 1806, Fifth Reportj p. 917
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Zemindar himself, seeing that no confidence is to be P_30K
Cuxr. Vl.
6.
placed in the accounts rendered him of the rent-roll
of the farm, from the practice which has so long pre- 1793.
vailed of fabrications and false accounts, never attempts to call for them at the end of the lease ; and,
instead of applying a corrective to the evil, increases
it, by farming out the lands literally by auction ; and
the same mode is adopted in almost every subdivision
of the farm." _ This is the security which is afforded to the cultivators, by the boasted permanency of
the property of the Zemindars.
That any prosperity
can accrue to this class of the people, or encouragement to agriculture, from such an order of things, is
not likely to be alledged.
The relation established by Cornwallis between the
ryot and the Zemindar, was remarkable.
The Zemindar had it in his power to pillage the ryot ; but
the ryot had it in his power to distress the Zemindar.
He might force him to have recourse to law for procuring payment of his rent ; and the delay and expense of the courts were sufficient to accomplish his
ruin. It is the habit of the people of India to pay
nothing until they are compelled. A knowledge that
they might always word off the day of payment to a
considerable distance, by waiting for prosecutions was
sufficient motive to a great proportion of the rvots to
pursue that un happy course, which, in the long run, was
not less ruinous to themselves than to the Zemindars.
The following picture of these two great classes of
the population, is presented by a high authority.
" By us all is silently changed.
The ryot and the
Zemindar, and the gomastah, are by the levelling
power of the Regulations, very much reduced to an
' Answer of Mr. Thompson,
Fifth Report, p. 544.

Judge and Magistrate

of Burdwan,
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BOOK
Vl.
equality. ]'he protecting, but often oppressive and
CHAP.
6.
tyrannical power of the Zemindar, and the servitude
1793. of the ryot, are at an end. All the lower classes,-the poorest, I fear, often in vainmnow look to the
Regulations only, for preserving them against extortion and rapacity.
The operation of our system has
gradually loosened that intimate connexion between
the ryots and the Zemindars, which subsisted heretofore. The ryots were once the vassals of their Zemindar.
Their dependance on the Zemindar, and
their attachment to him, have ceased. They are
now often at open variance with him ; and, though
they cannot contend with him on equal terms, they
not unfrequently engage in law-suits with him, and
set him at defiance. The Zemindar, formerly, like
his ancestors, resided on his estate. He was regarded
as the chief and the father of his tenants, from whom
all expected protection, but against whose oppressions
there was no redress. At present the estates are
often possessed by Calcutta purchasers, who never
see them; and whose agents have little intercourse
with the tenants, except to collect the rents." 1
" The ryots," says the same excellent magistrate,
" are not, in my opinion, well protected by the revenue laws; nor can they often obtain effectual redress
by prosecuting, particularly for exaction and dispossession." And these are the very injuries to which
they are most exposed. The reason Sir Henry immediately subjoins. "The delay and expense attending a law-suit are intolerable, in cases where the
suitor complains, which almost invariably happens,
that he has been deprived of all his property.
The
cancelling of leases, after the sale of an estate for ar' Report by Sit'. H. Strachey,

in 180_2; Fifth Report, p. 564.
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rears, must frequently operate with extreme harshness BOOKYI.
CaAI,.6.
and cruelty to the under tenants." 1
The Indian Government,
in their observations ad1793.
dressed to the Court of Directors, "appeared,"
say
the Select Committee of the House of Commons,
" unwilling to admit that the evils and grievances
complained of, arose from any defects in the public
regulations.
The very grounds of the complaints,
the government observed, namely, those whereby the
tenantry were enabled to withold payment of their
rents, evinced that the great body of the people, employed in the cultivation
of the land, experienced
ample protection from the laws, and were no longer
subject to arbitrary exactions." _ That the great body
of the people enjoyed protection, because they could
force the Zemindars to go to law for their rent, is an
inference which it would be very unwise to trust;
which appears to be, as there is no wonder that it
should be found to be, contrary to the fact. But suppose the fact had been otherwise; and that the ryots
received protection ; was it no evil, upon the principle
of the Regulations, that the Zemindars were ruined ?
Yet so it is, that the organ of government in India
found this ruin, when it happened, a good thing; affording, they said, the satisfactory reflection, that the
great estates were divided into small ones; and that,
by change of proprietors, the land was transferred to
better managersJ
Upon the review of the conduct of the government, in thus praising, one after another, the results
of the new system, whatever they might be, those
originally expected from that system, or the very re.
verse ; the same Committee of the House of Commons,
' Sir H. Strachey's Answer to Interrogatories,
Fifth Report, at
supra, p. 528.
Fifth Report, ut supra, p. 55.
_"Ibld p. 57.
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VI.though commonly very reserved in their censorial
essays, observe, "It was thus, in explaining to the
179s. authorities at home the effects and tendency of the
new system, that the government in India generally
found something to commend. When the operation
of the regulations proved adverse to their expectations, in one respect; in another, something had occurred to console them for the disappointment. ''_ In
fact, they only pursued'the grand highway, the beaten
common track, of misrepresentation ; a track in which
the instruments of government, as far as concerns
their own operations, and the apparatus to which
they have attached their interests, can seldom be
without a motive to tread. The evil effects, which
cannot be concealed, are represented as trivial. All
those, which are not calculated to force themselves upon
the public attention, are carefully covered front view.
Every effect, which is either good, or absurdly supposed to be so, is exaggerated and extolled. And
many good effects, which it is in reality of a nature to
obstruct rather than produce, are ascribed, by some
through ignorance, by others from fraud, to the object, whatever it is, which it is the wish to applaud.
The unhappy reluctance of the Indian rulers, to
see any imperfection in the scheme of government
which they had devised, was, however, at last, overcome. A Regulation, or law, was promulgated in
1799, the preamble of which acknowledged, "' that
the powers allowed the landholders for enlbrcing payment of their rents, had, in some cases, been found
insufficient ; that the fi'equent and excessive sales of
land, within the current year, had been productive of
ill consequences, as well towards the land proprietors,
and under tenants, as in their effects on the public

BOOK

CHAP.6.

' Fifth Report, ut supra, p. 57.
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interest, in the fixed assessment of the land revenue ; nOOKvI.
that the Zemindars were understood to have made CHAr._.
purchases of their own lands in fictitious names,
or in the names of their dependants, the object
of which was to procure, by fraudulent means, a
reduction of the rate of assessment."1
For remedy
of the evils, now at last acknowledged,
it was
enacted, that the Zemindars should have the use
of summary process, with the power of attachment
and sale, in realizing their rents.
The reflections of
Sir Henry Strachey, upon this reform of the new
law, eminently merit the attention of both the philan.,
thropist, and the statesman.
" In passing," says this
highly respectable witness, "the seventh regulation,
1799, it was, I believe, the design of government (a
very reasonable and liberal design in my opinion) to
enable the Zemindars to collect their just demands of
rent, with punctuality, and without expense.
And
I think it would have been just and considerate, at
the same time, to have facilitated to the ryots the
means of obtaining redress against extortioners. But
the fact ismthe ruin of one Zemindar being more
conspicuous at the Sudder than that of 10,000 ryots,
his interests naturally attract the attention of the
legislature first; and as, in the proposal of any plan
connected with finance, it is required to set out with
the maxim, that the sudder jumma can on no pretence be lowered, there remains no other resource for
helping the Zemindars, than the restoration of part
of the power they possessed of old to plunder their
tenants. Exaction of revenue is now, I presume, and,
perhaps, always was, the most prevailing crime
throughout the country.
It is probably an evil neeessarily attending the civil state of the ryots,
l
think it rather unfortunate than otherwise, that it
VOL.

V.

i Fifth Report, ut supra, p, 61.
2 G
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BOOKVl. should be less shocking to humanity than some f0ujCHAP.6. dan'y crimes. I know not how it is that extortioners
179s. appear to us in any other light than that of the wbrst
and most pernicious species of robbers.
It will be
found, I believe, that the condition &husbandmen, in
eastern countries, is incompatible with security, and
that sort of independence which enables men to maintain themselves against oppression and violence. The
public revenues, which are in reality the rent of land,
are, throughout the East, collected by a system of
extortion, violence, and barbarity of every kind."
After alluding to the attempts, not without a partial
success which had been made by the Company's government, for the redress of that great class of evils,
Sir Henry goes on to say, "The frequency, however,
of the attachments and sales, under the Regulation of
1799, would alone serve to prove, that the revenues
are not collected without extreme misery to the ryot."
Two eireumstanees will be sufficient to show the unlimited oppression to which the ryots stand exposed.
The first is, that the Zemindars are empowered to
distrain, previous to a legal judgment, "without adducing," to use the language of Sir Henry, "any evidence of their claim before they proceed to enforce it,
and acting as judges in their own cause." The second
circumstance is, that "the ryots are almost totally
deprived of the power of seeking redress, by the expense of the courts of law."'
Knowing this, can any
one be surprised, when Sir Henry Strachey declares,
" The laws regarding attachments are greatly abused,
and are productive of extreme oppression."
Some diminution in the outstanding balances, and
some improvement in the sales of the estates of Zemindars, having become a subject of boast ; it is to the
' See, below, under the head of lustier., p. 458,459.
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regulation, which authorized the above.stated oppres- _OOK VI.
sions, that "this effect," says Sir Henry Strachey,
c_AP.6.
" is chiefly to be ascribed.
Yet," he adds, "as if the 1793.
mode in which the rents are levied, and the condition of
the ryots, were matters not necessary to be noticed, it
is frequently pronounced at once, as a position admitting of no doubt, that these favourable sales afford a
substantial
proof of the lightness of the assessment,
and of the flourishing state of the country." 1
t Nothingi_ more remarkable tban the propensityofallsorts
oi'persons
connected with the Indian government, to infer from any thing, or every
thing, "the flourishing state of the country.'"
Here is one instance of
the curious premises from which the inference is apt to be drawu.
The
man who explores, w_th any degree of attentiot b the documents of
Indian history_ will he at no loss for others.
Another is adduced by Sir
Henry Strachey, on the same occasmn, and its iusutticleucy pointed
out. _' To those who are tolerably ,veil acquainted with the internal
state of the country, it is know'n," says he, " that the population, unless
checked by some great calamity, constantly increases very fast. Increasing cultivation necessarily follows population.
The want ofeourts of
justice, of a regular system of police, prevents not the prosperity of the
provinces subject to tbe Mahrattas.
Where no battles are fought,
where the ryots remain unmolested by mihtary exactions, where the
Zemiudar or his agent are seldom changed, the lands of the Mnhrattas,
in the neighbourhood of this district (Midnapore,) are in a hsgh state
of cultivation, and the population is equal, frequently superior to ours.
From the circumstance
of increasing population alone, we cannot, as
many pretend, draw an inference of very high prosperity and good go_
vernment."
In fact, where marriage at the earliest marriageable age is
a religious duty of the strongest obligation, and to die without having a
sou, the greatest of misfortunes, nothing but extreme misery can prevent the rapid increase of population;
and when a vast quantity of good
land still remains to be cultivated,
nothing can be the cause of such
misery but bad government.
" To imagine," continues the same enlightened observer, " that the population has increased, solely in consequence of our system of internal administration,
appears to me most
erroneous.
Under the native government, the population had reached
its utmost height, or very near it. Thirty years ago, nearly half the
people were swept away, by the greatest famine recorded m history.
Ever since that period, except in 1790, when a partial thmine happened,
the numbers have been gradually increasing.
I rio not know that the
increase has been more rapid, during the last ten years dmn during the
twenty preceding; although most of the abuses of the native governments, and man)" ne_v abuses of our goveno_aent, prevailed throughout
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BOOKVI. The important subject of judicature, or the effects
CHAP. 6. of the regulations contrived for the dispensation of
1793. justice, next call for our attention.
The Committee of the House of Commons remark,
that so inadequate was the provision for judicature to a population of 27,000,000,1 when the collectors alone were the judges, that the people, among
themselves, must have settled the greater number of
their disputes, "by modes peculiar to their tribes or
castes, or by reference to their gooroos, or spiritual
guides;" That it was the object, on the other hand,
of Lord Cornwallis, to afford the means of a regular
judicial decision, in every case, to every inhabitant of
the country, " without any impediment from the distance the complainant would have to travel for redress;" an object so essential undoubtedly to goodness of government, that it is the principal end of its
institution.
It soon appeared, however, that the provision made
for this important business was ill adapted to its end.
The tedious forms through which the judges had to
travel, permitted them to decide so small a number
of causes in a given portion of time; and the delay
and uncertainty which attended a technical and inthe greater part of the last-mentioned period. Supposing the country
to enjoy peace_ I cannot easily conceive internal mismanagement so
excessive, as to stop the increase of population." See for these, and the
quotations in the text, Answer to Interrogatories m 180£, Fifth Report, ut supra, p. ,530--532.
The Committee complain that they still remain in the dark respecting this important article of knowledge; and that the estimates
formed by the best informed of the Company's servants, betrayed by
their discrepancy ignorance so profound of the field of inqmry. The
first estimate, upon the acquisition of the Duannee, made the population of the three provinces, Bengal, Bahar, and Orissa, 10,000,000. By
Sir William Jones it was computed to be 24,000,000. Mr. Colebrooke made it 30,000,000. The Committee take the medimn between
the conjectures of Jones and Colebrooke, and call it 27_000,000. Reportj at sapra_p. 6_..
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tricate mode of procedure, afforded so much encou-BOOK vI.
ragement to dishonest litigation, that the pave of deei- C_,AF.6.
sion fell prodigiously behind that of the multiplication
179s.
of suits ; and the path of justice might in some plnees,
be regarded as completely blocked up.
A more melancholy exhibition of the weakness of
the human mind, arising from the wretched nurture
which it still receives, cannot easily be discovered
or conceived, than that which appears in the proceeding we are next to relate.
To obviate the disproportion which was fi_und to
exist between the number of judicial decisions and
the occasions for them, two rational expedients presented themselves.
One was to disencumber the
Courts of every operation not essential to the ends of
justice; by which means they might have been enabled to get through with a much greater number of
causes. If, even by the most expeditious mode of
procedure, the Courts were unable to decide as many
causes as were brought to them, tile case was plain ;
the number of courts was too small for the business of
the country, and, wheresoever necessary, ought to
have been increased.
This was not the course pursued by the AngloIndian government. No. To ease the pressure upon
the Courts, they enacted, that every man who applied
for justice should be punished ; literally punished ; as
if the application for justice were a crime; in hopes
that many persons, if they were punished on account
of their applying for justice, would cease to apply.
Government enacted, that every applicant for justice
should be fined ; that is, should be compelled to pay a
sum of money upon the institution of a suit ; and various other sums during the progress of it, by the imposition of taxes upon the proceedings: All for the declared purpose, the sole purpose, of driving people
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BOOgVI.away from the Courts. Such was theseheme for the
CHAP.
6. better administration of justice which was devised by
]79s. British legislators in the year 1795 ; such thescheme,
the existence of which they still approve ; and finally
such is the scheme which obtained the applause of a
Select Committee of the British House of Commons
in the year 1810.1
Nothing is more easy than to lessen the business
of the Courts of law : to diminish it to any proposed
extent; to produce its annihilation.
What are the
means ? The most obvious in the world; denial of
justice.
Decree that no person whatsoever who is
less than six feet high, shall be admitted to sue in a
court of justice; and you will reduce the business to
a very manageable quantity: Decree that no man
who is less than eight ; and you reduce it to nothing.
A man's stature is surely as good a test to judge by,
whether he has received an injury, as his purse.
The delusion is so gross, which in this case produces its effects upon the minds of the deluded, that
the contemplator is astonished at finding men who
are subject to its influence still occupying, and that
almost exclusively, the seats of power.
Of the two parties to a suit it is not of absolute
necessity that either should be dishonest : because the
case may have in it such obscurity as to require the
decision of a judge. But these cases are, or at any
rate, if there was a good code of laws, would be,
very rare. In by far the gTeater proportion of cases,
when law-suits are numerous, one of the parties is intentionally dishonest, and wishes to keep or to gain
some unjust advantage.
When legislators, therefore, propose to dri_,e people
from the Courts of Justice by expense, they must of
' Fifth Report, p. 63.
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necessity imagine that it is the dishonest parties only BOOKVL
whom the expense will deter; for it would be dread- cH_P.6.
ful to make laws to prevent the honest from receiving
179s.
a legal protection. But is it easy for the wit of
man to frame a proposition stamped with stronger
characters of ignorance or corruption than this ? That
to render access to justice difficult is the way to lessen
the number of crimes. What is the greatest encouragement to injustice ? Is it not every thing which
tends to prevent immediate redress. What is the
greatest discouragement to injustice? Every thing
which tends to ensure immediate redress. But tedious and expensive forms of law, of which uncertainty
is a consequence, have the greatest tendency to prevent immediate redress. They are, therefore, a great
encouragement, not a hindrance to injustice.
Let us contemplate the motives which actuate the
two parties to a civil suit, the just, and the unjust. The
unjust man is actuated by the desire, wrongfully to retain, or wrongfully to obtain, possession of an article of
property.
The just party is actuated by the desire,
rightfully to obtain, or rightfully to retain, the same
possession. What is the evil, the hazard of which the
unjust man incurs ? The costs of suit. What is the
good the chance of which he obtains? The whole of the
property forming the subject of dispute. It is evident,
that a very slender chance in the latter case may
outvalue all that is risked in the former.
It is evip

dent, that, considering thegreat propensity of mankind,
particularly of the dishonest part, to over-value their
own chances of good fortune, the risk of the costs will
in many instances be run, where the chance of success
is exceedingly small. In the case of sums of any considerable amount, the advantage of retaining the property, even during the long period which under an
intricate form of procedure is required to arrive at the
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_OOKVI.execution of a decree, may be more than a compencnAP.6. sation for all the expense which it is necessary to
1793. incur.
Even in those cases in which the expense bears
a great proportion to the value of the matter in
dispute; those cases in which the value of the property is moderate; what are the motives by which
the honest and dishonest litigant are liable to be impelled ? On the side of injustice there is, first, the certain advantage of delay, and there is, secondly, the
chance of success. On the side of justice there is only
the chance of success.
Suppose then chances of success to be equal; the
motives to incur the expense of a law-suit would in
that case be always greatest on the side of the dishonest litigant ; none therefore hut the injured is in
that case liable to be deterred from law-suits by fines
upon the application for justice.
As it isevident that, in proportion to the chance which
injustice has for success in the Courts of Justice, the
greater is the motive which the unjust man has not to be
deterred, and the just man has to be deterred by the
expense ; so it is also evident that this is not all: it
is evident, that the motive of the unjust litigant is
not proportioned to the real chance which he has for
a decision favourable to his injustice ; but that it rises
to the pitch of his own exaggerated estimate of his
chance of success. Now, in all systems of procedure,
which by technical forms render the judicial business
complex, intricate, full of subtleties and snares, the
chance of success to injustice, in a vast proportion of
cases, is very great. This chance, most assuredly,
is the producing cause of a great proportion of lawsuits. This, together with the advantages of delay,
derived from the same system of forms, is, where the
corruption of the judge is not contemplated, account-
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able for all suits at law, except that comparatively BOOK VI.
small nmnber, in which the right of the honest man CHAP.
6.
is really a matter of obscurity and doubt. In all cases, 1793.
therefore, in which the unjust man estimates this
chance at more than the expense of a suit, it is not
the man who injures, but the man who is injured,
whom the fine upon justice operates to deter. In all
such cases the fine upon the application for justice
has no other effect than to compel the honest man to
submit to iniquity ; no other effect than that of affording a province to injustice, in which it may range
at will. 1
In all eases then, in which this expedient does not
deter the unjust litigant, it is mischievous beyond expression. The eases in which it can deter the unjust
litigant must always be few; because it is evident,
that the motive, under the present state of the law,
is very great to unjust litigation, and that the counter
motive, arising from a certain addition to the expenses of suit is in comparison small. If it be considered, that all litigation is caused by the motive to
injustice, unless in the comparatively small number of
cases in which the point of right is really doubtful, it
must be regarded as a motive very powerful, since it
governs the conduct of so great a number of men. If
it be considered that the only force employed, by the
new expedient of the Indian government, to counterIn India the actual state of the facts is asserted, upon the experience
of Sir Henry Strachey, one of the most respectable of the Indian judges,
and an honour to the judicial character, to be this; That " out of 100
suits, perhaps in five at the utmost," the plaint of the prosecutor is
unfounded.
In niaet)'-five then, out of every 100 cases, the plaintiff
has a right to a decision.
Ill all that vast proportion of cases, with
the small exception of those in which the point of justice
may be
doubtful, the defendant is an injurer;
and every thing which has a
tendency to prevent the law-suit_ has a tendency to defraud the innocent, reward the guilty.
Answer to Interrogatories,
Fifth Report, ut
supra, p. 5_26.
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act this motive, is a certain difference of expense, it
c_P. 6. will not be regarded as possessing much efficacy to
1793. deter from litigation the man who expects from it an
unjust advantage.
Thus stands the case with regard to the class of
suitors who can endure the oppression of a law-suit,
rendered expensive by legislative design. There is,
however, a different class of persons ; a class of per.
sons including the whole population, with the deduction of a small proportion ; and how stands the case
with regard to them ? They are utterly unable to
defray the expense of a law-suit, rendered costly and
oppressive by legislative design. They are, by consequence, excluded from the Courts of Justice.
A
barrier, altogether insurmountable, is set up between
them and the services of the judge. Except in the
cases affecting the public peace, and calling for public
prosecution, justice is denied them : They are placed
out of the protection of law.
In this, the most
large, and, by its largeness, the most interesting and
important of all the portions of the demand for justice, the man who intends injustice clearly sees, that
he may perpetrate his purpose in absolute safety. The
poor man is debarred from even the application for
redress. It must be confessed, then, that in this
large department of the field of justice, law-suits
are prevented by expense; effectually prevented, by
rendering plunder and oppression, without remedy,
the lot of the innocent, and holding out the premium
of perfect impunity to injustice.
A provision, indeed, was made for persons suing,
in the character of poor. But to how little effect that
provision exists any where, no words are necessary to
make known.

BOOK

VI.

A mode of procedure, inartifieial, expeditious, and
cheap, before native commissioners, provided for suits
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on account of small sums, though much more useful, BOOKVI.
was extremely inadequate to the extent of the de- CHAP.6.
mand. 1
1795.
"The expense aed delay, n says Sir Henry Strachey, " to which
ryots are subject in prosecuting their suits are, to my knowledge, excessive. For the truth of this, I would refer to the records of any Register
in Bengal.
The duty of deciding revenue causes, for a small amount,
under the operation of the present regulations, has fallen chiefly on the
Kegisters.
The rights of the inferior ryots are seldom discussed in the
superior courts.
The welfare of those from whom all revenue, and
even subsistence, must be derived--who are the poorest, the weakest,
and most numerousbis
a matter of importance;
and not unworthy of
the notice of goverlJment.
I have therefore thought it my duty to dwell
on this subject with some minuteness.--It
must, I am sure, constantly
happen, that a ryot gives up his prosecution in despair, on finding his
power of continuing it beyond his power to sustain!--gxactiou
of revenue is peculiarly dif_eult of proof. Either _n engagements exist, and
no accounts can be found ; or they are extremely defective and perplexing.
It is not the original fee, on the institution of the suit ; hut
the subsequent charges, on exhibits, and on witnesses, that appear to
me intolerahle.
I have often seen a suitor, when stripped of his last
rupee, and called upon for the fee on a document, produce in court
a silver ring or other trinket, and beg that it might be received as a
pledge; and after all, perhaps, he was cast for want of money to bring
proof."
On the subject of delay, this Judge observes ; " The cultivators are unable to support themselves at the Sudder, during a procedure
of two or three months.
They cannot return to their houses without
submitting to their oppressor.
They must have speedy justice, or none."
The pretended relief afforded by the power of suing informd puu_ris,
he shows, is more burthensome that, paying the fees. The number tun
of the persons who sue in this form suggests important reflections. " Half
the complainants,
in the Dewanny Adaulut of this gillah, appear as
paupers, although these find much difficulty in complying with the regulation intended for the relief of paupers.
No man can be admitted
to prosecute as a pauper, till he brings two witnesses to attest his poverty,
and two securities for his personal appearance ; and no one can well do
this without, at least, maintainit_g himself and them, during their
absence from home.
But the expense of such maintenance must exceed
that of the fees and stamp paper."
On the pretext of checking litigiousness by expense; he asserts, that
there are no litigious plaintifs,
or at most very few, and that lawsuits are almost always produced by the dishonesty of the defendant.
Checking litigiousness, then, by expense, is merely fining a plaintiff for
seeking justice; compelling the honest man to remain a prey to the
cheat.
In some few prosecutions, the dishonest intention is on the side
of the plaintiff, when false demands are supported by false evidence.
But he asserts, that the proportian of false and frivolou_ demands, both
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13OOKVI.
The expedient, for proportioning
the number of
CHAP.6. law-suits to the powers of the courts of justice, by
179s.

rendering

justice

more oppressive

than injustice

; irra-

takentogether,
amount nottofivein a hundredof thosewhich arejust
and substantial.
Contraryto the usual prejudice,
he affirms,
c,The
complaintsofthesepeopleareseldom or neverlitigious_
broughtforward
merelyfrom the quarrelsomedisposition
oftheprosecutor."
If suits,he said,were prevented_by increasing
the expense,all
thatcouldbe inferred
was, thatfew couldaffordtopay : " buta man is
disabled from sustaining expense, in proportion as he is poor, and not
in proportion as he is htigloas."
The notions of this Indian Judge, on the subject of judicature, wore
very different from those of the governing men in India aod in England.
" It is my opinion," said he, " that the nearer we approach to the rule
of granting to all speedy justice, without any expense whatever, the
nearer we shall, in our judicial system, approach perfection.
It will
not, I imagine, be denied, that it is desirable, the least tedious, and least
expensive mode ofobtaimng redress_ should be open, where an injury
has really been suffered.
When a poor man has been oppressed, he
should be freed from trouble and expense, and assisted and encouraged,
as far as possible, in prosecuting his complaint.
He is not, in such a
situation, a fair object for taxation.
It does not become the ruling power
to add to his misfortune
by levying impositions upon him. It is clear
that a ryot, from whom undue rent has been exacted, must feel the
charge of stamp and fees to be a severe aggravation of his distress." What
is the consequence ? That which must of necessity follow--that which
might be expected to call forth all the attention of Englishmen--but
which to this late period appears to have called forth none: "That
the ryots, though now more independent
(not from oppression) are much
worse protected from distress than heretofore."
For these quotations,
from Sir Henry Strachey, see the Fifth Report, ut supra, p. 525 to
,532.
Sir Henry Stracbey is not the only one of the Judges in India from
whom a British parliament and British rulers, both in London and
Calcutta, might receive important lessons.
The report from the Judges
of the Court of Circuit and Appeal at Moorshedabad,
consisting of
Mr. Colebrooke, Mr. Pattle, and Mr. Rocke, in 180'2, says, " The
increased expense of law-suits has never been found to check htigloushess. On the coutrary, it has been generally observed, that litigiousness is encouraged thereby in the hope that the certainty of the expense, added to the uncertainty of the result, might deter parties from
defending even just rights. On comparing the half-yearly reports of
the several adauluts in this division, it does not appear that the number
of suits, filed since the establishment of the fees and stamp duties, differs
much from the number filed, in a similar ported, previous thereto."
Fifth Reporb p. 519.
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tional as it was in principle, and atrocious in prac-BOOK Yr.
tire, failed in another respect.
It produced not the cH 0.6.
effect for which it was intended.
In spite of all the 1793.
exertions which could be made, and in spite of repeated augmentations of law expenses, the number
of causes remaining undecided, in 1801, was so great
as to excite the attention of the Court of Directors ;
who pointed it out to their government in India, as
an evil calling loudly for redress. In 1803, on " the
almost incredible number of causes undecided," they
remark, that, " to judge by analogy of the courts in
Europe, they would be induced to think so great an
arrear could scarcely ever come to a hearing.
In the
year 1802, the government resolved on instituting,
where necessary, the office of an assistant Judge; on
extending the jurisdiction of the native commissioners ; and on allowing a more expeditious mode of procedure in sums of a small amount.
" Subsequent reports," say the Select Committee of the House of
Commons, " are not calculated to show that the difficulty of keeping down the number of cases, depending on the file, has at all diminished; or that the
means resorted to for that purpose, have been as successful as was expected." And they quote a dispatch,
of a date so late as March, 1812, in which the Directors express themselves in the tbllowing extraordinary
terms. " We should be very sorry, that, from the
accumulation of such arrears, there should ever be
room to raise a question, whether it were better to
leave the natives to their own arbitrary and precipitate tribunals, than to harass their feelings and injure their property, by an endless procrastination of
their suits, under the pretence of more deliberate
justice. ''1
t See for the above quotations,

the Fifth Report, ut supra, p. 63, 64.
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BOOKVL Of the extent to which they are harassed, and the
tEmP.6. evils which so defective a system of judicature pro1793. duces, some conception may be attained by the following quotation from a report of one of the Judges of
circuit. '" The commitments for breaches of the
peace, arising from boundary disputes, and other contests concerning landed property, are ascribed to the
great, though unavoidable arrear, of untried causes
pending in some of the courts : since by necessarily
protracting, for years, the decision of suits, iL frequently drove the suitors to despair; and induced
them to run the risk of taking justice into their own
hands, by seizing the object in dispute, rather than
to await the tardy issue of a process, which threatened to exceed the probable duration of their own
lives."
The Court of Directors appear, in that dispatch of
theirs which has been recently quoted, to imagine,
that the choice lies exclusively between the present
institution, of which the evils are so enormous, and
the arbitrary and precipitate system of the natives.
A slight degree of reflection, exempt from the shackles
tied upon their minds by custom and authority, would
point out to them another course, infinitely preferable
to both. Let them give to the people distinct defini.
tions of their rights in an accurate code, and give
them courts of justice, which will decide, not 9r.eci._ely,
but carefully ; free, however, from technical
impediments, and therefore quickly: and they will
both enable their courts to investigate a greater number of causes; and will exceedingly reduce the number of suits.
It is the admirable effect of an excellent administration of justice, that it prevents the very intenJ See for tile above quotations,

the Fifth Report_

at supra, p. 65.
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tion to commit injury, by making it certain to every BOOKVL
one that injustice will be disappointed of its aim. c_Av._.
Who would go into court for a decision, aware that 1793.
his cause was bad, if he knew that its merits would
be accurately explored, and justice immediately awarded ? In this case the minutest portion of benefit could
not be expected from iniquitous litigation.
Iniquitous fitigation, therefore, would cease. And after the
deduction of suits instituted or provoked for purposes
of injustice, very few in comparison would remain.
But the case is altogether different, when a man
knows that it will be months, or perhaps years, before
his injustice will come in turn for investigation; that
even then, it is only ceremonies that are to be performed, for a considerable space of time, while the merits of
the question remain unexplored; that the law is unwritten, arbitrary and obscure; that the procedure
is exceedingly difficult to follow without mistakes;
and that on these mistakes, totally regardless of the
merits of the question, the decision may finally depend. The advantages of injustice, in a state of things
like this, are so very numerous, and the encouragement to unjust litigation so very great, that the multiplication of suits may be regarded as a natural and
unavoidable result.
No proposition, derived from political experience,
may be relied on more confidently than this. That the
multiplication of law-suits is a proof of the bad administration of justice : that a perfect administration
of justice would almost annihilate litigation : and that
the attempt to reduce it by any other means, such
as that of expense, is to hold out encouragement to
plunderers, and to deny protection of law to the
honest and just.
When any great public duty is to be performed,
and the number of performers is found to be too small
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BOO]ZVI._for
the 'd_'ha_iid,_h_ most obvious of all expedlehts _
mcHaP.8. to increase the number.
With regard to 'this expe:
1793. dient for enabling the government in India to do justice between its subjects, the Committee of the House
of Commons made an extraordinary declaration in the
year 1812. " An aut_mentation of the number of
European Judges, adequate to the purpose required,
would be attended with an augmentation of charge,
which the state of the finances is not calculated to
bear; and the same objection occurs to the appointment of assistant Judges." 1 Never, since man had
the use of language, was a more terrible condemnation of any government pronounced. Of all the
duties of government, that of maintaining justt_ "
among the people is the foremost. This, in_ fact,, i_"_
the end for which it exists. Here is said to_bea _,'_
government, which raises upon the people a revenue
so vast, that, by avowed intention, it is literally 'all
that they can bear; that is, oppressive to the highest ':pitch which oppression can reach without desolating
the country : And all this revenue is squandered away,
till not a sufficiency remains to hire Judges for the
distribution of justice !
What is made of all this money ? To what preferable purpose is it applied ? High matter, in large'
quantity, would be contained in a proper answer to " '
these questions.
'_'
Having surveyed the effects, which practice and _
experience have made visible, to those who least enjoy'
the powers of reflection, of the Regulations made for' '
decision upon the civil rights of the people of India; _
we come, in order, to the effects whieh have been "
produced by the Regulations made for the suppre_ion
of _rirnes, including both penal judicature and police. _,i
i Fifth Report,

p. 65.
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In two ways, a system of legislative provisions for 13OOK
VL
the suppression of delinquency may be defective. The CHAP.
6.
burthens which it imposes, in the way of expense
179s.
and in the way of infliction, may be too heavy. It
may not answer its end; instead of completely repressing offences, allowing them continually to increase.
In regard to burthens, under the reforms which we
are now contemplating expense was increased.
The
inflictions, according to the ideas of Englishmen,
were mitigated; but the banishments, substituted to
the mutilations, seem to be regarded with still greater
horror by the natives than the mutilations themselves. It is unnecessary to dwell upon this topic.
The most important point for contemplation is, the
diminution or increase of the security of the people
by the increase or diminution oF crimes. In this
respect, too, the effects of the English Regulations
have been deplorable.
Of all the crimes by which the private members of
the same community infest one another, robbery, in
the idea of which are included plunder and murder,
is the most deel_ly fraught with mischief, both by
the evil brought upon the immediate victims ; and by
the alarming sense of insecurity which the prevalence
of that crime strikes into the mind of almost every
individual in the community.
This, the highest of
all crimes, assumes an aspect peculiarly terrible in
India; where the robbers (in the language of the
country decoits) form themselves into confederacies,
and perform their crimes with a combination of forces
which it is not easy to resist. This class of offences
did not diminish under the English government ,
and its legislative provisions.
It increased; to a
degree, highly disgraceful to the legislation of a
civilized people.
It increased under the English
voi,. v.
_2H
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BOOKvI.government, not only to a degree, of which there
C_AF.6. seems to have been no example under the native
1793. governments of India, but to a degree surpassing
what was ever witnessed in any country in which
law and government could with any degree of propriety be said to exist.
The testimony of the judges, and other officers of
the Company's government, shall be adduced, as
much as possible, in their own words. " The crime
or"decoity" (that is robbery by gangs), says Sir Henry
Strachey, in his report as judge of circuit in the district of Calcutta in tile year 1802, " has, I believe,
increased greatly, since the British administration of
justice. The number of convicts confined at the six
stations of this division (independent of Zillah twentyfour pergunnahs) is about 4,000. Of them probably
nine-tenths are decoits. Besides these, some hundreds
have of late years been transported.
The number
of persons convicted of decoity, however great it may
appear, is certainly small, in proportion to those who
are guilty of the crime. At Midnapore, I find, by the
reports of the police darogas, that, in the year 1802,
a period of peace and tranquiUity, they sent intelligence of no less than ninety-three robberies, most of
them, as usual, committed by large gangs. With
respect to fifty-one of these robberies, not a man was
taken; and for the remaining forty-two very few,
frequently only one or two in each gang. It must
not be supposed that decoity prevails in the district
of Midnapore to a greater extent than in other districts of this division ; on the contrary, I think there
is less, except perhaps in Beerbhoom. In Burdwan
there is certainly three oi" four times as much."'
The Judge of circuit in the Rajeshahye division in
Fifth Report,
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1808, in a letter to the Register to the Nizamut BOOKVI.
Adaulut, says, " It is with much diffidence ! address c,,P.6.
the Nizamut Adaulut on the
have to propose measures, the
are, I know, generally averse
the end of the circuit, when,

present occasion ; for I
nature of which they
to. I do not wait till
in the course of official

routine, I should have to make a report to the court ;
because the evil which I complain of is great, and increasing;
and every instant of delay serves only to
furnish new victims to the atrocities which are daily
eommitted.--That
decoity is very prevalent in Rajeshahye has been often stated. But if its vast extent
were known: if the scenes of horror, the murders,
the burnings, the excessive cruelties, which are continually perpetrated here, were properly represented to
government, I am confident that some measures would
be adopted, to remedy the evil. Certainly there is
not an individual, belonging to the government, who
does not anxiously wish to save the people from robbery and massacre.
Yet
is not sufficiently attended

the situation of the people
to. It cannot be denied,

that, in point of fact, there is no protection, for per=
sons or property.
Such is the state of things which
prevails in most of the Zil!ahs in Bengal.
But in
this it is much worse, than in any other I have seen.
I am fully persuaded, that no civilized country ever
had so bad a police, as that which Rajeshahye has at
present."
Mr. Dowdeswell, the secretary to government,
in
a report which he drew up, in 1809, " On the gene.
ral state of the police of Bengal," says ; " Were I to
enumerate only a thousandth part of the atrocities of
the decoits, and of the consequent sufferings of the
people;

and

were I to soften

that

' Flfit_Report,p, 5ao.
2Ho

recital

in every

1793.
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_o_ vLmode which language would permit, I should still
CHAP.
6. despair of obtaining credit, solely on my own autho179s. rity, for the accuracy of the narrative."
He goes on
to state, that, " Robbery, rape, and even murder itself,
are not the worst figures, in this horrid and disgusting picture.
An expedient of common occurrence
with the deeoits, merely to induce a confession of
property, supposed to be concealed, is, to burn the
proprietor with straw or torches, until he discloses the
property, or perishes in the flames. And when they
are actuated by a spirit of revenge against individuals,
worse cruelties, if worse can be, are perpetrated by
those remorseless criminals.
If the information obtained is not extremely erroneous, the offender, hereafter noticed, himself committed fifteen murders in
nineteen days : And volumes might be filled with the
atrocities of the decoits, every line of which would
make the blood run cold with horror."
Mr. Dowdeswell inserts an abstract of three trials
which had been recently adjudged in the court of
Nizamut Adaulut. It is highly proper that one should
appear as a specimen. The prisoners, nine in number, were ehalged, with being the principal actors in
a gang of robbers, who on the night of the 27th August, 1808, perpetrated the enormities which the proseeutor related, as follows: " That about twelve
o'clock on the night on which the robbery and murders took place, he was sleeping in a house at a short
distance from that of his father, and being awoke by
the noise of robbers, went out, and saw that a party of
about fifty decoits had attacked his father's house;
that, from fear, he concealed himself in a plantain
garden, within fifty yards of the spot, from whence he
saw the robbers drag out from the house his father
' Fifth Report, p. 6o5.
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and mother ; and, after binding their hands and feet, BOOK
VL
apply lighted straw and torches to their bodies, de- cHaP.6.
manding of them, at the same time, to point out 179s.
where their money was concealed ; that the unfortunate people assured them, they had none ; but that
the robbers, proving inexorable, went into the house
and brought from it a quantity of hemp, which they
twisted round the body of l,oharam, and, after pouring on it ghee, or clarified butter, to render it more
inflammable, set fire to it .'--That they then procured
a quilt from the house, which they also moistened
with ghee and rolled round the body of Loharam :That the prisoners Balka Sirdar, Nuhboo Sirdar,
and Kunkye Cupally, at the direction of the prisoner
Bulram Sirdar, threw the prosecutor's father on the
ground, and keeping him down, with a bamboo which
they held over his breast, set fire to the quilt :--That
at this time the c_ies of the unfortunate man were
most shocking, the robbers continually calling on him
to tell where his money was, and he assuring them
that he had none, and imploring them to take his
cows, or any thing they might find in his house :_
That the robbers, however, still proceeded to further
cruelty, having procured some mustard-seed, and torn
up the flesh of Loharam's breast, by drawing a large
bamboo several times across it, pounded the mustardseed on the sores, with a view to make the torment
more excruciating :--That, at the same time the
mother of the prosecutor was tortured nearly in the
same manner, by the robbers tying hemp round her
body, and setting fire to it, and dragging her about
from place to place, by the hair of her head, calling
on her, all the while, to tell them where her husband's
money was concealed; and also calling out on the
prosecutor by name, to come and witness the state of
his father and mother :wThat these cruelties, toge-
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BOOKVL ther with the plunder of the house of Loharam and
CHAP.
6. other ones adjacent, continued until between three
1793. and four o'clock in the morning, at which time the
robbers departed; and that the prosecutor, on going
up to his father and mother, found them most dread.
fully mangled, but still alive ; that his father expired
about noon, and his mother, not till the following
morning.
The prisoners whom the prosecutor swore
to have recognized, at the murder of his parents, in
addition to Bulram Sirdar, Balka Sirdar, Nubboo
Sirdar, and K unkye C upally, before me ntioned, were ;-Dacooa Sirdar, Shookoor Peada, Mudary Peada, Galliehurn Ghose, and Nubboo Sirdar; and he also specified Casinauth Bagdy, and Gudda Barooge."
" Several witnesses on the part of the prosecution
(inhabitants of the village) confirmed the circumstances related by the prosecutor.
" The court in consequence, sentenced the prisoners
convicted, nine in number, to suffer death." 1
The other two cases are of a similar character.
One of then relates to the robbery of an English
gentleman whose house was plundered, who was
himself loaded with indignity, and some of his servants murdered.
"An accurate judgment," says the
secretary of the Indian government, " of the nature
of the evils in question, may be formed from the foregoing documents."
Of the extent of the mischief, this gentleman, however, informs us, that the government had no very
accurate knowledge.
We are left to judge of it, by
the general declarations we receive respecting its prevalency, and respecting the state of alarm in which
the people are universally held. From one declaration, to which there is no dissent, we may draw an
Fifth Report,
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estimate, beyond which no imaginable evil can easily nooI_ v£.
be found. " To the people of India there is no pro- c_..6.
tection, either of persons or of property."
1795.
It is impossible to suppose that the worst of all
crimes should grow up to a height of unexampled
atrocity, singly, and by itself. That state of things
which affords encouragement to one species of delinquency is pretty sure to afford encouragement to
other species of delinquency.
The case of India con.
firms the general experience.
Beside decoity, which
involves a combination of the most dreadful crimes,
" burglaries, effected by breaking through the wails
of houses; murder from various motives; robberies
attended with murder and manslaughter;
pcl_ury,
and subornation of perjury, practised for the most
atrocious purposes ; are," say the Select Committee,
" not unfrequent in many parts of the country; but
the Bengal provinces appear to be, more than any
other, characterized by them."1
Sir Henry Strachey says, " Since the year 1799,
crimes of all kinds are increased; and I think most
crimes are still increasing.
The present increase of
crimes may, perhaps, be doubtful; but no one, I
think, can deny, that immediately after 1793, during
five or six years, it was most manifest and rapid ; and
that no considerable diminution has taken place." 2
The Judge of circuit in the Bareilly division, in
1805, warns the government against supposing that
the lists transmitted from the courts exhibit an ac.
curate view of the state of delinquency; because the
cases are extremely numerous which are never brought
before the magistrates, from the negligence or connivance of the police officers, and the aversion of the
Fifth Report, p. 66.
Answer to Interrogatories,
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BOOKvI. people to draw upon themselves the burthen of a
C_,P.8. prosecution.
Hence it happens that the less aggra179s. rated cases of robbery, with those of theft and fraud,
"are frequently perpetrated, and no records of them
remain." Hence the cases of homicide, which least
admit of concealment, occupy the largest space in the
criminal calendar. " The number of persons," continues the Judge, " convicted of wilful murder is
certainly great.raThe
murder of children, for the
sake of their ornaments, is, I am sorry to say, common. So much so, that I submit whether it might
not be adviseable to strike at the root of the evil, by
taking away, if possible, the temptation to commit
the act : I mean, adopting measures to prevent children from wearing gold and silver ornaments. For
my own part, being convinced that, under the existing laws, we have no other means of putting an end
to the frequent perpetration of this crime, I could
wish to see the practice of adorning children with
valuable trinkets, altogether prohibited."
He adds,
" A want of tenderness and regard for life, is very
general, I think, throughout the country. "1
In Sir Henry Strachey's paper of answers to interrogatories, from which we have derived so much
important information, he says, "Perjuryhas increased
greatly; and is increasing. "2 In the report of the
circuit Judge of the Patna division in 1809, it is
stated, that "of the murders charged (at his late jail
delivery) only a few, and of the robberies no more
than one, really happened.
The rest are merely fictitious crimes, brought forward to harass an opposing
litigant, or revenge a quarrel.
The criminal court is
the weapon of revenge, to which the natives of this
province resort, on all occasions. Men of the first
i Fifth Report, p. 565, 566.
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rank in society feel no compunction ai mutually ac- BOOKVI.
cusing each other of the most heinous offences, and c_,P. 6.
supporting the prosecution with the most barefaced 179_.
l_uries.
Nor does the detection of their falsehood
create a blush." 1
Such a prevalence of the higher crimes implies a
complete dissolution of morals. To this also, if it
could remain doubtful, the same weight of testimonial
evidenoe is applied. Sir Henry Straehey says, "The
people are probably somewhat more licentious than
formerly. Chicanery, subornation, fraud, and perjury,
are certainly more common. Drunkenness, prostitution, indecorum, profligacy of manners, must increase,
under a system, which, although it professes to administer the Mahomedan law, does not punish those
immoralities."
In having lessened the quantity of direct oppression
which superiorsexercised, as a sort of right, over inferiors, consisted, in the opinion of this judge, the whole
of the benefit introduced by the English laws. And
this, again, he thought, was counterbalanced by the
loss of that protection which the superior was accus.
tomed to yield to his dependants ; and by exposure to
the still more dreadful scourge of decoits, and other
depredators and destroyers. _
The Judge and magistrate of Burdwan, in his
answer to interrogatories in 1802, says, I am sorry
that of the moral character of the inhabitants, I cannot
report favourably ; or give it, as my opinion, that the
British system has tended to improve either the Mahomedan or Hindu moral character. Certain it is,
that much profligacy, vice, and depravity, are to be
found amongst the higher class: and the crimes, committed by the lower, will, I think, be found more pre' Fifth Report, p. 68.
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BOOKvI. vailing, and in greater number, than under the Maca,P. 6. homedan jurisprudence." 1
1793.
The magistrates of the twenty-four pergunnahs,
on the same occasion, say, " We are sorry that we
cannot make any favorable report respecting the
moral character of the inhabitants of the districts
subject to our jurisdiction.
The lower classes are in
general profligate, and depraved.
The moral duties
are little attended to by the higher ones. The system,
introduced by the British government, for the administration of the law, and for the conduct of the internal administration of the country, does not, therefore, appear to have improved the moral character of
its inhabitants.
The use of spirituous liquors, debauchery, and numberless other vices, which formerly
met with the severest checks and punishments, are
now practised, with impunity, amongst all classes. ''_
Of this hideous state of society, the causes are now
to be explored.
That the root was laid in the corruptive operation of the despotism to which in all
ages the people had been subject, admits of no dispute, and stands in need of no explanation.
The important inquiry to which we are summoned is ; why
the British regulations, intended for the abatement of
delinquency, had been so unfortunate as to increase
rather than diminish it.
That penal law in the hands of the English has
failed so completely of answering its end, is to be
ascribed in a great degree to the infirmities and vices
of the law itself. The qualities wherein consist the
virtues of a system of law appear to have been little
understood in time past by British legislators. Clearness, certainty, promptitude, cheapness, with penalties nicely adapted to the circumstances of each
Fifth Report, p. 546.
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species of delinquency; these are the qualities on BOOKVI.
which the efficacy of a system of penal law depends; ca,P. 6.
and in all these, without one exception, the penal
1793.
law set up by the English in India is defective to a
degree that never was surpassed, and very rarely
has been equalled.
Its failure, therefore, and the
misery of the people who must depend upon it for
protection, are not a subject for surprise.
It is a sort of a mixture of the biahomedan and
English systems, and so contrived as to combine the
principal vices of both. With the exception of a
change in certain modes of punishment, revolting to
English minds, the Mahomedan code, which in penal
matters had been exclusively followed by the Mogul
government, was still retained. It was the characteristic of the Mahomedan law, as it is of the law of all
rude nations, to be unwritten.
Tile standard was the
Koran, in which nothing beyond a few vague precepts could be found.
To this were added the commentaries of the doctors, of which some had attained
the rank of authorities.
The vagueness of the commentaries corresponded with the vagueness of the original; and no distinct legislative definition existed.
On every occasion, therefore, requiring a decision, the
expounder ot the law was called upon, for what ?
Not to point out a passage of the code exclusively containing the appropriate point of law. No such passage existed. What he did, or pretended to do, was,
from a general view of what had been taught or decided by preceding doctors, to frame an inference for
the particular case of the moment. His business was,
not simply to declare, but to make the law, to make
a separate law for an individual case, every time that
a decision was required; to make it, and under no
other restriction than that of some obligation to make
the result bear some resemblance to former practice.
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nOOKVI.In a law existing in this barbarous state, in which
Cs,r. 6. there was so little of any thing fixed or certain, a
1793. wide field was commonly assigned to the arbitrary
will of the judge.
All uncertainties in the law operate to the encouragement of crime; because the criminal interprets them, and with an estimate far
beyond their value, in his own favour.
With a law of this description to administer, a procedure resembling that of the regular halls or rather
closets of judicature in England was adopted for its
administration.
The English form of practice, or
course of procedure, consists of so many operations
and ceremonies, to which, however frivolous, or obstructive to the course of justice, the most minute
obedience is rigidly exacted, that the administration
of English law abounds with delay, is loaded with
expense, and paralysed by uncertainty.
From only
one of the vices of the Mahomedan system, the corruption of the judges, were the people of India now
delivered ; but they were visited with another, which
appears to be to them a much more dreadful calamity,
a complicated, tedious, expensive course of procedure,
which to a great degree annihilates all the advantages
of law.
The evidence we have on this important subject,
is the testimony of those of the Company's servants
on whom the business of judicature devolves : some
of whom, if we may judge by those of their reports
which the public have been permitted to peruse, are
to a singular degree qualified for that important
trust.
In answer to the following interrogatory;
"Are
you of opinion that the Mahomedan criminal law,
with the alterations of that law made by the British
government, is administered with two much lenity, or
too much severity ; and what do you suppose to be
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the consequences produced by the operation of the BOOKvI.
spirit, in which the criminal law is in your opinion CHAP.
6.
administered;" " We are of opinion," said the judges
]79a.
of circuit of the Moorshedabad division in 1802,
" that, from the discretionary mode in which the Mahomedan criminal law, with the alterations of that
law made by the British government, is administered,
the administration of it admits both of too much
lenity, and too much severity; at any rate of too
much uncertainty.
An offence, which to one law
officer may appear sufficiently punished by a month's
imprisonment, shall from another law officer incur a
sentence of three or more years. Even in the heinous
crime of gang robbery, our records will show sometimes a sentence of fourteen years transportation, and
sometimes a sentence of two years confinement. The
consequences which we suppose to be produced by
the operation of this spirit in which the criminal law
is in our opinion administered, are contempt of the
law itself, and encouragement to offenders." 1
By Sir Henry Strachey, in his report in the same
year as judge and magistrate of Midnapore, it is said,
" I may here take the liberty to mention a few circumstances which have fallen under my observation,
as operating to obstruct the conviction of delinquents
under the present system. I think the delay which
occurs between the apprehension and the trial is too
great.
The accused have time and opportunity to
fabricate a defence ; and very little money will procure false witnesses to support it. The extreme length
and intricacy of trials render the full and complete
investigation of every case impossible." _"
The magistrates of the twenty-four pergunnahs in
, FifthReport,,utsupra,p.524.
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BOOKVI. 1802 reported ; " The delay attending the adminiscn^P. 6. tration of criminal justice, and the length of time that
179s. elapses before criminal prosecutions are brought to a
conclusion, is one of the causes to which the frequent
commission of crimes in general, and that of decoity
in particular, may, we think, be in a great measure
attributed.
The trouble, loss of time, and expense,
that attends a criminal prosecution on the present
system, is in our opinion a serious evil, and not only
induces many who have been robbed to put up with
the loss they sustain, rather than apply to tile police
officers for redress, but prevents numbers from coming
forward with informations that would be highly beneficial to the community, and would, we have no
doubt, in numberless instances be preferred, were
the administration of justice more prompt and speedy
than at present.
The consequence of delay is, that
numbers of criminals of the most daring description,
against whom, when committed for trial, there is
the most full and complete evidence, escape, and are
again let loose on society ; " owing to the death, removal_ loss of memory, or mendacity of the witnesses ;
a mendacity often purchased, often the fruit of intimidation. 1
" I am by no means sure," says the Judge of the
Calcutta Court of Circuit, the enlightened Sir ttenry
Strachey in 1803, " of the necessity or propriety of
increasing the severity of punishment.
Before I can
form a judgment of the efficacy of such remedies_ I
must be certain that the punishment reaches the
offenders ; at present the punishment does not reach
them ; they elude conviction ; they elude apprehension. We cannot say that men become deeoits, bei Fifth Report,
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cause the punishments are too lenient ; they become BOOKYr.
sos because their chance of escaping altogether is so cH,_. _.
good?' 1
1793.
The report in 1805 of the Judge of circuit in
the Bareilly division says, " Attendance on the court,
whether as a prosecutor, or witness, is generally regarded as a heavy misfortune ; to avoid which, many
leave their homes, and submit to infinite inconvenience and vexation ; and many more, I presume, pay
handsomely to the Nazir or his people, for permission
to keep out of the way. Hence crimes are perpetrated, and no records remain of them.raThe
delay,
and expense, of prosecuting, are intolerable to the
lower orders." _
A system of law, marked by so many infirmities,
may, in a country like England, where crimes are
easily suppressed, and where the sentiments and
manners of the people accomplish more than the law,
afford an appearance of efficacy, and get tile credit
of much of that order which it does not produce; but
in a country like India, where crimes are difficult to
repress, and where the law receives little aid from the
sentiments and manners of the people, a far more
perfect system is required.
A system of law, which would really afford the
benefits of law to the Indian people, would confer
upon them unspeakable benefits. It is perhaps the
only great political blessing which they are as yet
capable of receiving.
But the arbitrary will of a
' Fifth Report, p. _61. Sir Henry continues, " A robber even in
Bengalis,
I presume, a man of courage and enterprise ; who, though
lie roughly estimate_ the lisk he is to run by conunuing his depredations on the public, is rather apt to under-rate
that risk--small
as in
reality it is."
a Ibid. p. 565, 567.
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BOOKVi.m_ter,
which though it often cuts down the in.
cuP. ¢. nocent with the guilty, yet prohibits all crimes but
H98. his own, is preferable to a mere mockery of law,
which lays the innocent man at the mercy of every
depredator.
Of the prevalence of crime in India, the first of the
causes, therefore, is found, in the vices and defects of
the law. The second may be traced to those of the
police ; by the imperfections of which, because more
superficial, and obvious to ordinary eyes, the attention of the Company's servants, and of the Committee
of the House of Commons, appears to have been more
peculiarly engaged.
The main purpose of a system
of police, is to serve as an instrument to the courts of
justice ; providing that no offence shall be committed
without the prompt subjection of the offender to the
course of law. The English system appears to fail
in accomplishing this important end, by two defects.
In the first place, the instruments are too feeble. In
the next place, they are ill adapted to the end.
" The establishment of an efficient police," say the
Select Committee of the House of Commons, "though
an object of the first importance, appears to be a
part of the new internal arrangements, in which the
endeavours of the supreme government have been
the least successful. With respect to the darogahs,
or head police officers, who under the new system
have taken place of the Tannahdars, it is observed of
them, that they are not less corrupt than the Tannahdars, their predecessors; and that themselves, and
the inferior officers acting under them, with as much
inclination to do evil, have less ability to do good,
than the Zemindary servants, employed before them.
The darogah, placed in a division of the country,
comprehending four hundred square miles, is, with

fn°teen, or twenty armed men, found to he _ncompo. nooK' w
tent to the protection of the inhabitants." _
caA_,.0"
If the agents of polite are greatly too few, the ob_ 179_
vious remedy is to a_d to their number. The answer
to that exhortation, however, is unhappily the same
as that for the multiplication of the courts of justice.
The tlnanees of t_e Company will not endure the expense. In other words, the revenue of the com_try,
instead of being applied to i_s only legitimate end,
the pcoteetioa of the people, is disposed of in a ditferer_-way.
Not only are the agents of police defective in point
of number, but adequate means are not employed to
make them discharge the duties of their office. So
fat, i_ this from being done, that the darogahs, and
tha_ people, add to the very evils which they are inteated to suppress. By the Judge of Midnapore, in
1809, we ace told, " The darogahs, I believe it is
generally confessed, do not perform the duty that was
expected. They are clearly either unable, or unwilling. Their insufficiency consists, I think, in a general neglect of duty, in petty rogueries, in a want of
respectability, in being destitute of that energy and
activity, and that delicate sensibility to character,
which ought to characterize a police officer. In the
duties, of his office, a darogah is hardly occupied half
an hour a day : and he often becomes negligent, indolent, and, in the end, corrupt. His dishonesty consists in taking bribes from poor people who have
petty foujdarry suits, in conniving at the absconding
of persons summoned through him, in harassing
ryots with threats, or pretended complaints, creating
vexatious delays in settling disputes, or preventing
their being settled, and chiefly in deceiving the poor
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BOOkVL atat ignorant, with whom he has to deal. The avowed
chaP. 6. allowances of a police darogah are not sufficiently
179_. liberal to render the office worthy the acceptance of
men who are fit to perform the duty." 1
The secretary of government says; " The darogaffs of police seldom, if ever, possess any previous
instruction as to the nature and extent of their duties,
nor any habits of life calculated to enable them to
perform those duties with effect. A brahmin, a sirdar, a moonshy, or even a menial servant, is, each in
his turn, a candidate for this situation, of their fitness
for which it is easy to judge.
Their agency, even in
furnishing information, a duty which requires no particular exertions or capacity is totally ineffectual.
Happy, however, would it be if the defects already
noticed were the greatest to be found in the character of the police darogahs. The vices, which rendex
them a pest to the country, are, their avarice, and
addiction to every species of extortion." _
The description of the following scene of. iniquity,
in which the police agents are the principal actors, is
necessary to convey a just idea of the state of this
branch of the government. The Judge of circuit, in the
Calcutta division, in 1810, in a paper addressed to the
Judge and magistrate of the Zillah, says "The practice, so nefarious and so prevalent, of extorting and
fabricating confessions, requires your most serious attention.
I remarked, with much concern, that, in
every case of deeoity brought before me, the proof
rested on a written confession, given in evidence at
the trial ; and regret to add, that all those confessions
bear the marks of fabrication.
In one of these cases
(No. 7 of 5'our _endar),

a prisoner, who was per-

i Fifth Report, p.
2 Mr. Dowdeswell's l[eport on the Police of Bengal, in 1819, ibid.
p.611,612.
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fectly innocent, confirmed, before the magistrate, under ROOK¥I.
the influence of improper means previously made use (;u,_. 6.
of towards him, a confession before a police daro- _79s.
gah, which was proved on the trial to be false ; and
which had, in fact, been extorted by intimidation and
violence. An erroneous idea prevails, that a confession is the strongest proof of guilt. This false notion,
perhaps, first gave rise to the custom of fabricating
them; and the practice appears _o have increased,
till it has become general and systematic.
It would
be endless entering into a detail of the different modes
in which confessions are fabricated and proved. The
usual course appears to be first, to apprehend as many
t_ople as caprice may dictate, and then to select
from the number those individuals who are to confess, and determine on the purport of their confessions. The preliminaries being thus arranged, the
victims are made over to the subordinate agents or
instruments of police, to be dealt with according to
circumstances ; and the rest are discharged.
It sometimes happens that they meet with a man whom they
are able to deceive, by assurances of immediate pardon, and false promises of future favour and indulgence. In such case, he is usually told, that by signing a paper, prepared by the buckshee for that purpose, or repeating before witnesses what he is instructed to say, he will not only escape ]tanging, or,
at least, perpetual imprisonment, but become one of
the chosen of tl:e police, and make his fortune as a
goyendah ; that all he has to do, is to pretend that he
was concerned in the decoity, and say, that the gang
was composed of particular individuals who are named
to him, and leave the rest to the darogah.
In short,
the alternative is offered him, eiOner of making a
friend, or an enemy of the police ; either of suffering'
ignominons death through their pow.:'r, or of rai,;in?,"
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BOOKVl. himself to a post of honourable ambition and profit by
CHAP.
0. their favour. When these means fail, they have re1793. course to compulsion. In this event the prisoners are
taken out singly, at night; and subjected to every
species of maltreatment, till they consent to subscribe
before witnesses, to the contents of a confession, drawn
up for their signature by the buekshee ; or to learn it
by heart, and repeat it in their presense. When the
prisoner is thus prepared, if there appears no danger
of his retracting before morning, he is left at peace
for a few h_urs ; but if any apprehension of that sort
is entertained, a burkundaaz is sent for three or four
people of the village, to witness the confession instantly, and they are roused from their sleep, at all
hours of the night for that purpose. It is to be observed, however, that the sending for impartial witnesses does not often occur, except when the darogah has not sufficient weight or talent to keep his
place, and at the same time set appearances at defiance. A darogah who is sure of his post, will, with
the utmost impudence, send in a confession witnessed
only by a few pykes, or other police dependants, who,
were, perhaps, the very instruments by whose means it
was extorted." The fabrication of evidence in general,
and the subornation of perjury for that purpose,
is declared by the same indubitable authority to have
become "a prevailing practice with the agents of
police." 1
When such are the deeds of the very men by whom
the crimes of others are to be suppressed, it is easy
to judge of the sort of protection which the British
government has succeeded in providing for the people
of India.
The Secretary,

Mr. Dowdeswell,
Fifth Repor[, p. .595, 596.

complains, that
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powers, far too great, are entrusted in the hands of BOOKVI.
those men.
They have not only the executive powers CHAr.6.
of a constable and sheriff's officer, but those united
179s.
to them of a justice of the peace: they have the
power of receiving
charges and information
without
limit ; the power of receiving
them on oath, or dispensin_ with the oath, a power of great moment, considering the prejudices of the natives with regard to
an oath; the power of proceeding
by summons or
arrest, at discretion ; the power of referring or not referring the determination
to the magistrate
; of fixing
the amount of bail; of making,
or, if they please,
causing to be made, a local inquiry upon the recent
commission of any robbery or violent offence; and,
finally, of apprehending
and sending to the magis.
trates all persons under the vague denomination
of
" vagrants
and suspected persons :" " powers_" adds
Mr. Dowdeswell,
"which
never have been confided
to any subordinate
peace officers in England;
and
which, indeed, would not be tolerated for a moment
in that country:
powers, the interposition
of which,
by the hands of the Indian darogahs, are attended
with intolerable vexations. ''1
The means, employed for accomplishing
the ends
of a police, have, therefore, been ignorantly
devised.
" It is now," say the Committee
of the House of
Commons, " unequivocally
acknowledged
on the proceedings of government,
that the e_isting" system of
police

has entirety failed

in its object. ''_

The Judge

t Report on the Police of Bengal, Ftfth Report, p. 611, 61_2.
Fifth Report, p. 73. Thi_ expression, if authority can give it force,
deserves peculiar attention.
It was first employed by Mr. Lumsden_ a
member of the Supreme Government, recorded on the 13th of June,
1808 ; it was quotedj as authority,
confirming the declaration of his
own opinion, by Mr. Secretary Dowdeswell, in Ins Report in 1809, on
the Pohce of Bengal ; and lastly it is quoted, as expressing the result of
their owa inquiries, by the Commtttee of tlm ttouse of Commons,
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I_0OKVI.Of Circuit, in ttle Rajeshahy division, in 1808, with
¢_'_' _' indignation says: " The present wretched, meehani179s. cal, inefficient system of police, is a mere mockery." 1
The extraordinary imperfection of the system of
police, I rank as the second of the causes of the great
prevalence of crime, and the insecurity of persons and
property in Bengal.
The next of these causes is an infirmity which adheres to governments in general, to many of them in
a greater degree than the Anglo-Indian government;
tile obstinate determination to believe that every thing
which they do is excellent ; and, of course, that every
institution which they set up must of necessity accomplish its end. This most pernicious propensity
appears to have long completely blinded the Indian
government to the deplorable imperfections attaching
upon, and characterizing, every department of that
institution of government which was set up by the regulations of 1793. The imperfections of even the system of police, those which were the most obvious to
ordinary eyes, they not only continued determined
not to see; but, such was the pernicious influence of
their authority, that individuals were deterred either
from allowing themselves to believe, or, at any rate,
from the important duty of making known, the vices
of the system. " What," says the Judge of Circuit,
in the Benares division, in 1808, after a long display
of the evils to which those horrid vices were giving
birth, " may be thought of the weight of the weeeding reasoning, I know not. A very few years back, I
should have been afraid, in advancing the argumeats which I have offered, of exposing myself
to the imputation of singularity.
I have now the
satisfactien to find that some of my conclusions, at
' FifthReporbI"586.
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least, are sanctioned by the highest authority.
The BOOKVl.
preamble to Regulation Twelfth, of 1807, declares, csA_.6.
that the police establishments in the provinces, those 179s.
establishments on which we have relied for sixteen
years, are inefficient. "_ The Committee of the
House of Commons, with some indignation, remark,
that, " though the letters from the Bengal go.
vernment, down to April, 1806, represent the commission of crimes, particularly perjury, to be increasing rather than the contrary; there is nothing said
to excite any particular apprehension for the security
of person and property enjoyed by the natives under
the British government, or to create any doubt in regard to the new system of police having secured to
the natives the benefits which were intended for them
by its introduction." -_
Another cause, a natural consequence of the former, is, the temptation under which the servants of
the state are placed, to represent in a flattering light
the proceedings of government; to keep back, or explain away, the disagreeable consequences; to exaggerate those that are pleasant; and, very often, to
suppose and describe such as never exist. Governments are thus deceived, and remain in ignorance of
what above all things it imports them to know ; the
extent to which the institutions of government fall
short of accomplishing the ends for the sake of which
they exist. What is stated by Mr. DowdesweU is
worthy of particular attention, and indelible remembrance; That this unhappy propensity, which is a
power of such extensive and such pernicious operation
in all governments, is the foremost among the causes
of the disgraceful state of Anglo-India.
" The pr/_
Fifth Report, p. 577_ 57B.

_ Ibid. p. 73.
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tlOOKVL tidal cause," says the Secretary, in ,his instructive
caaP. 6. report on the police of Bengal, ".why the measures,
1798. hitherto adopted for the protection of the people
against robbery by open violence, have l_en ineffectual, is, the very imperfect information which governmeat, and the principal authorities alder government,
possessed, respecting the actual state of the police.-The defect hexe noticed," he continues, "may arise,
either from the very imperfect information which
the local magistrates themselves possess respecting
the state of the police, or from an ill-judged, but not
an unnatural, solicitude, to represent the districts in
the most favourable state possible." 1 It is also in
the highest degree worthy of being pointed out to
general attention, that the Select Committee of the
House of Commons, appointed in 1810 to inquire
into the affairs of India, have selected this prevailing vice in almost all governments, as the object of
their particular reprobation. " Your Committee,"
they tell the House, " must here express their opinion of the dangerous tendency of indulgence in the
disposition alluded to; of representing districts, or
things, to be in a more favourable state than they
really are : As this may lead ; First, to a postponement of the communication of unpleasant circumstan.
¢es ; Next, to the suppression of information; And
finally, to the misrepresentation of facts." _ Of one
tiring, however, ,we may remain assured, as of a law
of nature, that so long as the wisdom and virtue of
governments are in too low a state to recognize the
indication of defects as the most useful information
which it is possible for them to receive; the dependants of government, who hence find it their interest
' Fifth Report, p. 60T.

_ Ibid. p. 7_3.
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to report wl-_t is agreeable, will be sure to mislead. BOOKVI.
A sutficient antidote would exist, in a free press, un- CnxP. e.
der the unsparing operation of which governments
179_.
would remain ignorant of none of their defects. Solid
objections may indeed be started to the institution as
yet of a free press in India, though objections of much
less weight than is generally imagined.
But the
existence of a free press, in any state of society, or
under any circumstances, it is the constant, strenuous,
and wicked endeavour of almost all governments,
utterly to prevent.
The parliamentary committee carry their investigation to the highest source ; they accuse the Indian
government, itselF, of acting under the influence of
this destructive vice; and, in its representations to
the authorities at home, of describing things in India
as in a far better situation than they really are. From
general knowledge, the experienced mind would
easily infer the existence of this deceptive propensity,
and its operation, to a great extent.
It is necessary
to have studied particularly the documents of our
Indian history, to know with what unusual strength
it operates in the breast of almost every man who has
been connected with the government of India; in a
word, to have any conception to what an extent the
British people have been deluded, and continue
to be dduded, with flattering accounts of what is
described as "their empire in India." In the whole
correspondence of the Bengal government with
the Court of Directors, down to April, 1806, the
Committee remark, that not a syllable is found expressive of any failure in the system of police, though
from the year 1801, " the reports of the circuit
judges, at the conclusion of each session, evinced the
prevalence of gang robbery, not only in a degree suf-
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BOOKvI. ficient to attract the notice of the government, but to
_eA_. _. call forth its endeavours to suppress it." 1
1795.
Another cause of the disorders of India, a cause
too of which it is highly important to convey a just
idea, is the overweening estimate, which our countrymen are prone to make, not only of their own political contrivances in India, but of the institutions of
their own country in the mass. Under the influence
of a vulgar infirmity, That Self must be excellent,
and every thing which affects the pride of Self must
have surpassing excellence, English institutions, and
English practices, have been generally set up as a
standard, by conformity or disconformity with which,
the excellence or defect of every thing in the world
was to be determined. With moderate taxes, under
a government which protects from foreign violence,
the only thing necessary for the happiness and the
rapid improvement of the people of India, is a good
administration of justice.
But to this great object
the circumstances of the people, and the moral habits
left in their minds by superstition and despotism, oppose a formidable resistance. To afford in any tolerable degree the protection of law to the people of
India is a far more difficult process than it is in England ; and for its accomplishment, a far more perfect
system of legal and judicial provisions, than what is
witnessed in England, is indispensably required. Of
this the rulers in India have not attained the slightest
conception; and hence the many-ill contrived measures to which they have had recourse.
Of part of the difficulties under which the administration of justice labours in India, some conception
may be formed, from the description which has already
i Fifth Report, p. 73, 74.
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been given of the agents of poliee. The state of the BOOKV[.
people is such, that trustworthy instruments cannot c_xP.a.
be found. In a more favourable state of the human 1793.
mind, that large portion of the field of action which
it is impossible to reach with the terrors of law, is
protected by the sentiments of the people themselves :
they distribute towards individuals their favour and
abhorrence, in proportion as those individuals observe or violate the general rules on the observance
of which the happiness of society depends; and of so
much importance to every man are the sentiments
with which he is regarded by those among whom he
lives, that without some share of their good opinion,
life itself becomes a burthen.
In India there is no
moral character. Sympathy and antipathy are distributed by religious, not by moral judgment.
If a
man is of a certain caste, and has committed no
transgression of those ceremonies by which religious
defilement or degradation is incurred, he experiences
little change in the sentiments of his countrymen, on
account of moral purity, or pollution. In employing
the natives of India, the government can, therefore,
never reckon upon good conduct, except when it has
made provision for the immediate detection and pu.
nishment of the offender.
The proneness of the natives to mendacity and perjury, renders the evidence of judicial facts in India so
weak and doubtful, as extremely to increase the difficulties of judication.
The intelligent Judge of Circuit, in the Rajeshahy division, in 1808, thus describes
the state of evidence in the Indian courts.
" Every
day's experience, and reflection on the nature of our
courts, and the minds and manners of the natives,
serve to increase my doubts, about our capacity to
discover truth among them. It appears to me, that
there is a very great deal of perjury, of many differ-
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BOOKVl. ent shades, in our judicial proceedings: and that
CHAr._ many common rules of evidence would here be in179s. applicable and absurd. Even the honest men, as well
as the rogues are perjured. The most simple, and
the most cunning, alike, make assertions that are incredible, or that are certainly false. If the prosecutor, in cases of decoity, was always to be disbelieved because there was perjury, scarce a decoit
would be convicted. By cross.examination, you may
draw an honest witness into as many absurdities
and contradictions as you please. It is not easy to
detect the persons who come forward as eye-witnesses, in cases of decoity. Their story is all true--but
one point; the identity of the persons whom they
accuse : and how can you discover whether this is true
or false ? Some witnesses are loquacious, some taciturn;
some frigid, some over zealous; some willing, some
unwilling; some bold, some timid, some scrupulous:
some come to give false evidence, in favour of a
friend, or master; some to ruin an enemy ; and the
signs of the different modes that disguise truth are so
very equivocal, and often so unintelligible, that nothing
can be depended on. There is not one witness in a
dozen on whom you can rely for a purely true story.
It has very often happened, that a story, which, by
attending only to the plain direct course of things, I
believed to be true, has, by examining into matters
apparently connected in a very distant degree with
the ease, turned out to be entirely false. I am afraid
that the evidence of witnesses in our courts is, for the
most part an instrument in the hands of men : and
not an independent, untouched source of truth." 1
" In the course of trials," says Sir Henry Strachey,
" the guilty very often, according tO the best of my
' Fifth Report, p. 589
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observation, escape conviction. Sometimes, an atro- BOOKVL
cious robberyor murder is sworn to, and in all appear- cH,P.6.
anee dearly established by the evidence on the part 179s.
of the prosecutors ; but when we come to the defence,
an alibi is set up ; and though we are inclined to disbelieve it, if two or three witnesses swear consistently to such alibi, and elude every attempt to catch
them in prevarication or contradiction, we are thrown
into doubt, and the prisoners escape. Very frequently
the witnesses on the part of the prosecution swear to
facts in themselves utterly incredible, for the purpose
of fully convicting the accused: when, if they had
simply stated what they saw and knew, their testimony would have been sufficient."
In another place he declares ; " A rich man can
seldom be convicted of a crime at a gaol-delivery. If
committed on the strongest positive testimony before
the magistrate, he without difficulty brings twentywitnesses on his trial to swear an alibi, or any thing else,
that may suit his ease ; or he can bribe the prosecutor,
or his material witnesses. He has besides a very good
chance of escaping by the mere contradictions of the
witnesses against him ; particularly if what they have
to depose to is long or intricate, or happened at a distant period; or was seen and heard by many witnesses of different descriptions and characters ; or if
many facts, names, and dates, are to be recollected.
No falsehood is too extravagant or audacious to be
advanced before the Court of Circuit. No ease, at
least no rich man's case, is too desperate for a defence, supported by counter-evidence; and if once
doubts are raised, no nmtter of what kind, the object
of the accused is gained, and he is secure. Perjury is
' Fifth Report, p. 561.
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_Oox Vl. extremely common, and though it occurs much mori_
C_AP.6. frequently on the part of the accused than of the
179s. prosecutor, yet I have known several instances of
conspiracies and false complaints supported by perjury. - The judge who has once had experience of a
case of this kind is soon plunged into doubt and perplexity, continually awake to the possibility of the
witnesses against the accused being forsworn : and as
he of course leans to the favourable side, the consequence must be, that the guilty frequently escape."
When ever you fail to a certain extent in assuring
protection to the innocent, and punishment to the
guilty, the criminal is enabled to employ the great instruments of government, punishment, and reward, in
his own defence. Such is the military strength of the
British government in Bengal, that it could extirminate all the inhabitants with the utmost ease ; such
at the same time is its civil weakness, that it is
unable to save the community from running into that
extreme disorder, where the villain is more powerful
to intimidate than the government to protect. The
judge of circuit of the Rajeshahy division in 1808,
says: " The decoits know much better than we hoxv
to preserve their power. They have with great
success established a respect for their order, by speedy,
certain, and severe punishments, and by judicious arrangements for removing obstacles, and for facilitating the executions of their plans. There are two
grand points for the decoits to effect ; first, to prevent
apprehension; second, to prevent conviction.
For
the first, they bribe the Zemiudary and police officers.
For the second, they torture and murder the informers, prosecutors, and witnesses, who appear against
Fifth Report, p. £,84.
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them. The progress of this system is dreadful: The _o_ W.
decoits become every thing ; and thepolice, and the c_^P. 6.
criminal judicature, nothing." a
179s.
" This we know," says the same enligtened 2valge
in another passage, " that a sirdar deeoit has generally the means of saving himself from conviction : and
that, although all the world say that he is a notorious
robber and murderer, not an individual can be found
who will give evidence against him. This is a dreadful
state of things : and so it must remain, till confidence
is restored to the people by removing their wellgrounded fears, by extirpating the sirdars, and giving
a real efficiency and vigour to the police." *
"The terror of decoits among the ryots," says Sir
Henry Strachey, " is excessive. Persons who have
families and property deem it extremely rash and
dangerous to prosecute, or to appear as witnesses
against men of such desperate character as the decoits
of this country. Indeed it is with the utmost difficulty
they can be prevailed upon to come forward, even in
cases where they have received personal injury, and
where they have not to speak to the persons of the
prisoners, but merely to identify the property found
in their possession." _
Sush is the nature, such the extent, and such the
causes of the evil. The remedies surely constitutean
important object of inquiry. The government attempted to oppose the torrent by changes in the rules
of police, and by adding to the severity of punishi Fifth Report, p. 587. ,c On my way through the northern parts of
this Zith_th,'' he conunues," I had some conversation with a Zemindar,
and a police darogah, who have distinguished themselves by their exertions to apprehend deceits ; they told me that it was impossible to get
any Jnformat_oo about the great decoits; that the houses of all the
principal inhabitants were open tt_ them : yet tlmt nobody dared mention their names for fearofhoing murdered."
Ibid.
Ibid. p. 59l.
3 ]hid. p. 661,354,534.
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ment. Under these expedients, enormities continued
c_,P. 8. to increase till 1807, when a more efficacious remedy
1793. was thought to be required. The Zemindars, who
formerly exercised a power almost despotic over the
districts consigned to their care, and who maintained
a large establishment of armed men, with a commission for the suppression of crimes, were enabled, as
often as they had activity and good will, to suppress
by arbitrary execution all violent offences but their
own. One robber in a district was better than a
multitude. But Lord Cornwallis, impressed with the
evidence of the abominable use made of this power
by the Zemindars, in exercising oppression on the
people submitted to their jurisdiction, resolved to deprive them of all exercise of any of the powers of
government; and laid it down as a rule, that the
union of the functions of revenue with those of police
or judicature, was a fundamental error, from which
nothing but misgovernment could ensue. Notwithstanding this, the rulers of 1807, with that sort of
empirical impulse, by which the vulgar tribe of rulers
are usually conducted, took up the notion, that if the
Zemindars had once preserved the country from decolts, the Zemindars truly might do so again. In
spite of the grand rule of Lord Cornwallis, the Zemindars, farmers of land, and others of the principal
inhabitants, received the title of aumeens of police,
and were vested with the same authority as the daroo
gahs for the apprehension of offenders, but without
the judicial powers entrusted to the darogah in the
ease of petty offences and disputes.
Not only was this expedient for the suppression of
crimes attended with no good effects ; it was attended
with so many of a contrary description, that in 1810
it was abolished. Other expedients in the mean time
had been invented and tried. In 1808, a superin-
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tendent of police was appointed ; whose labours were BOOKvI.
expected to have the effect of concentrating informa- JCaAP"
tion, and giving unity and combination to the efforts 1798.
of the magistrates in the separate districts. A regular
establishment was also organized of police spies called
goyendas, with a species,of superintendents called
girdawars who had in some degree been employed
from 1792. The office of the goyendas was to point
out the robbers : that of the girdawars to apprehend
them.1
So imperfectly were those means adapted to the
end in view, that in a dispatch of the Governor-General, under date the 29th of May, 1810, the extent of
the mischief is thus described : " The evidence lately
adduced, exclusive of a multiplicity of other proofs,
establishes beyond a question, the commission of
robberies, murder, and the most atrocious deliberate
cruelties: in a word an aggregate of the most atrocious crimes. Nor let it be supposed, that these
offences were of rare occurrence ; or confined to particular districts. They were committed, with few
exceptions, and with slight modifications of atrocity,
in every part of Bengal. ''_
The inconvenience which attended the employment of goyendas was of the same nature with that
which attended the employment of darogahs : instead
of protectors, they themselves became the plunderers
and murderers of the people. Sir Henry Strachey
informs us, that " the people are harassed by the
vexatious visits and outrage, and the plunder of
goyendas and girdawars ; who, constantly, when supported by the least colour of authority from the
magistrate, intimidate, extort, suborn, and rob, under
pretence of bringing offenders to justice. '''_
i Fifth Report, p. 74.
VOI,. V.

Ibid. p. 7'_.
_ K

_ ibid. p. 361.
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The head money which was granted for the convico
cuP. 6. tion of decoits pointed out a ready way to the daro17gs. gahsand goyendas, in confederacy, for acquiring riches,
by fabricating- evidence against as many innocent
persons as they chose. A member of the gocernmerit, in 1810, in a minute in which he advocated the
employment of guyendas, made the following admission : " That abuses have been practised by guyendas
or informers, but still more by girdwars, or those entrusted with power to apprehend, is unquestionable.
Seeking a livelihood, by the profession in which they
had engaged ; but not able always to procure it, by
the slow means of the detection of crimes and proof
of guilt, they have, no doubt, resorted, but too often,
to various modes of extortion; sometimes from persons of suspected character; and, at other times,
from the honest part of the community, under threats
of accusation: And have occasionally proceeded to
prefer groundless charges, and even to support them
by false evidence: And instances have actually _occurred, where there has been too much reason to
believe, that the goyenda himself devised the robbery,
of which he convicted the unhappy wretches, reduced
by his arts to a participation in the crime." To such
a height had the enormity of convicting innocent
persons, for the sake of the head money, procvedod,
that in 1810, the necessity was felt of destroying_the
temptation, by putting the reward offered for the conviction of offenders on a new foundation. And the
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Committee of the House of Commons thus report;
" The bad practices, used by goyendas, your Committee find noticed strongly in the answer to theinterrogatories circulated in 1801. There must con.
sequently have been a wide field for the guyendas to
move in, from their first appearance in 1792, until
the period referred to, in 18! 0, when the modification
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of the reward or head money considerably narrowed BOOKvI.
the ground on which they had been accustomed to CHAP.
6.
practise their atrocities.
The proceedings of the 1793.
courts of justice, and the reports of the judges of circuit, furnish a strong confirmation of what has been
stated with respect to the unprincipled practices of
that description of people; and of the evils resulting
from a combination between them, and the darogahs,
or head police officers, for the purpose of sharing with
them the head money for decoits." 1
To the villainy of the police agents is attached a
considerable danger, lest, being employed by the
magistrates, and necessary to their functions, the
magistrates should contract a 1eluctance to believe in
their guilt. It is in evidence, that the reality of this
evil is but too frequently experienced.
The Judge of
circuit, reporting on the state of the twenty-four pergunnahs in 1810, says: " Several petitions were presented to me in the course of the session. Those of
the greatest public importance complain of the rapacity, oppression, and gross and daring acts of illegal
violence and rapine committed by goyendas; and
strong disinclination evinced on the part of the magistrate to redress grievances of that description." _
To remedy the defects of the provision made by
Lord Cornwallis, for the administration of penal justice, such were the supplemental measures employed
tiR 1810, and such their effects. It is proper also ¢o
consider what proposals were made of other means
for the attainment of the same end.
One thing recommended was, to re-invest the Zemindars with powers of police ; and among the interrogatories circulated by government in 1801, the
opinion of the judges was asked, on "the expediency
' Fifth Report, ut supra, p. 75.
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• Ibid. p. 697.
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of granting to Zemindars, farmers, and other persons
cn,,. 6. of character, commissions empowering them to act as
179s. justices of the peace." Among the most intelligent
of the Company's servants, one opinion, on this subject, seems alone to exist. " I am persuaded," says
the magistrate of Burdwan, " that to vest the Zemindars and farmers of this district with the powers proposed, would not only prove nugatory for the objects
intended, but be highly detrimental to the country,
and destructive of the peace of the inhabitants.
Few
of the Zemindars and farmers, of any respectability,
reside on their estates and farms. Allow them to

BOOK YI.

exercise a power equal to the purposes, and to vest
with it, by delegation, their agents or under farmers,
the worst and most mischievous consequences are to be
apprehended from their abuse of it." _ On the same
occasion, the magistrates of the twenty-four pergunnahs say, "From the general character of the Zemindars, farmers, and other inhabitants of these districts,
we do not think that it would be adviseable to vest
any of them with the powers of justices of the peace.
On the contrary, we are of opinion, that such a measure, so far from being in any way beneficial to the
police of the district, would be a source of great oppression to the lower class of the inhabitants, and of
innumerable complaints to the magistrate." "They add, "We have reason to believe, though it
is difficult to establish proof against them, that the
Zemindars, not only, in many instances, encourage
and harbour decoits, but fi'equently partake of the
property plundered by them. The chokedars and
pykes employed by them are concerned in almost
every decoity committed in the districts subject to
our jurisdiction." 3
Fifth Report, ut supra, p.54.U,

Q Ibid. p. 555.

a Ibld. p. 554.
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To the same purport, the Judge of circuit in the Boo_ vI.
Rajeshahy division says, in 1808 : " My informants _CRAr.6.
attributed the success of the decoits to the same cause 179s.
that every body else does; namely, the protection
given them by the Zemindars and police officers, and
other people of power and influence in the country.
Every thing I see, and hear, and read on this subject,
serves to convince me of the truth of this statement."
Sir Henry Strachey, as usual, reasons with much
intelligence upon this subject. " It is extremely difficult," he says, in his reply to the same interrogatory,
" I may, I believe, say it is not possible to arrange an
effectual plan of association and co-operation, among
the higher orders, for purpose_ of police, or for any
other purpose. We have few large towns; no societies exercising or capable of exercising municipal
authority.--There
are no gentlemen, in whose honour and probity, in whose spirit and activity, government can repose confidence--There
exists not,
between the common people and the rulers, a middle
order, who feel a common interest in the prosperity
of the state ; who love their countrymen, who respect
their rulers, or are by them respected ; who either
could, or, if they could, would, even in a case of the
greatest exigency, exert themselves heartily and effectually, each in his own sphere, for the public good.
Such a set of men in the society is here unknown.
Government is unable to direct, or in any way to make
use of, the power of the individuals composing the
community.
Hence our extreme ignorance of all
that passess ; our complete inability to detect and apprehend offenders ; to explain to the public what we
wish should he known; and persuade them what
should be done. Hence the long continuance of enorFifth Reportp ut _u|_ra, p. 587.
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BOOKVLmous abuses, without its being possible for governca,P. 6. ment, or for the magistrate, to prevent or to discover
1793. them." 1
" It should," he says in another place, "be the
study of government, in my opinion, to form, if possible, a body of gentry, such as exists in other countries; an intermediate order, between the governors
and the governed, to whom the one might look down,
and the other might look up. At present, no such
order exists. Most of the men who once possessed
rank and wealth, are gone to ruin. The men of properry who do exist are, for the most part, such as
have lately risen. That the magistrate can maintain
the peace over a million or more of persons, without
the help of a considerable number whose interest or
sense of duty should induce them to assist him, is
plainly impossible." '_
The Judge of circuit in the Benares division, in
1808, descants with great warmth upon the same
topic; the extreme difficulty of maintaining order in
any country, without the assistance of a superior class
of inhabitants incorporated with the people, and possessing that influence, which superior property, and
education, confer, over others deprived of those advantages. "In maintaining this opinion I may," says
he, " unless I greatly deceive myself, appeal to the
general practice of almost all nations, originating,
doubtless, in circumstances and feelings common to
all mankind.
The natural mode of managing men is
to employ the agency of those, whom, from the relation in which they stand to them, they regard with
respect and confidence. Accordingly all governments
seem to have made the authority of these native
leaders the basis of their police : and any hired police
Fifth Report, ut supra, p. 537.

_ Ibid. p. 561.
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establishment which they maintain are not intended BOOKVI.
to supersede the native police, but to superintend, cH_e._.
watch, and aid its efforts. To take an example with 179_.
which we are all familiar. In ourown country we all
know what services the society contributes to its own
protection. We know how much vigour is conferred
on its police, by the support which it receives from
native gentry, from respectable landholders, from the
corporations in towns, and from substantial persons
of the middle class in the villages. We can form
some conception of the mischief which would ensue,
if that support should be withdrawn, and an attempt
made to compensate it by positive laws and artificial
institutions:'
Such is the extreme difficulty of distributing justice
to a people without the aid of the people themselves [
Such, at the same time, is the utter impractibility,
under the present education, circumstances, and character, of the people of India, of deriving from them
the aid which is required! Without a tolerable
administration of justice, however, which the people
of India arc so far from enjoying, every man will acknowledge, that all attempts to improve either their
circumstances or their character, must be attended
with disappointment. What then is the inference ?
Are the government and the people, to go on, for
ever, in their present deplorable situation ; the people
suffering all the evils of a state of anarchy; the government struggling, with eagerness to help them,
but in vain ?
If it were possible for the English government to
learn wisdom by experience; which governments
rarely do; it might here, at last, see, with regret,
some of the effects of that illiberal, cowardly, and
short-sighted policy, under which it has taken the
most solicitous precautions to prevent the settlement
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BOOKVI.of Englishmen in India ; trembling, forsooth, lest
CHAP.
6. Englishmen, if allowed to settle in India, should de1793. test and cast off its yoke! 1 The most experienced
persons in the government of India describe, what to
them appears the difficulty, almost or altogether insuperable, of affording protection either to person or
property in that country, without the assistance of
persons of the requisite moral and intellectual qualifications, rooted in the country, and distributed over
it in every part. They unite in declaring that there
is no class in India who possess these qualifications;
that the powers necessary for an efficient police cannot be entrusted to the Zemindars, without ensuring
all the evils of a gross and barbarous despotism. And
they speak with admiration of the assistance rendered
to government by the gentlemen distributed in every
part of England. Is it possible to avoid seeing; and seeing not to acknowledge, the inestimable service which
might have been derived, in this great exigency, from
a body of English gentlemen, who, if they had been
encouraged to settle, as owners of land, and as manufacturers and merehants, would at this time have been
distributed in great numbers in India? Not only
would they have possessed the requisite moral and intellectual qualifications, a thing of inestimable value ;
but they would have possessed other advantages of
the highest importance.
The representation of Lord Teignmouth is lamentably true, That the civil servants of the Company,
enclosed in government offices, from the time of
their arrival in India, have neither leisure nor opIt is wonderful to see how the English government, every now and
then voluntarily places itself in the station of a government existing in
opposition to the people ; a government which hates, because it dreads
the people, andis hated by them in its turn. Its deportment with regard to the residence of Englishmen in Iudia speaks these unfavourable
sentiments with a force which language could not easily possess.
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portunity to become acquainted with the people; BOOKVI.
and that the periods of their residence, from their c-At. 6.
being in a state of perpetual change, come to an 179s.
end, before they are able to acquil_e either local
knowledge or experience. _ Among the circumstances
to which the best of the Company's servants ascribe
their deplorable inability to afford protection to the
people, their own ignorance of the local manners,
character, and circumstances, occupy a conspicuous
rank. In an enumeration of the causes which concur
to prevent the due administration of justice, Sir
Henry Straehey says ; "Another impediment, though
of a very different nature from those I have mentioned, and much more difficult to remove, is to me
too palpable to be over-looked: I mean, that arising
from Europeans, in our situation, being necessarily ill
qualified in many points, to perform the duties required of us, as judges and magistrates. Nothing is
more common even after a minute and laborious
examination of evidence on both sides, than for the
judge to be left in utter doubt respecting the points
at issue. This proceeds chiefly from our very imperfect connexion with the natives, and our scanty
knowledge, after all our study, of their manners, customs, and languages.
The judge of circuit, and his
assistant, are strangers, and quite unacquainted with
the character of the persons examined, and the credit
due to them ; and always on that account less compeLent to discover truth among volumes of contra.
dictary evidence." _ On another occasion, he asks,
" What judge can distinguish the exact truth, among
the numerous inconsistencies of the natives he examines ? How often do those inconsistencies proceed
from causes, very different from those suspected by
' Mr. Shore's Minute, Fifth Report_ p. 169.
Answvr to Interrogateries, Fifth P_port, p. 534.
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nOO_:v[. us ? How often from simplicity, fear, embarassment
c_AP.6. in the witness ? How often from our own ignorance
179s. and impatience ? We cannot stud)" the genius of the
people, in its own sphere of action. We know little
of their domestic life ; their knowledge, conversation,
amusements, their trades and casts, or any of those
national and individual characteristics, which are essential to a complete knowledge of them. Every day
affords us examples of something new and surprising :
and we have no principle to guide us in the investi.
gation of facts, except an extreme diffidence of our
opinion ; a consciousness of inability to judge of what
is probable or improbable." He adds, " The evil I
complain of is extensive, and, I fear, irreparable. The
difficulty we experience in discerning truth and false.
hood among the natives may be ascribed, I think,
chiefly to our want of connexion and intercourse
with them ; to the peculiarity of their manners and
habits ;--their excessive ignorance of our characters
_and our almost equal ignorance of theirs." 1
It is impossible to reflect upon the situation of
English gentlemen, settled in the country, as proprietors of land, and as manufacturers, without perceiving how advantageously they would be situated
for acquiring that knowledge of the natives, in which
the Company's servants are proved to be so defective ; and for giving that aid in the administration of
justice, without which a good administration is not
to be attained.
Such men would be forced into an
intimate intercourse with the natives, whence, under
the necessity of employing them, and of transacting
and conversing with them in almost all the relations
of life, an intimate knowledge would arise. They
wott.kl have a local influence of great efficacy. They
would be useful, _yond all calculation, in maintainAnswers tz, I_rro_mries,

_if-t_ _,
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ing order in a wide circle around them, among a BOOKVI.
people in such a state of society as that at present c_AP._.
found in Bengal)
1793.
Though in most of their reports, the Judges regard
a remedy as hopeless ; yet there is one recommendation in which a considerable number of them concur.
As trials are delayed, and crimes escape punishment,
by a deficiency in the number of tribunals, the periodical visits of the judges of circuit being inadequate
to the demand for justice, it is proposed, that the
magistrates in the Zillahs should be vested with the
powers of penal j udication. To this recommendation,
however, several weighty objections apply. In the
first place, the civil judicature in the Zillahs is already
a duty far too heavy for the judges to discharge;
and the arrear of causes produces a delay, which approaches to a denial, of justice.
If in the hands of
/is an additional proof, if any additional proof were wanting, of the
benefit which might be derived from the multiplication
of gnglish seetiers ; it may be mentioned, as a matter of preseu: experience, that the
Englishmen, the most thoroughly conversant with the language and manners of the people, are generally those who have been tolerated, as private
adventurers, in some line of industry in the country.
A conspicuous example lately appeared.
A gentleman, of the name of Blacquiere, not in the
service of the Company, butwho had lived in India in the pursuit of private
objects, was found so much better quahfied than any ofthe servants of the
Company, by his knowledge of tile language and manners of tile country, and had actually rendered so much service as a ma_strate
of Calcutta, that he was vested ,sith extensive powers over several districts.
After the private traders in India, the officers of the sepoys, from their
intercourse with their men, are the best acquainted with the natives ;
and would very often form the best judges and magistrates.
Lord Cornwallis, not finding a man among the civil servants of the Company at
Madras, tolerably acqumnted with the language and manners of the
country, appointed sepoy officers to he collectors and managers in the
newly acquired districts ; and the great success of the experiment
proved the wisdom of the choice.
The services which were rendered by
sash officers as Read and Munro, in establishing order in as:t_asiwe
countries, show to what practical excellence the governmerrt of India
might he carried, ifEnglishmen,
incorporated with the natives as landlords and manufacturers,
were entrusted with the pe_rers of police.
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nook vI. those judges the business of penal judicature were to
cn_. 6. be added to that of eivil judicature, the number of
1793. them ought to be doubled; and that, we are told,
the finances of the Company will not allow. Besides ;
according to the routine of the Company's service,
the judges in the Zillahs are generally too little advanced in years and experience, to be entrusted with
the powers of life and death, or any powers approaching to that importance, under so many chances of error
as accompany judicature in India.
As the number of darogahs and their establishments would be far too small to prevent the disorders
of the country, even if they were faithful to their trust,
some of the judges propose, that their numbers should
be increased, and their salaries augmented.
To this
too, the objection of the government would be, that
the finances cannot admit the expense. A more
legitimate objection is, that by increasing the number
of darogahs they would only increase the number
of privileged plunderers: and that it is one of the
most imbecile of vulgar prejudices to suppose, that large
salaries make honest men. So long as things were
so miserably organized, that gain, unbalanced by danger, would accrue to the darogahs, by violating their
duties, they might be expected to violate them, if
their salaries were as large as those of the GovernorGeneral.
Some of the Company's servants, among others
Mr. Dowdeswell, argue strongly for the employment
of spies and informers. Their abstract, general arguments, to show that informers are useful auxiliaries
to justice, are good and conclusive. Make justice certain, immediate, unexpensive, at the tribunals, and
every act which spies and informers can perform, will
be an act of utility. But if, in India, your securities for
justice are so wretched, that, by employing spies, you
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only create a new class of robbers, and let loose upon BOOKVL
the people an order of men who carry on their depre- c_AP.6.
dations with the arms of government, you increase 179s.
instead of diminishing the disorders of the country.
Contemplating this accumulation of difficulties, the
Company's servants in general appear to regard the
ease with a kind of despair ; or at least to contemplate the evil as rooted so deeply in the moral character of the people, that it cannot be removed, unless
by the slow improvements which it may be possible
for education to effect.
After the recommendation of some of the above
expedients, of the efficacy of which his hopes were
but too sanguine, Mr. DowdesweU said; "I am at
the same time sensible that a great deal more must
be done in order to eradicate the seeds of the crimes
most injurious to the peace and happiness of society.
The real source of evil lies in the corrupt morals of
the people. Under these circumstances, the best laws
can only have a partial operation. If we would
apply a lasting remedy to the evil, we must adopt
means of instruction for the different classes of the
community. ''1
In answer to the interrogator)', "Do any measures
occur to you, the adoption of which would, in your
opinion, contribute progressively to the improvement
of the moral character of the inhabitants of the division ;" the judges of Moorshedabad replied; " The
moral character of a nation can be improved by education only. All instruction is unattainable to the
labouring poor: whose own necessities require the
assistance of the children, as soon as their tender
limbs are capable of the smallest labour. With the
middle class of tradesmen, artificers and shopkeepers,
' Fifth Report, p. 617.
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BOOKVI.education ends at ten years of age, and never reaches
C_AP.
e. further than reading, writing (a scarcely legible hand)
179s. on a plantain leaf, and the simplest rules of arithmetic.
We are not prepared to suggest any measures, the
adoption of which would, in our opinion, contribute
progressively to the improvement of a people thus
circumstanced. ''_ In reply to the interrogatory which
respected the effect produced by the operation of the
English government on the moral character of the
natives, the same judges observe ; "The general moral
character of the inhabitants of our division seems,
in our opinion, much the same, as we have always
known the moral character of the natives in general.
Ignorance; and its concomitant, gross superstition;
an implicit faith in the efficacy of prayers, charms,
and magic; selfishness, low cunning, litigiousness,
avarice, revenge, disregard to truth, and indolence,
are the principal features to be traced. It does nat.
strike us, that the system established by the British
government, for the administration of the laws, and
the conduct of the internal administration of the
country, can have any influence on the moral character of the inhabitants, in general, either by way of
improvement, or otherwise. ''_
On this, as on uther occasions, Sir Henry Strachey
evinces superior powers of reflection, and penetrates
farthest below the surface. " To attempt," says he,
"any material improvement or alteration in the moral
character of the natives, by the intervention of legislative measures, I look upon as vain. They no longer
consider the laws as a part of their religion. I do
not even see that, with us, law and morality have
much connexion, it is the province of the magistrate
, Fifth Report, p. 524.
o Ibid. p. S_0. See to the same purpose the answer of the Judge and
Magistrates
ofBordwan,p.550.
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to quell disorders and preserve peace ; but, as to good BOOKvI.
morals, I am not aware, that, either by precept or ex- CHAP.
_.
ample, we are capable of producing anyeffect whatever,
z79s.
The vices and the crimes of the people proceed from
their poverty and ignorance. And I do not conceive
they are likely to grow much richer or wiser, while
the present state of things exists.mThis assertion,
however, that the vices and crimes of the people proceed from their povertyand ignorance, I would wish to
be understood with limitations.
Where considerable
numbers are collected and associate together,--especially if there happens to be much inequality of rank
and fortune,rathe morals of the people are worst:
The same may be observed respecting such persons as
have occasion to attend our cutcherries; they get into
bad habits. It is not always, therefore, that the people are the worst where they are the poorest and
most ignorant ; nevertheless, the assertion is, in my
opinion, generally speaking, true.
It is certain
that where labour is amply rewarded, where all can
easily get employment, and where the poor are provided for, the people lead industrious and virtuous
lives; and it will be observed that in remote parts,
where debauchery and dissipation are little known,
very fe_, except from necessity, resort to depredation
an the public. Most, but not all, deeoits begin their
evil practices from necessity. A ryot, finding somme
difficulty to subsist, either from his imprudence or ill
fortune ; a peon, or other servant, losing his place,
and unable to procure another; a cooly finding.no
employment: Such persons, of whom in this lmImlous country there are always many thousands, often
take to stealing; are corrupted by vicious comlaanions ; drink spirits ; and are gradually led on, from
impunity and habits of idleness, to become decoits,
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¢_._md,depen_lon:_bbery alone for subsistence,''_: _his
_A_. 8. is: an:4mpo_ant 9assage, which wild afford evidence
I_S. for same,_ateresting conclusions inn
subsequent
page. : ....
: _re_have now seen the extent a_l dreaded, _natttre
_f,the evil ; the inefficacy of the remedies which have
bce_applied ; and the sort of despair entertained by
the functionaries of government that better can be
found: That there-is no impossibility, however, in
establishing a good,administration of justice, even in
sueh a gate of things as exists in India, we may infel,_without much danger of mistake, or even of contradiction. If much of the difficulty has arisen from
the dominion of English prejudices, and especially
that deep.rooted prejudice, that English law is the
standard of perfection to which every thing should
be fitted, considerable progress towards improvement
will be made, as soon as we have emancipated ourselves from those prejudices.
' • _,.
In the first place, as the law, according to what we
have already seen, is in a state in which it is to a.
great degree incapable of performing the offices of
law, and must remain almost wholly impotent, in.a
situation in which the deficiencies of law are-not
supplied bymanners, let the law he reforraed_ a_d'
Fag into that state in which alone it is adapbed ta_
a_swer the ends for which it is intended.
Let _the
laws, whatever they may, for the security of existing
rights, or the attainment of future advantages, _be,
determined to be, receive what alone car_ bestow
upoa them a fixed, or real existence ; let them all be
ex_'essed ia'a written form of words ; words, as we'.
ci_and' acom'ate as it is possible to make them, amt
t_..ji_,_#.
- _,+:.... mrdfthReport,p.539.
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let them be published in a book. This is what is lmOl_VL
understood by a code ; without such a code there can c,,z. 6.
be no good administration of justice : in such a state 1793.
of things as that in India, there can, without it, be no
such administration of justice as consists with any
tolerable degree of human happiness or national prosperity. In providing this most important instrument
of justice, no further difficulty will be found, than the
application of the due measure of virtue and intelligence ; not to be looked for in the classes, whose interests the vices of the law promote. Sir William
Jones, and others, recognized the demand for a code
of Indian law; but unhappily thought of no better
expedient than that of employing some of the natives
themselves; as if one of the most difficult tasks to
which the human mind can be applied, a work to
which the highest measure of European intelligence is
not more than equal, could be expected to he tolerably
performed by the unenlightened and perverted intellects of a few Indian pundits. With no sanction of
reason could any thing better be expected than that
which was in reality produced ; a disorderly compilation of loose, vague, stupid, or unintelligible quotations and maxims, selected arbitrarily from books of
law, books of devotion, and books of poetry ; attended with a commentary, which only adds to the mass
of absurdity and darkness : a farrago, by which nothing is defined, nothing established ; and from which,
in the distribution of justice, no assistance beyond the
materials of a gross inference, can for any purpose be
derived. To apply the authority of religion, or any
other authority than that of the government, to the
establishment of law, is now unnecessary ; because
the great and multiplied changes which the English
have made in all the interior regulations of society,
VOL.
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nook vI. have already destroyed in the minds of the natives
c_AP.6. the association between the ideas of religion and the
1793. ideas of law. But, at any time, for combining the
authority of religion with that of law, nothing more
was required, than what might still be adviseable ;
namely, to associate the most celebrated of the pundits. For digesting the law into an accurate code,
such men would be altogether unqualified ; but they
might lend their peculiar and local knowledge to him
to whom the task is assigned; and they might easily
and effectually annex the authority of religion to his
definitions, by subjoining quotations from their sacred
books, and declaring the words of the code to be the
true interpretation of them. The law of the natives,
and the minds of its interpreters, are equally pliant.
The words, to which any appeal can be made as the
words of the law, are so vague, and so variable, that
they can be accommodated to any meaning. And
such is the eagerness of the pundits to raise them.
selves in the esteem of their masters, that they show
the greatest desire to extract from the loose language
of their sacred books, whatever opinions they conceive to bear the greatest resemblance to theirs. It
would require but little management to obtain the
cordial co-operation of the doctors, both Moslem and
Hindu, in covering the whole field of law with accurate definitions and provisions ; giving security to all
existing rights, and the most beneficial order to those
which were yet to accrue.
For the distribution of justice, there is required not
only all accurate expression of what is to be observed
and obeyed as law ; but an adequate judicial establish.
ment ; or, an appointment of judges, and other ministers of justice, sufficient, on every occasion, which
calls for a decision, ta declare what the law is, and
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to carry it into effect, with the smallest possible bur- _ooI_
vI.
CHAP. 6.
then, in the way either of delay, vexation, or expense.
1795.
For this important purpose, it is evidently necessary, that the number of tribunals should bear a due
proportion to the business which they are called upon
to perform ; and that, whenever the causes which ofl'ev
themselves for decision exceed the number of those
which it is possible for the existing tribunals to de.
eide, addition should be made to the number of
them, till they are sufficient for the prompt investigation of every ease on which the judicial decision is
required.
From no government, surely, ought this
language to be heard ; that it does indeed see the necessity of a greater number of tribunals, in the inability of the existing number to investigate the suits of
the people; but that it has something else to do with
the money which it takes from the people, than to
expend it in perfecting the administration of justice.
Nor is it enough, that the tribunals be sufficient in
number to perform without delay the judicial business
of the country; they ought to he sufficiently near
each other, to enable every suitor to have recourse
to them without that obstruction to justice which
arises from the necessity of any considerable journey
to perform. Of the value of this attribute of a judicial establishment no illustration is required?
-Another important condition to the excellence of a
judicial establishment is, that in its mode of conductWhat is here _bserved on the propertte_ desirable ix_a judicial establishment, are only such general deductions from the science of legislation, as can find a proper place in a critical lnstory.
The analysis of
the whole subject is seen in great perfection,
i_ a _ork entitled,
" Draught of a new Plan for the Organizau.n
of the judicial F_stab|ishmerit in l:ranee_" by .leremy Bentham, Esq.
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BOOK
vI. ing the judicial business, all forms, all ceremonies,
CnAe.6. which create delay, trouble, and expense, or any one
1793. of them, without any corresponding advantage,
should he carefully and completely retrenched; and
nothing whatsoever left, but those plain and rational
operations, which are recognized by all the world as
useful, and alone useful, in the investigation of a
matter of fact. It will remove the necessity of a
longer explanation to observe, That the mode of
procedure, which is called summary, and followed in
the small debt courts in England, is an example of
the mode of procedure which is divested of ceremonies, and retains only such plain and simple operations as form the ordinary steps of a rational inquiry :
That the mode of procedure, on the other hand,
which is called regular, and followed in the superior
conrts, is an example of the mode of procedure which
is loaded with superstitious ceremonies and observances; and complicated by a multitude of operations, altogether different from the recognized steps
of a rational inquiry. The consequence of this load
of superstitious observances, and this multiplicity of
operations, is, not to lead with more certainty to the
discovery of truth, but with less certainty: while the
peopleare driven from the courts ofjustice bythe terror
_f delay, trouble, and expense; and every species of injustice flourishes under the prospect of impunity and
success. In the summary mode of procedure, in its
perfect shape, is included every operation conducive
to the elucidation of truth ; every thing which is necessary for securing and bringing forward the evidence, and for presenting it to the mind of the judge,
in its greatest possible plenitude, and most perfect
@o_ible shape. To add to these operations a multit_le of others, which have no tendency whatsoever
to improve thc state in which the evidence is present-
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ed to the mind of the judge, can have no tendency to _ooK yr.
aid the discovery of truth. It must have a sure ten- CHAP.
6.
dency to give it obstruction, in ways too numerous _1793.
here to recount. Among the bitter fruits of a complicated mode of procedure; the loss of evidence, by the
death, removal, and feeble memories of witnesses;
and the successful efforts made by the guilty to intimidate or corrupt them; are enumerated, by the
Indian judges, as evils, with which their experience
had made them minutely acquainted. Were there
nothing more than the complexity, which a multitude
of nice and puzzling operations produces, it would
be hurtful to the discovery of truth, by diverting and
confusing the mind of the judge. But when those
multiplied niceties and observances are superstitiously
elevated, as they uniformly are, into matters of chief
and primary importance ; when the mind of the judge
is more vigilant to observe whether every one of the
words and actions which enter into a multitude of
fiJvolous ceremonies has been exactly observed, than
to eficit eve_y particle of evidence, and assign to it
the proper station in his mind, it is impossible to estimate the injury which is done to the discovery of
truth, and thence to the interests of justice, by a
technical mode of procedure. Even by the servants
nf the Company, who have remarked with so much
intelligence the shocking state of justice in India,
I observe that "precipitate" is the epithet applied to
the summary, or rational mode of procedure ; "deliberate," that applied to the regular or ceremonious.
It is a proof of the defects of their education, when
such an illusion could pass upon minds of so much
strength.
That which is done with thought, is
that which is done deliberately.
That which is done
without thought, is that wbich is done precipitately.
It is of no consequence how long a thing remains un-
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_O_: VI.done, provided thought all the while is never applied
c_,,,. 6. to it. During the delay which takes place by the
1793. performance of the superstitious ceremonies of regular procedure, is it supposed by any body that the
judge turns a thought to the merits of the cause?
Deliberation is performed by the non-existence of
thought, according to the theory of those who account delay and deliberation the same thing. The
judge deliberates upon the question, at least to any
valuable purpose, only during the time when he is
receiving and digesting the evidence ; for, as to the
law, if it were all clearly expressed and written in a
book, there here," could be any considerable doubt.
If any point was found to be really doubtful, the case
should either be suspended, or decided provisionally,
till the determination of the legislature, removing the
doubtfulness, should be applied for, and received.
But with regard to evidence, and the light which it
yields, the only article of real importance in the pursuit of truth, the judge is far more favourably situated, in the summary mode of procedure, than in the
regular; because, in the summary mode, it is the
light of evidence to the collecting and presenting of
which, in its most complete and trust-worthy state,
the force of every operation is directed. In the regular mode, so far is this from being the primary object,
that a great proportion of the ceremonies have the
unavoidable effect of compelling the evidence to be
presented, in not the best possible, but a very inferior,
state. With regard even to time for deliberation,
the situation of the judge, under tardy, is worse than
that of the judge under expeditious procedure. Of
the greater proportion of causes the evidence may all
be received and thoroughly understood in a very
limited space of time. But causes do every now and
then occur, in tile case of which time is required,
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not oaly to receive, but complete the evidence; as BOOKVL
when, by the hearing of one article of tile evidence, cus_. 6.
other articles are indicated which time is required to 1793.
produce. As often as occasions of this description
occur, the rational mode of inquiry directs, that the
judge should allow himself that portion of time, whatever it is, which is suited to the exigeuce of the case.
Under the regular mode of procedure, .the judge is
tied down to fixed times and seasons; and must decide upon the evidence which he has been able to hear,
whether it is complete and well digested, or the contrary. The nature of regular or superstitious procedure, therefore, is to produce the opposite evils of
delay and precipitation.
The nature of rational procedure is to shun both evils; to retrench every moment of the time ar_ labour expended in the performance of useless ceremonies; to ensure in the fullest
measure all the time which is necessary for the most
perfect reception and understanding of the evidence.
It is probable that the words "summary," and "regular," impose upon persons who give to the subject only
a precipitate glance. They are very ill chosen ; that is
to say, they very inaccurately describe the objects which
they are employed to denote. Summary has very frequently the same import, as the term abridged. Now
an abridged mode of procedure naturally means a mode
of procedure in which some of the steps are left out ;
and if all the steps were useful, such a mode of procedure would be undoubtedly precipitate.
But if no
steps are left out, except those which are useless and
pernicious ; and all those wldch are of any use are
much more carefully and much more perfectly performed, the summary mode of procedure is in reality
the least precipitate; and also the most regular, if
the exact adjustment of means to their ends, be tile
standard of regularity.
Better names wou}d be ; the
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aOox:vI:sape_itious,
i_tead of the Tegtrl_, mode_of:pmee-:
_AP. _._dure; and the rational,, instead of the summary..
1793. Thu_ far the way for the go_erne_nt of india4s
clear. For the performance of what is thus shown
to _henecessary, all that is wanting is the will. If., this
were.done, let us then consider.how much would _be
gained. The mass of causes, that mass which, in
Iudi_, smites, by its magnitude, the admi_fist_afionof
justice with impotence, divides itself into two classes:
First, that of the causes which derive themselves frOm
the _ices of the law : Secondly, that of those which
derive themselves from the vices of the people, There
are few other; there can be but few other. How
great the proportion of those which are derived ffon_..
the vices of the law; the complaints of the judgeso
and other functionaries in India abundantly, discke_
We learn that the great body of the people are ,_e_o
O.uded from the courts of law by means of the _ex_
pcnse ; that oppression reigns because the people are
unable to sue for redress ; that universal encourage,
ment is given to one man to withhold from anothor
what is his due, by the certainty of delay, and the
two chances, first of not being prosecuted, and,secondly of baffling the plaintiff by the uncertainties of
thelaw.
We also learn that a wide field of impmfity
is ensured to every species of crime, the rrost atrocious not excepted: first, because the people, upon
whom the expense and trouble, arising out of the dila.
tory and costly proceedings of the courts, impose a
burthen greater than they are able to bear, fly from
the duty of appearing as witnesses or prosecutors
against delinquents; secondly, because delay produces
the fi_laent destruction of evidence; and, together'
with the uncertainties of an unwritten law, and the
complicated ceremonies of a superstitious mode of
procedure, affords the greatest chance of escape.

Fmmthe whole then ofthese evils ;_t¢_w_icbits'_nTaB_DZ V_
great measure to be ascribed the destructive,_ana_hg_ c_A_._
which exists under the government of India ; frvm t79_
the whole, I say, of that part of the mass of litigaChm
which grows out of the vie_ of the law, andalLshe
evils with which both are attended, the reform oLthe
law, that is, an a_curate code, an adequate judiei_
establishment, and a rational mode of procedur_
would effect a complete deliverance.
:No litigation would then remain, to prevent :the
effectual administration of justice, but that which,
would arise from the vices, intellectual or moraL,of
the people. The number of difficulties being greatly=
d_ninished, the power of coping with them would be
greatly increased. It is also an important consideration, how much the vices of the people depend upon
the _vices of the laws, and how nece_arily the vices of
the people diminish, as the virtues of the laws are in,
creased. Of this no man will doubt ; that the most
effectual step which can be taken by any government
todiminish the vices of the people is, to take away
from the laws every imperfection by which the vices,
to impart to them every perfection by which the virtues, of the people may receive encouragement. On,
a former occasion we have heard Lord Cornwallis
declare, that the prosperity or decline of any people
may always be referred to the laws, as their sourceJ
To the same copious fountain of all that is good, or
all that is evil, with still greater certainty may their
vices and virtues be traced.
The vices among the people of India which tend
most to enfeeble the arm of justice, are two; their
proneness to perjury ; and their perfidy as agents 0f
police: the one rendering it extremely difficult to
i Vide

a, p. 345.
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Bool_VL_vmrict _K_nders- upon satisfactory evidence ; the
c,^r._6, other, shielding them from detection and apprehea1798. sion. One would think it was not an effort beyond
the reach of the human mind to find remedies of considerable efficacy for those diseases.
First in regard to perjury ; the powers with which
government, in this, as in other cases, is capable of
acting upon the human mind, are three ; the power
of instruction ; the power of reward; and the power
of punishment.
On the subject of perjury it appears, that the people stand peculiarly in need of instruction. Under
the native systems, legal or religious, partieularly the
Hindu, perjury was treated as a very trifling and
venial offence. The most effectual measures should
be adopted to make them clearly comprehend, that
there is no crime, upon which the present government looks with more abhorrence _ and that there is
no quality which will be employed as a more certain
mark to distinguish the objects of its favour and
disfavour. Effectual modes of communicating this
knowledge would not be difficult to find. It is observ.
able, that wherever governments are in earnest about
the communication of any article of knowledge to
the people, they seldom remain destitute of means.
They are seldom baffled, we see, in communicating a
complete knowledge of what they wish to be done
by the people, how complicated soever it may be, in
making payment of taxes. It would be easy in India,
for example, to print upon the receipt of taxes,
or any other paper of general distribution, a short and
clear description of the crime of perjury; with a notification, in the most impressive terms possible, of the
deep abhorrence in which it is held by the government, and the severe punishment, both direct and indirect, to which it is exposed. To secure attention
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to this or any other article of information, many ex- BOOKVI_.
pedients might be found ; rendering it, for exampIe, c_sP. 0,
necessary to answer certain questions, before any one 179s.
could be admitted to perform certain acts. Where
the manners of the people suffer any important condition to be placed before the permission to contract
a marriage, it might be rendered conducive to many
good effects.
In regard to the application of rewards and punishments, the channel in which the conceptions of the
Reformer shbu]d run, is all that can here be easily
shown. In the first place it is obvious, that every
man, whose veracity in a court of justice appears
without suspicion, should be treated by the court with
peculiar respect) and pointed out as an object of honour and esteem. He might be asked, if he had any
favour to request, or any service to point out, which
the court could render him, to testify its opinion of his
virtue: he might be furnished with some honorary
badge of distinction; and might even receive a ticket
which should point him out as an object of favour
to all the instruments of government, and to all those
who wished to make the government their friend.
The punishments which have been applied to this
offence appear, by the complaints of the Indian judges,
not to have been skilfully chosen, and to have been
attended with little advantage. To prevent a crime of
which the mischievous effects are so great, one would
be willing to go to the expense of considerable severity, provided it were well adapted to the end. We
are informed that severity of punishment has greatly
diminished the prevalence of perjury before the Supreme Court ; but the information is too general to
enable us to ascertain the value of the fact. One circumstance there is which renders severity of punishment peculiarly inapplicable to this crime; and that
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BOOKVI.is, the uncertainty of proof. In the greater number
ChAr. 6. Of cases, perjury is rather strongly suspected than
1793. clearly proved ; and a judge, whose humanity is considerable, will not execute a terrible punishment,
where he is not pel_ectly assured of guilt. The conconsequence is, that in the great majority of cases, the
perjurer, for want of certain evidence, escapes and tile
crime receives encouragement.
On the other hand,
if the punishment were mild, and the evil not incapable of reparation in case of mistake, a strong suspicion would suffice for the inference of guilt, and few
delinquents would be suffered to escape. There is
another consideration, of the highest possible impor_nee; That perjury is not an offence which in every
instance implies the same degree of guilt.
In different instances, it implies all possible varieties of guilt,
and very often, among the people of India, no guilt at
all. Such, in many of them, is their imbecility of
mind; so faint are the traces of their memory; so
vivid the creations of their imaginations ; so little are
they accustomed to regard truth in their daily practice ; so much are they accustomed to mingle fiction
with reality in all they think, and all they say ; and
so inaccurate is their language, that they cannot tell
a true story, even when they are without any inducement to deceive.] Again, perjury is always coral The following is a case so analogous as to afford some instruction.
_6He that goes into the Highlands with a mind naturally aequie_:eat,
ai_d _ credulity eager for wonders, may come back with anopinion very
different from mine ; for the inhabitants, knowing the ignorance of all
strangers in their language and antiquities, perhaps are not very serupuloae adherents to truth; yet, I do not say that they ddiherntely speak
studie d falsehood, or have a settled purpose tO deceive.
They have
inquired and considered little, and do not always feel their own ignorance. They are not much accustomed to be interrogated by others;
and seem never to have thought upon interrogating themselves ; so that
if they do not know what they tell to be true_ they likewise do not distinctly perceive it to be false._Mr.
Boswell was very diligent in his

mitted as an instrument in the service of some other BOOKVL
crime ; and bears the character of guilt, in a low or a CKAP.
6.
high degree, according to the nature of the crime for 1793.
the sake of which it is perpetrated. It may be committed in exculpation of one's self, or of a near relation or friend; and for a slight or an atrocious of_
fence; it may be committed for the accomplishment
of a petty fraud; or it may be committed for the deliberate purpose of taking away the life of an innocent
person. It is evident, that in these cases, there is the
greatest possible difference in point of guilt; and
the feelings of our nature revolt at the thought of inflicting the same punishment upon all. In the case
of this, as of other accessary crimes, common good
sense, not to speak of legislative wisdom, directs that
itshould be punished in some proportion to the prin.
cipal crime ;rathe crime the benefit of which was the
motive to the transgression.
In tracing the truth, through the mazes of Indian
evidence, there is required in the judge, not only
much acuteness and sagacity, but great acquaintance
with the habits and manners of the people ; that he
may be able to interpret the innumerable indications,
which are given by peculiar modes of expression and
deportment. The grammatical construction of the
sounds which pass through the lips of a witness, is
often the least part of the instruction which a pene.
tratingjudge derives from him. Even in the native
country of the Judge. experience gained from long
practice in the modes of thinking, acting, and speaking, of the principal class of depredators, is found to
give him important advantages in extracting the evidence of guilt. The extraordinary disadvantages, uninquiries; and the result of his investigauons was, that the answer to
the second question was commonly snch as nullified the answer to the
first."
Johnson's J'ournev to the Hebrides.

_OOKYr.der which Englishmen, totaUy unacquainted with the
CaAr. ft.
manners of the Indians, lie, when they begin to seek
179s. their way through the labyrinth of Indian testimony,
can be easily conceived. This ignorance is, accordingly, singled out, by some of the most intelligent of
the Company's servants, as a source, and one of the
principal sources, of the wretched administration _:
justice. The civil servants of the Company, who
ascend to the office of Judge in the routine of service,
have, in general, no opportunity of obtaining any
considerable acquaintance, with the modes of thinking
of the natives, and the evidence which their peculiarities import.
Another consideration, which ought to be impressed
upon the minds of those who have it in their power to
amend the legislation of India, is ; That well to perform the service of a judge, skilfully to extract, and
wisely to estimate every article of a complicated mass
of evidence, not only peculiar experience, and that
acuteness and dexterity, which are acquired by
habitual practice are of the greatest importance, but
also an enlightened acquaintance with those general
principles regarding law and the administration of
justice, which have their foundation in the general
laws of human society, and which ought to run
through and form the ground-work of the laws of all
nations. In a situation where the body of law is
complete, and well adapted to its ends, the absohlte
necessity is not so great for this species of knowledge
in thejudge, because he has rules for his guidance
in every thing. He has few rules for his guidance
in India, where every judge must in a great measure,
be the rule to himself. Here, it is evident, he has
the greatest possible occasion for the guidance of those
general principles, which an enlightened education
alone can give. The youth who is destined to the great
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and delicate duties of a judge, in India, cannot be too BOOKVi.
carefully disciplined in that philosophy which gives ChAr.6.
the best insight into the principles of human nature;
1793.
which most completely teaches the ends which the
administration ofjttstice has it in view to accomplish,
and the means which are best adapted to the ends.
This sort of education is of importance not only for
imparting a knowledge, to the youths who become
judges, of what ought to he done ; but for imparting
to them a love for the ends of justice ; and thus creating a grand set of motives for ensuring the performance of what ought to be done. If those on
whom the legislation for India depends are in earnest
for the establishment of a good administration of justice, a good education for judges is one of the first
reforms they will undertake.
This reform, too, wiil
be without difficulty ; because all that is wanting is a
goad choice of means.
The cast would not be exorbitant. Here also is another of the occasions which so
frequently occur, of remarking the bitter effects of that
wretched policy, by which the settlement of Englishmen in our Indian dominions has been opposed. Had
all parts of India been stocked, as under a system of
freedom would have been the case, with Englishmen, settled, in the various occupations of agriculture,
manufactures, and trade, there would have been in
the country a sufficient number of English gentlemen, thoroughly conversant with the manners and
character of the natives; many of them born and
bred among them; gentlemen, to whom it would
have added dignity, to be vested with the powers of
judicature; and who would have been well pleased to
discharge its duties for a moderate reward.
By these, or expedients such as these, it will probably be allowed, that the difficulties, arising from
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BO0_ Vl.the prevalence of perjury in India, might, to a great
caAP.o. degree, be overcome. It is next to be inquired, what
179_. is capable of being done for the improvement of the
police; that is, for the best organization of the
powers necessary to detect and apprehend offenders,
and to guard the people against the mischief they
pursue,
Although, in a situation where the moral sanction
operates with so little effect as in India, where the
intellects of the people are too weak to distribute
their love and esteem, their hatred and contempt,
with operative energy, upon the acts, respectively, by which society is benefitted, or injured, the
difficulty of ensuring a tolerable discharge of the
duties of the men employed as agents of police is
greatly enhanced; yet, in every situation, agents will
violate their duties, if it is their interest to do
so; and if in India it is made their intere_ not to
violate them, we may count, with tolerable certainty,
upon their being performed. We see the end, then,
for which the means remain to be provided. On
the subject of those means, a few general suggestions are all that can here find an appropriate place.
Much both of local and of appropriate knowledge is
required for details.
One observation there is, of which it is of importance that the weight should be felt. Were the
business before the tribunals well perfo_'med, by removing the imperfections of law and judicature, the
difficulties of police would be greatly reduced. As
every offender will be pretty sure to suffer, who was
actually detected and apprehended; the number of
crimes would be so far diminished, and the agents of
police more afraid to transgress. If the people were
not punished for giving information, by a load of

ex_m_e and trou,ble, they_would.afford meaMsof,gait BO_ v[.
•_alue for detecting and apprehending the authors of C_AP.6.
crime. Their apathy might be overcome by appro- 1793_
pilate ivatruction, and by gentle applications of both
punishment and reward. Protection indeed would
he .required against the vengeance of the deeoits ; and
this should be one of the first objects of government,
No exertion of its powers can be too great, to pursue
immediately, and inccssantly, the gang by which _any
enormity has been committed in revenge for information. It should be seen and felt, by the whole cornInanity, that government will never rest, till it has
_ized the men by whom a crime, in so high a degree
i_jurious to society, has been perpetrated, and till it
has inflicted upon them the punishment which the
repression of so dreadful an enormity requires. As
one great end would be, to interest and rouse the
people, might they not be called forth, in such a puxsuit, in the mode of a posse comitatus ? One expedieot will naturally suggest itself to every body. The
_nmy could not be more usefully, nor more honour.
ably employed, than in protecting the people who
maintain them, fi-om internal, as well as external,
t_e_ All that would be necessary would be to
tribute the men with their officers according to a
organization, combining their opera_ions,, ia
the smallest parties, with their operations in a body,
The ,organization of people called gens-d'arm_
Erance_ would afford the instruction of aa example,
The _currenee
of their will might be ensured by
_ar_
as well in other shapes, as in that of, houour,
which would be so justly their due. Against
abuse of their powers, a welkordel_ed pla_, and,,eectainty of punishment, might afford a pretty effoetual
security. Objections will be drawn from thedaogehto
the morals and discipline of the soldiers; but the
VOL.
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Boor[ vI. same securities which preserved them from the abuse
CJJAP.
6. of their powers, would also preserve them from the
179$. loss of their virtue. A more serious difficulty would
be, to supply their place when called away hy the
demands of war.
The best remedy to this, as to many other difficul.
ties which baffle, and, without it, will long continue to
baffle, the powers of the Indian government, would
be found among the admirable effects of colonization,
If Englishmen were mixed in considerable numbers
among the natives, it would be easy to find a sufficient number of men, whose intellectual and moral
qualities would fit them for guiding the native agents
in the functions of police; and through whom it
would be possible to prevent the abuse of the powers
of those agents by insuring its detection and punishment. The parent which begets the crimes of the
darogahs, as of the decoits, is their knowledge of the
inability of"government to punish them.
When the business of detection and conviction is
accomplished, punishment remains. On this subject
a few observations are still to be made. As crimes
have multiplied, increasing severity of punishment
has been tried, and the multiplication of crimes has
not been diminished. Beside the general experience
and arguments which prove the inefficacy of severe punishments for the repression of crime, peculiar reasons apply to the case of India. Under the
infirmities which diminish the evidentiary force of
almost all Indian testimony, the cases are comparatively few in which the guilty can receive conviction
on very satisfactory evidence. The feelings of no
humane judge will permit him to inflict a cruel punishment, such as death, or any thing approaching to
death, when the evidence is not complete. His only
alternative is, to acquit ; the consequence is, that in
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a great proportion of cases, the guilty escape; and BOOKYr.
crime receives that effectual encouragement, which CHAP.
6.
uncertainty of punishment always affords. 1 For such 179s.
KFifth Report, p. 588, 589, where we find the following excellent re.murks, addressed, by E. Stracbey, Esq. one of the Moorshedahad Judges,
to the Court of Nizamut hdaulut, under date 19th Aug. 1808.
" I must again entreat the attention of tim Co,_rt to some suggestions
with respect to the police, and to the operation of the more immediate
causes ofdeeoity ; and to a consideration of the reasons, why the sanction of the criminal law is becomemefficient ill the way of example, and
can no longer deter from the commission of crimes, m' affect any criminals, except those who, ia justice, are not deserving of severe punishment.
"I consider it as out of the question, to improve the moral and reLigious prinmple of the people, by direct positive institutions. We are too
ignorant of the natives to attempt any thing so artificial without imminent risk. We do not understand the operation of such institutions on
their minds, or their tendency, with respect to the frame of the society.
As for the criminal law, I beheve the impoliey and inefficacy, even the
mischmfof very severe punishments,
is generally acknowledged, as well
as the injustice of inflicting punishment, where other remedies might
have been used with equal effect. With respect to increasing the severity of the criminal laws we have before our eyes an admirableexample.
In 1803, and again in 1805, this principle was expected to prove a remedy for deeoity.
It has been tried, and it has utterly failed. As it is
impossible to conceive a case more direcdy in point, or a more fall,
simple, convincing proof of the insufficiency _f the means to the end ;
I trust no increase in the severity of the criminal taw wdl ever be again
resorted to.
" As punishments are more severe, stricter proof of the crime is required ; and consequently a proportmnally greater number of criminals
escape conviction.
Besides, the terror of the severe punishment makes
the criminal more careful to guard against being taken ; and as it has no
tendency to increase the activity of the police, hut the contrary, the
number of offenders apprehended will, of course, be less than before.
The deceits now guard against the danger of apprehension and conviction,
by eorraptmu and terror. They would give more bribes, and commit
more murders, if they thought more precaution necessary : and the consequence would he, that the difficulties of apprehending and coavicdag
deceits would increase, end people who had been robbed and tortured
would still be compelled to perjure themselves that they might not be
murdered.
"And _'ith respect to the admmistratmn of the luws, are not the judges
now entrusted with as much power as is proper ? And if the law was
made more severe, wouM it not he necessary to extend _heir powerstill
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Result oj"Cornwallis's

BOOKVI.a combination of circumstances

as that which India

caAP.6. presents to the hand of the legislator, the rational
1793. course of expedients would undoubtedly be, to apply
that lenity of punishment with which alone it is
found that certainty can be combined ; to prescribe
no punishment which, upon strong presumption of
guilt, the mind of a good man would revolt provision.
ally to apply ; to make use of no punishment the evil
of which cannot be repaired, if the innocence of the
prisoner should afterwards appear; and then to prescribe unsparing conviction as often as the balance of
probability inclines to the side of guilt.
That admirable instrument for the application of
all sorts of reparable punishments, and not only of reparable punishments, but what is infinitely better, of
reformative punishments, punishments under the operation of which the restoration to society of hardly
any offender would be an object of despair; the
Panopticon penitentiary house, invented and described by Mr. Bentham, an organ of justice so well
adapted to the exigencies of every community, would,
with extraordinary advantage, apply itself to the extraordinary circumstances of Bengal. For individuals,
under every species of guilt, and every legal degree of
suspicion, an appropriate place would be found in one
of these important hospitals for the mind ; and society would no longer be exposed to danger from any
further ! And are we all fit persons to be entrusted with discretionary
power to inflict punishments which are by many considered to be worse
than death ?
"Persons who are entrusted with such powers ought to be appointed
from no other consideration
whatever_ hut that of the fitness of the
man for the place. But 1 would ask, whether all our appointments
have ever been so filled ? And whether it is probable, from the nature of
our service, that they ever will be .} We may all be judges, learued and
unlearned."

J'taticial Reforms.
individual to whom probable
ous character attached. 1

evidence

51_3
of a mischiev-BOOK VI.
CHAP.6.

Under the existing system the penal contrivances
appear to be no better adapted, to their end than those
which we have already contemplated.
In the report
from Moorshedabad,
in 1803, " The number of
crimes," say the judges, "committed
annually in the
division under our jurisdiction,
appears to have increased since the year 1793.
The causes to which
we ascribe the increase, are; the want of a preventive police ; and the inefficacy of imprisonment, as a
punishment, for either reformation, or example.
We
do not perceive any effects from the regulation which
declares persons, convicted of the crime of perjury, liable to be marked on the forehead° In the
course of our judicial duties, we still meet with the
same barefaced disregard of truth, which always characterized the natives of India.
The punishment of
transportation, introduced by the British government,
falls chiefly on decoits.
And yet the crime of decoity
has not decreased, in the division under our authority.
To judge, therefore, of its operation by this
result, it would follow,--that
the punishment is of no
effect ; and the terror of it must daily diminish." _
A government
which would render honesty and
The wantofthisimportantinstrumentofjudicatureis felt,thoughnot
distinctlyunderstood,by someof the Company'sjudges. The answer
to the interrogatories,in 1802,fromthe magistratesof the twenty-four
pergunnahs,says; " A numberof the convictsat this station are employedin repairingsomeof the publicroads in the vicinityof Calcuttaj
&c. The number of guards reqmsite to superintendand watch the
convicts, thus employed,prevents our keepiugso maoy of them to
work,as we couldwish,and as the preservationoftheir health seemsto
require. The constructionof a houseofcorrection,in the vicinityof the
jail, where all the convicts who are capable of work might be kept to
constmat labour, would remedy the evil, and appears to us to be a preferable mode."
Fifth Report, at supra, p. 558.
Ibid. p.521,554.
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NOOKVI.justiee prevalent among its subjects must itself be
c-^_,.o, honest and just. Sir Henry Strachey, who looked
179s. upon the evils of India with eyes more enlightened
than ordinary, complains, that "no provision is made
for the return of those convicts to their country,
who are transported beyond seas for a limited time,
although it is well known, that hardly an)-native
possesses the means of procuring a passage for himself." 1 What is this, but, under the false pretence of
a sentence of a limited number of years, to pronounce,
in all eases of transportation, a sentence for life ? Is
it possible that a class of delinquents who know themselves exposed to become the victims of this injustice
should not be hardened to greater feroeity, and, on
account of the wrongs which they are liable to receive, regard with less remorse the wrongs which
they commit? Is it possible, that the most impressive of all examples, the example of the government,
should fail of its effect, in imbuing the minds of the
people with a reverence or contempt of justice ?
There is another remedy for the evils of that delinquency which, to so dreadful a degree, prevails in
India; a remedy which some of the agents of the
Company's government have wisely and virtuously
brought to view, and which fi'om every consideration
both of humanity and policy deserves the most pro.
found regard. We have already learned from Sir
Henry Straehey, that the vices of the people arise
from their poverty and ignorance;and
especially
their poverty; because he expressly affirms, that
" where labour is amply rewarded, where all can
easily get employment, and where the poor are provided for, the people lead industrious and virtuous
lives." _ He frequently recurs to this important topic.
' Fifth Report_ ut supra, p. 558.

_ Vide supra, p. 3391 340.
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On another occasion he says, " In a year of plenty, BOOKvI.
like the present, when few are in want of food or c_AP. 6.
employment,
decoity will certainly less prevail, than
1793.
in a year of scarcity. ''_
The connexion between
poverty and crime is one of the laws of society on
which, to a peculiar degree, the attention of the legislator ought to be fixed. None of the links in the moral
constitution of our nature is more indissoluble;
on
none do a greater number

of important

consequences

depend.
That a perpetual struggle with the miseries
of poverty and want operates with baneful effect upon
the moral character,
no man who has observed the
laws of human nature will dispute. When a man has
nothing to lose and every thing to gain by disregarding the laws of society, by what power is he to be
restrained?
As soon as death by hunger stares him
in the face ; with regard to him, the law is deprived
of its power ; for what is the evil with which it meets
him, to the evil from which he runs ? Another thing
ought to be well remembered,
That extreme misery,
and above all things the miseries of poverty, diminish the value of life ; and that the man to whom life
is a burthen

is but little affected with the prospect

of

losing it.
Whoever has had an opportunity of witnessing, with any habits and powers of observation,
the deaths of the poor and the rich, must have been
struck with one extraordinary
distinction:
In most
cases the rich part from life with great

reluctance

; the

poor, except just in the morning of hope, with a kind
of satifaction,
a sort of pleasurable
anticipation
of
' Fifth Report, p. 559- In another place he says, " Great population, and poverty, producemisery and crimes; particularlyin a country wherethere is no public; and consequently,no certain and regular
provisionfor the poor: Where there are, I mayalmost say, more poor
than in any country: And where the ability, and disposition,of private individualsto supportthem, arc continuallydiminishing." Ibid.
p. 533.
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_OOKvI. the rest of the grave ; an expression among those of
ca_r. 6. them at least who have entered the vale of years, than
a79s. which there is none more common, none to which the
feelings are more truly attuned.
It it also.a matter
of general experience, that the man whose thoughts
are perpetually harassed with the torment of immediate, or the dread of future want, loses the powers of
benevolent sympathy with his fellow-creatures ; loses
the virtuous feelings of a desire for their pleasures
and an aversion to their pains ; rather hates their pleasures, as rendering the serrse of his own misery the
more pungent; desires their pains, as rendering the
sense of that misery the less. This is the account
which all the wisest interpreters of nature have rendered of that cruel and ferocious eharacter, which
uniformly accompanies the hardships of the savage
life. The man who sets little value on his own life
is not likely to be much affected at the thought of
taking away the life of another.
The man who
rather desires the pains than the pleasures of others,
is not likely to deny himself any gratification, on account of the sufferings to others of which his pleasure
may be the cause. Another result of imme_liate
suffering is, that it produces an extraordinary greedidess of immediate gratification ; a violent propensity
to any sensual indulgence which is within the reach.
This is a result, which deserves the greatest attention ; and which is a recognized, experienced principle
of human nature.
The animal nature of man, when
it is under suffering, impels him, with a force which is
almost irresistible, to afford himself some compensation,
in the way of animal pleasure ; any pleasure whatsoever, rather than none ; that which he can most easily
command; that which most completely takes from him
a while the grating recollection of his own wretchedness. It is a rule, accordingly, that the poorest peo-
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pie are the most intemperate; the least capable of BOOKVI.
denying themselves any pleasure, however hurtful, ¢,,,r. 6.
which they are able to command ; hence their passion 179s.
for intoxicating liquors ; and hence, because still more
wretched, the still more furious passion of the savage
for those pernicious drugs. Nor is this all. The
great restraining power, the happy influence which
keeps the greatest part of mankind within the bounds
of virtue, is the love of esteem, and the dread of contempt; the passionate desire, which is natural to
man, for the favourable regards, the dread and horror
with which he contemplates the unfavourable regards,
of his fellow-creatures. The favourable regards, however, of mankind can only be obtai_ed, by pursuing a
line of conduct which is useful to mankind ; their unfavourable regards can be avoided, only by abstaining
from every line of conduct which is hurtful to them.
But it deserves to be regarded with very great attention, that it is only in a state of some ease and comfort, that this salutary feeling exists in any considerable strength.
And the wretchedness of poverty is
attended with this evil consequence, that it excludes
those favourable regards of mankind, the desire of
which constitutes the strongest motive to virtue.
It
plunges a man into that state of contempt into which
misconduct would have placed him ; and out of which
no virtues which he can practise are sufficient to
raise him. The favourable or unfavourable regards
of mankind, therefore, operate with little effect to
restrain him from any course of action to which he is
impelled. What, then, upon the whole of this induction, is the general result ? That, in a state of extreme poverty, the motives which usually restrain
from transgression ; respect for the laws, dread of the
laws, desire of the esteem and affection, dread of the
contempt and abhorrence of mankind, sympathy with
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_I. the pains and pleasures of our fellow-creatures, lose
csAP. 6. their influence upon the human mind, while many of
_79s. the appetites which prompt to wickedness acquire
additional strength.
If, therefore, the government of India would lessen
the tendency to crime, which is manifested among its
subjects to so extraordinary a degree, it must lessen
the poverty which prevails among them to so extraordinary a degree.
If the state of crime be, as it undoubtedly is, a sort
of criterion of the state of property, the people of
India have been falling, since the year 1793, into
deeper poverty and wretchedness.
Knowing, then,
what we thus know, of the progress of delinquency
in India, what are we led to think of the unintermitring concert of praises, sung from year to year,
upon the Indian government, and upon the increasing happiness of the Indian people, of which that government is the cause ?
,f

The mode of increasing the riches of the body of
the people is a discovery no less easy than sure.
Take little from them in the way of taxes ; prevent
them from injuring one another; and make no absurd
laws, to restrain them in the harmless disposal of their
property and labour. Light taxes and good laws;
nothing more is wanting for national and individual
prosperity all over the globe. In India, where there
is yet uncultivated a prodigious quantity of good
land, the inference will suggest a doubt to no instructed mind. In more fully peopled countries, the
effect has never yet been seen of good laws in keep•ing the pace of population back to the pace of food.
The laws of human nature, clearly read, no less ensure the one result than they do the other.
The government of Bengal lost an opportunity, than
which a finer was never enjoyed, of accelerating the
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acquisition of riches, and hence the growth of virtue, nOOKVL
and decline of vice, in the great body of the people, CaAF.6.
when it declared the Zemindars, and not the ryots, 1793.
the proprietors of the soil ; when it sought by coercive
and artificial means to create that vast inequality of
fortunes, of which the corruption of the great body of
the people is the never-failing result.
It is actually singled out, by the most intelligent of
the Company's servants, among the causes of the prevalence of crime in India, as one, the operation of
which is very particularly and distinctly felt. "Where
considerable numbers," says Sir Henry Strachey,
" are collected and associate together, especially if
there happens to be much inequality of rank and fortune, the morals of the people are worst, though, compared to the inhabitants of other parts of the same
country, they may be said to be neither indigent nor uninformed.''_ That nothing should be done to prevent inequality of fortune, the good of society, because the eneouragementofproduction,requires.
Laws for the purpose of creating and preserving a forced, unnatural inequality, are the result of a desire of making slaves of
the many to make lords of the few. The original
laws of India follow in this important respect the dietates of nature.
By permitting a man to dispose of
his property as he pleases during his life, and leave it
to any person, or any number of persons, after his
death; and by dividing it equally among his children,
or his relatives of equal proximity, if no disposition of
it is made by himself, they favour that freedom of
disposals that perfection of ownership, that circulation
and distribution of property, by which the benefits
derived from property are in greatest perfection attained.
Fifth Report, p. 539.
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nOO_VL The temper and practice of the courts of justice
c_AP.6. are enumerated among the causes of the prevalence
1793. of crime; the courts of justice are represented as so
immoral, that they infuse a deeper stain of depravity
into the Indian character; and corrupt, beyond their
usual pitch of wickedness, the natives who approach
them. An imputation, more expressive of the interior depravity of courts of justice, cannot easily be
conceived. That the tribunals ought to be the guardians of morals, not the corrupters, is a general
maxim ; the guardians, both by the doctrines which
they teach, and the example they afford. That any
tribunal, however, which guides unhappy suitors
through a maze of wretched ceremonies and forms,
should be other than a den of chicane, that is, of
fraud ; and the chief of all seminaries of the fradulent
arts, is not very possible. That such are the courts
of justice in India, and above all the Supreme Court,
the court of English law, is indubitably proved. Sir
Henry Strachey, after stating, that where inequality
of rank and fortune prevails, there "the morals of the
people are worst," adds, " the same may be observed, respecting such persons as have occasion to
attend our cutcherries." 1 In another place, he says,
" I beg leave here to offer it as my opinion, that little
morality is learnt in any court of justice. In Calcutta,
I have reason to believe the morals of the people are
worse by means of the system established by us.
Nor do I attribute this solely to the size, population
and indiscriminate society of the capital, but in part
to the Supreme Court. I scarcely ever knew a native,
connected with the Supreme Court, whose morals
and manners were not contaminated by that conFifth Report, p. 539.
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nexion." 1 Enumerating the causes, which underthe BOOKVl.
English government, have operated to change the c_P.6.
character of"the natives, "the circumstance," he says, 179s.
" of the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court, and the
intercourse between the natives and the lowest officers of that court, may be considered as one of the
causes of that nature. But, I ask, whether the morals
of the people are in any respect improved by these
causes ? whether they have not learned all the low
arts of chicanery, imposture, and litigiousness, peculiar to an English court of justice ;--without a particle of plain-dealing, firmness, independence of spirit,
or useful knowledge of any kind ? "2
It has been alledged above, that most of the Indian
judges point to education, as the only power from the
operation of which a favourable change can be expected in the moral character of the people; on
this subject, however, if Sir Henry Straehey is excepted, their views are superficial. The most efficient
part of education is that which is derived from the
tone and temper of the society: and the tone and
temper of the society depend altogether upon the
laws, and the government.
Again; ignorance is the
natural concomitant of poverty ; a people wretchedly
poor, are always wretchedly ignorant.
But poverty
is the effect of bad laws, and bad government ; and
is never a characteristic of any people who are governed well. It is necessary, therefore, before education can operate to any great result, that the
poverty of the people should be redressed; that their
laws and government should operate beneficently.
The education of the poor is not extended beyond
the use of written, in addition to that of spoken lani FifthReport,p. 539.

: Ibid.p. 5_27.
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BOOK
Vi.guage. Now this, considered nakedly by itself, and
caAP.6, without regard to the exercise made of it, cannot be
1793. regarded as of any great value. In Europe, where
books are so happily diffused, the faculty of written
language, imparted to any people, must of necessity
prove to them a source of new and useful ideas. But
in India, of what sort are the books to which alone
it can introduce them ? The tales about their gods,
from which they can derive nothing but corruption.
In fact, the natives of India, and other parts of Asia_
are very generally taught the use of written ]am
guage; Land have been so from time immemorial; yet
continue the ignorant and vicious people, of whose
depravity we have so many proofs. No : if the government would make the faculty of reading useful
to the people of India, it must take measures for
giving them useful books. There is one effectual
measure for this purpose; and there never was, and
never will be another ; and that is the freedom of the
press. Among the other admirable effects of a free
press, one is, that it makes it the interest of government that the people should received the highest possible instruction; compels the government toexert itself
to the utmost in giving them instruction ; to the end,
that the people may not be in danger of being misled
by misrepresentation ; and that the government may
be assured of their attachment, whenever it deserves
it. The Indian government, however, if a conclusion
from its past may be drawn to its future conduct, will
not choose a free press for the first of its ameliorating
agents. Considering the mental state of the people
of India, it is possible that among them, at the present moment, the unrestrained use of the press might
See Malcolm's History of Persia, and Elphinst_,v.e's Caubul.
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be attended with inconveniences of a serious nature, BOOKVI.
and such as would surpass the evils it would remove, caAP.6.
There is no people, however, among whom it may 179s.
not be introduced by degrees. The people of India,
it is certain, ought to receive, as one of the indispensable instruments of improvement, as much of it as
they can bear; and this would soon prepare them, if
properly encouraged, for the receipt of more, and
hence, by rapid steps, for the enjoyment of it, in all
its fulness, and all its efficiency. The government of
India is told, indeed, by one of its own servants,
from whose recorded instructions it might learn
much, that something far beyond the power of mere
schooling, a power which in India cannot be strong,
is required to work any beneficial change in the character of the people committed to its charge. " The
vices and the crimes of the people," says Sir Henry
Straehey, "proceed from their poverty and ignorance ;
and I do not conceive they are likely to grow much
richer or wiser, while the present state of things
exists." 1 By the present state of things he undoubtedly means, the present state of the laws, and the
government;
on which every thing else depends.
What he declares, therefore, is, that under the present state of the laws and government, the improvement, either of the circumstances, or of the morals of
the people, is utterly hopeless; and that a fundamental change must take place in these, the primary
sources of good and evil, before any change can take
place in the streams they send forth. Next to the
direct operation of ameliorated laws upon the intellectual and moral character of the natives, would
be that diffusion of Englishmen in the society, by
t Fifth Report, p. 71.
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BO01_vI.means

of colonization,

caAP. 6: see_ _that so
1795. flow. 1
After,the

from

which

We have al_'eady

many, impavtant,,c_nsequence_

=would

voyage of Lord Cornwallis to Madras, in

1793, _ ,did not return to Bengal ; :but sailed for
England in the month of August.
To complete the
view of his administration,
the financial situation i_
which he left the Company,
described.
In _e

year

ending

April

is all that remains-to,be
1793,

the whole of the

receipts
of the Company
in India
amounted
_to
8,¢2_5_628l. ; and the whole of the e_peu$_amouat_l
"
to 7,007,0501.;
the difference is ,'10_18j_78l,:; _the
profit, or gain, which accrued to the42omp_r_y]u_n.
the transactions
of that year,
In,the reoeil_jWe_;,
included the subsidies from Indian P_irleess:and_eo!r,,
lections from the ceded and conquevedemmtrii_s_t_:_
the amount of 1,911,4921. ; and in tho:expea_es:Were,_
incAuded the interest of debts in India, and t_e*,moae_.,._
supplied to.Bencoolen
and the other distan_ _ietfle,_
meats, amounting to 702,4431.
The debts iu.[mii_ _
were 7,971,665/.
The debts in England,
esclusive_
of the capital stock, were 10,983,518l.
Ta _the
capital stock, another million had been added in !789_
which subscribed at 174 per cent., yielded, t,740,000/.
The capital stock, on which was now paid a dividend
of ten and a half per cent., amounted to 5,000,000. '_
The financial results of this administration,
when
J Beside the officialdocuments,whichI have quoted as I wenton,
there is informationof infiniteimportance,on the stateof delinquency
in I_dLa,onits causes, and on its remedies_in the work of a young
Indian_ad_e,lost to the worldtoo soon,the workformerlyquo_ed,on
the" PoliticalState ofIndia," by AlexaJader
F. Tytler,Esq.
_$eethe accountsof the E. :I.C. for 1793,presentedto parliament
in 1994,, _ee_a_sotheThird and Fourth Reports of the Select Committee onIndia affair%in 1810_withthe accountsin the Appendixes.
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compared with the financial results of that of Mr. BOOKVL
Hastings, 1 exhibit a decrease of the net surplus, but caAP.6.
to eompensate for this, the extinction of a small pot- 1793.
fioa of debt. The financial state of the Company,
as it appeared on the face of the accounts, is thus a
little better in one respect, but worse in another ; and
the point of deterioration more material, doubtless,
than that of improvement. As the government of
India was, however, now the government of the
ministry, it was the interest of the ministry to praise it.
In this particular, they were accordingly, by no means
wanting to themselves. The influence of the ministry
in parliament has been almost always sufficient to
make the praises bestowed by the ministry be accepted in parliament as principles of belief; and the
influence of ministry and parliament was combined,
to give them an ascendancy over the belief of the
nation at large. Mr. Dundas, no ordinary master in
the oblique arts of ruling the minds of men, reprepresented these financial results, as an object not only
of rejoicing and triumph, but even of astonishment.
He endeavoured to persuade, and succeeded in persuading, the parliament and the nation, that India
had fairly begun to be, what India would continue to
be, a vast source of wealth to the nation, affording a
surplus revenue, sufficient to enrich the East India
Company, and contribute largely toward the maintenance of the British government itself. Such were
the strains which year after year were sung in the
ears of the nation; and dictated the legislative proceedings. In fact, however, the favourable symptoms,
inferior as they were to those exhibited in 1786,
lasted for only a year or two. In 1797, a permanent
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Results.

BOOK
VI. deficit began, and the rapid accumulation of debt
c_F. _. exceeded all former example. The joy, indeed,
179s. which was expressed upon the financial prospects of
India, wherever it was real and not pretended, was
founded from the beginning upon ignorance. Large
sums had been obtained from new-made conquests,
and the charge to be incurred for their government
was not yet ascertained. As soon as that charge had
time to swell to its natural, that is, its utmost limits,
the disbursements of the Indian government outran
its receipts.
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